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Abstract— This paper proposes a novel knowledge-aided approach for selecting training data
in space-time adaptive processing (STAP) whose performance suffers from a severe degradation
in heterogeneous interference environment. The proposed approach exploits distances between
interference covariance matrices of training data and tested data as the measurements of interference statistical similarities, which helps us gain a deeper insight into the statistics from the point
of geometry. Three distances including Euclidean distance, Riemannian distance and a physical
distance are combined to distinguish various heterogeneous phenomenons. A prior knowledge
is employed in estimating the interference covariance matrices of both training data and tested
data. Simulation results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
1. INTRODUCTION

Space-time adaptive processing (STAP) is an important technique for suppressing strong clutter in
airborne radar systems which designs an adaptive filter by learning the statistical characteristics
of the interference environment [1]. Traditional STAP implementation employs training data near
the range under test to estimate interference covariance matrix and generate the optimal weight
vector under the assumption that they are independent and identically distributed with the tested
data [2]. However, realistic interference environments usually appear heterogeneous, thereby violating the assumption, leading to covariance estimation errors, adaptive weight vector mismatch
and consequently, degradation in STAP performance [3]. One useful approach to mitigate the effect
of heterogeneity is screening the training data before covariance estimation.
Lots of screening methods have been proposed, such as power-selected training (PST) [4], the
combination of phase and power-selected training [5] and the nonhomogeneity detector (NHD) [6].
PST selects the most powerful range cells to generate a deep clutter null for avoiding clutter residues,
and phase and power-selected training attempts to remove those chosen powerful range cells which
may potentially include target-like signals. Both of these two techniques make the assumption
that the interference heterogeneity only lies in the power. NHD, however, takes the interference
statistical properties into consideration instead of power, hence is a better criterion in theory. But
the performance of NHD method depends upon a reliable selection metric [7]. Performance loss
may occur when the metric is estimated using training data due to its heterogeneity.
Recently, distances between interference covariance matrices of the training data and tested data
are put forward as one of the means to measure the statistical similarities within them, which provides a method of judging the interference heterogeneity from the perspective of geometry [8]. The
interference covariance matrix of tested data is usually estimated using sample covariance matrix
whose performance may degrade significantly when sample covariance matrix contains heterogeneous range cells. A knowledge-aided interference covariance matrix estimation based on clutter
model is employed in this paper to estimate the statistical characteristic of tested data, which
mitigates the heterogeneity from the root since it exploits no information of training data. In addition, a prior knowledge of noise spectral density is used to construct a positive-definite interference
covariance matrix of training data which is necessary in calculating distances. Three different distances containing Euclidean distance, Riemannian distance and a physical distance are combined
to separate all kinds of interference heterogeneities mentioned above. Simulation results illustrate
the effectiveness.
2. STAP SIGNAL MODEL

Consider a uniform linear array radar system with N antenna elements. The radar transmits
M pulses in a coherent processing interval (CPI), and there are K fast-time samples for each
returned pulse. STAP is inherently a two-dimensional filtering process in space and slow-time
plane which adaptively designs a weight vector wk ∈ C M N ×1 for the space and slow-time data
snapshot xk ∈ C M N ×1 in the kth range cell. According to the usual linearly-constrained minimumvariance (LCMV) principle, the optimal weight vector for the kth range cell can be expressed as
follows [1]
wopt = µR−1
(1)
k v
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±
where µ = 1 (vH R−1
k v) is a constant, Rk is the interference covariance matrix in the kth range
cell and v is the space-time steering vector for a moving target with a given radial velocity and the
direction of arrival.
However, the interference covariance matrix is usually unknown in reality, thereby should be
estimated from measurement observations or other prior knowledge. The interference includes
clutter, noise and jammer. Conventionally, the interference covariance is estimated from multiple
space-time data snapshots of range cells nearby to the range under test (RUT) [1], defined as sample
covariance matrix
Ns
1 X
R̂ =
xi xH
(2)
i
Ns
i=1

where xi ∈ C M N ×1 is the ith training data, Ns is the number of training data, and the superscript
H denotes conjugate transpose.
Under ideal homogenous interference environment, if 2M N independent and identically distributed (IID) training data are available, the performance of this technique denoted as SMI can
approach the ideal, known-covariance case to within 3 dB [2]. Unfortunately, interference environments of real data appear heterogeneous or non-IID, which deviates from the assumptions, thereby
leading to covariance matrix estimation errors, adaptive filter mismatch, and consequently, degradation in performance of SMI. To mitigate the effect of heterogeneity, training data should be
screened before covariance matrix estimation to select range cells which share similar statistical
characteristics with the range under test.
3. TRAINING DATA SELECTION METRIC

The goal of training data selection metric is to measure the interference statistical similarity between training data and tested data. The best criterion is possibly the interference probability
density function which completely represents the statistical characteristics. However, the probability density function is hardly to obtain accurately in practical applications. Instead, interference
covariance matrix, as an important mathematical characteristic, gains a lot of attention and is
widely used. In the angle of geometry, the similarity between two covariance matrices can be
measured by the distance between them.
The most common distance is Euclidean distance which calculates the Frobenius norm of difference between the interference covariance matrix of training data denoted as R1 and the interference
covariance matrix of tested data denoted as R0
d21 = kR1 − R0 k2F

(3)

Clearly, Euclidean distance only cares about the power difference between two covariance matrices,
and doesn’t make use of the covariance structure.
Another kind of distance is Riemannian distance which is defined as
° ³
´°
°
−1/2
−1/2 °2
2
d2 = °log R0 R1 R0
(4)
°
F

where R0 and R1 are constrained to positive-definite matrices. Riemannian distance is the foundation of information geometry and is theoretically more effective than Euclidean distance to measure
the statistical similarity since covariance structure information is considered.
In addition, a physical distance is defined in [8] by
°
°2
° −1/2
°
−1/2
d23 = °R0 R1 R0
− I°
(5)
F

where I is the identity matrix. Under ideal conditions, this physical distance is a first order Taylor
approximation of Riemannian distance. Its effectiveness has been verified in [8] using measured
data.
4. KNOWLEDGE-AIDED COVARIANCE MATRIX ESTIMATION

The key point in the calculation of aforementioned distances is the interference covariance matrix
estimations of both training data and tested data since they are unknown. Traditionally, the
interference covariance matrix of tested data is estimated by sample covariance matrix according
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to Equation (2). However, it suffers from errors when training data is heterogeneous. An alternative
way to the estimation is based on the clutter model [1] whose structure is given by (jammer is not
considered for simplicity)
R̂ = Rc + Rn =

Nc
X

|αp |2 vp vpH ◦ Tp + σn2 I

(6)

p=1

where Rc and Rn are the covariance matrix of clutter and noise, respectively, Nc is the number
of independent clutter patches in tested data, αp and vp are the complex amplitude and spacetime steering vector, respectively, for the pth ground clutter patch, ◦ is the Hadamard matrix
product, Tp is a covariance matrix taper (CMT) that allows for incorporation of subspace leakage
effects such as internal clutter motion (ICM) and channel error, σn2 is the average noise power
per measurement. Covariance matrix constructed in this way only takes statistics of the range
under test into consideration. As a result, it can mitigate fundamentally the effect of heterogeneity
brought by training data.
For a clutter patch with azimuth angle θ and depression angle ϕ measured from the reference
of platform moving direction, its space-time steering vector can be expressed as
v = vt ⊗ vs
vt = [1, exp(jwd ), . . . , exp(j(M − 1)wd )]T ,

vs = [1, exp(jws ), . . . , exp(j(N − 1)ws )]T

(7)
(8)

4πv
2πd
cos(θ + α) cos ϕ, ws =
cos θ cos ϕ
(9)
λfr
λ
where M is the number of pulses transmitted in a CPI, N is the number of antenna elements, d
is the distance between adjacent antenna elements, fr and λ are pulse repetition frequency and
wavelength of the transmitted signal, respectively, v is the velocity of airborne radar platform and α
is the crab angle, ⊗ is Kronecker product, vt and vs are time and space steering vector whereas wd
and ws are normalized Doppler frequency and spatial frequency, respectively. If parameters of radar
system, antenna platform are known as a prior or can be measured conveniently, the space-time
steering vector of each clutter patch can be obtained according to their locations. The amplitude of
each clutter patch αp can be estimated directly from a prior knowledge such as SAR images [9] or
indirectly form measured data [10]. CMT Tp can be similarly determined indirectly from measured
data [10] under some proper models or directly from a prior knowledge. For example, a widely
accepted Gaussian model for ICM only requires the specification of wavelength λ, pulse repetition
frequency fr and variance of the clutter spectral spread [10]. The power of the noise σn2 can be
accurately estimated through calibration procedures in practice.
The interference covariance matrix estimation of training data is generally a function of training
data, and a possible choice could be the sample covariance matrix, namely Ri = xi xH
i . However, it
can’t meet the requirement of positive-definiteness which is necessary to calculate the Riemannian
distance, hence a technique proposed in [11] is exploited here to generate a modified positive-definite
sample covariance matrix
R̂i = Ui Λi UH
(10)
i
wd =

where Λi = diag([λi , σn2 , . . . , σn2 ]), with λi = max(σn2 , kxi k2 ) and σn2 being the average noise power,
Ui is a unitary matrix consisting of the eigenvectors of xi xH
i whose first eigenvector corresponds
2
to the eigenvalue kxi k .
5. SIMULATIONS

The simulation parameters are as follows. Radar is flying at an altitude of 885 m and the distance
between the radar and the center range is 10150 m. The radar platform moves at the velocity of
140 m/s. The pulse-repetition frequency of the transmitted signal fr is 2800 Hz and the wavelength
λ is 0.2 m. The number of pulses in a CPI M is 10 and the number of antenna receive elements N
is 12. The distance between adjacent receive elements d equals to half of the wavelength. There are
151 range cells in total and the target is placed in the 76th range cell. Without loss of generality,
the noise power level is assumed to be 0 dB, and the target power is set to be 10 dB.
The interference statistical characteristics of each range cell are listed in Table 1. All kinds
of heterogeneities consisting of power differences, target-like signals, clutter discretes and spectral
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dissimilarities are taken into consideration. And the spectral dissimilarities are modeled using a
well-known CMT model which is regularly used to describe channel error
µ
µ
¶¶
(m − n)∆
m, n = 1, 2, . . . , N
T = IM ×M ⊗ sin c
(11)
π
where ∆ is assumed to be a uniformly distributed random value among 0 and 0.1 in range cells
from 121 to 151 and 0 in other range cells. In addition, we assume that each target-like signal has
the same azimuth angle and velocity and so as the clutter discretes.
Table 1: Interference statistical characteristics of each range cell.
Range cell
1–30, 61–151
31–60
50, 60, 70, 80, 90
45, 55, 65, 75, 85
40, 90, 100, 110, 120
35, 85, 95, 105, 115
121–151

Interference statistical characteristics
σc2 = 30 dB
σc2 = 35 dB
Target-like signals, σt2 = 20 dB
Target-like signals, σt2 = 35 dB
Clutter discretes, σd2 = 40 dB
Clutter discretes, σd2 = 45 dB
CMT is considered

Three kinds of distances for each range cell except the 76th one are calculated using the sample
covariance matrix and knowledge-aided covariance matrix estimation respectively. Figure 1 shows
the results under the assumption that knowledge is accurate. The blue solid line denotes distances
using knowledge-aid covariance matrix estimation while the red dashed one denotes distances using
sample covariance matrix estimation. The result of Euclidean distance shows that both of the
covariance matrix estimation work well, yet only power difference can be detected, weak target-like
signals and spectral dissimilarities is hardly to be found. Moreover, it is impossible to distinguish
between target-like signals and clutter discretes. The results of Riemannian distance and physical
distance, however, show that knowledge-aided covariance estimation performs better than sample
covariance estimation which fails to detect power differences, target-like signals and clutter discretes.
Both of the knowledge-aided Riemannian distance and physical distance can well find the targetlike signals even when their power is 10 dB lower than clutter and they can detect strong clutter
discretes. Knowledge-aided Riemannian distance fails to detect weak clutter discretes, and it is
interesting that the knowledge-aided Riemannian distances of clutter discretes are lower than ideal
values while those of target-like signals are higher than ideal values. In addition, if target-like
signals and clutter discretes exist simultaneously in one range cell, the statistical properties of
target-like signals occupy the dominant position. Spectral dissimilarities are obvious comparing
these three distances, and those range cells should be removed.
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Figure 1: Three distances (Euclidean, Riemannian, physical) using sample covariance matrix and knowledgeaided covariance matrix under the assumption that knowledge is accurate.

However, knowledge of clutter parameters is not always accurate in practice, and power error
is one of the most common situations. Figure 2 shows the condition that the clutter power is
overestimated by 10 dB while Figure 3 displays the results that the clutter power is underestimated
by 10 dB. Both of the figures testify the effectiveness of knowledge-aided distances although there
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is a 10 dB clutter power error. Actually, the error enhances the performance slightly in detecting
clutter discretes for knowledge-aided Riemannian distance either in power overestimation or underestimation condition while it only improves the performance of knowledge-aided physical distance in
power underestimation condition and reduces the performance moderately in power overestimation
condition.
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Figure 2: Three distances (Euclidean, Riemannian, physical) under the condition that the clutter power is
10 dB higher than actual value.
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Figure 3: Three distances (Euclidean, Riemannian, physical) under the condition that the clutter power is
10 dB lower than actual value.
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Figure 4: Riemannian and physical distance of clutter discrete and target-like signal compared with the ideal
values under different clutter power estimations.

Next, based on the aforementioned results, the knowledge-aided Riemannian and physical distances of clutter discrete and target-like signal compared with ideal values under different clutter
power estimations are discussed. Assume the power of clutter discrete and target-like signal are
45 dB and 20 dB, respectively. Figure 4 shows that the Riemannian distance of clutter discrete is
higher than the ideal value at first and then lower than the ideal value with the change of clutter
power estimation, yet that of target-like signal is always higher than ideal values and approximately
invariant when the clutter power is overestimated. Besides, the difference between physical distance
of clutter discrete and ideal value presents a tendency of descent while that of target-like signal
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presents an opposite ascendant tendency. Both of the properties can be used to distinguish clutter
discrete and target-like signal, which is very useful since range cells containing target-like signals
should be removed to avoid target elimination, nevertheless range cells containing clutter discretes
sometimes should be exploited to drive a deep null.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we measure the statistical similarities of data in different range cells from the perspective of geometry. Distances between interference covariance matrices of different range cells
containing Euclidean distance, Riemannian distance and a physical distance are selected as the
training data selection metrics. With regard to the interference covariance matrix estimation, two
methods including sample covariance matrix estimation and a knowledge-aided covariance matrix
estimation based on clutter model are compared. Simulation results show that different heterogeneous phenomenon consisting of power differences, target-like signals, clutter discretes and spectral
dissimilarities can be detected and separated with the combination of three distances. With this
guidance, training data can be well selected.
Significant future research is still required. Knowledge error except clutter power error should
be considered and their impacts should be studied. In addition, our proposed approach should be
testified using measured data rather than simulated data, and improvement of our approach should
be investigated according to the effects analyzed from the measured data.
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Abstract— Based on the avalanche multiplication effect of the avalanche transistor, a novel
ultra-wideband (UWB) pulse generator has been designed. The UWB pulse technologies are
described, and then different approaches for UWB pulse are analyzed and compared. The considered pulse generation technologies are based on logic gates, Step-Recovery Diodes (SRD), and
avalanche transistors. The basis of the proposed generator is a precision oscillator, an avalanche
transistor, and an unique pulse-shaping circuit composed of the SRD and Schottky diode, which
is used to reduce the pulse width and maintain the pulse amplitude high. Every component in
the UWB pulse generator should be picked out, and the radio-frequency (RF) characteristics of
the circuit must be considered. Finally, the UWB pulse generator with pulse duration of 356 ps,
pulse amplitude of 3.1 V and ringing level of −15.9 dB has been simulated and fabricated. The
measured result agrees with the simulation. Besides, the measured result is analyzed and the
expectation is presented. With the features such as simple structure, stable performance and low
cost, the proposed design is ideal for the UWB wireless communication system.
1. INTRODUCTION

After the American Federal Communications Commission (FCC) announced the ruling for ultrawideband (UWB) systems, the UWB technology has increasingly gained interest by many researchers and several applications of such systems have been developed. Notable applications are
those in communications, through-wall radar and ground penetrating radar (GPR). To generate
an impulse-based UWB signal for these applications, the UWB pulse generator circuit is critically
needed.
In recent years, there are mainly three kinds of narrow pulse generation methods: logic gate
pulse generator [1, 2], SRD pulse generator [3, 4] and avalanche transistor pulse generator [5, 6].
Choosing a suitable method is very important to complete the corresponding application [7].
Logic gate pulse generator is based on a fast logic component (an inverter and a NAND or
XOR gate). The pulse width is determined by the inverter propagation delay, whereas, the pulse
edge depends on the rise/fall time of the output stage. The pulse generated in this method is very
narrow and the jitter is very weak. However, the pulse width is limited by the logic component,
and the pulse amplitude is less than 1 V.
SRD pulse generator is based on the transition time of the minority carrier. Two important
characteristics affecting the performance of the SRD pulse generator need to be identified. One is
the transition time of the SRD that determines the minimum achievable pulse’s transition time.
The other is the minority carrier lifetime (MCLT) of the SRD, which affects the storage time under
reverse-bias conditions. The pulse generated in this method is narrower than that in the logic gate
method. However, the pulse amplitude is too small.
Avalanche transistor pulse generator is based on the multiplication effect of the avalanche transistor. This method is a traditional method to produce nanosecond pulses, which can be synchronous
and have great voltage, so it is very suitable for the UWB wireless communication system. However, it requires a relatively high power supply, the pulse width is a little wide, and the pulse jitter
is a little strong.
The pulse generated in the above method is too wide, or the pulse amplitude is too small, so
it also can’t meet the UWB pulse for the wireless communication system. This paper presents
a novel UWB pulse generator composed of a precision oscillator, an avalanche transistor, SRDs
and a Schottky diode, and it has been simulated and fabricated on an FR-4 glass epoxy substrate.
The result is that the pulse width is greatly narrowed and the pulse amplitude is kept at a high
level. The innovation of this paper is to design the edge sharpener and the pulse-shaping network,
combine it well with the avalanche circuit, and avoid the strict demand for the input signal. Besides,
the tunable pulse repetition frequency (PRF) is helpful to the different applications. The proposed
design is clear and simple, so it is ideal to be used for the UWB wireless communication system.
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2. DESIGN AND SIMULATION

In the UWB wireless communication system, the penetrability and resolution of the UWB pulse
are a pair of contrary factors. The longer the wavelength is, which weakens the resolution of the
UWB pulse, the better the penetrability will be. On the other hand, the shorter the wavelength
is, which enhances the resolution of the UWB pulse, the more the attenuation will be, that is, the
worse the penetrability is. The research shows that the signal has good resolution and penetration
performance at about 1 gigahertz [8]. The approximate pulse width can be determined as τ ∼
=
350/B (ps), where B is the bandwidth (in gigahertz) [9].
So the UWB pulse signal will be spread well, if the pulse width is about 350 ps. With the
attenuation of the spreading, the higher UWB pulse amplitude is, the farther the pulse spreads.
In order to design and implement a UWB pulse generator producing high-voltage and narrow
pulses, we need to introduce a multi-stage circuit. For the amplitude of the UWB pulse is relatively
high, the basic avalanche circuit is used to generate a high-amplitude pulse. Considering that the
pulse width should be about 350 ps, it is necessary for the pulse-shaping network to narrow the
pulse width of the avalanche pulse and maintain a high voltage. Besides, an internal signal source
is important to drive the avalanche circuit, which has important role in defining the prominent
characteristics of the UWB pulse, such as the PRF. However the rise time of the square pulse from
the CMOS component is always long, the edge sharpener is very essential.
Triggering
pulse

Square
pulse
Clock Circuit

Edge
Sharpener

Avalanche
pulse
Avalanche
Circuit

UWB
pulse
Pulse-shaping
Network

Figure 1: Block diagram of designed UWB pulse generator.

As can be seen from Figure 1, the square pulse from the clock circuit is converted to the triggering
pulse after the edge sharpener, which can trigger the avalanche circuit for obtaining high-amplitude
avalanche pulse, and then the pulse-shaping network will shape this pulse. Thus the UWB pulse
circuit is composed of four parts: the clock circuit, the edge sharpener, the avalanche circuit and
the pulse-shaping network, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Circuit of designed UWB pulse generator.

The clock circuit is used to generate the square pulse, which can define the PRF of the UWB
pulse. Because of the advantage of wide frequency range, low frequency error and low cost, the
precision oscillator LTC1799 (Linear Technology) is picked out, which is easy to use and occupies
very little PC board space. The oscillator frequency is programmed by a single external resistor
(RSET ), and the frequency-setting resistor can vary from 3.32 kΩ to 1 MΩ to select a master oscillator
frequency between 100 kHz and 30 MHz. If the supply Vc1 is 5 V and CS is 0.1 µF, the relationship
between RSET and frequency can be described in following formula:
fOSC = 10 MHz · (10k/RSET )
From the formula, it can be seen that the DIV PIN should set as GND and RSET is 100 kΩ for
PRF = 1 MHz, which is the ideal for lower power and better accuracy [10].
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The edge sharpener is designed to sharp the rise time of the square pulse. The supply voltage
Vd1 and bias resistor R2 forward bias the SRD D1 and store a charge in the depletion region of
the diode. As the rise edge of the square pulse appears, it tends to reverse bias the diode and
deplete it of stored charge. During this charge depletion phase, the SRD continues to behave as a
low impedance, shunting the rising input pulse to ground. When all the stored charge on the SRD
is depleted, the diode snaps into its high impedance state, allowing the square pulse to return to
ground through the resistor R3 . This switching action can occur in as little as 100 ps, forming a
triggering pulse with high speed rise edge.
The avalanche circuit is used to generate an avalanche pulse with high amplitude. The supply
voltage Vc1 and bias resistor R4 make the transistor Q1 in a critical avalanche state. Vc1 is used
to charge up C3 until the avalanche transistor is in the conduction state, and the time constant of
charging process is τ = R4 C3 . It is noted that this time constant is less than the pulse repetition
frequency PRT = 1/PRF, that is, τ ≤ 1/PRF. In addition, the bias resistor should be suitable
for the avalanche transistor, because the power consumption will be big if R4 is too small, and the
rise time will get long if R4 is too big. The edge shaped triggering pulse can make the avalanche
transistor generate a high speed down edge avalanche pulse.
The pulse-shaping network is designed to narrow the pulse width and suppress the pulse ringing.
Due to the particular characteristics of the SRD D2 , the forward bias SRD allows the positive
current to the ground, storing a charge in the depletion region of the diode, and the reverse bias
SRD depletes the stored charge, sharping the negative avalanche pulse edge. The Schottky diode
D3 functions as a switch to suppress the overshoot of the pulse. Besides, the coupling capacitance
C3 and the load RL form the high-pass filter naturally. Furthermore, the bypass capacitor C4 and
C5 are used to filter out the noise of the power.
The circuit simulation was conducted using the Advanced System Design (ADS) platform, which
is an accuracy simulation tool for RF and microwave circuits. The SRD used for shaping is
MMD0840 manufactured by the Metelics Company, and the Schottky diode used for switching
is MSS60,148-B10B manufactured by the Metelics Company. The simulation result of the designed
UWB pulse generator is shown in Figure 3.
As can be seen from Figure 3, the UWB pulse has the pulse duration of 356 ps, the pulse
amplitude of 3.2 V, and the ringing level of −25.8 dB. Clearly, the pulse width meets the designed
requirement. Compared to [11] and [12], the pulse width has improved largely, while the pulse
amplitude has also been kept at a high level. However there are still some small overshoot, which
is mainly caused by the limited state transition between the breaking and opening of the Schottky
diode.
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Figure 3: Simulation of designed UWB pulse generator.

Figure 4: Measurement of designed UWB pulse generator.

3. FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENT

The novel UWB pulse generator has been fabricated on FR4 printed circuit board having a relative dielectric constant of 9.6, a thickness of 1.6 mm. The effect of the high frequency should
be considered in the fabrication for avoiding the tail and the shock. The power supply used is
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a MOTECH LPS-305 (Linear Power Supply). For this pulse with 356-ps pulse width, the most
sampling interval is 36 ps if it needs to sample at least ten points within the scope of the pulse
width [10]. In other words, the sampling point frequency is at least 28 GS/s. As a result, we can
use a Tektronix DPO-71254 (Digital Phosphor Oscilloscope) as the waveform testing instrument,
because the sampling point frequency of this instrument reaches 50 GS/s.
As can be seen from Figure 4, a narrow pulse with the amplitude of 3.1 V and the pulse width
of 356 ps is obtained. In other words, the measurement results agree with the theory analysis. At
the same time, it is noted that the ringing level is below −15.9 dB, which may be caused by the
high frequency crosstalk. From Table 1, the pulse generated in CMOS and SRD mode is narrower,
but the pulse amplitude is very small, compared to the BJT mode. On the other hand, the pulse
amplitude of the pulse in BJT mode is larger, meanwhile the pulse is wider. The pulse generated
in this work has high amplitude, at the same time, the pulse width agrees with the design. The
balance between the resolution and penetration performance is achieved.
Table 1: Comparison between this work and other proposed ones.
Ref.
[1]
[4]
[11]
[12]
This work

PRF (MHz)
−−
10
2.5
1–8
1 (tunable)

Supply (V)
1.2
>7
25
5
15

Pulse width (ps)
142
400
2071
1900
356

Pulse Amplitude (V)
0.5
0.2
9.08
2.16
3.1

Technology
CMOS
SRD
BJT
BJT&SRD
BJT&SRD

4. CONCLUSION

A novel UWB pulse generator has been simulated on the RF software ADS and fabricated on FR4
printed circuit board. This pulse generator uses an avalanche transistor, SRDs and a Schottky
diode to produce UWB pulses with the pulse width of 356 ps, the pulse amplitude of 3.1 V and the
ringing level of −15.9 dB. Good agreement between the measured and simulation results is achieved.
As a result, the proposed UWB pulse has good resolution and penetration performance. So this
kind of simple and high-performance UWB pulse generator is very suitable for the design of UWB
wireless communication system, pulse radar and so on. The ringing and jitter will be suppressed
at a lower level in the future. Besides, the PRF of the UWB pulse is tunable by means of varying
the external resistance of the precision oscillator.
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An Efficient Algorithm for the Calculation of Quantum Radar Cross
Section of Flat Objects
Yun Lin, Liangshuai Guo, and Kun Cai
Science and Technology on Electromagnetic Scattering Laboratory, China

Abstract— In this paper, an efficient algorithm for simulating the quantum radar cross section
of arbitrary shaped flat objects is proposed. Compared with previous studies on the simulation
of quantum radar cross section the proposed algorithm used an alternative formula. Thus the
proposed algorithm is more computationally efficient, and more favorable for large quantum
system simulations.
1. INTRODUCTION

Quantum information science experienced dramatic developments in recent years. Those progresses
have led to the advances in the field of quantum sensing and detection. The idea of using entangled
photon pairs in a radar system to harness detection can be considered as the beginning of the
quantum radar [1]. The quantum radar has been proposed as a candidate of new generation detection technologies [2]. Compared with classical radar, quantum radar features with anti-jamming
capability [3], high resolution [4], low power consumption, and low delectability.
Similar as the radar cross section [5], the quantum radar cross section is a measurement of
the ability of an object scattering the quantized electromagnetic waves in given directions. It is
a crucial input parameter for designing a quantum radar system. However, only a few studies
have been done on how to obtain quantum radar cross section [6–8]. Marco Lanzagorta defined
the quantum radar cross section quantitatively [6, 7], and he proposed an algorithm for numerical
simulating the quantum radar cross section. Marco gave the simulated quantum radar cross section
of rectangular plates with different sizes. Unfortunately, the simulation is very time consuming.
As presented in [6], even for a simple quantum system with one incident photon and 10,000 atoms,
the simulation time is around 4 hours on a Intel 1.6 GHz desktop computer. In multiple incident
photons cases, the problem becomes even worse, because the computational complexity increases
exponentially with the increase of the number of incident photons. It is not feasible to simulate
large quantum systems using Marco’s method. In this work, we derived a different formulation,
and implemented a more efficient algorithm based on the new formulation for quantum radar cross
section simulation. Furthermore, the propose algorithm is able to deal with arbitrary shaped flat
objects. Several numerical examples are given to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method.
The proposed algorithm is an excellent candidate for quantum radar cross section simulation.
This paper is organized as follows. In the Section 2, an alternative formulation of quantum
radar cross section are presented. In the Section 3, numerical examples of quantum radar cross
section of flat objects are given with discussions, followed by the conclusions in the Section 4.
2. THEORY AND FORMULATION

Analog to classical radar cross section, the quantum radar cross section is defined as,
σQ = lim 4πR2
R→∞

hIs (rs , rd , t)i
hIi (rs , rd , t)i

(1)

where the R is the distance between radar and object. rs , rd denote the location of the scatters
and location of detector. hIi i, hIs i are the incident and scattered field intensity, respectively [6].
Assuming the incident wave is homogeneous distributed on the target which is consist by N atoms,
the incident wave on the target surface can be expressed as,
¯
¯2
¯
1 PN ¯ (i),INC
Ψ
(∆r
,
t)
¯
¯
γ
si
i=1
N
hIi (rs , rd , t)i =
(2)
S
(i),INC

where Ψγ

denotes the incident photon wave function, which can be represented by,
Ψ(i),INC
(∆rsi , t) =
γ

E0
Θ(t − rsi /c)e−(iω+Γ/2)(t−r/c)
rsi

(3)
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where Θ(t − rsi /c) denotes a step function. If the absorption effect is ignored, all the incident
energy on the target is scattered away, the intensity of the scattered field can be expressed as,
S⊥ 1
hIs (rs , rt , t)i = 2
rsi N
(i),SCT

where Ψγ

¯
¯2
N
¯X
¯
¯
¯
(i),SCT
Ψγ
(∆r, t)¯
¯
¯
¯

(4)

i=1

(∆r, t) denotes the incident photon wave function, which can be represented by,
Ψ(i),SCT
(∆rid , t) =
γ

E0
Θ(t − rsi /c)e−(iω+Γ/2)(t−∆R/c)
rid

(5)

Then the quantum radar cross section can be expressed as,

σQ

¯
¯2
¯ N (i),SCT
¯
Σ
Ψ
(∆r,
t)
¯
¯
γ
i=1
2 hIs (rs , rd , t)i
= lim 4πR
= lim 4πR
¯
¯2
R→∞
hIi (rs , rd , t)i R→∞
1
N ¯Ψ(i),INC (∆r , t)¯
Σ
¯
¯
γ
si
N S i=1
¯
¯2
¯
E0 (−iω−Γ/2)(t−∆Ri /c) ¯
SS⊥ r12 ¯ΣN
e
¯
i=1
rid
si
= lim 4πR2
¯
¯2
R→∞
¯ E0 (−iω+Γ/2)(t−ri /c) ¯
ΣN
¯
i=1 ¯ rsi e
S⊥
2 N

(6)

we use far field approximation rsi ≈ rid ≈ R, Equation (6) can be simplified as,
¯
¯
(−iω−Γ/2)(t−∆Ri /c) ¯2
SS⊥ ¯ΣN
i=1 e
σQ ≈ 4π lim
¯
¯2
R→∞
ΣN ¯e(−iω+Γ/2)(t−ri /c) ¯

(7)

i=1

Then we further assume Γ = 0, Equation (7) can be simplified as,
¯
¯
−iω(∆Ri /c) ¯2
SS⊥ ¯ΣN
e
i=1
σQ ≈ 4π lim
¯
¯2
R→∞
ΣN ¯e−iω(ri /c) ¯

(8)

i=1

Compared with the formulation proposed in [6], as shown in Equation (9),
¯ N −iω(∆R /c) ¯2
i
¯Σ e
¯
σQ ≈ 2πS⊥ lim R 2π R π ¯ i=1
¯
R→∞
¯ΣN e−iω(ri0 /c) ¯2 sinθ0 dθ0 dφ0
0

0

(9)

i=1

the new Equation (8) avoids the evaluation of the integration of a rapid changing pattern on a
spherical surface as shown in the denominator of Equation (9), which requires a large number of
integration points to be evaluated accurately. Therefore the proposed algorithm is much more
efficient than the one based on Equation (9). For the multiple incident photons circumstances, this
work follow the exact procedure used in [6]. In the next section, numerical examples are given to
demonstrate the advantages of the proposed algorithm.
3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we will use serval numerical examples to demonstrate the correctness and efficiency
of the proposed algorithm.
3.1. Rectangular Perfect Electrical Conductor (PEC) Plate

The first example is a rectangular PEC plate which can be found in [6]. The PEC plate is 2.5λ (λ
is the wave length) in length and 4λ in width. The plate is placed in XOY plane. The mono-static
quantum radar cross section in the XOZ plane (φ = 0◦ ) is calculated. The simulated mono-static
quantum radar cross section is shown in the Figure 1.
This example is simulated on a laptop computer with Intel 2.4 GHz CPU. The total simulation
time for 181 incident angles is 7.5 seconds, i.e., 0.04 second per incident angle. Simulated results
agree well with results presented in [7] as shown in the Figure 1. As discussed in Section 2, since
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a different formulation is used, the simulation time is reduced from around 4 hours [7] to less than
10 second on a laptop computer.
Next, the same rectangular PEC plate is used to study the effect of the atom lattice structure
on the simulated quantum radar cross section results. Two different atom lattices are used to
represent the same rectangular PEC plate. The first lattice is a uniform square lattice, and the
second lattice is a triangular lattice. Furthermore, the location of the atom in the triangular lattice
can have a small random perturbation in the XOY plane. The maximum offset of the atom is five
percent of the rectangular PEC plate length. The number of the atoms keeps the same for the two
different lattices. The calculated quantum radar cross section of the rectangular PEC plate using
different lattice structures are shown in Figure 2. In this figure, it is shown the type of the lattice
structure does not have a noticeable effect on the simulation quantum radar cross section results
of a rectangular PEC plate.
The same rectangular PEC plate is used to study the effect of the number of atoms on the
simulation of the quantum radar cross section. The quantum radar cross section obtained by using
a lattice with a large number of atoms is used as the reference results to calculate the relative error
of the simulated quantum radar cross section using different number of atoms, as shown in the
Figure 3. From the Figure 3, we conclude that if a relative accuracy less than 1% is required, an
atom number larger than 30 per wavelength is needed.
3.2. Elliptical PEC Plate

The second example is an elliptical PEC disk, which is used to demonstrate the capability of the
algorithm to deal with arbitrary shaped flat objects. The length of the major semi-axes of the disk
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Figure 1: The simulated quantum radar cross section of a rectangular PEC plate.

Figure 2: The simulated quantum radar cross section simulation using different atom structures.
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Figure 4: The simulated quantum radar cross section of a PEC elliptical disk.
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Figure 5: The simulated quantum radar cross section of a PEC elliptical disk with multiple incident photons.

is 5λ , and the length of the minor semi-axes of the disk is 2.5λ. The elliptical PEC disk is placed
in XOY plane, the mono-static quantum radar cross section in XOZ plane (φ = 0◦ ) is calculated.
The simulated quantum radar cross section is shown in the Figure 4, with physical optics results
as reference.
Using the same object, the effect of multiple incident photons is studied. The simulated quantum
radar cross section results for multiple incident photons are shown in Figure 5. From the simulated
results in Figure 5, we notice the quantum radar cross section in multiple incident photons case is
very different from single incident photon case. The main lobe in multiple incident case is narrower
than single incident case, which implies using multiple photons can increase the spatial resolution
of the quantum radar [9]. Another interesting phenomenon can be observed in Figure 5 is that the
peak value of the main lobe keeps unchanged for all cases.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, an efficient algorithm based on an alternative formula for the quantum radar cross
section simulation is proposed. The new algorithm is able to simulate the quantum radar cross
section of arbitrary shaped flat objects. The accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method is
demonstrated by numerical examples. The effects of the atoms lattice structure and the number
of the atoms on the simulated quantum radar cross section are studied. The efficiency of the
algorithm can be further improved by parallelization, which can be implemented straight forward.
The proposed algorithm is very suitable for simulating large photon-quantum systems.
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A Real Time 3D Multi Target Data Fusion for Multistatic Radar
Network Tracking
El-Sayed Abdoul Moaty El-Badawy, Tarek Reda Abd-ElShahid, and Alaa El-Din Sayed Hafez
Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria University, Egypt

Abstract— The paper is devoted to propose a data fusion algorithms into multistatic radar
network to improve its tracking capability. The proposed data fusion algorithm is based on
using common measurement architecture gives state estimates with relatively low and medium
uncertainty followed by cumulative measurement fusion (CMF) or cumulative state vector fusion
(CSVF) algorithm which is very simple, easy to implement and can be used in real time. Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) is used as a non-linear tracking and predictor algorithm. The system is
simulated using Matlab program to compare the performance of the estimation routines of both
fusion algorithms and the targets scenario is simulated using Monte Carlo simulation. Simulation
results have shown that these cumulative fusion algorithms improve the multistatic radar network
tracking capability and produce a significant reduction in the root sum square error (RSSE),
absolute error, and root sum square variance (RSSV) than achieved from monostatic radar.
1. INTRODUCTION

In a multistatic-multi-target environment, where each radar processes its own observations and
sends the resulting tracks to a data fusion center, the first step is to determine whether or not
two or more tracks, coming from different radar systems with different accuracies, represent the
same target (track-to-track association). The next step is to combine the radar tracks when it is
determined that they indeed represent the same target (track fusion). Both problems arise when
several radars carry out surveillance over a common volume (overlapping sensor coverage). A survey
of the current research in this area has been presented in [1–8]. Furthermore, the goal of data fusion
is to operate on a combination of radar sensor measurements, features, track states, and object
type and identification likelihoods to produce a single integrated air picture of the air space to
a high degree of accuracy. Technologies that enable this synergistic fusion and interpretation of
data at several levels from disparate, distributed radars and other sensors should enhance system
acquisition, tracking and discrimination of threat objects in a cluttered environment and provide
enhanced battle space awareness. There are two approaches for fusion of multiple radar data:
measurement fusion and state vector fusion. In the first approach, the radar measurements are
combined and an optimal estimate of the target state vector is obtained. State vector fusion
is preferable for implementation in a variety of practical systems. In this approach, each radar
employs an estimator to extract a target track state vector and its associated covariance matrix
from its respective sensor measurement, that are then transmitted over a data link to a fusion
center. At the fusion center, track-to-track correlation and state vector fusion are performed to
obtain a composite target state vector [9].
The proposed method uses current radars data for track-to-track association using cumulative
measurement fusion, and cumulative state vector fusion in order to produce an accurate target
estimation and prediction with the multistatic radar network. Results based on Monte Carlo
simulations are presented. The proposed method is able to perform track correlation and fusion
with low root sum square error (RSSE), absolute error, and root sum square variance (RSSV) than
achieved from monostatic radar. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the target tracking algorithms and the extended Kalman filter. Section 3 presents a brief
overview of data association and fusion methods in the tracking systems. In Section 4 present the
proposed comulative track-to- track association and track fusion. Simulation results and discussion
are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. THEORITICAL DESCRIPTION OF EKF

A general motion model used in discrete extended Kalman filter for target tracking is [10].
x(k) = F X(k − 1) + Gw(k − 1)
z (k) = h (X (k)) +v(k)

(1)
(2)
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where X(k) is the state vector, F is the state transition matrix and G is the process noise gain matrix. The process noise w(k) and the measurement noise v(k) are zeromean, mutually indepencent,
white, Gaussian with covariance Q and R respectively. z(k) is the measurement vector at time k
and h(X(k)) is a nonlinear function of the states computed at time k.
3. FUSION ALGORITHMS
3.1. Measurement Fusion (MF)

In this architecture (Fig. 1), the measurement vector consists of fused azimuth, fused elevation
and range. Similarly, the measurement covariances for azimuth and elevation measurement noise
covariance for range is taken from radars. Instead of fusing the measurement in the use of EKF, the
measurements from radars are merged into an augmented measurement vector and measurement
noise variances from radars also concatenated to produce the same results [13, 14].
State Prediction: (Eq. (4)).

Figure 1: Information flow diagram of CMF algorithm.

Figure 2: Information flow diagram of CSVF algorithm.

Fusion:
T
Zd (k) = [ θri ϕri rri ]
"
#
σrθ 0
0
0 σrϕ 0
Rd (k) =
0
0 σrr

(3)
(4)

Zf = Zi (k) +Zi (k) [Ri +Ri+1 ]−1 (Zi+1 (k) −Zi (k))

(5)

−1

(6)

Rf = Ri +Ri [Ri +Ri+1 ]

Ri

3.2. State Vector Fusion (SVF)

In this architecture (Fig. 2), tracks are found by radars measurements separately and the resultant
state vectors (tracks) are fused to get final target state estimations. Similarly, the state error
covariances of the individual tracks are fused to get the final state error covariance matrix.
X̃i (k |k − 1 ) = F X̂i (k − 1 |k − 1 )

(7)
T

T

P̃i (k |k − 1 ) = F P̂i (k − 1 |k − 1 ) F +GQG

(8)

Measurement updation:
³
´
Hi = h X̃i (k |k − 1 )

(9)

ei = zi −z̃i (k |k − 1 )

(10)

Si =
Ki =

Hi Pi (k |k − 1 ) HiT +Ri
P̃i (k |k − 1 ) HiT +Si−1

(11)
(12)

X̂i (k |k ) = X̃i (k |k − 1 ) +ki ei

(13)

P̂i (k |k ) = [I−Ki Hi ] P̃i (k |k − 1 )

(14)
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Fusion:
h
i−1 ³
´
X̂f (k |k ) = X̂i (k |k ) +P̂i (k |k ) P̂i+1 (k |k ) +P̂i (k |k )
X̂i+1 (k |k ) −X̂i (k |k )
h
i−1
P̂f (k |k ) = P̂i (k |k ) + P̂i (k |k ) P̂i+1 (k |k ) +P̂i (k |k )
P̂iT (k |k )

(15)
(16)

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The 3DOF kinematic model, with position, velocity and acceleration components in each of the
three Cartesian coordinates x, y and z has the following transition and process noise gain matrices.
F = diag [ ϕ ϕ ϕ ]
G = diag [ η η η ]

(17)
(18)


1 T T 2 /2
ϕ =  0 1
T 
0 0
1
£ 3
¤
2
η = T /6 T /2 T

(19)

where ϕ is


(20)

where T is the sampling interval, F is the state transition matrix and G is the process noise gain
matrix.
The percentage fit error (PFE) in x, y and z positions:
PFEx = 100∗

norm(x−x̂)
norm(x)

(21)

similarly for y and z positions.
Root mean square error in position:
v
u
N
u1 X
(xi −x̂i )2 + (yi −yˆi )2 + (zi −zˆi )2
RMSPE = t
N
3

(22)

i=1

Root sum square error in position:
q
(x−x̂)2 + (y−ŷ)2 + (z−ẑ)2

RSSPE =
200
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Figure 11: Absolute error in accelerations.
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Absolute error in (AE) x, y and z positions
AE x (i) = |x (i) −x̂ (i)|

i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N,

(24)

similarly for y and z positions.
The simulation taken first with two cases; the first Bistatic radar with the assumption of identical
noise covariance matrix for the two radar information; the second multistatic radar also with
identical noise covariance matrix for the four radar information. The two cases compared with
monostatic radar information with CMF and CSVF algorithms. Figs. 3–5 show a comparison of
root sum variance of the position, velocity, and acceleration with the two test cases with respect
to monostatic radar. It is clear that multistatic radar with CSVF improves significantly the root
sum variance of the position, velocity, and acceleration respectively. Figs. 6–8 demonstrate the
root sum square error in position, velocity, and acceleration respectively for the multistatic radar
compared with monostatic radar with both CMF and CSVF. These figures conclude the significant
degradation in the RSSE for both fusion algorithms which reflects the great enhancement of the
fusion algorithms with the multistatic radar network. The absolute errors in position, velocity,
and acceleration are improved also with multistatic radar an shown in Figs. 9–11. The root sum
variance comparison illustrated in Figs. 12–14, and clarify the strength of the fusion algorithms
with the multistatic radar network.
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5. CONCLUSION

The paper proposes a data fusion algorithms into multistatic radar network to improve its tracking
capability. It uses current radars data for track-to-track association using cumulative measurement
fusion, and cumulative state vector fusion in order to produce an accurate target estimation and
prediction with the multistatic radar network. The system is simulated using Matlab program
to compare the performance of the estimation routines of both fusion algorithms and the targets
scenario is simulated using Monte Carlo simulation. Simulation results have shown that these
cumulative fusion algorithms improve the multistatic radar network tracking capability and produce
a significant reduction in the root sum square error (RSSE), absolute error, and root sum variance
(RSSV) than achieved from monostatic radar.
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A New FPGA Prototype for Synchro to Digital Converter Using
CORDIC Algorithm
Mohamed Rizk, Ahmed Hossin, and Alaa El-Din Sayed Hafez
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Abstract— This paper introduce a new approach to FPGA implementation of synchro to
digital converter using Co-ordinate Rotation Digital Computer CORDIC algorithm. This algorithm was the best replacement of analog conversion system by the high resolution digital.
CORDIC algorithm used for the fast calculation of elementary functions like multiplication, division, trigonometric functions. The approach is based on receiving the synchro signals S1 , S2 , and
S3 from the synchro motor, and converts them to two perpendicular signals sin signal and cosine
signal using solid state Scott-t transformer. Then the a CORDIC circuit receive this signals after
converting them to digital and produce the azimuth angle in digital format. This prototype of
hardware implementation of CORDIC algorithm used Spartan-III series FPGA, with constraint
to area efficiency and throughput architecture. The prototype results show that the conversion
time is less than 1 µs which is suitable for real time applications in radar and missile control
applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

CORDIC is the abbreviation of Co-ordinate Rotation Digital Computer. The first description for
iterative approach of this algorithm is firstly provided by Jack E. Volder in 1959 [1]. CORDIC
algorithm provides an efficient way of rotating the vectors in a plane by simple shift add operation
to estimate the basic elementary functions like trigonometric operations, multiplication, division
and some other operations like logarithmic functions, square roots and exponential functions. Most
of the applications either in wireless communication or in digital signal processing are based on
microprocessors which make use of a single instruction and a bunch of addressing modes for their
working. As these processors are costs efficient and offer extreme flexibility but yet are not suited
for some of these applications. During the last 50 years the CORDIC algorithm has emerged in
a wide variety of applications. The CORDIC algorithm has received increased attention after a
unified approach is proposed for its implementation [2].
The CORDIC arithmetic processor chip is designed and implemented to perform various functions possible in rotation and vectoring mode of circular, linear, and hyperbolic coordinate systems [3]. Since then, CORDIC technique has been used in many applications [4], such as single
chip CORDIC processor for DSP applications [5, 6]. Recently several researches applied CORDIC
algorithm in radar pulse compression, rotary encoders, and waveform generation [7–12]. This paper
implement CORDIC S/D converter to convert synchro signals into high resolution digital azimuth
angle. This achieves a high precision S/D conversion with low propagation delay compared with
that implemented using microcontroller or analog processing.
2. CORDIC ALGORITHM

The CORDIC algorithm involves rotation of a vector v on the XY -plane in circular, linear and
hyperbolic coordinate systems depending on the function to be evaluated. The CORDIC algorithm
performs a planar rotation. Graphically, planar rotation means transforming a vector (Xi , Yi ) into
a new vector (Xj , Yj ) [13, 14].
Y

(Xj, Yj)

θ

(Xi, Yi)
X

Figure 1: Rotating the vector.

Using a matrix form, a planar rotation for a vector of (Xi , Yi ) is defined as
·
¸ ·
¸·
¸
Xj
cos θ − sin θ
Xi
=
Yj
sin θ cos θ
Yi

(1)
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The θ angle rotation can be executed in several steps, using an iterative process. Each step
completes a small part of the rotation. Many steps will compose one planar rotation. A single step
is defined by the following equation:
·
¸ ·
¸·
¸
Xn+1
cos θn − sin θn
Xn
=
(2)
Yn+1
sin θn cos θn
Yn
Equation (2) can be modified by eliminating the cos θn factor.
¸
·
¸
·
¸·
Xn+1
1
− tan θn
Xn
= cos θn
tan θn
1
Yn
Yn+1

(3)

Equation (3) requires three multiplies, compared to the four needed in Equation (2). Additional
multipliers can be eliminated by selecting the angle steps such that the tangent of a step is a power
of 2. Multiplying or dividing by a power of 2 can be implemented using a simple shift operation.
The angle for each step is given by
µ ¶
1
(4)
θn = arctan
2n
All iteration-angles summed must equal the rotation angle θ.
∞
X

Sn θn = θ

(5)

n=0

where
Sn = {−1; +1}

(6)

This results in the following equation for tan θn
tan θn = Sn 2−n
Combining Equations (3) and (7) results in
·
¸
·
¸·
¸
Xn+1
1
−Sn 2−n
Xn
= cos θn
Yn+1
Yn
Sn 2−n
1

(7)

(8)

Besides for the cos θn coefficient, the algorithm has been reduced to a few simple shifts and additions.
The coefficient can be eliminated by pre-computing the final result. The first step is to rewrite the
coefficient.
µ
µ ¶¶
1
cos θn = cos arctan
(9)
2n
The second step is to compute Equation (9) for all values of ‘n’ and multiplying the results, which
we will refer to as K.
µ
µ ¶¶
∞
Y
1
1
cos arctan
K=
=
≈ 0.607253
(10)
P
2n
n=0

K is constant for all initial vectors and for all values of the rotation angle, it is normally referred
to as the congregate constant. The derivative P (approx. 1.64676) is defined here because it is also
commonly used. We can now formulate the exact calculation the CORDIC performs.
½
Xj = K (Xi cos θ − Yi sin θ)
(11)
Yj = K (Yi cos θ + Xi sin θ)
Because the coefficient K is pre-computed and taken into account at a later stage, Equation (8)
may be written as
·
¸ ·
¸·
¸
Xn+1
1
−Sn 2−n
Xn
=
(12)
Yn+1
Yn
Sn 2−n
1
or as
½
Xn+1 = Xn − Sn 2−2n Yn
(13)
Yn+1 = Yn + Sn 2−2n Xn
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At this point a new variable called ‘Z’ is introduced. Z represents the part of the angle θ which
has not been rotated yet.
n
X
Zn+1 = θ −
θi
(14)
i=0

For every step of the rotation Sn is computed as a sign of Zn .
½
−1 if Zn < 0
Sn =
+1 if Zn ≥ 0

(15)

Combining Equations (5) and (15) results in a system which reduces the not rotated part of angle
θ to zero.
Or in a program-like style:
For n = 0 to [inf]
If (Z(n) >= 0) then
Z(n + 1) := Z(n) − atan(1/2∧ n);
Else
Z(n + 1) := Z(n) + atan(1/2∧ n);
End if;
End for;
The atan(1/2∧ i) is pre-calculated and stored in a table. [inf] is replaced with the required
number of iterations, which is about 1 iteration per bit (16 iterations yield a 16bit result).
If we add the computation for X and Y we get the program-like style for the CORDIC core.
For n = 0to [inf]
If (Z(n) >= 0) then
X(n + 1) := X(n) − (Y n/2∧ n);
Y (n + 1) := Y (n) + (Xn/2∧ n);
Z(n + 1) := Z(n) − atan(1/2∧ n);
Else
X(n + 1) := X(n) + (Y n/2∧ n);
Y (n + 1) := Y (n) − (Xn/2∧ n);
Z(n + 1) := Z(n) + atan(1/2∧ n);
End if;
End for;
This algorithm is commonly referred to as driving Z to zero. The CORDIC core computes:
[Xj , Yj , Zj ] = [P (Xi cos (Zi ) − Yi sin (Zi )) , P (Yi cos (Zi ) + Xi sin (Zi )) , 0] .
There’s a special case for driving Z to zero:
1
= K ≈ 0.60725
P
Yi = 0
Zi = θ
[Xj , Yj , Zj ] = [cos θ, sin θ, 0]
Xi =

Another scheme which is possible is driving Y to zero. The CORDIC core then computes:
· q
µ ¶¸
Yi
2
2
[Xj , Yj , Zj ] = P Xi + Yi , 0, Zi + arctan
Xi
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For this scheme there are two special cases:
1) Xi = X
Yi = Y
Zi = 0
· q
µ ¶¸
Yi
2
2
[Xj , Yj , Zj ] = P Xi + Yi , 0, arctan
Xi
2) Xi = 1
Yi = a
Zi = 0
h p
i
[Xj , Yj , Zj ] = P 1 + a2 , 0, arctan (a)
As a Summary of CORDIC Functions is illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1: Summary of CORDIC algorithm.

3. THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The resolver is an electromagnetic rotational device that detects angular displacement; an equivalent
electrical representation and diagram of typical output signal formats a resolver are shown in
Fig. 2. An ac excitation signal applied to the primary is inductive coupled to the secondary. The
transformation ratios are amplitude modulated by the sin and cosine of the angle of the rotor
relative to the stator.

Figure 2: Electrical representation and typical resolver signals.

Figure 3: Electrical representation and typical synchro signals.

The operation of the synchro shown in Fig. 3 is very similar to that of the resolver. The fundamental difference is that the stator windings of the synchro are connected in a “Y ” configuration,
spaced 120 degrees apart, while the resolver has two isolated windings separated by 90 degrees.
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Figure 4: VHDL simulation of the CORDIC.

Figure 5: CORDIC Block diagram.

Figure 6: CORDIC FPGA Implementation.

The solid state Scott-T circuit uses two operational amplifiers to transform a synchro format signal into a resolver format. The envelop detector extract the synchro signals envelop and suppresses
the references signal. The produced synchro signals are converted into digital format in order to
be suitable for use with the FPGA. The CORDIC algorithm is implemented into the FPGA to
produce the azimuth angle in digital format. The VHDL simulation is demonstrated in Fig. 4. The
CORDIC block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.
4. CONCLUSION

This paper implement CORDIC S/D converter to convert synchro signals into high resolution
digital azimuth angle. This achieves a high precision S/D conversion with low propagation delay
compared with that implemented using microcontroller or analog processing. This prototype of
hardware implementation of CORDIC algorithm used Spartan-III series FPGA, with constraint to
area efficiency and throughput architecture. The prototype results show that the conversion time is
less than 1 µs which is suitable for real time applications in radar and missile control applications.
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Improved Design of Ku Band High Power Rectangular Waveguide
Directional Coupler
Chao Wang, Gaofeng Guo, and En Li
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Abstract— This paper demonstrates an effective designing method of the high power rectangular waveguide directional coupler. The coupler designed using this method has wide band,
high directivity, flat coupling, low voltage standing ratio and manufacturing accuracy. According
to the required technology parameter, and the engineering design method based on the modified
Bethe aperture coupling theory, the relevant parameters of equally spaced waveguide directional
coupler are preliminarily designed. On the basis of this, using simulation software HFSS to do the
simulation and optimization of the space between three outside coupling holes of the head end
and the tail end, the performance of isolation is improved. A directional coupler at Ku waveband
is designed in this paper, the error between the simulation value of coupling and the required
value −10 dB is less than 0.6 dB, and after optimization, the isolation is less than −47 dB in the
whole operating frequency band.
1. INTRODUCTION

Directional couplers play an important role in almost every microwave application for measuring
the power levels of signals in microwave systems, it was widely used in measurement, communication, radar and other electronic equipment. The traditional design method is based on the
Bethe aperture coupling theory. In order to adapt the different needs of the development of electronic equipment, the directional coupler from the single hole coupling to porous coupling, from
the waveguide narrow side coupled to the broadside coupled, to satisfy the different requirements
of narrowband, broadband, strong coupling and weak coupling [1]. As a result of the directional
coupler has stable performance, it is index were not affected by ambient temperature, so there
is a method for the high power microwave measurement as shown in Figure 1. According to the
coupling degree and direction of directional coupler to convert and calculate the power of signal
source.
The physical properties of the transmission lines and their coupling method dictates the coupling properties of the coupler [2], so different kinds of couplers have their advantages and disadvantages. Microstrip and stripline directional couplers have attractive broad-band characteristics,
but they are affected by their significant losses and low power-handling capabilities when high
power handling is required; coaxial directional couplers are the traditional high-power solution
when bandwidth are not critical [3]; waveguide Bethe hole couplers are usually used in high-power
applications,unfortunately they have a relatively bandwidth, at least in terms of its directivity. But
if the couplers are designed with as eries of coupling holes, the extra degrees of freedom can be used
to increase this bandwidth. The principle of operation and design of such a multihole waveguide
coupler is very similar to that of the multisection matching transform. After the basic aperture
coupling theory which is proposed by Bethe and Cohn [4], scholars from many countries do further
research on it in order to meet the various needs.
In this paper, an effective designing method of the directional coupler with wide frequency band
and high directivity is proposed, and using this method, a directional coupler is designed with
the aid of simulation software HFSS (High Frequency structure Simulator). So first, we design an
equally spaced waveguide directional coupler according to there quired parameter and the modified
Bethe aperture coupling theory; then we optimize the space between the coupling holes and reduce
the size of some coupling holes of the head end and the tail end to get a valuable coupler with flatter
coupling coefficient and higher directivity. A directional coupler at Ku waveband (12.4 ∼ 18 GHz)
is designed in this paper, the error between the simulation value and the required value is less
than 0.6 dB and the directivity is more than 37 dB. Meanwhile, it reduces the requirement of the
manufacturing accuracy as far as possible in consideration of the influence of manufacturing errors.
2. THE PERFORMANCE INDEX OF THE DIRECTIONAL COUPLER

As shown in Figure 1. The directional coupler is a network with four ports. They are the input port,
through port, coupling port and isolation port. Describes the performance index of the directional
coupler are coupling, isolation, direction, bandwidth.
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Figure 1: Structure of high power microwave through directional coupler.

(1) Coupling
C = 10 · lg

P3
= 20 · lg |S31 | (dB)
P1

(1)

I = 10 · lg

P4
= 20 · lg |S41 | (dB)
P1

(2)

D = 10 · lg

P4
= 20 · lg |S43 | (dB)
P3

(3)

(2) Isolation

(3) Direction

(4) Bandwidth
Bandwidth refers to the frequency range design index of directional coupler are meet the requirements.
3. DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF DIRECTIONAL COUPLER
3.1. The Design Requirements

The design of a bandwidth of 12.4 ∼ 18 GHz, the coupling degree of C is −10 dB, directional D is
greater than 37 dB.
3.2. Theoretical Basis

Aperture coupling theory was first proposed by Bethe, then large aperture coupling Cohn and McDonald on the finite thickness of the improved [5]. Bethe directional coupler is signal through a
single hole in two waveguide broadside on the public from a waveguide coupled to another waveguide. The directional characteristics of directional coupler is through the use of two separate wave
or wave component in the coupling port is added, and the isolation port phase cancellation and
produce.
3.3. Design Procedure

Chebyshev response, Binomial response and equivalent aperture response are generally used in
waveguide coupling. A Chebyshev coupler has a broader-band performance than the corresponding coupler designed with the binomial response, while the Chebyshev coupler requires higher
manufacturing accuracy. As we all known, errors of the coupling apertures are inevitable in the
manufacturing process, the higher manufacturing accuracy, the greater errors it brings, then it will
lead to unsatisfactory results. To minimize manufacturing accuracy, we choose equivalent aperture response and optimize the aperture spacing and the radius of some apertures, which not only
reduces errors but also improves coupling coefficient and directivity.
(1) Aperture array distribution
Figure 2 shows the structure of the coupling wall between the two waveguides proposed in this
paper. It consists of two rows that have a distance of s between the center of circles and the edge
of the waveguide, and ten columns that have different spacing. The coupling hole heart distance
waveguide edge distance is S, aperture spacing are d, d1 and d2 , aperture radius are r, r1 and r2 .
(2) Aperture spacing
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Figure 2: Aperture array distribution of Ku band directional coupler.

According to the principle of phase superposition, thespacing between the apertures should be
kept constant andequal to a quarter wavelength of the center frequency of theband.
1
1 2λg1 λg2
d = λg0 =
4
4 λg1 + λg2

(4)

where λg0 is the guide wavelength, λg1 is the minimum guide wavelength and λg2 is the maximum
guide wavelength. d has a significant influence on coupling coefficient and directivity, thus we can
adjust it to achieve flatter C and better D. According to the result of optimization, we choose
d = 5.8 mm, d1 = 6.35 mm and d2 = 6.3 mm.
(3) Aperture radius
Kf and Kb are constants for the forward and backward coupling coefficients. The coupling and
directivity can be calculated as
C = −20 lg |Kf | − 20 lg

N
X

rn3

(5)

n=0

¯
¯
¯P
¯
N
¯
¯
3
−2jβnd
r
e
¯
¯
n
¯ n=0
¯
D = −C − 20 lg |Kb | − 20 lg ¯
¯
N
¯
¯
P
¯
¯
Fn
¯
¯
n=0

(6)

We can easily obtain rn and N . The bigger aperture is, the more coupling it will be. We finally
choose N = 7 mm, r = 2.55 mm, r1 = 2.15 mm and r2 = 2.7 mm inconsideration of manufacturing
accuracy.
(4) Aperture thickness h
The coupling coefficient increases in the straight line within crease of aperture thickness. If h
increases, the attenuation will also increase when the coupling wave passes through the coupling
hole, thus the coupling coefficient will increase. Therefore, we can change h to adjust the coupling
coefficient of the directional coupler according to the requirements. However, what we should
pay attention to in the engineering design is that the increase of h will also increase the directional
coupler’s dimensions in the space. Coupling value for different aperture thickness h versus frequency
is shown in Figure 3, and finally we choose h = 0.5 mm for the consideration of flatter coupling
value.

Figure 3: Coupling value for different aperture thickness h.
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(5) The aperture offset from the sidewall of the guide
The distance between the center of circles and the sidewall of the guide is denoted as s, which has
a huge influence on coupling coefficient especially for the low-frequency section. With the increase
of s, the coupling coefficient decreases largely in the low frequency section and small in the high
frequency section. Taking many factors into consideration, we choose s = 3.1 mm ultimately.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed structure has been applied to realize abroad band coupler with coupling coefficient
about −10 dB anddirectivity bigger than 37 dB in the frequency band between12.4 to 18 GHz. The
directional coupler is simulated with the aid of Ansoft HFSS and simulation results are reported
in Figure 4 and Figure 5. It can be seen that directivity varies from −37.2 to 57.9 dB over the
band and the isolation is less than −47 dB in the whole operating frequency band. The directional
coupler uses waveguide structure, so the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is generally ideal.
Figure 5 gives input VSWR versus the working frequency, and we can see that the VSWR is less
than 1.009.

Figure 4: The cure of the S14 and directivity.

Figure 5: The cure of input VSWR.

5. CONCLUSION

A novel method has been proposed and analyzed for designing directional couplers in this paper.
This method represents a significant improvement for high-power measurement systems since they
have flat coupling coefficient, good directivity, low VSWR, high power handling capacity etc.,
and can be fabricated at low cost with smaller manufacturing errors. A Ku band rectangular
waveguide directional coupler has been designed and simulated using the HFSS software. Because
of little manufacturing accuracy, this method will have many applications in microwave wireless
communication measurement systems.
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Abstract— A novel magnetically tunable diffraction grating based on V-shaped and magnetic
nanoparticles is proposed and demonstrated experimentally. The grating’s period we made was
10 µm, and the grooves and the convex groove were both 5 µm. The refraction index of the ferrofluid is sensitive to surrounding magnetic field. We’ve demonstrated the magnetically tenability
of this grating by measuring the changing of the diffraction angle of the high order diffraction
light. The diffracted light was received by CCD and the movement of the laser spot, i.e., the
small change of the diffraction angel was recorded. This approach is a good candidate for the
following applications: magnetic sensors, magnetic controlled optical switches, modulator and so
on.
1. INTRODUCTION

Diffraction gratings with periodic structures are very important optical spectral elements in optical
system. The diffraction gratings are usually fabricated on the surface of planar substrate. Since
the diffraction gratings is fixed and it is difficult to change the period. However in some cases,
the diffraction property, i.e., the diffraction angle of a light beam with particular wavelength, is
required to be adjustable. There’s one device called acousto-optic modulator [1] is developed to
fulfill this requirement. In this paper we have proposed another novel tunable diffraction grating
with the help of the ferrofluid. Ferrofluid is a kind of stable colloidal suspension of ferromagnetic
nanoparticles in a liquid carrier. These ferromagnetic colloids are usually dispersed by different
kinds of surfactant [2]. This material can be applied to various modern technology fields, e.g., optical
transmission [3], magneto-optical [4], optical switches [5] and thermo-optical [6, 7]. One of the most
fascinating application of ferrofluid used as optical device should be MF tunable optical grating [8]
and shows an increasingly important role in wide range of potential applications. Up to date, there
are few reports on the magnetic field sensor based on tunable optical grating. Such research done
by Shengli Pu et al. [9], they developed a MF grating with photoresist and ferromagnetic interphase
and found that the transfer of the energy of the 0th-order diffracted light to that of the higherorder is apparent. Hongzhu Ji et al. [10] also investigated direction of the emergent light after the
V-shaped groove filled with magnetic fluid which is related to the strength of the externally applied
magnetic field.
In this paper, we have developed another tunable diffraction grating based on V-shaped groove
filled with ferrofluid. When the strength of the around it changes we could clearly observe the
change of the diffraction angle and the movement of diffraction light beams.

∆h 3 Third-order
∆h 1 First-order
n1

θ1

n2

θ 2 θ3
2θ 0

Figure 1: Schematic diagram.

∆h 0 Zeroth-order
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2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

When the visible light incidence the diffraction grating, the light has the diffraction. It appears
different order light. When they reach the ferrofluid’s interface, they refract into the ferrofluid,
for the different refraction index between glass and ferrofluid. As a result, there are diverse order
lights, i.e., the zeroth-order, the first-order and the third-order and so on, displaying on the screen,
as show solid line in Fig. 1. When we apply the external magnetic field, the refraction index of
the ferrofluid changes consequently. The refraction angle transform θ2 to θ3 , as showed in Fig. 1.
The light path also changes from the solid line to the dotted line as showed in Fig. 1. They reach
another position, and the distances are ∆h0 , ∆h1 , ∆h3 , . . ., etc. which are the expression of the
refraction angle change of different order light.
3. THE EXPERIMENT AND THE RESULTS

The grating is fabricated on a glass substrate which can transmit light well. In order to have
better hydrophobicity, hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) should be sprayed on the surface of the glass
substrate. The photoresist used in this experiment is AZ5214e which is interchangeable from
positive to negative sides. After being daubed on the glass substrate, with a speed of 2000 rounds
per second, photoresist would be evenly distributed. Heated to be solid and covered with a mask
plate, photoresist will then be explored to UV light whose period is 10 µm, after which, it would be
etched in solution and turn into a thin grating with 1 µm depth as shown in Fig. 2(a) and a 10 µm
cycle as shown in Fig. 2(b).
The ferrofluid we use in the experiment is EMG 900 produced by the Ferrotec (USA) Corporation. This ferrofluid is oil-based magnetic fluid whose average particle size is 10 nm, viscosity is
60 cP at 27◦ C, volume concentration of magnetite is 9%, density is 1.74 g/ml at 25◦ C and saturation
Magnetization (Ms) is 990 Gauss [11]. The refractive index of EMG 900 is estimated to be around
1.65 ± 0.02 [12].
The system setup is shown in Fig. 3. A semiconductor laser diode whose wavelength is 650 nm is
applied as the light source in this experiment. The laser light goes through a small hole and becomes

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The measured drawing of the diffraction grating. (a) The depth of the diffraction grating is about
1 µm. (b) The period of the diffraction grating is about 10 µm.
+3
∆d 3

Diffraction Grating

+3

+1
Small Hole

∆d1

Red Light
Emitting Diode

∆d 0
0

Magnetic Flied

Figure 3: The experimental setup.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4: (a) and (b) is the experimental phenomenology of zeroth-order light, (c) and (d) is the experimental
phenomenology of first-order light, (e) and (f) is the experimental phenomenology of third-order light.

thin and small. The thinner light will be perpendicular to the electrical field and the diffraction
grating on the right. It diffracts in the diffraction grating, reflecting into the filling ferrofluid in the
V-shaped grating. With an external magnetic field, the refractive index of ferrofluid will change,
and the diffracting angle would be also varied accordingly. Consequently, the position recorded
by the CCD shifts. The distance between CCD and grating sample is about 1 m. No matter the
strength of magnetic increases or decreases, the diffracting angle will change so that the light spot
also keeps alterative.
Without applying the external magnetic field, the position of the zeroth-order light was recorded
in the blue spot as showed in Fig. 4(a). However, the spot moves toward the right side to the position
of the red one shown in Fig. 4(a) when placing an 1000 Oe external magnetic field. The green spot
is the midpoint of the blue and red ones. It is obvious that the green spot moves to the right after
applying the external magnetic field. In addition, when the external of the magnetic field decreased
from 1000 Oe to 0 Oe, the light spot moves back to the left as showed in Fig. 4(b). Similarly, with
the same method and the same process the positions of the first-order and the third-order light
spots are showed as Fig. 4(c), Fig. 4(d), Fig. 4(e), Fig. 4(f). The shift distance (the variety of the
angle) is a little longer from the zeroth-order light to the third-order light. The changes of distance
that the light spots move i.e., the shifts of reflecting angle is becoming lager and lager from the
zeroth to third one. Furthermore, the first degree light owns the greatest diffraction efficiency, so
we cannot make use of the higher degree light infinitely.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the diffraction grating with V-shaped groove based on ferrofluid has been analyzed
theoretically and experimentally. It is the tunable diffraction grating by the strength of the external
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magnetic field, which characteristics is studied experimentally. This approach is a good candidate
for the following applications: magnetic sensors, magnetic controlled optical switches, modulator
and so on. This is a new method to fabricate the magnetically tunable diffraction grating. Compared with some other present diffraction grating, the proposed magnetically tunable diffraction
grating has simple configuration and is easier to be produced. The period of this magnetically
diffraction grating can be tuned to adapt to the different application by adjusting the strength of
the external magnetic field. All of these are in favor of its practical applications.
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Abstract— Despite of widespread use of new digital wireless communications, the radiated
immunity test based on IEC 61000-4-3 only has been performed with using amplitude modulation
(AM) signal. In this study, we have analyzed the radiated immunity test method that is going
on recent standardization activity to investigate close proximity fields from radio frequency (RF)
wireless communications and have investigated the impact of digitally modulated signals. The
results show that the devices were influenced much more by digital modulation signal than by AM
or pulse modulation (PM) signal. Also it shows that we need to investigate the depth research
on radiated immunity testing for the environment of modern communication technology.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, portable wireless communication devices as wireless phone, smart phone and wireless local
area network (WLAN) have come into widespread use and acceptance. Along with the increase
of intentional radiated RF by those devices the everyday electromagnetic environment has greatly
changed. New technology has continued to advance making mobile phones smaller and smaller.
The newer and smaller mobile phones can be placed virtually anywhere in our living place and are
often being placed in close proximity to electronic equipment, giving rise to potential interference
and compatibility issues.
The achievement of adequate immunity of electrical or electronic equipment is a basic provision
to ensure electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) in these circumstance. Such immunity has reflect
the expected electromagnetic disturbance at the intended location of operation as well as the
characteristics of the equipment. The corresponding immunity levels are determined taking into
account for a probabilistic aspects of a disturbance and an economical aspects of immunity test.
Such a process is currently being performed by a working group of IEC TC 77 [1].
Because the new technologies, such as long term evolution (LTE) and WLAN, use a very large
range of the frequency spectrum it is necessary to use different test methods which consider the
physical behavior of magnetic coupling in the lower frequency range and the more electrical based
characteristic in the higher frequency range. Immunity testing according to existing standards,
such as IEC 61000-4-3, may not be suitable to assess compatibility with the complex electric and
magnetic fields generated by RF emitters located in close proximity. There are two kinds of new
standardization work being performed in SC77B WG10. One is IEC 61000-4-31 to test broadband
conducted disturbance immunity and the other is IEC 61000-4-39 to test radiated fields immunity
in close proximity [2]. The revision of IEC 60601-1-2, immunity standard for medical equipment
and systems, has also recently been done in IEC TC62/SC62A and has including immunity to
proximity fields from RF wireless communication equipment [3].
Recent wireless communications use a digital modulation technology. In these standards, the
AM signal is mainly used to reference source signal to test the radiated immunity. But, the wireless
communication signal is being simulated simply into a PM signal. According to recent research
results, it has known that an equipment were influenced by digital modulation signal more than by
AM or PM signal [4].
In this study, we have investigated by reviewing an immunity standards in close proximity which
is recently being standardized in IEC. We have then analyzed the characteristics of the reference
source signal for a radiated immunity test in those standards and compared with those of mobile
communication signal. We have verified the influence of digital modulation signal through the FTP
throughput test has performed in Gigahertz Transverse Electromagnetic cell (GTEM). Finally, we
have proposed that it should be consider to use a digital modulation signal during standardizing
of new radiated immunity test.
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2. STANDARDIZATION ACTIVITIES OF CLOSE PROXIMITY IMMUNITY
2.1. IEC 61000-4-39

The use of portable wireless devices has increased sharply due to the widespread diffusion of portable
wireless communication services such as mobile communication and WLAN, which in turn increased
the possibility of such devices affecting other devices due to the intentional electromagnetic interference of portable wireless devices.
To reflect those conditions, IEC TC77 decided to create a new standard for the close proximity
immunity test, beyond the existing IEC 61000-4-3 radiated immunity standard. The standardization work is performed by SC77B/WG10, with the active participation of experts.
This standard defines immunity test procedures and specifications with regard to the reference
source signal, test level, and test method for the close proximity immunity test. The following areas
are currently standardized:
•
•
•
•
•

Test levels related with the magnetic field immunity and radiated RF field immunity.
Test equipment.
Test setup including test facility and arrangement of equipment.
Test conditions, detailed test procedure, and verification method.
Evaluation of test results and test report.

The electromagnetic disturbances specified in this standard are limited to continuous narrowband signals (which may be pulse- or amplitude modulated by up to 1 kHz) but do not include
disturbance signals that are basically transient or impulsive in nature. The frequencies or frequency
bands to be selected for testing are limited to those where mobile radio telephones or other intentional RF emitting devices actually operate. Testing shall not be applied continuously over the
entire frequency range covered by this standard.
Several test levels are defined for inhomogeneous fields in the frequency range of 9 kHz to 30 MHz
and for RF fields in the frequency range of 400 MHz to 6 GHz. The test level applied during
testing should be selected in accordance with the expected maximum output power of the portable
transmitting device and the likely, or specified, separation distance between its transmitting antenna
and the equipment subject to the disturbance created by the transmitting device.
For testing of equipment the carrier signal is modulated using pulse modulation. The pulse
modulation shall adhere to the following parameters:
• Duty Cycle: 50%.
• Modulation frequency: 2 Hz, 217 Hz or 1 kHz.
2.2. IEC 60601-1-2

The medical equipment EMC standard, which has recently been revised, added the immunity test
in the proximity field of wireless communications. The revised standard defined the immunity
test specifications for the test frequency, modulation signal, and test level related with the latest
representative wireless communication service.
Table 1 shows the test specifications for the proximity immunity of medical equipment, which
specifies that the immunity test should be performed at the center frequency or three frequencies of
the band, considering the bands of wireless communication services. The specification also defines
that the additional test can be run at another frequency.
It is also defined that the test level should be determined after considering the minimum separation distance and maximum output of the wireless communication devices. Minimum separation
distances for higher IMMUNITY TEST LEVELS shall be calculated using the following equation:
6√
P
E=
d
where P is the maximum power in W , d is the minimum separation distance in m, and E is the
IMMUNITY TEST LEVEL in V/m.
Most of the standards define the reference immunity signal as a PM signal, in order to simulate
the latest wireless communication signal.
This simplified modeling of the reference signal is based on an opinion that it is impossible to
configure the cost-effective test conditions and set up all wireless communication services in the
world using the real modulation signal, even though modulation makes a major contribution to
causing electromagnetic interference in equipment.
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Table 1: Test specifications for proximity immunity of medical equipment to RF wireless communications
equipment.
Modulation

Test level
(V/m) at
0.3 m distance

385

PM 18 Hz

27
28

Service

Band (MHz)

Test frequency
(MHz)

TETRA 400

380–390

GMRS 460, FRS 460

430–470

450

FM ±5 kHz
deviation
1 kHz sine

LTE Band 13, 17

704–787

710, 745, 780

PM 217 Hz

9

GSM 800/900, TETRA 800,
iDEN 820, CDMA 850,
LTE Band 5

800–960

810, 870, 930

PM 18 Hz

28

GSM 1800; CDMA 1900;
GSM 1900; DECT;
LTE Band 1, 3,
4, 25; UMTS

1700 –1990

1720, 1845, 1970

PM 217 Hz

28

Bluetooth,
WLAN 802.11 b/g/n,
RFID 2450,
LTE Band 7

2400–2570

2450

PM 217 Hz

28

WLAN 802.11 a/n

5100–5800

5240, 5500, 5785

PM 217 Hz

9

3. ANALYSIS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SIMULATED PULSE
MODULATION SIGNAL

The radiated immunity standard uses the PM signal to simulate the latest mobile communication
signal because it is cost effective and easy to implement.
The modulation frequency simulated in the standard refers to the frequency that is selected to
simulate the frame transmission cycle of the time division multiple access (TDMA), which sends
a signal to a particular time slot only, into the pulse signal. The entire TDMA frame rate can be
mapped to the pulse signal frequency, and the time slot rate can be mapped to the duty cycle of
the pulse signal. In the global system for mobile (GSM), a frame with time duration of 4.61 ms is
divided into 8 slots of each 0.577 ms, which is the basic transmission unit. PM 217 Hz simulates
GSM’s transmission cycle, RF frame length, and 4.61 ms.
LTE, the latest mobile communication standard, uses orthogonal frequency division multiple
access (OFDMA) as a modulation method. As OFDMA uses different time slots for the frequency
and time domain, LTE can also simulate the multi-access time frame using pulse signals. The radio
frame of LTE has time duration of 10 ms in the time domain. A frame is divided into 20 slots of
each 0.5 ms. However, the simulated pulse frequency is slightly different from the LTE frame in
the standard. Table 2 shows the characteristics of each communication signal and the frequency of
Table 2: Characteristics of each communication signals and simulated PM.

Frame rate
Time slot length
(Duty cycle)
Fundamental frequency
of frame
Simulated PM
frequency on Std.

GSM
4.61 ms, 480 ms
(at discontinuous transmission mode)

LTE

WLAN

10 ms

1 ms

0.577 ms (1/8)

1 ms (1/10)

96 µs

217 Hz, 2.08 Hz

100 Hz

1 kHz

217 Hz, 2 Hz

217 Hz

217 Hz, 1 kHz
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each simulated reference immunity signal.
The PM signal includes wide spurious due to the characteristics of the spectrum, which acts
as an obstructive factor that causes interference to the audio system [5]. Figure 1 shows the PM
frequency spectra defined by the new close proximity immunity standard IEC 61000-4-39. As the
spectra exist within 2 kHz, which is the audible frequency band, it can cause a sound effect similar
to 1 kHz AM (the standard analog immunity signal). Therefore, the PM simulation is valid as a
reference signal to test the sound interference effect.

Figure 1: PM spectra simulated in IEC 61000-4-39.
4. CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS OF THE DIGITAL MODULATION SIGNAL

The latest mobile communication mainly uses the OFDM modulation method for high-speed transmission. Although the OFDM modulation increases spectral efficiency using the orthogonal frequencies, phase shift keying (PSK) modulation scheme is used as a basic data modulation method.
The characteristics of the PSK modulation signal are fundamentally different from the PM signal
that simulates mobile communication signal in the immunity standard.
The PM signal theoretically has a sector in which no signal exists in the time domain, and
spectral discontinuity in the frequency domain depending on the duty cycle. On the other hand,
the PSK signal has the modulation characteristic that the data and phase are mapped. Therefore,
there is no sector in the PSK signal in which the signal is disconnected in the time domain, and

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Comparison of the time domain signal and frequency domain spectrum for PM and PSK.
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has the continuous spectrum in the frequency domain. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the time
domain waveform and frequency domain spectrum.
Furthermore, the digital modulation signal used in the latest wireless communication has a
broader bandwidth than the PM signal. The latest mobile communication or WLAN generally
uses 10 MHz BW, and BW is expanding more and more for faster communication.
Due to this characteristic difference, the immunity test found that equipment was more influenced by digital modulation signal than by AM or PM signal.
We know the EMC’s theoretical background is that the peak power of the reference test signal
is the most dominant factor among the factors that affect the immunity test. In addition, based on
this information, we can understand that the occupied bandwidth of the signal and the occupied
energy on the time scale are also important factors.
We have tested the throughput difference by the reference signal of radiated immunity test in
GTEM cell, to prove that the above hypothesis is valid in digital communication devices. For
the test, a WLAN AP and a laptop were placed inside the GTEM, and a laptop connected to
the WLAN AP was placed outside of the GTEM. The throughput was measured by sending files
between two laptops using the FTP. The interference signal was provided through the GTEM, by
adjusting the input signals in such a way that the signals have the same peak power according to
the reference signal type. The WLAN communication was configured with the CH2 (2.417 GHz),
20 MHz bandwidth, and IEEE 802.11n mode. The interference signal was sent to 2.462 GHz so that
it was not overlapped with the communication band. Table 3 shows the test result. It shows that
the degradation of throughput by WCDMA is biggest than others. Through the simple WLAN
test, the same trend of the interference effect as in the previous test result can be checked.
Table 3: Comparison of WLAN throughput according to reference signals used by radiated immunity test
in GTEM Cell.
Status
Reference signal
WLAN throughput (kB/s)
Degradation of throughput (%)

Normal
None
6095.27
0

AM 1 kHz
5752.58
5.6

Radiated immunity test
PM 2 Hz PM 217 Hz PM 1 kHz
5930.59
5806.19
6004.52
2.7
4.7
1.5

WCDMA
5593.35
8.2

5. CONCLUSION

As more and more portable mobile communication devices such as mobile communication and
WLAN are used, international standards are being created to assess the impact of the intentional
electromagnetic waves emitted by these portable wireless devices.
The close proximity immunity standard, which is standardized by the IEC, simulates the digital
communication signal used by the latest wireless communication as a PM signal. The PM signal,
as a reference signal of the radiated immunity test, can affect a wider frequency band than the
AM signal, and has the strength of interfering in the audio system like AM. However, the latest
digital modulation signals like LTE and WLAN have the broadband characteristics than PM in the
frequency domain, and more occupied energy on the time scale. Due to these reasons, the digital
modulation signal affects more than the PM signal, and this was verified by the WLAN throughput
test. More studies are needed to take the effect of digital modulation signals into account during
standardization activities in the future.
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Abstract— Resonant properties of HE111 mode of a complicated microwave cavity with ceramic

material, used in rubidium clock, are studied by mode matching method. The microwave cavity
works at a certain frequency such as 6835 GHz by accommodating a glass bubble containing
rubidium vapor. To make electromagnetism focus on the centre of the cavity for energy exchange
and further miniaturize the cavity to a large extent, a ceramic dielectric ring is installed in the
inner layer of the glass bubble. In order to study main factors influencing resonant characteristics,
resonant frequencies of HE111 mode are calculated through eigen equation and compared with
simulated results. The results show that theoretical computations are in good agreement with
finite element simulations. In addition, the effects of loaded dielectric and rubidium vapor on
resonant frequency are also analyzed. This work is of great significance for the miniaturizing of
the cavity and theory perfection in atomic clock.
1. INTRODUCTION

Rubidium frequency standard is widely used in global positioning system (GPS) [1], communication,
navigation, positioning and running survey system for its good properties such as small volume,
strong environment adaptability and good frequency flexibility [2, 3]. One of the most important
microwave components in it is microwave cavity, which directly plays an impact on the properties
of atom frequency standard [4, 5]. Placing a glass bubble filled with rubidium gas in the microwave
cavity, microwave radiation field provided by microwave cavity can interact with rubidium gas inside
the glass bubble and make rubidium atomic level transition occur [1, 6]. For some applications, it
is desirable that microwave radiation field changes with the energy of rubidium gas at a certain
frequency such as 6.835 GHz [7]. Generally, the resonant frequency is related to material property
and rubidium gas parameters. So it is extremely critical for rubidium frequency standard design
because of the effect of material property and rubidium gas parameters on resonant frequency.
The eigen value problem of microwave cavity filled with complicated materials belongs to the
complex boundary value problem of electric and magnetic fields. And many methods, such as
variation method, difference method, finite element method and mode matching method, etc. [8–
13], are employed to study this problem. Though most researchers have studied boundary value
problem of electric and magnetic fields, few papers published were paid more attention on theoretical
analysis of complicated microwave cavity filled with rubidium gas [14, 15].
In this paper, the resonant frequency of HE111 mode of the microwave cavity filled with ceramic
material and rubidium gas is studied by mode matching method. In addition, the effects of the
ceramic material and rubidium gas on the resonant frequency of the HE111 mode are also analyzed.
In addition, this work will propose a theoretical basis for the miniaturization of the microwave
cavity.
2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The basic structure of complicated microwave cavity which is used to exchange energy between
gaseous rubidium and electromagnetic fields in rubidium frequency standard is modeled in Fig. 1.
It is divided into three radial regions: p, q and t. Among these regions, region 2 will be filled with
gaseous rubidium, regions 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 are enclosed glass bubble, and region 6 is filled with
ceramics. The microwave cavity and the outmost circuit are joined by regions 4, 8 and 10. The
medium parameters in these regions are characterized by µri and εri (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10), respectively, where µri is the relative permeability of part i and εri is the relative permittivity.
All the loaded dielectrics are isotropic and µr1 = µr2 = µr3 = µr4 = µr5 = µr6 = µr7 = µr8 = 1.
In cylindrical coordinates, the longitudinal electric field components Hz of TE011 mode in region
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Figure 1: Basic structure of microwave cavity.

p are expressed as
Hzp =
Hzq =

p
X

p
Apm J1 (km
r)Φpm (z)

m=1
∞
X

(region p),

q
q
q
[Aqm J1 (km
r) + Bm
N1 (km
r)]Φqm (z) (region q),

(1)
(2)

m=1

Considering the boundary condition of vanishing normal magnetic fields on the metallic wall
surface, the magnetic field along the z axis in region t is
Hzt =

∞
X
m=1

"
Atm

#
¡ t ¢
¡ t ¢ J 1 km
¡ t ¢ t
r3
J 1 km r + 0 t
N1 km r Φm (z) (region t),
N1 (km r3 )

(3)

where J1 (km r) and N1 (km r) are the first order Bessel function and zero order Neuman function,
p
q
q
respectively. km
, km
and km
represent the transverse propagation constants of region p, q and t,
respectively. They are related to the resonant wave number k0 and propagation constant βmi in
the following manner
p 2
2
(km
) = k02 εri − βmi
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4),
¡ t ¢2
2
2
km = k0 εri − βmi (i = 9, 10).

q 2
2
(km
) = k02 εri − βmi
(i = 5, 6, 7, 8),

(4)

In region p, Hz |z=0,L = 0. Enforcing field continuity condition of Eϕ and Hr at the interface
between the dielectric layers, the following Eigen equation comes into existence
tan βm2 l2 tan βm1 l1 tan βm3 l3 tan βm4 l4
βm3
+
+
+
−
tan βm2 l2 tan βm3 l3 tan βm4 l4
βm2
βm1
βm3
βm4
βm2 βm4
βm3
βm2
−
tan βm1 l1 tan βm3 l3 tan βm4 l4 −
tan βm1 l1 tan βm2 l2 tan βm3 l3
βm1 βm4
βm1 βm3
βm2
−
tan βm1 l1 tan βm2 l2 tan βm4 l4 = 0
(5)
βm1 βm4
Substituting (4) into (5), an equation about kmp and k0 is obtained.
In the same way, considering boundary condition Hz |z=0,L = 0 and continuity condition of Eϕ
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and Hr lead to the following Eigen equation in region q and t
tan βm6 l2 tan βm5 l1 tan βm7 l3 tan βm8 l4
βm7
+
+
+
−
tan βm6 l2 tan βm7 l3 tan βm8 l4
βm6
βm5
βm7
βm8
βm6 βm8
βm7
βm6
−
tan βm5 l1 tan βm7 l3 tan βm8 l4 −
tan βm5 l1 tan βm6 l2 tan βm7 l3
βm5 βm8
βm5 βm7
βm6
−
tan βm5 l1 tan βm6 l2 tan βm8 l4 = 0,
(6)
βm5 βm8
tan βm7 (l1 + l2 + l3 ) tan βm8 l4
+
=0
(7)
βm7
βm8
By matching the tangential field components at r = r1 and r = r2 and using the orthogonality
of trigonometric function, a linear homogeneous system of equations is obtained as follows
¶ µ
¶
µ
A
X1 X2
= 0,
(8)
X3 X4
B
The special condition for the solution to these equations is that the determinant of the system
matrix is equal to zero, i.e.,
¯
¯
¯ X1 X2 ¯
¯
¯
(9)
¯ X3 X4 ¯ = 0.
q
where A = [Aq1 , Aq2 , . . . , Aqm , . . .]0 , B = [B1q , B2q , . . . , Bm
, . . .]0 , X1 , X2 , X3 and X4 are partitioned
matrix, respectively. The elements of this matrix are
·
¸
Z L
q
q
r1 ) kip
J1 (km
r1 ) J10 (km
p
q
x1im =
Φm (z)Φi (z)dz
− 0 p
,
q
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J1 (ki r1 ) km
0
·
¸
Z L
q
q
r1 ) kip
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r1 ) N10 (km
p
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x1im =
Φm (z)Φi (z)dz
− 0 p
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J1 (ki r1 ) km
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m 2
m 2
1
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h
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0
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0
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Z L
q
0 (k q r ) k r
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N
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m 2
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h
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−
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0
J1 (ki r2 ) − N 0 (kt r3 ) N1 (ki r2 ) km J1 (ki r2 ) − N 0 (kt r ) N10 (kit r2 )
1
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3
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i

Resonant frequencies of TE011 mode of the complicated cavity can be calculated from (5), (6),
(7) and (9).
3. CALCULATED RESULTS

In the microwave cavity, higher order modes have little influence on field distribution. In other
words, the resonant properties are mainly determined by the low order modes. To make computation more convenient, (9) can be simplified to an identity by reserving the lowest mode.
Table 1 shows the frequencies of HE111 mode of the complicated microwave cavity with different
medium permittivity, assuming dimensions of l1 = 2 mm, l2 = 28 mm, l3 = 2 mm, l4 = 10 mm,
r1 = 28 mm, r2 = 30 mm, r3 = 32 mm. f1 and f2 denote the computed results and simulated
results, respectively, and the unit of frequency is GHz. Rubidium vapor can be seen as some kind
µ20
,
of dielectric and its relative permittivity is about determined by the equation εr ≈ 1 + εN0 3kT
N = 105 , T = 300 K. So the relative permittivity of the rubidium vapor is about 1.0005. It is
clearly seen that the computed results excellently agree with the simulated results.
Figure 2 shows the curves of resonant frequency varying with rubidium molecular number inside
the cavity with the parameters of l1 = 2 mm, l2 = 28 mm, l3 = 2 mm, r1 = 28 mm, r2 = 30,
r3 = 32 mm, εr1 = εr3 = εr4 = εr5 = εr8 = εr9 = 2.8 and εr4 = εr8 = εr10 = 1. Parameter
L denotes the total cavity length. For the complicated microwave cavity, the temperature of
rubidium gas is 300 K. The results show that the resonant frequency of the complicated microwave
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Table 1: The comparison between computed results and simulated results.
εr1

εr2

εr3

εr4

εr5

εr6

εr7

εr8

εr9

εr10

f1

f2

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

4.5060

4.4980

1.0000

1.0005

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

4.5050

4.4970

2.8000

1.0005

2.8000

1.0000

2.8000

9.8000

1.0000

2.8000

1.0000

1.0000

4.0860

3.9940

3.3000

1.0005

3.3000

1.0000

3.3000

9.8000

3.3000

1.0000

3.3000

1.0000

4.0720

3.9330

1.0000

1.0005

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

9.8000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

4.3690

4.2950

cavity gradually decreases with the increasing of rubidium molecules number. When the rubidium
molecules number increases, the rubidium gas polarization enhances and the equivalent permittivity
of the rubidium gas increases, which directly leads to slightly decrease of the resonant frequency.
Besides, the length of the cavity may be another factor that might contributes to the resonant
frequency variation.
Figure 3 indicates how the resonant frequency varies with the glass radius r3 . The parameters are
set to be l1 = 2 mm, l2 = 28 mm, l3 = 2 mm, r1 = 28 mm, r2 = 30, εr1 = εr3 = εr5 = εr7 = εr9 = 2.2
and εr4 = εr8 = εr10 = 1. As shown in Fig. 3, resonant frequency exhibits slightly decrease when the
out radius r3 increases. This phenomenon can be explained by dielectric perturbation theory [16].
As the outer radius increases, the perturbation body becomes larger, which directly causes the
decrease of the frequency.

Figure 2: Variation of resonant frequency with
molecule number.

Figure 3: Variation of resonant frequency with r3 .

4. CONCLUSIONS

Resonant properties of a microwave cavity with ceramic material for a new type of rubidium clock
are studied quantitatively by mode matching method. Resonant frequency of HE111 mode is then
calculated by considering dielectric permittivity and rubidium gas parameters. The results show
that decrease of the outer radius and the number of rubidium molecular number are all benefit for
the increase of resonant frequency of the complicated microwave cavity with ceramic layer. These
results play an important role in miniaturization and optimization of the microwave cavity for a new
type of rubidium clock that has drawn considerably attention because of its potential application
for communications.
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Abstract— This paper presents the dielectric properties of rice husk and carbon nanotubes
(RHCNTs) composites materials. The RHCNTs composites materials prepared with various
weight ratios of rice husk with CNTs 0–10 wt%. The length, width, and thickness of each RHCNTs composite sample are 15.799 mm, 7.899 mm, and 5 mm was fabricated. The rectangular
waveguide technique was used to measure the complex relative permittivity of the RHCNTs
composites materials. The conversion of s-parameters to complex relative permittivity parameter is computed by using 85071E Agilent technology software which using a transmission line
technique consists of a network analyzer to perform the conversion to complex relative permittivity, εr . The complex relative permittivity is represented in terms of both the real and imaginary
parts of permittivity in Ku-band frequency. The conductivity of RHCNTs shows increasing when
the ratio of CNTs mixture increases. The materials, their dielectrics properties measurement result over 12.4–18 GHz frequency range are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, rice husk (RH) is an agriculture waste material which potential used as microwave
absorber been reported [1, 2]. Due to their complex permittivity, RH can design in pyramidal
or flat microwave absorber [3–5]. Complex permittivity of a material is important parameter for
microwave absorber application. The objective of this paper is to increase/enhance the complex
permittivity of RH material by composites the RH with carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Recent years,
CNT composites have potential applied in electronic, mechanical, and microwave application due
to their unique properties [6, 7]. To form the composites, raw RH and CNTs were mixed with
polyester and methyl-ketone-polymer. The RH was composite with difference amount of CNTs
from 0% to 10% of weight ratio. The complex relative permittivity (εr = ε0r − jε00r ) of rice husk
and carbon nanotubes composites (RHCNTs) is measured and investigated in Ku-band. The real
part of complex permittivity is the ability of a material to store electromagnetic wave, whereas the
imaginary part of the complex permittivity is the ability of the material convert the electromagnetic
wave into heat and dissipated. Furthermore, the alternative current (AC) conductivity can calculate
by using Equation (1) [8]:
σac = ωε0 ε00r
(1)
where, σac is the conductivity due to the alternating field (S/m), ω is the angular frequency (rad/s),
ε0 is the permittivity in free space, ε00r is the imaginary part of relative complex permittivity (loss
factor).
2. PREPARATION OF SAMPLES

First, the rice husk and CNTs were mix with polyester resin and methyl ethyl ketone peroxide
(MEKP) harden agent. The RHCNTs composites were stir for 1 hour shown in Figure 1. After
the composition, the RHCNTs composite were filled into waveguide sample holder to fabricate
the rectangular shape sample for WR-62 waveguide. The RHCNTs samples were fabricated by
using WR-62 sample holder mould shown in Figure 2. The RHCNTs samples were prepared in
rectangular shapes, which fit into WR-62 waveguide sample holders.
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Figure 1: RHCNTs after stir with polyester and
MEKP.

Figure 2: Ku-Band sample holder fit with RHCNTs
sample.

3. EXPERIMENTAL

Before conduct to the measurement, calibration technique TRL (through-reflect-line) of waveguide
flanges must be applied. The calibration technique is to minimize the residual errors of the measurements. The Dielectric properties were measured using rectangular waveguide transmission line
technique. A pair of coaxial cable was connected to Agilent E8362B performance network analyzer and the two waveguide adaptors were connected with coaxial cables. The sample holder was
place between the two waveguide adaptors. The 85071E software is originally developed by NRW
to calculate the permittivity from transmission and reflection coefficient [9]. Figure 2 shows the
dielectric measurement setup.
4. RESULTS AND DISCCUSION

The complex relative permittivity of samples versus frequency was shown in Figures 3(a) and (b).
The complex relative permittivity of real part (dielectric constant, ε0r ) and imaginary part (loss
factor, ε00r ) of the composites increased over the measured frequency region with increasing the
quantity percentage of CNTs. For rice husk, the average values of ε0r and ε00r were 2.982 and 0.283
respectively. The RH-CNTs2%, RH-CNTs4%, and RH-CNTs10% samples has the average values
of ε0r was 5.448, 6.443, and 14.972 respectively. The average values of ε00r was increases from 0.283
(rice husk) to 8.492 (RH-CNTs10%). By increasing the quantity of CNTs in RHCNTs composites
can enhance complex relative permittivity of the composites materials.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Real part and (b) imaginary part of complex relative permittivity of samples.

Figure 4 shows the conductivity of samples. From the graph, RH-CNTs10% sample has the highest conductivity (580–800) S/cm than rice husk, RH-CNTs2%, and RH-CNTs4%. The conductivity
of the RHCNTs composites is increasing when the content of CNTs increases in the RHCNTs composition. Refer to the Equation (1), the conductivity is proportional to the imaginary of complex
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Figure 4: Conductivity of RHCNTs samples.

relative permittivity and frequency. Therefore, increase the quantity of CNTs in the RHCNTs composites, ε00r increased and the conductivity of the RHCNTs composites also increased. The average
values conductivity of rice husk, RH-CNTs2%, RH-CNTs4%, and RH-CNTs10% samples were 24,
93, 174, and 717 S/cm respectively. The average values of dielectric constant, ε0r , loss factor, ε00r ,
and conductivity, σac are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Average values of ε0r , ε00r , and σac .
Sample
RH
RH-CNT2%
RH-CNT4%
RH-CNT10%
5.

Dielectric constant,
2.982
5.448
6.443
14.972

ε0r

Average values
Loss factor, ε00r
0.283
1.100
1.584
8.492

Conductivity, (S/cm)
24
93
174
717

CONCLUSIONS

The complex relative permittivity of rice husk successful enhanced with composites rice husk with
carbon nanotubes. The RHCNTs was increased up to 14.972 of dielectric constant and 8.492 of
loss factor with composites with 10% CNTs. The conductivity of RHCNTs also increased from
24 S/cm (rice husk) up to 717 S/cm (RH-CNTs10%) over 12.4–18 GHz frequency range. Hence, the
RHCNTs samples are suitable to apply in dielectric microwave absorber and shielding materials
due to their complex permittivity and conductivity performance.
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Abstract— We study the evanescent wave of a vortex vector optical field with inhomogeneous
states of polarization in the cross section of the field. The TE and TM terms of the evanescent
wave and the propagating wave of a cylindrical vortex vector optical field with inhomogeneous
states of polarization in the cross section of the field are derived by the vector angular spectrum
method. The vector structure of the evanescent wave and propagating wave components of the
cylindrical vector field is demonstrated. The ratio of the evanescent wave and the propagating
wave of a cylindrical vector optical field with different states of polarization with different vortex charges n and polarization charges m as a function of propagation distance in near field is
described. Comparison between the contribution of TE and TM terms of both the propagating
and the evanescent waves of the cylindrical vortex vector field in free space is demonstrated.
The intensity (squared modulus) distributions of the TE and TM terms of the propagating and
evanescent waves are described to compare the contributions of the propagating and the evanescent waves associated with the cylindrical vector field with inhomogeneous states of polarization
in the cross section of the field. These results, therefore, provide useful information on how to
spatially manipulate the evanescent waves of a vortex vector cylindrical optical field in near field
by choosing appropriate vortex charges n and states of polarization in the cross-section of the
field.

Recently, the vector optical field with the different states of polarization in the cross-section of
the field has attracted much interest in linear and nonlinear optics realms due to its novel properties
and potential application [1, 2]. In the Cartesian coordinate system, the z-axis is taken to be the
propagation axis. A cylindrical optical vector field is expressed as [1, 2]
E(r, θ) = A(r, θ)[cos(mθ + θ0 )ex + exp(i∆θ) sin(mθ + θ0 )ey ],
(1)
p
where r = x2 + y 2 and θ = arctan(y/x) are the polar radius and azimuthal angle in the polar
coordinate system, respectively. m is the topological charge, and θ0 is the initial phase. ex and ey
are the unit vectors in x and y-direction, respectively. m is the topological charge, and θ0 is the
initial phase. ex , ey and ez are the unit vectors in x, y and z-direction, respectively. When m = 1
with θ0 = 0 and π/2, the vector fields describe the radially and azimuthally polarized vector fields,
respectively. When m = 0, Eq. (1) degenerate to the linearly-polarized fields. A(r) represents the
amplitude distribution in the cross-section of the cylindrical vector field. For the case with ∆θ 6= 0
(Eq. (1)), however, the x- and y-components have different phase, indicating a hybrid-polarized
vector field with the linear, circular and elliptical polarization states located at different position
in the field cross-section.
For the Gaussian distribution with the n-th vortex and an arbitrary polarized electromagnetic
field (see Eq. (1)) in the source plane z = 0, A(r, θ) = exp(−r2 /w2 ) exp(inθ) where w is beam-width.
By using the Fourier transform, the angular spectrum is
A(ρ cos φ, ρ sin φ) = Q {P exp[i(mφ + nφ + θ0 )](ex − i exp(i∆θ)ey )
+T exp [−i (mφ − nφ + θ0 )] (ex + i exp(i∆θ)ey )
− [P exp[i(mφ + nφ + θ0 )] (cos φ − i exp(i∆θ) sin φ)
+ T exp [−i (mφ − nφ + θ0 )] (cos φ + i exp(i∆θ) sin φ)] ρ/γez }
with

¡
¢
¡
¢
P = I(m+n−1)/2 k 2 w2 ρ2 /8 − I(m+n+1)/2 k 2 w2 ρ2 /8
¡
¢
¡
¢
T = I(m−n−1)/2 k 2 w2 ρ2 /8 − I(m−n+1)/2 k 2 w2 ρ2 /8
µ ¶2 √
πkw3 ρ
k
m+n
exp(−k 2 w2 ρ2 /8)
Q = πi
2π
8

(2)
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where k is the wavenumber I(·) are the Bessel functions of the second kind and ez is the unit vector
in z direction. The electric field component of the vector cylindrical optical field in z plane can be
represented as
3 3 √π Z ∞
k 2 w 2 ρ2
m+n k w
e− 8 {P Jm+n (−krρ) exp[i(mθ + nθ + θ0 )](ex − i exp(i∆θ)ey )
E(r) = (−1)
16
0
+T Jm−n (−krρ) exp[−i(mθ − nθ + θ0 )](ex + i exp(i∆θ)ey )
+[P Jm+n+1 (−krρ) exp[i(mθ + nθ + θ + θ0 )](1 − exp(i∆θ))
+P Jm+n−1 (−krρ) exp[i(mθ + nθ − θ + θ0 )](1 + exp(i∆θ)))
+T Jm−n−1 (−krρ) exp[−i(mθ − nθ − θ + θ0 )](1 + exp(i∆θ))
+T Jm−n+1 (−krρ) exp[−i(mθ − nθ + θ + θ0 )](1 − exp(i∆θ)) ]iρ/2γez } × exp (ikγz) ρ2 dρ
(3)
In order to compare the contributions of the propagating and the evanescent waves associated
with the cylindrical vector field, the integrated intensity (squared modulus) of the propagating and
evanescent fields, Ipr and Iev , are calculated respectively [3, 4]:
ZZ
Z 1 Z 2π h
i
2
Ipr =
|Epr | dxdy =
|a|2 + |b|2 ρdρdφ,
(4)
0
0
ZZ
Z ∞ Z 2π h
i
p
Iev =
|Eev |2 dxdy =
|a|2 + |bev |2 exp(−2kz ρ2 − 1)ρdρdφ,
(5)
1

0

with
a = A(ρ, φ) · e1

b = A(ρ, φ) · e2

bev = A(ρ, φ) · eev ,

For m = 1,
Z
Ipr = 2π

0

Z

1

|Q|2

∞

£¡

P2 + T2

¢¡
¢
¤ ¡
¢
2 − ρ2 + 2ρ2 P T cos2 (∆θ/2) cos (2θ0 ) / 1 − ρ2 ρdρ

£¡ 2
¢¡
¢
¡
¢
¤
P + T 2 2 − 3ρ2 + 2ρ4 + 2 3ρ2 − 2ρ4 P T cos2 (∆θ/2) cos (2θ0 )
1
³
´
p
exp −2kz ρ2 − 1 ρ
dρ
1 − 3ρ2 + 2ρ4

Iev = 2π

(6)

|Q|2

(7)

For m > 1,
Z

1

¡
¢¡
¢ ¡
¢
|Q|2 [ P 2 + T 2 2 − ρ2 ]/ 1 − ρ2 ρdρ
0
³
´
p
¡
¢
Z ∞
2 − 3ρ2 + 2ρ4 exp −2kz ρ2 − 1
¡
¢
= 2π
|Q|2 P 2 + T 2
ρdρ
1 − 3ρ2 + 2ρ4
1

Ipr = 2π

(8)

Iev

(9)

The substitution of Eqs. (4)–(7) into Eqs. (8) and (9), and performing integration over Ø from
zero to 2π yield a single integration of ρ. Then, the corresponding results can be obtained by
performing numerical integration over ρ. The ratio δ = (Ipr − Iev )/Ipr provides direct information
about the propagating and evanescent components of the field.
The ratio δ = (Ipr − Iev )/Ipr for w = 0.1λ (highly non-paraxial case) and w = 0.5λ cases
as a function of different distances z from the initial plane z = 0 are shown in the Fig. 1. The
evanescent field dominates near the source plane and the relative weight of Iev would drastically
decrease with the increasing propagation distance. Thus it can be negligible in the propagation
distance z = 0.5λ as shown in Fig. 1. Comparing Figs. 1(a) with (b), one can recognize that
the relative weight of Iev would reduce when the waist size w increases. i.e., the relative weight
of the evanescent wave component is increasing with increasing non-paraxial as the waist size w
decreases. The relative weight of Iev would increase with the increasing topological charge. It
can be explained that the field distribution will increasingly diverge and extend from the center
of beam with the increasing topological charge. As a result, the relative weight of Iev would
increase with the increasing topological charge under the same conditions and beam parameters.
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(b)

Figure 1: Ratio of the propagating and evanescent components of the field as a function of the propagation
distances with (a) m = 1; (b) m = 2, 3.

The calculation results indicate that the evanescent wave component with different initial phase
θ0 for any topological charge (except m = 1) is same as shown in Fig. 1. For m = 1 case with
different initial phase θ0 , the relative weight of Iev of the azimuthal polarization (m = 1, θ = π/2)
is maximum and the relative weight of Iev of the radial polarization (m = 1, θ = 0) is minimum
as shown in Fig. 1. The physical explanation for the exception m = 1 is that the values of zcomponents of either propagation wave or evanescent wave are different with the different initial
phase θ0 , the values of z-components of either propagation wave or evanescent wave are maximum
for θ0 = π/2 (i.e., radial polarization) whereas the z-components of either propagation wave or
evanescent wave are zero for θ0 = 0 (i.e., azimuthal polarization).
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Abstract— This paper introduces a newly developed virtual electromagnetic compatibility
(VEMC) computing system and related techniques for electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
computer modelling, simulation and optimisation in integrated circuit (IC). The system is a high
performance computation and collaborative visualisation platform which provides researchers
and engineers with an integrated and flexible computation environment in modeling, simulation
and optimisation of IC EMC issues. It meets various computation needs and increases machine
usage and computation efficiency of computation resources. A case study presents computational
models of interested issues in IC-level EMC modelled, simulated and optimised by the developed
system.
1. INTRODUCTION

In modern IC-level EMC, computational electromagnetic (CEM) modelling and visualisation techniques become most significant considerations [1–3]. They are now an integral part of design in
engineering practice and implemented to solve real life EMC problems which is proved extremely
important for this high EMC risks industry. Traditional “build then test” procedure for EMC
was proved time consumed and very expensive in terms of cost. CEM modelling and visualisation
allows designer to investigate, monitor and modify the interested area of the design at an early
stage, which makes it play an important role in scientific research and industry applications of IC.
Visualisation and high performance computation are closely related that utilizes visualisation
techniques to deal with the complicated dynamic electromagnetic problems. Due to the variety
and complexity of different IC EMC problems, it always requires engineers from different disciplines work collaboratively to analyse and optimise the solution together. Using interactive and
collaborative visualisation techniques [4] provide an alternative solution to achieve best performance
and efficiency of teamwork. However, current CEM products and systems are still dominated by
single user oriented designs.
The virtual electromagnetic compatibility (VEMC) computing system is a high performance
distributed and parallel computation and visualisation system designed for requirements of highload EMC modelling, simulation and optimisation tasks. Parallel and distributed computation is
supported. It integrates a full electromagnetic modelling and simulation environment with various
pre-defined model libraries and templates. The system uses cloud computing concept to offer users
a remote working environment on the modelling and simulation. With this system, users do not
need to install huge amount of professional software. The cost of entire system is well controlled
comparing to professional supercomputing cluster structure due to its generic business computer
based.
2. VEMC COMPUTING SYSTEM
2.1. System Architecture

The VEMC computing system uses a distributed computing architecture. It is a structure that
involves multi-computers collaborating remotely from each other. Every computer under this architecture will be assigned a role in the computation or data processing. As shown in Figure 1,
the cloud controller (CLC) is the main server of system which is used to provide multi-functions of
access authority, load balance, license management, gate way and firewall. The user information
and database are stored in the database (DB). A web service manager (WSM) is connected with
CLC to provide system GUI. The cloud storage pool (SP) contains a pre-defined model library,
virtual machine OS image file and other software image. Computation nodes are scalable in the
system according to user’s demand.
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Figure 1: VEMC computing system structure.
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(b)

Figure 2: (a) Distributed structure and (b) assembly
structure of VEMC computing system structure.

2.2. System Features
2.2.1. Cost Effective and Scalability

The VEMC computing system is built up with generic desktops which is found much cost effective
and flexible. Computation using supercomputer can provide user with extreme performance but
the system itself is high cost, hard to maintain and has an unfriendly interface. As compared
in [5], it is surprised to find that the generic business desktop has the lowest cost per megaflop/s
comparing to other supercomputing platforms. The cost of system is directly against the number
of physical machines.
The architecture of VEMC computing system is very flexible, as shown in Figure 2. It can
be setup and implemented according to the teaching demand. For any organizations, even old
computers can also be assigned as computing nodes and added into the system. All computer
nodes in the system are able to be added and removed as required, which means the system is
of a strong scalability to satisfy the demand of students scale. It is also power efficient as the
administrator can decide how many nodes to be turned on and off at any time.
2.2.2. Cloud Computation and Advanced Control

As a cloud computing based computation system, it enables a convenient, on-demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources [6]. The user just needs to connect
with the cloud and then can work anywhere anytime. The computer hardware resources, such as
CPU core number, memory size, and disk space can be allocated within seconds by the request of
end-user. The user can setup a new working environment by importing the pre-configured image
file from the cloud storage server in a few minutes.
VEMC computing system automatically controls and optimises resource by a newly developed
load balance control system. Resource usage can be monitored, controlled and reported by both
service provider and user. Also, the system supports real-time process migration that secures user
process and avoids data loss from system corruption.
2.2.3. Collaborative Visualisation

The system allows multiple users to access same project simultaneously under a secured channel
across different platforms using collaborative visualisation techniques, as shown in Figure 3. Thus,
it offers great convenience for multiple users, for example, a group of students, to discuss and
collaborate on one modelling or simulation project. The template is used to format your paper
and style the text. All margins, column widths, line spaces, and text fonts are prescribed; please
do not alter them. You may note peculiarities. For example, the head margin in this template
measures proportionately more than is customary. This measurement and others are deliberate,
using specifications that anticipate your paper as one part of the entire proceedings, and not as an
independent document. Please do not revise any of the current designations.
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Figure 3: Collaborative visualisation across different
platforms.

Figure 4: Simulation model of MMIC.

3. COLLABORATIVE SIMULATION OF A MONOLITHIC MICROWAVE INTEGRATED
CIRCUIT (MMIC)

EMC of IC cannot be neglected in the modern electronic system due to the constant speed of
growth in semiconductor technology. Therefore, IC-level EMC has taken an important position in
the modern IC design. Comparing to traditional procedure of IC design, it requires more collaborative work when considering IC-level EMC. There is one prototype VEMC computing system
available at Nathan campus, Griffith University, which conducts following modelling, simulation
and optimisation in IC EMC.
3.1. MMIC Simulation Model

The MMIC operates at 24 GHz in a small and high frequency device. The chip is packaged in a
quad-flat no-leads (QFN) package with 12 pins. The size of the QFN package of the MMIC is 2 mm
(length) ×2 mm (width) ×0.75 mm (height). The QFN package technology mounts the IC directly
onto the surface of the PCB with no through-holes. The internal connections between the die and
lead frame are bond wires. The simulation model is as shown in Figure 4. The excitation is set up
at a lead, which is functioning as the only microwave port in the physical model. Some critical size
parameters of the model are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Size of simulation model of MMIC.

Figure 6: Reflection coefficient of the simulation
model from 0 to 50 GHz.

The radiation boundary condition is used as a box shape surrounding the model. The materials
assignment of the simulation model is described in Table 1.
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Table 1: Materials assignment of the simulation model.

3.2. Full-wave Techniques in the Frequency Domain

A full-wave electromagnetic solution, which solves electromagnetic problems with Maxwell’s equations, is of great importance to high performance VLSI design in computational electromagnetics.
With numerous fast numerical algorithms developed, the finite element method (FEM) is relatively
efficient in finding approximate solutions of partial differential equations (PDE). The frequency
domain vector wave equation for E field can be derived as:
∇×

1
~ + σe ω E
~ + ω 2 εE
~ = −jω J~
∇×E
µ

(1)

where ω is the angular frequency, J is the source current density, σe is the effective conductivity,
and µ and ε are the permeability and permittivity of the problem space respectively.
Simulations in the followed discussion are applied by a full-wave frequency domain solution
with variable sized meshes. Frequency is set up to sweep in a specific range to determine the
expectant resonant frequency. However, determining the correct frequency range is important for
simulation results. Computational errors may be introduced if the frequency range of the solution
is mismatched.
3.3. Simulation Results

Simulation is conducted under an excitation with the frequency swept from 0 to 50 GHz. The reflection coefficient plot shows there is a resonant frequency occurring at 35.51 GHz with −24.8239 dB
as shown in Figure 6.
An E field plot of die surface at 36.01 GHz is produced in Figure 7. It is found that the electric
field intensity is highest in the centre position at 1.5998 × 103 V/m.
As presented in Figure 8, the simulation result shows radiation power emitted vertically along
the +Z axis. The power radiating underneath the model is very weak.

Figure 7: E field simulation plot of die surface.

Figure 8: Far-field 3-D plot of the simulation model
at 36.01 GHz.
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4. PARALLEL OPTIMISATION OF MULTI-LAYER INTERCONNECTS

Parallel computation is another key attribution needed for IC EMC, especially in optimisation. For
instance, optimisation of coupling issue regarding to multi-layer interconnects of IC requires a high
load of computation resource.
4.1. Structure Modelling for MultilayerInterconnects of IC

As shown in Figure 9, it is an advanced multilayer structure for interconnects of IC. There are
five levels of conductors inside two isolated layers upon a silicon substrate. Each layer is isolated by a low permittivity material. The population G(t) for optimisation is the matrix of
[X1, X2, . . . , X8, Y 9, Y 10], as shown in Figure 10. With different combination of conductor positions, it varies the total ground capacitance and the total coupling capacitance of interconnects.
The aim of this optimisation is to find out the best allocation of conductors which contributes to
the lowest value for the trade- off between total ground capacitance and total coupling capacitance
of interconnects.

Figure 9: 3D multi-layer interconnects for optimization.

Figure 10: Dimension details of 3D multi-layer interconnects.

4.2. Capacitance Calculation Methodology

An accurate and fast method of capacitance calculation is to apply the principle of energy conservation using electrical field energy stored in the volume V . The electrostatic energy of a linear N
electrode (the N th is ground) system is:
W =

N

N
X

i=1

i=1,j=1,i6=j

1X g 2 1
Cii Vi +
2
2

g
Cij
Vi Vj

(2)

where, W is electrostatic energy; Vi or Vj is the potential of ith electrode with respect to the
g
ground; Ciig is the self-ground capacitance of ith electrode and Cij
(i 6= j) is the mutual ground
capacitance between electrodes. By applying appropriate voltages on electrodes, the coefficients of
the ground capacitance can be calculated from the stored static energy.
4.3. Optimisation Method Applied via VEMC System

The selected optimisation method is the improved version of non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA), NSGA-II [7]. It performs a fast multi-objective evolution in terms of finding a
diverse set of solutions and in converging near the true Pareto-optimal set. The first step initialized the population (size N ) based on the defined problem range and constraints. Then the nondominated sorting is applied on initialized population, which is sorted based on non-domination
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into each front. The first front is completely non-dominant set in the current population and the
second front is dominated by the individuals in the first front only, and the front goes so on. After
non-dominated sorting is done, the crowding distance is calculated and assigned for all individuals
in the population. Based on the rank and crowding distance, parents are selected for evaluation
manipulation which generates the offspring population. The current population and generated
offspring will be combined again based on the non-domination. Only the best N individuals are
selected for new population and others are truncated. Thus, iterations continue until stop criterion
is achieved.
With Matlab and Java script, the parallelism used the structure as shown in Figure 11. The
master node executes NSGA-II code and assigns parallel tasks to slave nodes. The slave nodes
perform FEM simulation and calculate capacitances of assigned structure. The results will be
collected by master node and process repeats. The entire procedure of optimisation involves 100
groups of generation.

Figure 11: Parallel computing for NSGA-II.

Figure 12: Optimized Structure of 3D multi-layer
interconnects.

4.4. Optimisation Result

One of final optimized 3D structure is plotted in Figure 12. According to the figure, all parallel interconnects are separated widely to avoid coupling capacitance between each other. In addition, the
structural width of interconnects 9 and 10 minimized overlapping coupling capacitance compared
with interconnect 5 and two other fixed “L” shape interconnects.
When optimisation is implemented in one single physical machine, the maximum CPU usage
is only 20% and maximum memory usage is 63.7%. The total runtime of entire procedure is
52.60 hours. In VEMC computing system, computer resources can be used more efficiently under
the support of virtualisation technology. When then optimisation is paralleled in three virtual
computing nodes, the maximum CPU usage and maximum memory usage are increased up to 100%
while the total runtime is significantly reduced to 19.32 hours which is roughly 1/3 of runtime in
one single physical machine.
5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduced a VEMC computing system which was designed and developed with high
performance computation and collaboration visualisation capabilities in order to fulfil the requirement of IC EMC in modelling, simulation and optimisation. In addition, the system can be easily
applied with existing computer hardware in any computer facilities which greatly increases machine
usage and efficiency while relief provider from the financial pressure of setting up a supercomputing
environment. Collaborative simulation and parallel optimisation played critical roles in IC EMC.
Two case studies demonstrated the performance of VEMC computing system applied in IC-level
EMC. Case one demonstrated a collaboration simulation of a MMIC. Case two analysed the performance of VEMC computing system in a parallel optimisation of multi-layer interconnects of
IC.
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Abstract— Based on dielectric resonators, the theory, design and implementation of planar
magnetic metamaterials made of dielectric blocks were investigated. By etching simple metallic
patterns on surface of the dielectric blocks, field distributions of the desired resonance modes
can be enhanced while those of the undesired suppressed. In this way, the resonance frequency
of the desired mode can be tuned down to lower frequency range. A wide-angle polarizationindependent planar magnetic metamaterial based on short cylindrical dielectric resonators was
proposed and analyzed. Due to its polarization-independence, wide incident angle, the magnetic
metamaterial is ready to be used in various microwave components, such as antenna radomes,
microwave filters and frequency selective surfaces.
1. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials with negative permeability and/or negative permittivity have been attracting great
attentions since the seminal work of Pendry and Smith [1, 2]. Due to unique electromagnetic
properties, metamaterials have great potential application values in many fields. A great variety of
metamaterials have been envisioned and fabricated. Similar to the working principle of SRR/Wire
metamaterial, dielectric-metallic metamaterial unit cells, like S-shaped [3], Ω-shaped [4], coplanar
magnetic/electric resonators [5], have been proposed. Nevertheless, there is an annoying problem
for the above unit cells. Incident waves must be paralleled to the substrate plane, which make
it quite troublesome to be fabricated and used. With an aim to overcome this problem, planar
metamateirals, which allow the incident waves to be perpendicular to the substrate plane, were
proposed and fabricated [6–11]. Typical planar metamaterials are the fishnet structures proposed
by Soukoulis et al. [9].
Recently, many researchers are focusing on all-dielectric realization of metamaterials [12–18].
Many all-dielectric metamaterial unit cells, such as binary spherical [12], cubic [13] and disk-like
unit cells [14], were proposed. These unit cells are based on different resonance modes in the
unit cells which behave like dielectric resonators. Under a certain resonance mode, the effective
permeability or/and permittivity are negative. The key to realizing all-dielectric metamaterials is to
get the proper resonance modes. High-dielectric ceramics with good temperature stability and low
dielectric loss are required to guarantee the long-wavelength condition. However, to date, dielectric
constants of microwave ceramic materials, such as Ba2 Ti9 O20 , BaTi4 O9 , BaO-PbO-Nd2 O3 -TiO2 ,
are mostly between 30 ∼ 100, much less than some all-dielectric unit cells require [16, 17]. For
many all-dielectric unit cells, their first resonance frequencies are so high that the long-wavelength
condition cannot be met, so effective medium theory cannot be used to characterize them. As a
result, it is desirable to design unit cells whose resonance modes can be tuned to lower frequencies.
In this paper, planar magnetic metamaterials based on practically-used dielectric resonators
were proposed. As a typical example, magnetic metamaterials based on short cylindrical dielectric
resonators were investigated. By etching a circular metallic ring on each end face of the dielectric
resonator, the first resonance can be tuned significantly to lower frequency range so as to meet the
long-wavelength condition. Thus, the magnetic metamaterial can be described by effective medium
theory. Since the cross section of the dielectric resonator as well as the metallic ring are all circular,
the magnetic metamaterial is independent of the polarization of incident waves. Under a wide
incident angle range, the magnetic response keeps almost the same. Practical implementation of
the proposed magnetic metamaterials was given. The proposed planar magnetic metamaterials owe
its advantages to wide-angle incidence and polarization independence.
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2. THEORY AND DESIGN

Only recently, materials having a dielectric constant between 30 and 100 with good temperature stability and low dielectric losses have become available. This greatly facilitate the design of practical
all-dielectric metamaterials, but the dielectric constant of commercially available ceramic materials
are still not so high as that required in some unit cells [16, 17]. This leads to a comparatively high
resonance frequency. Thus, long-wavelength condition can not be satisfied and the corresponding
metamaterials cannot be characterized by the effective medium theory. As a result, it is necessary
to tune the desired resonance mode down to lower frequency ranges. All-dielectric metamaterials are always made of high-dielectric ceramic materials, no matter what shapes of the unit cells.
A high-dielectric block can be regarded as a dielectric resonator, so we can design and tune the
all-dielectric metamaterials by the same methods used in designing dielectric resonators.
For an isolated short cylindrical dielectric resonator shown in Fig. 1(a), the resonance mode
with the lowest resonance frequency is the TE0lδ mode. According to the electric and magnetic
field distribution shown in Figs. 1(b) and (c), the resonators behaves like a magnetic dipole in
TE0lδ mode. Since the electric and magnetic dipole moments can be envisioned as the alphabet
for making metamaterials [14], the resonator is expected to be a magnetic metamaterial in the
TE0lδ mode. Although the geometrical form of a dielectric resonator is extremely simple, an exact
solution of the Maxwell equations is considerably more difficult than for hollow metal cavities. For
this reason, the exact resonant frequency of a certain resonant mode, such as TE0lδ mode, can
only be computed by rather complicated numerical procedures. For an approximate estimation of
the resonant frequency of the isolated dielectric resonator, the following simple formula [19] can be
used
³r
´
34
+ 3.45
(1)
fGHz =
√
rmm εr h
The radius of the resonator is denoted by r and its height by h. The lengths are expressed in
millimeters, and the frequency in gigahertz. The relative dielectric constant of the material is εr .
The above formula is accurate to about 2% in the range
0.5 < r/h < 2 and

30 < εr < 50

(2)

r=2.4mm
h=1.5mm

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) An isolated short cylindrical dielectric resonator and (b) its electric field distribution in
equatorial plane, (c) magnetic field distribution in meridian plane for TE0lδ mode.

The dielectric resonator we consider in this paper as an example is made of BaTi4 O9 whose
dielectric constant εr = 39.2, loss angle tangent tan δ = 0.0001 and temperature coefficient Tf =
+4 ppm/◦ C. The radius and height of the resonator are r = 2.4 mm and h = 1.5 mm, respectively.
By using (1) to estimate the first resonance frequency, we obtain
µ
¶
2.4
34
√
+ 3.45 ≈ 18.3 GHz
fGHz =
1.5 × 39.2 1.5
At 18.3 GHz, the wave-length in free space is about 16.4 mm, less than four times the diameter
of the resonator, so the unit cell cannot be described by effective medium theory. The resonance
frequency of the TE0lδ mode has to be tuned down.
Figure 2 shows the unit cell of the magnetic metamaterial. The unit cell is put into a 5 mm ×
5 mm × 3 mm lattice. Compared with the dielectric resonator shown in Fig. 1(a), there are two thin
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circular copper rings on each end face of the dielectric resonator. The outer radius of the copper
ring, the width and thickness of the copper strip are: r0 = 2.2 mm, w = 0.2 mm, t = 0.050 mm,
respectively. From the electric and magnetic field distributions shown in Figs. 1(b) and (c), we can
find that the electric field is stronger on the outer part of the end faces while the magnetic field
is strongest in the center part around the axis. The copper ring is such that it is polarized along
the electric field lines while perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. Thus, electric field on the
end face and magnetic field pass through the copper ring all contribute to the enhancement of the
magnetic resonance, so the copper ring can excite the TE0lδ mode selectively. In contrast to the
fact that the orientation of copper ring is along the direction of the electric field of TE01δ mode, it
is completely different from that of other higher order modes. As a result, the resonant frequency
of TE01δ mode will decrease significantly, whereas those of other modes will keep high.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Numerical simulations were carried out using the commercial FDTD solver CST Microwave Studio.
As shown in Fig. 2, the four lateral boundaries along x and y axes are Periodic Boundaries while
the two boundaries along z axis are Open Boundaries. Plane waves are incident onto the unit cell
with an incident angle θ with respect to the −z direction.
Consider a normally incident plane wave onto the unit cell. Since the lateral boundaries are
Periodic Boundaries, the structure is actually one layer of infinite magnetic metamaterial slab
made of the unit cell shown in Fig. 2. Because the cross section of the dielectric resonator and
the copper ring are all circular, the polarization of the incident plane wave has no influence on its
magnetic response. Fig. 3 shows the simulated transmission spectra of one layer of the proposed
magnetic metamaterial. As shown in Fig. 3, there is a transmission dip around 5 GHz. At 5 GHz,
the wavelength in free space is about 60 mm, more than ten times larger the size of the unit cell, so
effective medium theory can be employed. This means that we can use effective permeability and
permittivity to describe the electromagnetic properties of the infinite magnetic metamaterial slab.
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Figure 2: Unit cell of the planar magnetic metamaterial.

Figure 3: Transmission spectra under normal incidence.

The effective permeability and permittivity can be retrieved from S parameters obtained by simulations or experiments [20, 21]. Figs. 4(a) and (b) give the retrieved permeability and permittivity,
respectively. Fig. 4(a) shows that the real part of effective permeability is negative from 4.95 GHz
to 5.25 GHz. At the resonance frequency 4.95 GHz, there is a peak for the imaginary part of the
effective permeability. In 4.95 ∼ 5.05 GHz, the imaginary part is negative while in 5.03 ∼ 5.25 GHz,
the imaginary part is nearly zero. Since magnitude of the imaginary part is related to the magnetic
loss, the magnetic loss is nearly zero in 5.05 ∼ 5.25 GHz. As to the effective permittivity, there is
a corresponding anti-resonance [22] in 4.95 ∼ 5.25 GHz, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
For oblique incidences, we must consider two cases: incident TE plane waves and incident TM
plane waves. In order to investigate the influence of the incidence angle, we can compare the
transmission spectra under oblique incidences with that under normal incidence shown in Fig. 3.
Since the transmission dip indicates a magnetic resonance, what we need to do is to see whether
the dip varies greatly under different incidence angles. Figs. 5(a) and (b) show the transmission
spectra under incident TE plane waves and incident TM plane waves, respectively. The incidence
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Figure 4: Retrieved constitutive parameters: (a) effective permeability and (b) effective permittivity for one
layer of the proposed magnetic metamaterial.
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Figure 5: Transmission spectra for (a) TE waves and (b) TM waves with incident angles between 0 ∼ 60◦ .

angles for the two cases vary from 0 to 60◦ . It is shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b) that the influence
of incidence angles for both the TE and TM cases with incidence angles varying from 0 to 60◦ is
so minor that the transmission dip almost keeps the same as that in normal incidence case. Thus,
the magnetic resonance frequency keeps the same for varying incidence angles. Because negative
effective permeability arises from the magnetic resonance, the frequency at which negative effective
permeability starts is thus unchanged. Moreover, as the incidence angle increases, for the TE case,
the upper part of the S21 curves bend lower than in the normal incidence case while for the TM
case, the upper part of the S21 curves stand higher than in the normal incidence case. Since lower
magnitude of S21 means lower transmission and thus wider bandwidth of negative permeability,
as the incidence angle increases, the bandwidth of negative permeability in the TE cases becomes
a bit wider than in the normal incidence case while in the TM case it becomes a bit narrower.
However, the change of bandwidth with incidence angle is quite minor that we can approximately
think that the bandwidth is the same as in the normal incidence case. From the above analysis,
it can be concluded that the magnetic response of the proposed magnetic metamaterial keeps the
same under a wide range of incidence angles.
3.1. Influences of Geometrical Parameters

For the proposed unit cell shown in Fig. 2, we use the copper ring to tune down the resonance
frequency of TE0lδ mode to realize negative permeability at much lower frequency range. Since the
field intensity is different on different part of the dielectric resonator, the influence of copper ring
is different when its geometrical parameters are changed. Thus, it is necessary to investigate the
influence of its geometrical parameters. There are two main geometrical parameters for the copper
ring: the outer radius and the strip width, so the influences of the two geometrical parameters were
investigated.
Figures 6(a) and (b) show the transmission spectra under different outer radii and strip widths,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 6(a), as the outer radius decreases, the transmission dip shifts to
higher frequencies. This means that the resonance frequency of TE0lδ mode increases as the outer
radius decreases. This can be explained by the electric field distribution shown in Fig. 1(b). The
electric field intensity is stronger on the outer part of the end face while weaker on the inner part.

S 21/dB
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Figure 6: Influences of (a) the outer radius of copper ring and (b) the width of copper strip.
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Figure 7: Practical implementation of the proposed magnetic metamaterials: (a) fixing the unit cells by two
supporting slab; (b) retrieved effective permeability of the structure.

When the outer radius of the copper ring reduces, the electric field coupling to the copper ring
becomes weaker. Thus, higher frequency is needed to excite the TE0lδ mode resonance. Fig. 6(b)
shows that as the strip-width increases, the transmission dip blue-shifts, which means that the
magnetic resonance frequency increases with the strip-width. As the strip-width increases, the
coupling between the copper ring and the electric field of the dielectric resonator increases, which
increases the electric energy while reduces the magnetic energy. Thus, the magnetic field is reduced
as the strip-width increases. Again, higher frequency is needed to excite the TE0lδ mode resonance.
4. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MAGNETIC METAMATERIAL

In practice, the unit cells have to be fixed. Some authors chose the method of embedding the highdielectric blocks into low-dielectric matrix [12–14]. This method is demanding for the fabrication
techniques and thus is difficult to use. To avoid such a difficulty, the planar magnetic metamaterial
can be realized in practice by two supporting slabs, as shown in Fig. 7(a). In order to reduce the
influence of the two supporting slabs, materials of supporting slabs must be with low dielectric loss
and low dielectric constant. Teflon (PTFE) with a dielectric constant 2.08 and loss angle tangent
0.0004 is chosen to be the material of supporting slabs. Besides its low dielectric loss and low
dielectric constant, the flexibility of Teflon is quite good, so the planar magnetic metamaterial can
be bent freely, which makes it convenient to apply the planar magnetic metamaterial.
The influence of the two Teflon supporting slabs on the negative permeability was also investigated. For one layer of magnetic metamaterial shown in Fig. 7(a), the effective permeability is
shown in Fig. 7(b). Compared with the effective permeability without supporting slabs shown in
Fig. 4(a), the frequency range of negative real part of effective permeability, which has a red-shift,
is now 4.9 ∼ 5.2 GHz. In 4.9 ∼ 5.0 GHz, the imaginary part is negative while in 5.0 ∼ 5.2 GHz it
is zero. The bandwidth without magnetic loss is 0.2 GHz, the same as the case without supporting
slabs.
5. CONCLUSIONS

According to the field distributions of different resonance modes of the dielectric resonator, metallic
patterns can be etched on some special positions on the surface dielectric resonators to adjust
the field distributions. Thus, the desired resonance mode can be enhanced while the undesired
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suppressed. As a result, resonance frequency of the desired modes will be reduced so as to meet the
long wave-length condition. Metamaterials with negative permeability and/or negative permittivity
can be realized by the desired resonance modes. Since there is a great many resonance modes for
a given dielectric resonator, a great diversity of metamaterial can be designed based on different
resonance modes. As a good example, a planar magnetic metamaterial based on short cylindrical
dielectric resonators was designed and analyzed. The proposed planar magnetic metamaterial meets
strictly the long wave-length condition and has almost the same electromagnetic response under
a wide range of incidence angles. Because of its high flexibility, wide incidence angle range and
polarization independence, the magnetic metamaterial is ready to be used in various microwave
components, such as antenna radomes, microwave filters and frequency selective surfaces.
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Abstract— In this paper, we proposed to redirect the reflected wave to the desired direction
based reflective Gradient metasurfaces (GMs). An ultra-thin GM is designed using the squarering resonators and further demonstrated both numerically and experimentally. The theory
and design method of reflective GMs are presented. Both simulated and experimental results
demonstrate that a finely designed gradient meta-surface supports high-efficiency anomalous
reflections at the designed frequency, which agree quite well with theoretical predictions.
1. INTRODUCTION

Gradient metasurfaces (GMs) have evoked enormous interest recently [1–7]. By delicately design
the phase gradient on GMs, the additional parallel wave vector is predefined on the GMs, which
can not only redirect the reflection and refraction to the desired directions [3–7], but also convert
incident EM waves to surface waves [1, 2]. Hence, GMs can realize anomalous reflection and refraction, negative reflection and refraction, surface wave conversion, and so on. Although intriguing
properties of GMs are so attractive, the realization of high efficient GM is not easy. Equal amplitudes and strictly gradient phase changes of scattered waves must be satisfied simultaneously.
However, it is comparatively easier to design a reflective GM since equal amplitudes can be realized
by a metallic ground plane. In this way, the design of reflective GMs is reduced to the design of
phase gradients.
In this letter, we propose to realize high efficient anomalous reflection based on reflective GMs.
The theory and design method is presented. Moreover, we designed a sample based on square-ring
resonators (SRRs). The GM is composed of an array of 12 SRRs with a phase change step π/6
per unit cell on the dielectric substrate. Both the simulation and experiment results show that
high efficient anomalous reflection can be achieved under normal incidences around the designed
frequency, which are good agreement with those predicted by generalized laws of reflection. Our
study may pave the way applications such as high directivity antenna, flat focusing etc..
2. THEORY AND DESIGN METHOD

Suppose plane waves are obliquely incident onto a GM with a phase gradient ξ = dΦ/dy along
the interface, and the incidence angle is θi . Because of the reflection phase gradient along the
metasurface, the parallel wave vector of the reflected beam must be ky = ξ + k0 sin θi , where
k0 = 2π/λ0 (λ0 is the wavelength in free space). Particularly, the parallel wave vector of the
reflected beam is completely equal to the phase gradient ξ under normal incidence, that is ky = ξ.
It has been demonstrated by the mode-expansion theory that the normal incident plane waves will
be anti-reflected if the condition ξ < k0 is satisfied, and the reflection angle meet generalized laws of
reflection, that is θr = arcsin(ξ/k0 ) [4]. This phase gradient at the interface can also be understood
as an additional momentum contribution; hence, for the sake of momentum conservation, the
reflected wave direction has to change accordingly. It is obvious that the phase gradient ξ is the
crucial parameter to determine reflection angle and direction under the normal incidence case.
Since the phase gradient ξ is often discrete in practice, we can using an array of resonant
unit cells with constant phase change step but the same periodicity to approximately cover the
2π of phase range along the interface. Therefore, the phase change per each unit cell should be
∆Φ = 2π/n, where n is the number of unit cells in an array. Hence, each n unit cells form a super
cell with periodicity L = np, where p is the single unit cell periodicity along the phase gradient
direction. In this way, we get the phase gradient ξ ≈ ∆Φ/p = 2π/np = 2π/L. Therefore, once the
phase gradient ξ is determined by the super cell periodicity L and the condition ξ < k0 is satisfied,
anomalous reflection can be generated and the anomalous reflection angle is also determined. That
means we can make the reflected waves to arbitrary direction by varying the periodicity of super
cell.
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3. SIMULATION RESULTS

As an example, we choose the square-ring resonators (SRRs) as the elementary component for
GM, as shown in Figure 1(a). The unit cell consists of a SRR and a metallic sheet separated by
a FR4 substrate (with a relative dielectric constant 4.3 and the loss tangent 0.025). We set the
thickness of the substrate h = 1.0 mm. Suppose the GM is illuminated by a transverse-electric
(TE) plane wave with y-polarized direction. A magnetic resonance effect can be generated due to
the coupling between the SRR and the back metallic sheets, leading to a reflection phase change.
By changing the dimension of the SRR, different reflection phases can be yielded. We fix periodicity of the metasurface unit cell p = 6.53 mm in the design, but let the length of square ring a
and ring width w vary inside a super cell to realize the phase gradient. We choose 12 unit cells
to construct a super cell with (a, w) = (5.1 mm, 1.3 mm), (5.2 mm, 0.5 mm), (5.9 mm, 1.9 mm),
(5.8 mm, 1.4 mm), (6.1 mm, 2.3 mm), (5.8 mm, 1.2 mm), (6.1 mm, 1.9 mm), (6.2 mm, 2.2 mm),
(6.1 mm, 1.6 mm), (6.1 mm, 1.4 mm), (5.9 mm, 0.7 mm), (6.2 mm, 0.3 mm), respectively. Since the
12 unit cells lies one by one with a constant phase change step along y-axis, we only need to consider
relative phase change to achieve phase gradient under the same simulation shown in Figure 1(b).
In this way, the super cell can discrete the phase gradient with ∆Φ = π/6 at designed frequency
8.0 GHz, as shown in Figures 1(b) and (c). Thus, we get the phase gradient ξ ≈ 0.481k0 < k0 .
p

w

a

(a)

(b)

x

y

(c)

Figure 1: Design of GM composed of SRR super cell: (a) the SRR structure; (b) a reflection phase gradient
realized enabled by 12 SRRs; (c) a single super cell composed of twelve SRRs.

In order to verify the design, we simulated a finite-size GM 65 mm × 1560 mm normally illuminated by a TE plane wave with y-polarization at the middle of metasurface. Figure 2(a) plots the
simulated normal reflection versus frequency for the finite-size GM. It is shown that the normal
reflection is drastically reduced by 20 dB at the frequency 8.0 GHz.
To determine whether the reduced normal reflectivity is resulted from anomalous reflection,
the field profiles on y-z plane are monitored. Figures 2(b) and (c) give the snapshots of Ey and
Hx on y-z plane, respectively. It can be found that anomalous reflection is generated based on
GM and the reflected direction is at the angle 29◦ , which is in good agreement with the predicted
angles calculated by arcsin(ξ/k0 ) = 29◦ . Anomalous reflection characteristics is also can been seen
from power flow distributions as shown in Figure 2(d). Since we use 12 SRRs to approximately
achieve the phase gradient along the interface in practice, this discreteness implies that there are
also regularly reflected waves which follow conventional laws of reflection.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To further verify the design, we fabricated a 390 mm×390 mm square GM composed of the super cell
and measured its normal reflection spectrum and reflection angle. Figure 3(a) shows the prototype
of the fabricated GM sample. Figure 3(b) shows the measured reflection varying with frequency
for the GM sample under normal incidence. It shows that the reflection curve shape is in good
agreement with the simulated finite-size case. Further more, the reflection angle is also measured
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Figure 2: Simulation results of a finite GM composed of the 12-SRR super cells: (a) normal reflection of the
finite GM under normal incidence; (b) Ey , (c) Hx , (d) power flow on y-z plane at 8.0 GHz, respectively.

(a)
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θr
transmitter receiver

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: The fabricated GM sample and measured reflection results: (a) the GM sample (390 mm×390 mm);
(b) measured normal reflection versus frequency under normal incidence; (c) the measuring setup of reflection
angle; (d) measured reflection versus frequency under normal incidence at 30◦ between the two horns.
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and the measuring setup is shown in Figure 3(c). We used two horn antenna connected to the
same vector network analyzer. Let the left horn fixed as the emitter and illuminate normally on
the sample. The right horn can orbit around the sample and acts as the receiver. We found that
the reflection reaches the peak around 8.0 GHz when the angle between the two horns is 30 degree,
as shown in Figure 3(d). This indicates that the anomalous reflection occurs at 30 degree, in good
agreement with simulation and calculation results.
5. CONCLUSION

We demonstrate the anomalous reflection characteristics at microwave frequencies using GMs by
simulation and experiment. By adjusting the dimensions of the SRR, it is possible to obtain GMs
composed of array of SRR with a constant phase change to approximately cover 2π range. Both
the simulation and experiment convincingly demonstrate that the anomalous reflection can achieve
high efficiency around the designed frequency. Additionally, the anomalous reflection angle and
direction is in excellent agree with those predicted by the generalized laws of reflection. Because
of the freedom in manipulation of EM wave reflections, reflective GMs may pave the way towards
high directivity antenna, flat focusing, etc..
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Abstract— Artificial electromagnetic materials in the recent years develop rapidly, both in
the military aspects about stealth technology and in daily life to absorb harmful electromagnetic
waves in nature. As the environmental impact of electromagnetic radiation become terrible. The
importance of artificial electromagnetic materials becomes more prominent. Artificial electromagnetic materials have great potential in the antenna and microwave devices and other research
fields, because Metamaterials can be produced by the restructure of traditional materials in nature. We use new technology to prepare artificial electromagnetic materials. Therefore, for the
study of Metamaterials has become very urgent. This paper analyses the characteristics of the
Metamaterials. By the homogenization method we can effectively deal with the periodic structure
situation, therefore, faced a similar problems, we can generally use the method of homogenization
to solve. Firstly, considering the scope of its application, a frequency selective surface structure
was verified. For the homogenization method, scattering parameters results were obtained to compare with the original structure. Target structure uses S-parameter inversion to obtain equivalent
electromagnetic parameters. The paper analyses the absorbing properties of the structure, it also
pays attention to the energy dissipation. On this basis, using the honeycomb structure instead of
the original structure, better absorbing effect can be obtained. As is known, honeycomb structure
not only has absorbing effect but also with good mechanical properties. The absorbing materials
can effectively absorb the incident electromagnetic wave and make it decay. Cause electromagnetic loss so that electromagnetic energy is converted into thermal energy or other energy forms.
Finally, this paper proposes a kind of absorbing structure with better performance.
1. INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic absorbing materials related to the electromagnetic field and wave theory and
the preparation of materials, and many other disciplines. Containing reflection, refraction, is the
intersection of many disciplines. Absorbing material not only has special strategic position into the
military, but also becoming increasingly widespread in the civil. Therefore, countries are scrambling
to invest a lot of manpower and material resources to carry out extensive research [1–4]. Frequency
selective surface is formed by a large number of passive elements are arranged in a distributed
manner that in accordance with a particular cycle of the quasi-planar layered structure. FSS
has good selectivity in transmission and reflection of electromagnetic waves. Application of the
frequency selective surface can reach terahertz. Italy Agostino Monorchio and Filippo Costa et al.
make depth analysis in frequency selective surface [5–11].
This paper using homogenization method to analyzes the frequency selective surface with high
impedance. Homogenization method is a commonly used method [12, 13], is often used to obtain
characteristics and parameters of the artificial electromagnetic materials for analysis, methods are
required for the given type of structure, and to consider the scope of the methods used. In this
paper, we analysis a particular type of absorbing material, first obtain the equivalent electromagnetic parameters, and the effective dielectric constant of the original model for analysis. Then
further explore its energy is dissipated in the absorbing material, on this basis, we improved the
existing structure, using a honeycomb structure with a better performance on the mechanics and
electromagnetism to replace the original structure. At last, better band absorbing properties of
absorbing material could be obtained.
2. ELECTROMAGNETIC PARAMETERS OBTAINED BY INVERSION

Think about the Nicholson-Ross-Weir conversion process [14]. Through the S-parameter analysis of
the original structure, the reflection coefficient Γ can be calculated, and then further transmission
coefficient T . It should be noted that the absolute value of the reflection coefficient could not be
greater than 1 to ensure that the result is correct. Then you can calculate the anti performances µ
and ε results based on these data.
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By the following two formulas:
S11
S21

¡
¢
Γ 1 − T2
=
(1 − Γ2 T 2 )
¡
¢
T 1 − Γ2
=
1 − Γ2 T 2

(1)
(2)

The simulation results can be scattered to the parameters. From the above two formulas we can
get the reflection coefficient.
p
Γ = X ± X2 − 1
(3)
It should be noted that the absolute value of the reflection coefficient is less than 1.
The expressions of permeability:
µr =

1+Γ
q
Λ(1 − Γ) λ12 −
0

(4)

1
λ2c

And we can get the formula:
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In conclusion, we can get the formula about the dielectric constant:
Ã
µ ¶¶2 !
µ
1
λ20 1
1
ln
εr =
−
µr λ2c
2πL
T

(5)

(6)

We can get the permittivity and magnetic permeability through the above formula.
Assuming a homogeneous medium model size of 10 mm ∗ 10 mm ∗ 4 mm, its permittivity is 4 and
the permeability is 1, External air cavity is 10 mm ∗ 10 mm ∗ 80 mm, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: A unit structure.

Figure 2: Equivalent permittivity and permeability.

In this situation, the incident wave from the Z direction. This method can get the S-parameter
by simulation, then using MATLAB to deal with the data to can get the equivalent permittivity
and permeability as shown in Fig. 2.
In the Fig. 2 the red lines are stand for the permittivity and the blue lines stand for permeability,
the solid line representatives the real part and the dotted line representatives the imaginary part.
The results are in line with our assuming. So we can get the conclusion that this method could be
adopted in the range of 1 GHz to 10 GHz.
3. ANALYSIS OF DOUBLE FREQUENCY SELECTIVE SURFACE

In this model, we set the size as 10 mm ∗ 10 mm ∗ 4 mm, and dielectric constant is 3.5 [15]. There are
two frequency selective surfaces. From the Z direction, the surfaces height is 2.4 mm and 3.1 mm
from the bottom. The surface resistance value is 50 ohms. Shown in the Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: The model of the double frequency selective surface.

Figure 4: The equivalent permittivity and permeability.

Figure 5: The S11 .

Figure 6: The S21 .

Using the formula mentioned earlier, we can get the equivalent permittivity and magnetic permeability of the model. Handled with the scattering parameters, we can draw the equivalent
permittivity and permeability. Shown in the Fig. 4.
And similar to the above, the red lines stand for the permittivity and the blue lines stand for
permeability, the solid line representatives the real part and the dotted line representatives the
imaginary part. Then, we can compare the original data with the equivalent data to discover the
difference.
The solid line stands for original structure and the dotted line stands for the homogenization
structure.
The solid line stands for original structure and the dotted line stands for the homogenization
structure. From the comparison, we can see in the extent applicable, the curves of scattering
parameters match. So the method is effective.
It was found that the return loss caused by the impedance boundary, that leads to the absorber
with complex permeability and complex permittivity. Attenuation of electromagnetic energy is
mainly due to the impedance boundary layer, obtaining absorbing effect. The absorbing materials
effectively absorb the incident electromagnetic wave, then the attenuation of electromagnetic waves
to produce electromagnetic loss, electromagnetic energy changes to thermal energy or other forms
of energy. Conductivity controlled within a certain range in order to achieve better performance
absorbing effect. The absorption ability of medium for electromagnetic wave generally expressed as
i
i
dielectric loss tangent and Magnetic loss tangent such as tan δe = εεr and tan δe = µµr , the greater
the value, the stronger the ability of absorbing. Where i is the imaginary part and r is the real
part. Therefore, the imaginary part is relatively bigger, the better the absorbing effect.
The solid line stands for original structure and the dotted line stands for the homogenization
structure. We can be found within the application range, return loss less than negative 10 dB, in
line with our requirements
q
q
³
´ q 
i·2πf d √
µ0
µ
· ε · tanh
µε − µε00
c
 ε0

q
´ q 
³
R = 20 log  q
(7)
√
µ0
µ
i·2πf d
µ0
µε
+
·
·
tanh
ε0
ε
c
ε0
where R is the return Loss [16], and d is the thickness of the medium, effective electromagnetic
parameters are ε and µ, the frequency is set to f . If we want to achieve the desired result of R,
we could set R to zero, so we should meet the condition that ε = µ. So when the case is the value
of ε close to µ, the best results can be achieved for absorbing materials. To achieve this purpose,
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Figure 7: Internal magnetic field.

Figure 8: The S11 in the condition that bottom has
the perfect electric boundary conditions.

we have to match ε and µ as much as possible. Because with a substantial change in frequency,
its permittivity and permeability will also change, so we can only match the permittivity and
permeability to the extent possible, permittivity and permeability’s variation changes its absorption.
After the data processing from the literature [17] the frequency selective surface can be drawn as
a thin resistive impedance boundary patch. The size, patch square resistance and the thickness of
the dielectric material changes all will affect the results. After simulation analysiswe can decide
the size of the model, and the resistance value is turn out to be 50 ohms.
4. HONEYCOMB STRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS

The arrangement of the original changes from rectangular to hexagonal, such as shown in the Fig. 9.
The return loss of the two results are compared in Fig. 10.

Figure 9: From rectangular to hexagonal.

Figure 10: Compare the return loss in original structure and the honeycomb structure.

From the figure, we can clearly see that in the frequency range corresponding to the return loss of
the honeycomb structure could reach −15 dB, and the original structure only reach −10 dB. As we
know, the honeycomb structure also has a variety of excellent properties and stable in mechanical.
Thus, this improvement is effective attempt.
5. CONCLUSION

Traditional absorbing materials mainly to the strength of the absorption capacity, new absorbing
materials are required to meet more requirements, such as thin, light, wide, and other characteristics. The Insufficient about absorbing properties lead to the limit on the research and application of
radar absorbing materials. This paper adapts the resistive losses in absorbing structure. Its attenuation of electromagnetic energy in the material is resistive, the main attenuation of electromagnetic
energy on chip resistor, we can change its impedance to control the conductivity value variation.
Using electric loss tangent to represents the attenuation ability of electromagnetic waves. First this
article verifies the method for homogenizing, and then base on these, we use the honeycomb structure instead of the original structure to improve the absorbing effect. Not only the electromagnetic
parameters were optimized but also the structure were been adjusted. It is believed that with the
development of preparation techniques, absorbing structures have better results will also appear as
soon as possible.
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A Side Information Free PTS-PAPR Reduction in Coherent Optical
OFDM Systems Using Superimposed Training
Changjian Guo, Haipeng Liu, and Han Zhang
South China Normal University, Guangzhou 510006, China

Abstract— In this paper, we report a side information free partial transmit sequence (PTS)
technique to reduce the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) for coherent optical OFDM systems using superimposed training. Simulation results show that this scheme can reduce PAPR
effectively, and have a slight BER performance improvement compared with the conventional
superimposed training coherent optical OFDM systems.
1. INTRODUCTION

Coherent Optical Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (CO-OFDM) [1] is a promising technology for optical long-haul systems because of its high spectral efficiency, high flexibility and its
nature combination with digital signal processing (DSP). However, there is a common belief that
OFDM has inferior tolerance to fiber nonlinearities because of its high peak-to-average-power ratio
(PAPR). Therefore, several PAPR reduction techniques have been proposed [2–5] to reduce this
nonlinear impairment. Among these methods, one promising scheme is the partial transmit sequence (PTS) [2, 6]. In traditional PTS schemes (T-PTS) [7], input data symbols are divided into
disjointed sub-blocks which are separately phase-rotated by individually selected phase factors during PAPR optimization process. In order to detect the data symbols properly at the receiver, the
phase factors are also transmitted as side information (SI) when data symbols are sent, resulting
in a loss of data rate.
In this paper, an efficient SI free PTS-PAPR reduction scheme is presented, which combines
the channel estimation and T-PTS method to reduce the PAPR of OFDM signals, called as the
ST-PTS method. Its key idea is that the side information of PTS is considered as a part of
channel frequency response which can be estimated within each interleaved PTS sub-block based
on superimposed training (ST). Thus,the original OFDM signals could be directly recovered via
superimposed training channel estimation [8] without any knowledge of the SI at the receiver. Furthermore, to enhance the performance of BER, a side information recovery is performed across the
interleaved ST-PTS sub-blocks at receiver to achieve an accurate channel estimation over the whole
sub-blocks. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed method can reduce PAPR effectively
and have slightly BER performance improvement compared with the conventional superimposed
training coherent optical OFDM systems.
2. TRADITIONAL PTS SCHEME

For an OFDM system with N subcarriers, the transmitted signal in the time domain is given by
N −1
1 X
x(n) = √
X(k)ej2πkn/N ,
N k=0

0≤n<N

(1)

where X = [X(0), X(1), . . . , X(N − 1)] is the input data block with N independent modulated
data symbols X(k)(0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1). In general, the PAPR of the OFDM signal x(n) is defined as
PAPR =

max |x(n)|2
h
i
E |x(n)|2

0≤n≤N −1

(2)

where E [·] represents the expectation.
In T-PTS schemes [2], the input data vector X is firstly partitioned into M disjointed sub-blocks
(N = M G), which are represented by the vectors {X (m) , m = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1}. Therefore, we can
get
M
−1
X
X=
X (m) , 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 1
(3)
m=0
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(m)

where X (m) = [X0 , X1 , . . . , XG−1 ] is the mth sub-block. Then each sub-block is rotated by
a phase factor set bm = ejφm , i.e., X (m) · bm . In general, the phase factor set is limited with
a finite number of elements to reduce the complexity. In this paper, we chose φ ∈ {0, π}, this
means
bm ∈ {±1}. i Taking Inverse Fast Fourier Transform of X (m) · bm , we obtain x(m) =
h
(m) (m)
(m)
x0 , x1 , . . . , xG−1 , 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 1. The sub-blocks are combined to find the optimal set
of bm with respect to minimize the PAPR of the transmitted OFDM signals. At the receiver, for
the T-PTS method, when no bits are reserved to protect SI, the SI should be sent to the receiver
with (M −1) log2 Q bits, where Q is the number of the allowed phase factors, resulting in a decrease
in the data rate.
3. ST BASED SI FREE PTS SCHEME

In ST based method [8], after the complex training sequence is superimposed to the complex data
in frequency domain, the resulted signal is given by:
Xk = Sk + Pk

(4)

where Sk and Pk denote the complex data symbols and the pilot sequence respectively, k =
0, 1, . . . , N − 1 is the sub-carrier index, and N is the number of sub-carriers. The data symbols Sk is assumed to have a zero mean. The interleaved T-PTS algorithm [2] is then followed to
reduce the PAPR of OFDM signal according to the system model described above. Therefore, we
can get the OFDM signal equipped with a phase factor bm , i.e.,
X=

M
−1
X
m=0

X (m) =

M
−1
X

bm Xk ,

k = Mg + m

(5)

m=0

where M is the number of sub-blocks, m is the sub-block index, and g = 0, 1, . . . , G − 1 is the
element-index of the sub-blocks.
The optical fiber channel is assumed to have a discrete-time channel impulse response (CIR),
i.e., h = [h0 , h1 , . . . , hL−1 ], where L is the channel length. The corresponding channel frequency
response (CFR) is H = [H0 , H1 , . . . , HN −1 ].
3.1. Joint Channel and Phase Factor Estimation: Initial Estimation

At the receiver, after taking the DFT operation, the received signal in the frequency domain can
be written as
Yk = Xk Hk + Wk , 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1
(6)
where Hk is the channel frequency response (CFR), and Wk is the frequency domain additive
white Gaussian noise with zero mean. Using the PTS, the received signal Yk is partitioned into M
(m)
interleaved sub-blocks Yg
(0 ≤ g ≤ G − 1, N = M G), where the type of the disjoint sub-blocks
is the same as that of the transmitter. As a result, the mth sub-block is
Yg(m) = bm X (m) H (m) + W (m)

(7)

where X (m) = Xk , k = M g + m and H (m) = Hk , k = M g + m denote the data and CFR of the
mth sub-block, respectively.
Denote
Ĥ (m) = bm H (m)
(8)
as the virtual frequency channel response, which is the combination of the traditional channel
frequency response and the phase rotation factors used in the PTS method.
Substituting Eq. (4) and Eq. (8) into Eq. (7), we have
³
´
³
´
³
´
E Y (m) = E X (m) Ĥ (m) + W (m) = E S (m) Ĥ (m) + P (m) Ĥ (m) + W (m)
³
´
³
´
³
´
= E S (m) Ĥ (m) + E P (m) Ĥ (m) + E W (m)
(9)
where S (m) and P (m) denote the complex data symbols and the pilot sequence of the mth sub-block
respectively. In Eq. (9), the first and third expectations are zero since S (m) and W (m) are zero
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mean, and clearly, the second expectation operator can be removed to give
³
´
E Y (m) = P (m) Ĥ (m)

(10)

Therefore, we have CFR of the mth sub-block, i.e.,
³
´
Ĥ (m) = E Y (m) /P (m)

(11)

Hence, data symbols within each interleaved sub-block can be directly recovered without SI by
X̂ (m) = Y (m) /Ĥ (m) − P (m)

(12)

3.2. Estimation Enhancement: Phase Equalization Across Sub-blocks

Generally, the performance of PTS-PAPR reduction is directly proportional to the number of subblocks M . However, for a given ST power, a large M results in worse BER performance since
the channel is estimated within each sub-block. To enable an efficient PAPR reduction without
degrading the BER performance, an improved channel estimation with phase equalization across
disjoint PTS sub-blocks can be adopted [6].
Note that, typically, in a CO-OFDM system, CFR Hk can be considered as time-invariant within
the whole sub-blocks. The Phase factor set used at the transmitter can be recovered as follows.
b̂m =

bm H (m)
Ĥ (m)
=
,
b1 H (1)
Ĥ (1)

0≤m≤M −1

(13)

where m is the sub-block index and bm is the phase factor of the mth sub-block. After the decision
of b̂m , the phase difference of the ST aided data sequence of each PTS sub-block is compensated by
Ŷ (m) = Y (m) /b̂m . Hence, the estimation of CFR can be re-performed over the whole sub-blocksas
Hk = E(Yk )/Pk ,
where Yk =

M
−1
P

0≤k ≤N −1

(14)

Ŷ (m) is the ST aided data sequence with no phase difference. Finally, data symbols

m=0

over the whole sub-blocks can be recovered using Eq. (12). To further improve the performance of
channel estimation and thus yields a better BER performance, a decision feedback method [8, 9]
can be adopted at receiver, where the recovered data symbols based on the channel estimation of
the previous iteration by Eq. (12) are combined with the ST symbols to obtain a better channel
estimate. After only a few iterations, the quality of the detected data symbols is substantially
improved. For more details may refer to the ST based method [8, 9].
4. ST-PTS CO-OFDM SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The block diagram of ST-PTS CO-OFDM system is shown in Fig. 1. At the CO-OFDM transmitter,
apseudo random binary sequence (PRBS)is firstly modulated by using 4-QAM. After serial to
parallel conversion, periodic training sequences are arithmetically added on to the data streams
in frequency domain.To minimize the PAPR of the ST aided data streams, the T-PTS scheme is
performed for each OFDM symbol. Next, IDFT and cyclic prefix (CP) insertion are followed to
generate the time-domain OFDM signal which is then parallel/serial converted and D/A converted
by two DACs operating at a sample rate of 32 GHz with 5-bit resolution. Finally, the optical
domain OFDM signal generated via external modulation MZM is transmitted to the fiber link
which consist of multiple spans of standard single mode fiber (SSMF), and each span have 80-km
of the fiber with a span loss of 16 dB, an EDFA with a noise figure of 6 dB, and a 50-GHz optical
band-pass filter.
At the CO-OFDM receiver, coherent detection with polarization diversity receiver is used for
signal reception. After converting the signal from optical to electrical domain by using photodetectors,the electrical signal is firstly resampled to 2 samples/sample and the resolution of the
ADC is assumed to be 5 bits. To constrain the residual channel memory length to the one that
can be detected by a training sequence with a short period, CD is compensated using a frequency
domain equalizer [10], which is not shown in Fig. 1. After serial to parallel conversion, sub-block
channel estimation is performed based on ST channel estimation method using Eq. (11). The phase
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Figure 1: Simulation setup of the ST-PTS CO-OFDM system.

factor estimation is then carried out with the decision of the result of Eq. (13). Next, an accurate
channel estimation is achieved over the whole sub-blocks on the condition that the phase difference
of the ST aided data sequence of each PTS sub-block is equalized. Finally, the inverse of the
estimated channel frequency response is applied to the received signal for the frequency domain
equalization.
5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performance of the ST-PTS based SI free PAPR reduction scheme is evaluated through simulation on a coherent optical OFDM transmission system with the comparison of the traditional
ST based channel estimation scheme. For each run, 16 OFDM symbols are used, each with 4096
point IFFT (NIFFT = 4096) and oversampling ratio is 4 in all the simulations.Meanwhile, QPSK
is used for mapping. The signal-to-pilot power ratio of the superimposed training is set to 12 dB.
For simplicity, the set of phase rotation factors is bm ∈ {1, −1} and the number of the sub-blocks
is 4 or 8.
Figure 2(a) shows the measured complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) curves
of the PAPR in ST-PTS-OFDM, ST-OFDM and conventional OFDM (Conv-OFDM) transmission
systems, respectively. As seen from Fig. 2(a), the PAPR performance of ST-OFDM scheme is very
close to that of the conventional OFDM scheme. Compared with ST-OFDM method, the ST-PTSOFDM offers about 1.7 dB and 2.8 dB of the PAPR reduction at CCDF = 10−2 when M = 4 and
M = 8, respectively.
Figure 2(b) shows the back-to-back (B2B) performance of the ST-PTS-OFDM and ST-OFDM
methods when M = 8, respectively. For both schemes, one iteration feedback is used. It can be seen
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Figure 2: (a) CCDF comparison between the ST-PTS and ST methods, (b) back-to-back performances with
different OSNR values, (c) comparison of 1600 km fiber performance.
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that the BER performance of the ST-PTS-OFDM method is better than that of the ST-OFDM
scheme with about 0.14 dB improvement at BER = 1E-3.
We also considered the nonlinear tolerance of the ST-PTS-OFDM approach after fiber transmission, which is shown in Fig. 2(c). A transmission link of 20 spans of SSMF is used. And the CD
coefficient is 16 ps/ns/km while the fiber nonlinear refractive index is 2.6e-20 m2 /W. An Erbiumdoped fiber amplifier (EDFA) with a noise Figure N F = 6 dB is placed at the end of each fiber
span. The results show that at Q-factor = 10, about 0.17 dBm launch-power penalty is achieved
compared with the traditional ST based optical OFDM system. Therefore, the ST-PTS-OFDM
method enables PAPR reduction of the traditional OFDM scheme based on [8, 11], and has a slight
BER performance improvement.
6. CONCLUSION

The concept of the ST based SI free PTS-PAPR reduction for coherent optical OFDM transmission
systems was introduced. The side information of PTS is considered as a part of channel frequency
response which can be estimated using ST based channel estimation. With the aid of ST, an
accurate channel estimation can be obtained followed by phase equalization across each interleaved
PTS sub-block. Compared with the traditional ST-OFDM scheme without PAPR reduction, STPTS-OFDM method can get an OSNR improvement about 0.15 dB in both B2B and 1600 km fiber
link coherent optical transmission systems.
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Abstract— In this paper, a dual-polarized frequency selective surface (FSS) with wide frequency tunability and simple bias network is presented. The FSS is composed of two-layered
metallic structures. The top layer is etched with Jerusalem crosses and metallic grids. Varactor
diodes are positioned between the grids and the Jerusalem crosses. The bottom layer is etched
with crossed metallic lines. The two-layered structures are connected to each other with an array
of plated vias. Based on this configuration, a DC path is created for biasing the varactors with
the grids and crossed metallic lines. The FSS exhibits dual polarized performances using such
a simple bias network. Numerical results obtained by full wave simulation method show that
by altering the capacitance of the varactors from 0.2 to 1.0 pF, wide frequency tunability from
6.85 GHz to 3.7 GHz can be achieved. Design procedure and results of the FSS are presented and
discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

Frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) are usually planar periodic structures that function as spatial
filters for electromagnetic (EM) waves [1, 2]. A classical application of FSS is to design the hybridradome for radar cross-section (RCS) controlling [3–5]. When the FSS radome is equipped in
aerocrafts, by properly designing the FSS filtering properties, the radar signal is not affected in
the passband while the other signals out of the FSS passband can be reflected in the bi-stastic
directions because of the radome’s shape. In this case, a very weak signal will be left in the
backscattering direction and make the radar stealthy out of band. However, in the passband such
a FSS radome will be not effective for RCS reduction. To our knowledge, most of the radars have a
wide frequency range. If we use a tunable FSS, the narrow passband of the FSS keeps synchronal
with the aerocraft radar narrow sweeping signal band, the exposed passband of the radar will be
greatly reduced. Thus, the tunable FSS radome is an effective method of improving the radar
stealth performance. In this situation, a tunable FSS with wide frequency tunability is required.
Early researchers have studied ferrite or liquid substrates in order to realize tunable FSS [6–9].
Literatures in [10, 11] use micro electromechanical system (MEMS) technology to build capacitors
or switches to design tunable FSS. K. ElMahgoub et al. propose skewed gird method to achieve
tunable FSS. A methodology for tunable FSS using Genetic Algorithms was presented in [12].
Varactor diode is an effective method of obtaining tunable FSS and has been investigated for about
30 years [13–21]. The key problem in designing tunable FSS is to realize a bias network [15, 17–19]
because dynamic frequency behavior requires the reactive characteristics of the FSS to change with
a tuning voltage or current.
In this paper, we design a frequency selective surface (FSS) with wide frequency tunability and
simple bias network. A DC path is created for biasing the varactors with the grids and crossed
metallic lines. The FSS exhibits dual polarized performances using such a simple bias network. In
addition, by altering the capacitance of the varactors from 0.2 to 1.0 pF, wide frequency tunability
from 6.85 GHz to 3.70 GHz can be achieved. Section 2 describes the process of designing the tunable
FSS with a simple bias network. Moreover, Section 2 gives the analysis of the bandpass response
of the FSS. Section 3 analyses different variable parameters’ influences on the FSS performance.
Finally, Section 4 documents the wide frequency tunability of such a tunable FSS structure.
2. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

Figure 1 illustrates the configuration of the tunable FSS structure. The FSS is composed of twolayered metallic structures. The top layer is printed with Jerusalem crosses and metallic grids.
Varactor diodes join the grids and the Jerusalem crosses. The bottom layer is printed with crossed
metallic lines. Besides, the two-layered structures are connected to each other with an array of
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Figure 1: FSS structure. (a) Top view, (b) back view of the FSS and (c) three-dimensional view of the
FSS unit cell. The FSS is a two-layered structure and connected by an array of plate vias. p = 10.0 mm,
a = 5.0 mm, b = 4.0 mm, s = 0.2 mm, d = 0.2 mm, 1. PEC. 2. F4B-2 substrate, whose permittivity is 2.65,
loss tangent is 0.001 and thickness is h = 0.2 mm.

plated vias. Using such a configuration, when the two-layered metallic structures are, respectively,
loaded with positive and negative voltage, the varactor dipoles are excited. Thus, the capacitor
values will be changed as the voltage changes.
CST Microwave Studio based on Finite Integration Method is used to calculate the transmission
response. The FSS is assumed to be an infinite periodic structure. The FSS unit cell is excited
by incident plane waves with different polarizations and various incident angles. The four sides of
the unit cell are set to be periodic boundary conditions (PBC). Geometrical values of the structure
are p = 10.0 mm, a = 5.0 mm, b = 4.0 mm, s = 0.2 mm, d = 0.2 mm. The substrate of the FSS
is F4B-2, whose permittivity is 2.65, loss tangent 0.001 and thickness h = 0.2 mm. Transmission
responses under different incidence angles and polarizations with varactor value C = 0.4 pF is shown
in Fig. 2. For normal incidence, we can see that a resonance passband occurs at about 5.36 GHz
and a transmission null appears at 6.36 GHz.
This phenomenon is usually generated by surface wave on the FSS. However, in all, such an
unexpected resonance does not affect the transmission passband. Its equivalent circuit model can
be shown in Fig. 3. In this model, L1 and L2 represent the top metallic grid and the bottom
metallic lines, respectively. When the FSS is excited with T E or T M polarized electromagnetic
waves, only two tunable varactors are effective. So the varactors can be expressed by Cv in the

L1
Z0

L2
Z0

L via
L1

Figure 2: Transmission responses under different incidence angles and polarizations. The varactor value
is C = 0.4 pF.

CV

CV

L2

Figure 3: Circuit model of the FSS.
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circuit. Besides, Z0 represents the wave impedance in the vacuum, which is equivalent to 377 Ω.
Stable performance of FSS under different incidence angles and polarizations is important for
practical applications. From Fig. 2, we can find that for T E polarization and 30 degree incident
angles, resonance of the passband is almost the same as the normal one except that bandwidth
of the passband becomes a litter narrower. For T M polarization and 30 degree incident angles,
resonance of the passband shifts to a little lower frequency and an unexpected resonance occurs at
about 3.27 GHz.
3. FREQUENCY TENABILITY

The varactors dipoles are excited by the bias network which is shown in Fig. 1. When the voltage is
changed the capacitor values of the varactors will be changed. Limited by experimental equipment
conditions, we cannot implement the experiment. Instead, we investigate the frequency tunability
of the FSS when the capacitor value of the varactors is changed. Fig. 4 gives the transmission
responses when capacitance of the varactors C ranges from 0.2 pF mm to 1.0 pF. As shown in Fig. 4,
by altering the capacitance of the varactors from 0.2 to 1.0 pF, a wide frequency tunability from 6.85
to 3.7 GHz can be achieved. Fractional bandwidth of the frequency tenability is about 60%. Such
frequency tenability can also be illustrated by Fig. 5, which shows the reflection spectra versus the
capacitance of the varactors. The reflection is about −15 dB and doesn’t change evidently as the
capacitance of the varactors increase. Consequently, such a tunable FSS possesses wide frequency
tunability, simple bias network and good transmission response. It is a good candidate for designing
aerocraft FSS radar radomes.
4. CONCLUSION

A tunable frequency selective surface (FSS) with wide frequency tunability and simple bias network
is presented. Numerical results obtained by full wave simulation method show that by altering the
capacitance of the varactors from 0.2 to 1.0 pF, wide frequency tenability from 6.85 to 3.7 GHz can
be achieved. The profile is only 0.2 mm and far less than the operating wavelength. By virtue of
these advantages, such a FSS provides practical applications to FSS radomes for radar stealth.
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Study and Design of the Novel Shunt Liner Active Power Filter for
a Superconducting Magnet Power Supply
Jinglin Wu and Xiaoning Liu
University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, Anhui, China

Abstract— The superconducting outsert of the 40 T hybrid-magnet in High Magnetic Field
Laboratory (HFML) of Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) requires a highly stabilized lowvoltage high-current power supply. One of the design is a switching power supply with active
DC power filter. As the current flowing through a Shunt Active Power Filter (SAPF) is only
the ripple current, the power loss caused by the filter can be very low, so SAPF is more and
more applied in high-current devices. Usually, a shunt PWM converter can be used to generate
current which is equal but oppositely phased to the ripple current. However, EMI noises caused
by PWM have great influence on the circuit and the speed of response is limited by the switching
frequency. Meanwhile, the load voltage variation makes it very difficult to design parameters of
the filter. In this paper, a novel shunt liner active power filter (SLAPF) is designed to overcome
the disadvantages of existing dc active filter schemes. Structurally, SLAPF can be divided into
two components, one is the current compensator, and the other is the auxiliary power supply.
The current compensator is composed of a power supply with fixed output voltage and two
parallel branches, each of which consists an adjusting transistor. The auxiliary power supply
is used to ensure the voltage across the adjusting transistors keep in a proper range, so the
transistors can always operate in the saturation region. Based on the on-resistance variability
of adjusting transistors, just as the series linear regulator, the output current of the current
compensator can accurately track the oppositely phased out ripple current of main circuit, which
leads to a good filter effect. In the paper, the detail structure and working principle of SLAPF
are presented at first, then the design flow is described, which includes the control method of
the current compensator, the analysis of topology chosen for auxiliary power supply. At last, the
experimental results show that the filtering effect of SLAPF is good enough to make the power
supply meet the technical requirements.
1. INTRODUCTION

One of the schemes of the power supply for the superconducting outsert in High Magnetic Field
Laboratory (HFML) is the switching power supply. The magnet requires highly stabilized current,
however, it is hard to depress the low frequency ripple caused by three-phase uncontrolled rectifier
which is the input of the switching converter. In order to reduce the output ripple, the passive
filter, if used alone, requires much larger output inductance and capacitance, which will increase
the cost and volume of the device and exacerbate the dynamic characteristics. Moreover, the lowfrequency output ripple cannot be depressed effectively. Accordingly, we consider to add an active
DC power filter to the output of the switching power supply [1]. As the current flowing through
a Shunt Active Power Filter (SAPF) is only the ripple current, the power loss caused by the filter
can be very low, so SAPF is more and more applied in high-current devices [2]. Usually, a shunt
PWM converter can be used to generate current which is equal but oppositely phased to the ripple
current. However, EMI noises caused by PWM have great influence on the circuit and the speed
of response is limited by the switching frequency. Meanwhile, the load voltage variation makes it
very difficult to design parameters of the filter [3]. In this paper, a novel shunt liner active power
filter (SLAPF) is designed to overcome the disadvantages of existing dc active filter schemes.
2. BASIC STRUCTURE OF SLAPF

Figure 1 shows the basic structure of SLAPF. In this figure, Lf represents the filter inductance,
M1 and M2 represent series adjusting transistors which consist of multiple MOSFETs connected in
parallel in actual design, ib represents the current of the branch of filter capacitor Cf , ic represents
the current which flows through Cf , −iAh represents the output current of SLAPF, APFS1 and
APFS2 represent the auxiliary power supply while the voltage across APFS2 is Vapf and the voltage
across APFS1 is Vapf+ − Vapf = Vapfs1 , Ro represents the load resistance, Lo represents the load
inductance, Vo represents the output voltage, Io represents the output current.
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Figure 1: Structure of SLAPF.

According to Figure 1:
ic = ib − iAh
uo = ic · Zcf

(1)
(2)

where Zcf is the impedance of Cf , uo is the ripple of output voltage.
According to Equation (1) and Equation (2), if iAh can track ib well, ic will approach to 0, then
the ripple of io will approach to 0 too. When ib > 0, let M2 be turned on while M1 be turned off,
and Vapf be set to be lower than Vo , then the positive half-cycle of ib will flow through M1 into
APFS2. When ib < 0, let M1 be turned on while M2 be turned off, and Vapf+ be set to be higher
than Vo , then the APFS1 and APFS2 will output compensating current which will flow though M2
into the original circuit.
The variable on-resistance of MOSFET is used to realize current tracking. When the MOSFET
works in the saturation region, its gate-source voltage can adjust the drain current with strongest
ability, so Vapf need to be kept with a proper value to ensure a proper gate-source voltage so that
the MOSFET can always work in the saturation region.
Structurally, SLAPF can be divided into two components, one is the current compensator composed by M1 , M2 APFS1 and a proper Vapf , the other is the auxiliary power supply APFS2.
3. ACTUAL STRUCTURE OF SLAPF

The actual structure of SLAPF is shown as Figure 2, where C3 is an energy-storage capacitor [4].
The two adjusting transistor T1 and T2 could be considered as a bidirectional push-pull controlled
current source. The voltage across C3 will fluctuate when the current flows through the transistors
to inject into or sink from C3 . In the ideal situation, the average voltage across C3 (Uapf ) remain
unchanged, however, the leakage current of C3 and the irregular harmonic current can lead Uapf to
be outside of the normal operating range.
When Uapf is lower than the lower bound of normal operating range, the constant current
charging power supply HP-FS should charge C3 to make UC3 raise back into the normal range.
When UC3 is higher than the high bound of normal range, we can use a couple of resistors to release
the stored energy of C3 to make UC3 fall back into the normal range. Different value of resistance
should be connected into the circuit under different UC3 to limit the discharge current Synthesizes
the above analysis, HP-FS, energy-removal resistor network, and C3 make up the auxiliary power
supply APFS2 in the basic structure.
In some cases, the Vapf should be negative to make certain the voltage across the transistor
be higher than the ripple voltage The adjustable DC power supply APFS3 can offer this negative
voltage if the switch sk is turned on.
4. CALCULATION OF THE NORMAL OPERATING RANGE OF UAPF

Assume the drop collector-to-emitter voltage of T1 is Vce1 , the drop collector-to-emitter voltage of T2
is Vce2 , and the minimal drop collector-to-emitter voltage of the IGBT transistor is Vce min to ensure
the transistor can always work in the saturation region. Obviously, Vce1 > Vce min , Vce2 > Vce min .
When T1 is turned on while T2 is turned off:
Vo − Vce2 = Vapf

(3)
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Figure 2: Actual structure of SLAPF.

When T2 is turned on while T1 is turned off:
Vapf + Vapfs1 − Vce1 = Vo

(4)

According to Equations (3) and (4), we obtain:
Vo − Vce2 + Vapf + Vapfs1 − Vce1 = Vapf + Vo

(5)

Thus,
Vapfs1 = Vce1 + Vce2 ≥ 2Vce

(6)

min

According to Equation (3), we obtain:
Vce2 = Vo − Vapf ≥ Vce

min

⇒ Vo − Vce

min

≥ Vapf ≥ Uapf − ∆V ⇒ Uapf ≤ Vo − Vce

min

+ ∆V

(7)

According to Equation (4), we obtain:
Vce1 = Vapf + Vapfs1 − Vo ≥ Vce min ⇒ Vo + Vce
⇒ Uapf ≥ Vo + Vce min − Vapfs1 − ∆V

min

− Vapfs1 ≤ Vapf ≤ Uapf + ∆V
(8)

According to Equations (6) and (8), we obtain:
Vo + Vce

min

− Vapfs1 − ∆V ≤ Uapf ≤ Vo − Vce

min

+ ∆V

(9)

where Vapfs1 ≥ 2Vce min .
APFS1 is a DC power supply with adjustable output voltage in practice. On one hand, we can
use Equation (9) to calculate the normal operating range of Uapf if Vapfs1 is set to a fixed value, on
the other hand, according to Equation (6), we obtain:
Vo + Vce

min

− Vapfs1 − ∆V ≤ Vo + Vce

min

− 2Vce

min

− ∆V = Vo − Vce

min

− ∆V

(10)
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According to Equations (8) and (10), if Uapf satisfies the flowing equation:
Uapf ≥ Vo − Vce

min

− ∆V

(11)

Then Vapf1 satisfies Equation (8) certainly, which means if the normal operating range of Uapf is:
Vo − Vce

min

− ∆V ≤ Uapf ≤ Vo − Vce

min

+ ∆V

(12)

Then the adjusting transistor can always work in the saturation region.
5. STRUCTURE OF HFPS

As shown in Figure 3, HF-PS is composed of a pair of ZVS switching converter with full bridge
rectifier, the first windings of transformers is connected in parallel so that the current stress of the
switch tubes can be less, the second windings of transformers is connected in series so that the
voltage stress of the diodes can be less.

Figure 3: Structure of HF-PS.
6. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

In order to verify the filtering effect of SLAPF, a 10 V/1 kA prototype with Cf = 50 mF, Ro = 10 mΩ
and Lo ≈ 5 µH is designed. The input of the switching converter is a 380 V/50 Hz three-phase
uncontrolled rectifier. The current measurement is based on the high precision DCCT. In the
prototype, a ZVS-CV converter is used to take the place of HP-FS and energy-removal resistor
network [5].
The wave of output ripple without SLAPF comparing to that with SLAPF are shown in Figure 4
and Figure 5.
According to the Figure 4 and Figure 5, the ripple factor of output voltage without SLAPF
is about 120 mV/10 V = 1.2%, and the ripple factor of output voltage with SLAPF is about
10 mv/10 V = 0.1% which is smaller than the maximum voltage ripple coefficient (1%).

Figure 4: Output waveforms without SLAPF.

Figure 5: Output waveforms with SLAPF.
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The peak-peak ripple of output current without SLAPF is about 3 A (0.03 × 100) while the
ripple factor is 3/1000 = 0.3%, and the peak-peak ripple of output current with SLAPF is about
0.4 A (0.004 × 100) while the ripple factor is 0.4/1000 = 0.04% which is smaller than the maximum
current ripple coefficient (0.1%). The results show that the output current and voltage ripple are
reduced by SLAPF dramatically.
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Abstract— Presented is the design of Ku-Band dielectric resonator filter for satellite applications. The uniqueness of this design is based on the simple feeding arrangement that utilizes a
microstrip transmission line section but segmented piecewisely into four stubs, where each stub
is offset from the preceding with a distance equal to the diameter of the DRs. Each DR couples
electromagnetic energy from the input port via the first to another, and so until, until the final
output port. The response of the design is assessed by comparing the simulated and experimental
results. The simulated S-parameter results were compared with those obtained experimentally.
The simulated and experimental reflection magnitude |S11 | is within −6 dB across the band,
whereas the transmission magnitude |S12 | is −1.66 dB up to 17.5 GHz.
1. INTRODUCTION

Advances in technologies and continued growth of wireless devices has continue to challenge the
community to design and produce new alternative but smaller and more multifunctional filters that
are suitable and relevant to the current technology. It is evident that the traditional filter such as
waveguide filter is no longer attractive, efficient, nor adequate for today’s technology that demands
small, compact, easy integration and cheap solution to almost every electronic device. Although
until recently, alternative filter solutions employing microstrip technology where such filter design
consist of only a few rows of parallel-coupled transmission lines has been ground breaking and
remarkable. However, such filter becomes unrealizable as the frequency of the filter increases.
The gap between the two neighbouring microstrip lines becomes narrower resulting to a very tight
coupling. The strait spacing between the rows of parallel-coupled transmission lines complicates
the fabrication processes of the filter as the printing machine only supports etch limitation up to a
minimum trace and gap of about 0.3 mm.
To overcome this serious challenge therefore, it is contingent to investigate the possibility of an
alternative novel-fed dielectric resonator filter for Ku-band applications. Dielectric resonators (DRs)
offer more flexibility in filter design. The proposed design is such that three identical cylindrical DRs
are excited by four microstrip lines of certain dimensions. The dimensions are multiples of quarter
wavelengths of the centre frequency of which the filter operates, and are calculated to coincide with
maximum radiation of the transmission lines based on the standing wave ratio formation of the
voltage allocation on shorted microstrip transmission line. Besides, these stubs and the DRs were
configured in such a way that the DRs were positioned in a manner that their various resonances
overlap constructively [1]. In effect, wideband impedance bandwidth was achieved. Instead of the
conventional direct side proximity-coupled microstrip feed line common among series feed array, the
proposed utilizes the same principle, but rather with broken or piecewise segmented transmission
stubs such that each stub is of a dimension of odd multiple of quarter wavelength. The widths
are determined by their characteristic impedance equivalency. Not only was the transmission line
broken into stubs, the stubs were also offset from each other by the diameter of the cylindrical DRs.
By this arrangement, it is therefore evident that each DR is placed in between two transmission
lines, and as such, the first DR coupled electromagnetic energy from the input port to the next
transmission stub, and so on until the output port. Essentially, the proposed feed will mitigate
the effect of unnecessary reflection, and thus deliver a better match, good reflection coefficient,
improved bandwidth and performance as it is expected that a good impedance match will naturally
improve the filter efficiency. In effect, the proposed will efficiently couple the signal energy from
one microstrip to the other while providing a good performance and low insertion loss.
2. THE DESIGN

For a filter circuit to pass a certain frequency and rejects or attenuates all the other unwanted
component of the signal, two frequencies f1 and f2 must be defined as the lower and upper cut-off
frequencies respectively. The differential ∆f between these two frequencies where (∆f = f2 − f1 )
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is referred to as the bandwidth. The magnitude of this differential determine whether the filter
is a narrowband (∆f < 500 MHz), and wideband otherwise. One of the serious challenges militating against the DRs in spite of its many attractiveness is the narrow bandwidth limitations.
Consequently, a new vista of challenges on bandwidth enhancement became serious issue of concern. Attempt to solve this limitation deepens, and several novel alternative solutions have been
reported but with different performance penalties. According to Rezaei et al. [2], there are three
broad techniques that can be used to enhance the bandwidth of the DR by either lowering the inherent Q-factor of the resonator or using external matching networks or combine multiple dielectric
resonators. Matching networks, such as matching stubs can be used to increase the bandwidth of a
DR by transforming its input impedance to better match than that of the coupling circuit. In this
study, we have decided to employ the second approach, using a novel feed. This is because using
additional DRs can also result in generating extra resonant frequency which can contribute to the
wideband DR. In multiple DRs, dielectric resonator can be arranged either in stacked configuration
or parasitic co-planar configuration [3]. The idea is that, the merged frequency band can achieve
wideband provided that
f1 +

∆f1
∆f2
≥ f2 −
2
2

(1)

where ∆f is the 3-dB bandwidth of S11 curve, f1 and f2 is the resonant frequency from the two
segments with f1 < f2 [2–4]. Whereas, if the resonant frequencies are spaced further apart, then
a dual band operation instead of wide band will result. Two half rectangular DRs, due to their
different size with the same permittivity, resonated in two different adjacent frequency merged
together to produce wideband DR [1, 3].
In [5], Ain et al. uses three DRs in an arrangement depicted in Figure 1(b). Therefore, the filter
performance was consequent on the geometry and the locations of the resonators on the feed line,
where all the DRs have the same permittivity and dimensions. Each dielectric resonator resonates
at the same mode but at different frequency, thus combines together the DRs respective frequencies
to form a wide-bandwidth provided that Equation (1) is satisfied. Authors in [6] employed this
technique with certain but significant modifications as shown in Figure 1(b). In his method, the
effect of reflections due to coupling mismatch with attendant poor voltage standing wave ratio
(VSWR) common to the conventional direct-coupled microstrip transmission line as employed by

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Existing similar works.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The proposed design. (a) Schematic. (b) Prototype.
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Ain et al. was eliminated. Our proposed design is similar to that reported in [6] but differ in terms
of the number of DRs and the geometry of the microstrip line. Instead, the microstrip feed stubs
are configured as shown in Figure 2. The first (input port) and last (output port) stubs were set
at 7λ/4, whereas the two intermediate stubs were set at 5λ/4 where λ is the guided wavelength.
The width of each stub is calculated to be 1.9 mm in order to approximate to the characteristic
impedance of the microstrip line. All the three DRs are identical, and are made of CaCu3 Ti4 O12
(CCTO), each with a radius of 2.75 mm, a dielectric permittivity (εr ) of 36, and a thickness (h) of
1 mm.
In this design, the signal is coupled to the DRs using a few procedure of parallel coupled
transmission stub excitation as earlier said. Each resonator couples electromagnetic energy over
nλ/4 stubs to the neighbouring resonator, thereby forming a staggered line. The DRs are then
placed between each line, such that the coupling gap between each DR and the transmission line
is 0.2 mm. The value of a quarter-wavelength is calculated to be 2.509 mm at the centre frequency,
which is twice smaller than the diameter of each DR of 5.5 mm. Consequently, the length of the
transmission line was adjusted to odd multiple integers of the guided wavelength in order to catch
the antinodes radiation of the voltage allocation on a short-ended microstrip transmission line.
The proposed design was modeled using finite integration technique (FIT) full-wave CST commercial solver, and the resulting design is fabricated on the Duroid RO4003C microwave laminate
board of permittivity (εs ) of 3.38, with a substrate thickness (hs ) of 0.813 mm, tan(δ) of 0.0027,
and a metal thickness (t) of 0.035 mm. Subsequently, the fabricated design was measured, and the
measured and simulated results were plotted to determine the degree of agreement.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The TM01 resonant mode was excited, and the simulated resonance frequency occurred at 17.1 GHz
which is within the Ku-Band of (12 to 18 GHz) as shown in Figure 3. The physical dimensions
of the dielectric cylinder were optimized to satisfy the excitation mode resonance. The simulated
|S21 |, |S11 |, and the bandwidth are −1.66 dB, −15 dB, and 366 MHz respectively as shown in the
figure. The measured S-parameter results are shown in Figure 4. The measured |S21 |, |S11 |, and
the bandwidth are −23.12 dB, −17.66 dB, and 550 MHz respectively.

Figure 3: The simulated S-parameters of the proposed design.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: The measured S-parameters of the proposed design. (a) The |S21 |. (b) The |S11 |.
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Table 1: Simulated and measured results comparison.

The result obtained from testing the fabricated filter greatly differs from the simulated result.
This is seen especially in the measured insertion loss value. The filter shows high insertion loss
of −23.186 dB as compared to the simulation of −1.663 dB. The simulated result shows a good,
almost 0 dB insertion value but the loss during measurements was significant. The high insertion
loss value shows that a large unnecessary portion of the signal power is lost at the input port,
resulting to a meagre transmitted signal energy through to the output port. In this case, the filter
is therefore not efficient for real life use. Besides, the measured filter response shows a slight shift
in the frequency. The operating frequency of the simulated result shows that the filter has a centre
frequency of 17 GHz while the measured result shows resonance at 17.49 GHz. This suggests that
the operating frequency of the filter shifted for a rough amount of 490 MHz. This situation is a bit
difficult to totally avoid as it is pretty difficult to appropriate place all the DRs at exact coordinate
as simulated. Alternatively therefore, the electromagnetic waves are not totally confined in the
device. For high frequency RF devices, even a millimeter change will greatly affect the response of
the device.
Further optimization was done where it was discovered that the measured loss at this point was
approximately −3.249 dB. To compensate for the transmission line losses, the measured transmission line loss was subtracted from the measured insertion loss of the filter. Subsequently, issue of
inefficient coupling due to relatively large coupling spacing between the DRs and feed line, which
however could lead to tangible energy loss was addressed. Eventually, a better and efficient results
were obtained as shown in Figure 5 and Table 2.
The insertion loss is better than the early design where the |S21 | shows a good flat line that
approached 0 dB. The 2 pole filter also exhibits a good return loss of over −15 dB. However the
filter operates at a frequency of 15.75 GHz which is different from the previous un-optimized result.
The measured result showed improvement in terms of |S21 |. Comparing this with the previous unoptimized filter, the insertion loss of the final design improves significantly to −6.363 dB. However,
the operating frequency deviates from the simulation result. This dissimilarity is due to the inability
to accurately position the DRs at the actual coordinate during, thus leading to a change in frequency
and bandwidth. The simulated result and the measured result is compared in Table 2.
Moderately, the use of the three DRs is proven to produce a wide bandwidth bandpass filter.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: The optimized S-parameters of the proposed design. (a) Simulated. (b) Measured.
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Table 2: Optimized simulated and measured results comparison.

The result shows that each dielectric resonator resonates with different frequency but in the same
mode that the combination of all frequency will produce a wider response that could increase the
overall bandwidth of the filter.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the design of Ku-Band bandpass filter for satellite applications has been investigated.
The parametric effect of the feed with respect to the coupling spacing, as well as the efficiency of
the coupled energy bearing in mind the decomposed nature of the proposed feed. It was evident
that the combination of all the DRs responses lead to a final bandwidth of 800 MHz, which is larger
than each DR individual bandwidth. This therefore verify this theory that if there are DRs labelled
as DR1 , DR2 and DR3 , with their discrete resonant frequencies of f1 , f2 and f3 , and bandwidth
of BW1 , BW2 and BW3 respectively, then the combination of their composite resonances is a
wideband provided a certain inter-element spacing is satisfied.
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Abstract— In this work we have implemented a multi response model based on the Kriging
surrogate modeling techniques to determine the correspondence between the resistance, capacitance, inductance, and admittance (RCLG) of a generalized transmission line and the dimensions
of the geometrical features of a specific frequency selective surface (FSS) or metamaterial (MTM)
structure - expressed in parametric form — operating in predefined frequency ranges. Specifically, this study was conducted considering the model for the application of FSS and MTM in
the microwave frequency range. To demonstrate the potentiality of the newly developed model,
an example of design of a metamaterial structure in a simplified case of perpendicular incidence
and single layer configuration is analyzed and the preliminary results obtained are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

Frequency selective surfaces (FSS) and metamaterials (MTM) consist of surfaces made of periodically distributed elements whose size is much smaller than the wavelength [1]. These conductive
elements are engineered in order to enhance the electromagnetic performance of the host material. In fact, while each individual element behavior cannot be perceived by the propagating wave,
these elements collective behavior can considerably change the overall electromagnetic response
of the medium. The behavior of a material with integrated sub-wavelength conductive resonant
structures can be considered equivalent to a homogeneous material with effective relative permittivity and permeability. FSS have been used for decades in order to enhance the performance of
the materials of many microwave devices. Areas where FSS have been applied since the 1970s [2]
include antenna components for modern communications systems, frequency separation in beam
splitters, transparent windows also known as radomes, artificial dielectrics, reflectors, absorbers,
phase screens for beam steering and beam width equalization [3].
Very well known FSS elements can be identified with conductive open lines, solid patches, center connected lines and their combinations. Metamaterials are also periodic conductive elements
of sub-wavelength size that differently from FSS can allow a medium to achieve properties that
cannot be found in Nature. Materials with simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability
also known as left handed materials or negative index materials, where theoretically presented by
Victor Veselago in 1968 [4]. Negative index materials give rise to completely new electromagnetic
phenomena. A part from the possibilities presented by Veselago, Pendry [5] was the first to propose the use of artificial materials, opening a new area of research. To practically realize these
structures and achieve the desired performance it is necessary to first simulate their behavior. The
computational effort that goes into the design of these elements is quite fundamental and accounts
for most of the work to be completed to achieve the desired result and performance. Most of
the structures studied in the literature, both in the case of FSS and metamaterials are generally
derived by changing some of the geometrical features of resonant elements already studied in the
literature. By doing so a new structure is found. After this step, a series of simulations need to
be carried out to characterize its behavior at the varying frequency. This step is time consuming
and computationally expensive. Varying the size and the shape of these elements brings the most
diverse range of results and behaviors in a large frequency spectrum. It appears therefore necessary
to develop some design tool in order to help the designer to select the right element geometry
according to the requirements saving a lot of computational time. Many works in the literature
are currently trying to solve the barrier imposed by the complexity of this design problem. For
instance, genetic algorithms (GA) [6] are one of these proposed solutions. The disadvantage of the
GA method consists on the large computational time required for obtaining the solution and also
on the need of adding some selection criteria for filtering the results. Some of the structures found
by simulations are often not practical and not feasible from the point of view of the fabrication.
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Transmission line theory has also been used for the design and analysis of microwave networks [7]. Circuit models for metallic meshes and capacitive metallic plates in filter design have
been intensively studied by TL which is seen as a quite promising tool for the design of these
elements. Recently, several efforts have been also presented in metamaterials area [8–10]. The
application of TL to metamaterials design is not straightforward. Moreover, if the circuit is representing a multilayer structure it will remain the same only if no interaction occurs between the
layers [11] otherwise the interaction between these artificial atoms must be taken into account since
it influences heavily the final material’s performance. Currently, when a new FSS or metamaterial
structure is designed, it is possible to calculate the capacitance and inductance of the circuit of
very simple models otherwise the calculation can be extremely difficult due to the complexity of the
element’s geometry. The progress on the study of FSS and metamaterials by using TL theory seems
to be limited by the complexity of the geometry of the individual elements. To fully utilize the
potential of this field it seems necessary to develop a method which allows to obtain the structure
with the desired transmission and reflection properties in a more general and efficient way. In this
work we attempted to link a specific TL model to a FSS or metamaterial structure in the most
general case of arbitrary angles of incidence and polarization by using a meta-modeling technique.
Specifically, the method consists on the application of the Kriging surrogate modeling technique.
2. KRIGING SURROGATE MODEL

In material science optimization problems, often no analytical formula exists for accurately evaluating the following functional response f : H → < where H represents the space of the input variable,
also called design space. In these cases the response to be optimized is accessible only as discrete
sets of pairs of input and output from a simulation or from an experiment. Therefore, given a set
of input (from a given sample space) x = (x1 , . . . , xn )T and a response y = (y1 , . . . , yn )T such that
yi = f (xi ) with i = 1, . . . , n the primary goal of meta-modeling is to predict the response f (xnew )
at a new point by constructing an approximate (also called surrogate) model of the true functional
response.
Surrogate models are convenient, computationally light to run and most importantly — for the
case here studied — they can also yield to insights about the functional relationship between a
set of input parameters and a target response. In general, meta-modeling consists of two steps:
a) the design of experiment (DOE) and b) the meta-modeling procedure. The purpose of DOE
techniques is to generate a suitable training set {(xi , yi ) : yi = f (xi ), i = 1, . . . , n} that will be
used for the construction and validation of the surrogate model. For the purpose of this work, we
adopted the Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) space-filling strategy. The rationale behind LHS is
to subdivide the design space into n intervals along each dimension. The samples are then chosen
randomly such that each interval contains exactly one point [12]. Many meta-modeling procedures
are available in the literature [13, 14]. The Kriging meta-modeling is particularly suitable when the
functional response to be studied is deterministic and highly nonlinear [15]. A technical in-depth
discussion of the Kriging techniques can be found in the works [16, 17]. Kriging techniques can
be successfully extended to multiple response functional relation, characteristic aspect of the type
of design required in this work. The DACE Matlab toolbox was used in this work to construct
the Kriging surrogate model. Pros and cons of the Kriging approach with respect to other metamodeling procedures are reported in the literature [18]. The Maximum Likelihood Estimators
used to estimate the required parameters involves a constrained maximization step. This results
in a number of complicated calculations including matrices inversion. The correlation matrix can
become singular when the training points are too close to each other. Such problems may eventually
overweight the approximation benefits. Nonetheless Kriging (together with LHD experimental
design) resulted well suited for the simulation of the model here considered especially for the
possibility of modeling a multivariate functional response. In this work we focus on the solution
of the problem of linking a specific TL model with a FSS or metamaterial structure in the most
general cases of oblique incidence and arbitrary polarization angles. The main idea of this work was
to generate a functional model capable of describing the relation between the TL circuit parameters
(RCLG values) and the parameters describing the geometry of the structure under consideration
using one of the surrogate modeling techniques.
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

In the model, the design procedure is carried out in the following way. The geometry of the FSS
or MTM element of interest is selected and expressed in a suitable parametric form characterized
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by a specific number of geometrical parameters. These parameters include all the dimensions
that are necessary to describe the element, i.e., the geometry of the structure including the size
of the unit cell and the characteristics of the propagation of the wave (angle of incidence and
polarization). An initial data set, determined by applying the Latin hypercube DoE, is solved by
running full wave simulations in CST Microwave Studio software. The MatLab code developed
for the Kriging runs automatically the simulations in CSTMW Studio and stores the results for
subsequent analysis. Once the solutions in terms of transmission and reflection characteristics (Sparameters) are found for an established range of frequencies, the algorithm extracts the RCLG
equivalent circuit characteristics from the S-parameters. The procedure for the extraction of the
circuit characteristic values is different for the case of right-hand and left-hand media [19] and this
is a key aspect that requires future work and investigations in order to include into the model’s
design abilities more complex cases. This step builds the correspondence between the RCLG
circuit characteristics and the geometrical parameters of the physical model. Once the training of
the Kriging model is completed, the code is ready for the inverse procedure. In a second phase
in fact, by assigning the desired values of RCLG of a transmission line the model generates as an
output the values of the geometrical parameters of the structure. It is necessary to point out that,
currently, the model is limited to finding the correspondence of the generalized TL model in the
case of arbitrary wave incidence and polarization angles with a pre-selected FSS or metamaterial
element.
The model was validated by comparing the results obtained for the case presented in Fig. 1,
also known as the Jerusalem Cross (JC). Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the transmission and phase
characteristics of the JC element whose dimensions were found by applying the Kriging metamodel after specific values of RCLG were assigned. The RCLG values assigned to the model were
the same calculated a priori after solving the specific case — the reference case — (with defined
values of the geometrical parameters) in CST Studio. In other words, the JC reference case was

Figure 1: Jerusalem cross (JC) CST Microwave Studio model. The wave is propagating along the z-axis
with the electric field component oriented along the y-axis and the magnetic component along the x-axis.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Model’s transmission characteristics S21 and (b) phase behavior compared with the results
obtained by using CST Microwave studio.
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modeled and firstly solved by using CST Microwave Studio in the frequency range [0, 40] GHz. The
reason for the wide frequency spectrum is simply due to the interest of analyzing the behavior of
the element in this entire frequency range. The resulting transmission behavior of the structure as
obtained from the numerical simulation is presented by the blue curves. Secondly, the transmission
and reflection characteristics were determined via application of the meta-model. For its successful
application, the model was first trained on a data set (a number of cases where the dimensions
of the structure varied) consisting of 100 samples. The results of the model are presented by the
dash-orange lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we implemented a model based on the Kriging technique to generate the correspondence
between the characteristic values of a generalized transmission line model (RCLG) extracted from
assigned or desired S-parameter curves and the dimensions of a specific frequency selective surface
(FSS) or metamaterial (MTM) element. Although this work focused on the application of the model
for a simple case of perpendicular incidence on a well known metamaterial based FSS element, the
model is built in a way that cases of arbitrary incidence and polarization angles can be solved. This
part is currently under validation. Progress in this study can be remarkably helpful for the solution
of several problems in metamaterials and frequency-selective surfaces design by using transmission
lines or simply starting from given trends of the S-parameters. Its future generalization can be
useful for the design and optimization of microwave devices based on FSS and metamaterials
structures derived by simply assigning the desired S-parameters responses. The efficiency of the
model depends on the ability of describing parametrically the geometry of the structure in the
most general way. Besides the encouraging results obtained so far, further analysis is in progress
to complete and verify the limits for the application of this methodology, especially for the case of
left-hand media.
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Abstract— Coaxial-waveguide transition plays an important role in microwave system. Based
on the influence of waveguide ladder exerted on transmission performance of electromagnetic
wave in guided wave system, this paper demonstrates the situations of this structure applied
in Ku band coaxial-waveguide converter designation. The reflected wave and insertion loss have
been reduced by using a multi-steps structure with the coaxial probe excitation. The effectiveness
of impedance matching is well-improved, and the transmission performance of coaxial-waveguide
converter is highly-advanced. Simulation results proved the effectiveness of waveguide ladder in
designing coaxial-waveguide converters. The VSWR of coaxial-waveguide transition designed in
this paper is less than 1.04 in the 12.4–18 GHz octave bandwidth, and the high modulus produced
is very small.
1. INTRODUCTION

Coaxial-waveguide transitions play an important role in microwave system which are very necessary
and critical passive microwave components in Radar equipment, precision guidance and microwave
testing circuit. Design of transitions from coaxial to waveguide applicable to commercial and
military microwave system is of valuable importance. In the dielectric material permittivity test
system, the performance of components is critical to the accuracy of the test result. Main aim
for the designers is to achieve low levels of return loss during transformation of TEM mode in
coaxial to TE-mode in waveguide in operating frequency band. The VSWR of coaxial-waveguide
transition designed in this paper is less than 1.04 (return loss less than 34 dB) in the 12.4–18 GHz
octave bandwidth, and the high modulus produced is very small. This paper introduces a standard
50 ohm coaxial cable which outer radius is 1 mm, inner radius is 0.435 mm and the dielectric constant
is 2.08.
2. THE BASIC THEORY AND ANALYSIS

In this paper, the design of mode converter is based on the utilization of a rectangular cavity and
a cylinder probe with conical part, a 4-step Chebyshev-response impedance transformer was designed using the combination construction with single ridge waveguide and reduced size rectangular
waveguide. Design formulas resulting in an equal ripple or Chebyshev-type response were given by
Cohn, Collin [1], and Riblet, and were experimentally verified.
Figure 1 shows the proposed structure of the transition. The transition consists of stepped
impedance transformer and mode converter. It is well known that, the characteristic impedance of
rectangular waveguide is a function of frequency rather thana constant value. Therefore a multistep matching transformer is essentially for such extreme high impedance ratio together with wide
fractional bandwidth. The first step for this approach was selection of the waveguide cross section,

Figure 1: Structure of the proposed transitio.
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with its resulting characteristic impedance and guided wavelength. The combination construction
with single-ridge waveguide (the fist-step) and reduced size waveguide (the second-, third- and
forth-step) was employed to frame a 4-section Chebyshev response quarter-wave transformer [2].
Single-ridge waveguide portion has been used due to its compatibility with both conventional circular coaxial and rectangular waveguide. The characteristic impedance of each step has been
calculated [3]. Calculation by HFSS, we can know wave impedance is Z = 298 Ohm which correspond the center frequency is f0 = 15.2 GHz. The length l of each section in terms of the guide
wavelengths in that section is defined by:
Γ (θ) = 2e−jN θ [Γ0 cos N θ + Γ1 cos (N − 2) θ + . . . + Γn cos (N − 2n) θ + . . .]
= Ae−jN θ TN (sec θm cos θ)

(1)

As we know, N = 4. So we can obtain
·
¸
1
−j4θ
Γ (θ) = 2e
Γ0 cos 4θ + Γ1 cos 2θ + Γ2 = Ae−j4θ T4 (sec θm cos θ)
2
As A = Γm = 0.05 and
¶¸
·
¶¸
·
µ
µ
1
ln ZL /Z0
1
ln 298/50
sec θm = cosh
ar cosh
= cosh ar cosh
= 1.4251
N
2Γm
4
2 × 0.05

(2)

(3)

We can obtain
¸
·
£
¤
1
2 Γ0 cos 4θ + Γ1 cos 2θ + Γ2 = A sec4 θm (cos 4θ + 4 cos 2θ + 3) − 4 sec2 θm (cos 2θ + 1) + 1
2
¢
¡
¢
¡
4
= A sec θm · cos 4θ + 4A sec4 θm − 4A sec2 θm · cos 2θ + 3A sec4 θm − 4A sec2 θm + A
(4)
The corresponding coefficient equation can be obtained
2Γ0 = A sec4 θm ⇒ Γ0 = Γ4 = 0.1031
2Γ1 = 4A sec4 θm − 4A sec2 θm ⇒ Γ1 = Γ3 = 0.2094
4

(5)

2

Γ2 = 3A sec θm − 4A sec θm + A ⇒ Γ2 = 0.2625
So when n = 0, we can obtain
ln Z1 = ln Z0 + 2Γ0 = ln 50 + 2 × 0.1031 = 4.1182 ⇒ Z1 = 61.4485HF SS ⇒ l1 = 1.63 mm
n = 1, ln Z2 = ln Z1 + 2Γ1 = 4.537 ⇒ Z2 = 93.4101 ⇒ l2 = 2.48 mm
n = 2, ln Z3 = ln Z2 + 2Γ2 = 5.062 ⇒ Z3 = 157.906 ⇒ l3 = 4.19 mm
n = 3, ln Z4 = ln Z3 + 2Γ3 = 5.4808 ⇒ Z4 = 240.038 ⇒ l4 = 6.38 mm

(6)

where Γ is the reflection coefficient, and we can roughly calculate the length of each section with
formulas (1) to (6).
It has been observed that by reconstruction the coaxial waveguide junction portion, a considerable decrease in VSWR can be achieved. A majority of the field in this section is concentrated
in the TEM mode between the cylinder probe and the up wall of the ridged waveguide, and then
radiated into the multistep impedance transformer, with just a few energy being propagated into
the short-circuited waveguide cavity (shown in Fig. 2). This probably occurs because the equivalent reactance result from the rectangular waveguide cavity stub may be sufficiently high to be
neglected in an approximate treatment [4]. The hybrid section does, in fact, support multi-modes of
propagation, whereas most of the energy has been transformed into TE10 mode while pass through
the mode converter. The advantage of this rectangular waveguide-coaxial portion is the ability
to redistribute the electromagnetic field as it propagates from a coaxial waveguide through the
single-ridge waveguide.
3. OPTIMIZATION AND RESULTS

The proposed structure has been applied to realize a broadband coaxial-waveguide transition with
return loss less than −34 dB in the frequency band between 12.4 to 18 GHz. The transition has
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Figure 2: Field overlays of the transition.

been designed using the high frequency structure simulator Agilent HFSS based on finite-element
field solver and simulation results are reported in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The design was optimized
for use with a waveguide dielectric material test system for the operating frequency band from
12.4 GHz to 18 GHz. None but dominate mode wave can propagate in the rectangular waveguide
in this frequency range. The length of the impedance transformer section has been calculated with
formulas (1) to (6) and the shorted circular waveguide cavity is made equal to a quarter of the
free-space wavelength at the mid-band frequency. Through simulation and optimization, we can
get high of l1 = 1st = 4 mm, l2 = 2nd = 4.1 mm, l3 = 3rd = 4.7 mm, l4 = 4th = 5.7 mm. Those
parameters are calculated on the base of wide-band impedance match theory, which is appropriate
for the homogeneous case.
It can be seen that there flection coefficient of the original model is below −22 dB (shown in
Fig. 4). However, the model based on computed data for the homogeneous case might provide initial design parameters of the transition [5]. Those parameters are valuable reference for subsequent
modification to a more nearly optimum performance. And several attempts have been made to
modify the lengths of stepped impedance transformer sections to compensate for the shunt capacitances introduced by the step discontinuities. The design was optimized through several iterations
and the results are presented in Fig. 4. Better than −34 dB return loss was obtained in the whole
operating frequency band from 12.4 GHz to 18 GHz. Fig. 3 shows the input VSWR versus change
with the working frequency, and we can see that the VSWR is less than 1.04 reflection coefficients
less than −34 dB in Fig. 4. The real coaxial-waveguide transition used for testing is shown in Fig. 5
and the test results compared with the simulation results are almost the same.

Figure 3: The cure of input VSWR for coaxialwaveguide transition.

Figure 4: Comparison of the original and optimized
reflection coefficient for the coax-to-rectangular
waveguide transition.
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Figure 5: The real coaxial-waveguide transition.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study on some the wave transformation from the coaxial line to rectangular
waveguide. Coaxial-waveguide transition has been widely used in various microwave systems. So
a novel transition from coaxial line to rectangular waveguide is proposed in this paper. Feasible
way to optimize performance of the transition is analyzed and verified. Very good broadband
performance of this transformer is described through rigorous simulation result. The prototype of
this transition achieves return loss less than −34 dB, possible applications include high accuracy
microwave material test and broadband horn antenna feeds. And we will research coaxial-waveguide
transition which can be applied in widerband.
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A Novel Monopulse Microstrip Antenna Array with Compound
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Abstract— In this paper, a novel feed network design is presented, with which every microstrip
line array of antenna is fed at the edge side with the middle of the row shorted and in E-plane
the adjacent subarrays are fed with 180 degrees phase difference. This proposed feed network can
suppress the near coupling problem in traditional monopulse microstrip antenna array design.
Furthermore in order to minish the loss of substrate and microstrip feed line, a waveguide oneplane feed network and waveguide comparator are used, which is connected with every line array
by SMA-waveguide connector. The simulated results have demonstrated that the −19 dB sidelobe level for the sum pattern and 32 dB null depth for the difference pattern have achieved.
1. INTRODUCTION

Microstrip structure has been developed for pulse antenna in monopulse radar system due to its
lightweight low cost and convenient manufacture comparing with waveguide slot and Cassegrain
parabolic antenna [1, 3].
The important function of monopulse antenna is to generate sum and difference beam, so the
whole array plane is divided into four parts by two perpendicular symmetry axes every sub-array
has own feed network in E and H-plane. For most monopulse microstrip antenna array in one
layer, every line array is fed at the center side and E-plane feed network is placed between adjacent
two patches of two sub-arrays [4], which may bring the significant near coupling between feed
lines and sub-arrays, leading to deteriorate the side lobe and lower the efficiency of antenna to
20%. Pozar [5] mentioned that the sidelobe level and efficiency would be limited when the feed
network and antenna elements were printed on eliminate the same substrate. Furthmore, the loss
of substrate and microstrip feed line is unavoidable, which will significant reduce the gain especially
in high frequency antenna with large aperture.
In this letter, a novel compound feed network of monopulse microstrip array is presented, in
which the microstrip series line array is fed at the edge side with the middle of the row shorted
in E-plane and the adjacent subarrays are fed with 180 degrees phase difference in H-plane. In
order to minish the loss, a waveguide feed network in H-plane and waveguide comparator are all
used,which connect with microstrip series line array by coaxial to waveguide adapter. The structure
and simulated results of proposed array are presented as follow.
2. CONFIGURATION

The X-band monopulse microstrip antenna array as shown in Fig. 1 includes (1) microstrip radiator
array divided into four sub-arrays; (2) the waveguide H-plane feed network, which is connected
with every microstrip line array by coaxial to waveguide adapter respectively; (3) the waveguide
comparator with four inputs connected to every sub-array and four outputs connected to the sum,
H-plane difference, E-plane difference and matching load respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, in Eplane the adjacent subarrays are fed with 180 degrees phase difference. This proposed feed method
can suppress higher order modes and decrease cross-polarization.
Every series line array is fed at the edge side with the middle of the row shorted as shown
in Fig. 2. Due to the introduction of a shorted pin, there is a branch added to achieve good
impedance match, the length and width of the branch are all important parameters in controlling
the achievable bandwidth.
The distance between the shorted point and the adjacent patch is λg /4. The space between
adjacent two patch which is designed to λg at center frequency, which will cause a discrepancy in
gain between the higher and lower frequency.
The comparator is formed by using four 3 dB hybrid junctions which uses waveguide structure
below the substrate in order to overcome the poor efficiency of microstrip line in high frequency.
The coaxial to waveguide adapter is shown in Fig. 3, the upside of the coaxial connector is
connected with every line array, the underside of it is inside the waveguide below, which can be
adjusted to be 100 Ω through changing the length of probe inside the waveguide.
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Figure 1: Structure of side feed monopulse antenna array.

Figure 2: Structure of microstrip line array.

Figure 3: Coaxial to waveguide adapter.
3. SIMULATED RESULTS

In order to reduce the loss of substrate and microstrip line, the H-plane feed network use waveguide
structure, which can accurate control the aperture excitation amplitude through changing the
inclined angle of slots into the broad wall of waveguide.
The simulated amplitude distribution of H-plane feed network keeps constant basically during
the operating band as shown in Fig. 4, which ensures the sidelobe levels of sum pattern stable
between low frequency and high frequency.
The simulated vswr of comparator is less than 1.4 : 1 during the operating band as shown in
Fig. 5.
The simulated maximum gain at center frequency is 23 dB as shown in Fig. 6, both for the
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Figure 5: Simulated vswr curve of comparator.

Figure 4: Simulated amplitude distribution of Hplane feed network.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Simulated sum and difference patterns at center frequency. (a) Simulated sum patterns. (b) Simulated difference patterns in E-plane. (c) Simulated difference in patterns H-plane.

E-plane and for the H-plane the sidelobe levels of sum pattern are less than −19 dB. The null
depth of difference pattern are all below −32 dB. The efficiency of the array is 40%, which is almost
similar with that of the conventional Cassegrain parabolic antennas antenna.
There will be about 2 dB deterioration between the simulated and measured sidelobe levels.
The discrepancy is due to the introduction of coaxial to waveguide adapter which inducts about 15
degree phase unbalance among microstrip line arrays in H-plane.
4. CONCLUSION

A novel compound feed network design is presented, which can solve the near coupling problem
in traditional monopulse microstrip antenna array design and minish the loss of substrate and
microstrip line. The SMA-waveguide adapter is used to connect the microstrip line array with
waveguide one-plane feed network and waveguide comparator. With this new compound feed
network, a monopulse microstrip array has been designed in this paper. The −19 dB side-lobe
level for the sum pattern and −32 dB null depth for the difference pattern have achieved in the
simulation at center frequency.
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Abstract— Femtosecond frequency comb is a great invention in the field of metrology at the
end of the last century. It can simply and effectively synchronize the phases for optical signals
of different wavelengths or RF signals. Erbium doped fiber optical comb has many advantages.
The National Time Service Center of Chinese Academy of Sciences has launched a project on
the new type erbium-doped fiber femtosecond optical comb research. This paper introduces the
signal source which is designed for this project. DDS chip AD9854 is used as the signal source.
The signal source output has a wideband from 1–80 MHz. Test result for the signal source is
discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

Femtosecond frequency comb is a great invention in the field of metrology at the end of the last
century [1, 2]. It can simply and effectively synchronize the phases for optical signals of different
wavelengths or RF signals. Direct synchronous frequency difference can be up to 100,000 times
or more. It solves the problems of comparison between different optical frequency signals [3, 4].
There are many kinds of femtosecond frequency comb. The spectrum center of erbium doped fiber
optical comb is located at 1.55 µm communication wavelength. Accordingly, erbium doped fiber
optical comb has more advantages in component selection, price, and application. This makes the
erbium doped fiber optical comb has many characteristics, such as high stability, small volume, low
power consumption, flexible operation, and good robustness. In addition, by using the commercial
nonlinear fiber crystal, it can be more convenient to extend the operation wavelength of erbium
doped optical comb to that of several other optical combs.
A lot of time frequency laboratory are carrying on the research about doped femtosecond comb
technology. At present, the National Time Service Center of Chinese Academy of Sciences has
launched a project on the new type erbium-doped fiber femtosecond optical comb research. This
paper introduces the signal source which is designed for this project.
Nearly almost all of the electric control system needs signal source. Many methods can be used
to generate the signal. In the field of low frequency, it can be achieved with single-chip, and in the
field of high frequency, it can be achieved by FPGA or DDS chip. Because of the stability of the
DDS chip, usually in the RF and microwave bands, it is a good design by using DDS chip as the
signal source [5]. In the next part, the authors will introduce the signal source that designed for
this optical fiber frequency comb system. In the third part, the test results of the signal source will
be introduced.
2. DESIGN OF SIGNAL SOURCE

The system’s signal source use a DDS chip AD9854. When without an external reference source, sine
wave, square wave and triangular wave of arbitrary frequency from 1 to 80 MHz can be generated
by this signal source. DDS is a new kind of method of frequency synthesis. The reference clock is
directly sampled, digitalized, and then use the digital computing technology to generate a frequency.
The AD9854 is a type of high performance DDS chip produced by AD Company. The operation
principle diagram of AD9854 is shown in Figure 1. It integrates 48-bit frequency accumulator, 48-bit
phase accumulator, sine and cosine waveform table, 12-bit orthogonal digital-to-analog converter,
and modulation and control circuit.
Its operating voltage is 3.3 V. The highest working frequency is 300 MHz. The output frequency
ranges from 0 to 120 MHz. It can export FSK, PSK, BPSK, AM, and CHIRP signal. AD9854 has
five kinds of work mode: Single-tone, Unramped FSK, Ramped FSK, Chirp, and BPSK. In the
above five modes, Single-tone is one of the most flexible model. This model can be used to set the
output signal’s frequency, amplitude and phase characteristics.
In the design, we use AVR ATMEGA32 MCU to control the AD9854. Usually, the serial RS232
is used to communicate with MCU. The use of USB communication is a technology direction in
recent years. This design uses the USB to serial RS232 chip CH340G. As to the system software
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Figure 1: Operation principle of AD9854.

control part, first of all, set up the I/O update signal of AD9854. Whether the control signal is
correct decides whether the AD9854 works correctly. Next, the internal 40 registers of AD9854
are set up. The control registers that have addresses from 1D-20 are 32 bits. They control the
working mode, the comparator, the output amplitude, the system clock. After we have set up the
control register, we set up the frequency registers amplitude registers, and phase registers. A chip
has two frequency registers and two phase registers. Phase Adjust registers are used to control the
waveform phase. Their addresses are 00 and 01. They are 14-bit registers. So the waveform phase
generated has a 14-bit precision. Frequency tuning word register is used to control the waveform
frequency. Their addresses are 04 and 09. They have a 48-bit precision. Output Shape Key I and
Output Shape Key Q are amplitude registers. Their addresses are 21 and 24. They are 12-bit
registers.
Figure 2 is the signal source software control interface that we design.
Figure 3 is the hardware circuit of signal source.

Figure 2: Signal source software control interface.

Figure 3: Hardware circuit of signal source.

We test the properties of the signal source. Test results are shown in Figure 4.
In Figure 4, a signal is generated by the circuit that we designed. Its frequency is 10 MHz. It
is displayed by the oscilloscope. Signal with frequency from 1–80 MHz can be easily generated by
the signal source.
3. DISCUSSIONS

From Figure 4, we can fully realize the circuit with expected function. AD9854 can be used to
accurately generate different frequency sine wave and square wave. This paper is related to the
issue that there is no outer reference input source. As to the next step research we will develop
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Figure 4: Test results of the signal source.

signal source with external reference input. Usually some high-frequency microwave signal is used
as external reference input.
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Abstract— This paper presents a new layer of absorber for RF Shielded Hat. The objective
of this studied is to create and develop a new layer of absorber for RF Shielded Hat made
from Microwave Absorbing Sheet that can protect the cameraman from electromagnetic field
(EMF). The Microwave Absorbing Sheet is used because of super light weight, good microwave
shielding, high absorption and no problem for skin contact. Three different types of protective
hat are chosen: back of the hat with no protection to allow adjustment of size, rear hat that
covers the neck and hat that covers head and thyroid region. All hats are sewn with microwave
absorber sheet. The investigation was aimed to study whether the types of hat worn reduce the
electromagnetic exposure to human head. The measurement campaign was carried out in the
anechoic chamber to completely absorb reflections of either sound or electromagnetic waves. The
wireless video camera operated in frequency of 1.9 GHz to 2.7 GHz. The position of the wireless
video camera was fixed on the right of the cameraman shoulder where this position is much closer
to our heads. The experiment will be investigated in two different situations, while being exposed
in the sham condition and also 2.45 GHz signal. Both of the measurement will be undertaken
during the pre, during and after the experiments.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, people always exposed to electromagnetic field (EMF) in their everyday life. The electromagnetic field (EMF) are present everywhere in our environment but are invisible to the human
eye [1]. Both electric and magnetic fields are present around appliances and power lines. However,
electric fields are easily shielded and weakened by walls and other objects, where as magnetic fields
can pass through buildings, humans and most other materials [2]. The use of ever-rising cellular
phones whether private or business communication has determined an increased concern for possible adverse health effects deriving from exposure to the electromagnetic field radiated by such
devices [3–5]. When the cellular phone is working, the transmitting antenna is place very close
to the user head, arise the question whether people using it could be exposed to hazardous levels
of electromagnetic radiation [5]. However, protecting the health of workers has been one of the
problems to be handled wisely. Therefore, the international association such as IEEE Standards
Association (IEEE-SA) and independent scientific organizations both have developed international
guidelines and issuing limits for a safe exposure with the scientific rationale for these guidelines [6, 7].
In particular, one of the jobs in which wireless technology has been deployed is cameraman.
In fact, the requirement of mobility not only for external shots but also for studio programmes
demanding quick and dynamic changes in the view point, has pushed towards the introduction of
wireless cameras. This trend, accompanied by the transition from analogue to digital transmission,
has made the use of wireless video-cameras become more important [4].
Because this research has not been done yet and there was a complaint from a cameraman on
the symptoms of dizziness, headaches and fatigue that occurs when using a wireless video camera
that may be caused by low levels of exposure to EMF in the workplace, therefore this research is
taken. Thus our project is to help the cameraman from exposed to this symptoms is to create and
develop a new layer of absorber for RF Shielded Hat made from Microwave Absorbing Sheet.
2. MATERIAL SELECTION

In this study, microwave absorbing sheet is the main material that will be used. Microwave absorbing sheet is from LessEMF Inc with main material from carbon. Carbon is conductive in some
forms, and a very good microwave absorber using non-woven nearly-pure carbon fibers, to achieve
good microwave shielding and high absorption. Microwave absorbing sheet is super light weight and
better durability with estimated weight of 34 g/m2 , thickness of 0.445 mm, resistivity of ∼ 3 Ohms
per square and tensile of 47 N/15 mm. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the microwave absorbing sheet and
a shielding performance of this material according to the manufacture [8].
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Figure 2: Shielding performance.

Figure 1: Microwave absorbing sheet.

To measure absorption of the material using S parameter,
2
2
A = 1 − S11
− S21
,

(1)

where
A = absorption
= reflection
= transmission

2
S11
2
S21

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Wireless Video Camera

The standard wireless video camera used for this experiment. The position of the wireless camera
was fixed on the right of the cameraman’s shoulder. The wireless video camera operated in frequency
of 1.9 GHz to 2.7 GHz.
3.2. RF Shielded Hat

This project is focusing on three types of protective hat. The hat was functioning for protecting
cameraman from EMF exposure. Fig. 1 shows the types of hats that will be used when doing a
research.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Types of hats (a) the back of the hat with no protection to allow adjustment of size, (b) rear hat
that covers the neck (c) hat that covers head and thyroid region.

4. MEASUREMENT SETUP

The experiment was carried out in an RF Shielded room at Electromagnetic Hyper Sensitivity
(EHS) Laboratory to eliminate multipath reflections from surrounding environment. Measurement
was performed on a cameraman. Research will be done on the subject with the position of the
camera is placed on the right shoulders by using three different kinds of hats: Back of the hat with
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no protection to allow adjustment of size, rear hat that covers the neck and hat that covers head
and thyroid region. The antenna on the video camera connected to a Rohde & Schwarz SMBV100A
with frequency range 9 kHz to 3.2 GHz. 4 meter Huber + Suhner Multiflex 141 flexible and low
loss coaxial cable were used in the measurement campaign. The cable were wrapped with Eccosorb
Flexible Broadband Urethane Absorber model: FGM-U-20-SA microwave absorbing foams to minimize the spurious radiation from and coupling between the coaxial cable. The measurement setup
for cameraman shows in Fig. 4.

Coaxial Cable
Cameraman

Signal generator

Figure 4: Cameraman measurement setup.
5. CONCLUSION

A light weight, good microwave shielding, high absorption and no problem for skin contact hats
made from Microwave Absorbing Sheet that can protect the cameraman from electromagnetic field
(EMF) is presented and discussed in this paper. Three different types of protective hat are chosen:
back of the hat with no protection to allow adjustment of size, rear hat that covers the neck and hat
that covers head and thyroid region. By using this shielded hat it will show a better performance
to prevent the cameraman from symptoms of dizziness, headaches and fatigue.
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Abstract— Agricultural product is one of the major revenue incomes for Malaysia. The large
scale production of agricultural product lead to a new by product which is known as agricultural waste. Agricultural wastes materials can be applied for many applications. This research
highlighted microwave absorber application as the output using proposed agricultural wastes. Microwave absorber is the most important element in anechoic chamber to deny signals reflection.
Its performance is analyzed in term of reflection loss performance using the free space measurement technique. To answer the measurement goodness in this research, Rasch measurement
model is applied.
1. INTRODUCTION

This research considered the alternatives way to utilize the agricultural waste and take the advantage from the pile up of the availability of wastes. The increase production of agricultural waste
raise the loses of resources and produced the environmental damage. The utilization of agricultural waste may reduce the dumping of waste and become a substitute material for commercially
available microwave absorber which use 100% chemical based of plastic foamed-based materials
like polystyrene or polyurethane [1]. The proposed product from the waste is microwave absorber.
Microwave absorber is used as the important element in anechoic chamber which is covered on the
chamber wall. The microwave absorber will act as the absorbent material to absorb the scattered
incident energy. For diversification in the material for microwave absorber, several agricultural
residues are used in this research which is rice husk, mixture of rice husk and rubber tire dust,
sugarcane bagasse and banana leaf.
2. MICROWAVE ABSORBER FABRICATION

The grinded material of agricultural wastes is fabricated into the shape of pyramid. Besides of the
material’s effect in microwave absorber, the shapes of the microwave absorber will also play the
important characteristics and sensitive factor which can affect the reflectivity performance of the
microwave absorber [1]. Pyramidal shapes absorber are usually applied for the frequency range
between 1 GHz to 40 GHz and the square based pyramidal-shaped absorbers are commonly used
for frequencies below than 1 GHz [2]. The material for microwave absorber is a mixed material
of agricultural wastes and chemicals. The chemicals used are polyester which functioned as the
resin and methyl ethyl ketone peroxide (MEKP) which reacts as a hardener agent for the materials
to be moulded into pyramid. These polyester resins are used in adhesive, finishes and moulded
objects. The characteristics are including low water absorption, volume resistance, heat distortion
temperature, high tensile strength and elongation at break. For each materials of agricultural
waste, nine pieces of pyramidal microwave absorber is made and compiled in 3 × 3 arrays, making
the base dimension become 15 cm width ×15 cm length. Figure 1 shows four different materials
moulded and compiled into 3 × 3 arrays.
3. SAMPLE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The objective is to characterize the performance of its reflectivity for the different material microwave absorber. Every result from the measurement will demonstrate the actual performance of
the microwave absorber that had been fabricated for the measurement. The measurement technique will involve two factors which were the microwave absorber electromagnetic properties and
free space measurement to measure the reflectivity performances [3].
The measurement of dielectric properties is to characterize the different materials used and to
define the physical and chemical properties, related to storage and loss of energy [4, 5]. For the
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(d)

Figure 1: 3 × 3 array pyramidal microwave absorber. (a) Rice husk-rubber tire dust. (b) Sugarcane bagasse.
(c) Rice husk. (d) Banana leaf.

dielectric constant measurement, open-ended coaxial probe technique was used to measure each
materials of microwave absorber. The largest dielectric constant value shows by the material of
rice husk rubber tire dust with ε0 = 3.28. For banana leaves, it shows the lowest value of dielectric
constant with the value ε0 = 2.33. Dielectric constant for rice husk material is ε0 = 3.00. From the
result in Table 1, each material gives a different value of dielectric constant (ε0 ) and loss tangent
(tan δ). Rice husk material gives a higher value compared to sugarcane bagasse and banana leaves.
A material with a high density will lead to a higher dielectric constant thus explains the lower
value for sugarcane bagasse and banana leaves [6]. The presence of rubber tire dust will increase
the dielectric constant value. The different values of dielectric constant for different materials affects
the velocity of microwave signals when propagate through material of MUT (Material Under Test).
A high dielectric constant cause the microwave signal travel slower and velocity of microwave signal
decrease.
Table 1: Average dielectric properties (dielectric constant, ε0 ; tangent loss, tan δ).
Material
Rice Husk
Rice Husk Rubber Tire Dust
Sugarcane Bagasse
Banana Leaves

Dielectric Properties
ε0
tan δ
2.99295
0.20614
3.27711
0.14224
2.39184
0.14772
2.32908
0.10091

To measure reflection loss performance, a technique call free space measurement is implemented.
RCS technique is used in this paper to measure reflection loss. RCS can be define as the area that
can be perfectly detected back when electromagnetic waves were transmitted from its source to its
target place. Result from the RCS measurement shows a good reflection loss performance as it
gives an average value better than −10 dB. The highest reflection loss performance is −46.55 dB
at frequency point of 7.6 GHz. The lowest reflection loss value is −28.10 dB for the frequency at
6.0 GHz. From the result, the reflection loss gets better when the frequency increased. The average
value of reflection loss for rice husk rubber tire dust microwave absorber is −41.45 dB, slightly better
than rice husk microwave absorber. This is due to the presence of small percentages of rubber tire
dust with the ratio of 75 : 25; rice husk: rubber tire dust. The reflection loss performance for
rice husk rubber tire dust gets better if the presence of rubber tire dust increased in the mix ratio
between both materials [6].
Banana leaves give an average value of −37.40 dB for its reflection loss performances. The value
indicates a good performance in term of reflection loss as it is better than −10 dB. The highest
value of reflection loss gives by banana leaves material is −43.13 dB at 6.6 GHz while the least value
is −33.97 dB at frequency point of 7.4 GHz. The value of decibel is varies through the range of
frequencies. Although there are fluctuations in the reflection loss values, it can be considered to
give a higher value as the frequency increased.
Sugarcane bagasse as material in microwave absorber fabrication shows the worst result of
reflection loss. Although the result shown is −32.33 dB comply the reflection loss as a good value,
still, it is the worst if compared with the other materials used in this paper. The worst reflection loss
value is −28.10 at 6.0 GHz and the best value is −38.33 dB at 8.2 GHz for banana leaves material.
As previous measurement, the reflection loss is varies through range of frequency and gives a better
result for the increased frequencies. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the reflection losses among
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the materials for fabricated microwave absorber.

Figure 2: Reflection loss performance for the overall materials.

4. RASCH MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS

Rasch measurement model may determine the three major criteria for evaluating good measurement which are validity, reliability and significance of the RCS measurement technique. The Rasch
model is a mathematical formula that specifies the form of the relationship between persons and
the items that operationalize one trait [7]. Rasch measurement model is mostly used in social science educational measurement or psychometrics measurement [8–10]. Furthermore, Barrett (2003)
indicates that there is suitability of Rasch measurement model in metrology measurement where
it includes all theoretical and practical aspects of measurement [11]. The input from the analysis
covers 12 Persons and 4 Items. Person and Item represented as 12 frequency points and four different types of materials respectively. Based on Table 2, Cronbach’s alpha (KR-20) value is at 0.64
which is considered acceptable reliability at 0.64 of confidence level. Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.64
is considerably higher than the acceptance level of 0.60 as agreed by Garson (1998), Gliem and
Gliem (2003) and Leedy and Ormrod (2004) [12–14]. The measured value for Cronbach’s alpha of
0.64 in this paper can be accepted as exploratory research while 0.80 for basic research and 0.90
for very critical issues research [9]. Material reliability of 0.52 shows the measurement technique
sufficiency for number of items (materials) to measure the supposed output. It is still acceptable
although the supposed reliability value is 0.60. In this Rasch measurement analysis, it is further
supported by the value of z-standard = −1.4 which very near to 1 and 0 respectively. This value
indicated, the assessment technique is considered as reliable in measuring the dimension exists by
the materials.
Table 2: Overall summary statistics figure.
Material Reliability
Cronbach’s Alpha (KR-20)
Z-Standard

0.52
0.64
−1.4

5. CONCLUSIONS

A proposed product has been successfully developed and fabricated into a microwave absorber.
A low cost and environment friendly product was produced by a variety of agricultural waste
materials which use a small percentage of chemicals. The microwave absorber is able to perform in
the frequency range of 6.0 GHz to 8.2 GHz. This is due to the reflection loss performance’s results
which is better than −10 dB for each material and gives a value more than −30.0 dB.
Rice husk as microwave absorber’s material gives a better result if compared to sugarcane
bagasse and banana leaves. While for rice husk rubber tire dust microwave absorber is slightly
better than rice husk with −1.362 dB significant. The proposed technique of measurement; RCS
technique, was able to give different value of reflection loss. Based on most research, the technique
of RCS measurement in free space technique is mostly used to gain the reflection loss performance
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and it is valid and reliable based on the Rasch measurement model; Cronbach’s alpha = 0.64. This
microwave absorber product can be marketed with a much lower cost and price compared to the
commercial microwave absorber because the raw materials is agricultural wastes.
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Abstract— In this paper, the structure and principle of a kind of co-phase power supply system
is proposed. The co-phase power supply devices based on two-level quadruple modular topology
structure and three-level duplicate topology structure are studied and the former one is chosen
as a computational example. According to the analysis of high power electronic elements in
power system, a k/n(G) reliability model of the co-phase power supply device, based on two-level
quadruple modular topology structure, is established. Then, the reliability of the co-phase power
supply device is calculated. With the failure rate and Mean Time To Failures (MTTF) presented,
the reliability of the co-phase power supply device is quantificationally evaluated. In order to
promote the reliability of the device, two optimized schemes, which include increasing internal
components of converter cells and increasing the standby branches of the device, are presented.
Compared with the original scheme, the optimized schemes show the promotion of the reliability.
Finally, to demonstrate, the computational method is adopted. The results agree well with the
proposed schemes.
1. INTRODUCTION

There are many power quality problems existing in the traditional traction power supply system,
such as unbalance, reactive power and harmonics to three-phase industrial grid [1, 2]. In [3, 4], the
authors presented an advanced co-phase traction power supply system which can solve these power
quality problems and improve the power quality greatly. [6] demonstrated the application of the
back-to-back converter in active power compensation. The co-phase power supply device plays the
key role of negative sequence compensation and harmonic suppression in the co-phase power supply
system. As the core part of the system, its reliability index will directly affect the normal operation
and application of the whole system. However, few studies have been done on the reliability of the
co-phase power supply device or the whole system.
In this paper, the structure and principle of a kind of co-phase power supply system is proposed.
A k/n(G) reliability model of the co-phase power supply device, based on two-level quadruple
modular topology structure, is established. Then, the reliability of the co-phase power supply
device is calculated. In order to promote the reliability of the device, two optimized schemes, which
include increasing internal components of converter cells and increasing the standby branches of
the device, are presented.
2. CO-PHASE POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM

Figure 1 shows the main structure of the co-phase power supply system. There are two co-phase
power supply devices in this schemeand the capacity of each device is 5 MVA. When the traction
load is under the traction condition, the port β of the traction transformer only output active
power, which will flow into the contact line through the PFC1# and PFC2#, to supply power for
the running electric train. The quantity of the active power output by port β is equal to half of
the total traction load under the substation’s power supply range. Meanwhile, in both co-phase
power supply devices, the converters connected to the traction load will output reactive power to
the load, which will make the power factor achieve the desired value. Then, the power needed in
the hole feeding section of the traction substation will be supplied by port α, and the partition of
the electrical phases in the traction substation exports can be canceled; As port α and port β only
output active power equally, the high-voltage side of the traction transformer will be three-phase
symmetrical, and the negative phase sequence current will be completely compensated. When the
traction load is under the regenerative braking condition, the active power flows to the opposite
direction, and the power fluxion of the other parts is similar to the traction condition.
3. CO-PHASE POWER SUPPLY DEVICE

Figure 2(a) shows the inner structure of the co-phase power supply device based on two-level
quadruple modular topology structure. This kind of device consists of four back-to-back converter
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Figure 1: (a) Co-phase power supply system. (b) Co-phase power supply device.

branches which are connected to each other in parallel. Meanwhile, there are four converter cells in
every back-to-back unit, and each converter cell consists of three single phase H bridges that are
connected with each other in parallel. As the capacity of the whole device is 5 M·VA, every backto-back converter branch’s capacity will be 1.25 MV·A, and every converter’s topology structure is
shown in Figure 2(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Co-phase power supply device based on two-level quadruple modular topology structure.
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Figure 3: Co-phase power supply device based on three-level duplicate modular topology structure.

The co-phase power supply device based on three-level duplicate topology structure is shown in
Figure 3(a). In this scheme, there are two converter units and the capacity of each unit is 2.5 MV·A.
Figure 3(b) shows the inner structure of each converter units.
4. RELIABILITY OF THE ORIGINAL SCHEME

The co-phase power supply device consists of many high power electronic elements, such as Insulated
Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT), Freewheel Diode (D), The Secondary Filter Unit (LC), and Dc-link
Capacity (C). According to the American military standard “MIL-HDBK-217F” and the Chinese
military standard “GJB/Z 299C-2006”, the failure rates and reliability of the high power electronic
elements are estimated and their exact values are
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λ
= 187 Fit

 IGBT
λD = 128 Fit

 λC = 295 Fit
λLC = 96 Fit

⇒


R
= e−λt = e−187t


 IGBT −λt
RD = e
= e−128t
−λt
R =e
= e−295t


 C
−λt
RLC = e
= e−96t

(1)

Since many restricted factors such as engineering practice, capacity requirements and economic
reasons exist, the IGBT’s nominal parameter should be 3300 V/1600A, and the freewheel diode’s
nominal voltage should be 3000 V. As it is not allowed to make the reverse voltage of IGBT higher
than the half of its nominal voltage, choose Ud = 1800 V as the DC side voltage and UN 2 = 970 V
as the low voltage winding nominal voltage. Then, the low voltage winding nominal current IN 2 ,
the IGBT’s maximum value current and the number of IGBT modules can be figured out:
IN 2 =

S1 1250
1600
= 1289A I1 =
≈ 533A
=
UN 2 0.97
3

ICJ =

1250
= 694.4A I1 < ICJ < 2I1
Ud

(2)

According to Figure 3 and the analysis above, the number of normal work IGBTs mustn’t less
than two in every three. Then, the 2/3(G) reliability model and the k/n(G) reliability model of
the co-phase power supply device is built in Figure 4.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4: (a) 2/3(G) reliability model. (b) k/n(G) reliability model of the co-phase power supply device.

The reliability and MTTF of a converter unit are
³
´
R1 (2, 3) = C32 e−2λt 1 − e−λt + C33 e−3λt

Z
TMTTF1 =

∞

R1 (t) dt

0

(3)

As Figure 4(b) shows, the four branches stand for the four converter branches, and every branch
consists of four converter units and a DC capacitor.
The reliability and MTTF of a converter branch are
Z ∞
h
³
´
i4
−2λt
−λt
−3λt
−λC t
R2 = 3e
1−e
+e
·e
TMTTF2 =
R2 (t) dt
(4)
0

The reliability and MTTF of the device are
h
³
´
i16
R3 = 3e−2λt 1 − e−λt + e−3λt
· e−4λC t

Z
TMTTF3 =

0

∞

R3 (t) dt

(5)

5. RELIABILITY OF THE OPTIMIZED SCHEMES

Figure 5(a) shows the first optimized scheme based on increasing internal components of converter
cells. Different with Figure 2(b), there are four converter cells in each converter unit, and the
reliability model should be a 2/4(G) reliability model:
³
´2
³
´
R11 (2, 4) = C42 e−2λt 1 − e−λt + C43 e−3λt 1 − e−λt + C44 e−4λt
(6)
·
¸
Z
16
³
´2
³
´
∞
R31 = 6e−2λt 1 − e−λt + 4e−3λt 1 − e−λt + e−4λt
· e−4λC t TMTTF31 =
R31 (t) dt (7)
0

Meanwhile, Figure 5(b) shows the second optimized scheme which is based on increasing the
standby branches of the device. Compared with the original scheme shown in Figure 2(a), there are
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Figure 5: (a) The optimized scheme which is based on increasing internal components of converter cells. (b)
The optimized scheme based on increasing the standby branches of the device.

five converter branches in the device. According to Eq. (4) the following equations can be achieved
as
R32 (4, 5) = C54 R24 (1 − R2 ) + C55 R25
(8)
h
³
´
i16
h
³
´
i20
R32 (4, 5) = 5 3e−2λt 1 − e−λt + e−3λt
· e−4λC t − 4 3e−2λt 1 − e−λt + e−3λt
· e−5λC t (9)
Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (5), Eq. (7) and Eq. (9), the MTTF of the devices with optimized
schemes and the device with original scheme can be achieved. Table 1 shows the comparison of the
MTTF between the three schemes and the comparison of the reliability curves is given in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Reliability curves of three schemes.
Table 1: The MTTFs of different schemes.
Scheme
MTTF/Year

Original Scheme
23.8790

The first Optimized Schemes
41.2477

The second Optimized Scheme
36.6070

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the structure and principle of a kind of co-phase power supply system is proposed.
Then, a k/n(G) reliability model of the co-phase power supply device, based on two-level quadruple
modular topology structure, is established. Furthermore, two optimized schemes are proposed to
promote the reliability of the device. Finally, the computational results are adopted to demonstrate
the validity of the proposed optimized schemes.
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Abstract— In this paper, we present the design of a metamaterial based microstrip patch antenna, optimized for bandwidth and multiple frequency operations. A Criss-Cross structure has
been proposed, this shape has been inspired from the famous Jerusalem Cross. The theory and
design formulas to calculate various parameters of the proposed antenna have been presented.
Design starts with the analysis of the proposed unit cell structure, and validating the response
using software — HFSS Version 13, for obtaining negative response of ε and µ — metamaterial.
Following this, a metamaterial-based-microstrip-patch-antenna is designed. A detailed comparative study is conducted exploring the response of the designed patch made of metamaterial and
that of the conventional patch. The unique shape proposed in this paper gives improvement in
bandwidth without reducing the gain of the antenna. The C-band of the frequency spectrum has
been chosen for all the above mentioned exercise as it is the most popular band for commercial,
satellite and radar applications. The proposed metamaterial based antenna can be utilized for
higher gain and bandwidth requirements in any of these applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

Low gain and narrow bandwidth are the limitations of conventional microstrip antennas (MSA).
The urge of having a compact antenna configuration further deteriorates these two parameters as
gain and bandwidth both are directly related to the size of the antenna. Therefore, the most recent
design consideration for most of the practical wireless communication applications is size reduction
together with gain and bandwidth enhancement. In order to increase the gain, techniques like
loading of high permittivity dielectric substrate [1], inclusion of an amplifier type active circuitry [2]
and stacked configuration [3] are used. Bandwidth improves if the substrate thickness is increased
or the dielectric constant is reduced, use of thick substrates with the help of air or foam along
with impedance matching technique [4]. Use of metamaterials (MM) for further improving the
performance of MSA has been the recent trend in this field. Majid et al. [5] has proved that the
gain and bandwidth of MSA can be increased by placing an array of left-handed metamaterials
(LHM) in front of patch. This paper lends its contribution for bandwidth enhancement using a
unique MM of Criss-Cross shape. The use of this shape for miniaturisation has been reported in [6].
2. DESIGNING OF CRISS-CROSS SHAPE METAMATERIAL
2.1. Mechanical and Material Aspects

In the Criss-Cross shape [7], there are two cross shapes stacked over each other but electrically
separated from each other by 45◦ as shown in Figure 1(a). The dimension of the unit cell is
6.35 × 6.35 mm with each of its strip with a width of 1.016 mm made of Copper with a thickness of
0.017 mm. The substrate used is Dupont with εr = 7.8.
2.2. Simulations and Response

Figure 1(b) shows the results obtained in HFSS. The analysis of the unit cell when made on different
substrate material and when its array was designed is presented well in [7]. The proposed signature
structure exhibits negative µ & ε in the frequency band of 5 to 9 GHz. As per the thumb rule,
the unit cell size less than quarter wavelength behaves like MM therefore, at higher frequency, its
behaviour as MM is not effective. Therefore, band 5 to 7 GHz is considered to be the effective
negative medium band. The negative parameter bandwidth obtained is thus 33%.
3. DESIGNING OF A CRISS-CROSS METAMATERIAL EMBEDDED MICROSTRIP
PATCH ANTENNA

We now present the design aspects related to designing of rectangular microstrip patch antenna
embodied on a host substrate — metamaterial (signature criss-cross), this is depicted in Figure 3(a).
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Figure 1: (a) A Criss-Cross shape unit cell with stacked X on both sides of substrate. (b) The S11 response
of the Criss-Cross unit cell. (c) The extracted parameters of Criss-Cross shape unit cell when made on the
substrate of Dupont (εr = 7.8).

Comparison of the same is done with the conventional patch antenna that was designed to resonate
at 6 GHz, shown in Figure 2(a). The length of the patch is 16.3 mm and its width is 19.8 mm.
The substrate dimensions are l = 22.4 mm and w = 25.9 mm with a thickness of 1.016 mm with
εr = 2.2. The feed position is (x, y) = (4, 4). The feed position was optimized in an attempt to
obtain multi-band response covering a larger frequency bandwidth with a view that the negative
medium band after inclusion of MM can be covered by the device. Figure 2(b) shows the return
loss response for the conventional patch antenna for f0 = 6 GHz.
In the next step, an array of Criss-Cross metamaterial inclusions was done in the substrate
as shown in Figure 3(a). The frequency response of the above patch is changed as shown in

22.4

19.8

25.9

16.3 (All dimensions are mm)

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Design for a conventional patch antenna for f0 = 6 GHz. (b) S11 response for the conventional
patch antenna.
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Figure 3: (a) Design of Criss-Cross metamaterial embedded patch antenna (top & front view). (b) S11
response for the Criss-Cross metamaterial embedded patch antenna.

Figure 3(b). The left shift in frequency is due to change in the effective impedance of the medium
due to metamaterial inclusions. The bandwidth of this antenna configuration is 610 MHz. The
bandwidth for simple patch was 300 MHz, so an enhancement of 310 MHz is thus achieved with a
gain of 4.45 dB. The metamaterials work on the principle of effective medium theory. The variation
in the size of unit cell, no of array elements, arrangement or distribution of unit cells along the
structure, material used etc. can generate paths for further improvement in the performance of any
model.
4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the simulation results for a new signature — Criss-Cross shaped metamaterial
structure. It has been shown that the proposed structure exhibits negative values of µ and ε
in the region of design-interest. The negative parameter bandwidth obtained for this signature
shape (criss-cross) is 33.33% which is distinctively higher as compared to Square SRR structure
(17–18%) [8] and other reported cross structures (31%) [9]. Our proposed signature — criss-cross
metamaterial structure when utilized to design a rectangular microstrip patch antenna multiple
band operation was observed with an improvement of bandwidth within the multiple bands along
with appreciable improvements in the gain as well, compared to the conventional patch antenna.
Thus, inspired from the Jerusalem cross, this novel signature — Criss-Cross shaped metamaterial
antenna can be strategically utilized to realized microstrip based radiating antennas.
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Abstract— A high gain microstrip patch antenna with a metamaterial cover over it has been
proposed in this paper. A new design namely Criss-Cross metamaterial is being used here.
The Criss-Cross unit cell comprises of a cross printed on one face of dielectric substrate and
the same cross rotated by 45◦ is being printed on the other face of the same substrate. The
DNG behavior, i.e., both ε and µ are simultaneously negative for this metamaterial is obtained
at 6 GHz; the patch also operates on the same frequency. The radome cover is constructed
by stacking three layers made up of a 3 × 3 Criss-Cross metamaterial array. A 3 × 3 array of
Criss-Cross metamaterial unit cell is printed on Duroid substrate. This arrangement of radome
cover increases the gain of a simple patch antenna up to 3.66 dB. The radome cover over the
antenna is used to protect the structure from environmental hazards. However due to use of
conventional dielectric materials as radome, the performance of the antenna degrades. When a
metamaterial in printed on such dielectric material, its properties and behavior changes. This
leads to improvement of performance of patch antenna along with its physical protection. The
directivity of the proposed patch antenna also improves due to the lens behavior of the radome
cover over the patch. A conventional radome cover will scatter the EM radiations emitted by the
patch antenna. But the metamaterial cover acts as a lens which focuses the EM radiations. This
action is once again due to the unusual properties of the metamaterials.
1. INTRODUCTION

Patch antenna consists of a patch of metallization on a grounded substrate. These antennas are
low-profile, lightweight and most suitable for aerospace and mobile applications. However, patch
antennas also have some limitations such as lower gain, lower efficiency and narrow bandwidth.
There has been a lot of study published on the improvement in the performances of patch antennas.
Most of the solutions proposed were to use an array of several antennas. The particular disadvantage
of this method comes from the feeding of each antenna and also from the coupling between each
element. Other solutions have been suggested to make use of a substrate of either high permittivity
or permeability [1]. However, this result in big loss of the material and high cost. In the past few
years, left-handed metamaterials (LHMs) composed of split-ring resonators (SRRs) and wires have
attracted considerable attention because of their unusual electromagnetic properties and can be
applied to antennas reflectors, filters, perfect lens and so on [2–4]. Burokur et al. [5] numerically
studied the influence of LHMs on the performances of the antenna and found the performance of
the antenna can be improved using the focusing effect in the LHMs. Enoch et al. [6] investigated the
properties of metallic composite metamaterials and demonstrated that monopol’s directivity can
be improved greatly using a very low refractive index of metamaterials. Chen et al. [7] theoretically
investigated the controllable LHMs based on a varactor-loaded S-shaped resonator structure which
can realise continuous scanning capability. In this paper, we study numerically the performances
of a patch antenna when Double negative (DNG) is placed above.
2. DESIGNING OF DNG COVER USING CRISS-CROSS METAMATERIA

The design of a metamaterial-radome for a patch antenna operating in a specific frequency band requires the entire determination of its electromagnetic characteristics around the operating frequency
with well defined properties. The composed multi-layered media should have an effective index of
refraction near zero with low losses to not modify the antenna performances. In this study, the
metamaterial radome is made by aligning the layers of the Criss-Cross resonators alternately with
layers of air. Since the metamaterial radome is a 3D periodic structure of Criss-Cross, the effective
permittivity and permeability of a metamaterial-slab are computed with Ansoft-HFSS software by
using both the perfect electric conductor (PEC) and perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) boundaries. This method allows the microwave characterization of a semi-infinite effective homogeneous
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slab with an infinite periodic array structure. For a plane wave incident normally on the homogenous slab of thickness d, we compute the effective permeability from the reflection (S11 ) and the
transmission (S21 ) coefficients of the simulated structure.
Here we study the effect of a DNG MM cover over a patch antenna. The MM cover was made
of a 3 × 3 array of Criss-Cross MM [8]. The Criss-Cross structure gives negative ε and µ in the
frequency band of 5–7 GHz. Thus a 6 GHz patch antenna was designed in order to match the
resonating frequency. The functioning of a MM cover over the patch is explained in Fig. 1 where
the scattered radiations from the patch are focused due to the MM cover over it. This action helps

Figure 1: Lensing phenomenon by radome cover using MM over the patch antenna.
Table 1: Summary of different trials applied for radome cover.
TYPE
Single layer
i) ag = 10 mm
ii) ag = 15 mm
iii) ag = 20 mm
iv) ag = 25 mm
Double layer
i) ag1 = 25 mm ag2 = 6.25 mm
ii) ag1 = 25 mm ag2 = 10.25
Triple layer
(ag1 = 25 & ag2 = 6.25)
i) ag3 = 6.25
ii) ag3 = 10.25

FREQ (GHz)

S11 (dB)

GAIN (dB) DIRECTIVITY (dB)

5.5
5.8
6.4
6.6

−15.49
−15.82
−16.12
−16.19

2.51
3.21
4.61
4.64

3.48
3.55
4.68
4.74

5.5
6.2

−37.97
−15.82

4.65
2.55

4.75
3.26

6.3
6.4

−15.38
−16.08

3.69
3.66

3.66
3.66

MM LAYER AS
SUPERSTRATE
Air gap (ag)

RADIATING PATCH
COAX FEED

Figure 2: Criss-Cross MM based radome cover made up of single layer over the patch.
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in improving gain and directivity of the patch antenna.
Figure 2 shows a single layer radome structure above the 6 GHz radiating patch. The dimensions
of the radome optimized with the Ansoft-HFSS software. In order to form the radome cover, a
layer consisting of 3 × 3 array of Criss-Cross MM being printed over Duroid substrate with εr = 2.2
was used. The thickness of the substrate is 1 mm. The dimensions of Criss-Cross unit cell are same
as in [8]. The distance between the patch and the cover is defined as ‘ag’. ‘ag’ has been varied in
steps so as to see its effect on results.
Table 1 summarizes the different optimization trials applied to the radome structure. It has
been noticed that the gain and directivity improved as the number of MM layers in the radome
structure are increased.
3. CONCLUSION

Use of a conventional dielectric radome cover adds losses and disturbance to the radiation pattern
of the patch antenna. But the use of MM for radome cover improves the gain and the directivity
of the patch. The results show that under proper conditions the energy radiated by the MM cover
antenna is concentrated, and a more directional and higher gain antenna is obtained. MM has the
merits of simple structure, compact size, prepared convenience and the most important is that it
can improve the performances of the patch antenna greatly. Furthermore, MM cover can also be
used to the other antennas such as monopoles, dipole antennas, leak-wave antennas and aperture
antennas.
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Abstract— In this paper, a multi-channel digital temperature acquisition system is proposed.
Based on System on a Programmable Chip (SOPC) and 1-wire bus technologies, the temperature
acquisition node is designed. The data acquired is transferred to the host computer through
RS232 serial interface. The software on the computer analyzes and processes the received data
to achieve the real-time monitoring and display of the temperature through the User Interface
(UI). Programmable resolution 1-wire digital thermometer DS18B20 is adopted in this design.
The acquisition node is configured by NIOS soft core CPU using Verilog HDL and C language,
meanwhile, the UI on the PC is designed in Visual Basic language. The temperature sensor has
an operating temperature range of −55◦ to 125◦ . The resolution of the acquisition is 0.0625◦
and the display resolution is 0.01◦ . All simulations in the design are done in Quartus and
Modelsim tools. Finally, the operation of the temperature acquisition system is validated on an
Altera Cyclone II series FPGA chip. The measure results are displayed on both the local LCD
module of the acquisition node and the UI of the host computer. The system can also give out
alarm signals when the temperature acquired exceeds the threshold set through software. Due
to the use of SOPC technology, the system is of high integration, high design flexibility, small
volume and low power consumption. The system can be widely used in areas such as intelligent
greenhouses, temperature monitoring systems inside storehouses, equipments, or machinery, and
process control systems.
1. INTRODUCTION

The temperature is one of the basic physical parameters, and the temperature acquisition is one of
the most continually technology used in agriculture, industry and daily life. Temperature acquisition systems are widely applied in areas such as intelligent greenhouses, storehouses, equipments,
machinery, and medicine, etc.. The traditional temperature acquisition systems usually use microprocessors as the central processing units. With the development of SOPC technology and the
miniaturization of the electronic equipments, data acquisition systems start to introduce FPGA as
the core of the systems.
In this paper, a multi-channel digital temperature acquisition system based on SOPC is proposed. The acquisition node is configured by NIOS soft core CPU using Verilog HDL and C language. The temperature sensors DS18B20 convert the temperature to digital word and the FPGA
chip store it in the FIFO memory. Finally, the value of the temperature is displayed on the LCD
module controlled by the NIOS soft core CPU and sent to the PC end through UART (Universal
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) for display. On the UI of the PC end, we can observe the
real-time temperature and set the upper limit temperature. When the temperature acquired exceed
the limit the UI will give out alarm signal. The integration and speed of the acquisition system are
upgraded because of the introduction of the SOPC technology.
2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

The proposed temperature acquisition system is shown in Fig. 1. The system mainly consists of five
parts, four DS18B20 temperature sensors, an Altera cyclone II FPGA board, a LCD12864 display
module, a MAX232 UART module and a host computer.
LCD 12864

DS18B20

SOPC

UART

Host
Computer

Figure 1: Functional block diagram of the temperature acquisition system.
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1) The temperature sensors module includes four digital temperature sensors DS18B20. Under
the control of the SOPC module, the sensors acquire the temperatures of the four channels
and convert them into digits.
2) The SOPC module receives the digits sent by DS18B20 and stores them in the FIFO memory,
and translates them into real values of the temperatures. After the translation, the SOPC
send the data to the LCD12864 and UART module for display.
3) The LCD12864 display module consists of a liquid crystal display panel. The temperatures
of the four channels are displayed on the module, so the user can observe the values of the
temperature at the field even if there is no host computer.
4) The UART module implements the conversion between TTL/CMOS levels and TIA/EIA-232F levels. Thus enable the SOPC to send data to the host computer.
5) The host computer receives the data sent by SOPC and displays the temperatures on the
user interface (UI). We can also set the temperature thresholds on the UI. If the temperatures
exceed the thresholds we set, the UI will give out alarm information to remind us the over
temperature events.
3. HARDWARE DESIGN

In this section, the hardware design of the temperature sensors circuit, LCD display circuit, UART
levels conversion circuit, and FPGA/SOPC system is described.
3.1. DS18B20 Temperature Sensors Circuit Design

DS18B20 is a 1-Wire Digital Thermometer, so that only one wire (and ground) needs to be connected from the FPGA to a DS18B20. The Data In/Out pin (pin 2) is pulled up to VCC through a
4.7 kΩ resistor, in order to provide power for reading, writing, and performing temperature conversions by the data line itself. The four sensors use the same circuits as above and parallel acquisition
is adopted to improve the conversion speed.
3.2. UART Circuit Design

The UART circuit realizes the conversion between TTL/CMOS levels and TIA/EIA-232-F levels.
So the acquisition system can communicate with the host computer through serial port. The circuit
of this part is shown in Fig. 3.
3.3. LCD12864 Display Circuit Design

In the acquisition system, a LCD12864 module is adopted as the temperatures display device. The
controller/driver of the LCD12864 is ST7920 which has a wide operating voltage (2.7 V to 5.5 V)
and low power consumption. The display module has a display definition of 128×64 and works in
parallel bus mode. The circuit is as Fig. 4 shows.
3.4. Hardware Design of SOPC System

The SOPC system is mainly comprised of the NIOS processor, the user-defined components and
some peripheral. The structure of system is shown in Fig. 5. The system is created in Verilog
hardware description language (HDL).

R31
VCC
4.7K
DQ

U6
3
2
1
DS18B20

Figure 2: The schematic of temperature sensor.
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12
9
14
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4
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VV+

VCC

C12
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Figure 3: The schematic of the UART circuit.
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FIFO

Avalon
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Figure 4: The schematic of the
LCD12864 circuit.

LCD Controller

DS18B20

Figure 5: The structure diagram of the SOPC system.

4. SOFTWARE DESIGN BASED ON NIOS II

The software is designed in C language in the NIOS II IDE environment. In this system, the
software mainly implements the control of the LCD display of the four channels’ temperatures.
When the temperature sensors DS18B20 finish the conversion, the system will call the display
function and display the four temperatures on the LCD. The software flow chart is shown in Fig. 6.
The control of the conversion of sensors and UART are finished by modules described in Verilog
HDL.
The data sent to the serial port is made up of five bytes. The first byte is the channel label,
so the UI on the host computer can recognize the corresponding temperatures of the four channels
and display them on the interface correctly. The second to the fourth bytes of the data are the
tens, units, tenths and hundredths of the temperature to be displayed respectively.
Start

Initialization

N

Conversion
finished?
Y
Display
temperatures

Temperatures
display finished?

N

Y

Figure 6: The flow chart of the program.
5. SYSTEM VERIFICATION

In order to verify the operation of the system, this paper utilizes Altera Cyclone II FPGA chip
EP2C5Q208C8 to realize the system. The photo of the system is shown in Fig 7. The system
mainly contains three circuit boards, a FPGA board, a LCD12864 display board and a DS18B20
temperature sensors board.
A UI on the host computer is designed in Visual Basic, the temperatures of the four channels
can be displayed on the interface and temperature thresholds can be set through it. The operation
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Figure 8: The operation of the User Interface (UI).

photo of the UI is shown in Fig. 8.
The temperature threshold of channel 1 is set to 25◦ , thresholds of channel 2–4 are set to 27◦ .
The temperature acquired by channel 1 is 25.93◦ which has exceed the threshold. So the status
turns to “Over Temp” from “Normal” to report the fault.
6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a multi-channel digital temperature acquisition system based on SOPC is designed.
The integration of the system is improved due to the use of the SOPC technology. The operation of
the system is verified on the Altera EP2C5Q208C8 FPGA chip and the host computer. The system
can be widely used in areas such as intelligent greenhouses, temperature monitoring systems inside
storehouses, equipments, or machinery, and process control systems.
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Abstract— A high precision and externally synchronous relaxation oscillator with simple structure is proposed in this paper. The oscillator consists of the current circuits, a capacitor, two
comparators, a RS flip-flop and other components. In the current circuits positive and negative
temperature coefficient currents are obtained. With the current temperature compensation, a
low temperature current is used to charge and discharge the capacity. By optimizing the delay
of the comparators the oscillator has a good ability of control linearity In this method a high
precision oscillator is obtained. Based on 0.5 µm OKI technology library, HSPICE and Cadence
software is used to circuit simulation the simulation results show that the oscillator has stable
output frequency and external synchronization. Under the environment of typical applications in
the chip system, the frequency of the oscillation is 500.1 kHz, With the power supply temperature
changing from −40◦ C to 125◦ C, the frequency migration ranges from −0.3% to +1.3%.
1. INTRODUCTION

With the advantages of light weight, small size and high efficiency, switching power supply is being
widely used in almost all electronic devices. It has become an indispensable part in the development
of the information industry. As a member of switching power supply with PWM circuit, the clock
generation of DC/DC convertor plays a key role, its main types are: relaxation oscillator, ring
oscillator and LC oscillator. Especially, the relaxation oscillator is used in capacitive sensors and
monolithic power integrated circuits. A well-designed relaxation oscillator should have following
features: good stability, wide frequency range and good control linearity. In this paper with the
current temperature compensation, a low temperature current is used to charge and discharge
the capacity, and a high-precision clock signal can then be obtained. By optimizing the delay of
the comparators, the oscillator gets a good ability of control linearity. Meanwhile, in order to
make the system with an oscillator works synchronously, this relaxation oscillator has a function
of synchronized by external sync clock signal.
2. ARCHITECTURE OF RELAXATION OSCILLATOR

Figure 1: Layout of the tunable dual-band bandpass filter.

By taking advantage of the bi-stable characteristic of switching elements such as the flip-flop
and comparator, the current circuits take turns to charge or discharge the clock capacitor. With
the voltage waveform of the capacitor rising or falling, the node R and S are triggered and the state
of the circuit is changed periodically. In Fig. 1, COMP1 and COMP2 are window comparators,
their flipping threshold are VH andVL respectively.
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Figure 2: Layout of the tunable dual-band bandpass filter.
2.1. The Design of Relaxation Oscillator

The design of the relaxation oscillator is shown in Fig. 2, through two current circuits a temperaturecompensated current is obtained. With the help of current mirror, the discharged current I4 is
greater than the charged current I3 , the capacitor voltage is toothed with frequency stability, CLK
is the clock signal.
The high level VH of the amplitude control circuit is detected by the comparator COMP1, the
low level is detected by the comparator COMP2. The generation of clock is shown in Fig. 3, tp1 and
tp2 are the delays produced by the two comparators. In order to reduce the frequency distortion
in frequency modulator caused by non-linearity, the delay should be as small as possible. How to
reduce the delay will be described in next part.

Figure 3: Sawtooth wave and generation of clock
signal.

Figure 4: The comparator circuit.

The current Ip and In are obtained by the follower (AMP1, AMP2) tracking the reference voltage
Va and Vb respectively, which can be expressed as:
Va − Vbe M P 2
×
R1
MP1
MP4
Vb
×
In =
R2 M P 3
Ip =

(1)
(2)

where M P 1, M P 2, M P 3, M P 4 mean the number of the devices in parallel respectively. With
increasing temperature Vbe decreases. However R1 and R2 are resistances with positive temperature coefficient. It can be derived that Ip is the current with positive temperature coefficient and
In on the contrary is the current with negative temperature coefficient. The two currents gather
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to charge and discharge the clock capacitor. Through temperature compensation a high-precision
clock is obtained.
2.2. The Design of the Comparator

As the RS flip-flop is triggered by the rising edge, we should reduce the delay tp1. The comparator
circuit is designed shown as Fig. 4.
When skip signal is high and Vcap is higher than VH , M9 is on and M10 is off. The drain current
of M6 (ID6 ) and that of M2 (ID2 ) flow in M4 together. It can be derived that the drain current of
M4 is larger than that of M3 and VN is then larger than threshold voltage of M11 to keep the skip
signal high. Drain current of M4 (ID4 ) can be given by
ID4 = ID2 + ID6

(3)

While Vcap increase (VH fixed), ID2 and ID3 decreases, VN rises and
ID4 ≥ ID3

(4)

So the threshold of skip signal rising is achieved when ID4 equals to ID3 . As M1 and M2 work
in saturation area, ID3 and ID2 can be expressed by
1
W
ID3 = ID1 = µp Cox (VP − Vcap − |VT P |)2
2
L
1
W
ID2 = µp Cox (VP − VH − |VT P |)2
2
L

(5)
(6)

Where µp , Cox , VT P and W/L stand for effective channel mobility, gate oxide capacitance per unit
area, threshold voltage and wide to length ratio of PMOS. From (3), (4), (5), the condition of rising
threshold can be expressed by
ID1 = ID2 + ID6
(7)
In Fig. 4, other current of transistors can be expressed as follow:
ID1 + ID2 = ID5
ID5 = 3ID8 = 3I0
ID6 = ID8 = I0

(8)
(9)
(10)

where I0 is current bias. From (7), (8), (9) and (10), ID1 and ID2 can be expressed by
1
(ID5 + ID6 ) = 2I0
2
1
= (ID5 − ID6 ) = I0
2

ID1 =

(11)

ID2

(12)

From (5) and (11), (6) and (12), VC and VP can be expressed by
s
2I0
VP = Vcap + |VT P | +
µp Cox W/L
s
I0
VP = VH + |VT P | + 2
µp Cox W/L
From (13) and (14), the threshold voltage of skip signal rising can be given by
s
³√
´
I0
Vcap = VH +
2−2
µp Cox W/L

(13)
(14)

(15)

From (15), it is clear that the rising threshold voltage is lower than VH and in this way tp1 can be
reduced.
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3. EXTERNAL SYNCHRONIZATION APPLICATION

In order to make the whole system works in unified clock synchronously, the oscillator is with
externally synchronous function. The external clock signal often has an unfixed duty cycle. Such
waveform is generally not conducive to an edge-triggered RS flip-flop to flip quickly, so a shaping
circuit is usually needed, it may adjust the duty cycle of the external clock signal to less than 10%.
This circuit is simple and is not included in our paper. When the external synchronizing signal
SYNC arrives the MP7 of Fig. 2 works, and I2 takes parts of current I1 , thus the charge-discharge
current can be reduced in whole clock period. As Vcap is always lower than the voltage VH , COMP1
will not overturn. The synchronous signal SYNC can be introduced through the logic gate NOR1,
in this way the oscillator can work with the outside synchronous clock frequency.
4. SIMULATION RESULT

The relaxation oscillator has been implemented with a standard 0.5 µm OKI process. Our design
has been simulated in a temperature ranging from −40◦ C to 125◦ C on HSPICE. The results show
that the oscillator is in high precision. Table 1 summarizes the simulation result of the oscillator
in different temperature.

T /◦ C

fosc /MHz

offset/%

−40

506.5 kHz

+1.3

25

500.1 kHz

+0.02

40

504 kHz

+0.8

60

506.3 kHz

+1.26

85

499.3 kHz

−0.15

125

501.9 kHz

+0.38

Table 1: Frequency vs temperature.

Figure 5: Simulation results of Vcap and OSC.

Figure 6: External synchronization with 200 kHz.

Figure 7: External synchronization with 1 MHz.

5. CONCLUSION

A high precision and externally synchronous relaxation oscillator is proposed. With the current
temperature compensation, a low temperature current is used to charge and discharge the capacity.
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The relaxation oscillator has been implemented with a standard 0.5 µm OKI process. This oscillator
has been simulated in the temperature range of (−40◦ C ∼ 125◦ C) on HSPICE. The results show
that the oscillator is of stable frequency, high precision, and external synchronization ranging from
200 kHz to 1 MHz.
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Abstract— A novel algorithm which exploits aspectual invariance and local contrast to discriminate landmines from other man-made targets and natural clutter in Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) image is proposed in this paper. Firstly, Azimuth Scattering Entropy (ASE), which measures the characteristic of aspectual invariance, is extracted as a detection feature. The detection
threshold is then acquired from the histogram of the ASE image with an auto-adaptation method.
The ultimate detection result is obtained by fusing results from aspectual invariance detection
and Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) detection of the full aperture image. The algorithm concerns with the use of prior information of the to-be-detected targets and provides new thinking for
detection scheme in SAR image. The results of experimental data demonstrate the effectiveness
and practicability of the proposed algorithm.
1. INTRODUCTION

Landmines left after war are difficult to clear, which threatens humans life and hinders the development of social economy. Landmine clearance is a task which brooks no delay. However, landmine
detection is a worldwide problem [1], primarily due to: 1) landmines are usually of small size, which
demands high resolution in imaging and detection and complicates the implementation of radar
system. 2) Landmines have small Radar Cross Section (RCS) and low signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR)
in SAR image. As a result, landmine detection is a typical weak and dim target detection problem
in complex environments.
Recently, many detection techniques have been investigated. The Lincoln Laboratory Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) algorithm [2] is a typical procedure of ATR in SAR image due to
its clear thinking and reasonable structure. The subsequent improved algorithms mainly improve
on each stage (prescreening, discrimination and classification) of the Lincoln Laboratory ATR algorithm. In these methods, target characteristics are usually used in the discrimination stage, other
than the prescreening stage, i.e., the detection stage. Assume that we bring forward target’s prior
information. That is to say, target characteristics, which might be used in the discrimination and
classification stage, are included in the prescreening stage. Thus, the prescreening becomes more
specific and its accuracy increases. Although new detection features involved in the prescreening
stage increase the calculation amount of prescreening, the false alarm of the extracted Region of
Interest (ROI) decreases, and this will eventually decrease the calculation amount of the discrimination and classification stage. In consequence, the calculation amount of the whole ATR scheme
decreases.
This paper takes the background of detecting metal anti-tank mines with Airship Mounted Ultrawide Band SAR (AMUSAR) [3], and is organized as follows. Section 2 gives full introduction to
the fusion detection algorithm, and experimental result is given in Section 3 followed by conclusion
in Section 4.
2. FUSION DETECTION ALGORITHM
2.1. Basics of Fusion Detection Algorithm

Common landmine detection features involve scattering intensity, double-hump [4], morphological
feature, etc.. These features perform well in landmine detection, but operators usually ignore the
aspect-frequency dependence of targets in the discrimination and classification stage. Landmine is a
typical body-of-revolution (BOR) target [5] and aspectual invariance is the most significant and the
most robust characteristic, while most man-made targets and natural clutter show inconspicuous
aspectual invariance. Therefore, aspectual invariance is a promising discrimination feature of BOR
targets and non-rotary body targets.
Fusion detection takes full advantage of multiple features of targets, which can efficiently increase
detection rate and decrease false alarm rate. From the abstract level, fusion can be divided into:
pixel-level fusion, feature-level fusion and decision-level fusion. As can be seen from the analysis
above, detection based on aspectual scattering characteristic can distinguish BOR target and nonrotary body target effectively, but is not able to eliminate clutters with high aspectual invariance.
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CFAR detection can detect strong scattering targets, but cannot distinguish BOR target and strong
scattering clutters. If we fuse the detection results based on the two features, clutters with strong
aspectual invariance and scattering can be eliminated effectively, which will decrease the false alarm
rate of landmine detection.
2.2. Azimuth Scattering Entropy

In order to use aspectual invariance to detect landmines, appropriate measurement is needed.
n (n = 1, . . . , N ) is the amplitude of pixel (i, j) corresponding to aspect angle θ ,
Assume that Ii,j
n
where N denotes the number of sub-apertures and i, j represents the pixel index along the range
n
and azimuth directions, respectively. Let pni,j denotes the proportion of Ii,j
pni,j

=

n
Ii,j
/

N
X

n
Ii,j
,

n = 1, . . . , N

(1)

n=1

Azimuth scattering entropy, the measurement of aspectual invariance is given as
Ei,j = −

N
X

¡ ¢
pni,j ln pni,j

(2)

n=1

In order to enhance the distinguish degree of measurement, (2) is modified as (3) through
nonlinear transform.
"
#
N
X
Ei,j = 1/ ln(N ) +
pni,j ln(pni,j )
(3)
n=1

2.3. ASE Detector and Determination of Threshold

The detector is defined by the rule
½
Ei,j > TASE
Ei,j < TASE

presence of a target pixel
presence of a clutter pixel

(4)

where Ei,j is the azimuth scattering entropy of pixel (i, j) and TASE is the global threshold of ASE.
In general conditions, BOR targets have much bigger ASE than non-rotary body targets and
clutters, so we can use an empirical value as the global threshold according to typical ASE values
of different targets. However, the descent of SCR will reduce the estimation accuracy of ASE [6],
and the calculated ASE of BOR targets is usually smaller than typical values. False alarms will
emerge if empirical value by simulation data is used as the global threshold. To solve that problem,
we determine global threshold with adaptive method. BOR targets are usually with bigger ASE,
and the pixels of BOR targets stay in the tailing part of the histogram of ASE image.
Assume that random variable E denotes ASE of corresponding pixel. Given that the confidence
coefficient of BOR target pixel is 1 − ϕ, global threshold TASE is then determined by
P {E > TASE } = 1 − ϕ

(5)

where P denotes probability distribution of ASE histogram, and ϕ ∈ [0, 1] is empirical value which
is referred to as the proportion of non-rotary body target in the whole ASE image. If the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of ASE image is F , (5) is rewrite as
1 − F (TASE ) = 1 − ϕ

(6)

2.4. Fusion Detection Algorithm

The scheme of our fusion detection algorithm is shown as Fig. 1. The local judgment of each
part is ‘hard judgment’, and the fusion rule in decision fusion centre is ‘and’, which decreases false
alarm, but demands 100% detection rate in each local detection. Low threshold is set in each local
detection to guarantee high local detection rate.
As can been seen from the scheme, the introduction of new detection feature increases the
calculation amount. However, the extra calculation amount won’t add up the whole runtime of
landmine detection, primly due to: 1) parallel fusion algorithm, 2) utilization of ‘multi-GPU and
multi-CPU’ real-time processing framework [7] in engineering application. The primary added
runtime stays on the decision fusion stage, and it is negligible to the reduced runtime in the
subsequent discrimination stage due to the decrease of false alarm.
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Figure 1: Framework of fusion detection algorithm.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Data used in this paper is collected by AMUSAR system, which adopts step frequency signal
system and achieves resolution of 0.1 meter in range and azimuth directions. The system adopts
Archimedean Spiral Antenna and has main beam angle wider than 60 degrees.

Figure 3: Full aperture SAR image.
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Figure 4: Detection result when the parameter of false alarm rate in CFAR detector is 0.005. (a) The CFAR
detection result. (b) The fusion detection result.
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Figure 5: ROC curves.

The experimental layout is shown as in Fig. 2. The soil moisture in our experimental site is
between 5% and 10%. There are 40 anti-tank mines with diameter of 30 cm and a truck in the
minefield. Four metal bonnets with diameter of 30 cm and height of 30 cm are also placed as
calibration objects.
Figure 3 is the full aperture SAR image obtained by BP imaging algorithm, in which the
rectangular box and the circle represent the minefield and metal bonnet, respectively. CFAR
detection result and fusion detection result are shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that there are fewer
false alarms in fusion detection. In order to acquire more accurate conclusion, the receiver operator
characteristic (ROC) is adopted, as is shown in Fig. 5. Compared with single feature detection,
fusion detection decreases false alarm rate while guaranteeing high detection rate.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a fusion detection algorithm based on aspectual scattering characteristic and local
contrast is proposed. Compared with traditional methods, this method takes full advantage of
aspectual invariance of BOR targets and achieves lower false alarm rate and higher detection rate.
Further research could include the utilization of sub-band information. And it would be of interest
to see how well two-dimension prior information (sub-band and sub-aperture information) performs
in landmine detection.
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Abstract— The commonly used forest fire detection methods are insufficient to detect the earlystage forest fire. In order to solve this problem, this paper presents a novel method to detect
early-stage forest fire using TDLAS (Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy) technique.
With the high sensitivity and rapid response, TDLAS is used to detect trace gas CO concentration
sourcing from the early-stage forest fire. The TDLAS system is composed of a White-type multipass cell, combined with wavelength modulation and harmonic detection. The analysis of secondharmonic spectrum and the lab tests to different CO concentrations show that the relationship
between CO concentration and spectrum intensity abide by linearity relations, and the system
has high accuracy. It can be concluded that it is feasible to detect early-stage forest fire by
measuring CO concentration and it interests to improve the system performance in the forest fire
detection field.
1. INTRODUCTION

Forest fire will bring the most devastating consequences to the forest and the human life [1]. In our
country, ground patrol and protect, watchtower monitoring [2], air patrol and protect and remote
sensing satellites [3] are commonly used to detect forest fire. But all the above methods cannot
detect the early fire effectively. The wireless temperature sensing technology [4] was proposed to
improve the imperfections, but to no avail.
In order to improve the performance and sensitivity of forest fire detection system, this paper
adopts a gas detection method with high detection sensitivity, which is the early detection of forest
fire.
2. CHARACTERISTIC GAS IN EARLY FOREST FIRE

The forest fire has the specific physical and chemical characteristics process, which are outputted
respectively in early stage, smoldering stage, heating stage and flame attenuation stage [5–7]. Gasses
are mainly the product of the imperfect combustion in the early stage. In view of the produced
gasses is earlier than temperature and flame, the early detection system detect gasses should be
enough sensitive and rapid, then more easily to discovery the early detection of forest fire. So
extracting characteristic signals of gasses in early forest fire has broad prospect [8].
The burning process will inevitably produce CO and CO2 . CO2 is a kind of common gas with
a certain concentration in atmospheric environment, but its concentration would rise sharply if the
fire broke out. Usually it occurs in minute amounts for CO in the atmosphere and it is produced
earlier than the CO2 in the forest fire. CO is lighter than air and can rise and spread fast with
little heat or without any heat, so it can be easily detected [9–11]. In a word, CO can be viewed
as characteristic gas to detect is a rapid and accurate way in early forest fire.
So far, commonly used detection methods of gas concentration are mainly classified as chemical
method, gas chromatography and spectral absorption method, but all methods are not ideal to
detect trace gas detection. In recent years, due to it detects trace gas is rapid, real-time and
highly sensitive, tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) has been widely applied in
environmental, biomedical and industrial fields.
3. THE PRINCIPAL OF TDALS

In fact, TDLAS is a kind of absorption spectrum technology, using laser characteristics of narrow
line width and wavelength tuning to scan the single absorption peak of the gas. It can obtain gas
concentration by analyzing the spectral selective absorption. Beer-Lambert law is the theoretical
basis of TDLAS [12, 13] technology. According to the law, the intensity of light beam will can be
attenuated after gas molecules absorption to be
It (v) = I0 (v) exp[−α(v)CL]

(1)
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whereas, I0 (v) is incident light intensity, It (v) is transmission light intensity after gas absorption,
α(v) is absorption coefficient for unit concentration and unit length at frequency v, C is volume
fraction, L is light path length.
4. SELECTION OF CO SPECTRAL ABSORPTION

The gas absorption spectrum can be obtained from HITRAN (2008) spectral database. The Absorption spectral line selection should consider both laser interference and background gas. It is
shown from Figure 1 that CO has larger absorption spectrum strength at wavelength of about
1.58 µm. Around 1.58 µm, CO has higher spectral intensity than other gases and narrower wavelength than other domains, which is more suitable for TDLAS detection, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: CO absorption spectral lines around
1.43 µm ∼ 2.0 µm.

Figure 2: Absorption lines of common gases around
1.55 µm∼ 1.61 µm.

5. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE DETECTION SYSTEM

For TDLAS based early forest fire detection system, its core part is the laser. Laser selection should
consider several points: 1, the central frequency of the laser should match with the characteristics of
gas absorption spectrum; 2, the price should relatively cheap and suitable for extensive application.
In addition, due to Beer-Lambert law demands strictly monochromatic light, the light source should
be selected distribution feedback (DFB) laser with the central wavelength distribution around
1.58 µm, narrow band width and high effective optical power, which helps to improve the system
sensitivity.
The block diagram of TDLAS system is shown in Figure 3. The American Thorlabs ITC5000
controller is used to make the laser wavelength scan through the whole absorption lines by adjusting the injection laser current and temperature of the laser. The current is modulated by the
external input modulation signal, and the modulation signal sent to the phase-locked amplifier as
the reference signal. Laser driver drives the laser beam through the long optical path cell filled
with gas. The light reaches the photoelectric detector after multiple reflections. After the weak
light signal is multiplied and integrated by phase-locked amplifier and suppress noise, the useful
harmonic signal is obtained. The harmonic signal is collected by the data acquisition card (DAQ
card) send to computer processes and operates data, and then gas concentration is got.
This system adopts the structure of White absorption pool [14, 15]. The basic structure of the
pool is shown in Figure 4(a). The absorption pool is mainly composed of three pieces of spherical
mirrors; including primary mirror A, secondary mirror B and B 0 . All the mirrors have the same
radius of curvature. Primary mirror is placed at one end of the absorption pool, and its center
of curvature is in the middle of the secondary B and B 0 . The secondary B and B 0 is placed at
the other side of the pool, and its curvature center is located on the primary mirror. Its entity
structure is shown in Figure 4(b).
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(a) The basic structure diagram

(b) Entity structure

Figure 3: Block diagram of TDLAS system.

Figure 4: The structure diagram and entity structure of the absorption pool spectrum.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Due to the interference of the background gas, the direct absorption measurement technique and
harmonic detection which have better measurement sensitivity and accuracy is adopted to measure
of weak signal. With the increase of harmonics, the harmonic signal amplitude will decrease, so
in the practical application first or second harmonic detection is generally chosen. It can be seen
from Figure 5 that, in the line center, the second harmonic has relative high amplitude and the
first harmonic is close to zero. Therefore, this paper uses the second harmonic peak to achieve
concentration detection.

Figure 5: Second harmonic spectrum and first harmonic.

Figure 6: The picture of TDLAS detection system
for early forest fire.

Referred to the existing literature [16–19] about TDLAS technology and the research progress of
gas detection technology, the early forest fire CO gas detection system is designed and the picture
is shown in Figure 6.
The laser frequency is adopted at 5 kHz for modulating the wavelength and the frequency is
selected at 20 hz for scanning gas absorption peak. Selecting nitrogen as balance gas, CO gas was
prepared with the volume fraction of 20 ppmv to165 ppmv The measurement result is shown in
Figure 7. It can be seen that the second harmonic intensity changes with the concentration. From
the linear fitting results shown in Figure 8, it can be demonstrated that the concentration of CO is
in linear relation with the second harmonic intensity and the fitting result is Y = 0.0251+0.00451X.
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Figure 7: Second-harmonic spectrum for different
CO concentrations.

Figure 8: Relevance of CO concentration and
second-harmonic spectrum intensity.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

For the trace gas detection, TDLAS technology has the advantages of high sensitivity, fast response
speed, good selectivity and low detection limit, in several ppm levels. This will help to accurately
detect the gas from the fire so as to realize the early detection of forest fires. It will be beneficial
and meaningful to forest fire prevention and reduce the loss.
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Abstract— Monitoring of solitary wave on water surface is introduced. For this purpose, a
water basin for a hydraulic modeling is used. Under a given boundary condition of a hydraulic
model, a sinusoidal wave is propagates to pass a slit to diffract just like a case of Fresnel diffraction
of optical ray. A specific linkage of boundary conditions, bathymetry, and a generated sinusoidal
wave with a specific period is found for producing a solitary water wave in the basin. Some
experiments are helpful for basic understanding of a process of solitary wave formation at a
generated sinusoidal wave. Then, the author tends to consider whether this solitary wave might
suggest that the strange peak observed during the monitoring tsunami waves accompanied by
the 2011 earthquake in the northwest Pacific.
1. INTRODUCTION

This work is on monitoring of solitary wave on water surface. For this purpose, a water basin for a
hydraulic modeling is used. Under a given boundary condition of a hydraulic model, a sinusoidal
wave is propagates to pass a slit to diffract just like a case of Fresnel diffraction of optical ray. A
specific linkage of boundary conditions, bathymetric condition, and a generated sinusoidal wave
with a specific period is found for producing a solitary water wave in the basin. Some experiments
are helpful for basic understanding solitary wave formation at a generated sinusoidal wave.
Then, the author tends to consider whether this solitary wave might suggest that the strange
peak observed during the monitoring tsunami waves accompanied by the 2011 earthquake in the
northwest Pacific.
2. SOLITARY WAVE

It is well known that a simple harmonic wave on the water surface can be described as a small
amplitude sinusoidal wave.
On the basis of this understanding, a linear formulation can be given generally that the water
waves found on the water surface can be described as an ensemble of the waves with various kinds
of frequencies and of wave numbers. This means that the waves have a periodic property.
On the other hand, there are various kinds of aperiodic waves.
For example, Lamb [1] had introduced about a solitary wave which was named by Scott Russel
in referring to “Report on Waves” appeared in British Association Report in 1844. The details are
not introduced here in this work simply as solitary wave can be specified as an aperiodic single
peaked wave in experiments Lamb, [1879; 1957].
McCowan [2] must be a reference in the early age of solitary wave’s description.
Assuming a reference water depth h, then, a solitary wave η can be described in a mathematical
form, i.e., as following to Lamb,
h
i
¡ ¢
η = a sech2 (1/2)(3a/ h3 )1/2 x ,
(1)
where, the notation x is the horizontal axis and, the notation a is found in trocoidal wave,
x = x0 a exp(kz0 ) sin(kx0 ),

and,

z = z0 + a exp(kz0 ) cos(kx0 ),

(2)

which is called as Gerstner wave in a consideration of historical background of its finding, as
Gerstner reduced theoretically in 1802 though Rankin independently found it in 1863.
As for the small amplitude wave, formulation can be in a linear expression though this solitary wave has to be solved on the basis of nonlinear equation referring Lagrangean technique in
consideration.
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3. HYDRAULIC MODEL FOR SOLITARY WAVE

Nakamura [3] has found s specific condition can be produce a solitary wave in a sample water basin
experimentally.
Nakamura [3] had first aimed to produce a resonant mode in a harbor model or in a bay model
by using the water basin in a manner of hydraulics.
His model was 7 m wide and 10 m long. Both of the side part is bounded by a vertical wall
made from flat mortar face. The one end is face to the wave generating system. This system was
consisted by an actuator of piston type controlled by a hybrid system of analog system and digital
system. A plunger floating this end was connected to the actuator, so that the vertical oscillatory
motion of the plunger acts as a forced water wave generator.
The actuator is fixed a steel frame work to transfer the signal of the controller to the plunger.
Following the signal, the piston and plunger were driven to generate the water waves to propagate
into the basin.
The other end of the basin is closed though in his case the bed of the basin is well arranged by
a mortal plane in a gentle slope from the plunger side to the other end side. The slope of the bed
was 50 cm high to 10 cm long, that is to say, gradient is 1/50.
Inside of the basin, a model shoreline was set at a distance from the front of the plunger. At the
distances of 2 meter (Barrier A) and 4 meter (Barrier B), a barrier with a slit of 0.8 meter wide,
respectively.
4. LINEAR WAVE INPUT FUNCTION

A part of the recorded wave pattern is introduced as shown in Figure 1. To the details, it should
be referred to Nakamura’s work in 1975.
The illustration in Figure 1 demonstrates that the specific pattern of the response of water in
the hydraulic model basin.
The linear sinusoidal input function for the water wave in the basin transfers the wave energy
in the basin to induce the resonant mode in the basin though this resonant mode is not so simple.
One of the typical pattern of the wave at the Station 3 is interesting one.
At this station, it can be seen that a cyclic collision of the couple of two solitary waves induced
in the basin though separate into a couple of solitary wave pattern without any change of ach wave
energy apparently.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: An evolution pattern of a couple of solitary water wave mode in a water basin. (a) (Station-1)
An incident transferring passing a slit of barrier A. (Station-6) A transferring sinusoidal wave at the left of
barrier B. (Station-3) A collision of the two young solitary waves at B center. (Station-4) A separation of the
two growing solitary wave. (Station-5) A matured two solitary waves and a fain sinusoidal wave. (b) Plane
of water basin profile. (1) Width is 7 m. (2) Length between two barriers A and B is 2 m. (3) Each slit of
barriers A and B is 0.8 m, and, (4) positioning of Stations 1, 6, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
5. INDUCED COUPLE OF NONLINEAR WAVES

The input function looks contributive to force at inducing a couple of the solitary waves in the
water basin though it should be reminded that the water in the basin is a kind of the viscous liqids.
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It should be reminded that the water is familiar to us, nevertheless nothing of the physical and
dynamical properties are understood for us.
We have simply a basic table on the specific properties in physical and chemical phases.
6. A LEADING TSUNAMI WAVE WITH A SPIKE

Now, a recent seismic event in 2011 in the northwestern Pacific Ocean had given us a tsunami
leading wave with a spike on the wave record at a location just neighbor the seismic epicenter
(source of the earthquake).
Its wave form was apparently felt to be quite similar to the wave pattern as seen in the illustration
in Figure 1 of this work.
Nevertheless, it should be aware of that the tsunami waves generated at the seismic fault formation on the sea floor is in a kind of transitional processes in a scope of hydrodynamics.
Then, the two waves in the basin and in the ocean could not be any of the same background
in hydrodynamics even though those were obtained any advanced electronic recording systems
respectively.
A common factor can be found that both of the two waves were produced by a forcedly. That
is to say, the wave in the basin was induced by a forcing input function for an actuator and the
wave in the ocean was generated at a sudden seismic displacement of the local sea floor.
There is left for a problem to be solved is that a linear input function can be in a position for
any nonlinear wave, for example, a solitary wave in a model.
7. NUMERICAL MODELING

As far as the author concern, the author has never heard of any numerical modeling of the couple
of solitary waves in a basin.
Almost all of the seismologists missed to pay any attention to the tsunami offshore in the ocean
though noted the above section.
Then, the author takes it pity but he has to write that the scientists have to wait for a numerical
modeling which gives a more reasonable solution in an advanced technique in a time not later than
any hazardous event happens.
8. CONCLUSIONS

The author noted about monitoring of solitary wave on water surface in introduced. An induced
resonant couple of solitary waves in a water surface wave in a open water basin for modeling was
a trigger of the problem to see whether a linear input function can contributive for a nonlinear
process in hydraulics and also in hydrodynamics.
There should be required for the purpose any one of some techniques, for example, a simple
approximation, or, asymptotic concept for mathematical singularity, or relaxation for discontinuity,
or, cut-off of high frequency band or high wave number constituents at digitizing the continuous
functions.
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Abstract— The visualization of ultra wide bandwidth synthetic aperture radar (UWB SAR)
image data involves mapping from high dynamic range amplitude values to gray values of a lower
dynamic range display device. In order to compress dynamic range of the UWB SAR image data
appropriately, we examine several different dynamic range reduction techniques and come up to a
new method with better visualization performance. This new arithmetical technique is analyzed
based on the 3σ measurement and the amended mapping function. Compared with the original
method, the new method has higher computational efficiency with the dark pixels are stretched
appropriately and the bright details are well preserved.
1. INTRODUCTION

Low-frequency ultra-wide bandwidth synthetic aperture radar (UWB SAR) is a new domain, which
combines the ultra-wideband technology with synthetic aperture radar imaging technology. However, it is more difficult for researchers to obtain useful information from the UWB SAR images
due to their high dynamic range and great quantity of calculation [1]. Therefore, developing a fast
visual method for the UWB SAR amplitude values is essentially important and necessary.
In the UWB SAR images, corner reflectors, which are used for calibration and geocoding purposes, generate a large dynamic range of amplitude values. Therefore the dynamic range compression is a crucial step in the processing. There are logarithmic transformation [2], linear mapping
and many other traditional methods that are used in dealing with the data of UWB SAR images.
Generally, the dynamic range of primary amplitude values is typically much wider than conventional display devices. The logarithmic transformation may map a great number of amplitude
values in one same gray level. All information in similar amplitude values is lost when using this
method. In order to reserve more information in images, some researchers have proposed partial
linear mapping method for UWB SAR images. This method divides the gray values into different
parts by previous experience. However, when the input date changed the original divided model
may not available. So, if we want to process the UWB SAR data real-time, we need to explore a
new visual method.
In this paper, we proposed a fast visualization method based on the idea that the 3σ measurement can reduce the impact of intense echo signal and has a good performance in dynamic range
reduction.
This paper is developed as follows. The Section 2 introduces commonly used methods for the
SAR image data visualization. The Section 3 analyzes the distribution of UWB SAR image data and
presents a fast visualization method for UWB SAR images visualization. The Section 4 compares
the performance of the traditional visual methods with the new method by simulation and then
reaches a conclusion that the proposed method is adaptive, improve the visibility of local details,
and suit for real-time visualization system.
2. TRADITIONAL VISUALIZATION METHODS
2.1. Logarithmic Mapping

Logarithmic mapping is often used with SAR data. It can be defined as:
Ld (x, y) =

log(1 + cA(x, y))
log(1 + c)

(1)

where the parameter c controls the overall brightness of the result and A(x, y) is amplitude values.
Generally, the amplitude range is often partially mapped to gray levels, and the values outside
this range are clipped to black or white. It is obvious this method may map a large number of
amplitude values in one same gray level while the primary dynamic range of image data is much
larger than display devices. Therefore, all information in similar amplitude values is lost when
using this method.
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2.2. Partial Linear Mapping

Linear mapping from amplitude image data to gray levels is only usable when a relatively range
of the amplitude values has been determined and values outside of this range are clipped to black
or white. To make better use of the available gray level range, the method divides the gray values
into different parts by previous experience before mapping. It is dropped as follow.
(
k1 A(x, y) + b1 0 ≤ A(x, y) ≤ f1
k2 A(x, y) + b2 f1 ≤ A(x, y) ≤ f2
(2)
Ld (x, y) =
k3 A(x, y) + b3 f2 ≤ A(x, y) ≤ f3
where k1 , k2 and k3 are parameters of different part of gray levels. The process of implementation
is difficult because the original divided model may not available when the input date changed.
Therefore we need to research a new real-time visualization method for UWB SAR data.
3. THE NEW VISUALIZATION METHOD FOR UWB SAR IMAGES
3.1. Statistical Property of UWB SAR Images

A notable feature of the low-frequency UWB SAR images is that the images have a large number
of speckles due to the interaction of echo electromagnetic waves [3]. Goodman has proposed a
statistical distribution model from researching the laser speckles [4]. With a similar theory, the
statistical distribution model also demonstrates the statistical property of UWB SAR images. The
reflectivity of each pixel in complicated UWB SAR image is defined as follows:
s = a + jb

(3)

Here, the real part and imaginary part both submit to zero-mean Gaussian distribution with equal
variances and independent variables. The basic resolution unit of UWB SAR images can be viewed
as a series of echo signals. According to the central limit theorem, the joint probability density
function is defined as [5]:
" ¡
¢#
a2 + b2
1
(4)
p(a, b) =
exp −
2πσ 2
2σ 2
So the magnitude of the low-frequency UWB SAR image data submits to
µ ¶
µ
¶
x
x2
p(x) =
exp
−
σ02
2σ02

(5)

this is the Rayleigh distribution, where the σ02 is the variance of the UWB SAR image data.
3.2. Power Transformation Principles

From the above discussion we are able to find out that the distribution of UWB SAR image data
submits to the Rayleigh distribution. In order to change the distribution, a modified method based
on power transformation is proposed. The 3σ measurement, as we all know, is widely used in
screening engineering data. When using the basic principle, the date which later will be screened
must submit to Gaussian distribution.
In this case, the power transformation is [6]
Y = Xv,

0 < v < 1,

(6)

where X is the original data, Y is the transformed data, and v is the coefficient of transformation.
Assuming A is a vector; we can get the standard secondary matrix:
2

T

d = (A − M ) Σ

−1

T

(A − M ) = Z Z =

n
X

zi2

(7)

i=1

P
where M and
are the mean and covariance matrix, respectively. Z = B T (A − M )T Σ−1 (A − M ),
−1/2
B=Σ
, E{zi } = 0, var{zi } = 0.
It is obvious that the d2 submits to Chi-square distribution with n degrees of freedom.
© ª
E d2 = n,
(8)
© ª
var d2 = 2n.
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When {zi } is uncorrelated, the variance of d2 is
© ª
var d2 = γn

(9)

where γ = E{zi4 } − nE{zi2 } = E{zi4 } − n.
Alternatively, we can calculate γ using this method [7]:
© ª
© ª
© ª
©
ª
E y 4 + 6E y 2 E 2 {y} − 4E y 2 E{y} − 3E 4 {y}
E (y − ȳ)4
=
(10)
γ= 2
E {(y − ȳ)2 }
[E {y 2 } − E 2 {y}]2
√
where E(y n ) = ( 2α)nv Γ[nv/2 + 1].
As a result, we can get a value of 0.87 for v when γ = 2. Using this value, we are able to
transform the distribution of the UWB SAR images data into Rayleigh distribution conveniently.
3.3. 3σ Measurement

The 3σ measurement is widely applied in screening engineering data. The basic principle is that
the data must submit to Gaussian distribution when we use this method. In order to use the 3σ
measurement in screening UWB SAR images data, we can utilize the power transformation, which
has been discussed in the paper.
In the low-frequency UWB SAR images, the pixels with high intensity are in very limited
amounts, yet the range of these pixels is extremely wide. The 3σ measurement regards some pixels
with extremely high intensity as singular values. In this way, the high dynamic range of UWB SAR
image data can be reduced adaptively.
Assume pixels in UWB SAR image’ amplitude values are yij (i ∈ [1, M ], j ∈ [1, N ]). Therefore,
the 3σ measurement can be written as below:
|yij − ȳ| ≥ 3s

(11)

where ȳ is the mean and S is the variance. As a result, we can find the mapping boundary
with this formula. A comparison between original amplitude values and new dates handled by 3σ
measurement is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: A comparison between different data.

Composed of low frequency UWB SAR image amplitude data, the Fig. 1 displays the range and
tendency of the image amplitude. The influence of the strong echo signals is reduced while the
small signals are well preserved using the 3σ measurement.
3.4. Amended Mapping Function

From the analysis discussed above, we know that the number of pixels with high intensity is
limited when using the 3σ measurement. In a high contrastive visual image, the components of the
histogram cover a wider range of the gray scale and extend further so that the PDF of the intensity
levels is not too far from the log-normal distribution. Therefore, the lognormal distribution should
be the target distribution of the transformed images. In this paper, we use the amended mapping
function to achieve the transformation. It is defined as:
h = 255

exp(z) − 1
exp(zm ) − 1

(12)
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where, z is the UWB SAR images data after the 3σ measurement is applied, and zm is the maximum
of z. This mapping function is monotonically increasing; hence it is known that the brighter pixels
in the displayed result are caused by the larger amplitude values.
In the UWB SAR images, the major features of interest are the peaks in the data that have
considerably greater amplitude than the surrounding region. We utilize the following method to
reduce the dynamic accordingly:
• Change the distribution of original UWB SAR image data using power transformation principles.
• Decrease the dynamic range of UWB SAR amplitude values by the 3σ measurement.
• Map the amplitude values to gray levels by using formula 12.
With the use of the dynamic range reduction processing, the gray level of peaks in UWB
SAR image data are still emphasized peaks in UWB SAR amplitude values, although this method
decreases the amplitude of these peaks.
3.5. Quality of UWB SAR Images

Equivalent Noise Level (ENL) [8] , as a variable to measure the relative intensity of SAR image
speckle noise is defined as
E 2 (R)
EN L =
(13)
var(R)
where E(R) and var(R) are the mean and variance of UWB SAR gray images, respectively.
In the Human Visual System (HVS) [9], on one hand, the more central the position of pixel in
UWB SAR images is, the more important it is. On the other hand, the HVS is also sensitive to
contrast. Therefore, the indicator of HVS can be expressed as
N

X
1
×
Qf (i)Q0 (i)
Q=
N

(14)

i=1

where Qf is the position of pixels, Q0 is the contrast, and N is the number of block pictures.
4. RESULT

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we would use the echo data obtained
from the airborne UWB SAR system.
Figure 2(a) shows the visualization result from the logarithmic transformation. Fig. 2(b) is the
gray value histogram. Apparently, the result is not making the best use of gray scales.
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Figure 2: The UWB SAR data visualization result using logarithmic transform.

With the linear mapping method, the visualization result of UWB SAR amplitude values is
shown in Fig. 3(a), which is different from Fig. 2(a). It is obvious that most of pixels in the image
share the same gray values from the histogram in the Fig. 3(b). Therefore, some details of the
image with similar amplitude values are disappeared.
The visualization result of UWB SAR data is based on the proposed method in this paper shown
in Fig. 4(a), with the histogram being shown in Fig. 4(a). From the Fig. 4, we could see that the
histogram covers a wider range of gray scale and details in the emphasized image. Therefore, it is
relatively convenient for researchers to obtain useful information.
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Figure 3: The UWB SAR data visualization result
using linear mapping.
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Figure 4: The UWB SAR data visualization result
using proposed method.

Table 1: Quality of UWB SAR images.

logarithmic transform

linear mapping

proposed method

time
ENL
HVS
time
ENL
HVS
time
ENL
HVS

Mountains
10.1 s
1.60
0.5556
8.3 s
0.34
0.6678
7.5 s
1.97
0.8889

Urban
12.2 s
1.65
0.6445
8.9 s
0.66
0.7022
7.9 s
2.33
0.9012

Roads
11.5 s
1.70
0.4523
9.5 s
0.54
0.6955
7.1 s
2.13
0.9123

Mean
11.267 s
1.65
0.5508
8.3 s
0.51
0.6885
7.5 s
2.14
0.9008

In order to measure the processing speed and image quality of the fast visualization algorithm
proposed in this paper, mountains, urban, and roads are selected in the experiment. The result is
shown in Table 1.
From the discussion above, it is obvious that the fast visualization algorithm is not only better
than the ordinary methods, but also more suitable for real-time processing.
5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a new fast visualization method for UWB SAR images based on 3σ measurement. Compared with the original method, this new method takes less time. In addition, the dark
pixels are stretched appropriately, and the bright details are well preserved. The performance of
the algorithm has been illustrated by the airborne UWB SAR data.
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Abstract— Traditional lenses for static magnetic field concentration are often closed structures
and the enhanced DC magnetic fields are inside these structures. The static magnetic flux diverges
very quickly in the free space outside these closed lenses. In this paper, we extend the Mikaelian’s
lens which has been widely used for focusing the light wave to design a non-closed DC magnetic
lens which can concentrate the DC magnetic field and give a good DC magnetic field enhancement
in free space regions even after a certain distance from the back surface of the lens. Numerical
simulations verify the performance of the device.
1. INTRODUCTION AND METHOD

Static magnetic field plays a significant role in many technologies and applications. Achieving an
enhanced high DC magnetic field in free space region will lead a revolution in current technologies,
e.g., improving the sensitivity of magnetic sensors, improving the medicinal technologies based on
drug attached by magnetic nano-particles, and etc.. Magnetic lenses are passive devices which can
focus/concentrate the static magnetic field. Many magnetic lenses have been proposed in recent
years, e.g., based on the superconductor [1], various structures have been designed to achieve a static
magnetic field enhancement in a closed free space region. Based on transformation optics (TO) and
DC meta-materials, many novel magnetic lenses/concentrators have been designed within these two
years [2–6]. Many of these (superconductor-based or most TO-based) lenses are closed structures,
which mean they can only give a good magnetic field enhancement in the free space region inside
the lenses. However in many other important applications, we need a non-closed structure/lens to
achieve a static magnetic field enhancement in a region without magnetic materials far away from
the lens. For example it requires a high strength and high gradient DC magnetic field achieved in a
deeper human tissue to control magnetic nano-particles attached with drugs. As the static magnetic
field strength falls off very rapidly with distance after the back surface of the active coil or magnet,
conventional closed DC magnetic lenses cannot help to overcome this obstacle. A novel non-closed
magnetic lens based on finite embedded transformation (FET) has been proposed very recently [3],
which has been shown that it can give high DC magnetic field enhancement with high gradient even
after a certain distance from the back surface of the lens. However this lens needs inhomogeneous
anisotropic magnetic materials, which is very difficult to be fabricated. In this paper, we propose
another kind of a non-closed magnetic lens for static magnetic field enhancement. An enhanced
magnetic field can be achieved in a region without any magnetic materials after a certain distance
(e.g., 5 cm) of the back surface of the lens. Compared with our former design based on FET, the
magnetic lens proposed here is not anisotropic, which are easier to be realized.
Mikaelian’s lens (ML) is one kind of self-focusing lens [7], which has been widely used in information optics. In this paper we use inhomogeneous magnetic materials of Mikaelian’s profile
(referred as a magnetic ML) to concentrate static magnetic field. Considering electric field and
magnetic field are decoupled in static field’s case, we only need permeability to describe the lens.
For a two dimensional (2D) case, its geometrical shape is a rectangular with height H, thickness
(length along the center axis direction) d and permeability of the lens can be given as:
µ = µc sech(gy)

(1)

We have assumed that x axis is the magnetic ML’s center axis in above expression. µc is the
permeability in the center axis of the lens. g determines the speed of gradual changes in permeability
of the lens in y direction. Larger g means permeability decreases faster from the center to the edge
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of the lens. sech(x) is the hyperbolic secant function. Next we will use finite element method
(FEM) to study the performance of magnetic ML for static magnetic field enhancement. First we
study a single 2D magnetic ML placed in a uniform background DC magnetic field with amplitude
1 T. As we can see from Figs. 1(a), (b) and (c), the magnetic flux is attracted to the center part
of the magnetic ML due to the fact that permeability of the magnetic ML increases from the edge
to its center. Compared with Figs. 1(a) and (b), we find that if other parameters keep the same,
the higher height H of the magnetic lens, the larger field enhancement. We should note that if
the height of the lens is larger, the permeability at the edge of the lens will approach infinitely
small. Other studies have shown that it can achieve a DC magnetic field enhancement at the
edge of materials with permeability µ → 0 [5], which is the reason why we can obtain a field
enhancement at the edge of our lens. We can simply use a superconductor with ideal permeability
µ = 0 for DC magnetic field to achieve a good magnetic field enhancement. However for a single
superconductor, the enhanced DC magnetic field is mainly at the geometrical singularity points or
edges of the structure (similarly to the edges of our ML device). In many applications, we need an
enhancement in the same direction of the background incident DC magnetic field and even after a
certain distance from the back surface of the lens. Our magnetic ML can achieve this requirement:
The enhancement field is in the same direction of the external incident magnetic field and the
enhancement is still obvious even after a certain distance from the back surface of our lens (e.g.,
5 cm after the back surface of the lens, the field enhancement on the center axis of the lens is about

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: 2D FEM simulation results: The amplitude of total static magnetic field distribution when a
uniform background DC magnetic field with amplitude 1 T is normally imposed onto the lens from −x
to +x direction. The white rectangular region is the magnetic ML. The parameters of the magnetic ML:
(a) H = 0.4 m, d = 1 cm, µc = 10 and g = 30 m−1 . (b) H = 1.2 m, d = 1 cm, µc = 10 and g = 30 m−1 .
(c) H = 1.2 m, d = 1 cm, µc = 10 and g = 80 m−1 .

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: 2D FEM simulation results: The amplitude of total magnetic flux density distribution when a
uniform background DC magnetic field of amplitude 1 T is normally imposed onto the structure from −x
to +x direction. (a) The structure is two identical magnetic MLs with the same parameters of the one in
Fig. 1(a) separated by 10 cm. (b) The structure is composed of two diamagnetic materials with height 15 cm
in y direction, width 10 cm in x direction and permeability µ = 0.01 placed between two identical MLs used
in Fig. 2(a).
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1.25, 1.98 and 5.15 in Figs. 1(a), (b) and (c) respectively). g determines the speed of gradual
changes in permeability of the magnetic ML. Comparison between Figs. 1(b) and (c) shows if other
parameters keep the same, the larger g the higher field enhancement.
If we add another identical magnetic ML after a certain distance from the first one, we can obtain
a further degree of magnetic field enhancement. As shown in Fig. 2(a), two identical magnetic MLs
with the same parameters of the one in Fig. 1(a) (separated by 10 cm) are placed in a uniform
DC background magnetic field of amplitude 1 T. In this case the DC magnetic field enhancement
on the center axis 5 cm after the back surface of the first lens is about 1.54 (one single lens can
only achieve a 1.25 time field enhancement in Fig. 1(a)). We also study a case that if we add
some additional structures to our double magnetic MLs in Fig. 2(a) to get a better magnetic field
enhancement with a high uniformity. As shown in Fig. 2(b), we add two diamagnetic materials
with permeability µ = 0.01 in the middle of our two identical MLs, we get a nearly uniform 2.83
time of magnetic field enhancement in a 10 cm plus 10 cm rectangle air region.
2. SUMMARY

Based on Mikaelian’s lens (ML) which has been widely used to focus the light wave, we proposed a
magnetic ML for static magnetic field enhancement. The proposed magnetic ML has many special
features: First the field enhancement factor can be tuned by changing parameters of the ML (e.g.,
g and µc ). Second the enhancement is not only near the surface of the lens but also after a certain
distance of from the lens (e.g., 1 cm to 5 cm). Third we can achieve higher enhancement degree
with high uniformity by combining our magnetic ML with some other structures. Our magnetic
ML will have many potential applications in magnetic sensors, wireless energy transmission and
drug delivery by magnetic particles.
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Abstract— Skin color is predominantly determined by pigments such as hemoglobin, melanin,
carotene and bilirubin. The quantification of experimentally induced color changes is widely used
method in dermatology and cosmetics since the color response can be used as an indicator of
skin properties, drug properties and skin protection properties. The present study, we examined
the usefulness of hue angle was calculated from the uniform color space. Metric hue angle is
expected to correspond well to the appearance of skin color than the chromaticity coordinates or
tristimulus values.
1. INTRODUCTION

Skin color and its variations are important in different fields such as cosmetics, dermatology, and
medicine, as well as computer rendering [1, 2]. The diversity of skin colors among people, or
according to different locations on the same person, at different times depends mostly on three
main characteristic parameters. The concentration of melanosomes, the concentration of red blood
cells, and the oxygen saturation of blood. The determination of these three parameters are of
great interest. Previous studies to determine one or two of them have used the reflectance and
absorbance spectra measured on real skin. For instance, the light propagation by the modified
Beer-Lambert law and use a multiple regression analysis to determine the concentration of melanin
and blood. Others use reflectance measurements at selected bands to estimate the melanin index
and the erythema index, or the CIELAB coordinates to evaluate the individual typology angle
that is related to the skin’s pigmentation. How do the colours that we see on the surface arise?
Light emitted by a source interacts with the surface and the interior of an object and through
these interactions (mainly absorption and scatter) the spectral composition of the light is altered.
The changes reflect the structure and optical properties of the materials constituting the object
and in this sense the light remitted from the object encodes its properties. If this encoding is
understood, it should be possible to deduce the structure and composition of the object from its
color. Conventionally, Munsell color system and CIE color space have been used in the evaluation of
skin color. However, these methods may not correspond to the subjective feeling has been pointed
out. In this paper we examined the usefulness of metric hue angle was calculated from the uniform
color space. Metric hue angle is expected to correspond well to the appearance of skin color than
the chromaticity coordinates or tristimulus values. The focus areas of this work are as follows: a)
examined the differences in the various color spaces using a standard skin color samples, and b)
measuring the skin color such as cheeks and forehead of subjects by using a commercially available
instruments.
2. STRUCTURE AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SKIN

Skin has a definite layered structure as shown Figure 1. The epidermis is the outermost part of
the skin and is subdivided into five layers (from superficial to the deepest) the stratum corneum,
the stratum luceum, the stratum granulosum, the stratum spinosum, the stratum germinativum.
The main substance concerning absorption and scattering of light are the melanin pigments [3, 4].
Stratum corneum outermost layer, also called the horny layer, is mostly comprised of polygonal
flattened dead cells filled with mature keratinocyte that are pushed towards the surface and gradually die and break apart. It is covered with a layer of sebum, a oily-waxy material produced by
the sebaceous glands, that keeps the layer flexible and waterresistant. Stratum lucidum also called
the clear layer it represents a transition from the underlaying stratum granulosum to the above
stratum corneum. Stratum granulosum also called the granular layer. The granules accumulated
in the keratinization process contain lipides whose role is to help prevent fluid loss from the body.
Stratum spinosum also called the spiny layer, it consists of several layers of newly created cells from
the stratum germinativum. The stratum germinativum consists of a single layer of cells necessary
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in the regeneration process of the above layers. Mitotic processes in this layer create new cells that
migrate upwards through the different layers in the progressive maturation process of keratinization. Melanin Pigments are the most important part of the epidermis considering optics. Melanin
pigments are found in skin, hair and eyes. These pigments are produced in the stratum germinativum and are also present in the stratum spinosum, the upper layers contain no melanin. These
pigments protect the material of the underlying mitotic cells from ultra violett rays. Therefore the
absorption spectrum increases towards shorter wavelengths to act as a protective filter. There are
two types of melanin: eumelanin and pheomelanin. The black to dark-brown eumelanin is found
in skin, black hair and the retina of the eye. The yellow to reddish-brown pheomelanin is found in
red hair. All individuals have varying content of eumelanin whereas the pheomelanin is only found
in inviduals with the corresponding genetic trait.

Figure 1: A cross section of human skin.

Figure 2: A schematic representation of the skin layers and their optical properties.

The skin consists of a number of layers with distinct function and distinct optical properties
as shown Figure 2. White light shone onto the skin penetrates superficial skin layers and whilst
some of it is absorbed, much is remitted back and can be registered by a camera. The stratum
corneum is a protective layer consisting of keratin-impregnated cells and it varies considerably
in thickness. Apart from scattering the light, it is optically neutral. The epidermis is largely
composed of connective tissue. It also contains the melanin producing cells, the melanocytes, and
their product, melanin. Melanin is a pigment which strongly absorbs light in the blue part of the
visible spectrum and in the ultraviolet (see Figure 2). In this way it acts as a filter which protects
the deeper layers of the skin from harmful effects of UV radiation. Within the epidermal layer
there is very little scattering, with the small amount that occurs being forward directed. The result
is that all light not absorbed by melanin can be considered to pass into the dermis. The dermis
is made of collagen fibres and, in contrast to the epidermis, it contains sensors, receptors, blood
vessels and nerve ends. Haemoglobin, present in blood vessels across the whole dermis, acts as a
selective absorber of light. The dermis consists of two structurally different layers, papillary and
reticular, which differ principally by the size of collagen fibres. The small size of the collagen fibres
in the papillary dermis makes this layer highly back scattering; i.e., any incoming light is directed
back towards the skin surface. The scatter is greatest at the red end of the spectrum and increases
even further in near infrared. As absorption by melanin and blood is negligible in the infrared,
this part of the spectrum is optimal for assessing the thickness of the thicken papillary dermis.
Within the reticular dermis, the large size of collagen fibre bundles causes highly forward directed
scattering. Thus any light which gets to this layer is passed on deeper into the skin and does not
contribute to the spectrum remitted from the skin.
3. CALCULATION OF COLOR SPACE

The color and appearance of skin is more important in the field of medicine. During the diagnosis of skin diseases such as pigmented lesions, careful observation and visual assessment of the
diseased area is always the first and most important step. In 1976, CIE suggested two uniform
color spaces, the CIEL∗ a∗ b∗ (CIELAB) and CIEL∗ u∗ v ∗ (CIELUV), based on XYZ tristimulus values [5]. The former was a nonlinear transformation of the tristimulus space and widely used in
the colorant industry. These two spaces have opponent color axes representing redness-greenness
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versus yellowness-blueness denoted as a∗ against b∗ , and u∗ against v ∗ for CIELAB and CIELUV
respectively. Both of them are three-dimensional space involving three attributes: lightness, hue
and chroma. The lightness scale L∗ shown in tristimulus values of color considered to Yn of the
reference white, expressed as (Y /Yn )
µ
∗

L = 116

Y
Yn

¶1
3

− 16

(1)

The hue and chroma of CIELAB and CIELUV are fomulated in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) respectively.
(µ
¶1 µ ¶1 )
3
X
Y 3
a∗ = 500
−
(2)
Xn
Yn
(µ ¶ 1 µ ¶ 1 )
Y 3
Z 3
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−
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µ ∗¶ µ
¶
b
180
∗
−1
hab = tan
×
(4)
a∗
π
q
∗
Cab = (a∗ )2 + (b∗ )2
(5)
∗ are
where Xn , Yn and Zn are the tristimulus values of the specific reference white, han and Cab
the metric hue angle and chroma component in CIELAB space. The term 180/π is necessary to
convert the output of the inverse tan function from radians to degrees. The hue angle is measured
in degrees starting with h∗ab = 0 in the +a∗ axis direction and increasing counter clockwise.
¡
¢
u∗ = 13L∗ u0 − u0n
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¡ 0
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where u0 = 4X (X + 15Y + 3Z), v 0 = 9X (X + 15Y + 3Z), u0 , v 0 and u0n , vn0 are the u0 , v 0 coordi∗ are the metric hue angle and chroma component
nates of sample and reference white; huv and Cuv

Figure 3: Diagrammatic representation of the CIELAB color space.
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in CIELUV space. Both of the CIELAB and CIELUV define the hue and chroma by converting
the rectangular axes into polar coodinates. Figure 3 shows a three dimensional representation of
the CIELAB color space. The center of the color space is the neutral scale. The L∗ values of 100
and 0 represent white and black respectively. The hue angle, hab , lies between 0◦ to 360◦ with the
∗ scale is an open scale with a
color arranged following the sequence of the rainbow colors. The Cab
zero origin. The colors in the neutral scales have zero chroma value and do not exhibit hue. The
CIELUV space has similar structure to the CIELAB space.
4. APPLICATION OF DERMATOLOGY TREATMENT

Reflectance spectroscopy is based on physical measurement of reflected light at specific wavelengths
(400–700 nm), corresponding to the spectrum of visible light [6]. One tristimulus chromameter
(Minolta Chromameter CR-200) and spectrophotometer (Minolta spectrophotometer CM-1000)
were used in the study. With both instruments it is possible also to convert and display results as
colorimetric values in the L∗ a∗ b∗ system where the CIELAB color space parameters are calculated
from the spectral data. The aim of this study was to demonstrate that the colorimeter could
measure a skin color and reproduce a rank order of the potency of the test formulations. For
instrument measurement of skin color, basic studies on the 200 healthy female subjects have been
chosen and divided into two groups; 100 young adults from 10 to 19 years old (average 16 years
old) and 200 middle aged adults from 30 to 59 years old (average 35 years old and 54 years old).
They were informed of the details of the experimental process and their consent was obtained prior
to the measurements being made.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The skin colors for the eighty male subjects in terms of the CIEL∗ a∗ b∗ color parameters L∗ , hue
angle, and chroma are shown in Figure 4 [7, 8]. The CIEL∗ a∗ b∗ parameters for any individual
measure skin color as it would have been visually perceived. The skin of the lower forearm has
characteristics determined by both hereditary skin color and environmentally induced melanin pigmentation. The ventral forearm, however, is relatively infrequently exposed to ultraviolet radiation
and provided a readily accessible site to place over the viewing port of the spectrophotometers.
The distribution of CIEL∗ a∗ b∗ parameters for the eighty male subjects represents objectively the
ventral forearm skin color phenotype of the group. The range of each color space parameter within

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Distribution skin colors of 200 subjects expressed as the measured values of CIE-L∗ a∗ b∗ color
space, refrectance spectra, L∗ , a∗ − b∗ , metric hue angle h◦ab .
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the group provides a numerical specification of the distribution of the corresponding color attribute
as it would have been visually perceived. The L∗ values ranged from 59.0 to 75.0. The apparent
asymmetry of the distribution within the group was confirmed by a goodness of fit test showed that
the hypothesis that the L∗ values were normally distributed about a mean of 68.2 could be rejected
at the 95% level of confidence. This meant that there were a few individuals whose skin was much
lighter than would be expected from a normally distributed range of L∗ values. The hue angles
(h◦ ) ranged from 54.0◦ to 78.0◦ . A difference in hue angle was noted between some subjects as the
only color attribute that distinguished them because they were otherwise similar with respect to
L∗ and C ∗ . Differences in the skin color between individuals could be identified where both the L∗
and h◦ values differed but the values for C ∗ were similar, or where the values for both the C ∗ and
h◦ differed but the L∗ values were similar. A further possibility was identified where differences in
both L∗ and C ∗ were evident but the hue angles were similar. For many randomly selected pairs of
individuals all three CIEL∗ a∗ b∗ values were different. It was found to be suitable for representing
skin color hue angle can be directly assessed the degree of red-yellow. For example, inflammatory
skin lesions becomes stronger to red direction, normal skin becomes stronger yellow tone to reverse.
Hue angle of normal skin color of Japanese is present in the range of 55 to 75 degrees.
6. CONCLUSION

Dermatologists or cosmetologists have long tried to quantify skin color and had few results until
the advent of colorimetry. With the image colorimeter, quantification of skin color has become a
simple matter: skin color can be measured rapidly, non-invasively, and reproducibly. The instrument, which can be used by paramedical staff, provides data that lend themselves for comparison,
irrespective of where they are collected. The instrument has enabled definition of the range of physiologic values of skin color, and has revealed marked variations between exposed and non exposed
skin. Constitutional skin color characterizes an individual’s phenotype better than facultative skin
color and is highly indicative of vulnerability to sunlight. On the practical level, colorimetric skin
color values can be used to study pigmentation capacity, to program photo chemotherapy, and to
predict the risk of, and prevent, actinic cancer. Colorimetry can be used to quantify the intensity of
erythema of spontaneous and experimental lesions. Metric hue angle were found to correspond well
to the appearance of skin color. However, the subjects are too few to make a general conclusion,
and the authors would like to add additional observers in the not-too distant future.
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Abstract— Microbial resistence to antibiotics is a very important parameter in the selection
of a proper therapy and in the control of resistence spreading. One of the most used methods
for measuring microbial susceptibility is the disk diffusion test. The test is based on diffusion
of concentrated antibiotics from paper disk into agar. Concentration of antibiotics in the agar
is dependent on distance from the center of the disc. Near antibiotic disc is concentration much
higher due difficult permeation of antibiotics in agar. The diffused antibiotics then inhibit growth
of sensitive strains. The zones are usually measured manually or by electronic calipers. Several
aproaches for automatic inhibition zone detection have been introduced in recent years. Nevertheless, most of the algorithms are based on a similar radial profile analysis. We have designed a
novel image-processing algorithm for measuring the size of inhibition zones of antibiotics based
on an analysis of corrected image and rated this image with multicriterial algorithms (based on
an observation of the radius profile). The algorithm was tested on 100 clinical isolates, resulting
in calculation accuracy of 89% (ratio of success computed radii). If we include alternative radii
(to be selected manually), the precision of the calculation rises to 98% (tolerance deviations between manual and automatic measurements were 2 mm). The achieved accuracy was independent
of the culture medium (e.g., Muller-Hinton, blood agar, chocolate agar). The main advantage
of the algorithm is the invariantness to the tested bacterial strain and culture medium. The
new algorithm offers an alternative way to determine inhibition zones and evaluate antimicrobial
susceptibility.
1. INTRODUCTION

The disk diffusion test is one of the most commonly used methods for microbial susceptibility testing
which determined the size of inhibition zones of sensitive and resistant strains.... The test is based
on diffusion of concentrated antibiotics from paper disk into agar. Concentration of antibiotics in
the agar is dependent on distance from the center of the disc. Near antibiotic disc is concentration
much higher due difficult permeation of antibiotics in agar. The diffused antibiotics then inhibit
growth of sensitive strains. The usual method for zone measurement is mostly based on manual
reading of inhibition zones around the disk.
The presented algorithm eliminates effect of unwanted artifacts presented in scanned image
(bacteria distributing residues, asymmetric inhibition zones etc.) and suggests the diffusion zones
diameter (or alternatives) with comparable probability to any other presented system.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Algorithms were developed and tested on clinical samples from St. Anne Faculty Hospital in Brno,
Czech Republic. 100 clinical samples were used for measuring inhibition zones. Samples were cultivated on Muller-Hilton, blood or chocolate agar. Among analyzed samples was Streptococcus spp.,
Staphylococcus aureus, S. epidermidis, Pseudomonas aeroginosa, Enterococcus spp., Escherichia
coli and some others unspecified clinical strains. All samples were cultivated 24 hours in 37◦ C.
Standard petri dish with diameter 90 mm was used. Picture was taken by HP scanjet G3110 on
300DPI (bottom up).
Evaluation of the size of the diffusion zone consisted of the picture acquisition, image preprocessing, finding a dish and antibiotic disks, thresholding image, measurement of inhibition zones,
confirmation or manual correction, processing output,and parameters extraction.
Image preprocessing consists of changing the image size (500px × 500px) to increase the computation speed. It is necessary to take a picture in high resolution (minimum 300DPI), so the speed
of calculation will increase 10 times.
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Furthermore, the image is converted to grayscale. It is important to select the correct RGB
conversion coefficients. Improperly chosen values can minimize the contrast between the bacterial
coating and the bacterial cultivating medium (agar) or highlight the unwanted artifacts and degrade
the measurement.
It is necessary to correct the image before applying the thresholding operator. Areas (background plates, antibiotic targets) and parts which do not belong to the investigated area were
corrected. These areas were replaced by a homogeneous field. To avoid histogram changes, brightness of the replaced area was chosen equal to the median (or average) of the brightness of the image.
Figure 1 shows the histograms of raw and modified image.
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Figure 1: The histograms of raw and modified image.

Hough transform was applied to edge patterns. Result image was used to find a dish and
antibiotic disks. First, the image was converted to grayscale, then Canny edge detector was applied
(multi-step algorithm for finding the edges) and Hough transform was applied to this image. Hough
transform is able to find a circle of known radii and calculate their coordinates — see [1].
Further, it is necessary to binarize the picture. Thresholding algorithm is applied to the modified
image. The best results were achieved by using local thresholding (iterative thresholding, Otsu
operator).
Otsu operator is described in [2]. To increase the efficiency, we have to equalize the image
histogram. In the described procedure, both operators were applied (Otsu and Iterative). Combination of the results of both measurements is described below.
For the measurement of the size of these zones a unique algorithm is used which operates in the
following steps:
• Initializing the radius to a value slightly greater than the radius of the disc. Do it for all
investigated zones.
• Calculating the average brightness on the circle with the exclusion of conflict points.
• Conflicting points are those which belong to a different circle than the investigate.
• Circle points is evaluates by using Mid-point algorithm [3].
• If the calculated average brightness is greater than the specified threshold — end the circle
calculation.
• Incrementing all radii of unfinished circles.
• For the unfinished circle — jump to point 2.
It is important to use an algorithm which reliably finds a circle whose circumference brightness
is increased above a given brightness level. The algorithm is based on computing points, which do
not belong to other circles. The problem is how to choose the optimum brightness level. Analytical
deduction of the optimal luminance level is difficult and would require a complex description of
the image. The described algorithm uses a different approach. Circles (the edges of the zone of
inhibition) were detected using N different thresholds. For each investigated zone, we obtained N
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potential radii of inhibition zones. The calculated radius probabilities are given by their frequencies
in the measured set of size N . The radius with the biggest probability (most often measured) is
considered to be final — other radii can be proposed as an alternative. The frequency calculation
is supplemented by tolerance — this means that the measured radii are divided into groups that
have similar radius size. The resulting value is given by the arithmetic mean in grouped values.

Figure 2: Incorrectly and correctly detected inhibition zones.
3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

In 98% of cases, the system measured zone correctly or the right size was in suggested alternative
zones (user must choose the right zone — semi automate mode). Other testing would be necessary
for chocolate agar and for yeasts.
The developed algorithm gives reliable and reproducible results even for damaged samples. If the
border zone is not evident, the algorithm will calculate alternative zones. The user can then select
the preferred one. The algorithm was tested on 100 dishes, resulting in calculation accuracy of 89%.
If we include alternative radii (to be selected manually), the precision of the calculation rises to 98%
(tolerance deviations between manual and automatic measurements were 2 mm). Figure 2 shows
the output of the program. Abbes et al. [4] describe similar algorithm based on the analysis of the
radial profile of the zone. This approach has achieved accuracy (the same tolerance of diversity) of
78%. The algorithm can be modified by time optimization and automatic labels reading.
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Abstract— Nowadays nanotextiles are very popular due to their unique properties (antibacterial, very light weight, thin, solid, high porosity, transparency, good mechanical properties,
etc.). These characteristics bring new possibilities of classification in the various fields of human
activity. For example, the filtration of air and water through the nanofiber membranes whose
structure is similar to the construction of tissue that supports the growth of cells in their natural environment. Carbon nanofibers have their application in treating the effects of myocardial
infarction. Nanotextiles consist of nanofibers with a diameter in the range from 50 to 500 nm.
Production of such a fabric is much more complex than classical woven fabric. This material is not
possible hold by any device. Production is carried out using the electrospinning. The nanotextile produced spinning method was used on the samples of spruce embryos and concluded (with
samples) in the plastic Petri’s dishes. Spruces embryos were selected for their rapid growth, their
biggest increase is till the fifteenth day then they are growth-stabilized. The aim of this paper
is to determine the influence of the nanotextiles to the tissue cultures and whether the embryos
will be able to growth under this structure. The samples were periodically removed from the
magnetic field and moved in an isolated box throughout the outdoor environment into the room
with NMR tomograph for obtaining the images of individual tissue cultures. After fifteen days
the last measurement was carried out and the results of all measurements were evaluated using
the programs Marevisi and Matlab. Observed parameters of individual samples were processed
into graphs.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nanotextile is the collective name for textile fibers (nanofibers) their diameter is in the order of
a few nanometers (50–500 nm). Nowadays nanotextiles are very popular due to their excellent
mechanical properties in relation to their weight, in particular, are very thin with high porosity.
The most important and most used property is an antibacterial character mainly used in health care.
These characteristics bring new possibilities of application in the various fields of human activity.
For example, the filtration of air and water through the nanofiber membranes whose structure is
similar to the construction of tissue that supports the growth of cells in their natural environment.
Carbon nanofibers have their application in treating the effects of myocardial infarction. In the
construction industry are used for thermal and acoustic insulation [1].
Production of such a fabric is much more complex than classical woven fabric. This material
is not possible hold by any device. Production is carried out using the electrostatic spinning of
polymer solutions in a strong magnetic field (electrospinning). The Nanospider technology uses two
electrodes between which there is a strong electrostatic field. The first electrode has a cylindrical
shape and by constant rotation creates a thin layer of polymer. By the electrostatic forces is on
the second electrode pull out a thin layer [2].
In measurements were used two materials: the Chitosan on matrix of polyethylene and the
Polyamide on matrix of viscose. Chitosan is a polysacharide occurring in shells of crustaceans,
which is non-toxic and compatible with living tissue. It is used in a health care for faster healing
of wounds or for production of artificial skin. Another use is in cosmetics, food industry, or for
the treatment of wastewater. The second material Polyamide is made of petroleum. This material
is very flexible and has high tensile strength. It is able to resist moisture very well but has little
resistance to light and weather conditions [3]. Illustrative photography of nanotextiles made of
polyamide is shown in Figure 1.
2. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENETS

Nanotextiles made by Nanospider technology were inserted to the samples of tissue cultures of
early spruce embryos, which were grown in the plastic Petri’s dishes with the diameter of 50 mm.
In each dish there was placed a cluster of plant tissue culture with a sample of nanotextile. The
spruce embryos were selected for their rapid growth. The largest increase is till the fifteenth day
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then the growth is stabilized. The dishes of samples were placed in a dark place without the action
of external lighting, at a constant temperature and humidity. All samples in the plastic Petri’s
dishes were divided into two main groups. At the first group of samples were applied thin layer
nanotextiles with a circular shape (different diameters).The second group served as the controls
and comparative samples. Distributions of all dishes with the samples are listed in the Table 1.
Table 1: Distribution of all dishes with the samples.
Nanotextiles
Size
Type
Fiber diameter
Basis weight

Dishes with nanotextiles
Dishes 1–3
Dishes 4–5
Dishes 6–7
Diameter 50 mm Diameter 30 mm Diameter 50 mm
Chitosan S PEO
PA 612
100–350 nm
100–250 nm
0,89 gsm
0,86 gsm

Control dishes
Dishes 8–10
-

All dishes were periodically withdrawn from the constant environment and moved in an isolated
box through the outside environment into the room with nuclear magnetic resonance tomograph
(NMR) to obtain images of the tissue culture. The measurement of nuclear magnetic resonance is
gentle for the tissue culture, by which the cuts of images plant are acquired, without any deformation
or destruction of the plant tissue culture [4]. The images from the NMR tomograph were obtained
by spin echo method with parameters: TE = 18, 35 ms, TR = 1 s. Individuals times were chosen
to achieve the best image contrast. The size of the resulting images are 128 × 128 pixels and the
size of operating point is 30 × 30 mm. Individual slices have a width of 2 mm and are spaced 2 mm.
After the fifteenth day the last measurement in the NMR tomograph was done and all acquired
images were processed according to the following diagram. A more detailed description of the image
processing is given in the article [4].
After loading the NMR cuts in the program Marevisi, the images were reconstructed using the
inverse Fourier transform to the resulting image. In the picture there were executed selections of
individual clusters and subsequently were obtained information about the sizes of clusters in pixels.
In Table 2 are given the total sizes (in pixels) of clusters of tissue cultures from all measuring days
obtained by NMR methods. All is plotted in Figure 2. To assessment of cluster growth are all sizes
expressed as a percentage and sorted from the lowest value (Table 3). The control samples are

Figure 1: Diagram of evaluation of NMR images.

Figure 2: The comparison of the sizes of growth of all
tissue cultures from all measurements.

Figure 3: Illustrative photography of nanotextiles.
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Table 2: Data from measurements of tissue cultures.
Dish
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1st day
Size [pixel]
245
167
359
268
184
263
184
263
154
229

5th day
Size [pixel]
583
324
461
387
810
475
396
853
0
958

10th day
Size [pixel]
654
546
471
548
1028
569
423
1786
0
1913

15th day
Size [pixel]
718
953
945
1831
1908
889
965
2765
0
2358

Table 3: Cluster sizes sorted by percentage in two days.
5th day
Dish Size [%]
9
0
3
12,841
4
14,440
6
18,061
2
19,401
7
21,522
1
23,796
8
32,433
10
41,834
5
44,022

10th day
Dish Size [%]
9
0
3
13,120
4
20,448
6
21,635
7
22,990
1
26,694
2
32,695
5
55,870
8
67,909
10
83,537

15th day
Dish Size [%]
9
0
3
26,323
1
29,306
6
33,802
7
52,446
2
57,066
4
68,321
10
102,970
5
103,696
8
105,133

marked by red color. From Table 3 it can be seen that the majority of the control samples are in
the lower part of the table, it means that the size has increased faster than for the other samples.
Sample with No. 9 could not be further processed, due to necrosis of the sample. We can only
assume that the dishes were poorly sealed and then an outdoor environment got to the inside.
During the last day of measurement the largest increase was recognized in samples No. 4 and
No. 5, these are the samples in which nanotextiles made of the polysacharide was placed. While
in the samples No. 6 and No. 7, (with nanotextiles made of polyamide) the mold appeared during
the growth the tissue culture. It is possible that during the samples transport through the outdoor environments to the area with NMR tomograph these were influenced by outside light and
temperature, because nanotextiles of this type is susceptible to the surrounding environment.
3. CONCLUSIONS

The tissue culture grew along with the sample of nanotextiles Chitosan or Polyamide. The best
rated on the end measurements were the samples with Chitosan, which had the fastest growth
compared to other samples. In other samples grew a mold that could get in by bowls leakage,
or the tissue culture respond to nanotextiles. Sample No. 9 was eliminated during the first few
days due to necrosis of tissue culture plates inside. Based on this measurement was designed by
additional measurements that will be deal by removing the mold that arise Petri’s dishes during
the growth of tissue cultures. Because insertion the nanotextiles at different intervals are needed
to eliminate the effects of molds. The mold is highly undesirable and cause necrosis or destruction
of samples.
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Abstract— We demonstrate a measurement of Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) FROG
using potassium niobate (KN) nanoneedle clusters, instead of bulk crystal, as nonlinear medium.
Using this excellent nonlinear nano-material, we characterize the pulse time/frequency-dependent
intensity of a 1040 nm picoseconds pulse laser. Due to the nanometer scale of this nonlinear
medium, the phase matching constraints can be relaxed, and the measurement system is significantly simplified and thus more accessible for common users.
1. INTRODUCTION

Ultrafast pulse laser have been widely used in many areas because of their excellent properties,
especially in nonlinear excitation. There are many methods to measure both the amplitude and
the phase structure of an ultrafast pulse [1–3]. FROG is one of the most common approaches for
this kind of characterization. With a piece of nonlinear crystal, a FROG system based on different
nonlinear effects can be implemented, such as SHG-FROG and third-harmonic-generation (THG)
FROG. However, being an essential element in FROG technique, the bulk nonlinear crystal always
needs specially cutting for different wavelength band before usage. Moreover, when the pulse laser
alters slightly, complicated modulations have to be operated to meet the altered phase matching
condition.
Many efforts have been made to simplify the complexity of the conventional FROG system,
and maintain the performance as well [3, 4]. Some research has reported using single nanoparticle
instead of bulk crystal as nonlinear medium [5, 6], which avoid the complexity the of using bulk
crystal and achieve a better spatial resolution than ever. However, since the signal generated from
the single nanoparticle is weak, the acquisition time has to be extremely long. It will badly affect
the measurement efficiency and signal to noise ratio (SNR) apparently.
In this work, we propose KN nanoneedle clusters based FROG approach to overcome the drawback of the low SNR in the previous literatures, without renouncing the performance of the FROG
technique. By employing the nanoneedle clusters in a conventional noncollinear FROG system,
the optical properties of a 1040 nm picoseconds pulse laser are characterized in both temporal and
spectral domain.
2. METHODS
2.1. Experimental Set-up

As illustrated in Figure 1, a 2.5 ps Yb doped large-mode-area (LMA) photonic crystal fiber (PCF)
laser is employed, with center wavelength at 1040 nm, ∼ 50 nm width, and repetition rate of ∼
45 MHz. The output of the laser is split at beam splitter (BS) into the two arms of a homemade
interferometer. A delay stage (DS) with 10 µm/step resolution, corresponding to 33.3 fs in time
domain, is used to induce a difference between the optical paths. After being reflected by two retroreflector (RR1 and RR2) respectively, the two beam are recombined at BS but with a separation.
They are then non-collinearly focused on to the KN nanoneedles by a lens (L1). The signal is
collected by another lens (L2) and detected by a spectrometer (Ocean optics, QE65000). No
optical filter is required in this non-collinear system.
2.2. KN Nanoneedle

The KN nanoneedles used in this work are synthesized by a hydrothermal method [7]. The length
of single KN nanoneedle varies around 1.6 µm, and the diameter decreases uniformly from 60 nm for
bottom to 20 nm for top approximately [8]. The TEM image of individual KN nanoneedle and SEM
images of nanoneedle clusters are provided in Figure 2. The clusters used for SHG are obtained by
dropping suspension of nanoneedles in deionized water onto a coverslip and dried in the air. The
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of pump-probe system in the FROG measurement. BS: beam splitter; RR1
and RR2: retro-reflectors; DS: delay stage; L1 and L2: lens; AP: aperture.
(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) TEM image of single KN nanoneedle. Scale bar: 200 nm. (b) SEM image of KN nanoneedle
clusters. Scale bar: 500 nm.

randomly distributed clusters will not introduce disturbance into the pulse characterization as long
as the same ensemble of clusters is excited in the process of pulse scanning.
As reported previously [9], the KN nanoneedles have the ability of wide-band frequency conversion, and the SHG efficiency is about 19.6 pm/V at 1004 nm, which is relative large among similar
nano-materials [10].
2.3. Theory

Briefly, the FROG measurement can be described as follows. Define the complex electric fields of
each pulse as
Ê(t) = E(t) exp(j2πf0 t),
where the E(t) is complex amplitude and f0 is the carrier frequency.
The measured intensity of non-collinear FROG signal can then be written as
¯2
¯ ∞
¯
¯Z
¯
¯
SHG
¯
Ê(t)Ê(t − τ ) exp(−j2πf t)dt¯¯ ,
IFROG (τ, f ) ∝ ¯
¯
¯
−∞

with τ is the relative delay between the pulses, and Ê(t − τ ) is a variable-delay gate function. The
spectrogram is the set of spectra of all gated chunks of Ê(t) as the delay is varied. Knowledge of
the spectrogram of E(t) is sufficient to completely determine E(t) [11].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3(a) shows the result of our measurement. The power of the LMA-PCF laser output was
about 800 mW, and before the focused lens was about 10 mW for each arm. The non-collinear
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FROG spectrogram can be obtained by measuring the spectrum of the SHG signal as the delay
time between the two pump beams is scanned. The delay step of the FROG trace was fixed at
∆τ = 33.3 fs. The integration time of each spectrum was 100 ms, and the total acquisition time is
5 min, most of which is cost in the delay stage step motion.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3: (a) Experimental FROG trace. (b) Retrieved FROG trace. Electric field intensity (solid line) and
phase (dashed line) as a function (c) of time and (d) of wavelength.

The retrieval result shown in Figure 3(b) is obtained through a method given in Ref. [12].
Using the standard FROG algorithm, the complex pulse profile can be retrieved from the measured
non-collinear SHG-FROG trace. The retrieved pulse intensity and phase profiles in temporal and
spectral are also reported in Figures 3(c) and (d), respectively. The measurement can be further
improved by employing a delay stage with finer step.
In our previous report, the KN nanoneedles can realize a wide-band second and third harmonic
generation [9]. Combining the aforementioned ability to relax phase match constraints, they can
be a potential replacement of bulk nonlinear crystal in ultrafast pulse characterization for SHGFROG but THG-FROG. With respect to the bulk crystal, the nanoneedle clusters almost require no
adjustment for different laser, which is more accessible for common users. Furthermore, by placing
the nanocrystals on the focal plane, the pulse laser’s properties on the sample can be reflected from
the measurement, which is regarded as very valuable information for in situ bio-imaging.
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Abstract— This paper presents development of FDTD-based CAD simulator using MATLAB
graphic user interface feature for solving the coaxial applicator problem. The capability of the
CAD is to visualize the 2D and 3D electromagnetic field and bio-heat distribution. The CAD is
competitive with commercial simulator in term of learning curve and simplicity in the program
algorithm. In this paper, the creation steps of the CAD are described in detail. In addition,
the comparison result between the CAD and commercial simulator are intensively discussed and
analyzed. Some of the improvements of this CAD are also presented.
1. INTRODUCTION

Simulator is gaining importance nowadays for scientists and researchers to complete their research
work. However, commercial simulator is costly. There exist few free open-source simulators [1] and
those are not user friendly. Here, we attempt to develop simple graphical user interface (GUI) to
overcome the above issue. In this paper, we only focused on Finite Difference Method (FDM) [2]
and Finite Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) [3] which was applied to the coaxial type applicator
in hyperthermia treatment. Coaxial applicator becomes popular due to its thin slot form and small
cross section area which can realize minimal invasive treatment such as deep seated brain tumor.
2. THEORECTICAL BACKGROUND

All the solutions to the problem of electromagnetic are always refer to the Maxwell’s equation.
Here, the FDTD is applied on coated monopole applicator to solve an electromagnetic (EM) fields
using the Maxwell’s equations in time, t domain and cylindrical coordinate (ρ, Ø and z) [4]:
∂Hφ
∂Eρ ∂Ez
−
= −µo
+ σHφ
∂z
∂ρ
∂t
∂Hφ
∂Eρ
−
= −εo εr
+ σEρ
∂z
∂t
1 ∂(ρHφ )
∂Ez
= −εo εr
+ σEz
ρ ∂ρ
∂t

(1a)
(1b)
(1c)

where Eρ , Ez and HØ are the radial, axial electric fields (V/m) and azimuth magnetic field (A/m),
respectively. Symbols µo and εo are the permeability (H/m) and permittivity (F/m) of free space,
while, εr and σ are the relative permittivity and conductivity (S/m) of ambient medium. While,
the scatter heat distribution due to EM energy along the length of coated monopole driven from
coaxial line, was solved by FDM. The governing Pennes’ bioheat transfer equation [5] was used and
given as:
µ 2
¶
∂T
∂ T
1 ∂T
∂2T
pCp
=K
+
+
− ω b Cb pb (T − Ta ) + Qmet + Qext
(2)
∂t
∂ρ2
ρ ∂ρ
∂z 2
where T is the final temperature (◦ C) in biological medium; Ta is the arterial temperature (◦ C).
Symbols p, Cp and K are the density (kg/m3 ), specific heat capacity (J/(kg◦ C)) and thermal
conductivity (W/(m◦ C)) of the biological medium, respectively; Symbols pb and Cb are the density
(kg/m3 ) and specific heat capacity (J/(kg◦ C) of blood, respectively; ω b is the blood perfusion rate
(m3 /(kg · s)), which is assumed to be constant; Qmet is the metabolic heat generation rate (ignored
in this study) and Qext is the external heat sources which is related to electric field, E, as:
SAR =

σ|E|2
Qext
=
2p
p

(3)
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where SAR is the specific absorption rate (W/kg) of biological medium. In FDTD routine, the (1)
is required to convert into discrete form as:
·
¸
∆t Eρn (i, j +0.5)−Eρn (i, j − 0.5)
Hφn+0.5 (i, j) = Hφn−0.5 (i, j)+
µ0
∆z
· n
¸
n
∆t Ez (i+0.5, j)−Ez (i−0.5, j)
−
(4a)
µ0
∆ρ
³
´
"
#
σ∆t
∆t
1− 2ε
ρi+1 Hφn+0.5 (i+1, j)−ρi Hφn+0.5 (i, j)
o εr
εo εr
n+1
n
´ Ez (i+0.5, j)+ ³
´
Ez (i+0.5, j) = ³
(4b)
σ∆t
σ∆t
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1+ 2ε
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2ε
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−
H
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j
−
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φ
φ
´ Eρn (i, j − 0.5) − ³ ε0 εr ´
Eρn+1 (i, j − 0.5) = ³
(4c)
σ∆t
σ∆t
∆z
1 + 2εo εr
1 + 2εo εr
Similarly, for FDM, the (2) is discretized as:
·
¸
∂T
K T (i+1, j)−2T (i, j)+T (i−1, j) 1 T (i+1, j)−T (i, j) T (i+1, j)−2T (i, j)+T (i−1, j)
=
+
+
∂t
pc
∆ρ2
ρ
2∆ρ
∆z 2
ωb cb pb
SAR
−
(5)
[T (i, j) − Ta ] +
pc
c
The Equation (5) is further solved explicitly by available MATLAB ode45 solver [6].
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
3.1. Simulated Configuration

This study simulator considers the coated monopole driven from coaxial line as axis symmetrical
in order to reduce the computational resource and run time. Source is fed from the end of the
coaxial line and it is assume to be TEM along the coaxial line. Soft source is used to allow
reflected wave to be absorbed. Since FDTD operates in time domain, differentiated Gaussian pulse
excitation is performed. When steady-state is reached, Fourier transform is used to obtain frequency
response. The domain for the analysis is truncated with perfectly matched layer (PML) based on
recursive convolution and the use of complex frequency shifted (CFS) parameters to absorb all
outgoing electromagnetic waves. To ensure stability, time step set adhere to “Courant-FriedrichsLewy condition”, which is described in detail in [4]. Grid cell, ∆ρ used is 0.25 mm equivalent to 75
points per wavelength to reduce numerical dispersion error. The type of applicator to be used in
this study is a thin monopole used in hyperthermia treatment coated with catheter made of Teflon.
There exist thin air gap between the catheter and the conductor as shown in Figure 1. The height
of the monopole is set to βL h = π/4 at f = 915 MHz. The values of initial parameters of the study
simulation are given in Table 1. Up to 10 watt power is introduced through the coaxial line for
three minutes to obtain the final temperature.
Perfect Match Layer (PML)

Perfect Electric
Conductor (PEC)
PEC

h
ρ

PML
2c

2b
Air

Brain tissue

Source

2a

Teflon

PML
z=0

Figure 1: Geometry of coated monopole.

z
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Table 1: Parameters in the FDTD simulation.
Dimensions of
monopole
a = 0.5 mm
b = 0.75 mm
c = 1.5 mm
h = 21.1 mm

Dielectric Properties
of Mediums

Thermal Properties of Mediums

Air: εr = 1
Brain Tissue: K = 0.497 W/(m◦ C)
Teflon: εr = 2.06
p = 1030 kg/m3
Brain Tissue: εr = 42.5
Cp = 3600 J/(kg◦ C)
σ = 0.88 S/m

Blood: K = 0.45 W/(m◦ C)
p = 1058 kg/m3
Cp = 3960 J/(kg◦ C)

3.2. GUI Features

GUI developed is simple and straight forward where it is made up of a graphic display, 6 function
buttons and a display drop down list as shown in Figure 2. Comparison with COMSOL’s GUI is
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Developed simulator’s GUI components.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) COMSOL’s GUI. (b) Developed simulator’s GUI.
3.2.1. Graphic Display

Results and geometry model are plotted at a time on the graphic display base on the option selected
in the drop-down list.
3.2.2. Drop-down List

There are 7 types of result to be selected from the drop down list which are geometry model,
normalized electric field, axial and radial electric field, azimuth magnetic field, input impedance,
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and SAR distribution.
3.2.3. Function Buttons

When function buttons are pressed, a dialog box is launched for assignment of respective parameters. To save the changes, press the OK button and respective simulation is performed.
1. “Change Geometry Detail” button is used to define the grid cell size, simulation domain
size, number of PML layers, and biological medium properties.
2. “Change Antenna Parameters” button is used to define the antenna dimensions and
material properties.
3. “Bioheat Simulation” button is used to solve bioheat equation and the final solution is
interpreted in temperature distribution. Duration of the simulation and thermal properties of
the biological and blood medium is defined in the dialog box.
4. “Time Domain Simulation” button will initiate real time animation of the electric field
wave propagation. Type of source, frequency of interest, input voltage and maximum number
of time steps can be defined in the dialog box.
5. “Frequency Domain Simulation” button is capable of calculating the electric and magnetic
field distribution in frequency domain. Dialog box shown similar parameters as from button
4.
6. “Calculate Impedance” button is used to calculate variation of impedance with frequency.
Parameters to be defined are range of frequencies, maximum number of time steps and type
of source.
3.3. Results Discussion

In this section, the computed electric field, (Eρ and Ez ) and input impedance, Zin at driving point
are validated against analytical solution [7] and COMSOL simulation results. Electric field is
compared at 6 different cross sections parallel to ρ-axis and z-axis. Due to differences excitation
sources were respectively used by the three approaches, thus, the computed results are normalized
to its maximum value for ease of comparison. The results of the radial and axial components of
the electric field are plotted in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.
Near the boundary of the domain, less efficient PML used will cause significantly small reflection
back to the domain which can be seen in Figure 4(a). Analytical method is not susceptible to this
problem, thus small difference is noticeable between analytical solution with COMSOL and FDTD
near the end of ρ = 10 mm and. COMSOL method which shows more deviation than FDTD toward
analytical method has less efficient PML. Secondly, Figure 5(a) shows that large difference between
FDTD with analytical method at z = 1.1 mm, but good agreement with COMSOL simulation.
The difference is due to the absence of fringing effect in analytical solution. Also in Figure 5(b),
considerable difference with FEM and analytical is noticeable at z = 21.1 mm, mainly due to strong
forces at the tip. Overall the agreement between simulator’s results with 2 other methods is good.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Electric field near insulated monopole normalized to maximum at cross section parallel to z-axis.
(a) Eρ and (b) Ez .
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(b)

Figure 5: Electric field near insulated monopole normalized to maximum at cross section parallel to ρ-axis.
(a) Eρ and (b) Ez .

Input impedance, Zin at driving point (z = 0) for analytical solution is obtained from characteristic impedance using the simple transmission line theory [7] and further corrected for its fringing
effect. Comparison is made from 1 GHz to 8 GHz and plotted in Figure 6. Simulator’s result agrees
very well with FEM solution but deviate slightly in reactance, Xin at frequency higher than 5 GHz
with analytical solution.
Comparison of temperature contour at 43◦ C surrounding monopole between the FDTD computed results and the COMSOL simulated results was shown in Figure 7. 43◦ C is the therapeutic
temperature for effective hyperthermia treatment. From Figure 7, small difference is noticeable
near the tip of the antenna. This is expected as rapid field growth is expected around that region.
150
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Figure 6: Comparison of simulator’s result with analytical solution and FEM method.

0.5
1
ρ (mm)

1.5

Figure 7: Comparison of temperature contour at
43◦ C with COMSOL simulation.

4. SIMULATOR’S LIMITATIONS

For the time being, simulator developed is not full-featured where it doesn’t support anisotropic
material, periodic boundary condition and other excitation mode such as transverse electric (TE)
mode. Besides, only uniform grid size can be defined that further compromise the run time of
simulation. For example in this study, fine mesh of 0.25 mm is used due to constraint of narrow
air gap geometry between catheter and conductor. In fact, non uniform grid size will enable finer
mesh defined at critical solution areas (area surrounding the tip and aperture of the monopole),
while coarser mesh defined at other solution regions.
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5. CONCLUSION

In this study, a FDTD-based simulator with simple GUI specifically caters for coaxial applicator
was successfully developed. In future, the limitations above will be improved.
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Abstract— This paper discusses the shielding and mutual coupling effect of ground penetrating radar (GPR) antenna for buried object detection. In this study, bi-static radar system is
considered. The antenna used in this system is designed at wide operational frequency, 0.5 GHz
to 3.0 GHz. To observe the shielding effect and mutual coupling between antennas, two antennas
with the same operating frequency are placed in an individual shielded box. The study is accomplished using Computer Simulation Technology (CST) software. The antenna is designed using
substrate Taconic TLY-5 with dielectric constant of 2.2 and thickness of 1.57 mm. The study and
discussion includes the simulated results of radiation pattern, reflection coefficient and gain.
1. INTRODUCTION

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is one of the non-destructive detection methods that have been
tremendously explored mainly in the area of research and development. One of the important parts
in the GPR system is the antenna itself. In a bi-static radar system, two antennas with the same
specifications are used for transmitting and receiving the signal. When the transmitter sends the
radio wave signal into the ground, the receiver will capture the reflected signal from the ground.
Generally, the antenna performance usually affected by mutual coupling and signal from other
sources. As a result, the position or the distances between two antennas need to be considered [1–3].
Figure 1 shows the proposed GPR antenna. The antenna is shielded to minimize the coupling
effect between antennas and isolate the antenna from undesired signals in the air.
As shown in Fig. 2, the signal is travelling from a transmitter to a receiver along a number of
paths. The purpose of shielding is to selectively enhance some signals and supress others. Thisstudy
leads to the objectives of [2]:
a. Maximize the energy on the path AA’ to and from subsurface target (i.e.: focus on direct
signal downward).

Figure 1: A shielded ground penetrating radar
(GPR) antenna.

Figure 2: A Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) system emits and detects radio wave signals. There are
many possible signals and paths and the objective to
maximize the target response and minimize others.
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b. Minimize the direct transmitter to receiver energy on path B.
c. Minimize the energy that escape into the air as on path CC’.
d. Minimize external EM noise as indicated by signal D.
2. DESIGN

The proposed GPR antenna is designed and simulated using Computer Simulation Technology
software (CST). All the dimension of the proposed antenna with and without casing are shown
in Table 1. The distance between antennas without casing, d1 is 250 mm while distance between
shielded antenna is 150 mm. The distance for both antennas is optimized to obtain a good results
in term of return loss, gain and coupling effect and these antenna operates at 0.5 GHz until 3.0 GHz
which is suitable for GPR applications. The formula for circular patch antenna was used to calculate
the dimension of the antennas [4].
a= n
1+

2h
π²r

F
£ ¡ πF ¢
¤o1/2
ln 2h + 1.7726

where,
F =

h must be in cm

8.791 × 109
fr√εr

(1)

(2)

Table 1: Dimension of dual separated GPR antenna.
Descriptions
l1
l2
l3
w1
w2
d1
d2
r1

Dimension (mm)
200
50
200
200
320
250
150
75

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 shows the reflection coefficient, S11 and transmission coefficient, S21 of the proposed
antennas. The antennas with and without shielded box give a similar results across 0.5 GHz to
3.0 GHz. The optimization of the antenna parameters and gap for both antennas is depending on
resonant frequency. The closer the antennas will give more directives but will introduce higher
mutual coupling effect which will degrade the performance of the antennas.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Dual separation antenna, (a) without casing, (b) with casing.
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Figure 4: S-parameter for GPR antenna with and without casing.

(a) At 1.0 GHz

(b) At 2.0 GHz

Figure 5: Radiation pattern of GPR antenna without casing at 1.0 GHz and 2.0 GHz.

(a) At 1.0 GHz

(b) At 2.0 GHz

Figure 6: Radiation pattern of GPR antenna with casing at 1.0 GHz and 2.0 GHz.

Figures 5 and 6 show the simulated radiation pattern at 1.0 GHz and 2.0 GHz for shielded and
unshielded GPR antennas. As can be seen, the gain of the antenna rise up to 6.68 dB and 9.17 dB
at 1.0 GHz and 2.0 GHz compared to unshielded antenna respectively. This is due the reaction of
the shielding effect which reflect the back lobe radiation to the front indirectly increase the gain of
the antennas. So that, instead of eliminate the unwanted signal from various sources, the function
of the shielded box also can increase the gain of the antennas.
4. CONCLUSION

Shielding and mutual coupling effect of Circular patch ground penetrating radar antenna which
operates at 0.5 GHz until 3.0 GHz is discuss in this paper. The performance of the shielded antenna
is better compared unshielded in term of radiation pattern and gain which increase 4 dB to 5 dB.
Shielded antenna also can avoid antenna from receive undesired signal in the air.
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Abstract— The article presents a new approach to the detection of a very weak electromagnetic
(EM) signal, which is generated by partial discharge (PD) in a high-voltage, oil-filled power
transformer. The new technique is based on the discrimination of signal acquisitions disturbed
by interference; this procedure enables the desired weak signal to pass for further processing.
The method was verified via an experiment, in which very short electrical pulses were injected in
the transformer vessel by the antenna. The weak pulse signals were successfully detected in the
presence of high level of interference.
1. INTRODUCTION

The electric energy is at the present (and in near future will be also) produced in central facilities,
from which is transported after transformation into the place of consumption. The transition to the
new decentralized energy sources will be rather consecutive [1]. The interface between the energetic
facility and place of consumption plays an important role. Pivotal parts of these interfaces are high
voltage power transformers. The security and reliability issues of energetic transformers have been
intensively solved by research community [2, 3]. Critical transformer component is dielectric oil
filling, which ensures isolation and cooling. The quality of oil filling is degraded due to activity
of partial discharges (PD). Sudden failures in transformers isolation filling usually leads to energy
delivery drop-out. It could lead to blackouts in severe cases of combined failures.
Various diagnostic methods for transformer condition determination have been developed. Each
of these suffers from some disadvantages. The recent technology development and the availability
of hi-tech instrumentation have opened new opportunities to employment of advanced diagnostic
methods, as the radiofrequency (RF) method is [4]. RF method is based on the sensing, evaluation
and source localization of the EM signal in UHF range. Therefore, it is frequently called the UHF
method. Our group has developed an UHF method based diagnostic system for detection and
localization of partial discharge activity, as described in [5].
One of the intensively solved aspects of UHF method is design and properties of suitable UHF
sensors [10] for pulsed broadband signals and optimal design of high frequency signal processing
chain [11]. The initial phase of PD activity is typical with a relatively low magnitude of its apparent
charge, which could range from circa 100 pC. Such PD would generate relatively weak EM radiation.
One of the often mentioned advantages of the UHF methods is that the PD radiated signals are
sensed in metal transformer vessel. This will ensure efficient EM shielding and the weak PD signal
could be therefore detected. However, experiments made by our group [6] have shown the presence
of critical points on the vessels, which allows penetration of the outer EM disturbance [7]. One
of the points was the connection of the sensing heads to the vessel. This has been solved by the
installation of efficient EM shielding [8] (shown in Fig. 1(a)). It has allowed the suppression of
the disturbance of remote sources. The second critical input point represents length compensative
collars in the high voltage feedings encapsulation (bushing). However, more serious effect has been
observed. Due to the imperfection of high voltage feedings installation on the inner isolators, a
strong sparking activity is present in the bushings. Generated pulsed EM signal propagates into
the vessel through the bushings and it is added to the weak PD EM signal. The above described
shielding couldn’t avoid this problem and the signal level of expected PD activity was still below
the level of the interference.
2. DESCRIPTION OF NEW METHOD FOR LOW-LEVEL PD SIGNAL DETECTION

In order to overcome the above mentioned issue a new method for weak PD signal detection has
been proposed and verified. The method exploits the multi-trigger ability of the diagnostic system
(this means that the signal acquisition can be triggered by the signal threshold-crossing in any of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Sensing head with EM gasket, (b) installed under the busshing collar, (c) disassembled exter.
sensor.

the four channels simultaneously). One of the sensing head was removed from its vessel inlet and
it was positioned near the place, where the interfering signal exits the feeding bushing (under the
bushings collar, Fig. 1(b)). The signals acquisition procedure was initiated and the signal gain of
sensing heads was set on suitable level. Now the acquisitions, which were recorded by the trigger
from the outer head, were discriminated for further processing. Only acquisitions triggered from the
vessel installed heads were stored and displayed. By this way, the outer disturbance was eliminated
from the overall signal processing. Subsequently, the gain of the vessel installed heads was increased
up to the level, where weak residual signals could be observed. In order to use high signal gain, the
sensing heads have to be equipped with additional signal limiters, since residual strong interfering
signal can occur.
After the method verification, a special purpose external sensor has been developed, which is
shown in Fig. 1(c). The external sensor is based on the same components as the sensing heads.
Within the transformer diagnostic procedure, the external antenna is installed in the vicinity of the
transformer and senses the outer disturbing signal. In this case, only three vessel installed heads
are used. Nevertheless, this is sufficient for the signal source localization. Following the successful
verification, the method for PD signal detection by means of disturbed acquisition discrimination
has been implemented into the control software of the system [9].
3. DETECTION OF ARTIFICIAL LOW-LEVEL SIGNAL

The diagnostic system development and detection method verification were conducted on the series
of block transformer 15 kV/400 kV. The transformers have been recently put into operation and
the quality of the oil filling was high. Therefore no PD activity was observed, despite of the new
method utilization. In order to prove the ability of the low level EM signal detection, artificial
pulses have been injected into the vessel by means of an antenna installed in the vacant inlet. The
negative going pulse has been produced by avalanche transistor generator. The peak value of the
pulse was −5.9 V, falling edge of the pulse was 300 ps and the FWHM (full width at the half of
maximum) of the pulse was 700 ps. The pulse waveform is shown in Fig. 2(a). The radiated pulse
has simulated the EM signal generated by PD in view of its waveform, time duration and spectral
characteristic also. The calculated amplitude spectrum of the pulse is shown in Fig. 2(b). The

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The waveform of (a) the artificial pulse signal and (b) its amplitude spectrum.
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pulse generator has been built into the shielding cover and equipped with the same antenna as the
sensing heads.
Following procedure of low level signal detection consist of two steps. In the first step, the all
sensing heads (4) were installed into the inlets. The measurement and localization of the strong
disturbing signal, which source is outside the vessel, was performed. The acquired waveforms
of the disturbing signal are shown in Fig. 3(a) and the signal source localization is shown in
Fig. 3(b). It is apparent that the signal comes from the first input feeding bushing. Therefore, the
external antenna was installed close to the first input feeding bushing in the second step. The pulse
transmitting head was installed into the third inlet in the transformer vessel and the diagnostic
software has been switched over the mode of low-level signal detection by means of disturbed
acquisition discrimination.
The transmitting head was switched on. Now the acquisitions interfered by the disturbing
signal from the bushing were discriminated and only the acquisitions triggered by the signals from
vessel installed heads were processed. The example of such acquisition is shown in Fig. 4(a). The
third signal is missing, since this receiving channel is used for the external head signal, which is
discriminated. The following signal source localization is shown in Fig. 4(b). It is obvious, that the
result indicates the correct position of the transmitting head in the third inlet.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Acquired waveforms of (a) the disturbing signal and (b) its source localization.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Acquired waveforms of (a) the artificial pulse signal and (b) its source localization.

In order to evaluate the sensitivity of the method in view of assumed apparent charge value
of PDs a simple, straightforward consideration was proceeded. The consideration assumes, that
the PD represents a charge transport through certain impedance. The similar case is the charge
transport through the input impedance of pulse transmitting antenna. The difference is that the
electromagnetic radiation effect will be more efficient in case of PD, since the antenna reflects
some portion of the signal due to non-perfect matching. If we simply consider a real character of
antenna’s input impedance Zi , then we can deduce the current waveform through this impedance
i(t) = u(t)/Zi . The waveform will be same as in Fig. 2(a). The current is defined as the transported
charge during a time interval i(t) = dQ(t)/dt. It can be deduced from previous relations that the
total charge transported through the antenna’s input impedance is Q = (1/Zi ) ∫ u(t)dt. This
rapidly transported charge causes an electromagnetic wave radiation as in case of PD. If we apply
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the charge relation on the voltage waveform in Fig. 2(a), we find the charge value Q = 94 pC. It
has to be noted, that for given pulse waveform the power of radiated wave will be proportional to
94 pC in the ideal case only, when antenna’s input impedance will be real and perfectly matched. In
real case, we obtain radiated wave, which power magnitude is lower and it is proportional to lower
value of the charge than 94 pC. Therefore, we can estimate, that for the used antenna with known
reflection coefficient, the equivalent apparent charge will be 30–50 pC. According to this result, we
can conclude, that if we are able to detect above described artificial pulses in the environment with
the presence of strong interference, we are able to detect the weak radiated signal of PD’s with
apparent charge in the order of tens pC also.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The UHF method is one of the most promising methods for transformer diagnostic in view of PD
activity monitoring. Its advantage is the possibility of on-line PD detection and PD localization.
However, several precautions have to be adopted. The EM signal of the PD is weak. Therefore the
influence of outer, PD non-related pulse disturbance has to be taken into account. A great advantage in sensitivity improvement and interference immunity attainment is the developed method of
disturbed acquisition discrimination. The method has been verified during an on-site measurement,
where low-level pulsed signal, comparable to weak PD signal, has been detected and its source has
been localized.
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Abstract— An effective method was proposed to design a high power coaxial-waveguide directional coupler applied to the short-circuited line method. In this paper, the coupler designed
using the proposing method has wide band, high directivity, flat coupling coefficient, lower SWR,
and low requirement for machining accuracy. According to the required technology parameter,
preliminary designed the aperture waveguide directional coupler and the adapter. In order to
achieve the more excellent indices, we simulate and optimize the distance between the two hole
and the two ends hole size of the coupler, the step size of the adapter. The VSWR of coaxialwaveguide transition designed in this paper is less than 1.06 in the 12.4–18 GHz octave bandwidth,
and the high modulus produced is very small. Therefore, coaxial-waveguide directional coupler
of the directivity and the coupling coefficient are improved.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the field of microwave measurement we need the coaxial-waveguide transitions which are playing an important role in microwave system and critical passive microwave components in Radar
equipment, precision guidance and microwave testing circuit. Moreover, we need the Directional
couplers in the measurement to sample the signal. In order to convenient our measurement we
integrate the two components- the coaxial-waveguide transitions and the waveguide Directional
couplers into one part. It has an excellent simulation result which VSWR is less than 1.05, the
error between the simulation value of coupling and the required value −14 dB is less than 0.8 dB.
It also has well performance in engineering application for Ku band measurement instrument of
Terminal short-circuit.
2. THE BASIC THEORY AND ANALYSIS

We integrate the part in our design and the theory in each will be analysis in the following illustration.
In this paper, the design of coaxial-waveguide transitions is based on the utilization of a rectangular cavity and a cylinder probe with conical part, a 4-step Chebyshev-response impedance
transformer was designed using the combination construction with single ridge waveguide and reduced size rectangular waveguide. Design formulas resulting in an equal ripple or Chebyshev-type
response were given by Cohn, Collin [1], and Riblet, and were experimentally verified.
Figure 1 shows the designed structure of the coaxial-waveguide transitions. It has two critical
parts that are stepped impedance transformer and mode converter. We know that the characteristic
impedance of rectangular waveguide is more a function of frequency than a constant value in the
traditional theory. Hence we need a multi-step matching transformer to satisfy such extreme high
impedance ratio and the wide fractional bandwidth. There are 4 steps in the aforementioned structure. The first step is for the selection of the waveguide cross section on the basis of its characteristic
impedance and guided wavelength. The combination construction with single-ridge waveguide (the
fist-step) and reduced size waveguide (the second-, third- and forth-step) was employed to frame
a 4-section Chebyshev response quarter-wave transformer [2]. The part of Single-ridge waveguide
has been used to satisfy the compatibility between the conventional circular coaxial and the rectangular waveguide. The characteristic impedance of each step has been computed [3]. Calculation
by HFSS, we can know wave impedance is Z = 298 Ohm which correspond the center frequency is
f0 = 15.2 GHz. The length l of each section in terms of the guide wavelengths in that section is
defined by:
Γ(θ) = 2e−jN θ [Γ0 cos N θ + Γ1 cos (N − 2) θ + . . . + Γn cos (N − 2n) θ + . . .]
= Ae−jN θ TN (sec θm cos θ)
As we know, N = 4. So we can obtain
·
¸
1
−j4θ
Γ(θ) = 2e
Γ0 cos 4θ + Γ1 cos 2θ + Γ2 = Ae−j4θ T4 (sec θm cos θ)
2

(1)

(2)
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Figure 1: The structure of the coaxial-waveguide
transitions.

Figure 2: Structure of high power waveguide directional coupler.

As A = Γm = 0.05 and
"
Ã
!#
"
Ã
!#
ln ZL/Z0
ln 298/50
1
1
sec θm = cosh
ar cosh
= cosh ar cosh
= 1.4251
N
2Γm
4
2 × 0.05

(3)

We can obtain
·
¸
£
¤
1
2 Γ0 cos 4θ + Γ1 cos 2θ + Γ2 = A sec4 θm (cos 4θ + 4 cos 2θ + 3) − 4 sec2 θm (cos 2θ + 1) + 1
2
¢
¡
¢
¡
4
= A sec θm · cos 4θ + 4A sec4 θm − 4A sec2 θm · cos 2θ + 3A sec4 θm − 4A sec2 θm + A
(4)
The corresponding coefficient equation can be obtained
2Γ0 = A sec4 θm ⇒ Γ0 = Γ4 = 0.1031
2Γ1 = 4A sec4 θm − 4A sec2 θm ⇒ Γ1 = Γ3 = 0.2094
4

(5)

2

Γ2 = 3A sec θm − 4A sec θm + A ⇒ Γ2 = 0.2625
So when n = 0, we can obtain
ln Z1 = ln Z0 + 2Γ0 = ln 50 + 2 × 0.1031 = 4.1182 ⇒ Z1 = 61.4485HFSS ⇒ l1 = 1.63 mm
n = 1, ln Z2 = ln Z1 + 2Γ1 = 4.537 ⇒ Z2 = 93.4101 ⇒ l2 = 2.48 mm
n = 2, ln Z3 = ln Z2 + 2Γ2 = 5.062 ⇒ Z3 = 157.906 ⇒ l3 = 4.19 mm
n = 3, ln Z4 = ln Z3 + 2Γ3 = 5.4808 ⇒ Z4 = 240.038 ⇒ l4 = 6.38 mm

(6)

where Γ is the reflection coefficient, and we can approximately compute the length of each section
with formulas (1) to (6).
In this paper, we also referred to the waveguide directional couplers. As is shown in the Figure 2,
the coupler is a network with 4 ports which are the input port, through port, coupling port and
isolation port.
There are four main index-coupling, isolation, direction and bandwidth-to weigh the performance
of the coupler. Here are the calculating method of the four parameter
(1) Coupling
P3
C = 10 · lg
= 20 · lg |S31 | (dB)
(7)
P1
(2) Isolation
P4
I = 10 · lg
= 20 · lg |S41 | (dB)
(8)
P1
(3) Direction
P4
D = 10 · lg
= 20 · lg |S43 | (dB)
(9)
P3
(4) Bandwidth
Bandwidth refers to the frequency range design index of directional coupler are meet the requirements.
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3. OPTIMIZATION AND RESULTS

In Figure 3, we provided the model designed and simulated by the HFSS. In our model, port 1
is the input port which the signal fed, and port 3 is the coupling port which used to connect our
waveguide device.

Figure 3: The model of the coaxial-waveguide we designed.

In Figures 4(a)–(c), we given the result of our simulation. In the Figure 4(a), the fluctuate of
its couple coefficient is less than 1 dB (the couple coefficient we design is −13 dB). As is shown in
Figure 4(b), the worst isolation of the coupler is −35 dB. In Figure 4(c),it is shown that the VSWR
of the coupler is less than 1.1 which is better than 1.3 we needed in practice.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) The couple coefficient. (b) The directivity of the coupler. (c) The VSWR of the coupler.

As the result can satisfy our requirements, we processed the real product which is shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: The real product of the coupler.

We measure our real product using Agilent E8363A and the result of the measurement of the
coupler is shown in Figures 6(a)–(c). From the measurement, the range of the couple coefficient
shown in Figure 6(a) is −12.4 dB ∼ −13.4 dB which means that the fluctuate of the couple coefficient
is less than 1 dB, the isolation coefficient shown in Figure 6(b) is less than −40 dB, the VSWR shown
in Figure 6(c) is less than 1.20.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: (a) The couple coefficient. (b) The isolation coefficient. (c) The VSWR of the coupler.
4. CONCLUSION

It is easy to discover that there are some difference when compare the result of simulation with the
result of measurement. For instance, the curves have some difference when compare Figure 4(b)
with Figure 6(b). In Figure 4(c), the VSWR is less than 1.05, while the VSWR in Figure 6(c)
is less than 1.2. Here we put forward several reasons that may contribute to the difference. The
first reason is machine error such as the inner wall smoothness of the waveguide, which could affect
the performance of the device. At the same time, if the impedance transformer can not machine
accurately, there must be some influence on the VSWR. The second reason is the connection between
the adapter and the coupler. The performance may be worse if the adapter and the coupler cannot
mate tightly when we using the VNA to measure the coupler.
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Abstract— Nanoscale plasmonic switch based on graphene at far infrared frequencies are proposed and designed. Mode-guiding switching/mode-cutoff analyses are given for the modulation
function. High modulation depth and bandwidth can be obtained. This plasmonic graphenebased switch can be used to promote the performance of current switches in the integrated optical
field, providing another method for interconnect in ultrahighly integrated photonic circuits.
1. INTRODUCTION

Graphene, a single sheet of sp2 -bonded carbon atoms, has attracted much attention due to its
outstanding and intriguing properties [1]. The electro-optical switches using graphene have been the
subject of much interest both theoretically and experimentally in the recent years [2, 3]. However,
most of them are based on electro-absorption, which is relied on the modulation of the interband or
intraband transition. Less work has been done in the electro-refraction with different Fermi level,
which can also be employed in the modulation mechanism.
In this paper, we provide a different principle and method, the gate-voltage-controlled modeguiding switching/mode-cutoff mechanism, to achieve the modulation function. The proposed
structure has the advantages of large modulation depth and width bandwidth, which can be used
to promote the performance of current switches in the integrated optical field, providing another
method for interconnect in ultrahighly integrated photonic circuits.
2. MODELING AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

Electronic and optical characteristics of 2D graphene as a function of frequency, temperature,
and carrier density have been analytically and experimentally studied in many papers [4–6]. The
complex surface conductivity of graphene including intraband and interband transitions is estimated
within the random-phase approximation [7] as:
·
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¶¸
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Here ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant, ω is the angular frequency, τ is the carrier relaxation
time, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature. Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) waves
can be supported in a 1D slab waveguide constructed with an ideal graphene sheet sandwiched
between dielectric mediums above and below. Under the condition of space wave vector k0 ¿ ksp ,
the effective index Neff of the 1D graphene waveguide can be approximately calculated as follows,
based on Eq. (4) in Ref. [4]:
Neff ≡ ksp /k0 = ε0

εr1 + εr2 i2ω
,
2
σ(ω)

(2)

where k0 and ksp are respectively vacuum and the plasmon wave vectors, and εr1 and εr2 are the
dielectric constants of the mediums above and below the graphene, respectively. By applying different voltage patterns to the graphene strip, guiding or cut-off modes with low or high attenuation
coefficient can be formed.
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As can be seen in Figure 1, a monolayer graphene sheet is sandwiched between two aluminum
oxide buffer layers forming a 1D field confinement in the y-direction. Three gold-plated silicon
gating pads and an end layer are on top and bottom of the structure, respectively, providing
another 1D field confinement along the x-direction and dividing the structure into the core and
cladding sections. By altering the voltages applied to the graphene to form different Fermi level
patterns, in the on state, the SPP waves will be confined within the core region due to higher
effective index of the core than the surrounding cladding layers. In the off state, by decreasing
the Fermi level in the cladding, the vast majority of energy will diffuse to the cladding, only small
fraction of energy remains in the core.

Figure 1: Schematic of the plasmonic switch configuration. The height of each layer is H1 = H4 = 10 nm,
H2 = H3 = 50 nm. The width of the gating pads are L1 = L3 = 650 nm, L2 = 200 nm and the length of the
waveguide is L = 500 nm. This switch is fabricated on silicon substrate, which is not shown in the figure.
The thickness of graphene is set to be tG = 0.6 nm with the relaxation time of τ = 0.25 ps, the working
temperature is T = 300 K. Voltages will be applied to the silicon gating pads to adjust the Fermi level. Here
V1 stands for the voltage applied to the core and V2 stands for the voltage applied to the cladding.

The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method is used to evaluate the optical performance
with the working frequency f = 37 THz. Here the Fermi level in the core section is always kept at
0.6 eV while that in the cladding section are set to be 0.8 eV and 0.2 eV in the on and off states,
respectively. Figure 2 shows the normalized light intensity profiles in the x-z plane. As Neff is
inversely proportional to the square of Ef , in the on state, the SPP waves are mainly confined in the
core and the attenuation coefficient is αon = 4.0 dB/µm (Fig. 2(a)). Inversely in the off state, the
effective index discontinuity “pull” the energy from the core to the cladding and providing higher
attenuation coefficient αoff = 25.4 dB/µm. As a result, up to 21.5 dB/µm modulation depths can
be achieved. 3-dB modulation depth can be satisfied as short as 139.8 nm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Normalized light intensity propagation profiles of the structure under different Fermi level in the
cladding Ef,cladding : (a) Ef,cladding = 0.8 eV, (b) Ef,cladding = 0.2 eV. The Fermi level in the core is always
kept at Ef,core = 0.6 eV. The working frequency is fixed at f = 37 THz.

Figure 3 shows the attenuations of the structure in the on and off states, respectively. The
structure we propose was studied in the 35–50 THz range. It can be seen that the attenuation
stays low in the on state for Ef,cladding = 0.8 eV while having large difference in the off state for
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Ef,cladding = 0.2 eV. More than 15 THz can be achieved, showing good performance in term of the
bandwidth.

Figure 3: Attenuations of the structure as the function of frequency for Ef,cladding = 0.2, 0.8 eV, respectively.
The Fermi level of the core is fixed at Ef,core = 0.6 eV.
3. CONCLUSION

We have proposed and designed the nanoscale plasmonic switch based on graphene at far infrared
frequencies. By altering the voltages applied to the graphene to form different Fermi level patterns,
guiding or cut-off modes with low or high attenuation can be formed. Our result shows that the
switch has the large modulation depth and can be operated in a wide bandwidth, showing great
potential in future integrated circuits.
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Abstract— This paper is devoted to present a multi-channel, high resolution, fast lock phase
locked loop (PLL) for surveillance radar applications under influence of system noise. Phase
detector based PLLs are simple to design, suffer no systematic phase error, and can run at the
highest speed. Reducing loop gain can proportionally improve jitter performance, but also reduces
locking time and pull-in range. The system is studied under influence of system noise in the range
from 5 to 30 dB to reflect the reliability of the system under these conditions. The results perform
a comparison of noise power, VCO control input, Lock time, ISE and ITSE Performance indices
for three selective channels among 38 channels operated in the desired frequency range. The
results show superiority of the system in difficult operating conditions.
1. INTRODUCTION

Phase-locked loops (PLLs) are used in surveillance radar wave formers to implement a radar waveform synthesis. The major concerns in the design of PLLs are noise or jitter performance and
the lock time. G. David [1], describe two simply implemented frequency detectors which, when
added to the traditional phase detector, can improve acquisition even for very small loop bandwidths and large initial frequency offsets. Kurt M. Ware et al. [2] presents a numerical system
simulation program that explores the time-domain behaviour of an idealized model based on the
phase-locked loop design. Faster lock is attained while maintaining the PLL’s gain/phase margin
characteristics by B. David et al. [3]. Kent Kundert [4], presents a methodology for predicting the
jitter performance of a PLL using simulation. Several researches introduce an improvement for the
jitter and frequency lock time [5–11] but not consider multi-channel, high resolution PLLs Digital
phase-locked loop (DPLL) design one of most active research topics in complex digital communication systems. It replaces traditional PLL designs, a charge-pump and voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) [12]. A new method for tracking narrowband signals acquired via compressive sensing is
designed in Ref. [13]. This paper presents a multi-channel, high resolution PLL for surveillance
radar systems based on developing the charge pump by a digital adaptive gain processor to achieve
fast lock times while improving jitter performance in lock. Section 2 provides a theoretical analysis
of the frequency synthesis and the phase locked loop. Section 3 briefly describes the proposed PLL
architecture. Section 4 introduces a discussion about potential system uncertainties. Definition of
the performance indices introduced in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the results and a summary is
in Section 7.
2. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

The PLL is a well-established method for tracking the frequency and phase of a signal s(t) using
a feedback loop to continuously update an estimate of the signal. Figure 1 shows a general PLL
architecture. In general, phase locking uses three component operations as generically depicted
below,

Figure 1: General phase locked loop architecture.
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Phase-error generation — this operation, sometimes also called “phase detection,” derives a phase
difference between the received signal’s phase θ(t) and the receiver estimate of this phase, θ̂(t).
The actual signals are [14],

and

s(t) = cos(ωto + θ(t))

(1)

³
´
ŝ(t) = cos ωto + θ̂(t)

(2)

but only their phase difference is of interest in synchronization. This difference is often called the
phase error,
¤(t) = θ(t) − θ̂(t)

(3)

3. THE PROPOSED PLL ARCHITECTURE

The proposed PLL synthesize 51 frequency channels from 1.250 to 1350 MHz with frequency separation of 2 MHz the general architecture of the proposed digital PLL is demonstrated in Figure 2.
The synthesized frequency is divided by 625 to 675 corresponds to 51 frequency channel to produce
20 MHz signal compared with 20 MHz reference signal via XOR operation. The error signal from
the comparator will be filtered with cut-off frequency of 100 kHz. The Butterworth filter is the
best compromise between attenuation and phase response. It has no ripple in the pass band or the
stop band, and because of this is sometimes called a maximally flat filter as shown in Figure 3.
The output from the filter is converted to digital format in order to adaptively scale the error signal through adaptive digital multiplier. The block diagram of the designed digital compensator is
shown in Figure 4. The digital multiplier scale the input signal according to the channel frequency
code according to the following formula,
V (f ) = U (f ) ∗ (αN + β)

(4)

where U (f ) is the LPF output, α, β constants equal to 0.038, −17.75 respectively, N is the frequency
division ratio of the selected operation frequency.

Figure 2: General architecture of the proposed PLL.

Figure 3: Comparison of amplitude response of
Bessel, Butterworth, and Chebyshev filters.

4. POTENTIAL SYSTEM UNCERTAINTIES

A control system design assumes knowledge of the model of the plant and controller and constant
parameters. The plant model will always be an inaccurate representation of the actual physical
system because of parameter changes, unmodeled dynamics, sensor noise, and unpredicted disturbance inputs. The goal of robust systems design is to retain assurance of system performance
in spite of model inaccuracies and changes. A system is robust when the system has acceptable
changes in performance due to model changes or inaccuracies [16, 17]. The system structure that
incorporates potential system uncertainties is shown in Figure (5). This model includes the sensor
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Figure 4: Digital compensator block diagram.

Figure 5: Closed-loop structural diagram.

noise N (s), the unpredicted disturbance input D(s), and a plant G(s) with potentially unmodeled
dynamics or parameter changes. The unmodeled dynamics and parameter changes may be significant or very large, and for these systems, the challenge is to design a system that retains the
desired performance.
5. PERFORMANCE INDICES

Increasing emphasis on the mathematical formulation and measurement of control system performance can be found in the recent literature on automatic control. Modern control theory assumes
that the systems engineer can specify quantitatively the required system performance. Then a
performance index can be calculated or measured and used to evaluate the system’s performance.
A quantitative measure of performance of a system is necessary for automatic parameter optimization of a control system, and for the design of optimum systems [18, 19]. Whether the aim is to
improve the design of a system or to design a control system, a performance index must be chosen
and measured. A performance index is a quantitative measures of the performance of a system
chosen so that emphases, is given to the important system specifications. A system is considered
an optimum control system when the system parameters are adjusted so that the index reaches an
extreme value, commonly a minimum value. A performance index, to be useful, must be a number
that is always positive or zero. Then the best system is defined as the system that minimizes this
index. A Suitable performance index is the integral of the square of the error, ISE, which is defined
as:
Z T
ISE =
e2 (t)dt
(5)
0

The upper limit T is the finite time chosen somewhat arbitrarily so that the integral approaches
a steady-state value. It is usually convenient to choose T as the settling time, This performance
index is designated the integral of the time multiplied by absolute error, ITAE. Another similar
index is the integral of time multiplied by the squared error, ITSE:
Z T
ITSE =
te2 (t)dt
(6)
0

A control system is optimum when the selected performance index is minimized. However, the
optimum value of the parameters depends directly on the definition of optimum, that is, the performance index.
6. RESULTS

The proposed architecture is simulated using Matlab program Simulink. Next, we evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed technique. We assume that the frequency channels changes dynamically from Channel 1 to channel 51 with fixed and adaptive gain for comparison purpose. Figure 6
shows the transient time for the control signals which feed to the VCO in case of three selected
channels for example. It is clear from the figure that it is no overshot, all the channel are stable and
reach the desired frequency value, and the lock times of the desired channels are between 7 µsec
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for the first channel and 11.5 µsec for the last channel. The simulation block diagram is shown in
Figure 7. The system is studied under influence of system noise in the range from 5 to 30 dB to
reflect the reliability of the system under these conditions. The system uncertainties are simulated
as a Wight noise added to the control signal as shown in Figure 8. The noise power has considered

Figure 6: Control action transient.
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Figure 7: PLL Simulink block diagram.
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Figure 8: PLL with uncertainties.

Figure 9: Noise Power versus S/N for three channels.
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Figure 11: Lock time versus S/N for three channels.
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Figure 12: ISE index versus S/N for three channels.
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Figure 13: ITSE index versus S/N for three channels.

value corresponding to S/N ratio as shown in Figure 9 for three selected channels. When the noise
showed in Figure 10 is added to the control signal, only the first 38 channels are completely stable
and have a lock time 9.58 µsec for the first channel, and lock time 12.325 µsec for the last channel
as shown in Figure 11. The proposed system is considered an optimum control system when the
system parameters are adjusted so that the performance index reaches a minimum value. The two
performance index ISE, and ITSE which discussed in Section 5, are used to test the optimality of
the system under influence of system noise. Figures 12, 13 show that the performance indices is
decreased when the S/N ratio increase.
7. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a multi-channel, high resolution PLL for surveillance radar systems based on
developing the charge pump by a digital adaptive gain processor to achieve fast lock times while
improving jitter performance in lock. The design also improves the frequency agility capability of
the radar system. The results show a fast lock, high resolution PLL with transient time less than
12.325 µsec which is suitable for radar applications. The proposed system is tested under influence
of system noise in the range from 5 to 30 dB. The results show superiority of the system in difficult
operating conditions.
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Abstract— This paper presents the theoretical analysis of transverse magnetic (TM) wave
mode for circular dielectric resonator with anisotropic permittivity. The analysis which is emphasized on its resonant frequency is required to investigate specific properties of resonator in
TM wave mode which are useful for microwave application. By introducing the anisotropic permittivity, the resonator is expected to have the property with unique characteristic compared
to the conventional one. To determine the resonant frequency of resonator for TM wave mode,
Maxwell’s equations with proper boundary condition are applied for circular waveguide that encapsulates an anisotropic circular dielectric resonator. The anisotropic permittivity is established
by assuming the different values of relative permittivity in each axis of cylindrical coordinate, i.e.,
²ρ , ²φ and ²z . The analysis result shows that the circular dielectric resonator with anisotropic permittivity in z axis, i.e., propagation direction, has significantly changed the resonant frequencies
of TM wave mode which can be applicable for resonance mode selection.
1. INTRODUCTION

Over 4 decades ago, after being first time introduced by Ritchmyer [1], dielectric resonators have
been widely exploited for the implementation in numerous microwave applications including oscillators, filters and antennas [2–4]. One of the important milestones in the dielectric ceramic
industry occurred in the mid nineteen seventies when the first temperature-stable, low-loss barium
tetratitanate ceramics were developed [5]. Whilst the investigation of their properties in term of
artificial dielectrics to explore the unique characteristics for microwave devices, e.g., anisotropic
permittivities, has been conducted for a long time. In fact, more than a half century ago, one of
the concepts has been expressed for the application of artificial dielectric when a dielectric lens was
made by replacing the refractive material using a mixture of metal disks in a matrix [6]. From
the concept, some applications based on artificial dielectrics have been proposed with the intention
for a plane wave or TEM wave incidence, such as wave absorber, polarizer and phase shifter [7].
Moreover, by use of the artificial dielectric, a rectangular dielectric resonator has been successfully
fabricated for the first time [8].
In principle, for various applications the performance of a dielectric resonator depends on its
characteristics. This also applies for the dielectric resonator with anisotropic permittivity. In some
specific application, it is sometimes required to implement dielectric resonators which have high
relative permittivity as well as capability in resonance mode selectivity [9]. The kind of features,
i.e., high relative permittivity, is rarely obtainable through simple chemical treatment such as
natural dielectric. However, the capability of resonance mode selection needs another treatment
which is required to yield dielectric resonators with anisotropic permittivity. One method to obtain
the anisotropic permittivity which have been implemented experimentally is by configuring the
orientation of constituent materials or particles [8]. In spite of implementation for a rectangular
dielectric resonator, the method is also supposed to be applicable for a circular dielectric resonator.
In order to have better understanding in the implementation for circular dielectric resonator, i.e.,
TM wave mode, in this paper, the theoretical analysis of resonance mode for circular dielectric
resonator with anisotropic permittivity is investigated with emphasizing on its resonant frequency
for the first 3 TM wave modes. Here, the resonant frequency is determined by applying Maxwells
equations for a circular waveguide that encapsulates the circular dielectric resonator with different
values of relative permittivity in each axis of cylindrical coordinate.
2. CALCULATION OF RESONANT FREQUENCY FOR TM WAVE MODE

In the analysis of resonator characteristics, one of the most essential properties is the resonant
frequency which is determined by the value of relative permittivity. The proposed method to
calculate the resonant frequency of circular dielectric resonator from its relative permittivity is by
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use of a short-open termination [10]. Here, to obtain the resonant frequency of circular dielectric
resonator with anisotropic permittivity for the TM wave mode, the resonator is assumed to be
homogeneous and follows the standard analysis for an isotropic resonator.

Figure 1: Field distribution of first 3 TM wave
modes.

Figure 2: Illustration of resonant frequency calculation for anisotropic circular dielectric resonator.

As shown in Figure 1, field distribution of the first 3 TM wave modes, i.e., TM01 , TM11 , TM21 ,
are illustrated where the TM01 wave mode has a simple one since it has no variation of magnetic
field in angular direction. While the depiction of resonant frequency calculation for anisotropic
circular dielectric resonator with the radius of a and the thickness of d is indicated in Figure 2
in which the cylindrical coordinate system is the most appropriate one for its analysis in view of
cylindrical geometry. The permittivity in term of tensor and the permeability of circular dielectric
resonator are expressed in (1).
"
#
²ρ 0 0
[µ] = µ0
(1)
[²] = ²0 0 ²φ 0 ,
0 0 ²z
where ²ρ , ²φ and ²z are relative permittivity in the ρ, φ and z axes, respectively. Whilst, ²0 and
µ0 are permittivity and permeability in free space, respectively. The field with time variation
e(jωt) suppressed in the resonator is assumed to propagate in the +z direction as e−(jβz) . By
substituting (1) into the Maxwell’s equations with proper boundary condition and solving them
with respect to Ez for the TM wave mode, the following equation can be obtained.
µ √ ¶2
kρ ²φ
∂ 2 Ez
1 ∂ 2 Ez
²z
1 ∂Ez
+
+ kρ2 Ez = 0
(2)
+
√
∂ρ2
ρ ∂ρ
kφ ²ρ
ρ2 ∂ 2 φ
²ρ
where kρ2 = ω 2 µ0 ²0 ²ρ − β 2 and kφ2 = ω 2 µ0 ²0 ²φ − β 2 .
The general solution of (2) known as scalar Helmholtz equation for the electric field in cylindrical
coordinate system is given by (3).
Ez = R(ρ)Φ(φ)
(3)
By substituting (3) into (2), the relation of R(ρ) and Φ(φ) can be obtained.
1 ∂
ρR ∂ρ

µ
¶
µ √ ¶2 2
kρ ²φ
∂R
1
∂ Φ
²z
ρ
+ 2
= − kρ2
√
2
∂ρ
ρ φ kφ ²ρ
∂ φ
²ρ

(4)

The solution of (4) can be taken from the method of variable splitting. Therefore, (4) can be split
into 2 equations as function of ρ and φ which have the general solution as expressed in (5) and (6),
respectively.
µ√
¶
µ√
¶
²z
²z
R(ρ) = A1 Jn √ kρ ρ + A2 Nn √ kρ ρ
(5)
²ρ
²ρ
µ √
¶
µ √
¶
kφ ²ρ
kφ ² ρ
Φ(φ) = A3 sin
(6)
√ nφ + A4 cos
√ nφ
kρ ²φ
kρ ² φ
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where Jn and Nn are Bessel and Neumann functions, respectively. After substituting (5) and (6)
into (3) and applying proper boundary condition in which the R(ρ) is defined for ρ < a and the
value of Φ(φ) is suitable for the defined value of R(ρ), thence the solution of Ez in term of time
domain which propagates in the +z direction is revealed in (7).
µ√
¶
µ √
¶
kφ ²ρ
²z
j(ωt−βz)
E(z, t) = Ez0 Jn √ kρ ρ cos
(7)
√ nφ e
²ρ
kρ ² φ
From (7), the related fields in other axes can be calculated from Maxwell’s equations. Furthermore, the evanescent fields, i.e., fields outside the resonator, can be obtained by replacing ²ρ ,
²φ and ²z in (1) with 1 and β with −jα. Then, by using the method of short-open termination
which is applied at the middle of resonator (d/2), the input impedances are calculated to attain
the following relation (8).
¶
µ
α
d sπ
=
(8)
Zg tan β −
2
2
ω²0
where s and Zg are the integer number (1, 3, 5, . . . ) and the wave impedance of resonator for
appropriate TM wave mode, respectively.
3. NUMERICAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS

In order to demonstrate the potentiality of anisotropic permittivity, the resonant frequencies of
circular dielectric resonator property with for TM01 , TM11 , TM21 wave modes are calculated and
compared to the natural circular dielectric resonator. In case of natural circular dielectric resonator,
²ρ , ²φ and ²z are replaced by ²r ; whilst kρ and kφ are replaced by kc where kc2 = ω 2 µ0 ²0 ²r − β 2 and
²r is the relative permittivity. The relative permittivity of circular dielectric resonator is taken as
5, 5 and 10 for ²ρ , ²φ and ²z respectively; while for the natural one it is 5 being isotropic (²r ). The
resonator thickness (d) is set from 0.1 mm to 5 mm and the radius (a) is 16.27 mm. The cut-off
frequency of hollow circular waveguide itself is 7.058 GHz, 11.246 GHz, and 15.069 GHz for TM01 ,
TM11 , and TM21 wave modes, respectively. The calculation results of resonant frequency as a
function of resonator thickness (d) for TM01 , TM11 , TM21 wave modes are plotted in Figure 3.
From the results, it can be seen that the resonant frequencies of circular dielectric resonator with
anisotropic permittivity, i.e., ²z higher than ²ρ and ²φ , are lower than of natural circular dielectric
resonator for TM01 , TM11 , and TM21 wave modes. This means that the anisotropic permittivity in
z direction has significant influences in lowering resonant frequency of circular dielectric resonator
for TM wave modes.
Furthermore, if the relative permittivity of circular dielectric resonator is taken as 10, 5 and 5
for ²ρ , ²φ and ²z respectively, in which ²ρ is higher than others; and the natural one is 5 same as
in the previous calculation, the resonant frequencies for first 3 TM wave modes have slightly lower
than the natural one for the thickness of resonator thinner than 2 mm. The calculation result is
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Figure 3: Resonant frequencies of first 3 TM wave
modes (²r = 5 for isotropic, while ²ρ = 5, ²φ = 5
and ²z = 10 for anisotropic).
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Figure 4: Resonant frequencies of first 3 TM wave
modes (²r = 5 for isotropic, while ²ρ = 10, ²φ = 5
and ²z = 5 for anisotropic).
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shown in Figure 4. From the result, it is noticeable that the anisotropic permittivity in ρ direction
will have no effect if the thickness of resonator is more than 0.85 times of the radius. The results
in Figures 3 and 4 are satisfied with (7) in which ²z as the nominator plays an important role to
the field. Although there is also kρ in (7) which covers ²ρ , however its impact is lesser that ²z .
From (7), it can also be understood that ²φ will have no effect in lowering the resonant frequency
for TM wave modes.
4. CONCLUSION

The TM wave mode of circular dielectric resonator with anisotropic permittivity has been analyzed
theoretically and compared to the natural one. The analysis result which was emphasized on its
resonant frequency for the first 3 TM wave modes has indicated significant improvement for the
resonant frequencies of resonator. This is beneficial in microwave application for a resonance mode
selection and spurious property enhancement. It has been demonstrated that the anisotropic permittivity in z axis, i.e. propagation direction, has significantly changed the resonant frequencies of
circular dielectric resonator. The similar impact was also shown for other anisotropic permittivity
in ρ axis for the resonator thickness less than 0.15 times of radius. However, the anisotropic permittivity in z direction has had stronger impact in lowering the resonant frequency than in ρ direction.
From the result, it can be concluded that the resonant frequencies of circular dielectric resonator for
TM wave modes can be enhanced effectively by changing the relative permittivity in appropriate
direction. In near future, FDTD-based computation method using cylindrical coordinate system is
still underdevelopment for analyzing the property of circular dielectric resonator with anisotropic
permittivity where the comparison results will be reported later.
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Abstract— Most current methods on polarization targets detection assume the target echoes
to be ascertained in signal model during the detection period. But in fact, the target echo may
obey a kind of distribution and the distribution relates with the polarizations. Aiming at improving the performance of polarization detection, an adaptive generalized likelihood ratio (AGLR)
polarization detector is proposed. The detector assumes the target echo to be a non-zero mean
Gaussian distribution with respect to the polarization states of transceiver. It adaptively adjusts
the polarization states of transceiver according to the variation of the polarization characteristics of target and clutter to maximize signal to clutter and noise ratio (SCNR). The problem of
maximizing the SCNR is converted to a problem of maximizing a generalized Rayleigh quotient
(GRQ). Based on the GRQ, the AGLR detector is proposed. The performance of the AGLR detector is theoretically analyzed and numerically validated through some numerical experiments.
Compared with two conventional GLR detectors, the AGLR detector achieves a 3 dB to 10 dB
improvement.
1. INTRODUCTION

Detection of a target in clutter background is a challenging problem for target detection system
when the target and the clutter are closely spaced in angle and Doppler domains. Polarization information has been widely used to improve the detection performance [1–3]. It has been demonstrated
that polarization information is as important as amplitude, phase and frequency. Especially, when
the polarization states of transceiver match target scattering characteristics well and mismatch
clutter scattering characteristics, detection performance would be substantially improved.
The polarization information has been applied to improve detection performance since 1950s [4].
At the early stage, the researchers focused on the optimal polarization state selection, assuming the clutter and noise were given. A practicable polarization state selection method in an
ideal environment was proposed by W. M. Boerner et al. [5]. L. M. Novak et al. extended this
idea into a more realistic case where a target was embedded in a deterministic distributed noise
background [6]. Gaussian distributed clutter model in [7] and non-Gaussian distributed clutter
model [8, 9] were utilized to construct polarization detectors. For more generalized clutter and
noise models, D. Pastina et al. used training data to estimate clutter [10]. A. Nehorai et al. applied
compound-Gaussian distributed clutter models in different applications [11, 12].
In optimal polarization detection, the selection of a proper target model is also a critical issue.
In recent years, a general framework for adaptive polarization waveform design was established
in [13–17]. This framework obtained target information by estimating scattering parameters based
on estimation theories. Methods based on the framework investigated the improvement of detection
performance with fixed transceiver polarization states during every detection period. However, since
the target echo obeys a kind of distribution that relates with the polarizations, receiver with a fixed
polarization state may not receive the strongest echo.
Different from the condition of fixed transceiver polarization states [13–17], a variable transceiver
polarization states in the detection period is studied to optimize the echo reception in this paper.
The target echo is assumed to be a non-zero mean Gaussian distribution as in [18]. The clutter is
estimated by training data. We propose an adaptive Generalized Likelihood Ratio (AGLR) detector
by adaptively adjusting the polarization states of transceiver according to the variation of the
polarization characteristics of the target, clutter and noise. In the design of the optimal detector, the
optimization polarization detection problem is converted to a generalized Rayleigh quotient (GRQ)
problem. Based on the GRQ, the detector achieves maximum signal to clutter and noise ratio
(SCNR) and optimal polarization states of the transceiver. The detector is theoretically analyzed
and numerically validated by several numerical experiments. Compared with two conventional
generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) detectors, the proposed detector is always better in different
clutter backgrounds.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a measurement model is introduced. The optimization polarization detection problem is outlined. In Section 3, the optimization
detection problem is induced to a GRQ problem. The AGLR detector is proposed by seeking of a
maximum GRQ. Several numerical experiments are given in Section 4. Conclusions and remarks
are drawn in the final section. Notations: the superscript “H” denotes the Hermitian transpose
conjugate; “|A|” denotes the determinant of A; kxk denotes the II-Norm of x. the brackets “h·i”
denotes ensemble averaging.
2. POLARIZATION DETECTION METHOD

In this paper, the clutter and the noise are assumed to be polarized and unpolarized, respectively.
In this section, a measurement model will be described. The optimization detection problem is
formulated based on the SCNR.
2.1. The Optimization Detection Problem

Considering a detection system, a transmitter emits polarization electromagnetic wave. The illuminated target may change the polarization state of the incident wave. As a result, the scattering
waves propagate to different directions with different polarization states. Therefore, an ideal detection system should be the one which could adaptively adjust the polarization states of the
transceiver with respect to the polarization scattering matrix (PSM) of the object.
Let S represent the PSM, which is expressed as
·
¸
shh (t), shv (t)
S(t) =
,
(1)
svh (t), svv (t)
where t denotes time, sij (i, j = h, v) stands for polarization scattering coefficient with transmitting
in i state and receiving in j state. As in [3], the transmitter emits a polarized waveform which can
be written as
p
s(t) = P0 ξ(t)s(t),
(2)
where P0 ∈ R+ P0 is transmitted power. ξ(t) = [ξh (t), ξv (t)]T is transmitted polarization state
vector and kξ(t)k = 1 (k · k denotes II-Norm). s(t) is transmitted pulse waveform which has a
complex envelope. The received signal is expressed as
p
x(t) = P0 g [η(t)]T S(t)ξ(t)s(t − t0 ) exp(j2πfd t) + n0 (t);
(3)
where g is a constant depending on wavelength, characteristic impedance of free space, distance
between the target and the transceiver, gains, etc. η(t) = [ηh (t), ηv (t)]T is received polarization
state vector and kη(t)k = 1. t0 is delay time. fd is target Doppler frequency and n0 (t) is noise.
Since parameters s(t−t0 ) and fd would not affect the received power, filtering technology is utilized
to normalize (3) for simplicity
√
x(t) = P g[η(t)]T S(t)ξ(t) + n(t);
(4)
p
√
√
P0 /P n(t)
where P = P0 s(t − t0 ) exp(j2πfd t) is normalized received power, and, n(t) =
denotes normalized noise. When transmitted beam and received beam illuminate target and clutter
at the same time, the S consists of the St of target and the Sc of clutter; hence, (4) is rewritten as
√
√
x(t) = P g[η(t)]T St (t)ξ(t) + P g[η(t)]T Sc (t)ξ(t) + n(t),
(5)
We rearrange the scattering matrix and the antenna polarization states as
O
A = η(t)
ξ(t) = [ηh (t)ξh (t), ηh (t)ξv (t), ηv (t)ξh (t), ηv (t)ξv (t)]T ,
S = [shh (t), shv (t), svh (t), svv (t)]T ,
where A is a compound coherent vector of the polarization states of transceiver.
product. Omitting the time index for notational simplicity, (5) is rewritten as
√
√
√
x = P AT (St + Sc ) + n = P AT St + P AT Sc + n

N

(6)
is the Kronecker
(7)
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Hence, the signal to clutter and noise ratio (SCNR) can be defined as
°√
°
°
°
° P ASt °
P AH [Ct ]A
°
,
SCNR = °
=
√
°
°
2
P AH [Cc ]A + [Cn ]
° P ASc ° + knk

(8)

where [C] = kSk2 . Let σn2 I4 = [Cn ]/P , the SCNR is rewritten as
SCNR =

AT [Ct ]A
.
AT [Cc ]A + σn2 I4

(9)

The objective of target detection is to maximize the SCNR. Therefore, the optimization problem
is formulated as
AT [Ct ]A
,
(10)
arg max SCNR = T
A [Cc ]A + σn2 I4
kAk=1
2.2. Adaptive Optimal Polarimetric Detector

We define a matrix function f (A) as
f (A) =

AT [Ct ]A
,
AT [Cc ]A + σn2 I4

(11)

Since matrices [Ct ], [Cc ] and σn2 I4 are all positive semi-definite ones, is bigger or at least equal
to zero. Compared (11) with (8), the optimization problem in (10) is equivalence to a problem of
maximizing σn2 I4 . Since σn2 I4 = AT (σn2 I4 )A, problem (10) can be rewritten as
arg max f (A) = arg max
kAk=1

kAk=1

AT

AT [Ct ]A
.
([Cc ] + σn2 I4 ) A

(12)

Since matrix [Cc ] is a Hermitian positive semi-definite one and matrix σn2 I4 is a Hermitian
positive definite one, the summation of these two matrices is a Hermitian positive definite one. Let
[Cc+n ] = [Cc ] + σn2 I4 . The optimization problem is simplified as
arg max f (A) = arg max
kAk=1

kAk=1

AT [Ct ]A
.
AT [Cc+n ]A

(13)

Hence, (13) is converted to a problem of maximizing a general Rayleigh quotient (GRQ). Let P
be a non-singular matrix, such that [Cc+n ] = PPH . Let ZT = AT P and Q = P−1 [Ct ]P−T , (13) is
rewritten as
ZT QZ
arg max f (A) = arg max T
.
(14)
kZk=k[Cc+n ]k
kZk=1 Z [Cc+n ]Z
Assuming λi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are the eigenvalues of matrix Q and λ1 > λ2 > . . . > λn . Applying
the results of [19], we obtain
arg max f (A) = λ1 .
(15)
kZk=k[Cc+n ]k

Let Z1 represent the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue λ1 of matrix Q. The
optimum polarization state of transceiver obeys the following condition,
Aopt = P−T Z1 .

(16)

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In this section, several numerical experiments are exploited to validate the detection performance
of the AGLR detector in comparison with two conventional detectors, i.e., HH-GLR detector and
HV-GLR detector. The general form of covariance matrix is


1 0 0 δ
0 α1 φ 0
[C] = β 
,
(17)
0 φ α2 0
δ 0 0 1
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where β is the scaling factor to fulfill the given SCNR. δ is the correlation factor between copolarized channels. φ is the correlation factor between cross polarized channels. α1 and α2 are the
is the power ratio of the two cross polarized channels to the HH channel.
For comparison purposes, the following two fixed polarization detectors, i.e., HH and HV, is
computed. They polarization states A:
Ahh = [1, 0, 0, 0]T ,

(18)

Ahv = [0, 1, 0, 0]T .

The parameters of the target are assumed to be: δt = 0.99, φt = 0.1 and α1 = α2 = 0.1. The
constant parameters of the clutter are δc = 0.9 and φc = 0.1. In the following experiments, we
assume CNR = 10 dB, the number of adjacent cells and pulses in one scan period are both 15; i.e.,
M = 10 and N = 10. The signal has a dimension of D = 1.
Figures 1(a)–(c) show the detection probability Pd of three detectors, i.e., the AGLR detector,
the HH-GLR detector and the HV-GLR detector, as functions of the signal to clutter ratio (SCR).
Results shows: 1) The AGLR detector has the best performance in different clutter scenarios. 2)
When the clutter is stronger in co-polarized channel, i.e., α1 = α2 = 0.1, the HH-GLR detector
outperforms the HV-GLR detector. 3) When the clutter is the same, i.e., α1 = α2 = 1, the HHGLR detector and the HV-GLR detector have the similar performance. 4) When the clutter is
weaker in the co-polarized channel, i.e., α1 = α2 = 10, the HH-GLR detector is worse than the
HV-GLR detector.
Figures 2(a)–(c) illustrate the detection probabilities of the AGLR detector, the HH-GLR detector and the HV-GLR detector as functions of the false alarm probability at different signal to
clutter ratios (SCRs). The figures show that the AGLR detector always outperforms the two conventional GLR detectors. It means that the AGLR detector has the highest detection probability
for the same false alarm probability or the AGLR detector has a lower false alarm probability for
the same detection probability.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Detection probabilities of the 3 detectors as functions of SCNR with clutter to noise ratio (CNR)
CNR = 10 dB, Pf a = 10−4 , M = 10, N = 10 and D = 1: (a) α1 = α2 = 0.1, (b) α1 = α2 = 1 and (c)
α1 = α2 = 10.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Detection probabilities of the 3 detectors as functions of false alarm probability for SCR = 0 dB,
CNR = 10 dB, M = 10, N = 10 and D = 1: (a) α1 = α2 = 0.1, (b) α1 = α2 = 1 and (c) α1 = α2 = 10.
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4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the problem of detecting target in clutter background was addressed. Target was
assumed to be a non-zero Gaussian distribution based on the fact that different transceiver polarization states would obtain different target echoes. We proposed an AGLR detector for adaptively
adjusting the polarization states of transceiver so as to maximize the SCNR. Clutter and noise were
not required to be known a prior. Training data were used to acquire the information of clutter
and noise. Compared with two conventional GLR detectors, i.e., the HH-GLR detector and the
HV-GLR detector, the AGLR detector always performs the best when dealing target detection in
different clutter backgrounds.
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Abstract— Based on the equivalent circuit method and the Fourier transform technique, an
approximate analytical model for calculating the shielding effectiveness of an apertured rectangular cavity against planar electromagnetic pulse is presented. The validity of the theoretical
model is verified by the comparison with the full-wave electromagnetic simulation software CST.
The effects of the aperture’s shape and size, and pulse width on the pulse shielding effectiveness
are analyzed.
1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic pulse is a kind of transient electromagnetic phenomenon characterizing wideband
and high field intensity. Electromagnetic pulses, which usually are resulted from some transient
processes like lightning, static discharge, high altitude nuclear burst, switching operation and circuit faults, may couple into electronic equipment and systems via antenna, hole, cable, etc., and
then cause the performance degrade of the equipment and systems. With the development of
wireless communication technology, high-speed circuit and extensive application of microelectronic
device, the sensitivity of the electrical and electronic equipment to electromagnetic pulse is increasing continuously. The electromagnetic interference protection problem has received widespread
attention [1–5].
Electromagnetic shielding is one of the most basic methods to suppress electromagnetic interference, and its common form is isolating the sensitive equipment using shielding shell made of metal
materials to prevent the entry of external electromagnetic disturbance or the leakage of internal
electromagnetic disturbance. Completely closed metal cavity has very high shielding effectiveness
for electromagnetic fields except low frequency magnetic field. In practice, there exist a large number of holes on the shield for some indispensable functions like ventilation and heat dissipation. In
general, the electromagnetic field penetrating directly through the metal wall of a shield can be neglected. Therefore, the hole on the shield is the dominant way for the coupling between the internal
and external region of the shield, and hence is the key factor affecting the shielding effectiveness
(SE) of a shield. So, lots of works focus their attention on the effect of apertures on shielding
effectiveness, and some numerical [4–7], analytical [10–12] or experimental techniques [8–11] have
been presented to solve the problem.
Although numerical method on this issue is widely applied, but its complexity, high computational cost [14–16] make the development of analytic method of easy implementation, quick
calculation and clear physical meaning still necessary. For harmonic field, people have put forward
the equivalent circuit method and analytical method based on the Bethe holes coupling theory
and mode expansion theory [17–19]. For the non-harmonic field, relevant analytic theory model is
rarely reported.
In this paper, a novel model is proposed to calculate the SE of an apertured cavity against
electromagnetic pluses. The model is the combination of the frequency-domain equivalent circuit
model reported in Ref. [8] and the Fourier transform technique. First, we transform the incident
pulse signal in time domain into frequency domain. Second, equivalent circuit model is used to
calculate the electromagnetic field in the cavity in frequency domain. Third, the waveform in time
domain is obtained by using Fourier inverse transform. To test the validity of this model, the
calculation results of the simulation software CST are also presented. The effects of the size and
shape of the hole, and pulse width on the cavity shielding effectiveness are also analyzed.
2. THEORETICAL MODEL

Figure 1 shows an apertured rectangular enclosure under the illumination of planar electromagnetic
pulses. The height, length and depth of the enclosure are denoted by a, b, and d, respectively. The
wall of the enclosure is assumed to be perfect conducting and has a thickness of t. There is a
rectangular aperture of length l and width w on the left wall of the enclosure. The point P1 is
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Figure 1: Apertured rectangular enclosure against planar electromagnetic pulses.

the center of the aperture and P2 represents the point where the shielding effectiveness will be
observed.
The electric shielding effectiveness SE at a given point is defined as the ratio of the maximum
electric field intensity of the time domain E0 at the point with the enclosure removed to the
maximum electric field intensity Es at the same point with the shield applied.
¯ ¯
¯ E0 ¯
(1)
SE = 20 log10 ¯¯ ¯¯
Es
Similarly, the magnetic shielding effectiveness SH is defined as
¯ ¯
¯ H0 ¯
SH = 20 log10 ¯¯ ¯¯
Hs

(2)

The shielded field Es and Hs can be calculated by the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2, Where the
incident plane wave is represented by voltage V0 and impedance Z0 = 377 Ω.
The aperture is treated as a coplanar strip transmission line with a length of l along the y axis,
shorted at each end. Then, the effect of the aperture can be embodied by the shunt impedance Zap
in the circuit model with [8].
q
−1
4
2
1
−
(w
/b)
e
jl
 tan k0 l
q
Zap = 120π 2 ln 2
2a
2
4
2
1 − 1 − (we /b)
 

1+

(3)

where k0 = 2π/λ, and we =w − (5t/4π) [1 + ln (4πw/t)].
The enclosure is considered as a rectangular waveguide with a length of d along the z axis and
shorted at the right end (z = d). When the wave frequency is lower than the cutoff frequency of the
second lowest mode of the waveguide, we can assume there is only a single mode of propagation,
that is, the TE10 mode. Then, the waveguide can be modeled very well by a transmission
line with
q
p
its characteristic impedance zg = η0 / 1 − (λ/2a)2 and propagation constant kg =k 1 − (λ/2a)2 .
P1
V0
Z0

P2
Zg, kg

Zg, kg
Vp

Zap

p

d-p

Figure 2: The equivalent circuit model for the apertured rectangular enclosure against planar electromagnetic
pulses.
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For the Gaussian excitation case, the time domain expression of plane wave electromagnetic
pulse is fi (t). We can obtain its expression in frequency domain by Fourier transform.
Z +∞
F (ω) =
fi (t)e−jωt dt
(4)
−∞

This expression is used as the voltage source V0 of equivalent circuit. By Thevenin’s equivalent
circuit theorem, combining V0 , Z0 and Zap gives an equivalent voltage V1 and source impendence
Z1 .
Zap
Zap + Z0
Zap Z0
Z1 =
Zap + Z0
V1 = V0

(5)
(6)

We now transform V1 , Z1 , and the short circuit at the end of the waveguide to P2 , giving an
equivalent voltage V2 , source impendence Z2 , and load impendence Z3 .
V1
cos kg p + j (Z1 /Zg ) sin kg p
Z1 + jZg tan kg p
Z2 =
1 + j (Z1 /Zg ) tan kg p
Z3 = jZg tan kg (d − p)
V2 =

(7)
(8)
(9)

The voltage and current at P2 in frequency domain is now
Z3
Z2 + Z3
V2
Ip =
Z2 + Z3

Vp = V2

(10)
(11)

Then the unilateral Fourier inverse transform is used to get the time-domain expression of electric
field and magnetic field in the cavity.
Z
£
¤
1 +∞
fE (t) =
Re Vp (ω) ejωt dω
(12)
π 0
Z
£
¤
1 +∞
fH (t) =
Re Ip (ω) ejωt dω
(13)
π 0
The maximum of fE (t) is ES , and the maximum of fi (t) is E0 . The maximum of fH (t) is HS ,
and the ratio of the maximum of fi (t) and Z0 is H0 . All of the electric fields calculated are in the
direction of x axis and the magnetic fields are in the direction. of y axis.
3. WAVEFORM OF ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE CAVITY
3.1. The Electric Field Waveform

The time domain expression of the incident plane wave electromagnetic pulse (Gaussian pulse) is
2

fi (t) = e−u(t−t0 )

(14)

The value of u are 1 × 1017 , 7 × 1017 , 1 × 1018 s−2 , respectively. The spectrum of the incident
Gaussian pulse is shown in Fig. 3. The dimensions of the enclosure employed for calculation are:
a = 30 cm, b = 12 cm, d = 30 cm, t = 1.5 mm, l = 5 mm and w = 5 mm. Figs. 4–6 plots the curves
of the electric field waveform at the center of the cavity (p = 15 cm) for the three different values
of u.
Figure 4 shows that when u is 1 × 1017 s−2 , the electric field strength is zero before t = 5 ns.
From about t = 5 ns to t = 20 ns, the waveform is approximately a complete sine wave, and then
goes to zero. The second half of the sine wave is actually the reflection of the first half of wave at
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Figure 4: Time domain waveform at the center of
the enclosure against planar electromagnetic pulses
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Figure 6: Time domain waveform at the center of
the enclosure against planar electromagnetic pulses
(u = 1 × 1018 s−2 , t0 = 4 ns).

the back of the cavity wall. When u increases to 7 × 1017 s−2 , the Fig. 5 shows that the waveform of
electric field intensity contains not only a single period of the sine wave of high amplitude, but also
a sinusoidal steady state response of low amplitude. The frequency of the steady state response
is 0.7 GHz which is resulted from the resonance of the TE101 cavity mode. There are two aspects
of the impact for the increase of the high frequency components caused by the increase of u. On
the one hand, it makes the maximum value of the electric field inside the cavity increases, and the
shielding effectiveness of the cavity reduces. On the other hand, it will also stimulate the resonance
mode of the cavity forming the steady-state oscillation.
As is shown in Fig. 6, when u increases to 1 × 1018 s−2 , the maximum of electric field strength
increases further, and the amplitude of the steady-state response of increases as well. When u is
small, our method has a good agreement with the computational result of CST software (Figs. 4
and 5). When u is bigger, the two results are in good agreement in the time synchronization, but
there is a little difference in the amplitude. The reason is that the frequency component more
than 1 GHz appears in great quantities, making higher order waveguide modes (such as TE20 mode
whose cutoff frequency is 1 GHz) can’t be ignored, while only the influence of the TE10 mode is
considered in this paper. It should be noted that all of the TE10n cavity modes are incorporated
in the present model, since they can be regarded as the different spatial distribution forms of TE10
waveguide mode along the z axis.
3.2. The Magnetic Field Waveform

The Gaussian pulse parameter u is set to be 1 × 1018 s−2 , and the magnetic field waveform at
p = 0.15 m and p = 0.25 m are calculated respectively, as is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
From Fig. 7 we can see that the magnetic field strength waveform at p = 0.15 m in the cavity
has only a large positive pulse wave with neither a large negative pulse nor a periodic oscillation
following up, which are very different from the electric field waveform in Fig. 6. The reason is that
when reflecting after encountering the back wall of the cavity, the direction of the electric field
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Figure 8: Time domain waveform of the magnetic
field (p = 0.25 m).

will reverse, while the direction of the magnetic field will not. Thereby, for the electric field, the
reflected wave and incident wave are superimposed in the same direction, and because of the lag in
the former, the waveform with a positive pulse part and a negative pulse part is formed. As to the
magnetic field, the reflected wave and incident wave are superimposed in the opposite direction,
but there are not enough time intervals to form two separate parts of waveform. The reason why
there is also no subsequent periodic oscillation is not that no TE101 resonance is formed, but the
oscillation is in the standing wave form, and the center of cavity just is the node of the standing
wave. For the point of p = 0.25 m, which is not the node of standing wave, the magnetic field
waveform contains a periodic steady state response of 0.7 GHz as shown in Fig. 8.
4. CALCULATION OF SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS

Take the parameter u of the Gaussian pulse plane wave for 1 × 1018 s−2 , and shielding effectiveness
at the center of the cavity with different apertures and pulse width is analyzed.
4.1. Different Size of the Aperture

Assume that the shape of the aperture is square. Shielding effectiveness at the center of the cavity
with different size of the aperture is shown in Fig. 9. As you can see, SE decreases with the
increasing the side length. Our calculated results and the simulation results match well when the
side length of the aperture is about 23 mm. while the aperture is bigger or smaller, there is a little
difference which is less than 10 dB.
4.2. Different Shape of the Aperture

Figure 10 shows the SE at the center of the cavity versus the length a when the area of the
aperture is fixed at 16 cm2 . We can see that the shape also affects the shielding effectiveness, which
is decrease with the increasing of the length of the long side. Therefore, in order to get good
shielding effectiveness, seam and slim aperture should be avoided. And the shape of the aperture
should be square or circular. The calculation results of equivalent circuit are slightly larger than
the simulation results, but the maximum difference is within 8 dB.
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4.3. Different Pulse Width

Figure 11 shows the shielding effectiveness of the cavity with certain aperture parameters (l = 0.1 m,
w = 0.05 m) while the parameter u changes.
120

SE / dB

100

equivalent circuit
CST

80
60
40
20
0

2.0x10174.0x10176.0x10178.0x10171.0x1018
u

Figure 11: SE for the different values of u.

As can be seen from Fig. 11, shielding effectiveness is falling with the increase of u. It’s because
of the increasing of the high frequency components. And the calculation results of equivalent circuit
method and CST match very well.
5. CONCLUSION

Based on the frequency domain equivalent circuit method, and combining the time-frequency domain conversion of the Fourier transform, an analytical model is established to calculate SE in
an apertured rectangular cavity against planar electromagnetic pulses is established. This model
is characterized by simple implementation, fast computing speed, and its calculation results are
consistent with the calculation results of electromagnetic simulation software CST. Take Gaussian
pulse as an example, the electric and magnetic field in the cavity in time domain is analyzed. Also,
the influence of size and shape of the capture and pulse width on the shielding effectiveness is also
revealed. It is shown that the electromagnetic response in the cavity contains transient part and
steady part. The former is mainly composed of the incident wave and the reflected wave, and
the latter is due to the resonance modes. When the width of Gaussian pulse spectrum is small,
there is no steady-state response. With the increasing of the size and length of the aperture and
width of Gaussian pulse spectrum, shielding effectiveness of the cavity will decrease. Higher order
modes, transmission and polarization direction of incident wave are not consider in this model, the
influence of these factors can be resolved by superposition of the modes and decomposition of the
incident field in future work.
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Parametric Inversion of 2-D Dielectric Rough Surface Based on
SVM
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Abstract— The inverse scattering of the geometric parameters with the 2-D rough surface is
studied in this paper. Relative parameters are estimated by means of a regression technique
based on the use of support vector machines (SVM). The Radar Cross-Section (RCS) is used
as feature value, after a proper training procedure, the proposed method is able to reconstruct
the parameters of the rough surface. Numerical results are provided for the validation of the
approach.
1. INTRODUCTION

Inverse scattering is one of the most challenging problems in electromagnetic field due to its nonlinear and probabilistic characteristics. However, it is still gaining a considerable amount of attention
because of its numerous applications in civil areas as well as military areas. In the past, the inversion techniques that have been proposed are mainly based on the numerical inversion of the
integral scattering equations in the spatial domain or on iterative minimization technique. Unfortunately, these methods often require a great amount of computational resources and long CPU
time. Recent years, techniques based on the use of Machine Learning Methods (MLM) such as
neural networks (NNs) and support vector machines (SVM) have been proposed to solve inverse
scattering problems.
SVM is based on the Structural Risk Minimization Principle (SRMP) and Statistical Learning
Theory (SLT), the solution of which is global optimal. A lot of specialists have already performed
inverse scattering researches to detect the buried target by the use of SVM. In this paper, numerical
solution based on method of moment (MoM) is used to compute scattering field, then with the help
of support vector regression (SVR), we establish the inverse scattering model to reconstruct the
parameters of the rough surface.
2. INVERSE SCATTERING MODEL

Generally, research on inverse scattering problem usually measure the scattered field containing
scatterer characteristic information such as geometric size, physical material at first. Then we
obtain the estimated value of the scattered field by the SVR process. In this paper, we acquire the
scatterer information (RCS in this passage) by MoM.
SVR theory can be simply stated as following. Given several training samples ({Xi , yi }; i =
1, 2, . . . , n; Xi ∈ Rn ; yi ∈ R). Xi may be the RCS value while yi may be the unknown properties of
the surface or the target in this passage. By training the samples we can find a function that have
a maximum fixed error ε for all the samples from the training set, at the same time, the function
should be as smooth as possible in order to reduce the effects on the estimated values caused by
the perturbation of the input data. This function as follow
Φ(X) =

N
X

(αi − αi∗ ) K(Xi , X) + b

(1)

i=1

N is the number of support vector, while functional parameters (αi , αi∗ , b) are unknown quantities
and must be chosen in order to minimize the distance between the values predicated by the function
and the samples. Besides, nonlinear transformation function k is a kernel function. Function (1) also
contain structural parameters (ε, C, γ 2 ). Parameter C is called penalty factor which measures the
trade-off between the training error rate and the model complexity. γ 2 is square of the standard
deviation when Gaussian function serve as the kernel function. The ε is called insensitive loss
function which is defined as
½
0
if |y − Φ| ≤ ε
ε(X, y) =
(2)
|y − Φ| − ε others
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3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to assess the effectiveness of the SVM approach, several numerical simulations have been
performed.
We reconstruct the root-mean-square (rms) height δ and relevant length ` of the surface in this
paper. The kernel function used for SVM here is a radial kernel, which is given by
2

K(Xi , X) = e(−|Xi −X|

/γ 2 )

(3)

Simplified model of the problem illustrated as Figure 1. A random rough surface (length L = 10λ0 )
generated by Monte Carlo method divides the region into two parts (air-soil). A tapered wave with
HH polarized uniform (frequency f = 300 MHz) illuminating the air-soil interface in the x-z plane
(with incident angle θ = 30◦ ). Region below the rough surface is filled by dielectric substance of
known dielectric property (ε2 = 2 − 0.2j µ2 = µ0 ), while µ0 is the magnetic permeability of the
vacuum. Five observation points of different direction(θs = iπ/6; i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) are used to
measure the scattered field.
The RCS of the target used as samples, RCS at the observation points are calculated by MoM.
We calculate 50 different rough surfaces to avoid the randomness of the rough surface. Then
we obtain 100 training samples (δi = 0.025λ0 + (i − 1)∆x, i = 1, 2, . . . , 10, ∆x = 0.0075λ0 ;
`i = 0.5λ0 +(i−1)∆y, i = 1, 2, . . . , 10, ∆y = 0.1λ0 ) and 81 test samples (δi = 0.0255λ0 +(i−1)∆x,
i = 1, 2, . . . , 9, ∆x = 0.0075λ0 ; `i = 0.51λ + (i − 1)∆y, i = 1, 2, . . . , 9, ∆y = 0.1λ0 ).
After the training phase, we acquire the structural parameters of the SVM regression. Then we
use the test samples mentioned above to evaluate the precision of the SVM. The reconstruction
of both the root-mean-square (rms) height δ and relevant length ` are shown in Figures 3 and 4
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Table 1.
2

R
RMSE

δ
0.9919
0.255%

`
0.9959
2.376%

comparison with the reference, respectively. The correlation coefficient (R2 ) between the retrieved
and reference of the surface parameters and root-mean-square error (RMSE) are shown in the
Table 1. Our retrieval result is very encourage.
We also found that the algorithm had multi solution problem for several references that produced
large estimation errors. Figure 4 shows that the deviation will increase when the relevant length
exceed within limits. This is probably because the RCS changes acute when ` get larger, but our
sampling interval is not small enough.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, several observations points are set to acquire the scattered field, then we calculate
the RCS at the points by MoM, finally, geometric parameters reconstruction of the random rough
surface shallow buried cylinder is achieved with the help of SVM theory. The training of SVM
requires the solution of a constrained quadratic optimization problem, this is a key point of the
proposed approach which allows to overcome the typical drawbacks as overfitting or local minima
(compared with NNs). Numerical results show the validity and veracity of SVM approach. Future
work will be focused on the use of SVM to 3-D target buried beneath a rough surface.
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Abstract— The electromagnetic field focusing capabilities of non-continuous periodic Mikaelian
lens is considered. Theoretical continuous Mikaelian lens has the electromagnetic field focusing
properties and concentrates incident wave field in one point on the border. Also this lens has
sophisticated structure and cannot be implemented using current technologies. The alternative
way to implement similar structure is by using periodic layers of constant permittivity which
are separated by the periodic layers of air. The idea is to replace continuous lens with the
another one, which structure could be easily implemented in practice. Continuous lens has
permittivity reducing from 2.56 on the axis of symmetry to 1.0 at the borders. The new lens is a
periodic structure, that does not have the same redundancy of permittivity as the continuous one.
Such lens has layers containing both the non-conductor and the air, and the ratio of thickness
of air to thickness of material increases in the direction from axis of symmetry towards the
borders. Thickness ratio of air to thickness of material in each layer is calculated according to
the permittivity in the continuous lens on the same distance from the axis of symmetry. Material
and air create necessary permittivity in total. It is shown, that the ratio of wavelength to the
one period length should be higher than specific value. FDTD method is used for the numerical
simulation. The thickness of one layer expressed in the number of grid points is important
numerical parameter. When this number is too small, structure of lens close to the axis of
symmetry cannot be resolved, and this leads to loss of focusing capabilities. To avoid this, the
number of grid points per layer should be at least equal to 10, but the higher this number is the
better result would be achieved. The problem with increasing the number is that grid size should
also be increased, and the amount of needed memory will also significantly rise. Number of
computational experiments is performed and electromagnetic-field focusing capability of layered
lens is obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION

A. L. Mikaelian found a solution of synthethis problem of gradient lens with index of refraction which
depends on one cartesian coordinate [1]. Gradient Mikaelian lens focuses field of electromagnetic
wave in focal point on its surface. There are different ways to implement them in reality, for
example ion implantation. This way is used in optics. Another way is to approximate this gradient
lens, and approximated one will have almost the same focusing features. EBG Mikaelian lens was
proposed in [2]. In this work the focusing features of its special case are studied.
2. GRADIENT LENS

Three-dimensional structure with two metal surfaces is equal two-dimensional, when wave vector
is parallel to metal surfaces and orthogonal to periods, and field vector E is orthogonal to surfaces.
Figure 1 shows three-dimensional structure where two parallel bricks are metal surfaces and 6
parallel bricks are dielectric periods.

Figure 1: Three-dimensional structure.

A. L. Mikaelian has shown a solution for such gradient lenses. Structure, which has reflection
index changing across only one axis proportional to the minus first power of hyperbolic cosine, is
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a lens for electromagnetic waves. Let reflection index change across the Oy axis, and planar wave
will propagate across the Ox axis. Lens width by Ox axis is L. This lens has an axis of symmetry
and the Ox axis is set to exactly match it, the axis of symmetry is parallel to the wave vector and
orthogonal to the Oy axis. Axis of symmetry divides structure into two symmetrical parts. Oy axis
is set to exactly match left border of the lens, i.e., the first border wave reaches during propagation.
Reflection index changes according to [1]:
n(y) =

n
³0 ´
ch

π|y|
2L

(1)

Note that permittivity is expressed like this using reflection index:
ε(y) = n2 (y)

(2)

Permittivity and reflection index reduce from the maximum value on the Ox axis (axis of symmetry)
to the minimun value on upper and lower borders. R is the thickness of both upper and lower
symmetrical parts by Oy axis. Let the maximum value of reflection index be n0 = 1.6, the minimum
value equals 1.0, which is the same to the value of the vacuum, surrounding the structure. The
maximum value of permittivity is ε0 = 2.56. The thickness R becomes determined after setting
the width L, because R is retrieved from the next formula:
n(R) =

ch

n0
¡ πR ¢ = 1.0

(3)

2L

3. LAYERED APPROXIMATION

Gradient lens is difficult to create because of continuous permittivity and refraction index change.
But permittivity could be divided into parts, i.e., gradient change could be replaced with discrete
change. New layered lens has discrete levels of permittivity, and permitivity also reduces from the
axis of symmetry to upper and lower border, but not in a continuous way. Figure 2 shows difference
in permittivity distribution between this layered lens and a gradient one.

Figure 2: Permittivity distribution in gradient and layered lenses.

In layered lens permittivity in each layer is set according to permittivity in gradient lens at the
same point on Oy axis as the middle point of the layer. N is the total number of layers, i is the
number of current layer. For reflection index:
n(y) = ni ,
ni =

li −
n0
¡ πli ¢

R
R
≤ y < li +
2N
2N

ch
µ 2L ¶
1 R
li = i +
2 N
0≤i<N −1

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Such a layered lens is easier to implement in reality than a gradient one, but let’s use another
approximation.
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4. EBG APPROXIMATION

There is another way to approximate gradient lens [2]. Each layer (period) will be divided into
two internal layers of material and vacuum. In each period internal layer of material will be closer
to the axis of symmetry, besides, material will be the same everywhere and will have permittivity
equal to the permittivity on the axis of symmetry. This approximation is called Electromagnetic
Bandgap (EBG). Figure 3 shows difference between layered and EBG approximations. This lens is
easier to create in reality.

Figure 3: Permittivity distribution in gradient and EBG lenses.

The idea is that permittivity in each period in average will be equal to the permittivity in
gradient lens at the same point on Oy axis as the middle point of the period. Average permittivity
in period is
εaverage i = ε0 ∗

l1i
l2
+ i
li
li

l1i + l2i = li

(8)
(9)

l is the thickness of one period, l1 is the thickness of material in period and l2 is the thickness of
vacuum. Period filling index is the ratio of material thickness to vacuum thickness [3]:
ci =

εaverage i − 1
l1i
=
l2i
ε0 − 1

Reflection index in EBG Mikaelian lens is calculated like this:
½
R
R
n0 , li − 2N
≤ y ≤ li − 2N
+ ci
n(y) =
R
R
1, li − 2N
+ ci < y < li + 2N
εaveragei = n2i

(10)

(11)
(12)

Average refraction index in period ni and coordinate of the middle point of the period li are
retrieved from (5) and (6).
5. NUMERICAL MODELLING OF EBG MIKAELIAN LENSES

Numerical modelling was done using total field/scattering field method for wave excitation and
perfectly mathced layer for scattered wave cancelation [4]. TMz mode was simulated.
Permittivity of material and vacuum create necessary permittivity in total. That’s why this lens
does not work as a lens to all the incident waves, the ratio of wavelength to the thickness of one
period should be higher than some value, then wave sees structure in total and not as separated
pieces of material. This ratio is the first significant parameter. Numerical experiments show that
it should be equal at least 2, but the higher it is, the better results would be achieved.
The second significant parameter is the thickness of one period expressed in number of grid
points. When this number is too small, periods close to the axis of symmetry lose all differences
between them. They become almost fully-filled with material except one line of grid points, because
there are not enough points to fulfill needed permittivity accuracy. Numerical experiments show
that to avoid this problem number of grid points per period should be at least 10, but the higher it
is, the better results would be achieved. The problem with increasing both significant parameters
is that large amounts of memory are required.
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Figure 4: |Ez | distribution for gradient and EBG
lenses.

Figure 5: |Ez|2 distribution for gradient and EBG
lenses in focus plane.

Next results were achieved for lens with L = 100 ∗ 10−3 m and wave with wavelength λ =
6.7 ∗ 10−3 m and amplitude 1.0. From previous formulas R = 67 ∗ 10−3 m. Lens has 80 periods
in every symmetrical part, thickness of one period is l = 0.84 ∗ 10−3 m. Ratio of wavelength to
thickness of one period is 7.98 and the grid was set to have 20 points in each period. Figure 4
shows planar wave field amplitude Ez distribution for gradient lens on the left side and for EBG
lens on the right side. The brighter the point is, the higher field value it has. White rectangle is a
lens itself.
Focus point of EBG lens is moved 0.125∗10−3 m forward by Ox axis from focus point of gradient
lens, it is also blured by Ox axis, i.e., EBG lens has a bit higher focus length. Focus intensity of
EBG lens is 76 percent of focus intensity of gradient lens. Focus spots have the same diameter.
Figure 5 shows intensity distribution in focus plane.
6. CONCLUSION

In this work EBG approximation of Mikaelian lens was studied. In order to simulate such structures, large amounts of memory are required, which will allow to set both significant parameters
to acceptable values. First significant parameter is ratio of wavelength to the thickness of one
period, which should be greater than 2 to get focusing of electromagnetic wave. Second significant
parameter is number of grid points per period; it should be high enough to simulate all structure
properties.
EBG Mikaelian lens definitely has focusing features, but lens has to have large amount of periods
to get close to focusing capabilities of gradient lens. EBG Mikaelian lens field distribution will get
closer to field distribution of gradient lens during increasing of number of periods, and it was shown
that total 160-period lens has good focusing features.
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Abstract— The advances in high performance computing nowadays have increased the need
of the computational resources to solve the large-scale problems. The large-scale electromagnetic
and optical problems with the size of the order of 400 wavelengths in every dimension for a
problem with arbitrary complex geometry structure can be solved. One of the most widespread
numerical methods for Maxwell equations solving is Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD)
method. FDTD is based upon Yee lattice and Maxwell equations in integral form and differentional relations from which finite difference approximation is obtained. In this paper, IBM
BlueGene/P and BlueGene/Q performance is compared to calculate the large electromagnetic
problem using parallel Finite Difference Time Domain method. Introduced early EMWSolver3D
was implemented on Lomonosov Moscow State University IBM BlueGene/P supercomputer.
Using 1D data decomposition for the highly elongated spatial domains together with the asynchronous transfer operations between nodes of supercomputer it is allows to solve problems up
to 1010 computational cells on more than a thousand nodes. Parallel implementation of FDTD
algorithm based on hybrid MPI/OpenMP approach is used in this paper. The scalability of the
algorithm on both BlueGene/P and BlueGene/Q systems that runs in different parallel modes
is considered. Parallel processing performance comparison of both systems shows that the IBM
BlueGene/Q supercomputer gives near linear speedup and the great efficiency on FDTD algorithm.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the numerical modeling of electromagnetic wave propagation in microelectronics, nanooptics and biodiagnostics require full-wave solution of system of Maxwell equations on large spatial
grids. The large-scale electromagnetic problems with the size of the order of 400 wavelengths
in every dimension for a problem with arbitrary complex geometry structure require more than
1 terabyte of memory. Such large spatial grids are used to describe the complex geometry of the
problem. One of the most widespread numerical methods for Maxwell equations solving is Finite
Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method. FDTD is based upon Yee lattice and Maxwell equations
in integral form and differential relations from which finite difference approximation is obtained.
Nowadays the advances in the high performance computing have increased the need of the effective
parallel implementations of the well known numerical methods. In this work the scalability of the
parallel FDTD algorithm on both BlueGene/P and BlueGene/Q systems is considered.
2. PARALLEL FDTD ALGORITHM

Let’s consider convolutional FDTD algorithm [1] based upon Yee algorithm [2] that uses material
spatial averaging technique [3]. The Yee algorithm solves for both electric and magnetic fields in
time and space using the coupled Maxwell’s curl equations. With the systems of finite-difference
expressions considered in [1], Chapter 3, the new value of an electromagnetic field vector component
at any lattice point depends only on its previous value, the previous values of the components of
the other field vector at adjacent points, and the known electric and magnetic current sources.
Therefore, at any given time step, the computation of a field vector can proceed either one point
at a time, or, if p parallel processors are employed concurrently, p points at a time [1]. The
proper balance of performed computations and memory consumption is very significant for the
efficient implementation of the algorithm. Because of BlueGene distributed memory architecture
and strong computational power per gigabyte of memory, we chose to store in memory only data
that is required for the next time step.
The parallel FDTD algorithm is based upon domain decomposition technique. For the sake
of simplicity, we assume that the subdomains are partitioned along one z-direction and we use
1-D decomposition. The most important factor that influences the parallel efficiency is the load
balancing. The amount of data to be exchanged is directly proportional to the cross-sectional area
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of the subdomain interface. Hence, the optimal domain decomposition scheme goes hand in hand
with the appropriate choice of the processor distribution [4].
3. HYBRID MPI/OPENMP PARALLEL PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE

Hybrid MPI/OpenMP approach is an effective parallel programming technique [5], that can be applied to the parallel implementation of the FDTD algorithm. In case of the FDTD algorithm, inner
node OpenMP parallelization is taken upon main loop of electric and magnetic field calculation and
does not require complex atomic operations. There is no critical sections between MPI operations,
so the algorithm can be effectively executed on high performance computational systems with large
number of processor cores per computational node.
4. TARGET BLUEGENE SUPERCOMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS

In this work the computations are performed on the Lomonosov Moscow State University’s IBM
Blue Gene/P supercomputer [8] and on IBM Blue Gene/Q, installed in IBM Thomas J. Watson
Research Center [7].
The BG/Q is the third generation of the IBM Blue Gene line of supercomputers targeted
primarily at large-scale scientific applications. Each BG/Q node is based on a system-on-a-chip
processor. Functionally, the chip contains 16 compute cores and 1 supplemental core to handle
operating system tasks. Each core supports four-way simultaneous multithreading (SMT) and twoway concurrent instruction issue: one integer, branch, or load/store instruction and one floatingpoint instruction per clock cycle. Within a thread, dispatch, execution, and completion are in order.
Four threads per core are sufficient to fully utilize the execution pipelines, prevent memory latency
from adversely affecting performance, and avoid the necessity of out-of-order execution. Each
core contains a quad SIMD double precision floating point unit (FPU) capable of 8 floating point
operations (fused multiply add) per cycle. The 16 user processor cores at 1.6 GHz gives a BG/Q
node a peak performance of 204.8 GFlop/s. The node main memory is 16 GByte of directly attached
SDRAM-DDR3 providing 42.7 GB/s total bandwidth. A single BG/Q rack contains 1024 BG/Q
nodes like its predecessors.
The BG/Q network has a 5-D torus topology; each compute node has 10 communication links
with a peak total bandwidth of 40 GB/s. The internal BQC interconnect has a bisection bandwidth
of 563 GB/s. An integrated five-dimensional torus serves as the principal node-to-node communication network and also handles collectives and fast interrupts. Compared to the 3D torus architecture
of its predecessor BG/P, the 5D torus in BG/Q markedly decreases the number of hops required
to reach the farthest node in the machine from any given node, and thereby both increases the
bandwidth and reduces the latency of node-to-node communication.
5. ALGORITHM SCALABILITY

The strong and weak scalability are defined in work [6]. The strong scalability is defined as:
³
´
ref
T Nproc
,M
Sstrong =
,
T (Nproc , M )

(1)

ref
ref
where T (Nproc
, M ) — fixed size problem computation time with computational costs with Nproc
number of processors, which taken as reference time, and T (Nproc , M ) same size problem comref
putation time with Nproc processors. For the weak scalability: T (Nproc
, M ref ) reference problem
ref
ref
computation time with computation costs M
with reference number Nproc
of processors, than
Nproc
Nproc
ref
T (Nproc , N ref M ) — problem computation time with N ref times more with Nproc processors. Meaproc
proc
sure of the weak scalability is defined as:

Sweak =

ref
T (Nproc
, M ref )
³
´.
proc
ref
T Nproc , N
ref M
N

(2)

proc

In case of BG/P, FDTD solver is compiled by IBM XL compiler with keys “-o3-qarch=450dqtune=450”. All tasks are run in SMP mode. For the first strong scalability measurement on
BG/P, the spatial grid size is taken 128 × 128 × 1024, so the problem can be fully computed on
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the one computational node. The second strong scalability measurement on BG/P is performed
with spatial grid size 1024 × 1024 × 4096. Bigger problem can load every computational node more
effectively. The result scalability plots are presented at Figure 1. As we can see from the plot, in
the case of 128 × 128 × 1024 grid, from 2 to 32 nodes the strong scalability is linear. From 64 nodes
scalability factor starts to decrease, but still holds near linear. Strong scalability drop is caused by
load lowness of each node because of small size of the reference problem. In fact, for the bigger
task with spatial grid size 1024 × 1024 × 4096, we have strong scalability drop from 128 to 256
computational nodes.
Let’s consider the weak scalability of FDTD algorithm implementation on BG/P. The computation is performed for 1024 × 1024 × 16Nproc and 1024 × 1024 × 64Nproc spatial grids. Figure 2
illustrates the weak scalability plot for both sizes of the problem. In both cases it’s fair enough.
The weak scalability drop at 512 nodes is presumably caused by unbalancing of computational
domain on each node and the size of the sent and received data to the nearby nodes. Also, in the
case of the bigger task, the average weak scalability is better.
In case of BG/Q, FDTD solver is compiled by IBM XL compiler with keys “-o5-qhot”. All tasks
are run in 16, 32 and 64 threads modes.
The strong scalability measurement on BG/Q with spatial grid size: 1024 × 1024 × 16384 is
illustrated in Figure 3. As we can see, strong scalability is linear, except 4096 computational
nodes. The drop is probably caused by distinctive features of interconnection between two racks of
the supercomputer.
The weak scalability measurement of FDTD algorithm on BG/Q is performed for 1024 × 1024 ×
64Nproc spatial grid. Figure 4 illustrates the weak scalability plot for three multi-thread modes of

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Strong scalability plot on BlueGene/Q with spatial grid size: (a) 128 × 128 × 1024, (b) 1024 ×
1024 × 4096.

Figure 2: Weak scalability plot on BlueGene/P with spatial grid size: 1024 × 1024 × 16Nproc and 1024 ×
1024 × 64Nproc .
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Figure 3: Strong scalability plot on BlueGene/Q with
spatial grid size: 1024 × 1024 × 16384.

Figure 4: Weak scalability plot for three multithread modes of BlueGene/Q with spatial grid size:
1024 × 1024 × 64Nproc .

supercomputer. In all three cases, the weak scalability is almost perfect.
6. CONCLUSION

Parallel implementation of FDTD algorithm based on hybrid MPI/OpenMP approach is used in
this paper. The scalability of the algorithm on both BlueGene/P and BlueGene/Q systems that
runs in different parallel modes is considered. Parallel processing performance comparison of both
systems shows that the IBM BlueGene/Q supercomputer gives near linear speedup and the great
efficiency on FDTD algorithm.
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Abstract— An analytical formulation has been developed for the electromagnetic leakage from
an apertured rectangular cavity excited internally by an electric dipole. The formulation consists
of three parts: the interior problem of determining the field distribution within a closed cavity
with the eigen-mode expansion method; the problem of characterizing the leakage mechanism of
aperture by using the Bethe’s small hole coupling theory; the exterior problem of determining
the transmission field by using antenna theory. Theoretical values of shielding effectiveness are
in good agreement with full-wave simulations. Analytic approaches, disregarding limited scope
of application, are still of realistic interest in both science and engineering aspects due to clear
physical meaning, high computation efficiency and easy to be programmed. In this paper, an
analytic formulation is implemented to investigate the electromagnetic leakage from an aperture
rectangular cavity. The formulation is based on the Bethe’s small aperture coupling theory, which
uses equivalent electric and magnetic dipoles to describe the relationship between the internal field
of a closed cavity excited by an internal source and the leakage field from apertures. This Bethe’s
theory had been employed by some authors in earlier papers, and it is shown that the approach
can work very well provided that the size of aperture is much smaller than one wavelength.
1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of electronic technologies and the wide applications of wireless communication technologies, electromagnetic environment becomes more and more subtle and complex.
So, various protection measures to prevent electromagnetic interference from both conducting and
field coupling mechanisms have been studied and developed [1–4].
Electromagnetic shielding is the primary technology for suppressing electromagnetic interference
via field coupling channel. It can be implemented by using a metallic enclosure to enclose an
interference source to lower its field leakage, or to screen a sensitive object by reducing external
field strength. Although a closed metallic enclosure generally has very high shielding effectiveness
(SE) for electromagnetic waves, apertures that exist inevitably on the enclosure for some practical
functions can result in dramatic reduction of SE. Thus, lots of work has given attention to the effect
of apertures on shielding effectiveness, and some numerical, analytical [5] or experimental results
have been reported.
Usually, in standard method for SE measurement, the SE of a shielding enclosure is defined as
the ratio of the field strength at a given point with the enclosure removed to that at the same point
with the enclosure applied. Where, the field source is required to be placed outside the enclosure. In
other words, the field observation point is inside the enclosure, which has the advantage of reducing
the potential influence of other unwanted interference source on the received field strength. As a
result, in lots of literatures the SE of an enclosure is evaluated against an external field source.
However, the opposite case with source inside an enclosure is also in practical interest and
deserves to be concerned. In principle, the two cases can be transformed into each other according
to the reciprocity principle. However, since the “external source” cases have not been studied overall
and thoroughly, we can not find appropriate “dual problem” for each of the “internal source” cases.
For example, field distribution in near field zone is the primary concern for the latter case but for
the former the exciting source (frequently, a plane wave is assumed) locates obviously in the far
field zone [6, 7].
2. ANALYTICAL MODEL

Figure 1 shows an empty metallic rectangular cavity excited by an electric dipole placed inside it.
The x, y, and z dimensions of the cavity are xe , ye , and ze . A circular aperture is cut in the x = xe
wall with its center at (xe , y0 , z0 ). The z-directed electric dipole source is located at the point (xs ,
ys , zs ). It is assumed that the cavity wall is perfectly conducting with a vanishing thickness.
According to the Bethe’s theory, the aperture can be represented by equivalent aperture dipole
moments p and m [8, 9]. The electric dipole moment is perpendicular to the aperture, and the
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Figure 1: A rectangular cavity with a circular aperture and excited by an electric dipole placed inside the
cavity.

magnetic dipole moment lies in the aperture plane. The strength of p and m are, respectively,
proportional to the E and H fields existing on the inner wall with the aperture filled. Essentially,
these fields are the “unperturbed” field of a closed cavity. Since the cavity walls are assumed
to be perfectly conducting, the fields consist only of a normal E field and a tangential H field.
The relationships between the dipole moments and the unperturbed fields are given through the
aperture polarizability coefficients. Especially, for the configuration in Fig. 1, we have
p = αe ε0 Ex ex ,

m = −αmy Hy ey − αmz Hz ez

(1)

Various expressions and curves of polarizability coefficients are available for some simple aperture
shapes. Especially, for a circular aperture with a diameter of d, the coefficients are
±
αe ≈ d3 6,

±
αmy = αmz = d3 3

(2)

Once the dipole moments are known, the field outside the cavity due to aperture leakage can
be described by the free space field of the equivalent dipole antenna. Since the analytic formula of
both electric and magnetic dipoles radiation can be found easily from textbooks, they are omitted
here.
The remaining problem is the determining of unperturbed field distribution. Fortunately, the
problem can be solved by using the eigen-mode expansion methods [9]. For the configuration
displayed in Fig. 1, the expression for E-field is
E(r0 ) =

jωµ0
Idlδ(r0 − rs )ez
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mπys
lπzs
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∞ X
∞
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(3)

wherein, ε0n = 1 for n = 0, = 2 for n 6= 0, and so on. The singularity resulted from the term containing the δ-function can be neglected since only the fields far away from the source are concerned.
In order to accelerate the convergence of the three-dimension series, the following formulas are
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applied.
∞
X
cos nx
1
π cos (x − π) a
=
−
2
2
2
n −a
2a
2a
sin πa

1
∞
X
1

n sin nx
π sin (x − π) a
=
2
2
n −a
2
sin πa

( 0 ≤ x ≤ 2π)

( 0 ≤ x ≤ 2π)

(4)
(5)

Substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (3) reduces the sums to a two-dimension series
³z ´
−jωµIdl X X
e
Γ
nm
k 2 (xe ye ze )
2k 0
∞

Ez (x0 , y0 , z0 ) =

∞

n=0 m=0

+ zs − ze ) + cos k 0 (|z0 − zs | − ze )
sin k 0 ze
∞
∞
−jωµIdl X X 0 ³ ze ´
Ey (x0 , y0 , z0 ) = 2
Γnm
k (xe ye ze )
2
×

cos k 0 (z0

(6)

n=0 m=0

sin k 0 [ze − (z0 + zs )] + sgn (z0 − zs ) sin k 0 (ze − |z0 − zs |)
×
sin k 0 ze
∞
∞
−jωµIdl X X 00 ³ ze ´
Ex (x0 , y0 , z0 ) = 2
Γnm
k (xe ye ze )
2

(7)

n=0 m=0

sin k 0 [ze − (z0 + zs )] + sgn (z0 − zs ) sin k 0 (ze − |z0 − zs |)
×
sin k 0 ze

(8)

where, sgn(x) is the sign function, and
k0 =
Γnm
Γ0nm
Γ00nm

p

k 2 − (nπ/xe )2 − (mπ/ye )2 ,
"µ ¶
¶ #
µ
nπ 2
nπx0
nπxs
mπy0
mπys
mπ 2
= ε0n ε0m
sin
sin
sin
sin
,
+
xe
ye
xe
xe
ye
ye
¶
µ
nπx0
nπxs
mπy0
mπys
mπ
sin
sin
cos
sin
,
= ε0n ε0m
ye
xe
xe
ye
ye
µ ¶
nπ
nπx0
nπxs
mπy0
mπys
= ε0n ε0m
cos
sin
sin
sin
.
xe
xe
xe
ye
ye

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

The corresponding H field components can be obtained directly by using the Faraday’s electromagnetic induction law:
∞

Hx (x0 , y0 , z0 ) =

∞

Idl X X 0 ze cos k 0 [ze − (z0 + zs )] + cos k 0 (ze − |z0 − zs |)
Γnm 0
, (13)
(xe ye ze )
2k
sin k 0 ze

Hy (x0 , y0 , z0 ) = −

n=0 m=0
∞
∞ X
X

Idl
(xe ye ze )

Γ00mn

n=0 m=0

ze cos k 0 (z0 + zs − ze ) + cos k 0 (|z0 − zs | − ze )
, (14)
2k 0
sin k 0 ze

By coordinate transform, the above model is also feasible for x-directed or y-directed source.
Then, by using superposition principle, the model can be expanded further to account for any
direction-directed electric dipole source. With the increase of n and m, k 0 will becomes an imaginary
number, the sine terms in the denominator position will leads to a exponentially attenuation, and
the series begins to convergence rapidly. However, for the field point having the same z-coordinator
with the source, the convergence becomes slow due to the denominator and the numerator having
close exponential growth rate. In this case, the value of n and m must be increased further to
achieve stable results.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the following contents, it is assumed that xe = 300 mm, ye = 300 mm, ze = 120 mm, and the
aperture is circular with a radius of 5 mm. Since the z component is dominate among the three
electric field components, the electric shielding effectiveness SE is define as SE = 20 log 10(Ez0 /Ezs ),
where Ez0 and Ezs are, respectively, the z-directed E-field with the shielding absent and present.
Similarly, the magnetic shielding effectiveness SH is referred to the y component H field.
150

150

90

120

Analytic model
CST

SH / dB

SE / dB

120

60
30

90

Analytic model
CST

60
30
0

0
-30
0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
f / GHz

Figure 2: Dependence of the electric field shielding
effectiveness SE on frequency with r = 0.4 m.

-30
0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
f / GHz

Figure 3: Dependence of the magnetic field shielding
effectiveness SH on frequency with r = 0.4 m.

The SE and SH are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively, as the function of frequency with
xs = 150 mm, ys = 150 mm, zs = 20 mm, and the aperture located at the center of the x = xe
wall. The observation point of shielding effectiveness is chosen at the position (700 mm, 150 mm,
60 mm). In other words, the observation point is at the right ahead of the aperture and the distance
between the aperture and the point is r = 0.4 m. It can be seen that the results obtained by using
the present analytic model are in good agreement with those acquired by employing the frequency
domain algorithm of the full-wave simulation software CST. Also, the electric shielding effectiveness
SE is approximately equal to the magnetic shielding effectiveness SH . The underlying reason is that
the field point is already within the far-field zone for both the exciting source and the equivalent
dipole, and hence the wave impedance at the field point keeps unchanged no matter the shielding
applied or removed. Sharp reduction of SE around several frequencies like 0.71 GHz, 1.58 GHz,
2.12 GHz and 2.55 GHz are attributed to, respectively, the resonance effect of the modes TM110 ,
TM310 , TM330 , and TM510 . Where, a mode is classified as a TM (transverse magnetic) mode if it
has no the magnetic field component along the z direction. The three subscripts correspond to the
values of the three mode index n, m, and l, respectively. It is interesting to note that the resonance
effects from some modes are not found. For example, the z-component of the electric field of the
TM210 mode has a zero point at the position of the source, so this mode can not be stimulated
by the source. In addition, sharp increase of SE is also observed near several frequencies. This
phenomenon is usually explained as the result of the position of the source or the aperture coincides
with the position of the wave node of the standing-wave field within the cavity.
4. CONCLUSIONS

An analytic formulation had been implemented to analyze the electromagnetic leakage from an
apertured rectangular cavity. The leakage fields are represented by equivalent electric and magnetic
dipoles at the aperture center with their dipole moments expressed by the “closed cavity” field
according to the Bethe’s small aperture coupling theory. Comparison with the full wave simulation
software CST had verified the reliability of the formulation over a broad frequency bandwidth.
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Abstract— The transient electromagnetic topology (TEMT) method is improved to include
random and nonuniform transmission lines first and then is applied for the analysis of a car with
complex wiring, which is composed by two random and a nonuniform transmission lines, under
an electromagnetic pulse (EMP). In the TEMT method, the SPICE model for the nonuniform
transmission line is composed by cascading the SPICE models for the segments of uniform lines,
which compose the nonuniform transmission line. For the random transmission line, the average
parameters are computed first and then the SPICE model is developed as the usual transmission
line. The study on the car with complex wiring show that the improved TEMT method can deal
well with the nonuniform and random transmission lines and the induced voltages of the devices
generated by the EMP can be up to 100 V, which may cause upsets or damages to the devices.
1. INTRODUCTION

External high power electromagnetic pulse (EMP) interaction with electronic systems has attracted
extensive attentions due to the development of the EMP sources [1] and the wide usage of electronic
systems. External EMP can couple with systems through many paths (such as antennas, cables,
and apertures) into interior subsystems or circuits and generates interferences and damages to
them. The problem is complicated due to it relates to electromagnetic coupling, where the cable is
hard to fix and can be random or nonuniform, and circuit or device effects.
The electromagnetic topology (EMT) method has been applied to analyze this problem since it
was proposed. A car with complex wiring under EMP has been analyzed by using the EMT method
in 2002 [2]. Kirawanich et al. have applied it to study EMP coupling with cables of communication
systems [3]. In these researches, the Baum-Liu-Tesche (BLT) equation was employed to obtain
voltages or currents generated by EMP at the terminals of transmission lines and it can not be
used for transmission lines with nonlinear loads. In order to allow for the analysis of the nonlinear
loads, the transient electromagnetic topology (TEMT) method was proposed [4]. The TEMT
method applies the SPICE models of transmission lines and has been applied in EMP interaction
with nonlinear systems [5]. However, the TEMT method has only considered uniform transmission
lines. In reality, the transmission lines of systems are hard to fix and can be random or nonuniform.
In this paper, the TEMT method is extended to include random and nonuniform transmission
lines and then is applied for the analysis of a car with complex wiring, which is composed by random
and nonuniform transmission lines, under an EMP.
2. TEMT METHOD INCLUDING RANDOM AND NONUNIFORM TRANSMISSION
LINES
2.1. Concept of TEMT Method

External EMP interaction with electronic system is a complex problem due to that: 1) the pulse
width is short and the interaction is a transient process; 2) there are many coupling paths, including “front-door” and “back-door” couplings; 3) the configuration of electronic system is complex,
including not only electromagnetic structures (cavities, apertures) but also wires, PCB, integrated
circuits, and semiconductor devices; and 4) the nonlinear effect should be considered due to the
high intensity of EMP. Due to the complexity, It is nearly impossible to solve this problem with
only one numerical or experimental method.
Electronic systems include electromagnetic structures (cavities, antennas, and apertures, et al.),
transmission line structures (such as wires and cables), and circuit structures (such as integrated
circuits and semiconductor devices). The governing equations of these structures are different and
their dimensions differs a lot. As a result, different methods and techniques are needed for different
structures. This is the main reason that the interaction of EMP with electronic systems is difficult
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to solve. As a result, how to decompose the whole problem into the analyses of electromagnetic
structures, line structures, and circuit structures apart and combine them effectively is the key.
The TEMT method assumes that the effect of transmission lines on the incident wave can be
ignored [6] and transforms the problem of electromagnetic field coupling with transmission line
structures into the problem of circuit analysis. This realizes the effective decomposition and combination of the analyses of different structures. In order to transform the problem of electromagnetic
field coupling with transmission lines into the problem of circuit analysis, the SPICE models for
several types of uniform transmission lines have been developed [7, 8].
2.2. Including Random and Nonuniform Transmission lines

For transmission line with weak nonuniformity, the coupling with external fields can be described
by
∂
∂
V (z, t) + L (z) I (z, t) = VF (z, t)
∂z
∂t
,
∂
∂
I (z, t) + C (z) V (z, t) = IF (z, t)
∂z
∂t

(1)

where V(z) and I(z) are the line voltage and current vectors, respectively. L(z) and C(z) are the
per-unit-length (p.u.l.) inductance and capacitance matrices of the line, which are not constant
but the functions of the z axis. VF and IF are distributed voltage and current source vectors
which denote the effects of the external fields. Due to the inductance and capacitance matrices
are the functions of the z axis, (1) can not be decoupled by similarity transformation for general
configurations of nonuniform transmission line. However, they can be approximated by cascaded
series of segments of uniform lines [9]. Thus nonuniform transmission line is divided into segments
of uniform lines first, then the SPICE model for each segment of uniform line is developed according to [7, 8], and at last the SPICE model for the nonuniform transmission line is composed by
connecting the SPICE model of each segment.
Random transmission lines may be nonuniform ones. Because nonuniform transmission lines
can be approximated as cascaded series of many short sections of uniform lines, random uniform
transmission lines are the basis. The equation for field coupling with random uniform transmission
lines can be written as
∂
∂
V (x, y, z) + L (x, y) I (z) = VF (x, y, z)
∂z
∂t
.
∂
∂
I (x, y, z) + C (x, y) V (z) = IF (x, y, z)
∂z
∂t

(2)

Where the coordinates x and y are random. [10] and [2] point out that the average voltage can
be approximated by the voltage when the average parameters (inductance, capacitance, et al.) are
applied, that is, the average voltage and current satisfy the equation approximately as
∂
∂
V̄ (z) + L̄ Ī (z) = V̄F (z)
∂z
∂t
.
∂
∂
Ī (z) + C̄ V̄ (z) = ĪF (z)
∂z
∂t

(3)

Here L̄ and C̄ are the average inductance and capacitance. V̄F and ĪF can be computed from the
electromagnetic fields at the average position. As a result, with the average parameters and the
excitation fields at the average position, the SPICE model for the random line can be developed
from [7, 8].
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Figure 1 shows a car with complex wiring inside under an EMP. The wiring consists of a three-wire
transmission line, a two-wire transmission line, and singe-wire transmission line, with the radius of
0.75 mm and the lengths of 0.4 m, 0.6 m, and 0.5 m, respectively. The average height of these lines
to the bottom of the car are 30 mm and all the terminal loads are 50 Ω. The load R11 connects
with R21 , R12 connects with R22 , and R13 connects with R3 . The EMP is a biexponential pulse
defined by E(t) = kE0 [exp(−βt) − exp(−αt)], where k = 1.3, E0 = 50 kV/m, α = 6.0e8 s−1 , and
β = 4.0e7 s−1 .
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Eˆ
k̂

Hˆ

R3

R11

R13

R22

R12

R21

single-wire line (l = 0.5 m)

Three-wire line (l = 0.4 m)

Two-wire line (l = 0.6 m)

Figure 1: Car with complex wiring under an EMP.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Different appearances of the transmission line cross section. (a) Three-wire transmission line.
(b) Two-wire transmission line.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Single-wire transmission line is approximated by cascaded series of sections of (b) uniform
lines.

Due to that the wires are hard to fix exactly, the three-wire and two-wire transmission lines are
random and their cross sections may have several different appearances, as shown in Figure 2, and
the single wire is a nonuniform transmission line, as shown in Figure 3.
For this problem, the three-dimensional (3D) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method is
applied to obtain the excitation fields along the lines at the average height. Then the inductance
and capacitance matrices for the three-wire and two-wire transmission lines are computed according
to the method described in Section 2, which are
"
#
"
#
0.876 0.571 0.571
26.11 −10.29 −10.29
L1 = 0.571 0.876 0.571 µH, C1 = −10.29 26.11 −10.29 pF
(4)
0.571 0.571 0.876
−10.29 −10.29 26.11
and

·
L2 =

¸
0.876 0.571
µH,
0.571 0.876

·
C2 =

¸
26.11 −10.29
pF,
−10.29 26.11

(5)

respectively. The single-wire transmission line is approximated by six segments of uniform lines, as
shown in Figure 3, and the inductance and capacitance of each section is computed. For the threewire and two-wire transmission lines, the excitation fields are the fields at the average height of the
lines, but for the single-wire transmission line, linear interpolation is applied to get the excitation
fields of each segment from the fields at the average height. With the per-unit-length parameters
and excitations fields, the SPICE models for these transmission lines can be developed according
to [7]. Then a SPICE software can be employed to obtain the voltages induced at the loads.
Figure 4 shows the average voltages at the loads of the near and far ends of the wiring induced
by external fields. The results show that the loads R11 and R12 have the same average voltages
with the loads R21 , R22 , respectively. This is because the lines connecting them have the same
statistical property. The magnitudes of these induced voltages can up to 100 V, which implies that
the external EMP can generate interferences on the car’s system.
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Figure 4: Voltages induced at the loads of (a) the near end (b) the far end.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The TEMT method has been improved to include random and nonuniform transmission lines in
this paper. Then the improved TEMT method is applied for the analysis of a car with complex
wiring, which is composed by two random and a nonuniform transmission lines, under an EMP.
The results show that the improved TEMT method can deal well with the nonuniform and random
transmission lines and the induced voltages at the inside devices of the car generated by the EMP
can be up to 100 V, which may cause upset or damage to the devices.
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Abstract— This paper introduces a method of IC-level Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) testing
and discusses the influence of the socket on Chip-Level ESD testing. During the powered ESD
(PESD) testing, welding the chip to the PCB is a necessary process which can be a repetitive
process and time consuming. In order to solve this problem, a ball grid array (BGA) test socket is
used during the test. The socket is built from copper-clad pogo pin and is pinned in an 8 × 8 mm
array with 121 pins on a 0.65-mm pitch. As the test results suggest, there is little difference
between testing with the socket and without. So in this study we take such factors into account
as the pan angle range between ESD gun and PCB, the ESD gun, etc.. It is found in this study
that the difference value (D-value) percentage between socketed ESD testing and non-socketed
ESD testing is within 6.4%, the D-value percentage that the pan angle range of the ESD gun
produces is within 5.8%, and the D-value percentage that the ESD GUN produces is within 5.8%.
Based on these findings, it is concluded that work efficiency can be greatly improved by using
the socket in PESD testing.
1. INTRODUCTION

The existing system level ESD test methods and their application field have been discussed in
great detail. It is noted that IEC 61000-4 is a set of EMC test standards which includes the system
level ESD test method, IEC 61000-4-2 [1]. It specifies calibration waveforms, procedures and stress
points for executing ESD tests on systems.
In most of the electronic modules and systems, the signal and power have to travel through
few levels of interconnections, and the signal path is crossing few discontinuities from the board
level up to the MCU die [2]. The BGA socket is an electromechanical system that provides a
separable electrical and mechanical connection between BGA component and a test-fixture. The
basic structures of a BGA type socket consist of plastic housing and metal pogo contacts. The
functions of plastic housing are to electrically insulate the pogo contact members, and mechanically
support, and maintain them in the original position. The pogo pin provides a stable electrical
connection to the pad. The socket is built from copper-clad pogo pin and pined in an 8 × 8 mm
array with 121 pins on a 0.65-mm pitch. The BGA type socket is shown in Figure 1. Figure 2
shows the structure of spring probe.
During the PESD test, welding the chip to the PCB is a necessary process which can be a
repetitive process and time consuming. The BGA socket is used to fix the problem. The final aim
of this paper is to investigate the influence of the socket on Chip-level ESD testing.

8

6.5
0.65

Figure 1: BGA socket for 8 ∗ 8 mm matrix array.

Figure 2: 0.4 mm pitch spring probe.

2. APPROCH AND TEST STRUCTURES

The existing system level ESD test methods are introduced in IEC 61000-4-2. The IEC standard
defines typical discharge current waveforms, range of test levels, test equipment, test configuration,
and test procedure. The characteristic of the waveform according to the system test standard
IEC61000-4-2 is with a raise time of 0.85 + / − 0.15 ns and a hold time of approximately 60 ns. The
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waveform parameters are shown in Table 1 and the typical waveform of output current is shown in
Figure 3 [3, 4].
Table 1: Waveform parameters.
Level

Indicated voltage
kV

First peak current of
discharge ±10% (A)

1
2
3
4

2
4
6
8

7.5
15
22.5
30

Rise time tr with
discharge switch
ns
0.7 to 1
0.7 to 1
0.7 to 1
0.7 to 1

100%
Flat Surface of
ESD Gun Parallel to Pin Under
Conducting Table
Test

90%

MCU
PCB

I at 30ns

Power
Supply

Isolation
Transformer

Conducting Table

I at 60ns

470 k Ω
470 k Ω

10%

Conducting Floor

AC
Source

30ns

tr =0.7 to 1ns

60ns

Figure 3: Typical waveform of the output current of
the ESD generator.

Figure 4: Powered direct contact pin ESD test table
setup.

Figure 5: Bottom view of the test board (socketed).

Figure 6: Measurement set up.

Powered direct contact pin ESD test platform is shown in Figure 4. The ESD gun is built in
compliance with specification defined in IEC 61000-4-2, using the ESD gun model proposed and
validated in [5]. The socket is used to fix the MCU on the PCB board, which is shown in Figure 5.
RF current probe (Figure 6) connected to the oscilloscope is used to monitor the output voltage of
the ESD generator.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1. Analysis of the ESD GUN

To estimate the influence of the socket on the test results, we have to know how much influence
the ESD gun itself may produce. The current of ESD has three paths to discharge [6].
1. Discharge from the capacitor between PCB and conducting table.
2. Discharge from the capacitor in power supply.
3. Discharge from the power supply wire.
Firstly, we measured the waveform at five different configurations:
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Normal configuration(shown as Figure 4), ESD gun is configured at 1 kv.
Turning off the power supply, ESD gun is configured at 1 kv.
Cutting off the power line of the power supply, ESD gun is configured at 1 kv.
Cutting off the power line of the PCB, ESD gun is configured at 1 kv.
Cutting off both power line of power supply and PCB, ESD gun is configured at 1 kv.

During the test, the ESD gun was contacted to the GND layers of the PCB. Each configuration
was tested three times and the average value was plotted in Figure 7:
0.3

0.25

Configuration 1
Voltage (V)

0.2

Configuration 2
0.15

Configuration 3
Configuration 4

0.1

Configuration 5

0.05

0

-0.05

Sampling points (numbers)

Figure 7: The test results of five different configurations.

Frequency (times)

The vertical axis represents the voltage(measured by RF current probe) of discharge as the
horizontal axis demonstrates the sampling points which are extracted from the oscilloscope (8000
sampling points are extracted). From Figure 7, it can be learned that the results of configuration
1 and configuration 2 are nearly the same. Besides, the results of configuration 3 and 4 are also
nearly the same. All the first peak values of the waveforms don’t show much difference.
To avoid the effect of the changing test environment, we did another 1002 times of test (configuration 5). During the test the first peak values was measured. From Figure 8, it can be found that
90% of peak values are between 0.243V and 0.258V. So, the biggest D-value percentage is equal to
(0.258 − 0.243)/0.258 = 5.81%. Figure 9 shows the statistics of the test results.
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Figure 8: Percentage of the peak value.
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Figure 9: D-value percentage produced by ESD gun.
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3.2. Alterations in the Test Results Resulted from the Pan Angle Range of the Printed Circuit
Board

In the non-socketed ESD test, the printed circuit board was respectively revolved 0, 45, 90, 135,
180 degree horizontally. It was tested three times for each angle and the voltage is changed from
1 kV to 8 kV (step: 1 kV). 1440 sets of D-value percentage data are obtained from the test. Figure 8
shows the statistics on these test results:
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Figure 10: D-value percentage between different angles.

From the raw data and Figure 10 we can see that the D-value percentage is within 5.8%, which
is less than 10% (shown in Table 1).
3.3. D-value Percentage between Using with and without Socket

Because we care about the voltage on the pad, the voltage instead of current was measured by
the oscilloscope. The first discharge peak voltage was measured and three pins were tested (VSS,
VDD and VDD2). Each pin was tested three times at the same voltage level ranging from ±1 kV
to ±8 kV (step: 1 kV).
After the test, 432 sets of D-value percentage data are obtained. The statistics are shown in
Figure 11. The horizontal axis presents D-value percentages ranging from 1.0% to 8.1% as the
vertical axis showcases percentages of the numerical values on the horizontal axis (e.g., There are
102 sets of data which are lower than 1.0% in numerical values. So, the numerical value on the
vertical axis would be 102/432 = 23.61%). “non-socketed” represents “without socket”.
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Figure 11: D-value percentage between socketed & non-socketed.
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The first peak current of discharge is one of the main reasons that causes the MCU failure
and damage. From the Raw data and Figure 11, it can be concluded that the D-value percentage
between socketed and non-socketed is within 6.4%. It is less than 10% (shown in Table 1).
3.4. Comparison between Testing with and without Socket

In order to compare all the results above and describe the results more intuitively, Figure 12 is
presented as follows. The test results of D-value percentage between 3 tests without using the
socket and D-value percentage between 3 tests using the socking is added in this figure, which are
not discussed above.
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Figure 12: D-value percentage of all the test results.

From Figure 12, it can be seen that D-value percentage between socketed & non-socketed is
the worst case. The curve related to ESD Gun is between the worst case and others. It means
that the D-value produced by the test itself is inevitable. Statistically speaking, this test result is
acceptable.
4. CONCLUSION

From the test results, it can be found that the D-value percentage which the ESD GUN produces
is within 5.8%, 3 tests non-socketed is within 4.2%, different angles is within 5.8%, 3 tests by using
the socket is within 5.7% and D-value percentage between socketed and non-socketed is within
6.4%. All the results are less than 10%. The test results show a good performance of the socket.
Therefore, the socket can be used during the PESD test with little influence on the test results.
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Solitary Wave Induced in a Sinusoidal Water Surface Wave Field of
Hydrodynamics
Shigehisa Nakamura
Kyoto University, Japan

Abstract— Monitoring for nonlinear processes of water surface waves is introduced in brief.
It was found a kind of nonlinear water surface waves which had a single crest wave with an
infinitely long wave in a water tank. This wave was named as solitary wave on water surface in
an experiment first. Then, a solitary wave had been led in a mathematical formulation. Another
nonlinear wave known as a cnoidal wave was found in a form of cn function mathematically. An
extensive experiment in an water tank has led to see a process in which an input function of
linear sinusoidal wave induced a nonlinear wave quite similar to the solitary wave.
1. INTRODUCTION

This work is concerning to a problem on monitoring of solitary wave on water surface. For this
purpose, a historical review is introduced about an experiment of a single crested wave in brief. It
was found a kind of nonlinear water surface waves which had a single crest wave with an infinitely
long wave in a water tank. This wave was named as solitary wave on the water surface in an experiment first. Then, a solitary wave had been led in a mathematical formulating procedure. Another
nonolinear wave known as a cnoidal wave was found in a form of cn function mathematically. An
extensive experiment had been led to see a process in which an input function of linear sinusoidal
wave induced a nonolinear wave quite similar to the solitary wave.
2. LINEAR MODEL OF WATER SURFACE WAVE

At starting to introduce some specific features of nonlinear water surface wave, a brief note is
given some note to water waves for a convenience in an hydrodynamic understanding of the present
interesting nonlinear waves.
First, assume that water is isotropic for a linear water surface wave model.
This assumption has been introduced even in the publication by Lamb in 1879 [1].
What is essential is the problems on a sinusoidal water surface wave under assuming of a small
amplitude as a linear problem of water waves in hydrodynamics.
3. NONLINEAR PROCESS OF SOLITARY WAVE

On the other hand, there are various kinds of aperiodic waves.
For example, Lamb in 1879 had introduced about a solitary wave which was called by Scott
Russel as seen in “Report on Waves” appeared in British Association Report in 1844 [1]. Following
what noted Lamb had noted in 1879, the author could Introduce the work undertaken by Scott
Russel as follow.
Scott Russell, in his interesting experimental investigations, was led to pay great attention to a
particular type which he called the ‘so1itary wave’. This is a wave consisting of a single elevation,
of height not necessarily small compared with the depth of the fluid, which, if properly started,
may travel for a considerable distance along a uniform canal, with little or no change of type.
Waves of depression, of similar relative amplitude, were found not to possess the same character of
performance, but to break up into series of shorter waves.
What noted above was given independently by Bousinesquq [2] and Rayleigh (as noted in his
publication [3]).
The above note can specify the solitary wave. Then, some note in relation to one of the water
waves reduced by a mathematical procedure as what is noted by Lamb in 1879 can be seen as
follow.
Russel’s solitary type which may be regarded as an extreme case of Russel’s solitary type may
be regarded as an extreme case of Stokes’ oscillatry waves of permanent type, the wave length being
great compared with the depth of the canal, so that the widely separated elevations are particularly
independent of one another. Now, the methods of approximation employed by Stokes become,
however, unsuitable when the wave-length much exceeds the depth; and subsequent investigations
of solitary waves of permanent type have proceeded on different lines.
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3.1. What Lamb Noted

Lamb notes that Rayleigh, treating the problem as one of steady motion, starts virtually the formula
φ + iψ = F (x + iy) = exp[iy(d/dx)]F (x),

(1)

where F (x) is real. The notations φ and ψ are for stream function and potential velocity.
Lamb’s solution of the above differential equation can be written as following, i.e.,

where,

η = a sech2 [(1/2)(x/b)],

(2)

£
¤
y − h = η, and, b2 = h2 (h + a)/(3a) ,

(3)

if the origin of x be taken beneath the summit. The approximations consist in neglecting the fourth
power of the ratio (h + a)/(2b). The theory of the solitary waves has been treated by Weinstein in
1926 [1]. Then, it can be seen that
c2 = g(h + a),
(4)
in the field of the earth’s gravity field.
The motion at the outskirts of the solitary wave can be represented by a very simple formula.
Lamb in 1987 had communicated from Stokes that McCowan investigated to reduce,
c2 = (g/m) tan(mh),
where, mα = (2/3) sin2 [m(h + (2/3)a)], and, a = α tan[(1/2)m(h + a)],

(5)
(6)

and, the notations a and α are the maximum elevation above the mean level and a subsidiary
constant.
Then, Lamb notes what are specific in the solitary wave. That is to say, the extreme form of
the wave when the crest has sharp angle of 120 degree was examined. Adding to that, the limiting
value of the ratio a/h was found to be 0.78, in which case the wave-velocity is given by c2 = 1.56gh.
Lamb states as that by a slight modification the investigation of Rayleigh and Boussinesq can
be made to give the theory of a system of oscillatory waves of finite height in a canal of limited
depth [4].
3.2. McCowan and Solitary Wave

McCowan [5] must be a reference in the early age of solitary wave’s description.
Assuming a reference water depth h, then, a solitary wave η can be described in a mathematical
form, i.e., as following to Lamb,
h
¡
¡ ¢¢1/2 i
η = a sech2 (1/2) 3a/ h3
x ,
(7)
where, the notation x is the horizontal axis and, the notation a is found in trocoidal wave,
x = x0 a exp(kz0 )) sin(kx0 ), and, z = z0 + a exp(kz0 ) cos(kx0 ),

(8)

which is called as Gerstner wave in a consideration of historical background of its finding, as
Gerstner reduced theoretically in 1802 though Rankin independently found it in 1863.
As for the small amplitude wave, formulation can be in a linear expression though this solitary wave has to be solved on the basis of nonlinear equation referring Lagrangean technique ia
consideration.
4. RESONANT COUPLING OF SOLITARY WAVE

Nakamura [6] has found a specific condition can produce a solitary wave in a simple water basin
experimentally though a cnoidal wave with cn function was in his interest.
In Nakamura’s work [6], he expected a uni-nodal lateral oscillation can be seen first.
The two solitary waves translated to meet at the center of the barrier to increase the maximum
height of the water level was about twice of those at the two side comers.
At the center of the barrier, a couple of the solitary wave meets to make a collision each other.
After that, a couple of the solitary wave continue the cross motion as if the two waves have never
distorted at the collision.
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The collision cycle was to coincize to the cycle of to the incident sinusoidal wave as an input
function of energy.
So that, a center slit of the barrier must be acted as an energy supply for the two solitary
waves to maintain their cross motion between the two side walls during the input function of the
sinusoidal wave is repeatedly generated.
When the input function acts only for one cycle of the sinusoidal wave, the couple of the solitary
wave becomes to be faint and repeat reflection on the wall of both side up to decay out and disappear
the couple of the wave.
This process was seen at the frequency of the input function is satisfying a resonant mode under
a certain combination when the boundary condition, bathymetric condition, and energy supply at
the center of the barrier are satisfied the resonant mode of the couple of solitary wave in the water
basin.
An illustration for various waves found on the water surface is shown by a dot as in Figure 1 [6].
Then, the couple of the solitary wave observed in the water basin fit to the McCowan limit extending
an asymptotic line to the case of solitary wave of the water wave theory (a dot in Figure 1).

Figure 1: Characteristics of the couple of solitary waves. (1) A dot is for the experimental result. (2) McCowan’s limit of breaking wave is demonstrated. (3) McCowan’s limit extonding to solitary ware in noticed.
[courtesy of ASCE].

This result supports that the cross motion of the couple of solitary wave along the bathymetric
line of the specific constant waterdepth crossing to the direction of the input function of sinusoidal
wave.
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The Casimir Force and Heat Conduction Viewed as Exclusion of
Natural Spatial Energy and Lateral EM Coupling between the
Walls of a Waveguide
Michael J. Underhill
Underhill Research Ltd., Lingfield, UK

Abstract— This is a deliberately different view of the Casimir Force and Casimir Heat Conduction. It is based on and supports the newly discovered physics of ‘Lateral Electromagnetic
(EM) Coupling (LEC)’ which underpins the philosophy that in the final analysis “everything is,
or can be shown to be, electromagnetic” [1–10]. It is not a quantum mechanical view.
Both Casimir effects are viewed electromagnetically as processes that take place between surfaces
that form the walls of a (micro-strip) waveguide cavity.
The Casimir force is first considered as an imbalance of radiation pressure from ‘Natural spatial
energy’. ‘Natural spatial energy’ is excluded from the waveguide gap d up to a cut-off frequency
fc = c/2d. Natural spatial energy consists of thermal noise and Zero-Point-Energy, both of which
have a white noise spectrum. Natural spatial energy is electromagnetic energy that exists in and
is transported by the ‘fabric of space’, the ‘ether’ and it √
complies with the existence of free-space
permeability µ0 permittivity ε0 and impedance Z0 = (µ0 /ε0 ). A useful but novel view and
model of antenna thermal noise is put forward based on existing antenna and new [11] noise
measurements. ZPE is assumed to behave the same way as spatial thermal noise.
This simple ‘radiation pressure’ theory (like the virtual photon theory) predicts attraction and
heat transport that is inversely proportional to the waveguide gap and both are much smaller
than existing real measurements. Such radiation theories do not model any existing measurements
with convincing accuracy.
When we introduce the properties of ‘Lateral Electromagnetic Coupling’ (LEM) coupling to the
surfaces of the waveguide walls we find that we can apply a novel EM coupling formula [2]. This
coupling formula saturates to unity at defined short distances and then any desired negative of
distance may be selected. We can also define layered combination of higher inverse powers of
distances at which the attraction and heat conduction saturates. In each layer (or region) a single
distance power law dominates with on account of the newly discovered and universally applicable
RSS (Root-Sum-of-the-Squares) process combination law [1–10].
It has been shown [2] that at room temperature photons below about 300 THz or longer in
wavelength than about 1 µm are not stable particles and evaporate into plane waves that are not
quantised [2]. Thus the model and theory used here is not quantum-mechanical. It does not use
the concept of ‘virtual photons’. The theory is consonant with and supports ‘The Physical EM
Model of Everything’ [1].
1. INTRODUCTION

EM coupling is an essential concept for the Physical EM Model proposed as the basis for an
Electromagnetic Theory of Everything (EMToE) [1, 8, 9]. It establishes the cut-off frequency of
the waveguide cavity formed between two parallel surfaces, how much natural spatial energy is
excluded between the surfaces and therefore the Casimir force between them. EM coupling also
can explain heat conduction between the surfaces as discussed below in Section 4. The new part
of EM coupling is better named as ‘Lateral Electromagnetic Coupling’ (LEM) as done for the first
time here.
‘Natural spatial energy’ is taken to have two components both with a white noise (flat) spectrum.
One is spatial thermal noise the other is the noise fluctuations of what can be called Zero-PointEnergy (ZPE). The relative magnitude of these is a function of temperature.
For reasons given below the ZPE process is preferred rather than the ‘virtual photon’ quantum
process as the explanation for the Casimir force.
A previous paper showed that photons in free-space at room temperature are unstable below
about 300 THz or one micron √
wavelength [10]). The stability frequency decreases as the square
root of absolute temperature ( T) down to an expected ZPE fluctuation limit that remains to be
established, in principle by measurements of the two Casimir effects?
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A waveguide with conducting walls has an effective high-pass cut-off frequency. Any noise or
fluctuation energy below this frequency is therefore excluded from exerting an outward pressure
between the plates. There is thus a nett attractive force between the plates. The excluded energy
per unit area is proportional to the distance d and inversely proportional to the TE waveguide
cut-off frequency. The reasons why this is not found in practice are discussed in Sections 5 and 6.
An initial assumption is that EM coupling impedance is the primary cause of excess heat conduction over radiant energy coupling. But the square of the EM coupling is found to vary with
distance in the same way as the energy is distributed in an evanescent wave traveling on a surface.
The same distribution, density with distance, formula can be assumed to apply. See Section 5.
2. ENERGY EXCLUSION MODEL

Figure 1 shows the natural energy exclusion process that occurs in the waveguide formed between
two parallel surfaces.
Downward pressure from natural spatial energy
not balanced by upward pressure on the
underside of this surface

(On all four sides:)
Uniform full spectrum 'white
noise' natural spatial energy
both thermal and ZPE noise
fluctuations.

Air/vacuum gap, d

Low frequency natural spatial
energy reflected at waveguide
aperture and excluded from the
space between the surfaces.

Figure 1: Casimir Force Model. A small (thin) surface on alarge surface at uniform height d are the two
walls of a waveguide. Low frequency components of natural spatial energy noise spectrum are excluded from
the waveguide by reflection at the small surface boundaries.

Transverse Electric (TE) or Transverse Magnetic (TM) waves can travel between two uniformly
spaced finite parallel plane conducting plates in any direction in the plane. If energy is supplied
uniformly into the gap d between the two planes from all directions energy is stored between the
planes in the form of standing wave modes. All waveguide modes have a cut-off frequencies fc
below which energy does not propagate. This high-pass cut off frequency depends primarily on the
spacing d between the waveguide walls. In general we have fc = c/2d where c = 3 × 108 m/s is the
free-space wave velocity.
The resistivity, permeability, conductivity and permittivity of the wall surfaces can cause small
variations in the mode cut-off frequencies. Also edge effects depending on the size of the surfaces
under investigation can be expected also to be detectable and measurable in the future. For the
time being such second order effects can be neglected until sufficient measurements have been made
for their measurement and detection.
The ‘natural spatial energy’ available for exclusion is assumed to be a combination of heat energy
and ‘Zero-Point-Energy’ ZPE. Both forms of energy are assumed to have a uniform ‘white noise’
spectrum over the frequency range of interest. The origin and characteristics of these two types of
energy are discussed further in the next Section 3.
The Casimir force is now assumed to be proportional to the reduction of radiation pressure
between the surfaces by the exclusion of the low frequency part of the natural spatial energy
spectrum. The force is proportional to the area of the upper plate surface if edge effects are
neglected. The excluded white spectrum energy is proportional to the cut-off frequency fc = c/2d.
Thus on this basis the main component of the Casimir force is predicted to be inversely proportional
to the spacing d. Significant deviations from this law at very close spacing are discussed in the next
section.
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3. NATURAL ENERGY IN THE SPATIAL ETHER

The ‘natural spatial energy’ available for exclusion is assumed to be a combination of heat energy
and ‘Zero-Point-Energy’ ZPE. Both can be considered as being carried by of the electromagnetic
ether. Here the ether is considered to be real and substantive. A good reason for positing the
existence of a real ether is the fact that the velocity of light and EM waves is found to be the same
anywhere
√ in the universe, and as a consequence the permittivity ε0 , permeability µ0 and impedance
Z0 = (µ0/ε0 ) of free space have to be constant everywhere. Thus ε0 and µ0 are the main defining
parameters of a real and substantive ether.
Heat energy (radiance) in space has a flat ‘white noise’ spectrum of spectral density per unit
area of kT watts/Hz/m−2 (where k is Boltzmann’s constant). This useful, and perhaps novel,
statement has been derived from antenna noise theory and confirmed by measurements.
To avoid ‘the ultra-violet catastrophe’ thermal white noise has to have a high frequency noise
cut-off frequency proportional to temperature. What this cut-off frequency is in practice has not
yet been established.
ZPE white noise is also assumed to be white noise with a constant spectral envelope but one
that is independent of temperature. In practice it is best to find the magnitude of ZPE white noise
fluctuations empirically, for example by Casimir effect measurements. As yet there is no reliable
theoretical prediction of its value.
4. CASIMIR HEAT CONDUCTION MODEL

Figure 2 shows inductive and capacitative coupling between two parallel surfaces. In both cases the
coupling impedance varies proportional to the frequency and inversely proportional to gap distance
d. Neglecting edge ‘fringing’ effects and assuming that heat can be represented by white noise we
can argue that on this basis for a single frequency ω heat conduction distance law of ω/d and a
full spectrum distance law of d−2 . But neither of these agrees with reported results or predictions.
Higher order EM coupling mechanisms therefore have to be considered.

Figure 2: Casimir Heat Conduction Model. A small (thin) surface patch at uniform height d is coupled
capacitatively and inductively (with a transport delay) to a lower larger surface. Significant coupling is
predominantly at frequencies lower than the waveguide cut-off-frequency fc = c/2d but higher than the
lowest resonant frequency of the patch.

5. ATOMIC LATTICE MATERIAL SURFACE MODEL

Figure 3 shows an idealised atomic lattice of the surface materials. The atoms are assumed to have a
simple spherically symmetric structure consisting of an EM string loop ‘substance’ core surrounded
by a ‘potential’ evanescent wave (non-radiating) atmosphere [9, 10]. Actually this model supports
the existence of several concentric atmospheric layers of progressively less energy densities, larger
radii and lower dominant EM spectrum line frequencies.
This EM particle model presumes that the core and its evanescent wave atmospheres has a
dominant spectral line with frequency f ∼ mc2 /h, where h is Planck’s constant and m is the mass of
the protons or neutrons of the surface atoms. For protons f ∼ 2.27×1023 Hz or λ ∼ 1.32×10−6 nm.
For electrons f ∼ 1.24 × 1020 Hz or λ ∼ 5.88 × 10−3 nm. The electron orbital resonance frequency
of a hydrogen atom is 2.88 × 1020 Hz corresponding to an orbit circumference of 1.04 × 10−3 nm.
These wavelength distances appear to be much too small and the frequencies are much too high to
have any significant effects for the distances over which the Casimir effects are operative.
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Figure 3: Lattice of surface atoms each consisting of (layered) core with surrounding atmosphere. The
atmospheres of the atoms are regions where ‘potential’ dominates and so can be considered as ‘dark matter’.
Dark matter is not quantised, by definition. The potential regions overlap, coalesce and combine according
to the Root-Sum-of-the-Squares (RSS) process combination rule that applies to non-coherent potentials.

However the ‘lateral EM coupling distance’ for these frequencies is within the region of interest
and is therefore a candidate for further investigation.
6. LATERAL ELECTROMAGNETIC COUPLING DISTANCE AND PROFILE

Evanescent waves are non-radiating travelling waves on wires and surfaces. The wave energy is
trapped and confined within a boundary distance that has been found to be inversely proportional
to the square root of wave frequency as in Equation (1) below. The process that confines the
wave energy is ‘lateral’ electromagnetic coupling. This is a concept that was first introduced in
reference [2] and is a cornerstone of “The Physical Model of Electro-magnetism for a Theory of
Everything” [1] and subsequent theory and developments from this model [3–11].
In [2] the ‘Goubau distance’ rh was defined as the mean distance within which the coupling
energy is confined. Here we equate rh to the boundary distance d0 to give
rh = d0 = (f0 /f )1/2 = (14 MHz/f )1/2 (±10%)

(1)

For the electron frequency of 1.24 × 1020 Hz we find d0 = 0.336 nm. This is comparable with the
silicon atomic lattice constant or atom spacing of 0.543 nm.
The profile with distance of lateral electromagnetic coupling κ11 for a given d0 found from
Equation (1), in reference [2] has been found to be
µ
¶
dn
κ11 2
0
(2)
= 1 − e nrdn
κ0
where the coupling in [2] has here been squared to become a representation energy distribution.
Figure 4 gives plots of (κ11 /κ0 )2 as in (2) for three different negative powers of distance n = 1, 2
and 3. For convenience and by inspection the limit of the saturation region where κ11 = 1 is taken
as d/d0 = 0.5. Mathematical justification for this is under investigation.
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Figure 4: Plots of lateral EM coupling functions (κ11 /κ0 )2 (vertical axis) against distance d (horizontal axis)
using Equation (1) with negative powers of distance d with values n of 1, 2 and 3 going from left to right.
Note saturation at small distances changing to a power law of 1/dn .

To obtain the total coupling it is necessary
to integrate (2) with respect to frequency after
√
inserting the frequency dependent (1/ f ) value of d0 together with the condition that a white
noise spectrum is applied. The first term integral is simply f .
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However the integration of the second term in (2) creates problems. No analytical solution
in terms of known integral or transcendental functions has yet been found. On the other hand
numerical integration is possible and it reveals that the second term integral only provides a small
step addition to the first term integral.
The first term integral may thus be used on its own. Essentially it provides a 1/d additional
slope to one of the distance laws shown in Figure 4. Which asymptotic power law should be chosen
should be decided on the basis of best fit to measurements, when more accurate measurements
become available. The measurements also should provide validation or not of the newly discovered
physics process of ‘electromagnetic coupling’.
7. CONCLUSIONS

Radiation pressure by either ‘virtual photons’ or ‘natural spatial energy’ is too small to be the
primary explanation of the Casimir force. Also exclusion of energy in the waveguide formed by the
gap between two parallel surfaces does not itself give a sufficiently high negative order polynomial
for the distance law to represent what has been measured in practice.
The classical coupling between waveguide walls is likewise too small to account for Casimir Heat
Conduction.
‘Lateral Electromagnetic Coupling’ is a cornerstone of “The Physical Model of Electro-magnetism
for a Theory of Everything” [1]. Initial examination shows that Lateral Electromagnetic Coupling
(LEC) between two surfaces can possibly explain both the Casimir force and Casimir heat conduction.
In fact more accurate measurements of these two Casimir effects could in the future be used to
calibrate and validate the parameters of LEC over most of the accessible range of electromagnetic
spectrum frequencies to strengthen its claim of being a necessary addition to Electromagnetic
Theory.
The theory put forward here is not per se quantum-mechanical.
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Abstract— An analytic theory describing the conversion efficiency of the electron beam in
multi-gap coupled cavity is developed. Through calculating the electronic conversion efficiencies
in three-gap coupled cavity for modes 2π, π and π/2 respectively, the mechanism of the beamwave interaction in output circuit is discussed in this paper.
1. INTRODUCTION

Extended-interaction klystron (EIK) is invented to achieve a large power, wide frequency bandwidth
and high gain in the millimeter/sub-millimeter wave length range [1–3]. Multi-gap coupled cavity
in it is a key technique for enhancing the gain-bandwidth product and power capability.
Based on kinematics theory, by calculating the conversion efficiency of the electron beam in
single gap, the beam-wave interaction was analyzed in paper [4]. On this basis, the effects of the
distance of gap-gap, R.F. gap voltage on the conversion efficiency were discussed in paper [5]. But
the analysis was carried out under the assumption of narrow gaps separated by drift tubes and
neglected the beam-wave interaction of other modes in the multi-gap cavity. Because of strong
electromagnetic coupling between the adjacent cavities, there are multiple resonant modes which
have a very great difference of the electric field intensity on the gap. The mechanism of the beamwave synchronization and coupling for these modes is the key technology investigation of multi-gap
coupled cavity chain. Based on kinematics theory, this paper will present the simulation results of
the conversion efficiencies in three-gap coupled cavity and discuss the effect of drift tube length on
beam-wave interaction for modes 2π, π and π/2.
2. MODEL AND FORMULA

Assume that the model is one-dimensional and the effect of space charge is neglected. Hence, the
equation of motion an electron moving under the assumption is given by
¯e¯
d2 z
¯ ¯
(1)
=
−
¯ ¯ Ec (z) sin(ωt + ϕ0 )
2
dt
m
where z is the axial distance, e and m are the electronic charge and mass respectively, Ec (z) denotes
the axial electric filed intensity at a distance z, ω denotes the angular frequency, ϕ0 specifies the
electron entrance phase.
An electron entering the interaction region with a velocity u0 at the phase ϕ0 leaves the region
with a velocity u which is obtained by successive use of Equation (1). With a pulse width θe of the
electron beam, the conversion efficiency η is then given by
1
η =1−
θe

ϕZ
0 +θeµ

ϕ0

u
u0

¶2
dθ

(2)

If a resulting efficiency is positive, the kinetic energy of the electron beam will be converted to
electromagnetic energy.
Taking three-gap coupled cavity as the output circuit, there are three eigen modes with different
filed distributions. Assume that the axial RF standing electric fields are constant on the gaps and
vanish on the drift tubes as shown in Figure 1. Where Ec = αV0 /d, θd = ωd/v0 θ12 = ωl12 /v0 ,
θ23 = ωl23 /v0 , α is the modulation index of the gap voltage, v0 is the longitudinal velocity of the
electron under the accelerating voltage V0 , ω is the angular frequency of the mode, d is the width of
the gap, l12 and l23 are the lengths of the first and the second drift tube respectively. For 2π mode,
the RF fields on gaps are the same both in amplitude and direction; For π mode, the adjacent RF
fields on gaps are the same in amplitude and the opposite in direction; For π/2 mode, the RF fields
vanish in middle gap and exist on the other two gaps with the same amplitude and the opposite
direction.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Taking for example θe = 0.5π, θd = 0.5π, |α| = 0.4, ϕ0 = 0 and v0 = u0 , the efficiencies as function
of θ12 and θ23 for 2π mode, π mode and π/2 mode are displayed in Figure 2.
The analytic result of 2π mode shows that the high efficiency region appears on the right
of the bisector and the maximum efficiency η = 80% is obtained upon selecting the parameters
θ12 = 1.26π and θ23 = 0.66π. This can be explained that average speed of the electronic beam is
reduced ceaselessly after passing a gap, and in view of transit time effect, the corresponding θ12
and θ23 decrease in order to make the electronic beam at the optimal phase in next gap.
Compared with 2π mode, there are four high efficiency regions with different distribution for π
mode. However, when the efficiency η is over 80%, the corresponding parameter θ23 is too small to
realize in structure. Therefore, it is practical to choose θ12 = 0.42π and θ23 = 1.32π in the upper
left region with maximum efficiency η = 78.48%.
Because the beam-wave interaction occurs on the two gaps, π/2 mode can be regarded as a kind
of special π mode of double-gap cavity with a longer drift distance (Figure 1). In this case, the
maximum efficiency η is only 60% with a fixed value of θ12 + θ23 = 1.47π.
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Figure 1: The electric field distribution for modes 2π, π and π/2.
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Figure 2: The electronic conversion efficiencies for (a) 2π mode, (b) π mode, (c) π/2 mode.
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4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an analytic theory describing the conversion efficiency of the electron beam in Multigap coupled cavity with different mode is developed. The conversion efficiencies of the electron
beam in three-gap coupled cavity for modes 2π, π and π/2 have been obtained. The results show
that the maximum efficiency depends on the optimal combination of θ12 and θ23 , which have a great
difference for these modes. Considering the beam-wave interaction on two gaps for π/2 mode, the
maximum efficiency η is only 60% less than that of 2π mode and π mode.
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Abstract— The detection and recognition of moving target is focused by lots of research scholars greatly. However, the algorithms for detection and recognition have to be tested and verified
by a great deal of radar echo data. Efficient electromagnetic scattering simulation becomes an
effective and economic method for achieving it. The design of appropriate moving target electromagnetic scattering simulation for computer-generated bots poses serious challenges as they
have to satisfy stringent requirements that include computation and execution efficiency. This
paper discusses a novel efficient high-frequency electromagnetic scattering simulation approach
of the rotating moving complex targets. Based on the wide-adopted high-frequency asymptotic
methods, such as Physical Optics (PO), Equivalent Edge Current (EEC) and Shooting Bouncing
Ray (SBR), a novel efficient approach is proposed by employing the adaptable NVIDIA OptiX
ray-tracing engine to solve scattering problems of rotating moving complex targets. High accuracy and efficiency of the hidden-surface-removal (HSR) in PO/EEC and the ray-tracing in SBR
are realized at the same time with the state-of-art GPU computation technology. The precise
scattering modulation effects of rotating moving target are therefore achieved. Experiments show
the effectiveness of the approach.
1. INTRODUCTION

With the development of radar technology, the information of observation target is expanded.
Various moving styles such as translation, spin, roll, precession and so on exist in realistic situations.
Signatures result from those moving styles are focused by research scholars who are interested in
radar detection and recognition, including moving target detection (MTD), moving target indication
(MTI), synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging and SAR identification, etc.. Above all things,
obtaining radar echo data is the most important procedure.
Electromagnetic simulation and electromagnetic measurement are two major approaches for
obtaining radar echo data. Compared to the second one, Electromagnetic simulation has more advantage in aspect of cost and convenient. In high frequency, quasi-static electromagnetic simulation
which based on high-frequency asymptotic theory is an effective method for obtaining wide band
electromagnetic scattering echo data of moving targets. When the targets’ rotational frequency is
far smaller than the frequency of incidence electromagnetic wave, and the maximum linear velocity
of moving targets is far smaller than light speed. It assumes that scattered field generating from
moving targets at a moment is similar to the ones that generating from the motionless targets
which dwell at its trajectory. Therefore, the simulation radar echo generating from moving targets
is equal with a series of the same motionless targets which dwell at its trajectory.
In practically, radar band becomes wider continuously, the modulation action of electromagnetic
wave which produced from moving targets turn out to be more conspicuous. In order to obtain
radar echo simulation data accurately and efficiently, this paper discusses a novel efficient highfrequency electromagnetic scattering simulation approach of the rotating moving complex targets.
Based on the wide-adopted high-frequency asymptotic methods, such as Physical Optics (PO) [2],
Equivalent Edge Current (EEC) [1] and Shooting Bouncing Ray (SBR) [6], the approach is proposed
by employing the adaptable NVIDIA OptiX ray-tracing engine to solve scattering problems of
rotating moving complex targets.
2. SIMULATION PROGRAM

The approach proposed in this paper possesses three main steps. Firstly, moving complex targets
model building; secondly, utilize NVIDIA OptiX for ray tracing and shading; thirdly, high-frequency
electromagnetic scattering calculation.
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2.1. Step 1: Moving Complex Targets Model Building

A complex target consists of several components; each component has its motion style. In order to
describe target’s motion, transformation matrix T is introduced, the T has the forms as follow:


a11 a12 a13 a14
a
a
a 
a
T =  21 22 23 24 
(1)
a31 a32 a33 a34
a41 a42 a43 a44
"
#
" #
a14
a11 a12 a13
where, a21 a22 a23 represented the transformation of scaling, rotating and dislocation; a24
a34
a31 a32 a33
represented the transformation of translation; [a41 a42 a43 ] represented the transformation of
projection; [a44 ] represented the transformation of entire scaling.
2.2. Step 2: Utilize NVIDIA OptiX for Ray Tracing and Shading

The NVIDIA OptiX ray tracing engine is a programmable system designed for NVIDIA GPUs
and other highly parallel architectures. The OptiX engine builds on the key observation that
most ray tracing algorithms can be implemented using a small set of programmable operations.
Consequently, the core of OptiX is a domain-specific just-in-time compiler that generates custom
ray tracing kernels by combining user-supplied programs for ray generation, material shading,
object intersection, and scene traversal. This enables the implementation of a highly diverse set
of ray tracing-based algorithms and applications, including interactive rendering, offline rendering,
collision detection systems, artificial intelligence queries, and scientific simulations such as sound
propagation. OptiX achieves high performance through a compact object model and application
of several ray tracing-specific compiler optimizations.
There are seven different types of programs in OptiX, each of which operates on a single ray at
a time. In addition, a bounding box program operates on geometry to determine primitive bounds
for acceleration structure construction. The combination of user programs and hardcoded OptiX
kernel code forms the ray tracing pipeline which is outlined in Figure 1. For more information
please refer to [8].
Launch
Ray Context Launch

Ray Generation Program

Exception Program

Ray Trace

Traverse

Shade
Node Graph
Traversal

Selector Visit
Program

Miss Program

Acceleration
Traversal

Closest Hit Program

Intersection Program

Any Hit Program

Figure 1: A flow chart of the ray tracing pipeline which based on NVIDIA OptiX.
2.3. Step 3: High-frequency Electromagnetic Scattering Calculation

In the situation of plane wave incidence and ignore time-harmonic factor ejwt , according to StrattonChu equation, the surface scattered far-field could be written as follow [3]:
Z
¡
¢
¡
¢
jk e−jkr
Es (r) =
ŝ × Ms (r0 ) + Z0 ŝ × Js (r0 ) exp jkr0 · ŝ ds0
(2)
4π r
S

The above formula can only calculate the targets’ surface far-region radiation field, it’s not suit
for calculating the edge diffraction. Usually, the edge diffraction is often calculated by the method
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of EEC. According to the concept of EEC which raised by Michaeli, the edge diffraction far-field
could be written as follow [4]:
Z
©
ª
jk e−jkr
0
Ed =
Z0 ŝ × [ŝ × J(r0 )] + ŝ × M(r0 ) ejkŝ·r dl
(3)
4π r
C

For more calculation details, please refer to interrelated literature.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS
3.1. Sample 1: Accuracy Analysis

In order to test and verify the correctness and accuracy of proposed method, a propeller model is
introduced as show in Figure 2. Because the motion style of propeller is simple, namely propeller
blades rotate around its symmetry axis. Under these circumstances, the RCS data generated from
motionless propeller while incidence of electromagnetic wave rotating one cycle corresponds with the
RCS data generated from rotating propeller while incidence of electromagnetic wave changeless.
Under this precondition, two RCS data simulated by proposed method and Method of Moment
(MoM) respectively are show in Figure 3. The simulation condition of MoM is listed as follow:
HH polarization, radar frequency f = 10 GHz, pitch angle θ = 45◦ , azimuth angle φ = 0∼360◦ and
step is 0.2◦ . The simulation condition of proposed method is list as follow: HH polarization, radar
frequency f = 10 GHz, pitch angle θ = 45◦ , azimuth angle φ = 0◦ , rotating velocity ω = 333.33 r/s,
time sampling rate is 400 Hz.
From Figure 4, the consistency of simulation results is quite obvious while some differences still
exist. These differences are caused by high-order scattering mechanism on analysis. In order to
analyze moving targets have modulation effect on electromagnetic wave, the propeller model is
utilized once more. The simulation condition is listed as follow: HH polarization, radar frequency
f = 10 GHz, pitch angle θ = 45◦ , azimuth angle φ = 0◦ , rotating velocity ω = 20 r/s, time sampling
rate is 4 kHz. Analysis of Simulation RCS data are show in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
From Figure 5, we could know that the space of modulation spectrum ∆f is 60 Hz, and the width
of modulation spectrum ∆B is 3.96 kHz. We also could get the theoretical result by calculate the
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Figure 4: Doppler frequency characteristics of dynamic propeller model.
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Figure 5: Time-frequency graph of dynamic propeller model.
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simulation parameters, where
∆f = N fT = 3 × 20 = 60 Hz
8πfT L cos θ
8π × 20 × 0.34 × cos 45◦
∆B =
=
= 4.02 kHz
λ
0.03
From Figure 6, we could get the time-frequency repetition period is about 0.0167 s, while the
propeller owns three blades. Therefore, the rotating period of propeller is 0.0501 s, which agrees
with the simulation parameters.
3.2. Sample 2: Efficiency Analysis

In order to test the efficiency of proposed method whether NVIDIA OptiX is utilized, a well-known
complex target namely Apache-64 model is introduced. Apache-64 model is meshed in different
element size, and the geometry is dispersed by triangular element in different numbers. We set
ten as the maximum ray tracing times, and the simulation platform is GTX 560 Ti. As a result,
statistical results are show in Table 1.
Table 1: Statistical results of dynamic ray tracing for Apache-64 model.
Element
size (mm)

Element
number

Memory Tree-building
(MB)
time (ms)

Ray-tracing
time (ms)

Total
time (ms)

Total time
without NVIDIA
OptiX (ms)

100

75 K

5

109

206

315

2803

35

251 K

18

125

257

382

2875

25

530 K

38

125

292

417

2904

15

1.02 M

74

171

312

483

2975

10

2.06 M

149

219

328

547

3108

From Table 1, the efficiency of ray tracing that utilizing NVIDIA OptiX is improved greatly.
It’s nearly ten times speed than the one without utilizing NVIDIA OptiX in present simulation
platform. What’s more, the efficiency of ray tracing is subject to the number of flow-processor
in GPU. There are 384 flow-processors in GTX 560 Ti merely. With the development of GPU
hardware technology, the number of flow-processor is growing in geometric progression. Take GTX
680 for example, there are 1536 flow-processors. Therefore, ray tracing time will be reduced greatly
in the offing.
4. CONCLUSIONS

A novel efficient high-frequency electromagnetic scattering simulation approach of the rotating
moving complex targets is proposed in this paper. It utilizes transformation matrix to describe the
moving attributes of the complex target, and NVIDIA OptiX ray tracing engine is introduced to
accelerate ray tracing in high-frequency electromagnetic scattering simulation. Simulation results
and theoretical analysis indicate the feasibility of the approach.
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Abstract— The theory of traveling-wave scattering and two kinds of methods for restraining
the traveling-wave scattering are represented in the paper. The traveling-wave scattering could
be declined by shaping and radar absorbing material (RAM). The experimental results prove
that inhibition effect of traveling-wave scattering using the above methods is prominent. A
traveling-wave current comes into being, when a long, thin body is illuminated by grazing incident
electromagnetic wave. The flowing traveling-wave current is reflected when it encounters the end
of the truncation, and the traveling-wave scattering contributes a lot to the radar cross section
(RCS) of the target. The traveling-wave scattering can be researched by making use of the existed
concepts of antenna theory. In this paper, a sample of traveling-wave broad was manufactured.
Firstly, we restrained the traveling-wave scattering by shaping. The end edge of traveling-wave
broad was transformed into saw-tooth or circular arc shape, and measured results proved the
shaping method could reduce the RCS of the traveling-wave broad by 10 dB at X-band. Moreover,
we restrained the traveling-wave scattering by coating radar absorbing material on the surface of
the broad. And the measured results showed that the method of radar absorbing material could
reduce the RCS of the traveling-wave broad by more than 10 dB at X-band.
1. INTRODUCTION

Reducing target RCS by depressing strong scattering centers, i.e., air inlet, radar cabin, cockpit,
etc., is the most primary approach to target stealth. Secondly, taking measures to prevent sub
scattering centers caused by edge and surface travelling wave also plays important roles in RCS
reduction. There exist a large number of components and parts with edges in target, which would
result in strong radial diffraction in a wide angle, therefore, RCS contributed by target edges have
great impact on target radar signature. Moreover, after strong scattering sources are suppressed,
scattering from surface travelling wave would dominate the target signature, which is more difficult
to reduce for stealth.
Travelling wave is a kind of surface current propagating along the direction of target length,
the distinctive feature of which is to continuously radiate electromagnetic wave to the space during
propagation. The source that emits travelling wave current can be RF generator and incident
electromagnetic wave, and the latter leads to the travelling wave scattering.
2. PRINCIPLE OF TRAVELLING WAVE SCATTERING

Suppose an elongated conductor is excited by plane wave at a small angle. When the incident
electric field has an axial component in the incident plane, the surface current induced by this
component would flow along the axis, so the travelling wave current is produced. On the one hand,
the travelling wave current will generate forward scattering similar to the radiation of travelling wave
antenna, which would contribute to the bi-static scattering. On the other hand, if the elongated
conductor is truncated at the terminal without load matching, the forward travelling wave would
generate inverted secondary radiation due to the mismatch reflection once reaching the terminal.
Consequently, the travelling wave contributes to the mono-static scattering as well. As for the
travelling wave scattering, the illuminated target receives energy and guides it to transfer on the
surface till the terminal, like the combination of antenna and transmission line, and then the energy
will be reflected and reversely transform because of the load mismatch. The energy continually
re-radiates during this process, which generates the so-called travelling wave scattering.
Generating traveling wave scattering must have two conditions: firstthe target is thin and long
conductor, such as wire, cylinder, olive, strip plate, etc.; Second, the incident wave must have
electric field component in the direction of propagation. For example, when the incident wave is
vertical polarization, the wing and tail on target or missiles could generate strong wave traveling
scattering. Using the radiation theory of traveling wave antenna can be well understood the travelling wave scattering. End-fire traveling wave antenna is used to analog traveling wave scattering
by Peters et al., and the position of wave scattering peak of the long and thin conductor is well
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estimated by this means, but it has certain difficulty when estimating the value of traveling wave
scattering, in general, the greater the conductivity, slenderness ratio and distal reflectivity of the
object, the bigger the wave scattering.
3. STANDARD MODEL

In this paper, we choose a long flat plate as the standard model for study. In Fig. 1, the plate
(length = 500 mm, width = 50 mm, thickness = 2 mm) is laid up vertically, and the incident
direction varied in different azimuth angles. According to traveling-wave scattering theory, the
traveling -wave scattering is strong when incident wave is parallel polarization, and the travelingwave scattering is weak when incident wave is vertical polarization. So we could research the
parallel polarization only.

Figure 1: The long flat plate.

MOM [4, 5] is used to calculate the RCS of the long flat plate because of its high accuracy [6].
In this paper, the calculate parameters are: f = 10 GHz; Polarization: HH; Azimuth angle:
−180◦ ∼ 180◦ ; Angle of pitch: 0◦ ; Roll angle: 0◦ .
There are two ways of travelling wave suppression: one is by modifying the profile, the traveling
wave electric current can generate the forward scattering as far as possible. The other is that the
current traveling wave can be attenuated by adopting high performance absorbing materials. This
article focuses on using shape method to suppress the traveling wave scattering.
There are two kinds of effective shape methods for suppression: First, the serrated modification
in the tail; Second, the arc transition in the tail. Both methods can effectively restrain the traveling
wave; the following are detailed analysis by taking the typical strip plate sample for example.
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Figure 2: The scattering property of the long flat plate.

In Fig. 2, there are two high pioneers in the extent (−20◦ ∼ 20◦ ). The pioneer position is about
±12◦ , and the amplitude is −21 dBm2 . This is a typical travelling-scattering contribution, and this
kind of contribution must be repressed in the RCS reduction of target.
4. REPRESSING METHODS
4.1. Saw-Tooth Shape

According to the above analyze, the vertical edge at the end bring a powerful traveling-wave
scattering. One improved measure is changing the straight edge into saw-tooth edge. From Fig. 3
to Fig. 5, one saw-tooth project is adopted, whose saw-tooth angle is 160◦ , 140◦ , 120◦ .
All of above models are simulated by MOM with the same emulational parameter as before, the
result of simulation is shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 4: Long flat plate with angle 140◦ .

Figure 5: Long flat plate with a saw-tooth angle of 120◦ .
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Figure 6: The scattering property of the long flat plate with saw-tooth shape (obtuse angle).

In Fig. 6, the traveling-wave scattering of the traveling-wave scattering vary evidently when the
end of the long plate was transformed into saw-tooth shape. The average value of all of the four
models within azimuth angle range of ±20◦ at head direction is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: The average value at the azimuth angle range of 0±20◦ (dBm2 ).
Long flat plate with
vertical edge
−25.74

Long flat plate with

Long flat plate with

Long flat plate with a

a saw-tooth angle of

a saw-tooth angle of

saw-tooth angle of

160

◦

−27.01

◦

140

120◦

−30.69

−38.39

In Table 1, the traveling-wave scattering trail off gradually with the saw-tooth edge minishing.
The average value of traveling-wave scattering for the long flat plate with a saw-tooth angle of 120◦
is −38.39 dBm2 , which has more 12.65 dB attenuation than long flat plate with vertical edge. It
is obvious that the traveling-wave scattering could be declined availably by transforming the edge
into saw-tooth shape.
4.2. ARC Shape

According to the above analyze, the vertical edge at the end bring a powerful traveling-wave
scattering, since he vertical edge can arose truncation effect. To trail off the truncation effect, the
vertical edge at the end of the long flat plate should be transformed into circular arc shape. In
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the circular arc radius is λ/10(3 mm) and λ/4(7.5 mm), respectively.
The two models are simulated by MOM with the same emulational parameter before, the result
of simulation is shown in Fig. 9.
In Fig. 9, the traveling-wave scattering of the traveling-wave scattering weaken when the end of
the long plate was transformed into arc shape. The average value of the two models within azimuth
angle range of ±20◦ at head direction is shown in Table 2.
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Figure 7: Long plat plate with a 3mm circular arc
radius at the end.

Figure 8: Long plat plate with a 3 mm circular arc
radius at the end.
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Figure 9: The scattering property of the long flat
plate with circular arc radius at the end.

Figure 10: Long flat plate covering with radar absorbing material.

Table 2: The average value at the azimuth angle range of 0±20◦ (dBm2 ).
Long flat plate with
vertical edge
−25.74

Long plat plate with a 3 mm
circular arc radius
−29.82

Long plat plate with a 7.5 mm
circular arc radius
−36.80

In Table 2, the traveling-wave scattering trail off gradually with the circular arc radius increasing.
The average value of traveling-wave scattering for the long flat plate with a 3 mm circular arc radius
is −36.80 dBm2 , which has more 11.06 dB attenuation than long flat plate with vertical edge.
4.3. Radar Absorbing Coat

It is a common method for target stealth that coating radar absorbing material on the surface of the
broad to restraine the traveling-wave scattering. According to the above analyze, because of long
flat plate bring obvious traveling-wave scattering peak, it is a ideal model to checkout the effect of
traveling-wave restraint. So we manufacture some templets, and select two kind radar absorbing
materials which is coated on the templets(only for one side of templets). As shown in Fig. 10.
The RCS test standard is GJB 5022-2001document. To get the result of traveling-wave restraint
of the templets covering with RAM, a metallic flat plate is also be tested for RCS at the same
frequency. The test curve and data is shown in the following figure.
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Table 3: The average value at the azimuth angle range between 0 and −20◦ (dBm2 ).
Long flat plate
−25.74

circular arc radius is 15 mm
−41.43

circular arc radius is 30 mm
−44.07

In Table 3, when the circular arc radius go on increasing, the traveling-wave scattering become
more and more weak. The average value of traveling-wave scattering for the long flat plate with
a 30 mm circular arc radius is −44.07 dBm2 , which has more 18.33 dB attenuation than long flat
plate with vertical edge. Therefore, the traveling-wave scattering could be declined availably by
transforming the edge into circular arc shape.
5. RESULT

After reducing the RCS of powerfull scattering source with effective measure in the design of high
stealth target, traveling-wave scattering has became the chief threat in stealth design. Although
traveling-wave scattering is a kind of low scattering, it can not be neglected, and must be restrained
with effective measures. In this paper, traveling-wave scattering is restrained availably by using
two kinds of methods in changing shape. Study on the representative model of long flat plate only
be presented in the paper, but this method could be applied in the design of RCS reducing for
some other complex object, and it has significant practical application value.
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Fan-shaped Patch Element Wideband Terahertz Metamaterial
Perfect Absorber
Xiaodong Hao and Weiping Qin
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Abstract— The wide-band absorbance of the absorber made from the well-known metallic
dipole patch has been realized by modifying geometrical shape of conventional rectangular bars
in single periodic cell. The increase of relative bandwidth of this new absorptive structure with
fan-shaped patch can reach and exceed 100% with respect to the centre frequency comparing with
conventional dipole patch geometry. The new structure of absorber exciting a new broadband
resonant modes results in the bandwidth expanding. The work presented here provides an efficient
method to decrease the number of elements and layers of multi-layer metamaterial absorber
compared to conventional element structures used previously.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, most studies of terahertz metamaterial absorber mainly focus on broadband realization
in order to collect as more incident electromagnetic wave as possible. Many approaches such as
single layer multiresonant elements composed of different single resonant frequency and multilayer
self assembled elements based on electric dipole, LC or standing wave absorption resonance have
been used to achieve broadband absorption [1–8].
One of the effective methods of wide-band operation is using multiple vertically stacked metallic
and dielectric layers to realize multiband absorbencies, each absorption band corresponding to a
specific layer. An alternative method is using single-layer dielectric structure with two or more
resonators with self-similar patterns, the double square loop and double rings were reported in [9].
The structures of metamaterial perfect absorber proposed initially are based on using so called
electric split-ring metamaterial resonators [10, 12] in the top metal layer and developed consequently
by using dipole crossed dipole three-legged, square loop and concentric ring etc.. These element
structures are all able to display electric resonance, however at narrow frequencies band range, usually called narrow-band structure. Crossed patch and three-legged patch based on dipole resonance
consisted of simple straight metallic bars are well-known structures used in traditional frequency
selective surface (FSS) as spatial filters of microwaves and millimeter waves in microwave engineering for many years and they have been successfully utilized in the design terahertz metamaterial
perfect absorber as a basic element structure due to their many advantages, such as simple shape,
polarized symmetric easy to fabricate and polarized stability. However, theses traditional structures
have a major drawback in wideband applications which is narrow bandwidth.
In this paper, a new wideband element structure was proposed which provides a possible method
to develop simple single-layer absorber to obtain the performance of wide-band terahertz nearly
perfect absorber. The work to investigate our idea was developed in two steps. In the first step, two
of basic single-frequency element structure, crossed dipole and three-legged dipole were designed
to obtain resonant frequencies at 3.0 THz. In the second step, these two elements were modified to
achieve a wide-band response.
2. WIDEBAND FAN-SHAPED STRUCTURES FOR SINGLE-LAYERED ABSORBER

Configurations of the proposed element structure of wideband absorber, which are investigated
here, are presented in Fig. 1(a). The geometric shape are fan-like and named here fan-shaped
patch absorber, where the four leaf intersect at a right angle to form cross fan-shaped absorber,
the three leaf intersect at a 120 degree angle to form three leaf fan-shaped patch absorber. The
proposed element have a single metallic layer, and are printed on a dielectric of thickness d. The
geometry of leaf is characterized by length L and width W and the unite cell periods are all taken
2L + 1.0, where all the geometric parameters are in µm unit.
Absorber structure model is shown in Fig. 1(a), a TE mode plane wave with electric field E
parallel to x axis direction and wave vector k perpendicular to the patch surface illuminates the
patch at normal incidence. The domain of computation is truncated by defining the periodic
boundary conditions on the sides that are perpendicular and parallel to the E-field, respectively.
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the electromagnetic wave incidence on proposed terahertz absorber.

Figure 2: The geometry of investigated wideband
absorber element.

The full-wave method of FDTD analysis software CST was used to design and analyze absorber
The metal ground plane with a 0.02 (µm) thickness was adopted to make sure that the transmission
is zero during the whole simulation. For simplification, each metallic patch was designed on air
substrate (relative permittivity εr = 1.0, permeability µr = 1.0) to avoid the discussion of dielectric
loss in design so that explanation of absorbing mechanism can be provided more clearly by resonance
absorb theory. The geometric dimensions of the investigated elements are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Geometric dimensions of elements for investigation.
Element shape
Traditional cross dipole
Traditional three-legged patch
Proposed cross fan-shaped
Proposed three leaf fan-shaped

W (µm)
2.0
2.0
40.0
30.0

L (µm)
23.0
26.0
40.0
43.0

d (µm)
3.0
3.0
1.5
1.5

3. RESULTS AND VERIFICATIONS

The calculated reflection coefficient and absorption coefficient for TE normal incidence were demonstrated. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The proposed structures exhibited a terahertz wideband response in
Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4(a). For comparison, the proposed structures and conventional structures are
designed at the same resonant frequency We see that the resonate point appears around 3.0 THz
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Figure 3: The comparison of reflection coefficients and absorption coefficients of cross patch and cross fanshape patch.
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Figure 4: The comparison of reflection coefficients and absorption coefficients of three-leg patch and three-leaf
fan-shape patch.

by a reflection below −8 dB. It should be pointed out that, practically, the resonant frequency can
be controlled to appear at any frequency point by changing the geometric dimension of absorber.
The simulation results show obvious bandwidth improvement. In Fig. 3(a), the calculated −5 dB
reflection coefficients bandwidth in the frequency range from 2.95 THz to 3.06 THz corresponding
to a relative bandwidth of 3.67% for conventional cross cell, and the −5 dB relative bandwidth is
calculated to be 7.67% for proposed cross fan-shaped cell, which indicating an expanding of relative
bandwidth over 100%. In Fig. 4(a), the calculated −5 dB relative bandwidth of reflection coefficient
is 2.67% for traditional three-legged cell, corresponded −5 dB bandwidth of proposed three leaf fanshaped cell reaches 7.67%, which is more than 170% that of the traditional three-legged structure.
The absorption coefficient A are depicted in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4(b) corresponds to cross fan-shaped
2 , which
and three leaf fan-shaped are also calculated out according to absorption formula A = 1−S11
are all above 90% over the frequency range of interest.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Broadband THz absorption elements have been achieved by our proposed structure. Design and
numerical investigations are presented for the new broadband nearly perfect absorbers with fanshaped element structures in this article. An improvement of bandwidth by using proposed the
structure resulted in the wide-band behaviour have been observed. Two examples of proposed
structures of absorber are studied, and the results exhibit a high absorption peak over a wide range
of resonant frequency. The work presented provides an efficient method to decrease the number of
elements and layers of multresonate wideband absorber compared to conventional element structure
used previously.
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Abstract— We present the design, simulation, fabrication, and measurement of a tunable
metamaterial at microwave frequencies by embedding varactor diodes as an active elements inside
metamaterial units. A pair of feed lines are used to control the reverse bias voltage on the diode.
The proposed absorber can perform absorption peaks at two resonant frequencies. The lower
resonant frequency can be tuned in a wide range by tuning the values of the diodes while the
higher resonant frequency keeps unchangeable. In addition, the absorber with the thickness of
λ/74 at the lowest fundamental resonant frequency is ultra-thin. We also find that the absorber is
insensitive to the polarization of incident waves for a wide range of incidence angles for both TE
and TM polarizations. The experimental results show excellent absorption rates under different
bias voltage on the diode, which are in good accordance to the simulated results.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, the research on electromagnetic (EM) metamaterial has attracted a lot of
attention, due to its peculiar behaviors, such as negative refraction, miniaturization. Owing to its
unusual properties, potential applications of metamaterial have been studied in many ways, like
antenna structure, perfect lens, concentrator, cloaking and so on.
Recently, the metamterial absorber (MMA) has become a research focus, by designing proper
resonant units, a perfect absorber has many wonderful properties like high absorptivity and ultrathin thickness. In 2008, Landy [1] first reported the concept of perfect metamaterial absorber, which
consists of artificial sub-wavelength composites and has high absorption with small-size. Recently,
MMAs are available in the microwave region, terahertz region, infrared and visible regions [2–
5]. Dual-band and muti-band MMAs has been successfully realized which are based on different
electric resonators [6, 7]. Broadband MMAs have also been studied in various designed forms of
units [8]. However, the traditional metamaterial absorbers have a common shortcoming that their
absorption performance can not be changed if they have been fabricated. Therefore, the design
of tunable MMAs has attracted more and more interests. Jie Zhao et al. [9] introduced a tunable
metamaterial absorber using varactor diodes. Its absorption frequency can be tuned by changing
the bias voltage at the both ends of the diodes. A microwave diode switchable metamaterial
reflector/absorber has been investigated by Wangren Xu et al. [10].
In this paper, we propose a simple design of tunable absorber structure to achieve a tunable
dual-band absorber in GHz frequency regime. The lower absorption frequency can be tuned continuously by changing the reverse bias voltage on the diode while the higher absorption frequency
keeps unchangeable. The thickness of the dielectric material in our absorber in only λ/76 at the
lowest fundamental resonant frequency. In addition, current and field distribution analysis are
performed to better understand the resonant mechanism. The simulation and experiment results
are in excellent agreement to verify the designs with high absorption rate of more than 90%.
2. DESIGN AND BASIC UNIT

The proposed MMA based on the novel resonant structure is presented in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows
the perspective view of the proposed MMA, which is composed of two conductive layers with a
single substrate (FR-4) between them. Fig. 1(b) shows the photograph of the fabricated MMA
sample and the detailed patters of the unit cells appearing in the top layer. There are a cut wire
and a SRR on the top layer, where the bottom layer has a metallic ground plate without patterning.
The varactor diode illustrated as the blue cube in Fig. 1(a) is embedded in the disconnection of the
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Figure 1: Structure of the unit cell of the proposed MMA. (a) Perspective view. (b) The photograph of the
fabricated MMA sample.

cut wires. The chosen substrate is FR-4 with a relative permittivity εr = 4.4 (loss tangent 0.025)
and thickness h = 1.5 mm. The feeding lines of the diode are in the same plane with resonators.
The dimensions of the resonator unit are shown in Fig. 2. All units are in millimeters: D = 20 mm,
a = 3 mm, b = 3.6 mm, c = 4.25 mm, d = 8 mm, g = 0.5 mm, l = 0.5 mm, w = 2 mm, p = 14 mm,
r = 2.5 mm.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS

Based on the previous dual-band absorber designed structure without varactor diode, the varactor
diode is embedded between the gap in the middle of the surface. The absorption rates of the
designed unit under different value of the diode are simulated in Fig. 4. Firstly, the two absorption
frequencies are more close after added the varactor diode, then the ripple beside the lower absorption
frequency disappears and the absorption rate becomes nearly 99%. Through tuning the bias voltage
applied on the varactor, the junction capacitance of the varactor is changed, which results the shift
of the resonance frequency. We found that there is a wide tuning frequency range from 2.69 GHz
to 3.37 GHz by changing the diode’s reverse bias voltage from −0 V to −15 V with the absorption
rates closing to 99%.
At last, we will discuss the situations with large incident angles and instable polarization states.
It is clear that the tunable MMA has a stable performance under both TE and TM polarizations,
as shown in Fig. 3. The absorption rates is insensible to the incident angles (θ, defined as the
angle between the wave vector and the normal). Fig. 4 shows the simulation results for the oblique
incidence at different incident angles for TE [Fig. 4(a)] and TM [Fig. 4(b)] under the capacitance
of 1.090 pF. From the figure, it can be concluded that the MMA unit has excellent performance
even when the incident angle is up to 50◦ .
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Figure 2: Simulation results of the absorption rates under different reverse bias voltages.
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Figure 3: Simulation results of the absorption rates for oblique incidences at various incident angles for
(a) TE and (b)TM polarizations under the capacitance 1.090 pF.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To experimentally verify the design procedure of the proposed tunable MMA, we have fabricated
a MMA sample,as shown in Fig. 10(a). The unit cells are fabricated using the print circuit board
technique on the FR4 substrate, with total footprint of 280 mm × 300 mm consisting of 210 elementsand the thickness of 1.5 mm as that used in numerical simulations. The fabricated tunable
MMA is then measured by the free-space method, using two horn antennas in a controlled environment of an anechoic chamber. Fig. 10 illustrates the fabricated sample and the experimental
simulation setup, in which two pairs of horn antennas connecting to the vector network analyzer
(Agilent N5230C) by a low-loss coaxial cable. The incident wave’s polarization is chosen to be
along the vertical direction. The distance between the sample and the antenna is D2 /λ0 , which is
far enough to avoid the near-field effects of the antenna and the DFSS sample being tested. We
also use pyramid absorbing materials to eliminate the electromagnetic (EM) scattering from the
environment.
The experimental results of the reflection coefficient of the fabricated tunable MMA for TE
polarizations under different reverse bias voltage are illustrated in Fig. 11. It is observed that
the absorption rate is nearly 90% when the bias voltage changes from −1 V to −14 V. The slight
frequency discrepancy may be due to the fabrication tolerance as well as the dielectric board
material whose actual dielectric constant is slightly different from the value used in the simulations.
In spite of these discrepancies, it is clearly that the experimental results agree with the simulation
results that high can be obtained at the resonance frequency and validate the tunability of the
tunable MMA and. In addition, the proposed MMA is relative thin, with a thickness nearly of
λ/74 at the lowest fundamental resonant frequency of the working wavelength.
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Figure 4: Experimental results of the absorption rates at different reverse bias voltage, ranging from −1 to
−14 V.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have proposed a tunable metamaterial absorber using cut wires embedded varactor
diodes and SRR working in microwave region. The lower absorption frequency of the MMA can
be tuned continuously by changing the bias voltage on the both ends of the varactor diode. While
the higher absorption frequency keeps unchangeable. Both the absorption rates remain greater
than 90% throughout the process of measurement. By placing the basic units orthogonally, we can
achieve its property of polarization and large incident angles insensitivity. The detailed analysis of
the surface current of the structure and E-field distributions have performed to better understand
the resonant mechanism. The simulation and the experimental results are in good consistency,
which verified the tunability of the dual-band MMA.
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Abstract— A simple design of broadband metamaterial absorber (MA) is numerically investigated at terahertz frequencies in this paper. The unit cell of this absorber consists of two
square rings with different geometric dimensions, a dielectric substrate and continuous metal
film. A wide frequency band ranging from 2.95 THz to 3.71 THz with absorption rate of over
90% is obtained. Distributions of surface current density on the front and back metallic layers are illustrated. Finally, the loss contributions of metallic structures and dielectric substrate
are also discussed. The proposed absorber is an ideal candidate as absorbing elements in many
applications, such as thermal detectors, terahertz imaging, and stealth technology.
1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic metamaterials (MM) have been attracting considerable attention during the past
decade due to their ability to exhibit exceptional physical properties, which are not available in
naturally occurring materials, such as negative refractive index [1, 2] superlensing [3], cloaking [4],
and optical transformation [5]. Most of these proposed structures were mainly implemented at
the microwave frequencies due to the simplicity in design and characterization. By adjusting
proportionally geometric parameters of resonant components in MM unit, the response frequency
can achieve the most part of the electromagnetic spectrum ranging from radio to the near optical
regimes [6–9]. MMs can be widely used in many applications, including invisibility cloaks [4],
perfect lens [3], and bandpass filters [10].
Recently, MMs are fashioned to create subwavelength resonant absorbers. In 2008, Landy et
al. proposed the first configuration of MA. The MA is composed of electric resonator on the front
side of FR-4 substrate and cut wire on the bottom and has an experimental absorption rate of
88% at 11.5 GHz [11]. Later, many novel MA designs were investigated to achieve polarizationinsensitive absorption [12] or wide-angle absorption [13] at gigahertz and terahertz frequencies.
The idea is to tune electric and magnetic response of absorber independently to make the effective impedance match to free space and to attain a large imaginary part of refraction index, the
reflectance and transmission of the incident wave energy will be minimized simultaneously, the
MA can completely absorb the incident electromagnetic wave. However, most of these designs
are based on strong electromagnetic resonances to effectively absorb the incident wave. Consequently, the working bandwidth of these MAs is relatively narrow, typically no more than 10%
with respect to the center frequency. At present, much attention has been paid to the design of
multiband [14, 15] and broadband MAs [16], which are generally composed of multilayer metallic
and dielectric components. These multilayer absorbers are usually difficult to design and fabricate.
These above-mentioned defects impose many restrictions on future applications in the scientific and
technological areas.
In this paper, we design a simple broadband terahertz MA using rectangular ring, dielectric
substrate and continuous metal film. A wide frequency band ranging from 2.95 THz to 3.71 THz
with absorption rate of over 90% is obtained. Simulated results show that the MA can achieve
polarization-insensitive and wide-angle absorption for both TE and TM waves in this band.
2. DESIGN AND SIMULATION

The schematic diagram and geometric parameters of the proposed MA unit cell are depicted in
Fig. 1. The outer and inner rings on the front side are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The length
and width of the outer and inner rings are equal to b1 = 11.2 µm, w1 = 0.2 µm and b2 = 10.6 µm,
w2 = 2.5 µm, respectively. Fig. 1(c) is the perspective view of the MA unit cell, the axes indicate
that the polarization and propagation direction of the incident wave. The thickness of dielectric
substrate is t = 5 µm. The lattice constants along the and directions are both p = 14 µm. The
rectangular ring strongly couples to the electric component of the incident wave to provide an
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electric response. The incident magnetic field couples to two metallic conducting layers on both
sides of dielectric substrate, which exhibits a magnetic response. We can tune the geometric
parameters of the unit cell to acquire tailored electric and magnetic response and achieve a perfect
absorption.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1: Schematic diagram and geometric parameters of the proposed MA unit cell. (a) The outer and (b)
inner ring on the front side. (c) The perspective view with axes indicating the polarization and propagation
direction of the incident wave.

The absorption rate is calculated by A(w) = 1 − R(w) − T (w), where R(w) = |S11 |2 and
T (w) = |S21 |2 are the reflectance and transmission, respectively. As the thickness of metal film in
this paper is much larger than the penetration depth in the terahertz regime, the transmission is
equal to zero in the whole frequencies of interest and the reflectance is the only factor determining
the absorption. The absorption formula is simplified to A(w) = 1 − R(w). To attain a perfect
absorption, we can only minimize the reflectance.
The proposed MA is designed and optimized by the commercial finite difference time domain
solver (CST Microwave Studio 2009). Unit cell boundary conditions are set along the lateral
directions of the MA and open boundary condition is set along the direction. The substrate is
modeled as FR-4 with relative dielectric constant = 4.9 and loss tangent tan = 0.025. The simulated
absorption spectra of the MA are shown in Fig. 2 (solid line). There is a wide frequency band
ranging from 2.95 THz to 3.71 THz with absorption rate of over 90%. Therefore, the bandwidth of
strong absorption is about 0.76 THz.

Figure 2: Simulated absorption spectra of the MA, CMA1 and CMA2 as a function of frequency.

For comparison, two designs of absorber (CMA1 and CMA2) are proposed. The only difference
between CMA1 (or CMA2) and original MA is the front structure. The front structure of CMA1
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and CMA2 are only composed of outer and inner ring, respectively, as shown in Figs. 1(a) and
1(b). The simulated absorption spectra of CMA1 (short dash line) and CMA2 (short dot line) are
illustrated in Fig. 2. When the front structure is only composed of outer ring (CMA1), a distinct
peak with absorption rate of 80.8% at 2.97 THz is obtained and the working bandwidth (more than
50%) is 0.56 THz. When the front structure is only composed of inner ring (CMA2), there is an
absorption peak of only 34% at 3.53 THz. These results indicate that a wide absorption band is
obtained by overlapping different resonances and a broadband MA could be achieved by integrating
different resonant elements into a unit cell.
To get an insight into the intrinsic mechanism of high absorption, the distribution of surface
current density on the front and back metallic layers at 3.33 THz is illustrated in Fig. 3. From
Fig. 3(a), we can see that opposite current flows between the outer and inner rings are formed on
the front structure of the MA. However, there are comparatively small opposite currents on the
front and the back metallic layers as shown in Fig. 3(b). It is concluded that the rectangular rings
can supply both electric and magnetic response.
10 ^ 5 (A / m )
5. 9

0

−5.

9

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Distribution of surface current density on the (a) front and (b) back metallic layers at 3.33 THz.
3. POLARIZATION-INSENSITIVE AND WIDE-ANGLE ABSORPTION

TE

TM

(a)
TE

(b)
TM

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Absorption spectra as a function of frequency and polarization angle for (a) TE and (b) TM waves.
Absorption spectra as a function of frequency and angle of incidence for (c) TE and (d) TM waves.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the absorption spectra as a function of frequency and polarization
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angle for TE and TM waves, respectively. As the polarization angle increases from 0 to 90, the
absorption spectra for TE and TM waves almost remain the same. The absorption spectra as a
function of frequency and angle of incidence for TE and TM waves are illustrated in Figs. 4(c) and
4(d), respectively. For the case of TE wave, the absorption spectra of the MA keep unchanged as
the incident angle varies from 0 to 60. Beyond 60, the amplitude of the absorption peak decreases
quickly and the absorption band becomes very narrow. For the TM wave, the absorption spectra
are almost the same as the incident angle increases from 0 to 55. As the incident angle continues
to increase, the amplitude of the absorption peak begins to decrease and the absorption band
becomes narrower and narrower. These simulated results validate that the absorber can work at
wide polarization angles and wide angles of incidence for both TE and TM waves.
4. THE LOSS CONTRIBUTIONS OF EACH PART OF THE MA

To understand how and where the absorption happens, the absorption spectra of the MA with
different components are illustrated in Fig. 5. It is easily found that the front two absorption
spectra are almost the same. There is a wide frequency band ranging from 2.95 THz to 3.71 THz
with absorption rate of over 90% and the absorption bandwidth is 0.76 THz. When the metal is
perfect electric conductor (PEC) and the substrate is lossy, there are two distinct peaks at 3.15 THz
and 4.2 THz with corresponding absorption rate of 30.7% and 81.8%. These absorption spectra of
different components suggest that high absorption of the MA mainly originates from the metallic
absorption (Ohmic loss). This is different from the studies in previous works where Ohmic loss is
minor compared with dielectric loss of the substrate. The MA has a great potential application in
some fields where energy is needed to be absorbed by the metal structure.

Figure 5: Absorption spectra as a function of frequency and polarization angle for (a) TE and (b) TM waves.
Absorption spectra as a function of frequency and angle of incidence for (c) TE and (d) TM waves.
5. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have presented a polarization-insensitive and wide-angle broadband MA, which
is composed of two rectangular rings with different geometric dimensions, dielectric substrate and
continuous metal film. A wide frequency band ranging from 2.95 THz to 3.71 THz with absorption
rate of over 90% is obtained. Distribution of surface current density is illustrated to indicate that
the rectangular rings can supply both electric and magnetic response. Absorption spectra of the MA
at different polarization angles and different angles of incidence validate that the MA can achieve
polarization-insensitive and wide-angle absorption for both TE and TM waves. Absorption spectra
of different components suggest that high absorption of the MA mainly originates from Ohmic
loss and the dielectric loss of the substrate is minor compared with Ohmic loss. Importantly, the
proposed MA is also geometrically scalable. Therefore, our results are not limited to terahertz
frequencies and may be used in other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. The MA has great
promise for many applications ranging from the active element in a thermal detector to stealth
technology.
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Abstract— Integrated microwave photonics is becoming one of the most promising topics due
to the compact size, light weight, and low power consumption. In this paper, we review several
schemes of ultrafast photonic differentiator and integrator employing integrated silicon microring
or MZI.
1. INTRODUCTION

Photonic integrated circuits for photonic computing open up the possibility for the realization of
ultrahigh-speed and ultra wide-band signal processing with compact size and low power consumption. As we all known, the two important parts of photonic computing are differential and integral.
Photonic differentiator (DIFF) has wide applications in numerous fields such as pulse characterization, ultra-fast signal generation, and ultra-high-speed coding. And one of the most important
application of integral is solve the differential equations, which can be used in many field of science
and engineering, such as temperature diffusion processes, physical problems of motion subject to
acceleration inputs and frictional forces, and the response of different resistor-capacitor circuits,
etc..
DIFFs can be achieved by nonlinear effects of semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [1, 2],
incoherent photonic processors [3] and highly nonlinear fibers [4]. The typical schemes to solve the
differential equation have focused on two routes toward solving first-order all-optical differential
equations. The first one requires an optical feedback loop [5, 6], while the second one is based
on a Fabry-Perot (FP) resonance cavity with properly designed temporal impulse response [7].
Nevertheless, the configurations of these schemes are bulky and complex, involving either redundant
loop [5, 6] or additional optical pump [6, 7].
In this review, we report several schemes of ultrafast photonic differentiator and integrator. In
Section 2, we demonstrate a high-order DIFF and fractional-order DIFF based on Mach-Zehnder
Interferometer (MZI) structure and demonstrate linear ODE solver with constant-coefficient tunable
based on a single microring.
2. HIGH-ORDER PHOTONIC DIFFERENTIATOR USING SILICON MACH-ZEHNDER
INTERFEROMETERS [8]

An N th-order optical temporal differentiator provides the N th-time derivative of the complex envelope of an input optical signal. It has been proved that the MZI structure has a good linear frequency
response near the MZI resonant notch, which can implement the first order DIFF. Therefore, to
achieve N th-order differentiator, the MZI unit just needs to be cascaded by N times. We employ
on-chip cascaded MZI structure for high-order DIFF. First we design and fabricate cascaded MZIs
on commercial silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer. Fig. 1 shows the microscope image of our on-chip
MZIs.
First, the laser wavelength is fixed at 1565.4 nm. And the BPG drives the two MZMs to generate
a Gaussian pulse train with a pulsewidth of 18 ps, as shown in Fig. 2(a). When we employ the chips
of MZI-1, MZI-2, and MZI-3, and fine tune the laser wavelength to align with the resonant notch,
we measure the temporal waveforms of 1st order, 2nd order, and 3rd order DIFFs, respectively,
which are shown in Figs. 2(b)–(d), respectively. It can be seen that the measured differentiated
pulses fit well with the simulated pulses, except a small discrepancy in the pulse sidelobes, such as
2nd-order DIFF and 3rd-order DIFF. The deviation of the sidelobes may be caused by the finite
bandwidth and the finite notch depth.
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Figure 1: Microscope image of our on-chip MZIs, insets: photos of structures of MZI-1, MZI-2, and MZI-3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: (a) input pulse, (b)–(d) temporal waveforms for 1st-, 2nd-, and 3rd-order DIFFs, respectively.

3. FRACTIONAL-ORDER DIFFERENTIATOR USING AN ELECTRICALLY TUNED
SOI MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETER

From Eq. (2.1), we know that a MZI can play a role as a fractional-order differentiator if N is a
fraction number and the power splitting ratio of two arms of MZI are not the same. So we fabricated
an on-chip electrically tuned MZI to build a tunable fractional-order differentiator. Fig. 3 shows
the micrographs of (a) total MZI structure, (b) coupling grating, (c) MMI, (d) p-i-n diode.
We change the voltage of the electrodes on the MZI, and fine tune the tunable laser diode
wavelength to be aligned with the notch wavelength, the output differentiated waveforms are shown
in Figs. 4(b)–(i). At the same time, the simulated waveforms of fractional-order differentiation are
also shown, whose fractional orders are N = 0.83, 0.85, 0.88, 0.93, 0.96, 0.98, 1.00, 1.03, respectively.
One can see there is a good agreement between the measured pulses and the ideal differentiators
except a small discrepancy at the pulse notch.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Micrographs of (a) MZI, (b) coupling grating, (c) MMI, (d) integrated p-i-n diode.
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Figure 4: (a) An input Gaussian-like pulse with an FWHM of 5.4 ps, and the differentiated pulses at the
different voltages corresponding to differentiation orders of (b) N = 0.83, (c) N = 0.85, (d) N = 0.88,
(e) N = 0.93, (f) N = 0.96, (g) N = 0.98, (h) N = 1.00, (i) N = 1.03.
4. HIGH-ORDER ALL-OPTICAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SOLVER BASED ON
MICRORING RESONATORS

The common constant-coefficient first-order linear ODE can be expressed as:
dy(t)
+ ky(t) = x(t)
dt

(1)

where x(t) represents the input signal, y(t) is the equation solution (output signal) and k denotes a
positive constant of an arbitrary value. We know that a silicon microring functions as a loss integrator, which has a similar transfer function to Eq. (1) at the drop port. Therefore, a single add-drop
microring can be utilized to solve constant-coefficient first-order linear ODE. Similarly, cascading
microrings can solve second-order linear ODE if two microring resonant peaks are matched.
The microrings we employed are two cascaded microrings fabricated on silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
wafer with different radii (R1 = 100 µm, R2 = 130 µm) and Q factor (Q1 = 22038, Q2 = 19045), as
illustrated in Fig. 5(a). The waveguide width and thickness of both straight and bending waveguide
are 450 nm and 220nm, respectively, while the gap between them is 200 nm (Fig. 5(b)). Employing

(a)

(c)
(b)

(d)

Figure 5: (a) Schematic of the cascaded microrings, (b) SEM picture of the coupling region between the
ring and the straight waveguide, (c) measured spectra of each microring and the cascaded ones, (d) the
experimental setup.
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port 1 and 2, Microring 1 is used as a first-order all-optical ODE solver with the constant-coefficient
k1 = 0.028/ps; meanwhile Microring 2 can be treated as another first-order all-optical ODE solver
with k2 = 0.032/ps when using port 5 and 6. Additionally, utilizing port 3 and 4, two cascaded
microrings are working as a second-order all-optical ODE solver with the constant-coefficient given
by: a = k1 + k2 = 0.06/ps, b = k1 k2 = 0.000896/ps2 . The measured spectra of each microring and
the cascaded ones are illustrated in Fig. 5(c).
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5(d). We choose super-Gaussian pulse as the input
signal. As for Fig. 5(a), employing port 1 & 2 and port 5 & 6, respectively, Microring 1 and
Microring 2 are used as a first-order all-optical ODE solver correspondingly. The measured spectra
and the output waveforms are depicted in Figs. 6(a)–(d), along with the theoretical results achieved
by ideal filters.
When launching the input signal at port 3, the solution of Eq. (4.4) for a = k1 + k2 = 0.06/ps
and b = k1 k2 = 0.000896/ps2 can be obtained at port 4 and vice versa. The measured spectrum
and output waveform are demonstrated in Figs. 6(e), (f) along with the ideal ones, which confirm
the feasibility of using cascaded microrings to solve high order all-optical ODE.
5. ALL-OPTICAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SOLVER WITH
CONSTANT-COEFFICIENT TUNABLE

From Section 3, we know that a microring can be a first-order ODE solver. And if we can change the
Q value of the microring, we can build a constant-coefficient tunable ODE solver. So we fabricated
an electrically tuned add-drop microring as shown in Fig. 7. Figs. 7(a) and (b) show the microscope

(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 6: The plots represent both the measured experimental results (turquoise solid line) and the simulated
theoretical results (red dotted line) of the spectra and temporal waveforms of the microring-based all-optical
ODE solver: spectrum (a) and temporal waveform (b) for microring 1, spectrum (c) and temporal waveform
(d) for microring 2, spectrum (e) and temporal waveform (f) for the cascaded microrings.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Microring design. (a) Microscope image of the fabricated microring, (b) microscope image of the
zoom-in ring region.
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Figure 8: Experimental results for super-Gaussian input, (a) is the input waveform; yellow solid line: measured pulse, black dash line: fitted pulse, (b)–(f) are the outputs with different voltages applied on the MRR;
yellow solid line: measured waveforms, black dash line: fitted waveforms and red attunement line: calculated
ideal outputs.

images of the fabricated microring and the zoom-in ring region, respectively.
We choose super-Gaussian pulse as the input signal. And when the voltage applied on the
microring is 0 V, corresponding to a constant-coefficient of about 0.038/ps, the output waveform
(yellow solid line) is depicted in Fig. 8(b), and the calculated waveform (red attunement line)
according to the ideal ODE solver is shown for comparison. When we change the voltages to 0.9 V,
1.0 V, 1.1 V and 1.3 V, corresponding to the constant-coefficient of 0.046/ps, 0.054/ps, 0.063/ps and
0.082/ps respectively, the measured output waveforms are depicted in Figs. 8(c)–(f). The fitted
dash lines in Fig. 8 represent the smooth processes of measured waveforms.
6. CONCLUSION

Several schemes of ultrafast photonic differentiator and integrator was proposed and experimentally
demonstrated in this paper. We demonstrated first-, second-, third-order DIFF, tunable fractionalorder DIFF by on-chip MZI and first-, second-order linear ODE solver, first-order linear ODE with
different values of constant-coefficient by microring. Our schemes show the advantages of compact
footprint, flexible and versatile.
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Abstract— We propose wireless millimeter-wave (MMW) to lightwave (LW) signal converters
using a simple planar antenna on LiNbO3 optical crystal. The LiNbO3 crystal is bonded with
low-k dielectric material as the substrate. The simple planar antenna is formed with a rectangular
patch antenna with a gap and inserted between the bonded structure. An optical waveguide are
fabricated on the LiNbO3 crystal and located between the gap. The LiNbO3 crystal has relatively
lower dielectric constant compared with a LiTaO3 crystal. Larger antenna size can be obtained
using the LiNbO3 crystal. Additionally, an electro-optic coefficient of the LiNbO3 crystal is larger
than the LiTaO3 crystal. Therefore, conversion efficiency enhancement can be achieved using the
propose device.
1. INTRODUCTION

The wireless communication has attracted much interest in past decade, owing to its high mobility [1]. Since mobile devices are developed rapidly and high quality data are required, the wireless
communication with high capacity should be developed furthermore. In order to enhance the capacity, the operational frequency of the microwave (MW) bands can be increased to millimeter-wave
(MMW) bands. By increasing the operational frequency, the bandwidth becomes large. Now,
60 GHz MMW bands are one candidate for future wireless communication. However, the MMW
bands have large transmission loss in the air and metal cables [2].
The large transmission loss in metal cable can be solved using optical fibers, where lightwave
(LW) is used for carrying MMW signals. Several short coverage wireless links with pico/femto cells
are required for solving large propagation loss of the MMW signal in the air. Therefore, optical
fiber links are promising to contribute in the high capacity wireless communication. The important
device is a converter from wireless MMW to LW signals [3].
We have studied and developed wireless MW/MMW to LW signal converters using patch antennas embedded with narrow gaps [4, 5]. The antennas were fabricated on an electro-optic (EO)
crystal such as LiTaO3 or LiNbO3 . The prototype devices were successfully fabricated on a LiTaO3
crystal for MW and MMW bands. The LiTaO3 crystal has relatively high dielectric constant of
about 42. Since the dielectric constant of the LiTaO3 crystal is high, antenna size and interaction
length for MW/MMW-LW signal conversion is relatively small and short, respectively [6]. As a result the conversion efficiency is still low. In order to enhance it, a converter with large antenna size
and long interaction length can be obtained using an optical crystal with lower dielectric constant.
A LiNbO3 crystal is promising, which has relative dielectric constant of about 28.
In this paper, we propose a wireless MMW to LW signal converters using a simple planar antenna
fabricated on a LiNbO3 crystal. The LiNbO3 crystal with a thin thickness is bonded with a low-k
dielectric material. The proposed device is composed of a straight optical waveguide and patch
antenna with a gap. Large antenna size and long interaction length can be obtained. As a result,
the conversion efficiency from wireless MMW to LW signals becomes larger. The proposed device
has a simple and compact structure. It can be also operated with no external power supply.
2. DEVICE STRUCTURE

Figure 1 shows the proposed wireless MMW to LW signal converter. It is composed of simple planar
antennas inserted between a thin LiNbO3 crystal and low-k dielectric material. The planar antenna
is formed using rectangular patch type. The antenna length, L, is set to a half wavelength of the
designed MMW signal. The antenna width, W , is set to below one wavelength of the designed
MMW signal to avoid unwanted higher order mode effects. A gap in µm-order, G, is introduced
at the center of the patch, along y-axis. A straight optical waveguide is fabricated on the reversed
side of the thin LiNbO3 crystal and precisely aligned at the center of the gap. A ground electrode
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Figure 1: Proposed device structure: (a) whole-structure and (b) cross-section view in the xz -plane.

is covered on the reversed side of the low-k dielectric material. The thin LiNbO3 crystal, hEO , is
required to eliminate the unwanted substrate mode effect in the MMW bands.
When a wireless MMW signal is irradiated to a standard patch antenna with no-gap, a standingwave current is induced on the patch surface and becomes maximum at the center [7]. Then, a
narrow gap is located at the center of the patch perpendicular to the surface current. Since the
narrow gap width is used, the antenna characteristic in the proposed device are almost the same
with standard patch antenna with no gap. By introducing the gap, a displacement current and
strong electric field is induced across the gap for current flow continuity [8]. The strong electric
field can be used for optical modulation through the Pockels effect of the LiNbO3 crystal. A LW
propagates into an optical waveguide located at the center of the gap is modulated by the wireless
MMW signal. Therefore, wireless MMW signal can be received and converted directly to the LW
signal using the proposed device.
Low effective dielectric constant can be achieved using the low-k dielectric substrate bonded with
EO crystal. By using a LiNbO3 crystal, lower effective dielectric constant can be obtained since
the LiNbO3 crystal has relatively low dielectric constant value compared to the LiTaO3 crystal.
Larger antenna size, longer interaction length, larger EO coefficient, and minimize substrate mode
can be realized using the proposed device.
3. DEVICE ANALYSIS

An antenna size for receiving a wireless MMW signal can be calculated using the following equation
by considering effective dielectric constant of the substrate of εeff ,
c
L=
(1)
√
2fm εeff
where c is the speed of light in vacuum and fm is an operational frequency of MMW signal. The
size of the antenna is inversely proportional to the square-root of the effective dielectric constant.
By reducing the effective dielectric constant, the size of the antenna is enlarged. In order to reduce
the effective dielectric constant of the substrate for the MMW-LW signal conveter, a new device
structure using a thin LiNbO3 crystal bonded with a low-k dielectric material is adopted as shown
in Figure 1.
The effective dielectric constant of the proposed device using a LiNbO3 bonded with low-k
dielectric material is expressed as
εeff = ³

hL + hEO
hL
εrL

+

hEO
εrEO

´

(2)

where εrL and hL are the dielectric constant and thickness of the low-k dielectric material, respectively, and εrEO and hEO are the dielectric constant and thickness of the EO crystal, respectively.
By using a bonded material structure with a thin EO crystal, the effective dielectric constant
becomes low.
Analysis of the proposed device are discussed as follow. When a wireless MMW signal at an
operational frequency of fm is irradiated to the proposed device, the standing-wave MMW current
is induced along the patch surface. Displacement current and strong electric field are induced across
the gap. The induced electric field across the gap can be expressed as,
E(t) = E0 cos [2πfm t]

(3)
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Figure 2: The calculated MMW electric field across the gap for several crystal types.

The induced MMW electric field across the gap can be utilized for optical modulation through the
Pockels effect. Therefore, wireless MMW signals can be received and converted directly to LW
signals.
The induced electric field across the gap was calculated using electromagnetic software analysis.
The optical crystal thickness was set 80 µm and low-k dielectric material thickness was set 130 µm
with dielectric constant of 4. The length and width of the patch antenna with aluminum metal
were set 0.8 mm. A gap with 5 µm-wide was located at the center of the patch antenna. Ultraviolet
adhesive glue as a buffer layer was also inserted between the bonded structures. The calculated
electric field across the gap as a function of MMW frequency are shown in Figure 2.
The MMW operational frequency is shifted depends on optical crystal types as shown in Figure 2.
The shifted frequency is induced due to change the effective dielectric constant of the proposed
device with bonded structure. As we know that the LiNbO3 /LiTaO3 crystal are anisotropic crystal
with different dielectric constant depends on crystal orientation. The proposed device using x-cut
LiNbO3 crystal has larger induced MMW electric field. Therefore, we expected that the proposed
device using x-cut LiNbO3 crystal has large conversion efficiency.
Since the proposed device is an optical phase modulator, we can take modulation efficiency
for optical phase modulation as a measure of the efficiency of MMW-LW signal conversion. It
can be calculated by considering the interaction of the MMW and LW electric fields. In order to
calculate the modulation index, the transit time effect must be considered since the MMW electric
field across the gap changes its phase during the time for the LW propagation. Therefore, the
MMW electric field as would be observed by the LW propagating in the optical waveguide can be
calculated. The modulation index can be calculated by the integration of the MMW electric field
as would be observed by the LW along the gap, which is expressed as,
·
¸
Z W
2
πr33 n3e
y
∆φ =
Γ
E0 cos 2πfm + ϕ dy
(4)
W
λ
vg
2

where vg is the group velocity of the LW and ϕ is the initial phase of the LW, λ is the wavelength
of the LW propagating in the optical waveguides, r33 is the EO coefficient, ne is the extraordinary
refractive index of the LiNbO3 crystal, W is the width of the antenna as the interaction length
between the MMW and LW signal and Γ is a factor expressing the overlap of the MMW and LW
signals.
4. EXPERIMENT

In device fabrication, an optical waveguide was fabricated using the titanium diffusion method on a
500 µm-thick x-cut LiNbO3 crystal. The antenna with a gap was fabricated using aluminum metal
on the LiNbO3 crystal, where the optical waveguide was set between the gap. On the bottom
surface of a low-k dielectric material was covered a ground electrode. For bonding process, an
optical adhesive was layered on the top surface of the low-k dielectric material. Then, the LiNbO3
crystal was flipped over and attached on the low-k dielectric material. Finally, the x-cut LiNbO3
crystal was polished using diamond slurry to the designed thickness of 80 µm-thick.
The fabricated device was measured experimentally. A MMW was irradiating to the fabricated
device and a LW was coupled to the optical waveguide. The LW output was measured by an
optical spectrum analyzer. An optical sidebands was obtained clearly as the converted LW signal.
The conversion efficiency or modulation efficiency can be obtained by comparing optical powers
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Figure 3: Measured modulation efficiency as functions of (a) MMW operational frequency and (b) separation
of the fabricated device and antenna.

between the carrier and sidebands. The modulation efficiency as function of MMW operational
frequency and separation between the fabricated device and antenna are shown in Figure 3. The
measurement results of the proposed device have good agreements with the calculation results.
Based on the measurement results, the proposed device using the x-cut LiNbO3 crystal has larger
conversion efficiency about 3 dB compared with such device using a z-cut LiTaO3 crystal. The
device using the z-cut LiTaO3 crystal was reported in detail [5]. Several factors might contribute
for the enhancement of the conversion efficiency. First, the LiNbO3 crystal has relatively larger
EO coefficient than the LiTaO3 crystal. Second, the LiNbO3 crystal has relatively lower dielectric
constant than the LiTaO3 crystal. Larger antenna size are obtained for improving antenna gain
and interaction length. Third, overlapping factor between MMW and LW electric fields might also
contribute for conversion efficiency improvement.
5. CONCLUSION

The wireless MMW to LW signal converters using simple planar antennas was proposed. The
proposed device was fabricated on a LiNbO3 crystal bonded with a low-k dielectric material. Large
antenna size and long interaction length can be obtained. The proposed device in 60 GHz-bands
operational frequency was successfully fabricated and measured experimentally. The fabricated
device with an x-cut LiNbO3 crystal has 3 dB larger conversion efficiency compared with the z-cut
LiTaO3 device. Lower dielectric constant and large EO coefficient of the LiNbO3 crystal might be
contributed to the conversion efficiency enhancement. The conversion efficiency can be enhanced
furthermore using low dielectric constant EO polymer with large EO coefficient [9].
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Abstract— Self-assembled III-V quantum dots (QDs) are of particular attractive as solid quantum light emitters owing to their stability, narrow spectral linewidth, and short radiative lifetime.
Meanwhile, semiconductor nanowires (NWs) have appeared as promising building blocks for future nanoscale electronic and photonic devices owing to their high crystalline quality and integration possibilities. To fully explore the potential of NW systems, many investigators have turned to
the synthesis of articial nanostructures in NW systems, such as quantum dots (QDs)and nanoclusters,to generate fascinating multifunctional properties. Single nanostructures embedded within
NWs represent one of the most promising technologies for applications in quantum photonics.
With NWs, a nanostructure can be constructed by inserting a slice of lower gap semiconductor
along the growth direction such as CdSe/ZnSe, In(Ga)As/GaAs, GaAsP/GaAs, InAsP/InP and
GaAs/AlGaAs systems, or via self-assembled epitaxy on the faceted NWs in the radial direction,
utilizing the different surface energies, partly originating from different crystal lattices of hybrid
materials, as a driving force. Herein, we report our latest work on self-assembled low density
quantum dot and quantum dot-in-nanowire structures for quantum photonics, which might pave
the way for the fabrication of highly efficient single-photon sources (SPSs) and novel quantum
optics experiments.

NWs samples were grown on GaAs (001) substrates sputtered with 20 nm silicon dioxide or Si
(111) with native thin silicon dioxide by a Veeco Mod Gen-II Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)
system in traditional VLS growth mode [1–4]. The substrates were dipped for 2 s by 10% HF
aqueous solution,and degased at 620◦ C for 10 min prior to growth.Growth was initiated by the
condensation of a nominal 1 nm Ga in the nanocraters of the SiO2 layer. The GaAs backbones were
grown at 560–600◦ C and an As2 /Ga flux ratio of 12.5–20. After depositing the GaAs backbones,
the samples were exposed to a high As2 ambient overpressure to consume there maining gallium
droplets on the top for preferential facet deposition. Self-assembled low density quantum dots were
sandwiched between the GaAs core and GaAs/AlGaAs shell and coupled into the fundamental
photonic mode of the hexagonal nanowire cavity.
During the epitaxial growth on the facet of NWs backbones, a strain-driven nucleation [1] of
gallium-droplets (Figure 1) leads to formation of GaAs branches [2]. Particularly for the InAs QDs
embedded branched NWs, the branches were found to preferentially nucleate on the very site of
quantum dot as verified by STEM energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line and spot scans
as shown in Figure 2. Micro-PL spectra were measured at 77 K using a continuous wave He-Ne laser
for above-band excitation, which is focused on a single NW with the help of white light imaging. An
enhancement of ∼ 20 times with single InAs QD signals from the branched NWs in comparison to
those from the straight ones is observed (Figure 3). We attribute it to the combination of quantum
confinement effect and QD-cavity interaction. For the higher band offset given by surrounding
AlGaAs/GaAs thin film barriers, InAs QD exhibits a stronger confinement of excitons; while the
branch helps light gathering together to the top and decreases the optical losses effectively due
to its relatively large diameter, which is in consistent with numerical FDTD simulation. Sharp
excitonic emission is observed at 4.2 K with aline width of 101 µeV and a vanishing two-photon
emission probability of g 2 (0) = 0.031(2) (Figure 4). The branched GaAs nanowires turn out to be
a better cavity to enhance the extraction efficiency of single InAs QDs emission.
As the most commonly used detectors in single photon characterization, silicon avalanche photodiodes present the best detection efficiency at ∼ 700–800 nm. To accommodate this detecting
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(a)
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Figure 1: A schematic illustration of evolution mechanism for branched NWs.

(a)

Figure 2: Typical SEM side-view images of both
straight and branched NWs, (c) is the corresponding
EDS measurement of branched NWs.

(c)

(b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: µPL spectra measured at 77 K for both
branched and straight NWs.

Figure 4: µPL spectra and HBT measurements of a
typical InAs QD measured at 4.2 K, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Schematics of the multiple-step
fabrication process of GaAs QD-in-NWs.

Figure 6: Typical SEM side-viewand cross-section images of
uncapped NWs, EDS analysis is given for the AlGaAs QR as
shown in (d)–(f).
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window and get the best resolved SPSs, we first present a promising self-assembled GaAs QD-inNW [3] system as growth by the multiple-step process schematized in Figure 5. The structure
consists of a GaAs core, which functions as the primary part of the optical cavity, and low density
GaAs QDs sandwiched in two Al0.7 Ga0.3 As barrier layers, which serves as single photon emission
source. In addition, single separated GaAs QD can be achieved by using single Al0.58 Ga0.42 As
quantum ring (QR) on the facet of NWs as bottom surrounding barrier and Al0.7 Ga0.3 As shell as

(a)

(d)

(c)

(b)

(f)

(e)

Figure 7: Cathodoluminescence of a single NW.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8: The excitation power dependent micro-photoluminescence spectra and HBT measurements of a
typical GaAs QD.
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top barrier. Cathodoluminescence measurements at 77 K (Figure 7) demonstrate spatially discrete
spots ranging from 700 to 800 nm along the axial direction, indicative of the discrete distributed
GaAs QDs. Sharp and enhanced excitonic emission is observed at liquid nitrogen temperature
(77 K) with a emission rate of 8 MHz and a two-photon emission probability of g2(0) = 0.15(2)
as shown in Figure 8. The smallest linewidth observed so far is 177 µeV while most QDs showing
linewidths of sub-200 µeV, and the estimated count rate demonstrates an unprecedented bright
SPS even at liquid nitrogen temperature.
As mentioned previously, self-assembly bottom-up approaches cannot avoid the difficulties of
its stochastic nature and suffer the random position and density. We adopted a modified dropletepitaxy for the self-assembly of nanostructure-decorated NWs, based on strain-driven, transportdependent nucleation of gallium droplets at high temperature (Figure 9). By tuning the deposition
temperature, arsenic overpressure and amount of gallium-droplets, we were able to control the
density and morphology of the structure, yielding novel single quantum dots, QR, coupled QRs,
and nano-antidots (Figure 10). We achieved a single-QR-in-NW structure as shown in Figure 11.
The outer and inner side lengths of the QR are about 80–120 and 35–60 nm respectively, with
heights of about 3–12 nm. The optical properties were analyzed using micro-photoluminescence

(a)

(d)
(c)

(b)

Figure 9: Schematic of the fabrication of
the QR-decorated nanowires.

(e)

Figure 10: Representative SEM images of the obtained
nanostructure-decorated nanowires.
(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(e)
(b)
(c)

Figure 11: TEM image of a QRdecorated NW over its entire length.

(d)

Figure 12: µPL spectroscopy for the single-QR-in-NW samples.
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at 10 K (Figure 12) and the spectra show sharp discrete peaks; of these peaks, the narrowest
linewidth (separation) was 578 µeV (1–3 meV), reflecting the quantized nature of the ring-type
electronic states. This novel strain-driven formation mechanism can be extended to fascinatingly
precisely controlling the site of nanostructures on the sidewalls of NWs, if the strain is intentionally
introduced at certain sites (Figure 9), on the basis of structural phase control of NWs.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a detailed investigation on the morphology and optical
properties of self-assembled nanostructures decorated nanowires in different material systems and
synthesis methods.These new nanostructures may open a new avenue to the fabrication of highly
efficient single-photon sources, novel quantum optics experiments, as well as designing robust quantum optoelectronic devices operating at higher temperature required for practical applications.
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Abstract— An ultra-small on-chip long-wave photodetector by utilizing the thermal resistance
effect of the metal strip on a hybrid plasmonic waveguide structure. When light propagates along
a hybrid plasmonic waveguide, the metal strip is heated due to the light absorption. Accordingly,
the resistance of the metal strip increases due to the thermal-resistance effect of metal and the
resistance change can be measured accurately with a Wheatstone bridge so that the photodetector is with very high sensitivity. Owing to the nano-scale confinement of light in a hybrid
plasmonic waveguide, the temperature increase of metal due to the metal absorption is enhanced
in comparison with the conventional long-range plasmonic waveguide. A theoretical responsivity
of as high as 74 mV/mW is obtained with a low bias voltage of 1 V. The photodetector also has
a fast response (< 1 µs) and works in a very broad wavelength range (e.g., 1.5 ∼ 7.5 µm).
1. INTRODUCTION

Photodetection plays an important role in many applications, including optical interconnects [1] and
optical sensing [2]. Particularly, photodetectors for long-wave (e.g., mid-infrared wavelength) are
becoming increasingly attractive, regarding the significant applications of long-wave in temperature
measurement, environment monitoring, human health, etc. [3–5]. Long-wave photodetector can be
realized by utilizing the photo-electric effect of semiconductor materials [6]. However, the operation
wavelength range of a photodetector based on the photo-electric effect is limited by the bandgap of
the semiconductor [6, 7]. Although a mid-IR photodetector based on the quantum effect has a high
resposivity, it has to be operated at a very low temperature (< 100 K) [6–8] so that the thermal
noise is depressed.
In recent years, silicon photonics for long-wave applications has been attracting lots of attention
due to the great potentials in on-chip biochemical detections and environment monitoring [9]. Nevertheless, long-wave photodetection on silicon is still a big challenge since silicon is transparent for
the wavelength larger than 1.1 µm [10]. To develop long-wave photodetectors on silicon, germanium
has been utilized as the active material due to its favorable absorption coefficient [11–15]. However, the operation wavelength is still concentrated on the communication band around 1310 nm
and 1550 nm. Furthermore, it is not easy to grow another semiconductor film with high quality on
silicon due to the large lattice mismatch between them [16].
Long-wave photodetector can also be achieved based on the photo-thermal effect. When light
is absorbed, the temperature will increases and the temperature variation can be measured with
various techniques. For example, the resistance of a metal strip changes as the temperature increases
according to the thermal resistance effect while the resistance can be measured in an electrical
way. An integrated power monitor with a long-range surface plasmonic waveguide on silicon was
reported [17], and the responsivity is about 0.15 mV/mW with an active length as long as 1 mm.
In this paper, we propose a long-wave photodetector with a silicon hybrid plasmonic waveguide
(HPW), which consists of a metal strip, a silicon core and a sandwiched silica nano-layer [18].
The silicon HPW is with a nanoscale light confinement. The ultrasmall volume of the proposed
photodetector helps improve the responsivity significantly. Furthermore, the silica nano-layer in
such a structure also plays an important role as a thermal insulator, which can prevent the heat
convection from the metal strip to the silicon region. In this way, heat generated due to the
metal absorption is confined well in the metal region and consequently the responsivity is improved
further. For example, the theoretical responsivity of the proposed photodetector with a footprint
of 10 µm × 300 nm) is as high as 74 mV/mW.
2. STRUCTURE AND DESIGN

Figure 1(a) shows the three-dimensional view of the proposed photodetector based on a silicon
HPW, whose cross-section is illustrated by the inset. The silicon HPW consists of a metal strip,
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a silicon core and a silica nanolayer sandwiched between them. The thickness of the silica layer is
usually tens of nanometers to have a nanoscale light confinement. When light propagates in the
silicon HPW, heat is generated due to the light absorption in the metal strip. As an example, a
silicon-on-insultor (SOI) wafer with 340 nm-thick top-silicon is chosen. The SOI wafer is oxidized
to produce a 20 nm-thick silica layer (i.e., 4 nm-thick silicon sacrificed), which not only helps to
confine light tightly but also prevent the heat flow from the metal region to the silicon core. The
waveguide width is chosen as w = 300 nm and a 20 nm-thick metal strip is covered on top of the
waveguide. Here copper is chosen as the metal due to the COMS compatibility and high stability.
Figure 1(b) show the calculated field distribution of the silicon hybrid plasmonic waveguide in
the proposed photodetector by using a finite-element method (FEM) mode solver. It can be seen
that light is confined strongly in the silica nano-layer. Fig. 1(c) shows the calculated temperature
profile of the silicon HPW when a power is applied in the metal strip. One sees that the metal
strip has a peak temperature, which is attributed to the thermal isolation of the silica layer. In
the present case, the applied power is actually the heat generated from light absorption. Since
the resistivity of the metal is temperature dependent, one can figure out the temperature change
by measuring the variation of the metal resistance by utilizing an electrical way with, e.g., the
Wheatstone bridge circuit.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) The configuration of the proposed photodetector based on a silicon hybrid plasmonic waveguide
(HPW). Inset shows the cross-section of the silicon HPW. (b) Field distribution of the silicon HPW with
w = 300 nm @ λ = 3.39 µm. (c) The temperature distribution of the silicon HPW when 1 mW power is
applied in the metal strip.
3. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

It is well known that both the light absorption [18] and the thermal response [19] of a hybrid
plasmonic waveguide are dependent on the waveguide size. Since light is well confined in the lowindex nanolayer, we focus on the dependence of the light absorption and the thermal response on
the thickness of metal and the silica nanolay, as well as the width of the waveguide.
Figure 2(a) show the maximum of the calculated temperature in the metal strip as the input
power varies. Here the metal thickness h metal = 0.02 µm, the silica-nanolay thickness h low =
0.02 µm, and the waveguide width w = 0.3 µm. With the optimized structure, the theoretical
responsivity is as high as 91 K/mW. Fig. 2(b) shows the calculated temporal response and the rise
time and the decay time are as short as 0.95 µs.
Figure 3 shows the wavelength dependence of the calculated propagation length and the 90%
absorption length of the photodetector. It can be seen that the 90% absorption length of the
photodetector is shorter than 10 µm in the wavelength range of [1.5, 7.5] µm, which indicates a
ultracompact footprint of the photodetector. The operation can be broadened by choosing a longer
absorption length.
In order to readout the temperature increase resulting from the input light, an electric circuit
with the Wheatstone bridge is achive an accruate measurement for the resistant change. Considering the calculated thermal responsivity 91 K/mW mentioned above, the responsivity of the
Wheatstone bridge circuit is as high as 148 mV/mW for a bias voltage of 2 V, which is 1000 times
larger than that reported in the previous work [17]. The dynamic range is about 6.5 mW due to the
electrical current heating. The sensitivity, mainly limited by thermal fluctuation, is estimated as
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) The maximal temperature in the metal strip as the input power varies. Here, h metal =
0.02 µm, h low = 0.02 µm and w = 0.3 µm. (b) The temporal response of the temperature of the metal strip
with an applied power 1 mW.

Figure 3: The wavelength dependence of the propagation length and the 90% absorption length. Here
h metal = 0.02 µm, h low = 0.02 µm and w = 0.3 µm.

low as 0.5 nW for a bias voltage of 1 V, which is four order of magnitudes smaller than the previous
work [17].
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an ultra-small on-chip long-wave photodetector is proposed by utilizing thermal
resistance effect of the metal strip on a hybrid plasmonic waveguide, which consists of a metal
strip, a silicon core and a sandwiched low-index nanolayer. The metal strip is heated due to
the light absorption and the resistance of the metal strip increases. An electric circuit with a
Wheatstone bridge is used to measure the resistance change accurately so that the photodetector
is with very high sensitivity. The designed long-wave photodetector has a theoretical responsivity
of as high as 74 mV/mW when operating at 1 V. This photodetector also enables a sub-µs response
due to a compact volume (e.g., 10 µm). Moreover, the present on-chip photodetector is available
for an ultra-broad wavelength range (from 1.5 µm to 7.5 µm), which makes it useful for many optical
sensing systems.
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Abstract— The nonlinear optical response of four-wave mixing (FWM) in a graphene layer
covered on a tapered fiber is numerically investigated. The required graphene length is optimized
to realize the maximum conversion efficiency, which is both affected by the incident power and
propagation loss. Analysis shows that the graphene length is very short due to the heavy absorption in graphene, and the structure exhibits ultrabroad bandwidth. A conversion bandwidth
of more than 300 nm is achieved with a conversion efficiency of more than −30 dB in a wide
wavelength range of 0.8–1.8 µm.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear optical materials are always expected to be of smaller size and higher nonlinear coefficient. Graphene, which is of a single atomic layer thickness and whose nonlinear coefficient is five
orders higher than silicon [1], has the potential to be an ideal ultra-compact nonlinear material.
Resent experiments have observed higher harmonics generation [2], nonlinear self-focusing [3], and
four-wave mixing (FWM) [4, 5] phenomena in graphene. Since graphene is a very thin film, it is
reasonable to be composed with other materials or devices, such as tapered fibers, to extend the
interaction length with the optical field. When a graphene layer is covered on a tapered fiber, a
large portion of light propagates outside the fiber via evanescent field if the core radius is small
enough. Such a structure is expected to extend the interaction distance and enhance the nonlinear
effect. Gorbach et al has tried to analyze the nonlinear property and loss in a graphene-clad tapered
fiber [6], but the four-wave mixing response in such a structure is not studied yet. In this paper,
we theoretically analyze the FWM effect in a graphene layer covered on a tapered fiber, whose
structure is shown in Fig. 1. The structure length is optimized to obtain maximum conversion efficiency at different wavelengths. The bandwidth property is analyzed at a fixed waveguide length.
At last, the nonlinear response of the graphene layer on a tapered fiber is compared to that of a
pure tapered fiber.

Figure 1: Schematic description of a graphene layer covered on a tapered fiber.
2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

When a pump ωP and a signal ωS are injected into a graphene layer covered on a tapered fiber,
the total field is expressed as
E=

1 X
Ej exp [i (βj z − ωj t)] + c · c.
2

(1)

j=P,S,I

For the FWM process to generate the idler ωI (ωI = 2ωP − ωS ), the nonlinear response is
.
D(ωI ) = ε0 εE(ωI ) + ε0 χ(3) ..E(ωP )E ∗ (ωP )E(ωS )

(2)
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where ε is the relative permittivity and χ(3) is the third-order susceptibility tensor, which corresponds to graphene or silica for different locations on the transverse cross section. For the graphene
layer, the relative permittivity ε (= εg ) can be obtained from its dynamical conductivity using Kubo
formula σg = σinter + σintra [7], where the interband and intraband contributions are
je2 µ
π~2 (ω + jτ −1 )
µ
¶
2 |µ| − (ω + jτ −1 )~
je2
ln
σinter (ω) =
4π~
2 |µ| + (ω + jτ −1 )~

σintra (ω) =

(3)
(4)

where µ is chemical potential and τ is the relaxation time. Supposing that the thickness of graphene
layer is ∆, one can obtain the relative permittivity:
εg ≡

iσg
+1
ε0 ω∆

(5)

According to the permittivity distribution of the composited structure, one can get the mode
field distribution and the effective refractive index denoted as neff = n(1 − iK). The linear phase
mismatch can be got from the real part of the effective refractive, which is ∆β = 2π(nS /λS +
nI /λI − 2nP /λP ) for the FWM process ωI = 2ωP − ωS . And the imaginary part represents the
linear absorption of the structure. Considering the saturation absorption property and two-photon
absorption (TPA) [8, 9] of graphene, the total propagation loss can be obtained as α = α0 /(1 +
I/IS ) + βTPA I, where I is the incident intensity, Is is the saturation irradiance, α0 = 2ω(nK/c)
represents the linear loss, and βTPA is the TPA coefficient.
Substituting Eq. (2) to Maxwell’s curl equations for the electric and the magnetic fields, one
can get the coupled wave equations for degenerate FWM:
∂AP
∂AP
i
∂ 2 AP
1
+ β1P
+ β2P
+ αP AP
2
∂z ³
∂t
2
∂t ´ 2

= iγP |AP |2 + 2 |AS |2 + 2 |AI |2 AP + 2iγP A∗P AS AI exp(i∆βz)

(6)

∂AS
∂AS
i
∂ 2 AS
1
+ β1S
+ β2S
+ αS AS
∂z³
∂t
2
∂t2 ´ 2

= iγS |AS |2 + 2 |AP |2 + 2 |AI |2 AS + iγS A∗I A2P exp(−i∆βz)

(7)

∂AI
∂AI
i
∂ 2 AI
1
+ β1I
+ β2I
+ αI AI
∂z³
∂t
2
∂t2 ´ 2
= iγI |AI |2 + 2 |AP |2 + 2 |AS |2 AI + iγI A∗S A2P exp(−i∆βz)

(8)

In the graphene covered on a tapered fiber, the nonlinearities of graphene and silica are quite
different. As a result, nonlinear parameters γP,S,I should identify the local field corresponding to
what kind of materials, which can be obtained by using a common expression [10]:
¯ ¯4
RR (3)
¯~¯
χ
(x,
y)
¯E ¯ dxdy
3ω
(9)
γ=
ε0 ¯RR
¯2
n
o
4 ¯
~ ×H
~ ∗ · êz dxdy ¯¯
¯ Dtotal Re E
where E and H ∗ are the distribution of the electric field and the conjugate of magnetic field, and êz
is the unit vector along the propagation direction. In Eq. (9), χ(3) (x, y) represents the third-order
susceptibility of graphene or silica due to the material that the micro area corresponds to.
To evaluate the FWM response in the graphene on a tapered fiber, the conversion efficiency can
be defined as the ratio of the generated idler power with respect to the incident signal power:
η = |AI (L)|2 / |AS (0)|2

(10)

By numerically solving Eqs. (6)–(8), the output idler AI (L) and hence the conversion efficiency
can be obtained.
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3. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

By setting µ = 0.02 eV and τ = 5 × 10−13 s for graphene, and adopting the diameter of the
tapered fiber as 0.7 µm, the nonlinear parameter of the composite structure is calculated from the
electric field distribution along with the linear absorption and the total loss involving both linear
and TPA losses, as shown in Fig. 2(a). One can find that graphene greatly enhances the nonlinear
parameter, but meanwhile a large loss is brought. In particular, the wavelengths for higher nonlinear
parameters also suffer from higher losses because more electric field is restricted in the graphene
layer. Fig. 2(b) shows the conversion efficiency as a function of graphene length using a pump whose
pulse peak power is 10 W, pulse width is 100 ps, and wavelength is set to be 1.3, 1.5, or 1.7 µm
(signal wavelength is approximately equal to the pump wavelength), respectively. From Fig. 2(b),
one can find that different graphene lengths are needed to reach their maximum conversion efficiency
for different pump wavelengths. The required graphene length and the corresponding maximum
conversion efficiency are plotted in Fig. 2(c). Although the required graphene lengths are different
for various wavelengths, they are all as short as few ten micrometers. The maximum conversion
efficiency reaches −23.5 dB when the pump wavelength is 1 µm. A short wavelength needs a short
length to reach the maximum efficiency due to its high nonlinear parameter and heavy loss, and
the peak efficiency is higher than that of longer wavelength.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) Nonlinear parameter, linear absorption, and total absorption. (b) Conversion efficiency along
the graphene length. (c) Optimized graphene length and the corresponding maximum conversion efficiency.

Since the required graphene layer is quite short, it is expected to have ultrabroad conversion
bandwidth. Assuming the graphene length is 30 µm, Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the nonlinear phase
shift κL, where L is the graphene length and κ = (∆β + 2γPP ) is the total phase mismatch, and
the corresponding conversion efficiency as the signal wavelength varies, pumped by 0.8-, 1.3-, and
1.8-µm lights, respectively. The signal and converted idler wavelengths are set to be within 2.4 µm
because the structure no longer constrains longer wavelength to form guide mode. As nonlinear
parameter is rapidly enhanced as the wavelength shortens, which means a high efficiency for the
conversion from long-wavelength signal to short-wavelength idler, the maximum conversion efficiency emerges at signal wavelength longer than pump wavelength. Fig. 3(c) shows the bandwidth
and maximum efficiency at different pump wavelengths. It turns out that owing to graphene, the
waveguide has an ultrabroad bandwidth about from 315 to 720 nm with maximum conversion efficiency about from −23.7 to −27.8 dB as the pump wavelength varies from 0.8 to 1.8 µm. The
bandwidth is related to the dispersion of the structure, as shown in Fig. 3(d). The zero dispersion
wavelength (ZDW) emerges in 0.89 µm, which corresponds the broadest bandwidth of 720 nm in
Fig. 3(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: (a) Nonlinear phase shift and (b) conversion efficiency as the signal wavelength varies. (c) Bandwidth and the maximum conversion efficiency at different pump wavelengths. (d) Dispersion value of the
structure as the wavelength varies.
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For comparison, we also simulate the nonlinear optical response in a pure tapered fiber. The
obtained nonlinear coefficient of the pure tapered fiber with the same dimensions is shown in
Fig. 4(a), which is three orders smaller than graphene cover one. In order to reach the same
conversion efficiency as grapheme layer on the tapered fiber (−24.6 dB with a 1.5-µm pump), the
pure tapered fiber length is set to be 10 cm. Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) show the nonlinear phase shift and
the corresponding conversion efficiency for the pure tapered fiber pumped by a 1.5-µm light, whose
pulse peak power is also 10 W and pulse width is 100 ps. The FWM bandwidth of the pure tapered
fiber is calculated to be only 8.6 nm, which is much narrower than the graphene layer covered one
since it needs to propagate much longer distance to attain the same conversion efficiency.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) Nonlinear parameter of pure tapered fiber. (b) Nonlinear phase shift and (c) conversion
efficiency as the signal wavelength varies in the pure tapered fiber.
4. CONCLUTIONS

FWM are theoretically analyzed in a graphene layer covered on a tapered fiber considering the
nonlinear parameter for composite structures. The graphene length is optimized to obtain maximum
conversion efficiency at different pump wavelengths. Due to the ultrashort grahene length, such a
composite structure shows the performance of ultrabroad bandwidth. A conversion bandwidth of
more than 300 nm is achieved with a conversion efficiency of more than −30 dB in a wide wavelength
range of 0.8–1.8 µm. By comparing with the pure tapered fiber without graphene, the composite
structure shows much broader bandwidth to get the same conversion efficiency since much shorter
interaction length is used.
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Abstract— Plasmonic nano-cavity laser based on a III-V semiconductor nano-ring on silicon
can operate either in in-plane dipole mode or vertical coaxial mode. This paper gives the simulation, design and some fabrication discussions of this unique nano-cavity laser. Body-of-revolution
finite-difference-time-domain (BOR-FDTD) is used for the modal analysis and design of cavity.
The spatial and temporal lasing performance of this nano-cavity laser is simulated incorporating the BOR-FDTD with multilevel gain medium model. Comparison between these two lasing
modes is presented and numerical analysis shows that the in-plane dipole mode can achieve the
smallest mode volume reported so far. Fabrication of this semiconductor plasmonic nano-cavity
laser is discussed.This semiconductor plasmonic nano-cavity laser has a deep sub-wavelength footprint and ultralow power consumption, which can act as an on-chip light source for intrachip data
interconnect.
1. INTRODUCTION

On-chip light source with an ultra small footprint and ultralow power consumption is a key device
enabling high-speed intra-chip data interconnect. Semiconductor plasmonic nano-cavity has the
deep-wavelength light confining capability (overcoming the diffraction limit) and advantages of
integration on silicon using heterogeneous III/V on silicon technology and electrically-pumping for
practical applications. There are various semiconductor plasmonic laser demonstrated numerically
and experimentally so far including Fabry-Perot, nanopatch, nanodisk and coaxial cavity [1–5]. In
this paper, a plasmonic III-V semiconductor nano-ring integrated on silicon through an interlayer
bonding is considered as shown in Fig. 1.
2r

w

Figure 1: Semiconductor plasmonic nanoring laser.

This plasmonic nanoring cavity can operate at either in-plane dipole mode or vertical co-axial
mode. To have a comprehensive analysis and comparison between these two modes, body-ofrevolution finite-difference-time-domain is employed for modal analysis and cavity design. The
spatial and temporal lasing performance is simulated incorporating the BOR-FDTD with multilevel gain medium model. Comparison between these two lasing modes is presented regarding
the resonant wavelength, quality factor and mode profiles. Numerical analysis shows that the inplane dipole mode laser can achieve the smallest mode volume reported so far. Fabrication of this
semiconductor plasmonic nano-cavity laser is discussed and some results are presented.This semiconductor plasmonic nano-cavity laser with a deep sub-wavelength foot-print and ultralow power
consumption is promising as an on-chip light source for future intrachip data interconnect.
2. MODELING AND SIMULATION OF THE NANO-RING CAVITY LASER

The nanoring plasmonic laser schematically shown in Fig. 1 requires modeling and simulation in
three aspects: 1) semiconductor gain medium; 2) Drude-Lorentz model for the metal and 3) spatial
and temporal simulation of electromagnetic field of the nano-cavity using body-of-revolution FDTD.
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The Maxwell equation in the format of body of revolution format
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(j = r, z) where Pm is the macroscopic polarization component that links the

electromagnetic field with the dynamics of carrier densities for the active gain medium. Detailed
formulation of the Drude-Lorentz model and multilevel gain medium model can be found in Ref. [5].
3. NANO-RING CAVITY LASER: IN-PLANE DIPOLE OR COAXIAL LASER?

The nano-ring cavity laser shown in Fig. 1 can operate as an in-plane laser, where the light is
confined vertically and resonant cavity is the nano-ring in the horizontal plane. It can also lase
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Figure 2: (a) and (b) are resonant wavelengths and Q-factors for nano-ring dipole laser cavity; (c) and (d) are
resonant wavelengths and Q-factors for the coaxial laser cavity.
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as a coaxial laser as demonstrated in Ref. [4], where the light is confined horizontally as a coaxial
plasmonic mode and resonant cavity is formed in the vertical direction. With the above BORFDTD, the coaxial lasing mode corresponds to the case of m = 0. For the in-plane laser the
corresponding m > 0 and in this paper m = 1 is specifically interested as it refers to in-plane
nanoring dipole laser and it can achieve much smaller foot-print as compared to the cases m > 1.
As numerical examples, the height of the III-V semiconductor gain region is 200 nm with a
refractive index of 3.5 and the material for the top-cladding and interlayer is silicon dioxide. The
thickness for the interlayer is 200 nm preventing the leakage for in-plane ring laser and provides
sufficient reflectance for coaxial laser. We vary the structure parameters and analyze the influence
of these parameters on the device’s performance. As representative results, resonant wavelength
and quality factors for these two cases are presented in Figs. 2(a)–(d) when varying inner radius R
and width of the waveguide W .
As a summary of analysis of both lasing modes: 1) the in-plane laser cavity has a relatively
smaller foot print and relatively higher Q factors as compared to the case of coaxial mode when
considering the InP material system and operating optical communication wavelength; 2) the coaxial laser cavity is strongly dependent on the thickness of top-cladding and material of interlayer due
to the nature of resonant cavity; 3) the in-plane resonant mode has a much smaller mode volume
as compared to the coaxial case. In our simulation examples, the in-plane dipole plasmonic laser
has an inner radius of 30 nm and width of waveguide of 30 nm, the corresponding mode-volume is
only 0.001(λ/2n)3 . For coaxial lasing mode, a cavity with both inner radius and waveguide width
of 80 nm gives a close lasing wavelength but the mode volume is 0.014(λ/2n)3 .
Figure 3 shows the intensity profile of the dipole resonant mode (top view) and the corresponding
L-L curve simulated with the previous FDTD program with gain medium model.
4. FABRICATION DISCUSSION

The whole device realization consists of three main modules: 1) bonding the InGaAsP gain medium
onto silicon substrate through interlayer bonding with thermal SiO2 , which is followed by removing

1

0

Excitation Power Intensity (W/cm 2 )

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Intensity profile of the dipole lasing mode; (b) L-L curve simulated by the FDTD program
with gain medium model.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) SEM images of the etched III-V nano-ring cavity; (b) Nanoring cavity coated with silver film.
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InP substrate in hydrochloric acid solution; 2) The submicron structures could be defined on
the substrate via hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist with electron beam lithography, and then
directly etched down with chlorine recipe in an inductively coupled plasma reactive-ion-etching
system (ICP-RIE) equipped with elevated temperature stage at 250◦ C; 3) metal film is deposited
to form the plasmonic cavity and for the case of in-plane dipole laser, it should be etched back for
optical pumping from the top. Figs. 4(a) and (b) are the scanning electronic microscopy images of
our III-V etched devices bonded on silicon and coated with metal film. The device prototyping is
undergoing.
5. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the simulation, design analysis and some fabrication discussions of III-V on
silicon plasmonic nano-cavity laser. Body-of-revolution finite-difference-time-domain has been used
for the modal analysis and design of cavity, which has been also incorporated with the multilevel gain
medium model for the spatial and temporal simulation of lasing performance. Comparison between
the in-plane dipole laser and vertical coaxial laser has been presented and numerical analysis has
shown that the in-plane dipole mode can achieve the smallest mode volume reported so far. Some
key fabrication modules of this semiconductor plasmonic nano-cavity laser have been discussed.
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Abstract— We present the principle, design, packaging and measurement results of widely
tunable V-cavity lasers. By using a novel half-wave coupler, single-mode lasing with high sidemode-suppression-ratio is achieved. Single-electrode controlled wide-band wavelength tuning
with Vernier effect is realized. The full-band tuning of 50 channels with 100 GHz spacing is
demonstrated by further employing temperature induced gain spectrum shift. The laser is packaged into a small-form-factor 9-pin TOSA, and the electronic driver has been developed for the
wavelength tuning and direct modulation. The advantages of compactness, fabrication simplicity, and easy wavelength control offer great potential for the tunable laser to be used in low-cost
access and data center networks, as well as in portable devices for spectroscopic analysis.
1. INTRODUCTION

Widely wavelength tunable semiconductor lasers are important components for next-generation
optical networks, and for applications in spectroscopic measurements. Over the last two decades,
high performance tunable lasers have been developed based on complex structures such as sampled
grating distributed Bragg reflector (SGDBR) [1], superstructure grating DBR [2], digital super
mode DBR [3], modulated grating Y-branch [4], and periodically etched slots [5]. In addition
to fabrication complexity involving non-uniform gratings and multiple epitaxial growths, multiple
electrodes with complex control algorithms are usually required for wavelength tuning. With the
dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) technology extending towards access and data
center networks, and the emerging demands of portable devices for biomedical analyses, food safety
and environmental monitoring etc., the cost reduction and operational simplicity become more and
more important.
To reduce the fabrication complexity, widely tunable lasers using two ring resonators as intracavity Vernier filters have been developed [6]. This scheme eliminates the need of the complex
grating fabrication. However, it still requires etch-and-regrowth for active-passive integration, and
three electrodes for controlling the wavelength tuning. It also needs deeply etched ring resonators
with small radius and coupling gaps which are difficult to fabricate without expensive tools such
as ebeam lithography.
Simpler designs known as coupled-cavity lasers with an etched trench or cleaved-coupled-cavity
(C3 ) structure were investigated in the 1980’s [7, 8]. However, they have not been widely used in
practice because of their poor side mode suppression ratio (SMSR). Recently, a compact grating less
V-coupled-cavity tunable laser was proposed [9] and single-electrode controlled wavelength tuning of
16 and 26 channels with 100 GHz spacing was demonstrated experimentally with an excellent SMSR
of about 40 dB and 37 dB, respectively [10]. By combining temperature-induced gain spectrum shift
with current controlled Vernier tuning mechanism, the tuning range was extended to 50 channels
with a temperature variation of only 35◦ C [11]. It is an all-active device with no grating or ring
resonators, and therefore does not require any epitaxial regrowth. The fabrication process is similar
to simple Fabry-Perot lasers and the device size is only about 0.5 × 0.3 mm2 .
2. DESIGN AND OPERATION PRINCIPLE

Figure 1 shows the top view of a V-cavity laser. It comprises a fixed gain cavity and a channel
selector cavity with different optical path lengths, which form V-shaped branches with a reflective
2×2 half-wave coupler. The half-wave coupler, in which the cross-coupling coefficient has a π phase
relative to the bar-coupling coefficient, is important for achieving high SMSR. A conventional
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directional coupler or self-imaging multimode interference coupler, in which the cross-coupling
coefficient has a relative phase of π/2 (quarter-wave) with respect to the bar-coupling coefficient,
would produce no mode selectivity for the laser. In order to accurately control the coupler length
for achieving optimal coupling coefficient, deeply etched facets are used to form the cavity mirrors.
The length of the fixed gain cavity is designed so that its resonance frequency interval matches
100 GHz ITU grids. The length of the channel selector cavity is slightly longer so that the Vernier
effect can be employed to realize wide tuning range. The whole device comprises the same quantum
well structure without epitaxial regrowth or bandgap engineering.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Top view of an InGaAsP/InP based V-cavity laser with a chip size of 500 µm × 300 µm;
(b) Deeply etched facet.

The principle of the wavelength tuning is based on the Vernier mechanism. Each of the two
cavities has a series of resonant modes with slightly different frequency interval. The main lasing
mode occurs at a common resonant frequency which can be switched to an adjacent mode of the
fixed cavity by slightly shifting the resonant frequency comb of the channel selector cavity. Only
a single electrode is required for the wavelength switching. Although the Vernier effect is also
used in other widely tunable lasers such as SGDBR lasers, they typically have frequency interval
larger than 600 GHz due to the limitation of the device length required for accommodating many
sampling periods of the grating. For common dense wavelength division multiplexing applications
with 50 GHz or 100 GHz channel spacing as defined by ITU, a multi-electrode control is necessary
for accessing all operating channels. This complexity is removed with the V-cavity laser.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The fabrication process is similar to that of a Fabry-Perot laser with the addition of a deep etching step for the etched facets. Fig. 2 shows the overlapped spectra of 50 channels tuning in an
InGaAsP/InP multiple-quantum well (MQW) V-cavity laser, obtained by varying the current injected into the channel selector cavity in combination with TEC temperature variation from 10◦ C
to 45◦ C which extends the tuning range by shifting the MQW gain spectrum. The SMSR ranges

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Overlapped 50-channel laser spectra with 100 GHz spacing from an InGaAsP/InP MQW
V-cavity laser; (b) Single-electrode controlled tuning curve when the TEC temperature is fixd at 20◦ C.
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Figure 3: Overlapped 60-channel laser spectra with 150 GHz spacing from a GaAs/AlGaAs MQW V-cavity
laser.

from 35 dB to 38 dB for most of the channels. The laser reaches the threshold when the three
electrodes are biased at about 20 mA. When the electrodes are biased at 40 ∼ 50 mA, the output
power measured by collecting all the light from the coupler side using a broad area detector is
about 8 mW. The wavelength tuning range of ∼ 40 nm can potentially cover the full C- or L-band.
Fig. 2(b) shows the wavelength tuning curve of the single-electrode controlled tuning of 31 channels
when the TEC temperature is fixed at 20◦ C.
The grating less tunable V-cavity laser is even more advantageous for GaAs/AlGaAs based
material system operating in the 850 nm window because it can overcome the two difficulties faced
by grating based tunable lasers: the much smaller grating period (∼ 120 nm versus 240 nm) that
requires e-beam lithography and the oxidation of AlGaAs during the grating fabrication. Fig. 3
shows the measured spectra of a GaAs/AlGaAs MQWV-cavity laser, which cover 60 channels with
∼ 150 GHz spacing. This wavelength band is within the transparent optical window of human
tissue, and is therefore useful for wearable health monitoring devices.
4. PACKAGED MODULES

The V-cavity laser has been packaged into a small-form-factor 9-pin transmitter optical subassembly
(TOSA). It contains a tunable laser diode chip-on-carrier, a monitoring photodiode, a TEC, a
thermistor, an optical isolator, and optical lenses. The size of the housing box is only 7.4 mm ×
5.8 mm×5.3 mm, which is a small fraction of a conventional butterfly package, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
An electronic driver has been developed for the wavelength tuning and direct modulation, as shown
in Fig. 4(b). High speed modulation up to 5 Gbps has been achieved. The wavelength tuning can
be controlled by computer software. Fig. 4(c) shows a compact module with an USB interface for
computer control.

Figure 4: (a) Packaged TOSA module (lower) compared to a conventional butterfly package (upper); (b) An
electronic drier circuit board for wavelength controland direct modulation; (c) An enclosed tunable laser
module with an USB interface for computer control.
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5. CONCLUSION

We have developed a simple and compact V-cavity tunable semiconductor laser which is capable
of full-band wavelength tuning. By combining the current tuning on just one electrode and the
TEC temperature control, > 5000 GHz frequency tuning is achieved in both InGaAsP/InP and
GaAs/AlGaAs material systems. The laser structure does not involve any grating or epitaxial
regrowth, and has a size of only 500 µm × 300 µm. Compact modules and electronic drivers have
been developed for the wavelength tuning and direct modulation. The advantages of compactness,
fabrication simplicity and easy wavelength control offer great potential for the tunable laser to
be used in low-cost access and data center networks, and for portable medical and environmental
monitoring devices.
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Abstract— Here we propose a model to generate pulse synchronous laser signals based on
waveguide coupled microdisk photonic molecules. Through the beating between the symmetric
and anti-symmetric modes in the photonic molecules, dual pulse synchronous laser signals are
coupled out from two waveguides. We simulate the light field distributions of the modes in the
photonic molecules via finite difference time domain (FDTD) method, and compute the frequency
differences between the symmetric mode and anti-symmetric transverse magnetic (TM) coupled
modes. The frequency differences, which represent the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of
pulse synchronous laser signals, can reach from dozens of GHz to about 1 THz according to
the simulation. The numerical results show that the proposed model can generate dual pulse
synchronous laser signals with fixed pulse widths and complementary phase which can act as a
pulse synchronous laser signal source.
1. INTRODUCTION

During the past twenty years, photonics molecules (PMs) which consist of clusters of electromagnetically coupled optical microcavities have been drawing a great attention for their distinctive optical
properties [1]. Photonic molecules with different configurations or patterns are applied to realize
variety kinds of photoelectronic devices, such as microlasers, sensors, and compact photonics information processing. On the other hand, in the radar system, transmitter utilize pulse synchronous
signals to control different amplifier chains and modulation switch triggering time [2]. These pulse
synchronous signals must keep a strict sequential relationship to make sure the transmitters operate properly. In addition, the synchronization between transmitter and indicator depends on pulse
synchronous signals. With the determination range, especially the speed determination, being
continuously expanded, pulse synchronous signals with higher PRF are needed.
In this paper, we analyze the operation of the waveguide coupled microdisk photonic molecules
by the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The microdisk photonic molecules can generate dual pulse synchronous laser signals with fixed pulse widths and complementary phase from
two coupled waveguide, through the beating between the symmetric and anti-symmetric coupled
modes [3]. The PRF, which is equal to the frequency difference between the two beating modes, can
be controlled by varying the gap between two microdisks. The results show the waveguide coupled
microdisk photonic molecules can act as a pulse synchronous laser signal with PRF at microwave
band.
2. MODEL FOUNDATION AND ANALYSIS

We study the waveguide coupled microdisk photonic molecules by the two-dimensional FDTD
method and focus on the interaction between the symmetric and anti-symmetric coupled modes.
In the following simulation, we only consider the transverse magnetic (TM) modes. Figure 1 shows
the schematic diagram of the two-dimensional waveguide coupled microdisk photonic molecules .
We set the radii of microdisk R = 2 µm, the width of waveguide d = 0.4 µm, the gap between the
microdisk and corresponding coupled waveguide s = 0.3 µm, and the variable parameter w represent
the gap between two microdisks. We set the refractive index of the two microdisks resonators and
two waveguides to 3.2, and they are all surrounded by air with a refractive index of 1.0. The blue
rectangular frame is a 10-cell perfectly matched layer (PML) to terminate the simulation window.
The waveguides are inserted to the PML to confirm the lightwave coupled into the waveguides
can be detected as output optical signal and eliminate the influence of waveguide port reflection.
The dashed line between two microdisks is the symmetry axis, and the mode coupling between two
mcirodisk will results in coupled modes with symmetric or anti-symmetric field distributions relative
to the symmetry axis. To excite the symmetric mode and the anti-symmetric mode separately, we
set two symmetric exciting sources relative to the symmetry axis near the adjacent boundaries of
the two microdisks, which are the red points in the Figure 1. The exciting source used in the FDTD
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simulation can be expressed as P (t) = exp[−(t − t0 )2 /t2w ] cos(2πft), where t0 and tw are the times
of the pulse center and the pulse half width respectively, and f is the center frequency of the pulse.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of waveguide coupled microdisk photonic molecules for the FDTD simulation.
(inset is 3D diagram).

At first, we using the symmetric and anti-symmetric sources to excite the symmetric and antisymmetric modes respectively. The pulse sources covering a wide range of frequency are applied to
excite all the considered TM modes, and then the Padé approximation method is used to calculate
the intensity spectra from the time domain FDTD output. A 2.1 × 106 -step FDTD simulation
is performed with the mesh cell size of 20 nm, tw = 28 ∆t, t0 = 2tw , ∆t = 4.67 × 10−17 s and
f = 193.5 THz. Through the simulation, we can get the intensity spectra of the waveguide coupled
microdisk photonic molecules with different symmetry conditions. Figure 2(a) shows the intensity
spectra from 203 THz to 210 THz when the gap between two microdisks w = 0.3 µm, from which
we can find that there is obvious coupling induced mode splitting between the symmetric TM
mode and the corresponding anti-symmetric TM mode. In fact, the mode splitting vary with w
for different TM modes. This phenomenon has been observed by many study on common photonic
molecules [4]. Thus, we can obtain the frequency difference between the symmetric mode and the
corresponding anti-symmetric mode as a function of w. Figure 2(b) shows the frequency difference
versus wfor different TM modes. We can see that the frequency difference can reach from dozens
of GHz to about 1 THz, but it decreases when w increases and would become zero when w is big
enough for all the TM modes, at which time the coupling can be neglected. Nevertheless, for the
forth-order mode TM13,4 , this trend is relatively flat because its evanescent field has a relatively
large interaction area, especially when compared with that of the fundamental mode TM23,1 .
Utilizing the frequency difference produced by the coupling induced mode splitting, we can
obtain optical microwave signal through the beating of the two nearly degenerate coupled modes. In
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Figure 2: (a) Intensity spectra of the waveguide coupled microdisk photonic molecules with different symmetry conditions obtained by the FDTD simulation, where the radii of microdisk R = 2 µm, the width of
waveguide d = 0.4 µm, the gap between microdisk and corresponding coupled waveguide s = 0.3 µm, and
the gap between two microdisks w = 0.3 µm. (b) The variation of the frequency difference between the
symmetric mode and the corresponding anti-symmetric mode with the gap between two microdisks w for
different TM modes.
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Figure 3: The oscillograms for the normalized power output at port 1 and port 2 with the gap between two
microdisks w of (a) 0.1, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.3, (d) 0.4 µm, respectively; (e), (f), (g) the change of field distribution
corresponding to the output converting between port 1 and port 2 with w of 0.3 µm.

either one of the two microdisks, when the symmetric mode and the corresponding anti-symmetric
mode interact with each other, the time evolution of the produced light field has quasi-periodical
character. If we assume that the symmetric mode frequency were f1 and the corresponding antisymmetric mode frequency were f2 , the produced intensity would vary with sinusoidal function
at the beating frequency |f1 − f2 |, namely the frequency difference of the two nearly degenerate
coupled modes. According to the property of the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes, when
their phase difference in one of the two microdisks is zero, the phase difference in the other one
should be π. This property lead to the oscillating intensity in the two microdisks has an additional
phase difference of π/2. That is to say, the light field not only oscillates quasi-periodically in
either one of the two microdisks, but also oscillates between the two microdisks alternately. On
this basis, the produced quasi-periodically alternate oscillatory signals can be output through the
two waveguides which couple with the two microdisks respectively. Then these two sets of output
signals form dual pulse synchronous laser signals, and the pulse repetition frequencies are equal to
the beating frequency |f1 − f2 |. To obtain the quasi-periodically alternate oscillatory signals, we
excite the symmetric mode and the corresponding anti-symmetric mode at the same time. We use
the exciting source with the pulse half width of tw = 218 ∆t, which covers a narrow frequency range
centered at the obtained mode frequency above, and detect the output power signals of the two
waveguides at port 1 and port 2 respectively, which are shown in Figure 1 as purple rectangles.
The (a), (b), (c), (d) in Figure 3 are the oscillograms for the normalized power output at port 1
and port 2 when the gap between two microdisks w are 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 µm, respectively, whose
repetition frequencies are 0.4862, 0.1675, 0.0614, 0.0227 THz. They are equal to the frequency
differences shown in Figure 2(b), which are 0.48, 0.16, 0.06, 0.02 THz, respectively. Meanwhile,
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we can find that the phases of the output power at port 1 and port 2 are strictly complementary,
namely, their phase difference remains π/2 as explained above. The Figures 3(e), (f), (g) show
the change of Ey field distribution corresponding to the output converting between port 1 and
port 2 when w is 0.3 µm, and the light field in the waveguides are amplified ten times for clearly.
Obviously, the quasi-periodically alternate oscillatory output signals detected at port 1 and port 2
derive from the quasi-periodically alternate oscillation between the two microdisks.
On the other hand, we calculate the Q factors of these modes. Considering that the Q factor
of the fundamental mode is much higher than that of the other modes, here we only give the Q
factor of the fundamental mode versus w for the symmetric mode and the corresponding antisymmetric mode, as shown in Figure 4. In the simulation, we set material absorption coefficient
α = 10 cm−1 , and the mode group index ng = 3.6. The anti-symmetric mode has a larger Q
factor than the symmetric modes. This is due to that the optical leakage to the exterior domain of
the anti-symmetric mode is reduced by destructive interference, and, on the contrary, the optical
leakage to the exterior domain of the symmetric mode is enhanced by constructive interference [5].
We can find that the difference of Q factors between the symmetric mode and the corresponding
anti-symmetric mode tapers off, when the gap between two microdisks w increases. The difference
may result in, compared with the situation that w is small, it is easier to excite the two nearly
degenerate modes at the same time when w is relatively larger. Namely, it is easier to produce
dual pulse synchronous laser signals when w is relatively larger. However, the mode splitting would
drop off as w increases, which correspond to a smaller PRF. Therefore, we should choose the gap
between two microdisks properly in practice.
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Figure 4: The Q factors of the fundamental mode TM23,1 versus the gap between two microdisks w for the
symmetric mode and the anti-symmetric mode.
3. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a pulse synchronous laser signal source based on the waveguide coupled microdisk photonic molecules through the beating between the nearly degenerate symmetric mode
and anti-symmetric coupled mode. We analyze the operation of the model by the finite difference
time domain (FDTD) method. The pulse repetition frequency is equal to the beating frequency,
that is the coupling induced frequency difference of the two nearly degenerate coupled modes, which
could reach from dozens of GHz to about 1 THz and be controlled by the gap between two microdisks. Considering the influence of mode Q factor, we expect to optimize the model by replace
the microdisk with microring in the follow-up study.
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Abstract— We present the design and simulation results of a thermally tuned V-coupled cavity
laser (VCCL) with an on-chip heater. A thermal model based on finite-element method (FEM) is
developed to calculate the transient and steady-state temperature distribution in the laser. The
wavelength tuning behavior is simulated. The compact gratingless widely-tunable semiconductor
laser is promising for reconfigurable optical networks as well for laser sensing.
1. INTRODUCTION

With the progress in reconfigurable optical communication network and laser sensing, tunable
semiconductor lasers with high performances in terms of single-mode characteristics, wavelengthtuning as well as high reliability, low-cost and operational simplicity are highly desirable. V-coupled
cavity laser (VCCL) is a compact, gratingless widely-tunable semiconductor [1] that does not require
epitaxial regrowth, and can achieve single-electrode controlled wide wavelength with an excellent
SMSR [2].
Adjusting the temperature of the whole laser including its carrier by thermo-electric cooler
(TEC) can increase the tuning range of the VCCL [3, 4], but the tuning time and efficiency is not
ideal for practical use because of the long distance between the light emitting region and the heat
source. To solve that, we present a thermal tuning method using on-chip heaters [5] for VCCL.
Simulation results of its tuning behavior are provided and discussed in this paper.
2. DEVICE DESCRIPTION AND TUNING MECHANISM

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the VCCL with on-chip heater.

Figure 1 is the schematic structure of the VCCL with a thin-film heater. The laser is produced on
an InP-based epitaxial wafer that includes 5 InGaAsP quantum-wells active region. The V-coupled
cavity consists of two waveguides coupled through a reflective 2 × 2 half-wave coupler, forming a
V-shaped geometry, bounded by etched facets. A layer of SiO2 is patterned after the electrodes are
fabricated, to insulate the p-electrodes from the heater. Finally, a NiCr film is deposited on the
SiO2 film to serve as the heater.
Thermal wavelength tuning can be accomplished by adjusting current injection into one of the
heaters. The Joule-heat generated in the energized heater is conducted to the waveguide and
changes its refractive index due to thermo-optic effect. Consequently, the resonant peaks of the
cavity varies and the wavelength of output laser is tuned by employing the Vernier effect.
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3. HEAT TRANSFER IN THE LASER

A heat-transfer model for an InP-based V-coupled cavity laser (VCCL) is first developed, where
steady-state and time-dependent temperature distribution of the device is studied by using finite
element method (FEM).
To simplify the model, we assume that the temperature variation along the waveguide is negligible. Therefore, the 2-dimensional temperature distribution in the cross-section perpendicular to
the waveguide can represent the temperature distribution in the whole laser. Besides, an equivalent
InGaAsP layer is used to represent the active region including 5 InGaAsP quantum-wells and the
GRIN-SCH layers, thus enhancing the computing efficiency. Fig. 2 illustrates the 2-D model of the
VCCL with top-heating structure. The heat sink and solder on which the laser chip is placed are
included in the thermal model as well.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: 2-D model of the VCCL with top-heating structure; (a) whole model including submount and
solder and (b) magnified picture of the part in red box in (a).

The thermal model is constructed using the “Heat Transfer in Solids” module of COMSOL
software. The structure and material parameters used in the model are defined in Table 1. We
define the initial condition as 20◦ C in all domains in the model. The boundary condition is: 20◦ C
for the bottom surface of the heat sink, and a heat exchange boundary of h = 5 W·m−2 ·K−1 with
temperature of 20◦ C in the adjacent environment for all other surfaces. With the heat generation
rate of 100 mW in the heater, we can solve the transient heat-transfer equation [6] numerically
using FEM.
Table 1: Material parameters used for thermal model.
Layer

Material

Density
ρ(kg·m3 )

Submount
Solder
Substrate, buffer, upper cladding
Active region
Cap
Planarization
Electrode
Insulator
Thin-film heater

AlN
Au80 Se20
InP
InGaAsP
InGaAs
SU8
Au
SiO2
Nichrome

3240
14500
4790
5500
5500
1214
19300
2200
8529

Specific heat
capacity
−1
·K−1 )
Cp (J·kg
743
137.88
49.1
250
350
1500
129
730
12.6

thermal
conductivity
k(W·m−1 ·K−1 )
285
57
68
13.7
5
0.3
327
1.4
11.2
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(b)

Figure 3: (a) 2-D temperature (degC) distribution at steady state of the laser with top-heating structure
after 100mW heat provided in the heater; (b) temperature variation of probe P with time.

Figure 3(a) shows the model structure and the 2-D temperature distribution when the temperature reaches steady state. To observe the temperature variation in the active region over time,
the center point P of the active region as shown in Fig. 3(a), is set as a probe. The temperature
at the point P as a function of time is shown in Fig. 3(b), which indicates that the active region
in the heated waveguide has a temperature increase of 15 K after 100 mW heating source power is
provided on the heater. The time duration to reach a thermal balance is around 2 ms, which gives
sufficiently high tuning speed for many applications.
4. THERMAL CROSSTALK AND TUNING RATE

During thermal tuning of the VCCL with heater, we change the temperature of the cavity supposed
to be heated, while hoping the temperature in the other cavity to increase as weakly as possible.
However, it is inevitable that heat spreads from the tuning cavity to the other one, which will
reduce the thermal-tuning efficiency.
Heat spreading between the two waveguides of the VCCL was calculated using the 2-D finite
element model. Considering that the space between the two cavities differs from 40 µm to 110 µm
linearly, we assume the model of two parallel waveguides with a distance of 75 µm and length
of 200 µm can approximately represent the heat transfer in VCCL. Fig. 4(a) shows the thermal
model in the cross-section perpendicular to the center line of the VCCL and the calculated steadystate temperature distribution with 100 mW heat source provided in the heater on the left. Two
temperature probes A and B are set at the center of the active region in the left and right cavities,
respectively.
Figure 4(b) shows the temperature profile along the horizontal line in the center of the active
region in Fig. 4(a). The thermal crosstalk is defined as the rate of temperature increase of probe
B over that of probe A. In this example, probe A obtains a temperature rise of 15 K, while probe
B obtains only 4 K, which gives the thermal crosstalk of 26.9%.
Considering the temperature induced wavelength tuning of about 0.1 nm/K due to refractive
index variation, the 11 K temperature distinction will cause 1.1 nm wavelength shift difference
between the resonant peaks of the two cavities, and 22 nm wavelength shift of the output laser due
to the Vernier effect of the VCCL with 5% difference in cavity lengths. This theoretical tuning rate
of 0.22 nm/mW is much more power-efficient than tuning by thermal-electric cooler (TEC).
5. ANALYSIS OF THERMAL INSULATING GROOVE

Etching a slot beside the heated waveguide to act as the thermal insulating groove is a convenient
method to suppress thermal crosstalk and improve thermal tuning efficiency [7]. We evaluated the
effect of the thermal insulating groove between the two cavities of VCCL, using the model as shown
in Fig. 5(a).
The calculated thermal crosstalk as a function of the groove’s depth scanned from 0 µm to 50 µm
is as shown in Fig. 5(b). It is found that the crosstalk cannot be reduced to below 20% unless
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) 2-D steady state temperature (degC) distribution in the cross-section of VCCL with top-heating
structure after 100mW heat source provided in the heater on the left; (b) temperature (degC) distribution
along the horizontal line in (a) in the center of the active region.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) 2-D thermal model with 10 µm deep thermal insulating groove and the steady-state temperature
distribution ; (b) thermal crosstalk (solid) and tuning rage (dashed) as a function of depth of the thermal
insulating groove.

the groove is deeper than 37 µm. With the etching depth of the groove increased to 50 µm, the
crosstalk decreases to 17%, and the tuning rate increases to 0.28 nm/mW. Since such etching depth
is usually unrealistic in monolithic devices, it is reasonable to conclude that the groove can hardly
improve the thermal tuning efficiency.
6. CONCLUSION

We have developed a thermal model of the VCCL with on-chip thin-film heaters, using 2-D FEM.
The calculation indicates that the heated waveguide obtains a balanced temperature increase of
15 K in 2 ms after 100 mW heat generation rate is provided on the heater on top. The thermal
crosstalk is 26.9% between the two cavities of the VCCL, which gives the theoretical thermal
tuning rate of 0.22 nm/mW in a VCCL with 5% difference in cavity lengths. The thermal crosstalk
cannot be obviously suppressed with thermal insulating groove. These results reveals that thermal
tuning of VCCL using on-chip heater is a reliable and convenient wavelength tuning method, which
provides sufficiently high tuning efficiency and tuning speed for many applications.
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Abstract— In this paper, the dynamic characteristics of four-wave mixing, period-one and
period-two oscillations, and optical injection locking state are demonstrated for a 8-µm-radius
directional-emission microdisk laser subject to optical injection. For the microdisk laser biased
at 7 mA, the 3 dB bandwidth of the small signal modulation response is increased from 3.4 to
137 GHz due to the optical injection locking with an injected optical power of 0.5 mW.

The rapid development of computing systems, data centers, and other short reach datacom
networks has driven the demand for optical output devices with higher bandwidth. One potential
candidate to meet this requirement is the directly modulated semiconductor microlaser due to its
compactness and low cost However, the 3 dB modulation bandwidth is ultimately limited by its
relaxation resonance frequency for a typical semiconductor laser. Optical injection-locking is an
effective technique to enhance the modulation bandwidth.
In this paper, dynamical characteristics are investigated for an 8-µm-radius microdisk laser
connected with a 2-µm-width output waveguide subject to optical injection. Dynamic states under optical injection including four-wave mixing, period double and optical injection locking are
observed at different detuning wavelengths, and the enhancement of the 3 dB bandwidth due to
optical injection are demonstrated.
Microdisk lasers are fabricated using an AlGaInAs/InP laser wafer grown by metal-organic
chemical vapor deposition, with the technique process similar as in [1, 2].
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) cross-sectional-view for a cleaved waveguide which is
directly connected to a microdisk resonator is shown in Fig. 1(a), while the microscopic picture of
a fabricated microlaser laser is shown in Fig. 1(b). The microdisk cavity is laterally confined by
BCB cladding layer, on which a pad patterned P-electrode is formed using lifting off technology.
After cleaving over the output waveguide, the microdisk laser is bonded p-side up on an AlN
submount and mounted on a thermoelectric cooler (TEC).
The output powers coupled into a tapered multi-mode fiber (MMF) are measured as functions of
the continuous-wave (CW) injection current and plotted in Fig. 2(a) together with the corresponding
applied voltage. The maximum output powers obtained at 296, 290 and 288 K are 115.5, 163.3
and 176.2 µW, respectively. A series resistance of 28 Ω is estimated from the VI curve, and the
threshold current is about 5.5 mA at 288 K. The laser spectra are measured by an optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA) at the resolution of 0.1 nm. The spectrum measured at 288 K for the microdisk
laser is plotted in Fig. 2(b) at an injection current of 10 mA, which shows single mode operation at
1540.1 nm with the side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) of 35.4 dB.
The optical injection locking provides an effective and promising method for generating microwave signals as well as enhancement of modulation bandwidth Setting the output power of the
tunable laser to 500 µW with the wavelength detuning ∆λ = λI − λC with λI and λC injection

Figure 1: (a) SEM cross-sectional-view for a cleaved waveguide which is directly connected to a microdisk
resonator, (b) the microscopic picture of a microdisk laser connected with an output waveguide.
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Figure 2: (a) MMF coupled power and the applied voltage versus CW injection current at 296, 290 and
288 K, and (b) laser spectra at the CW injection current of 10 mA for a 8-µm-radius microdisk laser at the
temperature of 288 K.
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Figure 3: The measured lasing spectra at the wavelengths detuning ∆λ = −0.19, −0.09 and −0.04 nm and
injection power of 500 µW for the microdisk laser at the injection current of 7 mA.

light wavelength and the lasing mode wavelength, we firstly measure the impact of optical injection locking on the lasing spectra and dynamic performance for the microdisk laser biased slightly
above threshold at 7 mA. The lasing spectra are plotted in Fig. 3 for the microdisk laser subject to
optical injection at ∆λ = −0.19, −0.09 and −0.04 nm. At ∆λ = −0.19 nm, two clear peaks appear
with the intensity difference of 2.7 dB, corresponding to the injecting mode and the lasing mode at
the wavelengths of 1539.585 and 1539.775 nm, respectively. With the wavelength of the injection
mode approaching the lasing mode, the intensity difference becomes 16 and 25 dB, respectively, at
∆λ = −0.09 and −0.04 nm, and the optical injection locking is clearly observed at ∆λ = −0.04 nm.
The small signal modulation response of the microlaser are measured by a 20-GHz-bandwidth
network analyzer, at the free running state and subjection to optical injection. Using a highfrequency bias-T, the bias current together with the modulation is fed to the microdisk laser through
a radio-frequency probe. The emitting light is coupled into a tapered single-mode fiber (SMF) and
pass through an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) followed by an optical band-pass filter, to
suppress the amplified spontaneous emission noise. Afterwards, the output light is split into two
waves by an optical fiber coupler. 1% of the output light is launched into an OSA, while 99% of the
output is feeded into a high speed detector and then the converted high-frequency electrical signal is
received by the network analyzer. Setting the TEC temperature of 288 K, small-signal modulation
responses of the microdisk laser at biasing current of 7 mA are measured and plotted in Fig. 4 at
the free running state and under optical injection locking at ∆λ = −0.04 nm. At the free-running
state, the microlaser has a 3 dB bandwidth of 3.4 GHz and a resonance frequency of 1.85 GHz.
Under the optical injection locking with the optical power of 0.5 mW and ∆λ = −0.04 nm, the 3 dB
bandwidth is greatly enhanced by four times to 13.7 GHz for the microlaser under the injection
locking.
The detail lasing spectra versus the detuning wavelength are measured and plotted in Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b) at the injection optical power of 0.5 and 3 mW, respectively, for the microdisk laser at the
injection current of 25 mA. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the optical injection locking is realized at the
region I as −0.04 nm < ∆λ < 0.04 nm, and multiple peaks of four-wave mixing are observed in the
region II corresponding to a ∆λ ranged from −0.11 to −0.04 nm and 0.04 to 0.12 nm, respectively.
In the region III, only one addition peak of four-wave mixing is observed. As the the injection
optical power is 3 mW, the injection locking range is corresponding to the wavelength detuning
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from −0.02 to 0.09 nm, and clear four-wave mixing operation is observed for ∆λ ranged from −0.13
to −0.03 nm. Furthermore, period double states appear in the region II under the wavelength
detuning from 0.09 to 0.16 nm.
In conclusion, optical injection locking, period double state, and the improvement of small signal
modulation response have been demonstrated for an 8-µm-radius microdisk laser connected with
a 2-µm-width output waveguide subject to optical injection. At the injection current of 7 mA, the
optical injection locking enhances the 3 dB bandwidth from 3.4 to 13.7 GHz. The dynamic states
under optical injection including four-wave mixing, period double and optical injection locking
are demonstrated at different detuning wavelengths, and additional peaks appears at the halfway
between the injection peak and the cavity peak similar to the period-doubling state is observed
with the well-proportioned peak intensity in the central area.
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Abstract— A common optical microfiber has usually been required to have very low loss
so as to satisfy the research of optical microfiber based components. On the contrary, optical
microfibers with special characteristics and a little higher loss are experimentally studied in this
paper, just by modifying some of the parameters related to the optical microfiber fabrication
system. Some optical microfibers have high backscattering characteristic, some have a little
higher absorption loss. We have fabricated a kind of OM with high backscattering and no more
than 5 mm waist region length, which can be evaluated as a reflector with low reflectance. The
reflection function has been demonstrated by using the OM reflector as one of the two reflectors
in a Fabry-Perot interferometer. We have also controlled the size and loss of OM to enhance
its optical induced thermal effect. The OM is injected with intensity-modulated 980 nm light
with average light power of about several milliwatts, the optical phase in the OM at 1550 nm
wavelength is measured to be modulated while the OM is inserted into a Michelson interferometer.
The result show that the OM acts as a kind of optical modulating material based on the optical
induced thermal effect. In conclusion, OMs have been studied to evaluate reflection function and
thermal modulation function, OM will become a kind of functional fiber and have potential value
on research of new OM components.
1. INTRODUCTION

Optical microfiber (OM) has been paid much attention to for its special characteristics mainly due to
its small diameter [1, 2]. Optical microfiber resonator (OMR) [3, 4] with very high quality is a typical
application of OM, which requires the OM has very low loss. Corresponding works on researching
low loss OM had been performed by improving the OM fabrication methods. On the contrary, we
have set up an OM fabrication system and tried to research some other characteristics of OM by
adjusting some fabrication parameters of the system. Modified OMs with high backscattering and
a little loss are achieved and some special functions such as reflection function and light induced
thermal modulation function are found in the modified OM.
2. IMPROVED OPTICAL MICROFIBER FABRICATION SYSTEM

An OM fabrication system has been set up according to the modified flame brushing method
introduced by Reference [2]. The heater is an electronic heating wires embedded into special
ceramic, which is driven by a DC source with digital current controlling function. The heater
can heat the tapering fiber with different temperature. Meanwhile, we have built a monitoring
system with a laser source and a photo-detector connected with a computer so as to monitor
the transmitting light power variation during the fiber tapering process, and then we can get the
ultimate loss of the fabricated OM sample. What’s more, another photo-detector is used to detect
the backscattering light of the tapering fiber by inserting a fiber circulator after the light source.
The system with monitor function is shown in Figure 1.
It can be found that the heating temperature will have relation to the loss of the fabricated
OM. We can control the heating temperature with high or low value to analyze the loss variation
Ciculator

fiber
Detector 1

Laser
De te ctor 2

Stage

heater

Stage

Current source
Computer

Stage Motor

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the OM fabrication setup with light monitoring.
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rule of the OM. The heating temperature can also be designed and controlled in the computer,
which means that a heating temperature function can be designed and applied by the system.
Correspondingly, special OMs with not very low loss are achieved.
3. OPTICAL MICROFIBERS WITH HIGH BACKSCATTERING AND OPTICAL
MICROFIBER REFLECTOR

A telecom fiber (outer diameter ∼ 125 µm, Numerical aperture ∼ 0.12) is clamped onto two motorized precision translation stages and stretched under the microheater with temperature about
1200 Celsius degree. Usually, people will pay more attentions on the transmission loss. Here, we
will care about the backscattering light from the drawn optical microfiber. According to experimental results, sharp cooling of the optical microfiber can produce additional loss of the microfiber.
Meanwhile, we found that the backscattering light will be raised as the result of the sharp cooling
of the optical microfiber. An optical microfiber with enhanced backscattering light is fabricated.
The fabrication process is described as following steps. One end of the 8 m drawn fiber is connected to a laser (Agilent 8148A, output power ∼ 10 dBm) through an optical circulator. The other
end is angled to greatly decrease Fresnel reflection. Back reflected light is measured through a 3 dB
optical fiber coupler with an Optical Power Meter (Lightwave 8210). Both stages and microheater
shown in Figure 1 are connected to a computer. By accurately controlling the microheater’s temperature, stretching speed and annealing time, we got a 10 mm waist length and 1 µm diameter
optical microfiber.
The inline monitoring light power data are plotted in Figure 2. The backscattering light power
data are in Figure 2(a), the transmitting light power data are in Figure 2(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) The transmitting light power monitoring result, (b) the back reflecting light power monitoring
result.

As shown in Figure 2(a), the transmitting light power is about 2.7 dBm, and the loss of the
fabricated OM is about 3.7 dB, which is not a very low loss. In Figure 2(b), we can notice that at
the last part of the tapering process, the backscattering increased, while we had specially shifted
the heater away from the tapering fiber with a displacement about only no more than 1 mm, while
still maintaining the tapering fiber in the heating region, but the heating temperature may decrease
a little. The back-reflected light is measured to be about −35 dBm, and has increased about 20 dB
compared with the original back-reflected light of the fiber. In fact, the tapered OM has had
backscattering function, and it is a reflector with low reflectance. The reflectance is about 41 dB,
or 0.01%.
In order to identify the reflection is due to the modified special OM, we had the sample measured
with a device called optical backscattering reflector (OBR), which can measure the distributed
backscattering light of the fiber. We can measure the OM by just connecting the OM sample into
the fiber connector of OBR. The measured result of the modified special OM is shown in Figure 3.
In Figure 3, the backscattering line at the displacement about 4200 mm is due to the OM sample.
The peak at 0 mm and 7000 mm are separately due to the input fiber pigtail end and last fiber
pigtail end. It can be got that the backscattering light power is about 15 dB higher than the fiber
pigtail end. According to the result, we can conclude that the OM has obvious backscattering
function, which is different with the common fiber.
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Figure 3: The distributed backscattering light of the
OM sample measured with OBR.
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Figure 4: Calculated frequency responses of OM
phase modulators with different OM radii.

We had also achieved another OM sample with stronger reflectance. The OM sample had been
applied as a partial reflector in an interferometer, the work had been published by our group [5].
The result had demonstrated the OM as a real partial reflector.
4. OPTICAL INDUCED THERMAL EFFECT AND OPTICAL MICROFIBER PHASE
MODULATOR WITH DIRECTLY LIGHT

We have been concerning the small diameter of the OM, only about 1 ∼ 2 micrometer for the usual
OM. In Ref. [6], common fiber has been studied to produce phase modulation according to the light
induced thermal effect. But the common fiber has bigger diameter so that the pump light must
be very high to produce weak phase modulation. As the OM has small size, we want to produce
a kind of OM to be useful on the light induced thermal modulation. We had simulated the OM
phase modulation according to the fiber modulation driven by pump light. The modulation ability
is shown in Figure 4 for different OM radii.
It can be seen that the smaller the radius of the OM is, the higher response the OM phase
modulator will have.
Similar to the OM reflector, OM samples with a little loss have been experimentally studied
for many times. OM phase modulator driven by intensity-modulated 980 nm light inserted into a
phase demodulation system had been designed and experimentally studied. The setup is shown in
Figure 5.
The measured phase modulation response amplitude (rad) of the OM phase modulator corre-
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the OM phase modulator measurement system.
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Figure 6: The phase response of the OM phase modulator with the changing pump light amplitude.
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sponding to the changing average power of the intensity-modulated pump light with 1 kHz frequency
are plotted in Figure 6. The linear fitting result is shown in Figure 6 in solid line. It can be seen
that the OM has appeared phase modulation function and the OM modulator has good linearity
for the average power of the pumped light. The detailed result of the OM phase modulator has
been finished and will be published in the future by our group.
5. CONCLUSION

We have put forward to OM samples with two different special function: one is backscattering,
which can be used to be partial reflector, the other is light induced thermal modulation function,
which can be used as light modulator. The main property of the modified OMs is a little loss due
to the thermal control during the OM fabrication process. However, the basic principle of the OMs
has not been explained clearly, further works will be carried out to study the microstructure of the
modified OMs.
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Miniaturized Fiber Interferometers and Their Applications as Fiber
Sensors
Bo Dong, Banghong Zhang, Junhong Ng, and Yixin Wang
Institute for Infocomm Research (I2R), Singapore 138632, Singapore

Abstract— Recently, much attention has been focused on the miniaturized fiber interferometer
devices due to their advantages of compact structure, small size and low cost. In this paper, we
introduce two types of miniaturized fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer (FMZI) and fiber FabryPerot interferometer (FFPI) and their applications as fiber sensors. An in line miniaturized FMZI
could be fabricated by discharge or a point hydrogen flame. Here, we demonstrate its application
as a fiber temperature sensor. A miniaturized FFPI could be fabricated by discharge when a
hollow core photonic crystal fiber is spliced to a single mode fiber. Here, we demonstrate its
application as a liquid refractive index sensor.
1. INTRODUCTION

Miniaturized fiber interferometers have attracted much attention due to their inherent advantages of
small size, compact structure and low cost. Especially, they are more stable compared to the other
common fiber interferometers and have been widely used in fiber sensing [1–9]. There are two main
miniaturized fiber interferometers, fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer (FMZI) and fiber FabryPerot interferometer (FFPI). Generally, miniaturized FMZI could be fabricated by discharge [1]
or a point flame [2]. There is also the other method of just splicing a short-length multimode
fiber [3] or photonic crystal fiber (PCF) between two sections of single mode fibers (SMFs) [4, 5].
Miniaturized FFPIs could be fabricated by discharge [6] or just splicing a short-length hollow core
PCF between two sections of SMFs [7, 8]. To this day, miniaturized FMZIs have been widely used
as fiber sensors for measuring force [3], strain [4, 5], displacement, temperature [4, 5, 9], vibration [2]
and refractive index (RI), and miniaturized FFPIs have been applied to measure strain [7], pressure
and RI [6].
In this paper, we demonstrate our recent research achievements in minimized FMZIs and FFPIs.
An in line miniaturized FMZI could be fabricated in a short-length fiber with two abrupt-tapers
by discharge or a point flame. Compared to the discharge method, a much smaller FMZI could
be obtained by the point flame method. Here we demonstrate its application as fiber temperature
sensor. An in line fiber miniaturized FFPI could be fabricated by discharge when splicing a hollow
core PCF to an SMF. Here, we demonstrate its application as a liquid refractive index sensor.
2. MINIATURIZED FMZI AND ITS APPLICATION

To introduce a taper on the common fiber, two heating methods are generally applied, discharge
and a point flame. The discharge method could fabricate the taper automatically by setting suitable
splicing parameters of a splicer. The point flame could provide a higher heating temperature than
the inner portion. To introduce the taper, one end of the fiber is fixed and the other end is pulled
by a step motor or a suitable weight. Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic diagram of fabricating the
taper. Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) show two typical types of tapers. Using the point flame method can
not only get a longer, uniform and smooth fiber taper shown in Fig. 1(b) but also a much shorter
abrupt taper shown in Fig. 1(c). However, using the discharge method can only get the abrupt
taper, and the operation of this method is limited by the structure of the splicer.
Figure 2 shows the typical structure of an abrupt-tapered FMZI.The fundamental mode propagates in the untapered fiber, when it propagates to the left taper, corresponding core mode and
high order cladding modes will be excited. When they meet at the right taper, corresponding
interferences among them will occur. If the power is mainly distributed in the core mode and
dominated cladding mode, the interference can approximatively be regarded as a two-beam MachZehnder interference. To get an FMZI with a higher interference depth, a suitable taper waist
diameter is required. Experiments show that to get the extinction ratio (ER) of more than 20-dB,
generally ∼20-µm taper waist diameter of the common fiber is needed. However, for the Er/Yb
co-doped fiber(EYF) based FMZI, only ∼50-µm waist diameter is needed. Fig. 3 shows the typical
transmission spectrum of an EYF based FMZI and its corresponding spatial frequency spectrum.
Its length is about 10.5 mm. The two tapers have waist lengths and diameters of 43.4 and 430 µm,
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and 56.1 and 470 µm, respectively. The distance between the two centers of the abrupt tapers is
about 5 mm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of two types of fiber
tapers.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the FMZI.

Figure 3: Typical transmission spectrom of the
EYF based FMZI and its corresponding spatial frequency.

Figure 4: Transmission spectral response to temperature.

As can be seen more than three cladding modes are excited, and the power is mainly distributed
in the core mode and dominated cladding mode. The other weak cladding modes have a modulation
function on the interference pattern constructed by the core mode and dominated calddding mode.
The phase ϕ of the FMZI at the output (z = L) can be expressed as,
2π
ϕ≈
λ

ZL
[n1 − n2 (z)]dz,

(1)

0

where n1 and n2 (z) are the effective refractive indexes (RIs) of the core mode and cladding mode,
respectively, and n2 (z) is position dependent. As the phase satisfies the condition of ϕ = (2k + 1)π,
where k is the interfenrence order, the reconance dip occurs. The wavelength shift ∆λ of the
resonance dip due to temperature variation ∆T can be given by,
∆λ =
where

RL
0

2
[α(n1 − n2 ) + (ξ1 − ξ2 )L]∆T,
(2k + 1)

n2 (z)dz = n2 L, n2 is the averagely effective RI of the cladding mode; α =

(2)
1 dL
L dT

is the
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1 dn2
1
thermal-expansion coefficient of the FMZI, ξ1 = n11 dn
dT , and ξ2 = n2 dT are the thermal-optic
coefficients of the core and cladding modes, respectively. Fig. 4 shows its transmission spectral
response to temperature. The transmission spectrum experiences a blue-shift as the temperature
increases. Fig. 5 shows the measured relationships between the temperature and wavelength shifts
of the resonance dips. There are good linear relationships between the temperature and wavelength
shifts. The sensitivities of the left and right resonance dips reach 33.8 and 35.2 pm/◦ C.

3. MINIATURIZED FFPI AND ITS APPLICATION

Miniaturized FFPI could be fabricated by discharge using a splicer when splicing a hollow core
PCF to an SMF. Here, a commercial Fujikura FSM-40PM splicer was used to fabricate the FFPI.
The PCF is from NKT Photonics company, with core, pitch and cladding diameters of 10 µm ±
1 µm, 3.8 µm, and 120 µm, respectively. The cleaning arc time was set to 40 ms to avoid collapsing
the core of the HCPCF, and the discharge power and time of the splicer were set to 16.29 mA and
1090 ms, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the typical microscope image of the FFPI. A thin elliptical glass
layer is at the end surface of the FFPI. The length of the FFPI is about 210 µm. The maximum
radial diameter of the sphere is about 180 µm. Fig. 7 shows the typical reflection spectra of the
FFPI under different RI values. When the FFPI was dipped in the liquid, there is a sharp insertion
loss. The reflectivity of the inner surface between the SMF and the sphere is unchanged while that
of the end surface between the sphere and ambient environment is influenced by the ambiend RI.
−
The reflectivity of the end surface can be given by R = ( nne+ nnamb )2 , where ne is the effective core RI
e amb
of the FPPI at the end surface, and namb is the RI of the ambient environment. The nearer of namb
to ne , the smaller R becomes.then the total reflected intensity of the FFPI decreases accordingly.
Hence, the insertion loss of the FFPI will be improved as the RI of the ambient environment

Figure 5: Relationships between the temperature
and wavelength shifts of the resonance dips.

Figure 6: Typical microscope image of the FFPI.

Figure 7: Typical reflection spectra of the FFPI
under different RI value.

Figure 8: Reflection spectral response to RI.
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increases.
Figure 8 shows the measured relationship between the RI and ER of the marked peak to dip in
Fig. 7. There is a good quadratic relationship between the ER and RI. The ER changed 10.792 dB
from 1.333 to 1.43. Within the RI range of 1.333 ∼ 1.403, there is a quasi-linear relationship
between the ER and RI. A RI sensitivity of ∼ 120.9 dB/RI could be obtained. Under a 0.001 dB
amplitude resolution, the RI resolution reaches ∼ 8.3×10−6 . It should be noted that since the FFPI
has the micro-size and hollow cavity structure, it has the advantages of temperature insensitiveness
and high stability.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, two types of fiber interferometers, FMZI and FFPI, and their applications as fiber
sensors were demonstrated. The FMZI could be fabricated by discharge or a point flame. As a temperature sensor, its sensitivity reached 35.2 pm/◦ C. The FFPI could be fabricated by discharge.As
a RI sensor, its RI sensitivity reached ∼ 120.9 dB/RI. They are expected to have the other sensing
applications, for example, the FMZI could also be use to measure the vibration, RI, strain, etc,
while the FFPI could also be used to measure the pressure, vibration, etc.
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A Universal Method for Constructing N -port Non-blocking Optical
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Abstract— We propose a universal method for constructing N -port non-blocking optical router
fully based on 2 × 2 optical switches. The proposed optical router has fewer optical switches and
lower power-consumption.
1. INTRODUCTION

With CMP continuously requiring more communication bandwidth, metallic-based electrical networkon-chip (NoC) gradually becomes the bottleneck for improving the performance of CMP due to
its high power consumption, limited bandwidth and long latency [1]. Photonic NoC is considered
as a potential solution to overcome the limitations of its electrical counterpart. Many topologies
for photonic NoCs have been widely studied, such as Mesh, Torus, Crossbar, Fat-Tree and Clos.
The optical router is located at each node of photonic NoC and connects the local processing
core with other processing cores. Several nonblocking optical routers have been proposed or even
demonstrated [2–5], which are not scalable. High-radix non-blocking optical routers have potential
applications in the future on-chip optical interconnects, such as Cluster-Mesh and Clos photonic
NoCs. We also propose a general guideline for designing the N-port non-blocking optical router
based on MR optical switches [5]. Although MR optical switch or M-Z optical switch can manipulate two optical links simultaneously, most reported optical routers fully or partly utilize them as
1 × 2 optical switches. In this paper, we propose a universal method for constructing the N -port
non-blocking optical router, in which all optical switches behave as 2 × 2 optical switches.
2. GUIDELINES FOR CONSTRUCTING N -PORT NON-BLOCKING OPTICAL
ROUTER

Figure 1 shows the schematics of the M-Z optical switch, the MR optical switch with two parallel
waveguides and the MR optical switch with two cross waveguides. Note that the MR optical
switch with two parallel waveguides is rearranged so that two input ports are located at one side
and two output ports are located at the other side. All three optical switches can be abstracted as
a simplified 2 × 2 optical switch and the details in the dotted box do not affect our discussion on the
construction method. One 2 × 2 optical switch can manipulate two optical links simultaneously.
I1

O1

I1

O1 I1
O2

O1

I2

O2 I 2

I2

O2

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Schematic of (a) M-Z optical switches, (b) the MR optical switch with two parallel waveguides,
(c) the MR optical switch with two cross waveguides.

Compared to 1×2 optical switch, 2×2 optical switch manipulate two optical links simultaneously.
(see Fig. 2(b)). One 2 × 2 optical switch can realize the functions of two 1 × 2 optical switches. If
the N -port non-blocking optical router is constructed by 2 × 2 optical switches, the number of the
used optical switches can be reduced by half.
Any N -port non-blocking optical router for photonic NoC must obey the following rules, which
have been adopted in the reported optical routers. (1) Communication from the input to the output
for the same port is not required. (2) N -port optical router should be non-blocking in order to
avoid link contentions. (3) For an N -port non-blocking optical router, light injected into the input
of one port must be able to be guided to any output of the other (N − 1) ports.
According to the guidelines mentioned above, if the N -port non-blocking optical router is constructed by 2 × 2 optical switches, N (N − 2)/2 optical switches are required if N is an even number
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) 1 × 2 optical switch and (b) 2 × 2 optical switch.

and at least (N − 1)2 /2 optical switches are required if N is an odd number. N waveguides are
required. Since the number of the used optical switches is dependent on the parity of N , we firstly
introduce the simplest two optical routers when N is an odd and even number, respectively, and
then introduce the expanding method from the (N − 2)-port non-blocking optical router to the
N -port non-blocking optical router. It should be noted that the expanding method for the N -port
non-blocking optical router does not depend on the parity of N although the start point is different
when N is an odd or even number.
Table 1 shows the schematics of the 3- and 4-port optical routers. The 3-port optical router
has two routing states and the 4-port optical router has nine routing states. To demonstrate their
non-blocking routing, all of the possible cases are listed in the Table 1. Clearly, the 3- and 4-port
optical routers are non-blocking and their optical links obey the aforementioned rules.
Table 1: Schematics of the 3- and 4-port optical routers and their routing tables.
3-port optical router

State
Optical links
S1
S2
1 I1→O2, I2→O3, I3→O1 Cross Bar
2 I1→O3, I2→O1, I3→O2 Bar Cross

4-port optical router

State
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Optical links
I1→O2, I2 →O3, I3 →O4, I4→ O1
I1→O3, I2 →O4, I3 →O1, I4→ O2
I1→O4, I2 →O1, I3 →O2, I4→ O3
I1→O2, I2 →O1, I3 →O4, I4→ O3
I1→O2, I2 →O4, I3 →O1, I4→ O2
I1→O3, I2 →O4, I3 →O2, I4→ O1
I1→O3, I2 →O1, I3 →O4, I4→ O2
I1→O4, I2 →O3, I3 →O2, I4→ O1
I1→O4, I2 →O3, I3 →O1, I4→ O2

S1
Cross
Bar
Cross
Cross
Bar
Bar
Cross
Bar
Bar

S2
Cross
Cross
Bar
Cross
Cross
Cross
Cross
Bar
Bar

S3
Bar
Cross
Cross
Cross
Cross
Bar
Cross
Bar
Cross

S4
Cross
Bar
Cross
Cross
Cross
Bar
Bar
Bar
Bar

Figure 3 illustrates the expanding method from the (N − 2)-port optical router to the N -port
optical router. Two waveguides and 2(N − 2) optical switches are added to the (N − 2)-port optical
router. When N is an odd number, the 5-, 7-,. . . , (N − 2)- and N -port optical routers can be
constructed successively based on the 3-port optical router by the expanding method. When N
is an even number, 6-, 8-, . . . , (N -2)- and N -port optical routers can be constructed successively
based on the 4-port optical router by the expanding method.

Figure 3: Expanding method from the (N − 2)-port non-blocking optical router to the N -port non-blocking
optical router.

Following the expanding method, the 5-port optical router can be constructed by adding two
waveguides and six optical switches (S3 , S4 , S5 , S6 , S7 , S8 ) to the 3-port optical router and the
6-port optical router can be constructed by adding two waveguides and eight optical switches (S5 ,
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S6 , S7 , S8, S9 , S10 , S11 , S12 ) to the 4-port optical router (see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)). The 5-port
optical router has 44 routing states and the 6-port optical router has 265 routing states. In order
to check whether blocking occurs or not, we exhaust all optical links in each routing state and find
that the 5- and 6-port optical routers are non-blocking. The 5- and 6-port optical routers have 8
and 12 optical switches respectively, which 50% less than the reported optical routers based on MR
optical switches [28–32].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Schematics of the 5- and 6-port non-blocking optical routers.

Since all input ports are arranged on one side and all output ports are arranged on the other
side for the reported optical router based on M-Z optical switch [24], we can compare the proposed
optical router with it directly. Since the input and output for one specific port of the reported
optical routers based on MR optical switches are arranged in the same physical address [25–31],
we replace all 2 × 2 optical switches in the proposed optical routers by MR optical switches and
arrange their input and output for one specific port in the same physical address. To facilitate
expression, we define the propagation losses of the 2 × 2 optical switch on the “cross” and “bar”
statuses as Xc and Xb respectively, the propagation loss of the waveguide cross as Y , the tuning
power consumption of a 2 × 2 optical switch as P . The average power consumption of the proposed
5-port optical router is at least 28% less than the reported 5-port optical routers. All optical routers
have small difference in average insertion loss and worst-case insertion loss. We can conclude that
fully adopting 2 × 2 optical switches in the optical router can reduce its average power consumption
and footprint without sacrificing its insertion loss. Tables 2 and 3 show the comparisons of the
proposed 4- and 5-port optical routers with the reported 4- and 5-port optical routers.
Table 2: Comparison of the proposed 4-port optical router with the reported 4-port optical routers [6–9].

The number of the optical switches used by an optical router decides its footprint. The 4- and
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Table 3: Comparison of the proposed 5-port optical router with the reported 5-port optical routers [2–5].

5-port optical routers constructed by this method use 4 and 8 optical switches respectively, which
is about 50% less than the reported optical routers based on MR optical switches and more than
30% less than the reported optical router based on M-Z optical switches.
Power consumption is one critical point for designing photonic NoC. To establish different optical
links will require different power consumption for the optical routers. To characterize the power
efficiency of the optical routers, we get the average power consumption per routing state by the
statistics method. We assume that each routing state occurs with equal probability. 4-port optical
router has 9 routing states, each of which comprises four independent links, and 5-port optical
router has 44 routing states, each of which comprises five independent links. As shown in Tables 2
and 3, the average power consumption of the proposed 4-port optical router is at least 20% less
than the reported 4-port optical routers and the average power consumption of the proposed 5-port
optical router is at least 28% less than the reported 5-port optical routers.
Insertion loss is another critical point for designing photonic NoC. Different optical links of an
optical router may have different insertion losses. The 4-port non-blocking optical router has 12
optical links and the 5-port non-blocking optical router has 20 optical links. Tables 2 and 3 show
the comparisons in average insertion loss and worst-case insertion loss between the proposed 4and 5-port optical routers and the reported 4- and 5-port optical routers. We find that all optical
routers have small difference in average insertion loss and worst-case insertion loss.
Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that fully adopting 2 × 2 optical switches in
the optical router can reduce its average power consumption and footprint without sacrificing its
insertion loss.
3. CONCLUSION

We propose a universal method for constructing N -port non-blocking optical router for photonic
networks-on-chip, in which all MR optical switches or M-Z optical switches behave as 2 × 2 optical
switch. The optical router constructed by this method has the lowest average power consumption
and requires the least theoretical optical switches, in which the number of the optical switches
is reduced about 50% compared to the reported optical routers based on MR optical switches
and more than 30% compared to the reported optical routers based on M-Z optical switches, and
therefore is more compact in footprint.
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Software Defined Networking (SDN) Enabled Optical as a Service
(OaaS) with Dynamic Network Provisioning
Yongli Zhao and Jie Zhang
State Key Laboratory of Information Photonics and Optical Communications
Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, Beijing 100876, China

Abstract— Optical network has been deployed widely as one of the most important physical
infrastructure because of the advantages of high capacity, long transmission distance, and low
energy consumption. Then how to exploit the potentiality of optical networks gets more and
more attention, especially in the current data center networks. Optical as a service (OaaS) is
proposed and designed to provide the optical network resources directly for the data centers with
considering both data center and network resources, which can be implemented with software
defined networking (SDN). Under SDN enabled OaaS architecture, a new concept of network
provisioning is proposed different from legacy connection (lightpath) provisioning, because the
client’s requests may include not only one end-to-end connection, but also several end-to-end
connections, even a network. Also network with edge resources can be provided for the clients.
A virtualization engine is designed in SDN enabled OaaS to efficiently complete the network
provisioning. As a generalized optimization strategy in SDN enabled OaaS, the cross stratum
optimization (CSO) strategy is described by considering both data center and network resource
in the paper. Finally the SDN enabled OaaS testbed is demonstrated.
1. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of big data era, data center has become one of the most important application
resources, and is necessary to be connected by high bitrate transport networks. Optical networks
will be the inevitable choice because of the advantages of high capacity, long transmission distance,
and low energy consumption. Then how to exploit the potentiality of optical networks in the current
data center networks become more and more important. Because data centers are geographically
distributed in different areas, long-haul transmission networks are necessary to delivery such high
volume data center traffic. At the same time, with the exponential growth of burst Internet
traffic between data centers, the traditional fixed grid optical networks are moving forward to
flexi-grid optical networks because of its high spectrum-efficiency and flexibility [1], especially for
the super-wavelength application beyond 100 Gbps. Data center interconnected by flexi-grid optical
networks is a promising scenario to allocate spectral resources for applications in a dynamic, tunable
and efficient control manner [2, 3], because flexi-grid optical networking is capable of ultra-high
capacity, bit-rate transparency, distance adaption and low power density, and represent a potentially
disruptive solution for overcoming emerging data center network bottlenecks. Inter-data center
networking architecture, algorithm and control plane have been addressed in flexible bandwidth
optical networks [4, 5].
On the other hand, in order to achieve the optimization of application and network resource,
Cross Stratum Optimization (CSO) is proposed [6], which can enable a joint optimization of application and network resources and take the optical as a service (OaaS) [7]. Meanwhile, as centralized
control architecture, the Software Defined Networking (SDN) enabled by OpenFlow protocol, has
attracted much attention by supporting programmability of network functionalities and protocols [8, 9]. Extension of OpenFlow protocol is necessary to support CSO procedure for meeting
the scalability and flexibility requirements, including resource customization and cooperation in
dynamic multi-layer networks [10].
With the development of data center networks, the forms of client’s requests are frequently
changing. The current client’s requests may include not only one end-to-end connection, but also
several end-to-end connections, even a network in data center networks. Then, the network with
edge resources can be provided for the clients together. Network provisioning will become an
important request form relative to legacy lightpath provisioning. The dynamic anycast service [11]
considering backup resource is one of the typical requests with network provisioning. In the process
of network provisioning, no further detailed network information needs to be provided for the
client, except the final virtualized network with edge data center resource. SDN will be the best
choice of implementation technology because of its overview over heterogeneous network resources.
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While resource virtualization is an effective solution to network provisioning. A lot of studies have
focused on the mapping problem for resource virtualization [12]. At the same time, the control
plane techniques with dynamic and intelligent virtual network provisioning have been coming into
view [14]. The concept of network provisioning is proposed in the paper, which is implemented on
the software defined networking (SDN) enabled optical as a service (OaaS) testbed.
2. SDN ENABLED OAAS ARCHITECTURE

We propose an OaaS architecture based on SDN as shown in Fig. 1. Two kinds of controllers
are included in OaaS, which are network controller (NC) and application controller (AC). The
former keeps the resources of multi-layer and multi-domain optical networks, and can provide the
virtualized network from the underlying network by virtualization engine introduced in Section 4.
While AC maintains the application resources in data centers, takes charge of data center resource
scheduling, and triggers the related NC to complete the function of routing and resource allocation.
According to the requirement, AC customizes appropriate virtual resources through related NC
with extended OpenFlow protocol (OFP). OFP is deployed here as the interface protocol between
south and north. Path Computation Element Protocol (PCEP) or OFP can be adopted here as the
east and west interfaces in this architecture. For clients, SDN enabled OaaS architecture can be
considered as an effective integration solution for resource provisioning, including network and data
center resources. Optimal utilization of various resources can be achieved through the cooperation
between AC and NC.

Figure 1: SDN enabled OaaS architecture.

3. NETWORK PROVISIONING

A new form of service request is emerging different from legacy lighpath provisioning, i.e., network
provisioning, the meaning of which can be found in Fig. 2. The details are introduced as follows.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) lightpath provisioning, (b) network provisioning, (c) network provisioning with edge resource.
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3.1. Lightpath Provisioning

In the traditional optical networks, what the client requests is point-to-point connection or pointto-multi-point connection as shown in Fig. 2(a). Different wavelength resources along different
fiber links are provided for the clients. In the process of lightpath provisioning, routing function
can choose the most suitable path from the source to the destination by some routing algorithms,
such as Dijskra algorithm and KSP algorithm. Of course, some parameters can be used as the
weight value, such as the cost, path length, link delay and available resource. Then the wavelength
resource is allocated for the request along the route by some wavelength assignment policies, such
as First Fit (FF) and Random Fit (RF). Finally, an end-to-end lightpath is setup for the service
request.
3.2. Network Provisioning

As a new form of dynamic service request, network provisioning requires a network with multiple
nodes and links, just like Virtual Private Network (VPN). Also some network performance parameters may be proposed by the clients with the request, such as the latency, security, and robustness.
A network with available resources and meeting the requirement above must be provided dynamically by the operator. No further detailed information about the network is necessary for the
clients. But the operator must consider how to provide the network resource, not only meeting the
client’s requirement, but also considering the cost. Some routing algorithms can be deployed to
finish the path computation between more than one node pairs. Then the wavelength resources are
allocated for different connections on the network topology. Whether the wavelength continuity
constraint is considered or not here depends on the network equipment. Resource mapping between
the point-to-point request and physical topology must be considered in the process.
3.3. Network Provisioning with Edge Resource

For some requests, both the network resource and the application resource should be provided.
This is a new request form, which we can name network provisioning with edge resource. Then,
how to implement this function will be the main focus of the IT and network operator. Generally,
the edge resource can be selected first according to some considerations, such as backup and traffic
load balancing. And then a networking provisioning request emerges, which can be handled with
the method mentioned in Subsection 3.2. Of course, some other methods can be used to meet this
kind of request. For example, we can consider both application resource and network resource at
the same time, and allocate the resource according to a comprehensive evaluation index, which is
the key idea of Cross Stratum Optimization (CSO).
4. VIRTUALIZATION ENGINE EMBEDDED IN OAAS

In order to finish the network provisioning effectively, a virtualization engine is designed under
SDN enabled OaaS architecture as shown in Fig. 3. The physical infrastructure in current data
center networks consists of facilities in different network domains, e.g., optical transport networks,
IP WAN, data centers, etc.. One or more Domain Virtualization Engines (DVE) can be deployed
for each domain, and act as special network controllers to slice, partition or aggregate the controlled
network or application resources. DVEs could be connected to controllers to provide virtual singledomain topologies, be cascaded recursively, or be aggregated to a high-level one called Infrastructure
Virtualization Engine (IVE), which collects resource information of different domains from each
DVE or directly from each domain, and can provide VIs to renter’s controllers with various kinds
of resource forms to meet different demands.
5. CROSS STRATUM OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY IN OAAS

The CSO of application and network resources can be realized under the unified control architecture based on SDN enabled OaaS as depicted in Fig. 4(a) by cross stratum virtualization (CSV)
approach. According to the requirement, AC customizes appropriate virtual resources through related NC with extended OFP. In addition, dynamic global load balancing strategy (DGLB) can be
implemented based on both application and network resources, while NC can trigger service-aware
PCE algorithm (SA-PCE) based on the result of DGLB. NC interacts with each other for the security and virtual network information. OpenFlow enabled routers and optical transport nodes are
realized by extending match domain in OFP. The responsibilities and interactions among entities
are provided as shown in Fig. 4(b).
When OpenFlow parser (OP) receives a new flow, it will map it into request parameters and
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forward it to server selection engine (SSE). The certified request is transmitted to application resource virtualization module (ARVM). ARVM provides SSE with the suitable application resource
from data center network, while SSE customizes virtual network information from SC through
secondary CSV. After completing DGLB, SSE chooses the most optimal server or virtual machine
(VM) for users, allocates application resources and determines the location of application. According to the result, AC transmits application requirements to related SCs via OP. When data
process (DP) in SCs receives the location of the server/VM and service type, it will translate this
profile into connection and service parameters, such as bandwidth, delay and jitter, and forwards
this profile to path computation element (PCE). Then extended OpenFlow module (EOM) assigns
the wavelength resource in the optical networks.

Figure 3: The composition block diagram of virtualization engine.

(a)

Figure 4: (a) Module diagram, (b) CSO procedure.

(b)
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6. NETWORK PROVISIONING ON SDN ENABLED OAAS TESTBED

The OaaS architecture has been evaluated on the testbed [13]. Four OpenFlow-enabled FlexiGrid optical nodes are equipped with OTN equipment, each of which comprises flex ROADM and
ODU cards. DCs and the other nodes are realized on an array of virtual machines created by
VMware software running on IBM X3650 servers. Since each virtual machine has the operation
system and its own independent IP address, CPU and memory resource, it can be considered as
a real node. The virtual OS technology makes it easy to set up experiment topology based on
the backbone of US which comprises 14 nodes and 21 links. For OpenFlow-based SDN control
plane, the NC is assigned to support the proposed architecture and deployed in three servers for
spectrum control, physical layer parameter adjustment, PCE computation and resource abstraction,
while the database server are responsible for maintaining traffic engineering database, management
information base, connection status and the configuration of the database and transport resources.

Figure 5: Application graphical user interface (GUI) of testbed.

We have designed and verified experimentally network provisioning in SDN over Flexi-Grid
optical networks for Anycast service with backup consideration. The experimental results are
shown in Fig. 5. The destination DC is determined by AC with CSO strategy based on various
application utilizations among DCs and current network resource. The lightpath for the network
provisioning is setup from source to destination node. Additionally, the spectrum bandwidth and
corresponding modulation format can be tunable according to different lightpath distances. Fig. 5
verifies the status and destination node choice of data center and various bandwidths of lightpaths
in application interface of SDN. The average mean time of network provisioning including three
or four paths is about 200 ms, including the time of path computation, resource allocation, and
lightpath establishment. The extended flow table modification message for network provisioning
setup can be captured with some software tools like Wireshark.
7. CONCLUSIONS

SDN enabled OaaS architecture has been designed as an effective solution for data center networking, which can make full use of network resource and data center resource by considering them
together through CSO strategy. Network provisioning is proposed compared with lightpath provisioning. As a new dynamic request form, network provisioning can provide the client with a
complete network, which has enough bandwidth resource, required good performance, even enough
edge resources. A virtualization engine is designed in this architecture to implement network provisioning with partition manager or aggregation manager. The cross stratum optimization (CSO)
strategy is introduced in this architecture to optimize the utilization of network resource and data
center resource, which is also implemented in SDN enabled OaaS Testbed as described.
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Abstract— In this paper, we review our recent works in on-chip multiplexing/demultiplexing
silicon photonic devices and technologies. On-chip demultiplexing of polarization and wavelength
multiplexed OFDM/OQAM 64/128-QAM signals using silicon 2D grating coupler and microring
resonators and on-chip two/three mode (de)multiplexing of OFDM 64/128/256-QAM signals
using tapered silicon asymmetrical directional couplers are demonstrated in the experiments.
1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of data traffic has driven the increasing demand for employing advanced modulation formats and multiplexing techniques both in optical fiber transmission and photonic signal processing. Various advanced multi-level modulation formats and multiplexing techniques have facilitated improved transmission capacity and processing throughput, including the use of m-ary phaseshift keying (m-PSK), m-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (m-QAM), orthogonal frequencydivision multiplexing (OFDM), wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), and polarization-division
multiplexing (PDM) [1, 2]. Although separate bulky devices have been used to enable different
(de)multiplexing functions, they cannot meet the demand for compactness, integration and multifunctionality. So one challenge would be to explore compact integrated photonic devices and
technologies to enable on-chip multiplexing/demultiplexing.
Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) is an attractive low cost integration platform for fabricating photonic
integrated circuits owing to its high index contrast and compatibility with complementary metaloxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology [3, 4]. In this scenario, a valuable goal would be to develop
on-chip multiplexing/demultiplexing technologies using silicon photonic devices.
In this paper, we review our recent progress in on-chip multiplexing/demultiplexing silicon
photonic devices and technologies, including: 1) on-chip polarization and wavelength demultiplexing
of OFDM/OQAM m-QAM signals [5]; 2) on-chip two/three mode (de)multiplexing of OFDM mQAM signals [6].
2. ON-CHIP POLARIZATION AND WAVELENGTH DEMULTIPLEXING OF
OFDM/OQAM M-QAM SIGNALS [5]

Figure 1 illustrates the concept and principle of the proposed on-chip polarization and wavelength
demultiplexer. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the polarization multiplexed signals are vertically fed into the
silicon 2D grating coupler. By adjusting the input polarization state, the x-polarization (X-Pol.)
and y-polarization (Y-Pol.) of the polarization multiplexed signal can be respectively coupled into
the two waveguides (TE mode) which are connected to the 2D grating coupler, resulting in the
polarization demultiplexing. Since each polarization after the polarization demultiplexing can still
have multiple wavelength channels, wavelength demultiplexing is then followed. Shown in Fig. 1(b)
is a simple scheme of two wavelength demultiplexing (S1: signal 1 at λs1 , S2: signal 2 at λs2 ) using
two silicon microring resonators with different resonance wavelengths which are equal to the two
signal wavelengths (λs1 , λs2 ). Those two microring resonators are respectively connected to the two
output ports of the 2D grating coupler. The insets in Fig. 1(b) are schematic transmission spectra
of through and drop ports of microring resonators. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the drop (through) port
of the 1st microring and the through(drop) port of the 2nd microring can demultiplex wavelength
λs1 (λs2 ). Consequently, on-chip polarization and wavelength demultiplexer is applicable with
integrated 2D grating coupler and microring resonators.
We fabricated the silicon photonic device by the electron beam lithography (EBL) and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching. An SOI wafer with top silicon layer of 220 nm and SiO2 layer
of 3 µm was adopted. Fig. 2(a) shows the microscope image of the fabricated on-chip polarization
and wavelength demultiplexer which is composed of a 2D grating coupler connected with two microring resonators. Figs. 2(b)–(e) show the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the 2D
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grating coupler, coupling region between the bus waveguide and bending waveguide of microring
resonator, and 1D grating coupler for easy fiber coupling.

(a) Polarization Demultiplexing

(b) Wavelength Demultiplexing

Figure 1: Concept and principle of on-chip demultiplexing of polarization and wavelength multiplexed signals.
(a) Polarization demultiplexing using a silicon 2D grating coupler. (b) Wavelength demultiplexing using two
silicon microring resonators [5].
(a)
Silicon Photonic Device
2D grating
coupler

1D grating
co upler

Coupling region

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2: Fabricated silicon photonic device for on-chip simultaneous polarization and wavelength demultiplexing. (a) Microscope image and (b)–(e) SEM images of silicon photonic device. (b) 2D grating coupler.
(c) Some of holes in the 2D grating coupler. (d) Coupling region between the bus waveguide and bending
waveguide of microring resonator. (e) 1D grating coupler for easy fiber coupling [5].

Figure 3: Experimental setup for on-chip demultiplexing of polarization and wavelength multiplexed
OFDM/OQAM m-QAM signals. ECL: external cavity laser, EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier, AWG: arbitrary waveform generator, I/Q Mod.: in-phase/quadrature modulator, PBC: polarization beam combiner,
PC: polarization controller, VOA: variable optical attenuator [5].
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Figure 3 shows the experimental setup for on-chip demultiplexing of polarization and wavelength multiplexed OFDM/OQAM m-QAM signals. At the transmitter, two external cavity lasers
(ECL) at 1551.7 and 1554.1 nm are combined, amplified and then equally divided into two parts,
each passing through an optical I/Q modulator (I/Q Mod.) to carry OFDM/OQAM signal. Two
arbitrary waveform generators (AWGs) at 10 Gs/s are used to produce two single side band (SSB)
electrical OFDM/OQAM m-QAM signals, which are respectively fed into the two I/Q modula-

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Measured spectra at through and drop ports of the (a) upper and (b) lower microring resonators [5].

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Measured BER performance. (a) OFDM/OQAM 64-QAM signals. (b) OFDM/OQAM 128-QAM
signals [5].

Figure 6: Measured constellations of demultiplexed OFDM/OQAM 64-QAM signals [5].

Figure 7: Measured constellations of demultiplexed OFDM/OQAM 128-QAM signals [5].
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Figure 8: Experimental setup for on-chip two/three mode (de)multiplexing. ECL: external cavity laser, PC:
polarization controller, AWG: arbitrary waveform generator, EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier, VOA:
variable optical attenuator. (a)–(d) SEM images of two-mode (de)multiplexer, three-mode (de)multiplexer,
asymmetrical directional coupler, and apodized grating coupler [6].
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(b) two-mode (de)multiplexing and (c)–(e) three-mode

tors. The OFDM/OQAM baseband signal is constructed with 82 OFDM subcarriers, in which 78
subcarriers are loaded with payloads using m-QAM modulation mapping while 4 subcarriers are
selected as pilot subcarriers to estimate the phase noise. The two polarization parts from two I/Q
modulators are combined with a polarization beam combiner (PBC) to output polarization and
wavelength multiplexed OFDM/OQAM m-QAM signals. Note that all the devices before PBC are
polarization maintained. We use vertical fiber coupling system to couple optical signal from fiber
to silicon photonic device, and vice versa. A polarization controller (PC) is used to adjust the
polarization state of polarization and wavelength multiplexed OFDM/OQAM m-QAM signals, so
that two orthogonal polarizations are matched to the TE modes of two waveguides connected to
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the 2D grating coupler. At the receiver, a variable optical attenuator (VOA) is applied to adjust
the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR). A local oscillator is fed into a coherent receiver to mix
with the received signals. The two RF signals corresponding to I/Q components are fed into a
Tektronix real-time scope and processed offline.
Figure 4 shows measured transmission spectra at through and drop ports of two microring
resonators. One can clearly see that two wavelength demultplexing (S1: 1551.7 nm, S2: 1554.1 nm)
is achievable using these two microring resonators.
Figure 5 plots measured BER performance for on-chip polarization and wavelength demultiplexing. 35.8-Gbit/s OFDM/OQAM 64-QAM and 41.8-Gbit/s OFDM/OQAM 128-QAM signals
are employed in the experiment. The observed OSNR penalties at a bit-error rate (BER) of 2e-3
(enhanced FEC (EFEC) threshold) are less than 4 dB for 35.8-Gbit/s OFDM/OQAM 64-QAM and
6.8 dB for 41.8-Gbit/s OFDM/OQAM 128-QAM. Shown in Figs. 6 and 7 are measured constellations after polarization and wavelength demultiplexing (two polarizations, two wavelengths) for
35.8-Gbit/s OFDM/OQAM 64-QAM and 41.8-Gbit/s OFDM/OQAM 128-QAM signals.
Remarkably, the fabricated on-chip polarization and wavelength demuplexer can also work in
an opposite way, i.e., multiplexing four channels (two polarizations, two wavelengths) into polarization and wavelength multiplexed OFDM/OQAM m-QAM signals. Moreover, several future
improvements could be considered as follows: 1) flexibly shifting the resonance of microring resonator by electrical control (carrier injection) or thermal control (thermo-optic effect); 2) integrating
more number of microring resonators to enable multiple (> 2) wavelength demultiplexing; 3) incorporating mode-division multiplexing functionality to explore wider applications, e.g., on-chip
polarization, wavelength and mode multiplexing/demultiplexing.
Three-Mode

Th ree-Mode

Three-Mode

7%FEC Threshold

EFEC Threshold

(a)

20 %FEC Threshold

(c)

(b)

Figure 10: Measured BER curves for three-mode (de)multiplexing of OFDM (a) 64-QAM, (b) 128-QAM and
(c) 256-QAM signals [6].

Two Mo de

Th ree- Mode

7%FEC Threshold

7%FEC Threshold
s

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Measured BER curves for two-mode (de)multiplexing (three wavelengths) and three-mode
(de)multiplexing (two wavelengths) with OFDM 64-QAM signals. Inserts are constellations [6].
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3. ON-CHIP TWO/THREE MODE (DE)MULTIPLEXING OF OFDM M-QAM
SIGNALS [6]

Shown in Fig. 8 is the experimental setup for on-chip two/three-mode (de)multiplexing. Fig. 9
shows the measured transmission spectra from inputs (I1, I2, I3) to the demultiplexed outputs
(O1, O2, O3), respectively. For two-mode (de)multiplexer, the corresponding mode crosstalk from
I1 and I2 to the demultiplexed O2 and O1 is −27.8 and −27.8 dB, respectively. For three-mode
(de)multiplexer, the corresponding mode crosstalk from I1, I2 and I3 to the demultiplexed O2/O3,
O1/O3 and O1/O2 is −23.0, −21.8 and −22.0 dB, respectively. Fig. 10 shows measured BER
performance of OFDM m-QAM data transmission as a function of received OSNR for three-mode
(de)multiplexering. OSNR penalties of 2, 4 and 6 dB are obtained for three-mode (de)multiplexing
of OFDM 64-, 128- and 256-QAM signals, respectively.
Additionally, we simultaneously transmit three wavelengths for two-mode (de)multiplexing and
two wavelengths for three-mode (de)multiplexing with OFDM 64-QAM signals. The OSNR penalty
is less than 4 dB as shown in Fig. 11.
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Abstract— We introduce high-performance Si-nanowire WDM devices based on higher-order
coupled resonator optical waveguides (CROW) and multi-stage delayed Mach-Zehnder interferometers (DMZI) fabricated by 300-mm SOI wafer-scale ArF-immersion lithography process. For
the two kinds of WDM devices, we experimentally demonstrate low insertion loss, spectral flatness
and low crosstalk properties, together with high manufacturing tolerances.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, total bandwidth per central processing unit in high-performance servers reaches to a few
Tbit/s, which requires advanced optical interconnect technologies based on Si photonics to surpass
the limits of transmission bandwidth and power consumption by electric wirings [1]. Wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) would be one of promising technologies to enhance the aggregate
bandwidth and to reduce the assembly cost for connecting to optical fibers [2]. WDM optical
interconnect normally requires Si-nanowire optical multiplexers/demultiplexers (MUX/DeMUX),
from the viewpoint of monolithic integration with compact and energy-efficient Si-nanowire optical modulators and photo-detectors [3]. In almost cases, WDM devices work with the help of
the lightwave interference based on the splitting and remixing at multiple optical paths. Thus,
their operational performances strongly depend on the controllability of the relative phase relation between all of the optical paths [4, 5]. The phase controllability is mainly determined by the
sidewall roughness of Si-nanowire waveguides. 300-mm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer-scale ArFimmersion lithography technologies could be attractive for markedly reducing the phase errors in
Si-nanowire waveguides [6]. Here, we report high-performance Si-nanowire waveguide based WDM
devices such as higher-order coupled resonator optical waveguides (CROW) and multi-stage delayed Mach-Zehnder interferometer (DMZI) demultiplexers fabricated by phase controllable and
highly productive 300-mm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer-scale ArF-immersion lithography process [7, 8]. For the two kinds of WDM devices, we experimentally demonstrate low insertion loss,
spectral flatness and low crosstalk properties, together with high manufacturing tolerances.
2. FIFTH-ORDER MICRORING RESONATORS

As a feasibility study of ArF-immersion lithography technology, we designed and fabricated Sinanowire 5th-order CROW and characterized their spectral characteristics and spectral uniformities
on a 300-mm SOI wafer. We demonstrated flat-topped spectral response with an excess loss of
only 0.4 ± 0.2 dB and a high out-of-band rejection ratio of > 40 dB. Additionally, good spectral
uniformities in intra-dies and inter-dies were achieved.
The 5th-order CROWs were fabricated on a 300-mm SOI wafer with a 0.22-µm-thick Si core
layer and a 2-µm-thick buried oxide layer through ArF-immersion lithography process in National
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology. Fig. 1 shows the top views of the fabricated 5th-order CROW based on 440-nm-wide Si-nanowire channel waveguides. Total chip area
was 50 µm (width) ×150 µm (length).
Then, the fabricated 5th-order CROW devices were characterized with a linearly polarized TEmode light. Fig. 2 shows the superimposed measured spectra in intra-dies uniformly spaced by
50-µm (a) and in inter-dies spaced by ∼ 3 cm on a 300-mm SOI wafer (b). For both cases, clear
flat-topped box-like spectral response was obtained by virtue of good phase controllability based
on ArF-immersion lithography process. In Fig. 2(a), the standard deviation of phase variation
was analyzed to be ∼ 0.03π radian for the optical path length of each microring. In Fig. 2(b),
the center wavelength deviation was less than 3.6 nm, although the tested dies were separated by
∼ 18 cm (distance between D2 and D8).
Spectral superiority over the ArF-immersion lithography process was reconfirmed by evaluating
the eye diagrams of 25 Gbps non-return to zero (NRZ) modulation signals [7]. Dynamic signal
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Figure 1: (a) Top views of the fabricated Si-nanowire based 5th-order CROW and (b) its schematic crosssectional view of the waveguide with 440-nm-width and 220-nm-thickness.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Measured spectra of the fabricated 5th-order CROWs, (a) intra-die distribution and (b) inter-die
distribution.

waveforms were characterized by sending 25 Gbps NRZ modulation signals to the device. As a result, 25 Gbps modulation signal transmission was successfully implemented within almost passband
wavelength range of the fabricated 5th-order CROW, which originated from the marked reduction
of spectral ripple and low excess loss. This high-precision fabrication technology could also be
applied to further advanced WDM DeMUX schemes. For example, by cascade-connecting such
higher-order CROWs where filtering wavelengths for each microring are properly adjusted not to
be overlapped with each other, optical DeMUX functionality could be achieved.
3. DELAYED-INTERFEROMETER-BASED OPTICAL MUX/DEMUX

Among several kinds of optical MUX/DeMUX, the DMZI-type devices [9–11] have a lot of advantages. Compared with higher-order CROW or arrayed waveguide grating (AWG), the DMZI-type
device exhibits, in principle, much better spectral flatness that is one of important factors for relaxing the wavelength control accuracy of optical signal, without sacrificing insertion loss. Moreover,
since the DMZI-type device can be formed with Si-nanowire channel waveguides only and does not
need shallowly etched waveguide regions that are normally required to minimize scattering losses
at around star couplers in AWG, fabrication process can be much simpler [10, 11]. Fig. 3 shows
the device configuration of 1 × 4Ch multistage DMZI-based optical DeMUX (a) and the measured
spectra of the fabricated DMZI DeMUX with the channel spacing (∆ν) of 10 nm (b) and 6.4 nm
(c). As shown in Fig. 3(a), the fabricated device is composed of cascade-connected 21 delayed
interferometers with different optical path lengths at each stage [8, 11].
In general, in order to spatially discriminate four different wavelength components, the device
configuration can be much simpler. Cascade-connecting only 3 delayed interferometers can make
1×4Ch optical DeMUX as already reported in [8, 9]. But, in that case, such device normally exhibits
sinc-function-shaped spectra. Thus, its spectral performance becomes inferior in term of spectral
flatness and low spectral crosstalk. These drawbacks can be overcome by introducing the device
configuration shown in Fig. 3(a). Redundant delayed interferometers with different optical path
lengths and optimized coupling ratios at each optical coupler make the optical DeMUX response
spectrally flat and low crosstalk, maintaining low insertion loss. However, it should be noted
that total phase errors becomes further higher than the case of the aforementioned simple device
scheme, since the configuration shown in Fig. 3(a) inevitably needs much larger number of DMZIs
with relatively longer interaction lengths even if we consider comparable phase errors at each DMZI
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) Device configuration of 1 × 4Ch multistage DMZI-based DeMUX, and measured spectra with
(b) ∆ν = 10 nm and (c) ∆ν = 6.4 nm.

stage to the simple case. If the phase controllability of fabrication process far exceeds the degree
of degradation by accumulated phase errors, we can count on spectral improvement in the device
configuration shown in Fig. 3(a).
In this work, two kinds of ∆ν were designed, fabricated and characterized. As shown in Figs. 3(b)
and (c), irrespective of ∆ν, the DMZI-type device showed inter-channel-balanced flat-topped spectral response, together with low crosstalk of less than −22 dB for all output channels. These high
performances resulted from good phase controllability enough to sustain desired spectral response
within each DMZI by utilizing 300-mm wafer-scale ArF-immersion lithography process [8].
Finally, we experimentally evaluated spectral uniformity between inter-dies. In this experiment,
the same multiple patterns equally spaced by ∼ 3 cm were fabricated on a 300-mm SOI wafer.
We characterized and compared DeMUX response of the devices located in the two nearest dies
in the center of a 300-mm SOI wafer. As a result, the measured spectral characteristics including
spectral shape, spectral flatness, insertion loss and crosstalk for the devices located in another die
were almost the same as those shown in Figs. 4(b) and (c). Furthermore, the deviation of filtering
wavelengths (δλ) was estimated to be < 0.65 nm for ∆ν = 10 nm and < 0.5 nm for ∆ν = 6.4 nm,
in spite of the fabrication imperfections and Si-core layer non-uniformity of the SOI wafer. That
is, δλ was ∼ 10 times smaller than the 0.5 dB flat-topped bandwidths of 6.7 nm (∆ν = 10 nm)
and 4.7 nm (∆ν = 6.4 nm), which justifies 300-mm ArF-immersion lithography process would be
a promising technique for realizing several kinds of WDM photonic integrated devices with good
production yields.
4. CONCLUSION

We reported recent progress of higher-order CROW and delayed interferometer type optical DeMUX
fabricated by 300-mm SOI technology for WDM applications. High precision fabrication technology
based on 300-mm wafer-scale ArF-immersion lithography process was proven to be very promising
to realize several kinds of WDM filter devices together with good production yields.
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Abstract— This paper proposes a widely tunable inductor realized by transmission lines (TLine) for applications under 60 GHz. The inductor consists of several L-branch formed by short
T-Line segments and variable distributed load capacitors. With changeable load capacitance,
the equivalent inductance of whole T-Line would also be tunable. For conceptual demonstration,
a prototype T-Line-C VCO is implemented for comparison to the conventional LC VCO. With
the same ±50% capacitance variation rate, the traditional LC VCO with lumped inductors for
comparison only achieves 11.6% frequency tuning range from 60.5 GHz to 67.6 GHz; However,
the demonstrated VCO based on the proposed tunable T-Line inductors improve the frequency
tuning range to 25.4% from 53.7 GHz to 68.4 GHz.
1. INTRODUCTION

With the development of high definition (HD) media and the demand of mobilized home entertainment, millimeter-wave (MMW) wireless systems are becoming more and more in demand.
Compared to low frequency, MMW frequency bands provides larger bandwidth, faster transfer
speed and therefore higher data rate. For example, the IEEE 802.11n wireless standards provides
a data rate of 288.8 Mb/s which cost about 12 minutes to transfer a Blu-ray movie of a typical
capacity 25 GB. In contrast, the recently approved IEEE 802.11ad standards support a data rate
up to 7 Gb/s, which means there would be less than 30 seconds to transfer the same movie. In the
meanwhile, in-room media-streaming applications, such as “Air Play”, also needs a large date rate
which can only be provided by MMW systems. Figure 1 shows 60 GHz bands of different regions.

Figure 1: Unlicensed 60 GHz bands in different regions.

To fully cover 60 GHz bands in different regions, the MMW system is required to have a tuning
range at least from 57 GHz to 66 GHz. It poses a great challenge to the MMW integrated-circuits,
especially which have large PVT (Process, Voltage and Temperature) variations in modern deepsubmicron processes. Unfortunately, design of the key building blocks, e.g., LNA, VCO, and filter,
are suffering from lacking tuning elements, which leads to insufficient frequency tuning range for
MMW systems. Recently, several VCOs have been developed for MMW applications [1–7]. Some of
them focus on the phase noise, however, it has barely any frequency tuning range [1, 4]. Others pay
attention to the tuning of varactors and negative resistance MOSFET pair [2, 3], which consumes
large power and leads to poor phase noise.
In this paper, a widely tunable inductor realized by transmission-line (T-Line) segments and
variable distributed load capacitor is proposed, which provides another dimension for frequency
tuning in MMW systems. The T-Line structure performs as an inductor when choosing proper
length at the resonant frequency. In our proposed tunable inductor, the T-Line is divided into
several short segments. At the connection nodes of each two segments, a variable distributed load
capacitor is shunt to ground. By changing the distributed load capacitance, the characteristics of
the T-Line would change correspondingly, resulting in the effect of inductance tuning. In modern IC
processes, the distributed capacitors in the proposed tunable T-Line inductor can be implemented
by the varactors, or even the versus-biased Schottky diodes, which can give larger cutoff frequency
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and higher Q factor. As a result, it gives us a possibility to realize widely frequency-tunable MMW
circuits, such as VCO, LNA, PA and so on.
For conceptual demonstration, a prototype VCO consists of the proposed tunable T-Line inductors is presented. Based on the proposed tunable T-Line based inductor, the VCO is able to
improve the frequency tuning range by simultaneously using the tunable inductors and lumped varactors. For comparison, another VCO consisted of lumped inductors is introduced. The simulation
results show that the VCO with lumped inductors only has 11.6% frequency tuning range with the
lumped tunable varactors, similar to recently published VCOs. In contrast, the demonstrated VCO
consists of the proposed tunable inductors achieves a 25.4% frequency tuning range from 53.7 GHz
to 68.4 GHz, by simultaneously tuning the variable distributed load capacitance and the lumped
varactors. Thus, it is sufficient for MMW applications to cover worldwide 60 GHz bands.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the theoretical analysis of the proposed
inductor tuning method and architecture of the tunable T-Line inductor. The VCO demonstration
for the proposed tunable T-Line inductor and simulation results are shown in Section 3, with
comparison of the conventional LC VCO. Finally, conclusion is given in Section 4.
2. PROPOSED T-LINE INDUCTOR
2.1. Variable Distributed Load Capacitor

The equivalent RLGC model for conventional incremental T-Line is shown in Figure 2 excluding
the CL part. R0 and L0 are the series resistance and series inductance per unit length, while
G0 and C0 are shunt conductance and capacitance per unit length, respectively. For an infinite
transmission-line, the complex propagation constant and the characteristic impedance are given
in (1) and (2). The distributed series inductance and shunt capacitance could be derived in (3) and
(4).
p
γ = a + jβ = (R0 + jωL0 ) (G0 + jωC0 )
(1)
p
Z0 = (R0 + jωL0 ) / (G0 + jωC0 )
(2)
L0 = imag(γZ0 )/ω
(3)
C0 = imag(γ/Z0 )/ω
(4)
For a T-Line of length Len, the input impedance of conventional T-Line could be written as (5).
In practical applications, the T-Line is one-terminated short for providing DC bias voltage, so that
the equivalent input impedance is bridged as (6).
ZL + jZ0 tan(βLen)
Z0 + jZL tan(βLen)
= jZ0 tan(βLen)

Zin = Z0

(5)

Zin

(6)

In the proposed tunable T-Line, a variable distributed capacitor CL is added into the conventional equivalent RLGC model as Figure 2 shows. Taking R0 = G0 = 0 to simplify the theoretical

Figure 2: Equivalent RLGC model of the proposed
T-Line inductor segment, CLdz is the variable distributed load capacitor.

Figure 3: (a) T-Line cell and equivalent circuit;
(b) T-Line inductor consisted of T-Line cells; (c)
T-Line inductor.
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analysis for lossless T-Line, we could get the tunable input impedance as (7).
r
h p
i
L0
Zin,tunalbe = j
tan ω L0 (C0 + CL ) · Len
C0 + CL

(7)

The positive imaginary part of the input impedance could be treated as the equivalent inductance
of the T-Line. Thus, by tuning the variable distributed capacitor CL , the equivalent inductance is
configurable.
2.2. Practical Tunable T-line Inductor

However, in practical design, it would be impossible for adding real “distributed” load capacitor
to T-Line segments of unity length. Then we make an approximation by limiting the segment
length of the T-Line. The whole T-Line is divided into N parts, each segment is far smaller than
the wavelength. At the connection node of each two segments, a shunt tunable load capacitor is
introduced for tuning as Figure 3 shows. Apparently, while N is set larger tending to infinite,
the approximation is more close to the real situation. The simulation results show the inductance
approximation is quite match while N ≥ 4. In this case, N is chosen of 4 in demonstration.
The variable distributed load capacitor CL can be realized by MOSFET varactors. It can also be
realized by the versus-biased Schottky diodes, which shows much larger cutoff frequency and higher
Q factor than conventional varactors.
For demonstration, four T-Line cells are connected serially to form the tunable T-Line inductor.
Each T-Line segment is consisted of inductance about 16 pH with distributed load capacitor, which
is manufacturable in modern CMOS processes. Figure 4 shows the simulated T-Line inductance
with different distributed load capacitance CL during 50 GHz and 70 GHz. With variable CL values,
the equivalent T-Line inductance shows a large variation range. As shown in Figure 4, the equivalent
T-Line inductance changes from 80 pH to 275 pH at 70 GHz while CL changes from 5 fF to 20 fF.
3. VCO DEMONSTRATION

To prove the effect of the proposed tunable T-Line inductor in MMW applications, we build a
prototype VCO based on a standard 65 nm CMOS process. As Figure 5 shows, it consists of the
tunable T-Line VCO and the output matching buffer. Figure 6(a) is the conventional LC VCO
using fixed inductor for comparison, while Figure 6(b) is the VCO using the proposed tunable
T-Line inductors. CX is the varactor, while Cp is a constant capacitor coming from the parasitic
capacitance in real circuits. The Cp is 20 fF which is reasonable assumption with careful layout
design. The bias current is 6 mA for both VCOs, chosen as recently state-of-art works did. In the
traditional VCO based on the lumped inductor for comparison as shown in Figure 6(a), the lumped
inductor LX is chosen as 80 pH, so that it can be resonant at around 60 GHz with CX = 20 fF.
In the tunable T-Line inductor VCO as shown in Figure 6(b), the tunable T-Line inductor is
consisted of 4 serial connected T-Line segments, in which a short T-Line and a load capacitor CL
are included. The tuning of the distributed capacitor CL can be realized by varactors or versusbiased Schottky diodes in modern IC processes. As we mentioned before, we choose the segment
300p
@50GHz
@55GHz
@60GHz
@65GHz
@70GHz

Leff / H

250p
200p
150p
100p
50p

0.0

5.0f

10.0f

15.0f

20.0f

CL /F
Figure 4: Simulation equivalent inductance of the
tunable T-Line inductor with variable distributed
capacitance CL .

Figure 5: The Layout of the proposed T-Line-VCO
and the output matching buffer.
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Figure 6: (a) Schematic of the LC VCO consists of
fixed inductor LX and varactor CX ; (b) Schematic
of the VCO consists of tunable T-Line inductor and
varactor CX .

Figure 7: The frequency tuning range of both fixed
LX and tunable T-Line with changeable varactor
CX .
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Figure 8: Oscillator frequency tuning range of tunable T-Line inductor VCO with variable load capacitance CL (8 fF to 24 fF, 2 fF per step).

Figure 9: Oscillator frequency with both varactor
CX (10 fF to 30 fF, 2 fF per step) and distributed
load capacitance CL (8 fF to 24 fF, 2 fF per step).

Table 1: Comparison of recent state-of-art works.
[1] JSSC
2009

[2] RFIC
2009

[3] MWCL
2010

[4] ISCAS
2010

[5] JSSC
2011

[6] MTT
2011

This work

Technology

90 nm
CMOS

65 nm
CMOS

0.18 µm
CMOS

65 nm
CMOS

65 nm
CMOS

65 nm
CMOS

0.18 µm
CMOS

VDD (V)

0.43

1.2

2.5

1.5

1

1

1.8

Center
Frequency
(Hz)

60 G

56 G

69 G

77 G

58.2 G

-

Frequency
58.8 G–61.7 G
Range (Hz)

-

64.2 G–69.4 G 72.8 G–77.6 G 56 G–60.4 G

81 G–86 G

50.7 G
∼ 65.44 G

Tuning
Range

4.81%

17%

7.6%

6.27%

7.6%

-

25.4%

Output
Power
(dBm)

−19

−9.8

−18.5

-

-

-

-

Phase Noise
−95/ − 97
−90@1 MHz −99.4@1 MHz −76@1 MHz −109@10 MHz
−84@1 MHz
(dBc/Hz)
@1 MHz
Power
(W)

1.2 m

15 m

27.5 m

15.81 m

22 m

65 m

5 m ∼ 17.5 m
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inductance of 8 pH, CL = 10 fF to let the VCO also oscillate at about 60 GHz with CX = 20 fF. The
distributed load capacitor CL can be changed to realize the tunable inductor to further enhance
the frequency tuning range.
We fix the distributed load capacitor CL of 10 fF in the tunable T-Line, then the two oscillate
frequencies change from 60.5 GHz to 67.6 GHz and from 61.3 GHz to 66.7 GHz with varactor CX
from 10 fF to 30 fF, respectively as Figure 7 shows.
The VCO based on the tunable T-Line inductor is also able to realize frequency tuning by
changing the distributed load capacitor CL . Figure 8 shows the oscillator frequency tuning curves
of the tunable T-Line inductor VCO with variable distributed capacitor CL . As CL changes from
8 fF to 24 fF, the oscillator frequency changes from 55.0 GHz to 65.3 GHz. Take frequency at
CL = 16 fF as the center frequency, the tuning range is about 18.1% with ±50% CL variation.
In addition, the VCO based on the tunable T-Line inductor can further enhance the frequency
tuning range by changing the distributed load capacitor C0 and the lumped varactors CL simultaneously. In Figure 9, the CX varies from 10 fF to 30 fF, 2 fF as a step, and the CL varies from
8 fF to 24 fF, 2 fF as a step. Take 58 GHz as the center frequency, the frequency tuning range is
around 25.4% from 53.7 GHz to 68.4 GHz. The whole tuning range could cover worldwide 60 GHz
bands, which is appropriate for MMW applications. Table 1 gives the comparison among recent
state-of-art works.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a widely tunable T-line inductor realized by variable distributed load capacitor is
proposed. As the theoretical analysis, the T-Line could be realized as a tunable inductor by changing
the distributed load capacitance of each short segment of the T-Line. For conceptual demonstration,
a prototype VCO are demonstrated, consisted of tunable T-Line inductor and distributed load
capacitors. With ±50% capacitance variation rate, the conventional VCO based on the fixed
inductors for comparison only has 11.6% frequency tuning range, while the demonstrated VCO
with the proposed tunable T-Line inductors has 25.4% tuning range from 53.7 GHz to 68.4 GHz
with both varactors and distributed load capacitor tuning. It gives us another dimension to improve
the frequency tuning range for MMW VCO. Furthermore, it also gives us a potential to achieve
large frequency tuning range for other MMW modules, such as LNA, PA, which utilize T-Lines as
the passive network.
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Abstract— This paper presents a miniature and high gain on-chip V band microstrip antenna.
A ground plane on the bottom metal layer M1 has been approached to shield the wave from
penetrating into the low-resistivity and high dielectric constant Si substrates to improve the antenna performance. Antenna parameters have been investigated to obtain an optimized antenna
with 0.87 mm ∗ 1.16 mm occupation. The measured and simulated return loss results and simulated radiation pattern results of proposed antenna have been presented. The performance of the
proposed antenna as compared to other published on-chip antennas has also been demonstrated.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the increasing demands for high data rate over 100 MB/s wireless communications and
compact volume with high performance [1] urge the developments of V band integrated circuits
(IC). On-chip-antenna technology brings great chance to reduce the size of Complementary MetalOxide Semiconductor circuits (CMOS) for the less work in the impedance match with antenna.
However, high dielectric constant, low-resistivity Si material and thin substrate make it difficult to
design and fabricate high performance on-chip antenna in standard CMOS technology.
Different kinds of methods have been approached to solve the problem. Some authors [2] tried to
solve the problem by adopting a silicon lens at the backside of the chip which changed the standard
CMOS technology and cost a lot. Others improved the antenna performance by doing the research
of antenna radiation mechanism. Different shapes of antenna such as dipole [3], inverted F [4],
yagi [5] and slot [6] has been designed to fit with the circuits. However, the radiation efficiency and
the gain still can’t achieve a higher level.
In this paper, we approach the total bottom metal layer M1 to work as a ground plane and shield
the wave from penetrating into the low-resistivity and high dielectric constant Si substrates. The
energy loss in the Si substrate has been reduced to improve the antenna performance. Considering
the great occupation of the patch and thin substrate which is only λ/500 (around 10 µm), the
investigation of patch radiation mechanism has to be done to obtain a miniature and high gain
on-chip V band microstrip antenna. The process of design and simulation in the proposed antenna
has been done through High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) from Ansoft Corporation based
on finite-element-method.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the proposed on-chip patch antenna. This structure consists of a
rectangular patch antenna on the top metal layer M6 and a ground plane on the bottom metal layer
M1 . In order to make room for other circuit devices such as filters, the substrate height between
the antenna and ground plane was designed to be 4 µm and fabricated by ourselves. The dimension
of main parameters are Sub h = 4 µm, a = 2.2 mm, b = 1 mm, P l = 1.16 mm, P w = 0.87 mm.
The low-resistivity and high dielectric constant Si substrate is below the bottom metal layer M1.
The patch size and the spacing between the patch and the edge were investigated to obtain the
optimized miniature and high gain patch antenna. Other parameters such as the arguments of the
feed-line are predetermined by demanded 50 Ω output impedance matching of the circuit and the
chosen technology. The prototype of the designed patch antenna is shown in Figure 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) The top-view and (b) cross-section of
the designed on-chip antenna.

Figure 2: The prototype of the designed patch antenna.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulated (blue line) and measured (red line) return loss results of the proposed antenna were
shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the resonance of the proposed antenna is around 62.85 GHz
and the impedance bandwidth with S11 < −10 dB is from 62.25 GHz to 63.47 GHz. In comparison
with the simulation results, the measured reflection coefficient offers a good match except for a
12.5% frequency shift. This may be due to the lower dielectric constant of the SiO2 substrate and
thinner epoxy glue layer on the antenna and the test board, thus leading to the lower resonant
frequency.
The E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns of the designed antenna in the 4 µm SiO2 substrate
is displayed in Figure 4. The simulation results demonstrate the peak gain of the designed antenna
is −10.3 dBi, which approached −2.69 dBi when the designed antenna is fabricated in the standard
CMOS technology with 10 µm. The performance of proposed antennas as compared to other
published on-chip antennas is presented in Table 1.

(a)
Figure 3: The simulated (blue line) and measured
(red line) return loss results of the proposed antenna.

(b)

Figure 4: (a) The E-plane and (b) H-plane radiation
pattern of the designed antenna.

Table 1: The performance of the proposed antennas as compared to other published on-chip antennas.
Ref.
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
This work
This work

Antenna T ype
Dipole
Inverted F
Yagi
Slot
Patch
Patch

SiO2 Substrate Height
9 µm
22 µm
/
12 µm
4 µm
10 µm

Gain (dBi)
−8 dBi@21 GHz
−19 dBi@61 GHz
−10 dBi@60 GHz
−2 dBi@140 GHz
−10.3 dBi@60 GHz
−2.69 dBi@60 GHz

Area (mm2 )
3 mm × 0.5 mm
/
1.1 mm × 1.34 mm
1.2 mm × 0.6 mm
0.87 mm × 1.16 mm
0.87 mm × 1.16 mm
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4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a smaller occupation and higher gain antenna is designed by making detail analysis
on the parameters of the on-chip microstrip antenna. The finally designed patch with 0.87 mm ∗
1.16 mm occupies half of the area of the same patch antenna in traditional design method.
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Abstract— This paper presents a novel low-phase-noise and ultra-bandwidth LC-tank voltagecontrolled oscillator (VCO). The work fully-integrated 5.8 GHz VCO designed and simulated
using 130-nm CMOS technology. Instead of using the conventional varactor in the tank design, a novel metal-oxidemetal (MOM) digital capacitor switching array (MOMDCSA) has been
implemented with nMOS varactor is employed as an effective varactor bank. The proposed VCOmeasured results at the centre frequency demonstrate a phase noise of −129.7 dBc/Hz and FOM
of −198.38 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz frequency offset. The VCO shows approximately 33% tuning range
under a power consumption of 2.8 mW.
1. INTRODUCTION

The recent exponential growth in higher integration and wireless communication has attracted
tremendous effort to develop more channels in mobile communication applications [1]. VCOs are
considered to be one of the important parameters in analogue and digital systems. Nowadays, the
demand for high-performance, VCOs is increased; in turn, this demand has imposed more strict
requirements on the phase noise of the VCO [2].
The phase noise of the VCO is used to describe phase fluctuations due to the random frequency
fluctuations of a signal. Phase noise can be caused by a number of conditions, but is mostly affected by VCO frequency stability. It is one of the most important parameters for the quality and
performance of information transfer, in turn affecting the reliability purposes in data communication. VCOs are a major design challenge and thus have received a lot of attention in recent years.
Spectacular works considering switching capacitances inside the LC-tank have been conducted to
extend the tuning range and improve the phase noise of VCO’s [4–6]. However, these switches were
implemented using stacked devices and a large size resistors to gain high impedance for RF signals
and this occupied a larger die area. In addition, the dissipation power is relatively high and the
measured and the simulated phase noise are still high.
This article, introduce a high performance 3-bit MOMDCSA using (MOM) digital switching
capacitors for coarse tuning and body-grounded NMOS varactors for fine tuning in order to keep
the VCO gain (Kvco) and variation low, to extend the bandwidth and minimize phase noise variance
through the whole tuning range at the cost of chip size. The structure uses an adequate metaloxide-metal (MOM) capacitors taking advantage of their high capacitance density, low parasitic
capacitance and thinner dielectric. The proposed structure solves the conflict of high phase noise
variation due to wider tuning range, minimize the sensitivity of the VCO noise by optimizing
the gain and has an output frequency which varies linearly with control voltage. This paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 explains the VCO’s core design and the implementation process,
while Section 3 presents the simulation results, followed by the conclusion in Section 4.
2. CIRCUIT DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

Cross-coupled NMOS differential VCO based on binary weighted switched capacitor bank ad bodygrounded nMOS varactor is depicted in Fig. 1. The LC tank is consists of a differentially tuned
varactor a very small size symmetrical center-tapped inductor, the metal width and the lateral
spacing between them were optimized to improve and to obtain an appropriate parasitic capacitance and a high Q, the measured quality factor Q was 16.50, for 460 pH inductors while the area
was 16596 µm2 . The cross connected differential pair provides the negative resistance to neutralize
the tank losses with less current consumption and hence is more power efficient.
The wider varactors bandwidth the higher phase noise [3], RF VCO with sub-bands is the best
choice for broadband implementation. The key contribution of this work is to design a broadband
VCO employing the MOMDCSA to lower KVCO and improve tuning linearity and obtains a
minimum phase noise variation within all tuning ranges. The total tank capacitance is established
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the designed 5.8 GHz 130 nm CMOS VCO.

by the nMOS varactor and the fixed MOM capacitance due to the parasitic and the switched MOM
capacitance. MOS-based varactors are commonly used in VCOs due to their wider tuning range
and higher Q factor [3], and lower phase noise. The nMOS varactors may have an advantages
over pMOS varactors by its asymmetric characteristics effectiveness of area, which result less power
consumption. In addition, the maximum capacitance per unit of area is approximately three times
higher than that of a PN-junction varactor [1].
3. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed VCO was implemented using a commercially available UMC-130 nm, 6-metal, mixed
mode CMOS process and simulated using Cadence Virtuoso Analogue Design Environment Tools.
Simulation results indicate that the VCO exhibits wider tuning range from 4.84 GHz to 6.76 GHz
and FoM varies from −201.7 dBc/Hz to −204.9 dBc/Hz as shown in Fig. 2.
The gain variation of the VCO has been reduced to 13.95%. As a result, the VCO immunity
increases and the possibility of false locking for instant in PLL applications will decrease. In
addition, the new varactor achieves steep transition for tuning voltages as depicted in Fig. 2. The
circuit generates stable periodic signals with a harmonic index and measured output power of
3.73 dBm at the resonance frequency, as shown in Fig. 3, with tuning voltage varying from 0 to
20
V/Vout:pss dB20
5.001GHz
3.73823dB

Harmonics (dB)

0

V/Vout:pss dB20
10.002GHz
-31.39623dB

-20
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Figure 2: Tuning characteristics and FoM of the
VCO.
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Figure 3: Simulated power output plot of a 5.8 GHz
VCO.
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Figure 4: Layout of the designed CMOS VCO.

Figure 5: Simulated phase noise at 1 MHz offset.

3.0 V. The phase noise of an LCVCO is described, according to Leeson [3], as:
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Figure 4 shows the layout of the proposed VCO, the core circuit, and the output buffer occupies a
silicon area of 862×986 µm2 not including the bond pad. Circuit performance, which was simulated
using cadence to show the transient analysis of the VCO, demonstrates clearly that steady-state
oscillation starts at approximately 6.27 ns.
The results obtained from the simulation of the LC-VCO design show that the phase noise has
been drastically reduced. A brief description of the performance summary is illustrated in Table 1.
The phase noise is automatically decreased while the power consumption is reduced. Thus, there is
a trade-off between the power consumption and phase noise [1]. The phase noise of −129.7 dBc/Hz
at 1 MHz frequency offset as shown in Fig. 5.
Table 1: Performance comparison of CMOS VCOs.
Process

F
(GHz)

P
(mW)

PN
(dBc/Hz)

Offset

TR
(GHz)

FoM
(dBc/Hz)

0.18 µm CMOS

5.00

7.20

−90.20

1.0

4.10–5.00

−154.80

[4]

0.18 µm CMOS

4.20

4.50

−119.0

1.0

4.10–4.80

−184.47

[5]S

0.18 µm CMOS

5.00

13.00

−121.5

1.0

5.10–5.36

−192.10

[6]S

0.18 µm CMOS

5.20

9.70

−113.7

1.0

4.39–5.26

−180.00

[8]

0.18 µm CMOS

5.80

10.08

−117.0

1.0

5.27–6.41

−184.00

[9]

0.13 µm CMOS

5.80

2.88

−132.7

1.0

4.84–6.76

−198.38

This workS

Ref.

F : Centre frequency, P : power, P N : Phase noise at 1 MHz, * at 10 MHz offset, T R: Tuning range, FoM: Figure of
Merit, S: Simulation.

To compare the performance of previously published oscillators, and FOM, the one we have used
was adopted by Ham and Hajimiri [7], and it normalizes the measured phase noise with respect to
center frequency and power consumption. It is defined by Equation (2):
½
¾
½
¾
f0
Pd
FOM = L {∆f } − 20 log
+ 10 log
(2)
∆f
1 mW
A brief description of the performance summary and comparison with published work has been
mentioned in Table 1, and shows that the design of the proposed VCO proved to be state of the
art. The phase noise is considerably good where the FOM is found to be excellent.
4. CONCLUSION

We demonstrated a 5.80 GHz low-phase-noise and low-power LC-VCO based on cross-coupled topology using a 130 nm CMOS technology. We can conclude that the proposed MOMDCSA and the
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nMOS varactor have better characterizations than other switches and a more significant effect on
the reduction of phase noise. The feasibility of a high-performance, high-frequency VCO is demonstrated. The phase noise of the oscillator was optimized and the measured worst-case phase noise is
−129.7 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz frequency offset. As a result, this CMOS VCO achieves the best FOM of
−198.38 dB. The VCO shows approximately 33% tuning range and consumes 2.8 mW from a 3.3 V
power supply.
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Abstract— Dual-band bandpass filter using stub-loaded resonators (SLR) based on GaN
MMIC is presented in this paper. The proposed circuit consists of two symmetric stub-loaded
resonators, which are folded and coupled to each other. The two passband frequencies can be easily controlled by tuning the length of the half-wavelength resonators and the open stubs shunted
at the midpoint of the microstrip lines. Moreover, the ports are directly tapped at the resonators.
And additional open stubs are added to the 50-ohm feed lines for better performance. Benefitting from the integrated circuit technology, the filter can be designed on GaN MMIC that only
occupies a small size. For demonstration, a filter, centered at 40 GHz and 60 GHz, is designed
and the simulated result shows good performance.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the recently years, the rapid developments of modem wireless communication systems attract
great demand of multi-band (especially dual-band) bandpass filters. To meet this demand, much
research has been carried out [1–11]. The most intuitive method to implement a dual-band bandpass
filter is to simply combine two bandpass filters with two distinctive central frequencies [1] in parallel,
at the cost of enlarged circuit size and complicated matching network. In [2–5], stepped-impedance
resonators (SIRs) are very popular and have been widely adopted in dual-band bandpass filter
designs. However, the SIRs are relatively large in size and can hardly provide sufficient flexibility
for improving frequency ratios, coupling properties and harmonic responses. Moreover, the resonant
frequencies of SIRs are dependent, complicating the filter design. In [6], by a cascade connection of
a BPF and a bandstop filter, a dual-band bandpass filter (BPF) was achieved with the drawback of
a large circuit size. Dual-band filters can also be realized by embedding a bandstop filter inside a
wideband bandpass filter in [7] or combining two sets of resonators with common input and output
in [8, 9].
What’s more, a dual-band transformer is introduced to realize 90 phase shift at two frequencies
and applied to dual-band branch-line coupler design in [10]. But the operating frequencies of the
transformer are still dependent. So a resonator which has easily controlled resonant frequencies
is proposed in [11]. Its resonant frequencies of even-mode can be conveniently tuned, while those
of the odd-mode remain almost the same. Using the proposed SLR, a dual-band BPF is designed
with three transmission zeros in [11]. But we can find that none of this filter is designed on MMIC
and most of them are work at low frequencies.
Nowadays, the development of IC is fast. The electronic components on IC can be smaller, low
power consumption, intelligent and high reliability. In addition, the dual-band filter based on MMIC
can not only realize a small size, but also achieve a high operating frequency. Therefore, much
research has been made for filters to work at high frequencies based on MMIC. For examples, A lowinsertion-loss V-band CMOS bandpass filter whose center frequency is 63.5 GHz is demonstrated
in [12]. A miniaturized and low-insertion-loss V-band bandpass filter implemented on the integrated
passive device (IPD) is demonstrated in [13], which is centered at 55.85 GHz. In [14], a new 60 GHz
fourth-order cross-coupled bandpass filter using a step-impedance-resonator (SIR) miniaturised
open-loop resonator and the miniaturised-hairpin (MH) resonator was designed and fabricated on
0.13 mm bulk CMOS. In [15], a 77-GHz millimeter-wave on-chip bandpass filter with balanced
output that was fabricated using a TSMC 0.18-µm standard CMOS process. However, none of this
filters working at high frequencies is integrated on the substrate of GaN.
In this paper, a dual-band bandpass filter using stub-loaded resonators based on GaN MMIC is
designed. The dual-band filter comprises two symmetric stub-loaded resonators, which are folded
and coupled to each other. Every stub-loaded resonator is composed of a conventional microstrip
half-wavelength resonator and an open stub. According to the even- and odd-mode analysis, the
second passband can be controlled by the stubs while the first passband is fixed. The ports are
directly tapped at the resonators. Moreover, additional open stubs are added to the 50-ohm feed
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lines, which are used to couple with the resonators that can improve the performance of the filter.
A dual-band bandpass filter, with center frequencies of 40 and 60 GHz, is shown in this paper.
Benefitting from the integrated circuit technology, the filter can be designed on GaN MMIC that
only occupies a small size, but good performance. The design will be shown in the following sections.
2. DUAL-BAND FILTER DESIGNED ON MMIC

Figure 1 in [11] shows a stub-loaded resonator (SLR) consists of a conventional microstrip halfwavelength resonator and an open stub shunted at the midpoint of the microstrip line. Odd- and
even-mode analysis can be adopted to characterize it since the SLR is symmetrical in structure.
The odd-mode resonant frequencies of the stub-loaded resonator is
fodd =

(2n − 1)c
√
2L01 εeff

(1)

where n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , c is the speed of light in free space, εeff denotes the effective dielectric
constant of the substrate. It can be observed that the odd-mode resonant frequencies are not
affected by the open stub.
For even-mode excitation, the even-mode resonant frequencies can be attained as
feven =

(L01

nc
√
+ 2L02 ) εeff

(2)

From the Equations (1), (2) we can find that by changing the stub length L02 , the fundamental even-mode resonant frequency can be shifted, whereas the fundamental odd-mode resonant
frequency is preserved.
Based on the proposed SLR, A dual-band filter which consists of two folded SLRs is designed.
Compared with the conventional open-loop resonator [12], this one has an extra open stub loaded
inside the open loop. The passband frequencies are mainly determined by the entire length of the
open loop and the length of the open stub.
As we know, the dual-band filter designed above works at low frequencies, which means that the
open stubs of the filter can be put inside the open loops to get a small circuit size. However, when
the dual-band filter works at high frequencies, the mutual coupling between the two open stubs is
very serious, which can significantly inhibit performance of the filter. In addition, the space inside
the filter may be not big enough for the open stubs if we want an appropriate rate of f2 /f1 (f1
presents the center frequency of the first passband while f2 presents the second) since the lower
of f2 , the longer of the open stubs. And the limited space in each resonator may cause unwanted
coupling between the open loop and the open stub. In order to reduce the interference, the open
stubs are arranged at outside of the open loops while are still located at the midpoint of the main
microstrip lines. Moreover, the passband bandwidths of this filter depend on the external quality
factors and the coupling coefficients between the two resonators. Accordingly, the gap between two
folded SLRs and the position of the feed lines determine the bandwidths. Furthermore, additional
open stubs are added to the 50-ohm feed lines, which are used to couple with the resonators that
can improve the performance of the filter. The length and the position of the open stubs can be
tuned by analyzing the simulated results. The layout of the proposed dual-band filter based on
MMIC is shown in Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, the dual-band filter based on GaN MMIC can be designed as follows. Firstly, the
desired two passband frequencies can be obtained by tuning the length of half-wavelength resonators
and the open stubs according to Equations (1) and (2). Secondly, the gap of the two resonators
and the position of the feed lines are tuned to obtain a bandpass response with given specifications.
Finally, the couple strength between the open stubs added to the 50-ohm feed lines and the openstub resonators can be tuned to get a better performance. The couple strength depends on the
distance between the added open stub and the half-wavelength resonator as well as the distance
between the added open stub and the open stub shunted at the midpoint of the microstrip line.
Figure 1(b) shows the side of the filter on MMIC. There are three layers of substrates in this
design. They are SiN, GaN and Silicon with relative dielectric constants of 6.5, 9, 11.9 and dielectric
loss tangents of 0.09, 0.09, 0.01 from top to bottom. Respectively, their thicknesses are 0.15 µm,
6.28 µm and 93.57 µm. The material of the microstrip lines we used is gold, with a relative dielectric
constant of 1, and its thickness is 2.15 µm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Proposed dual-band filter configuration. (a) Schematic diagram. (b) Partly 3-D view on IC.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify our proposal, a dual-band bandpass filter based on GaN MMIC is designed and implemented. According to the three design steps above, the design parameters of the proposed dualband filter in Fig. 1(a) are W1 = 20 µm, W2 = 50 µm, W3 = 20 µm, W4 = 50 µm, W5 = 78 µm,
L3 = 360 µm, L4 = 500 µm, L5 = 280 µm, d1 = 10 µm, d2 = 30 µm, d3 = 72 µm, g1 = 40 µm,
g2 = 40 µm.
Figure 2 shows the simulation result of the dual-band filter on MMIC which without open
stubs added to the 50-ohm feed lines. The center frequencies of the passbands are located at 40
and 60 GHz, and their insertion losses are 4.1 and 5.1 dB at the lower and upper passbands. For
improving the performance of the filter, additional open stubs are added to the 50-ohm feed lines.
Fig. 3 shows the simulation result of the proposed dual-band filter on MMIC. The center frequencies
of the passbands are located at 40 and 60 GHz, with 3 dB bandwidths of 15% (37 to 43 GHz) and
13.3% (56 to 64 GHz). The insertion losses are 3.4 and 4.0 dB at the lower and upper passbands and
the return losses within the two passbands are better than 17 dB, which means better performance
than the simulation result shown in Fig. 2. If the relative dielectric constant of GaN is 10, the center
frequencies of the filter will be a litter lower by Equations (1) and (2). So we have to decrease
the length of the SLRs, making sure that the center frequencies of the dual-band are 40 GHz and
60 GHz. Let L3 = 350 µm, we get the frequency responses that the insertion losses are 3.3 and
3.8 dB at the lower and upper passbands with almost the same bandwidths, which shows that the
performance is better.

Figure 2: Frequency responses of the filter on IC
without open stubs added to the 50-ohm feed lines.

Figure 3: Frequency responses of the proposed filter
on IC.
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4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a proposed dual-band bandpass filter based on GaN MMIC is demonstrated. The two
passband frequencies can be easily controlled by tuning the length of the half-wavelength resonators
and the open stubs shunted at the midpoint of the microstrip lines. In each SLR, the open stub
is arranged at outside of the open loop to reduce interference. Furthermore, another open stub is
added to the 50-ohm feed line respectively, which can be used to improve the performance of the
filter. Benefitting from the integrated circuit technology, the design only occupies a small size. For
verification, a dual-band filter whose center frequencies are 40 GHz and 60 GHz is given.
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Abstract— Response of PIN diode is numerically simulated by a self-developed 2D semiconductor device simulation GSRES to study the response behavior of PIN diode limiter under
electromagnetic pulse (EMP). Current overshoot phenomena of PIN diode during the rise time
of EMP, which is validated to be due to the capacitive performance of PIN diode under high
frequency, are analyzed. Shorter rise time of EMP causes higher current peak value. Overshoot
current is affected by the impurity doping concentration of PIN diode. Higher doping concentration of impurity in the P layer and N layer causes higher peak of current and sooner attenuation
of overshoot current. Doping concentration of the I layer affects the overshoot current too, but
not as salient as concentration of the P and N layers. These results can be used in radiation
hardening for PIN diode limiter.

Electronic systems are used more and more widely in industryeconomic and science research
as key equipment. Semiconductor devices, as basic component, determines the performance of
electronic system. Since the development of manufacturer techniques, operation power of device
becomes much lower than before, and therefore, much more susceptive by electromagnetic pulse
(EMP). For these reasons, study of the effects of semiconductor devices in electronic system under
EMP is now becoming immediately demand not only for industrial application but also in informationize process. PIN diode, which is used as a component in communication and radar systems,
is also the key component of PIN limiter, so the study of its effect under EMP is important in
electronic equipment harding and shielding.
Comparing with experimental method, numerical simulation of semiconductor devices can reflect the physical phenomena and mechanisms of devices, and is important in effect study. It is
proved to be efficient and accurate as many research results showed [1–3]. One-dimension numerical
simulation result of PIN diode under step voltage pulses with risetime less than 0.1 ns is obtained [4]
and overshoot current phenomenon appears. Characters of PIN diodes in EMP field are researched
by equivalent circuit models [5, 6]. Also, abecedarian study of response of PIN diode under EMP is
developped [7]. In this paper, relationship between overshoot current of PIN diode under EMP with
the risetime of pulse and relationship between overshoot current of PIN diode under EMP with density of impurity of diode are studyed numerically by a simulator GSRES (General Semiconductor
Radiation Effect Simulator).
1. INTRODUCTION OF SIMULATION METHOD

GSRES is now widely used in numerical simulation radiated field (EMP, HPM) effect of semiconductor device, which is developped by our research group. This simulator is assembled by
modelling modular, meshing modular, data-base of material parameters and graphic vision modular. The numerical simulation of carriers bases on Drift-Diffusion Model (DDM). Two-dimension
semiconductor device and simple circuit can be simulation numerically by this simulator [7–10].
Drift-Diffusion model is used more and more widely in numerical simulation of semiconductor
device since the first use by Gummel. With out the consideration of the change of temperature,
Poisson equation in double-carrier semiconductor device is
¡
¢
+
∇ · ε∇ψ = −q p − n + ND
− NA− − ρs
(1)
where ψ is electrostatic potential, and in GSRES it is equivalent to vacuum energy level of electron.
+
is the concentration of effective ionic donors, NA− is the concentration of effective ionic acceptor,
ND
and ρs is the static charge and interphase charge. Energy level of valence band and conduction
band can be written up with ψ as
Ec = −qψ − χ + V Ec
Ev = Ec − Eg + V Ev

(2)
(3)
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In equation, χ is electron affinity, V Ec and V Ev is the offset of energy band caused by heavily
doped or internal stress. Electrostatic potential ψ is
µ ¶
Nc
χ Ec kb T
−
ln
ψ = ψintrinsic − −
(4)
q
2q
2q
Nv
where ψintrinsic is intrinsic Fermi potential. kb is Boltzmann constant. Nc and Nv is the electron
density of conduction band and valence band. Continuity equation of carrier is
(
1
∂n
∂t = q ∇ · Jn − (U − G)
(5)
∂p
1
∂t = q ∇ · Jp − (U − G)
In Equation (5), Jn is the current density of electron. Jp is the current density of hole. U is the
recombination term of carrier. G is the generation term of carrier. The current equation of Jn and
Jp is
½
Jn = qµn nEn + qDn ∇n
(6)
Jp = qµp nEp − qDp ∇p
where µn is mobility of electron and µp is mobility of hole. Dn = kbqT µn is the diffusion coefficient
of electron and Dp = kbqT µp is the diffusion coefficient of hole. En is the equivalent electric field
intensity to electron and Ep is the equivalent electric field intensity to hole. They can be expressed
as
³
´´
1
kb T ³
En = ∇Ec −
∇ ln(Nc ) − ln T 3/2
(7)
q
q
³
´´
kb T ³
1
∇ ln(Nv ) − ln T 3/2
Ep = ∇Ev +
(8)
q
q
Ec is the electron energy level of conduction band and Ev is the electron energy level of valence
band. If the temperature of lattice uniformity and invariablenes, gradient term of temperature is
0. Combining to Equations (1) and (5), the basic Drift-Diffusion model without temperature effect
is

³
´
kb T
∂n

=
∇
·
µ
nE
+
µ
∇n
− (U − G)

n
n
n q
 ∂t
³
´
∂p
(9)
pEp − µp kbqT ∇p − (U − G)
∂t = −∇ · µp¡


¢

+
∇ · ε∇ψ = −q p − n + ND
− NA− − ρs
Equation (9) is the basic and mostly used calculation model in GSRES. In our simulation, voltage
amplitude loaded in diode is 0.9 V, and rise time is 100 ps, as showed in Fig. 2. The maximum
current in the diode is 3.3336 × 10−4 A, which is normalized in Fig. 2. In this example, total Joule
heat is about 1.23 × 10−15 J and the alteration of device’s temperature is less than 0.01 K. So,
although none thermal effect is contained in this model yet, the simulation result according with
references and theoretical analysis quite well.

Figure 1: Two dimensional model of structure and doping density of PIN diode.
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2. MODEL OF DEVICE

Figure 1 is a two dimensional model of a PIN diode, which is p+ nn+ structure. The diode is
uniformity in Z axis with a height of 1 µm. Width of this diode is 2 µm. Thickness of P layer an
N layer are both 0.2 µm, with Gaussian doping both and peak density of impurity is 1019 cm−3 .
Diffusion width of P layer is 0.4 µm and N layer is 0.2 µm. I layer is as thick as 1.5 µm with a
uniformity doping of 1015 cm−3 of acceptors.
3. SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Overshoot of Current under Electromagnetic Pulse

Effect of PIN diode under pulses with different risetime varying from 0.01 ns to 0.5 ns is studied
using the numerical simulation method. The voltage pulse loaded in diode is step voltage with an
amplitude of 0.9 V as showed in Fig. 2 (In Fig. 2 the rise time of pulse is 100 ps). The maximum
current in the diode is 3.3336 × 10−4 A as referenced in part 1, and in Fig. 2 it is normalized.
As Fig. 2 shows, when voltage is rising, current in diode soon reaches to an great value; after
risetime, voltage is steady and the current lows down to a small steady value. That is current
overshoot phenomenon of PIN diode under EMP.
3.2. Relationship between Current Overshoot Phenomenon and Rise Time of Pulse

Current overshoot phenomenon appears because of the capacitance of PIN diode under the action
from high frequency electromagnetic field of the pulse in risetime. Capacitive reactance relates
with the frequency of the electromagnetic field which is induced by the rising edge of the pulse.
Capacitive reactance becomes small when frequency increases. In this case, shorter the risetime of
pulse is, higher the frequency is. So, Capacitive reactance of diode falls down when shorten the

Figure 2: Behavior of current under EMP.

Figure 3: Behavior of current under EMP with varying rise time.

Figure 4: Peak of current under EMP with varying
rise time.
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risetime of pulse, and the peak value of overshoot current increases, as Fig. 3 showed. Pulse loaded
in diode with amplitude of 0.9 V and risetime from 0.01 ns to 0.5 ns is showed in Fig. 3. Peak
current of pulse with 0.01 ns risetime is higher than that of 0.5 ns and falls down faster than that of
0.5 ns too. Peak value of overshoot current in diode gives a nearly linearity relation with risetime
as Fig. 4 shows.
3.3. Relationship between Current Overshoot Phenomenon and Density of Carriers

In this chapter, the density of impurity of the PIN diode is changed in order to analyse the response
mechanism under EMP. The structure of diode is same as that in Fig. 1 but the doping densities
of P layer and N layer are changed.
Current in different doping density PIN diodes loaded same pulse voltage with amplitude of 0.9 V
and risetime of 0.1 ns is showed in Fig. 5 (In Fig. 5 current values are normalized). In each diode,
the doping density of P layer is equal to that of N layer. Three diodes are simulated, the density
of impurity of these diodes are 0.5 × 1019 /cm3 , 1.0 × 1019 /cm3 and 2.0 × 1019 /cm3 . Peak value of
current in the diode whose doping density is 2.0 × 1019 /cm3 is greater than that in 0.5 × 1019 /cm3
diode, and falls down more quickly than that in 0.5 × 1019 /cm3 diode too. Behavior of current in
1.0 × 1019 /cm3 diode is situated between that of the above two diodes. Peak value of overshoot
current and falling down the speed are indicated to be related with the densities of carriers.
Peak values of overshoot current in these three diodes under voltage pulse with risetime from
0.01 ns to 0.1 ns are showed in Fig. 6(a) and risetime from 0.1 ns to 0.5 ns are showed in Fig. 6(b),
the values are normalized in both two diagrams. Peak values of overshoot current are nearly linearly
correlated with the periods of risetime according to Fig. 4. Slope of the linear fitting function of
peak current values in the diode whose doping density is 2.0 × 1019 /cm3 is greater than that in
diode whose doping density is 0.5 × 1019 /cm3 as Fig. 6 showed. This phenomenon suggests that
the increase of doping density leads to not only the accretion of overshoot current but also the
accretion of sensibility to the change of pulse waveform.
This phenomenon part l because the change of conductance induced by the varying of doping
density. Current in the above three diodes under a 0.9 V stable voltage is showed in Table 1. Under
stably voltage, while current is totally determined by conductance of diode, the variations between
the three diodes are not the same comparing with that of pulse voltage. We suppose that the
change of doping density inflects both conductance and capacitance of diode, thus influence the
overshoot current.
Change of doping density in I layer inflects the current in diode too, but not as salient as that
of P and N layers as Table 2 shows. Increase of doping density of I layer leads to the decrease of
overshoot current. Discrepancy between current in diode with 0.1×1019 /cm3 I layer doping density
and current in 10 × 1019 /cm3 diode is less than 3%. However, the change of doping densities of
P and I layer from 1.0 × 1019 /cm3 to 2.0 × 1019 /cm3 cause an more than 40% change of current.
Doping density of P layer and N layer influence the current in diode much more patently.

Figure 5: Behavior of current under EMP with varying doping concentration.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Peak of current under EMP with varying rise time in PIN diodes of different doping concentration,
(a) with rise time varying from 10 ps to 100 ps, (b) with rise time varying from 100 ps to 500 ps.
Table 1: Current in PIN diode with varying doping concentration of P layer and N layer under 0.9 V stable
voltage.
Doping density of Peak current under
P and N layer 0.9 V stable voltage Normalized value
(10−5 A)
(1019 /cm3 )
0.5
1.0
2.0

1.1143
1.3680
2.0053

Normalized peak
current value under
0.1 ns risetime pulse

Normalized peak
current value under
0.2 ns risetime pulse

0.8220
1
1.1820

0.8493
1
1.1451

0.8145
1
1.4658

Table 2: Peak of current under EMP with varying doping concentration of I layer under EMP with risetime
of 0.1 ns.
Doping density
of I layer
3
(1015 /cm )
0.1
0.5
1.0
5.0
10

Peak current under
0.9 V stable voltage
(10−4 A)
3.3406
3.3398
3.3336
3.3035
3.2675

Normalized value
1.0021
1.0019
1
0.9910
0.9802

4. CONCLUSIONS

Current overshoot phenomenon appears in PIN diode because of the capacitance of diode under
the action from high frequency electromagnetic field of the pulse in risetime. Capacitance of diode
is influenced by doping density of P layer, N layer and I layer of diode and the frequency of loaded
electromagnetic field. As simulation result shows, Peak value of overshoot current and the falling
down speed are indicated to be negatively related with the densities of carriers in P layer and N
layer almost linearly. Increase of doping densities in P and N layers leads to not only the accretion
of overshoot current but also the accretion of sensibility to the change of pulse waveform. Doping
density in I layer inflects the current in diode too, but not as salient as that of P and N layers.
Current overshoot phenomenon may causes a great transient current. If the risetime of pulse is
short enough, transient current may interferes the signal in circuit or even leads to logical errors in
circuits and causes the failture of electronic equipments. It is important in harding and shielding
of electronic equipment. We plan to study the mechanism by analysing the causation of overshoot
current using both numerical and experimental methods.
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Abstract— A flexible tube-lattice fiber is introduced into a THz-TDS system to implement
a THz false-color imaging system. The fiber, which has three low-loss transmission windows in
the frequency range of 0.1–1 THz, can lead THz radiation out of the system and lead back to
the detector. It can be used as a probe to break the spatial limit of the THz-TDS system and
widen the range of applications. A cuvette filled with two different kinds of white powder was
used as a sample in the experiment. One end of the fiber was fixed and the other end near the
sample was scanned by a 2D translation stage across the sample. THz radiation from the fiber
passes through the sample and is reflected by amirror at the back of the cuvette. The reflected
THz radiation contains the sample’s THz spectral information. Thus, the entire sample can be
investigated by scanning the fiber. Three-primary colors (red, green and blue) are defined by
spectral intensities of the fiber transmission windows. A 13 × 16 pixels false-color image was
generated with the mix of values of the primary colors. In the false-color image,the two kinds of
powder, the cuvette and the background present different colors and saturation which indicate
different materials and the concentration, respectively. The resolution was also investigated by
scanning slits in a metal sheet. The resolution of the imaging system is approximately 1 mm.
1. INTRODUCTION

Terahertz (THz) radiation can be transmitted through a wide variety of substances such as paper,
cloth, plastics, wood, bone, fat, various powders, dried food, and so on [1]. THz radiation interacts
with macromolecular materials, such as drugs, explosives, medicines and proteins [2, 3], allowing
them to be identified through their unique fingerprint information, including absorption frequencies,
amplitude and phase [4]. As such, THz imaging has great potential in security, forensic and medical
applications. THz imaging is usually based on large THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS)
systems, which is not suitable to move. The samples must be placed in the system, which is a
limit for its applications. We demonstrate a low-loss flexible THz fiber [5] which can lead the THz
radiation out and back to THz-TDS system to break the spatial limit. A false-color image has been
generated to present frequency information in the THz domain.
2. LOW-LOSS FLEXIBLE TUBE-LATTICE FIBER

The structure of the low-loss flexible tube-lattice fiber is shown in Fig. 1. It has a hollow core
with the diameter of 4 mm and a cladding composed of eight Zeonex tubes in a ring. The sample
fiber length is 20 cm. The out diameter and thickness of cladding tubes are 2.4 mm and 0.378 mm,
respectively. The cladding tubes are held in place by three short jackets at either end and in the
center of the fiber. The outside is shrink tube which was used to enhance mechanical stability.
Zeonex was used for its low absorption loss in the THz range [6]. Since the cladding tubes are not
fused together and are free to slide against each other, the fiber is easy to bend.
Due to inhibited coupling, the energy can couple into cladding to cause high loss at only a few
discrete frequencies, resulting in transmission windows for frequencies in between. A THz-TDS
system (Fig. 3(a)) was used to measure the transmission spectrum of the fiber. The THz radiation
passes through the fiber two times and couples back to the detector. The experimental result
in Fig. 2 shows three transmission windows in the range of 0.1–1 THz, which are 0.1–0.35 THz,
0.35–0.7 THz and 0.7–1.0 THz.
3. FALSE-COLOR IMAGING SYSTEM

To visualize the THz image, the fake-color system was implemented with the integrated transmission
over 0.23–0.32 THz corresponding to red, 0.45–0.65 THz to green, and 0.75–0.9 THz to blue, which
are shown as color boxes on Fig. 2, and correspond the fiber’s three transmission windows. Different
materials have different absorption frequencies, and they will affect the integration value of each
window, and hence the final color for the pixel of an image.
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Figure 1: Fiber structure and structure parameters.

(a)
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Figure 2: Normalized transmission spectrum.

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Experimental setups of THz-TDS. (a) is used to measure the fiber transmission spectrum, (b) is
use to get the THz image of the sample, (c) is used to check the resolution of the imaging system.

A cuvette filled with two kinds of white powder, α-Lactose and 4-Aminobenzoic acid (PABA),
was used. α-Lactose has one absorption frequency at 0.53 THz which is located in the second
transmission window, and PABA has two absorption frequencies at 0.6 and 0.8 THz which are
located in the second and third transmission windows.
The false-color imaging system is based on a THz-TDS system. One end of the flexible tube
lattice fiber is fixed and the other end near the sample is scanned by a 2D translation stage
(Fig. 3(b)). A 13 × 16 pixels image which is shown in Fig. 4(b), was obtained from the system.
Compared to the optical image shown in Fig. 4(a), the background, cuvette, α-Lactose and PABA
can been identified clearly due to their different colors and intensities. The α-Lactose absorbs only
in the green windows, appearing magenta. PABA absorbs both in the blue and green windows,
appearing red.
4. RESOLUTION

In order to explore the resolution of the imaging system, arrangement shown in Fig. 3(c) is used.
The end face of the fiber was scanned across a pair of slits in a metal sheet. THz radiation
incident on the metal would be reflected and some fraction would couple back into the waveguide
for detection, whilst THz radiation passing through the slits would be lost. When two 1 mm slits,
separated by 1 mm, are placed 1 mm away from the fiber (w = s = z = 1 mm), the two slits could
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Optical image and (b) THz fake-color image of the sample.

be clearly identified in the THz image, allowing the resolution to be estimated at 1 mm.
5. CONCLUSION

A low-loss, flexible tube lattice fiber was fabricated to have three transmission windows in the
frequency range of 0.1–1 THz. The fiber was used to lead the THz radiation to a sample and lead
it back to detector in the THz-TDS system. A false-color imaging system was set up with this fiber
probe. A cuvette filled with α-Lactose and PABA is used as the imaging sample, and the different
chemicals can be easily seen in through the false-color system. The resolution of the imaging system
was estimated at 1 mm.
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Simulation of Temperature Profile of Soot Preform during Sintering
Process
Ramesh Behera and Sham Nagarkar
Sterlite Technologies Ltd, Aurangabad, India

Abstract— Sintering process in optical fiber manufacturing technology densifies the soot preform to glass preform which is used for drawing optical fiber. The analysis of temperature
profile of the soot preform during sintering has been studied using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation software. The temperature profile inside the soot preform is discussed by
changing the preform diameter during sintering process.
1. INTRODUCTION

Sintering is an important process to convert soot preform to glass preform by densification phenomena. There are many literature papers available to discuss on theoretical calculation during
sintering process. Mathematical modeling is developed to quantify the heat conduction and helium gas diffusion inside the soot preform during sintering process [1]. The sintering rate of a
soot body has been calculated using Frenkel approach [2]. The effect of temperature on fluorine
dopant concentration profile is studied inside porous silica performs during sintering [3]. It has
been understood from the literature survey that the temperature profile plays an important role in
sintering process.
The quality of densification depends on the temperature profile of the preform which is controlled by furnace temperature and gas flow rate. The article presents a Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) calculation to find out the temperature of soot preform during sintering process.
In this study, the temperature inside the soot preform has been discussed with varying the preform
diameter following to a validation study.
2. THEORETICAL CALCULATION

ANSYS FLUENT [4] software is used to find out the temperature profile inside the soot preform by
solving a set of the governing equations, which is a finite volume method (FVM) based CFD code.
As part of the CFD calculation, the 3D geometry of the sintering apparatus is drawn including the
soot preform as per Figure 1. The preform diameter in Figure 1(b) is 4 times more than that of
Figure 1(a) keeping all others dimensions remaining unchanged. Another 3D geometry of sintering
apparatus is constructed similar to Figure 1 without the soot preform for the validation study. A
good quality mesh is generated in 3D geometry and the governing equations of mass conservation,
Navier-Stokes, turbulence and species transport, energy conservation and radiation are solved.

Gas medium
Soot preform
Glass
rod
Furnace

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Sinter machine including soot preform: (a) smaller diameter preform and (b) higher diameter
preform.
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3. RESULTS

Temperature

The validation study was carried out inside the sintering apparatus in stand by condition before discussing the soot temperature profile calculated using CFD software. The simulation result depicts
that the temperate is maximum in furnace region as compared to other part of the apparatus (Figure 2(a)). The simulated temperature profile matches with the typical experimental (Figure 2(b)).

Experiments
Simulation

Gas
inlet

(a)

Position

Gas
outlet

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Temperature field inside the sintering device in standby condition and (b) temperature comparison.

Soot
Glass

Gas

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Temperature field in a cross section positioned at center of furnace in sintering apparatus:
(a) smaller diameter preform and (b) higher diameter preform.

The temperature profile is calculated using CFD of soot preforms with two different diameters
as shown in Figure 1. Temperatures are calculated using the conduction, convection and radiation
equations in between the furnace muffle tube and soot preform & the conduction equation inside
the soot preform respectively. The densification and gas diffusion inside the soot has not been
considered in the calculation. It has been reported that the heat transfer through conduction
inside the soot is faster than the gas diffusion [1].
Simulation results suggest that the temperature drop in between the furnace muffle tube and
soot surface is negligible in both sizes of soot performs (Figure 3). The heat is conducted from
the muffle tube to soot surface through the radiation dominantly. However, the temperature drop
inside the higher diameter preform (Figure 3(b)) is 3 times more than the smaller diameter preform
(Figure 3(a)) which should be considered in the process parameter settings. The heat is conducted
through conduction dominantly inside the soot preform and the temperature drop increases as the
soot diameter increases.
4. CONCLUSIONS

A theoretical calculation was done using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation software
to determine temperature profile of a soot preform during sintering process. A validation study
was carried out to compare the calculated temperature profile with the typical experimental data
in the sintering apparatus. Simulated results suggest that the temperature drop inside the higher
diameter soot preform is 3 times more than the smaller diameter preform.
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Yield Improvement of Optical Fiber Manufacturing through
Redesign of ACVD Burner
Ramesh Behera and Datta Pasare
Sterlite Technologies Ltd., Aurangabad, India

Abstract— A burner design has been proposed to improve the manufacturing yield of optical
fiber. The burner is an important device to fabricate the soot preforms in ACVD process which
leads to draw optical fiber in subsequent manufacturing process. The glass formation at the tip
of burner fumes tube is a common defect which leads to scrap soot preform. The burner has been
redesigned using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation software to understand the
interaction of silica precursor, hydrogen and oxygen gas flow paths and to avoid glass formation.
1. INTRODUCTION

The ACVD is a well-known technology for manufacturing of glass performs used for drawing optical
fibers. A burner is an important device in ACVD manufacturing process and it is used for formation
of silica particles from combustion of hydrogen, oxygen and silica precursors. Silica particles hence
produced are deposited on a bait/glass rod in the form of soot preform. There are many technical
papers published on theoretical calculation in ACVD technology and a couple of them have been
discussed below. Fundamental understanding of soot deposition with process optimization has
been discussed by Pushkar Tandon [1]. The variation of soot temperature with time is presented
in the work. Modeling of the flame temperature with different steps of chemical reaction has been
discussed by Hannebauer et al. [2]. It is also understood from the literature survey that the defects
will generate during the soot preform fabrication if the burner is not designed correctly.
There are many defects such as glass formation at burner tip, wart on soot preform and bad
interface on soot preform in the ACVD process which leads to scrap soot preform. The overall
manufacturing cost of optical fiber increases if the soot preform is scrapped. It has been a challenging task to decrease the optical fiber manufacturing cost due to current competitive market.
To understand and remove the defects, engineers explore to use of smart engineering tools which is
a cost effective solution. The Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation software has been
used to understand the defect, known as glass formation at the tip of burner.
The article presents a CFD calculation of interaction of gas flow paths of silica precursor, hydrogen and oxygen in the generic and redesigned burners. In this study, the gas velocities resulted
from CFD calculation have been discussed.

Flame
enclosure

Burner tip

Figure 1: 3D drawing of generic burner.
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2. THEORETICAL CALCULATION

ANSYS FLUENT [3] software is used to solve the governing equations, which is a finite volume
method (FVM) based CFD code. As part of the CFD calculation, the 3D engineering drawings
of the both generic and redesigned burners are prepared (as shown in Figure 1). A good quality
mesh is generated in the 3D drawings (as shown in Figure 2). The governing equations of mass
conservation, Navier-Stokes, turbulence and species transport are solved to find out the velocity
profile of gases at the burner tip.

Flame
enclosure

Central plane

Centre line
of the burner

Burner tip

Figure 2: Mesh in a section of the generic burner.
3. RESULTS

The velocity vectors are shown in Figure 3 for both burners as part of CFD results. Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) represent for generic and redesigned burners respectively.
The axis shown in Figure 3 represents for fumes tube of burners. The pitch circle diameters
of redesigned burner are decreased by 4 units as compared to the generic burner keeping all other
inputs constant. The gas injection locations are marked in arrow.
The velocity field causes for glass formation at the tip of fumes tube in the generic burner due
to less gas flow between first and second injections and a recirculation zone between second and
third injections (Figure 3(a)). Whereas the velocity field generated in the redesigned burner doesn’t
allow for glass formation as the gas flows are directed towards the first and second injections from
the second and third injections respectively (Figure 3(b)).
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Figure 3: Non-dimensional velocity vectors: (a) generic burner, (b) redesigned burner.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

A burner of the ACVD based optical fiber manufacturing technology has been redesigned to lower
the scrap of soot preform. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation software was used
to compare the gas flow interaction at the tip of generic and redesigned burners. The governing
equations of mass conservation, Naiver-Stokes, turbulence and species transport are solved in the
CFD calculation. It is understood from the gas velocity field that the recirculation zone is observed
in the general burner and the glass formation is found at the burner tip. The recirculation zone is
not observed in the redesigned burner.
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Core Profile Based Dispersion Optimization in Trench Assisted
Bend-insensitive Optical Fibers
Pramod R. Watekar, Archi Bhattacharya, and Nagaraju Bezawada
Sterlite Technologies Ltd., Aurangabad 431016, India

Abstract— We present a new design method to optimize the performance of bend insensitive
optical fibers based on the core profile optimization. Validity of this method has been verified by
experimentally fabricating ultra-bend insensitive optical fibers.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, with increasing deployment of FTTx applications, bend insensitive optical fibers are
gaining much attention due to their capability to handle sharp bends by offering very low bending
attenuation in premises, thus aiding in the tight power budget of deployment. This has resulted in
commercial availability of a range of bend insensitive optical fibers (G.657.A1, A2, B2, B3) [1–3].
However, optical fiber manufacturers often face difficulty in experimental realization of ultra low
bending loss fibers due to critical balancing of various optical parameters, such as the chromatic
dispersion and the bending loss. It is well known that decrease in the bending loss causes the
cable cutoff wavelength as well as the dispersion at 1550 nm to increase beyond recommended
values suggested by ITU-T for G.657 category fibers [4]. Thus, a tradeoff between the high bend
insensitivity and the dispersion limit at 1550 nm has to be well understood and addressed to obtain
optimized parameters.
In the current communication, we present a design method based on the core profile optimization, which gives required balance between the bending loss and the dispersion. We also present
experimental results obtained after adopting this method for designing G.657.B3 fibers.
2. THEORY

The trench assisted profile under consideration is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the core is
surrounded by inner silica cladding and the low-index trench, which are surrounded by the outer
silica cladding.
In Fig. 1, the core of optical fiber has been shown in different shapes, which are defined by alpha
parameter in the following equation:
r
³ x ´α
n(x) = nmax 1 − 2∆
(1)
w
where n is the refractive index at radial parameter x, nmax is the maximum value of refractive
index, w is the radius of core and ∆ is the normalized index difference defined as:
¢
¡ 2
nmax − n2min
∆=
(2)
2n2max
Optical parameters of this profile can be obtained by solving the wave equation to get the spectral
variation of propagation constant, which can be then used to obtain radial distribution of the mode
field, values of chromatic dispersion, a cutoff wavelength, and the bending loss [5–7].
3. ANALYSIS

We select a typical profile of bend insensitive fiber as shown in Fig. 1 with parameters listed in
Table 1. Parameter Delta used in the description of figures is the normalized refractive index in %
(Eq. (2)) where nmin is the minimum value of refractive index in the core. Illustrations of profiles
at alpha = 1 and Delta = 0.2 and 0.4 are shown in Fig. 2.
Effects of alpha on the bending loss of bend-insensitive fiber are shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that
the bending loss reduces with increasing alpha, while the bending loss increases with increasing
Delta. This happens because increase in the value of Delta lowers the cutoff wavelength.
As we discussed earlier, choosing the minimum value of bending loss may affect other optical
parameters of the bend insensitive fiber. For example, selecting the value of alpha to be 10 gives
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Delta = 0.2

1.450

Refractive index

1.448

Delta = 0.4

1.446
1.444
1.442
1.440
1.438
1.436
-20

0

20

Radial distance (µm)
Figure 1: Trench assisted bend insensitive fiber at
different alpha values.

Figure 2: Refractive index profiles at alpha = 1,
Delta = 0.2 and 0.4 and wavelength = 1550 nm.

Table 1: Typical parameters of the bend-insensitive fiber under consideration.
Parameter
Maximum refractive index of core at 1550 nm
Minimum index difference of trench at 1550 nm
Core diameter (d)
Separation of trench from the edge of core
Trench width

Delta=
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4

10

MFD at 1550 nm (µm)

Bending loss at 1550 nm (dB/loop)

100

1

0.1
0

2

4

6

8

10

Alpha

Figure 3: Effects of alpha on the bending loss at
5 mm bending radius.

Value
1.45
1.437
8.4 µm
0.72d
0.6d

12.2
12.0
11.8
11.6
11.4
11.2
11.0
10.8
10.6
10.4
10.2
10.0
9.8
9.6
9.4
9.2

Delta=
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4

2

4

6
Alpha

8

10

Figure 4: Effects of alpha on the mode field diameter
at 1550 nm.

low bending loss, however, at the same time reduces the mode field diameter (MFD) at 1550 nm
as shown in Fig. 4. It is also interesting to note that at alpha > 3.5, the MFD value is the highest
for Delta = 0.4, while at alpha < 3.5, the MFD value is the lowest for Delta = 0.4. Reason for this
behavior is the effective index, which reduces with reduction in alpha.
Finally, the effect of alpha on the dispersion is illustrated in Fig. 5. It can be observed that
the dispersion has U-shape with respect to alpha and there exists minimum value of dispersion
at 1550 nm for each Delta. This result is very useful to select optimum values of alpha and Delta
so that optical parameters of the bend-insensitive fiber are within the ITU-T specified limits. In
Fig. 5, Delta = 0.4 gives minimum dispersion values, which is synonym saying that the bending
loss will be high as shown in Fig. 3. Based on these results, a new method to design the bend
insensitive optical fiber is proposed in the following section.
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Figure 5: Effects of alpha on the dispersion at 1550 nm.

4. CORE PROFILE BASED OPTIMIZATION METHOD

The core profile based dispersion and bending loss optimization method is explained as follows.
Firstly, an index profile similar to the well known single mode fiber is selected. A low-index trench
is added to the profile at a distance from the core; we need to select trench index, width and its
position from the core so that required macro-bending loss is obtained. It is noted that this may
affect dispersion properties of the fiber, however, it is ignored at this stage.
Secondly, the shape of the core profile is changed by changing an alpha parameter as shown
in Fig. 1. Optical parameters are calculated for this profile by solving the wave equation. Thus,
we obtain a set of optical parameters for different alpha values. Typically, the curve representing
variation in dispersion with respect to the alpha parameter is U-shaped and there exists alpha
parameter value where the dispersion is minimum.
Finally, the optimum alpha profile is selected where all required optical parameters are obtained.
If the dispersion value is still above the limit specified by ITU-T, then we need to start over from
step one, where the trench position and dimensions are varied.
5. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

Various samples of the bend-insensitive fiber of G.657.B3 category were fabricated using the inhouse facility. The design approach adopted for all these fibers was same as explained in Section 4.
Measured optical parameters of these fibers are listed in Table 2, where it can be observed that
dispersion values at 1550 nm are within the specification (i.e., < 18 ps/km·nm) with the bending
loss has ultra low value. When the dispersion is < 17 ps/km·nm, the zero dispersion wavelength
is near the higher limit of the specification (i.e., 1324 nm); this issue can be managed by targeting
the dispersion to be 17–17.5 ps/km·nm. In all cases, the bending loss at 1550 nm was far below the
specification (i.e., 0.15 dB/loop at 5 mm of bending radius).
Table 2: Measured optical parameters of the bend-insensitive optical fiber. BL is the bending loss at specified
bending radius.
Sample
No.
G.657.B3

MFD
(µm)

Cable
cutoff
(nm)

Dispersion
at 1550 nm
(ps/km·nm)

Zero dispersion
wavelength
(nm)

BL 5 mm
(dB/loop)

1

8.58

1238.5

16.68

1321.81

0.067

0.03

2

8.62

1231.5

17.29

1319.27

0.063

0.052

3

8.736

1259

17.15

1318.25

0.086

0.036

4

8.67

1239.5

16.77

1322.08

0.079

0.04

5

8.57

1247

17.2

1315.7

0.051

0.017

6

8.62

1238

17.49

1315.19

0.057

0.032

7

8.68

1229.07

16.92

1321.16

0.084

0.046

BL 7.5 mm
(dB/loop)
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6. CONCLUSION

We presented a method to optimize the performance of bend insensitive optical fiber by using the
core profile optimization, where dispersion and bending loss are optimized. Bend insensitive fibers
of category G.657.B3 were fabricated and measured parameters were well below the limits suggested
by ITU-T.
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Experimental Investigation of Modal Noise in Ultra
Bend-insensitive Fibers
Nagaraju Bezawada, Manoj Gupta, and Pramod R. Watekar
Center of Excellence, Sterlite Technologies Limited, Aurangabad, India

Abstract— We experimentally investigate the modal noise characteristics of short length ultra bend-insensitive optical fibers with different splice conditions using broadband source/OSA
technique.
1. INTRODUCTION

As the fiber penetrates indoor for FTTH, it needs to have very high bend resistance [1]. Harsh
conditions like sharp turns, staples, and reduced storage space are very common in indoor applications. ITU has recommended a new fiber type called G.657 for these applications [2]. As the
macro-bend loss of conventional matched clad fibers cannot be reduced beyond certain extent without disturbing mode field diameter (MFD) and dispersion, a trench in cladding design has been
proposed. Fibers with trench in cladding design can achieve ultra low bend losses without compromising on MFD and dispersion. However, these fibers typically have higher cutoff wavelengths than
matched clad fibers due to improved confinement of optical power [3]. Also, the existence of trench
in the cladding of these fibers results in the existence of higher order mode (LP11 mode) beyond
cutoff wavelength. The existence of this higher order mode can cause modal noise and needs to be
investigated in short length bend insensitive fibers.
Because of the depressed index region in BIFs, the LP11 mode becomes leaky around cutoff
wavelength and can interfere with fundamental mode due to superior bend resistance. Multipath
interference (MPI) in a BIF is caused when signal in fundamental mode gets partially converted
into higher order mode and reconverted back into fundamental mode after propagating certain
distance. This can happen in a FTTH network due to closely spaced splices, staples, and bends.
In this paper, we present measurement results of modal noise in a 2 m length ultra bendinsensitive fiber (G.657B3 category) with different splice conditions. Modal noise is measured at
both 1260 nm and 1310 nm with different splice losses.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our measurement method is based on wideband light source/OSA technique and monitors transmitted optical power through the short length fiber under test as a function of wavelength. The
interference phenomenon between the fundamental and higher order mode is measured by capturing
the maximum and minimum transmitted power over a range of wavelengths. Polarization variation
of the input is used to ensure true power extremes are found. A schematic of the apparatus used
for this test is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Experimental setup.

Figure 2: Source power drift with time over 15 mins.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Spectral power stability of the source is very critical parameter and limits the baseline MPI. The
fluctuations of the source power over measurement time are measured and found to be well within
the requirement of ±0.03 dB/15 minutes [4] as shown in Fig. 2.
The baseline MPI, which is the minimum MPI that can be measured with the system, is measured without sample with polarization scrambler switched on. Fig. 3 shows the Max and Min
power curves without sample with polarization scrambler switched on. Baseline MPI is calculated
using this Max and Min data and the formula given below [5].
"
#
10P R/20 − 1
MPI (dB) = 20 log
(1)
10P R/20 + 1
where P R is the difference between the maximum and minimum power levels detected (in dB).
The baseline MPI is measured to be ∼ −40.77 dB.
The fiber sample used for measuring multipath interference (MPI) is a G.657B3 category fiber
with a macrobend loss of 0.07 dB/turn at a bend radius of 5 mm and cable cutoff wavelength of
1240 nm.

Figure 3: Max and Min power data for baseline MPI.

Figure 4: Measured Max and Min power curves at
1310 nm for an insertion loss of 1.49 dB.

MPI of the sample is measured at both 1260 and 1310 nm by inserting the sample and switching
on the polarization scrambler. OSA was set into MAX and MIN hold mode and Max and Min
power was measured for 15 minutes. This time was sufficient for the scrambler to explore all the
polarization states on Poincare sphere. Fig. 4 shows measured Max and Min power curves at
1310 nm for an insertion loss of 1.49 dB.
MPI dependence on insertion loss is shown in Fig. 5. Required insertion loss is achieved through
creating manually controlled offset splices. Measured MPI values as a function of insertion loss are

Figure 5: Dependence of MPI on insertion loss at 1260 nm and 1310 nm.
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plotted at both 1260 nm and 1310 nm. As seen from this figure, MPI value increased with insertion
loss. Also, as expected MPI value at 1260 nm is higher than that at 1310 nm.
4. CONCLUSION

We investigated modal noise in a 2 m length ultra bend-insensitive fiber with different splice conditions. It is found that MPI is negligible for fibers with worst case splice conditions at both 1260 nm
and 1310 nm.
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Measurement of Nonlinear Coefficient of Ultra Bend-insensitive
Optical Fiber
Manoj Gupta, Nagaraju Bezawada, and Pramod R. Watekar
Center of Excellence, Sterlite Technologies Limited, Aurangabad, India

Abstract— We present measurement results of nonlinear coefficient of bend insensitive fiber
(G.657A2) at 1550 nm by direct continuous wave method. Measured nonlinear coefficient for
G.657A2 fiber is 1.25 (W-km)−1 .
1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the whole world is witnessing the fast and rapid optical communication based on dense
wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) networks. These networks carry high power densities
and the rapid increase in the power put into an optical fiber gives rise to such phenomena as
nonlinear optical effects. Nonlinear optical interaction will become prominent when optical power
density is high and interaction between light signal and fiber medium takes place for longer distance.
The intensity dependent refractive index (n2) leads to variety of nonlinearity effects such as selfphase modulation (SPM), cross-phase modulation (XPM) and four wave mixing (FWM) in the
optical fibers and is thus a critical parameter for long haul networks. Typically, G.652 D fibers
are used in long haul networks. However, G.657 A fibers, which are designed for access networks,
are expected to see applications outside access network in future. This is due to their improved
microbending performance and compatibility with G.652 D. So, it is important to understand
nonlinear characteristics of these fibers. There are various approaches proposed in the literature
to measure the nonlinear coefficient of optical fibers [1–3]. We have used continuous wave-SPM
(cw-SPM) method.
In this paper, we present a nonlinear coefficient measurement results based on self-phase modulation for Sterlite’s Bowlite G.657 A2 optical fiber. At high electric fields induced due to high
optical power density, fiber medium behaves as an anisotropic medium. In this medium, electric
polarization can be written as
³
´
P = ε0 χE + χ(2) E 2 + χ(3) E 3 + . . .
(1)
where χ(2) , χ(3) , . . . are higher order susceptibilities giving rise to nonlinear effect. For silica fiber,
χ(2) is zero and does not show any non linear effects. Third order nonlinear effects cause the various
type of nonlinearity in the optical fibers. Cw-SPM method is based on measuring the nonlinear
phase shift experienced by a dual-frequency beat signal and this beat signal is propagating along
the fiber (neglecting dispersion) can be written as [4, 5]
£

¤
λ Aeff
E (t, L) = 2a cos (∆ωt) exp (iω0 t) exp iϕSPM cos (∆ωt) and n2 =
4π Leff
2

µ

ϕSPM
Pin

¶
(2)

where Pin is the input launch power of the signal into fiber, Leff is the effective length of the fiber
calculated by Leff = (1 − exp(−αL)/α, n2 is the nonlinear refractive index and Aeff is the effective
area which comes from averaging over the intensity profile of the mode in the fiber and is given by

Aeff

h R
i2
∞
2π −∞ E 2 rdr
R∞
=
2π −∞ E 4 rdr

(3)

when beat signal is propagating in the fiber and interaction take place for longer distance, a typical
spectrum is generated at the output as shown in Figure 1. I0 and I1 are the intensities of zero and
first order harmonics respectively.
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Figure 1: Typical spectrum generated by nonlinear effect.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Two continuous signals centered at 1550.06 nm and 1550.23 nm were launched having power of
10 dBm each. The launch polarization of signals was adjusted using polarization controllers. These
two signals are combined using a 50 : 50 splitters. The combined signal is amplified using a high
power EDFA and launched into the fiber under test length of 1 km. A band pass filter (BW:
3.2 nm) is used to filter the noise. Output power spectrum was recorded by using optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA). Resolution bandwidth of OSA was fixed to 0.02 nm. An attenuator of 20 dB loss
was inserted before OSA for controlling power going to OSA input port.

Figure 2: Experimental set for non linear coefficient measurement.
Table 1: Optical parameters for sterlite bowlite’s G.657 A2.
Fiber Type
G.657 A2

Cable
Cutoff
1251 nm

MFD
@1550 nm
9.45 µm

Effective Area
(Aeff )
67.1 µm2

Dispersion at
1550 nm
17.45 ps/nm-km

Attenuation
0.192 dB/km

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Total phase shift faced by signal while propagating (β0 as propagation constant) inside the fiber of
length L is given by
ϕSPM = β0 L + γLeff Pin
(4)
γ is called nonlinear coefficient which is defined as K0 n2 /Aeff . When a continuous wave dual
frequency beat signal used as a pump signal, the resultant spectrum is discrete (because electric
field signal is continues and periodic in time domain), consisting of harmonics of the beat frequency
as shown in Figure 1. The nonlinear phase shift induced in the optical fiber by self phase modulation
(SPM) effect and corresponding power are determined from the discrete shape of the spectrum,
i.e., relative ratio of the spectral components given by [2, 3]
¡
¢
¡
¢
J02 ϕSPM
+ J12 ϕSPM
I0
2
2
¡
¢
= 2 ¡ ϕSPM ¢
(5)
I1
J2
+ J12 ϕSPM
2
2
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Figure 3: Output power spectrum at different input launched power level into fiber sample of G.657 A2.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4: (a) Phase shift variation due to changing the input power (b) histogram of several measurement
of nonlinear coefficient for G.657A2.

Multiple spectrums were plotted at different input power level as shown in Figure 3 to confirm
that phase behavior should be linear as shown in Figure 4(a). The value of self-phase (ϕSPM ) was
calculated using the Equation (5) and by knowing the value of mode field diameter and attenuation
in fiber it is then possible to measure the value of nonlinear refractive index (n2 ) as well coefficient
(γ). The value of nonlinear coefficient depends on state of polarization and this could generate the
uncertainty in the result so we took repeatability of results and found the deviation from mean by
the unit of 0.06 as shown in Figure 4(b).
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we measured the nonlinear coefficient of bend insensitive fiber (G.657 A2) and its
average value was calculated 1.25 (W-km)−1 .
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Abstract— There has been a recent drive to find fundamental limitations of bandwidth performance. Such results include Rozanovs (2000) bandwidth performance of absorbers, and
Gustafssons (2007) limitation for single port antennas, similar bounds on transmission coefficients through a frequency selective screen and high-impedance surfaces are also known. In the
present work we show a related bound for array antennas over a ground plane. We illustrate
how this bound can be formulated as an array figure of merit, weighting impedance bandwidth,
return loss, scan range and material and size information against each other.
The derivation of the array figure of merit is based on Bode-Fano theory for a scattering passive
object, and is related to the Rozanov bound of absorbers. This result is essentially a sum-rule
result that only requires that the array element is scattering passive, time-invariant and linear.
The bound is derived for linearly polarized periodic arrays over an infinite planar ground-plane.
The array figure of merit can both be used to evaluate existing antennas. It can also be used
as a prediction tool and hence as an a-priori assessment of impedance bandwidth limitations for
a given antenna element. The array figure of merit contains return-loss, impedance bandwidth,
scan range, and element specific information. We show how to use the array figure of merit to
investigate trade-off between, e.g., return-loss and bandwidth or bandwidth versus thickness. We
note that the array figure of merit easily extend to multi-band antennas.
1. INTRODUCTION

Physical limitations on impedance bandwidth for array antennas is a fairly recent research area.
Initial investigation based on an antenna Q approach are known in [1, 2]. A sum-rule approach to
these limitations are derived and analyzed in [3–5]. On the other hand, small single port antennas
bandwidth limitations are known starting from [6, 7] for spherical regions, using a spherical mode
approach. Antenna Q for small antennas analyzed through the input impedance are given in [8].
Arbitrary shaped small antenna limitations were first derived in [9] through a sum-rule for partial
directivity over antenna Q, D/Q. Antenna Q, and D/Q through a current-density approach has
been studied in [10–14]. Other approaches to bandwidth through stored energy can be found
in [13, 15–18].
The present result is based on sum-rules for array antennas. Such sum-rules follow directly
from that a unit-cell array antenna can be seen as a passive system [19–21], see also [22]. This
approach is similar to scattering of layered homogeneous absorbers [23]. It was extended to periodic
structures above a ground-plane in [24, 25] and applied to arrays over a ground-plane in [3]. In [4]
we showed that these bounds are valid for linearly polarized multi-band array antennas. Here we
also defined the array figure of merit. For a comparison of performance of recent array antennas
see [4]. Extension to circular polarization can be found in [5].
In the present paper we illustrate how the array figure of merit can be used as a trade-off tool
between scan-range, bandwidth at a particular return loss level and thickness for an array antenna.
This enables us to predict what the fundamental limitations of an array are. Furthermore, it
can also be used as a thumb-rule based on existing arrays as an a-priori figure of merit for a
particular design-specification. The figure of merit is here limited to planar unit-cell arrays over a
ground-plane. It is derived under the assumption that the array is passive, loss-less, reciprocal and
time-invariant.
The paper is organized as follows, in Section 2 we introduce the array figure of merit. In Section 3
we illustrate how the array figure of merit can be used as a trade-off tool for arrays. We end with
a conclusion.
2. ARRAY FIGURE OF MERIT

Consider a planar array antenna over a ground plane, see Fig. 1. We simplify the array to a model
with a single unit cell with periodic boundary condition over a ground-plane. The antenna is feed
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below the ground-plane, and matching is done within the unit-cell above the ground-plane. The
unit-cell extend from the ground-plane a distance d upwards and with area A to include one element
of the periodic array.

Unit Cell &
Periodic Boundary Conditions
Ground Plane

Figure 1: Schematic picture from above of a finite array with a ground-plane. The enlargement shows a
unit-cell of the array.

The key parameter for the figure of merit is the array feed reflection coefficient ΓZ . It is a function
of angular frequency ω, note that |ΓZ | ≤ 1, and that it is analytic in s = σ + jω, Res > 0 [19, 26].
It also depend on the scan-angle θ. For the TE-radiating case we have the following relation [4]:
Z ωG
³¯
¯−1 ´
¯
I(θ) =
ω −2 ln ¯ΓTE
dω ≤ qTE (θ),
(1)
Z (ω, θ)
0

where ωG is the angular frequency anzats of the grating-lobes and
µ
¶
πd
γ̃
πdµs
qTE =
1+
cos θ ≤
cos θ.
c
2dA
c

(2)

Here c is the speed of light, µs is the maximal static relative permeability, d is the unit-cell thickness,
A is the unit-cell area and γ̃ is a function of the magnetic polarizability tensor, see [25]. The array
figure of merit is derived out (1) through the idea of measuring the maximal value of I(θ)/q(θ). Let
λ = 2πc/ω, the we maximize I/q over one or several working bands [λ−,m , λ+,m ], m = 1, . . . , M
below ωG and over the scan-range R = [θ0 , θ1 ]. Given a maximal reflection coefficient Γm over
working band m and for all angles in R, we find that the array figure of merit is defined as
¡
¢
PM
−1 (λ
+,m − λ−,m )
m=1 ln |Γm |
TE
ηM =
≤ 1.
(3)
2πcq̃
TM , if we know detailed structure informaWe obtain the highest value of the array figure of merit ηM
TE
tion γ̃ about the unit cell, and insert q̃ = minθ∈R q (θ) above. For most cases we only know the
array thickness and maximal static permeability µs , in this case we use q̃ = πdµs (cos θ)/c. This imply that we get a slightly conservative measure of η TE of the performance corresponding to making
full use of the available volume. Note that the above calculation assumes a perfect ground-plane to
determine γ̃ through a mirroring approach. Possible holes in the ground-plane could improve the
possible performance limit.
The simplest case, with scan-range region [0, θ1 ], and one working band [λ− , λ+ ], assuming no
information about the unit-cell structure we find the array figure of merit as:
¡
¢
ln |Γm |−1 (λ+,m − λ−,m )
TE
η = η1 =
≤ 1.
(4)
2π 2 dµs cos θ1

The highest known value of a wide-band and wide-scan array using (4) is η TE = 0.64, see [4] and
where also the TM-case is discussed. Given a measured or simulated array, it is fairly easy to
estimate its array-figure of merit see [4]. Below we illustrate through an example how to use (4) as
a tool for trade-off.
3. TRADE-OFF USING THE ARRAY FIGURE OF MERIT

The main point in this paper is to investigate how to use the array figure of merit as a trade-off
tool and to evaluate different a-priori design-criteria. To do this, consider an array with a high
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performance requirement. The desired array specification is:
λ+
= 6 at RL = 15 dB or RL = 10 dB
λ−
scan range: [0, 60◦ ] or [0, 45◦ ]
d
d
thickness ratio:
= 0.5 or
= 1.
λ−
λ−
bandwidth ratio:

(5)
(6)
(7)

Here, RL = 20 log10 (|Γ|−1 ) is the return-loss. The smaller scan-range might be possible, but the
larger is preferred. Similarly the higher return loss is desired, but if trade-off requires it the lower
one is acceptable over the working band. Similarly, an array should clearly be as thin as possible
and the 0.5 thickness ratio is the goal. Given such a specification it is often hard to know if its
realizable and how it compares with existing arrays. Let’s check the hardest requirements with the
array figure of merit, RL = 15 dB, θ1 = 60◦ , d/λ− = 0.5 and λ+ /λ− = 6 we find that η = 1.75 > 1
and thus it is beyond the physically realistic case.
With one or several of the lower requirements we can enter into the physically possible range.
Here it is interesting to compare performance with existing top preforming arrays to understand
how these requirements has to be modified in order for the design to be a reasonable input for an
array design. We will show how the different parameters can be trade-against each other.
Given the specification of the array, to compare it with existing high-performing arrays we choose
the figure of merit as η ∈ [0.57, 0.63, 0.70]. This corresponds to slightly below 0.57, at 0.64 and
beyond 0.70 the best known array element today. We see that Eq. (4) for the scan-range depend
only on θ1 , thus we fix the two different maximal ranges 45◦ and 60◦ for our illustration. Similarly
we also consider the two cases of return loss 10 dB and 15 dB. Sweeping thicknesses, we find the
corresponding bandwidth ratio λ+ /λ− in Fig. 2.
7
λ+
λ-

θ =30

6

θ=45
η = 0.7

5

RL=10 dB, η = 0.64

η = 0.64

4

η = 0.57

3
RL=15 dB,θ=60
2
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

d 1.0
λ-

Figure 2: Bandwidth versus relative thickness. We consider two ranges of return loss 10 dB and 15 dB and
compare with today’s best arrays η ∈ [0.57, 0.64, 0.70] for [0, θ1 ] where θ1 ∈ [30, 45, 60◦ ].

From this figure we see that with present day state-of-the art η = 0.64, a 6 : 1 bandwidth ratio
with 10 dB return loss and 45◦ is possible only if the relative thickness satisfy d/λ− > 0.64. If we
desire 15 dB in return loss and θ1 = 60◦ we need a relative thickness ∼ 1.4. One can also verify that
if we for RL = 15 dB lower the max scan-range to θ1 = 45◦ , then a 6 : 1 bandwidth and relative
thickness 1 correspond to the array figure of merit η = 0.64, which is the best figure-of-merit
preforming wideband array. Thus a fixed array figure of merit gives us a performance surfaces on
which the antenna parameters trade-off at the same performance level. It unfortunately does not
tell us how to realize these arrays, only that they are physically possible, and that there exists other
arrays for a particular combination parameters of this performance level.
We can further illustrate how to trade the parameters, by sweeping return loss and scan-range
against bandwidth ratio see Fig. 3. Fix the relative thickness of d/λ− to 0.5 or 1, for a range of
array figure of merit performances. It is clear from Fig. 3(a) that for a relative thickness of 0.5,
we have the choice of a lower return loss of ∼ 7.7 dB to obtain the desired 6 : 1 bandwidth ratio for
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Figure 3: Bandwidth versus (a) return loss and (b) scan-range [0, θ1 ].

45◦ or reducing the max scan-range to 30◦ and live with a return-loss of 9.4 dB. If we instead use,
e.g., a WAIM layer and have a thick array with relative thickness 1, we see that a 6 : 1 bandwidth
at 10 dB return-loss and maximal scan-range 60◦ , can be obtained for array figure of merits in
0.57 < η < 0.64.
In Fig. 3(b) of trade-off is between bandwidth ratio and scan-range. Here we once again consider
the two cases of RL = 10 dB and RL = 15 dB, and the two relative thicknesses 0.5 and 1. It is clear
that the RL = 10 dB with relative thickness 0.5 reaches a 6 : 1 bandwidth if we accept a scan-range
of [0, 20◦ ] for η = 0.64. However RL = 15 and d/λ = 1 reaches 6 : 1 bandwidth ratio in the interval
[0, 40] degrees for η = 0.57, whereas if we can improve the design to beyond the state-of-the art
η = 0.7, we can reach a scan-range of [0, 52◦ ].
From the above considerations we see that there are several combination of the specified parameters that are in pair with today’s state-of-the art array. With the above illustrations we
have shown how return-loss, scan-range and thickness can be traded, in order to reach a good
array specification. In the end, which of these parameters that should be weakened depend on the
application.
Note that there are currently few known arrays with performance above η > 0.45, and unfortunately that the waist majority of arrays are below 0.30. A careful choice of antenna design and
its technology is required to reaching towards η = 0.64. A survey of the best arrays in a desired
array technology will easily yield a technology-specific figure of merit, which hence can be used as
a design-tool and goal setting of such arrays.
4. CONCLUSION

In the present paper, we illustrate how the array figure of merit can be used to trade different array
performance parameters against each other. We consider a high-performance array specification,
and compare with the array figure of merit corresponding to a state-of-the art array of today. The
array figure of merit enables us to realize how the array parameters depend on each-other. We
can thus compare with the physical limitation η = 1, but also against top-performing published
arrays. Through the array figure of merit, it is clear how the specification can be adjusted, in order
to get an array that is comparable with existing arrays. Realizing a physical array design that
have this performance remain an antenna engineering challenge, however we know that there exists
realizations on this performance level.
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Abstract— In this paper, a much simple experimental method is proposed to analyze the
terahertz-wave propagation properties. The schematic diagram and process of parameters retrieval are presented in detail. Two terahertz-wave transmission paths are presented in one
vacuum chamber but with different lengths. Two switches are required to select different transmission paths in a short time by which the system errors such as assembling error and instrumental
error can be ignored. Different complex atmosphere can be injected into the vacuum chamber and
its equivalent electromagnetic parameters such as propagation constant can be retrieved. Then
the detailed propagation properties can be further calculated. The above method is certificated
in full-wave simulation and the error is no more than 0.33% when isotropic material is used to
simulate the atmosphere.
1. INTRODUCTION

Terahertz-wave has received considerable attention in both scientific and engineering communities
for its higher communication speed, better imaging resolution and less harm medical care [1, 2].
More recently, satisfactory achievements are obtained in designing terahertz source and detector
equipments [3, 4]. But the advancement of researches on terahertz-wave propagation properties
is still poor. The main analysis method is given by ITU-R [5] which is only suitable for idea
atmospheric as only the oxygen, nitrogen and water vapor are considerable. For real complex
atmosphere, experimental method is preferred. However, the presented experimental systems are
extremely complicated and expensive [6, 7]. They are difficult to be copied by common fabricated
technology.
In this paper, a much simple experimental method is proposed to analyze the terahertz-wave
propagation properties. Two terahertz-wave transmission paths are presented in one vacuum chamber but with different lengths. Two switches are required to select different transmission path in a
short time by which the measurement errors such as assembling error and instrumental error can be
ignored. Different complex atmosphere can be injected into the vacuum chamber and its equivalent
electromagnetic parameters such as relative permittivity and permeability can be retrieved. The
detailed retrieval process are listed and the method is certificated by full-wave simulation when
isotropic material is used to simulate the atmosphere.
2. METHOD ANALYSIS

As for terahertz-wave propagation, the absolute results are easily affected by different kinds of errors, such as assembling error, instrumental error and environmental disturbance. Here, we suggest
a comparison method to analyze the propagation properties of terahertz-waves. The schematic
diagram are presented in Fig. 1, where two terahertz-wave transmission paths are presented in one
closed vacuum chamber but with different lengths. Different complex atmosphere can be simulated
in the closed chamber. Two switches are added to select different transmission path in a short time
by which the measurement errors can be ignored. For path 1, the total scatter matrix [S]P 1 from
port 1 to port 2 can be easily obtained by simulation or experiment. Then, the total transmission
matrix [T ]P 1 can be calculated by
·
¸
·
¸
T11 T12
(−S11 S22 + S12 S21 )/S21 S11 /S21
[T ]P 1 =
(1)
=
= [T ]P 1−L [T ]P 1−R ,
T21 T22 P 1
−S22 /S21
1/S21 P 1
where
[T ]P 1−L =

·

TL11 TL12
TL21 TL22

¸

·
, [T ]P 1−R =
P1

TR11 TR12
TR21 TR22

¸

·
=
P1

TL11 −TL21
−TL12 TL22

¸
.
P1

(2)
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For path 2, the total scatter matrix [S]P 2 from port 1 to port 2 can be also easily obtained by
simulation or experiment. Then, the total transmission matrix [T ]P 2 can be calculated by
·
¸
·
¸
T11 T12
(−S11 S22 + S12 S21 )/S21 S11 /S21
[T ]P 2 =
=
= [T ]P 2−L [T ]atm [T ]P 2−R , (3)
T21 T22 P 2
−S22 /S21
1/S21 P 2
where

·
[T ]atm =

eγ∆l
0
−γ∆l
0
e

¸
(4)

.

Figure 1: The schematic diagram of parameter retrieval.

Based on detailed optimization and design, [T ]P 2−L = [T ]P 1−L and [T ]P 2−R = [T ]P 1−R can be
achieved. Then, the transmission matrix of complex atmosphere layer with propagation constant
γ and length of l can be retrieved from Eqs. (1)–(3). For convenience, we assume that
·
¸
·
¸
·
¸
·
¸
T11 T12
a1 b1
T11 T12
a2 b2
[T ]P 1 =
=
, [T ]P 2 =
=
.
(5)
T21 T22 P 1
c1 d1
T21 T22 P 2
c2 d2
We further obtain
2b1 b2 + a2 d1 + a1 d2 −
S21−atm = e
=
2(a2 d2 + b22 )
γ = α + jβ = ln(S21 )/∆l,
γ∆l

√
T0

,

(6)
(7)

where
T0 = 4b1 b2 a2 d1 + 4b1 b2 a1 d2 + a22 d21 − 2a2 d1 a1 d2 + a21 d22 − 4a2 d2 b21 − 4a1 d1 b22 .

(8)

Now, we summarize the retrieval process as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Switch on path 1 and obtain the total scatter matrix [S]P 1 ;
Switch on path 2 and obtain the total scatter matrix [S]P 2 ;
Calculate the [T ]P 1 and [T ]P 2 by Eqs. (1) and (3);
Calculate the propagation constant γ by Eqs. (6)–(8);
Calculate the propagation properties with different lengths by S21−atm = eγl .

3. SIMULATION VERIFICATION

In this section, we would like to verify the proposed retrieval method using full-wave simulation
software of HFSS. The simulation models are presented in Fig. 2, where Figs. 2(a) and (b) refer to
two terahertz-wave transmission paths with the same input/output transitions but different lengths
of l1 and l2 . Fig. 2(c) refers to the continuous middle part which is used for the verification of our
retrieval method. Two samples are detailed analyzed, where l1 = 1 mm and l2 = 2 mm are fixed.
The isotropic material of εr = 1 − j0.1 and εr = 3 − j0.45 are filled in the chambers, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: The simulation models. (a) Path 1. (b) Path 2. (c) Middle part.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Retrieval results of two samples. (a) εr = 1 − j0.1, µr = 1. (b) εr = 3 − j0.45, µr = 1.

Relative amplitudes and phases of S21 retrieved by our proposed method are presented in Figs. 3(a)
and (b), which are also compared to the simulated results by HFSS. From Fig. 3, we can see that
the maximum relative errors of amplitude and phase are only 0.33% and 0.2%, respectively, which
are presented at 350 GHz in sample 2. Compared Fig. 3(a) to Fig. 3(b), we further know if better
matching through both paths are achieved, higher retrieval precision is hoped to be obtained.
We clarify that the coaxial waveguide is just used for input and output the signal in simulation.
Other waveguide structures such as metallic rectangular waveguide or microstrip line should be
replaced in real fabrication. What’s more, the PEC-cylinder in closed rectangular chambers can
also be replaced by two antennas with much larger chambers, by which better matching through
both paths are easily finished.
4. CONCLUSION

We propose an experimental method to analyze the terahertz-wave propagation properties in this
paper. A comparison method is suggested in the detailed retrieval process, by which the errors
can be reduced greatly. Compared to those TDS (time-domain spectroscopy)-based experimental
methods, our proposed method is much simpler and easier to be fabricated. Different propagation
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modes such as wire transmission by PEC cylinder or wireless radiation by antennas can be used in
such an experimental system. The core technology is just to be sure the identical transition and
high isolation of path 1 and 2.
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Abstract— A clutter filtering strategy is presented to evaluate the performance of the quiet
zone of a tri-reflector compact range. The method is based on the band limitation properties of
the scattered fields to filter the noise in quiet zone. Priori information on the source, such as
its size, geometry, and location, are required in this approach. By exploiting a simple low-pass
filter, this filtering strategy can partially filter out the environmental clutter. Numerical results
are presented to confirm the effectiveness of the method.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, millimeter and sub-millimeter wave technique is widely applied in fields such as remote
sensing, radio astronomy. In order to verify the performance of millimeter and sub-millimeter
system, accurate measurement should be performed. Compact range (CR) is a promising method
for electrically large antenna measurement where a pseudo-plane wave region can be generated for
the accurate measurement.
The performance of CR mainly depends on the amplitude and phase ripple in the quiet zone.
Environment clutter is one of those interference sources that affect the performance of the quiet
zone, especially in millimeter and sub-millimeter band. Method of moment (MoM) is famous for
its simple principle and has been widely used to reduce clutter noise [1]. However, in the case
of CR, MoM has to simulate all the processes such as wave packet generation, diffraction, and
absorption, which causes complexity and large calculating quantity. Besides, for each new project
all the properties have to be simulated all over again. It is highly desirable to develop a fast
and simple method independent of these processes. The aim of this paper is to provide a brief
and general method to diminish quiet zone clutter noise in CR system, exploiting the concept of
effective bandwidth of scattered field and the theory of digital signal processing.
2. TRI-REFLECTOR COMPACT RANGE

The basic principle of CR is to collimate the radiated field from a horn feed and to transform it into
a pseudo plane wave by lens or reflectors. The design of a tri-reflector CR is based on the theory of
GO ray tracing. The proposed CR consists of a spherical main reflector, two shaped sub-reflectors
and a Gaussian beam horn. Figure 1 shows the diagram of the designed tri-reflector CR. Usually
the aperture of the main reflector is defined as its projection on x-y plane. However, considering
the diffraction effect the actual aperture should be larger [1]. It is acceptable to represent the actual
aperture by re = r + 5λ since the length of the serrated edge of CR is usually 5λ.

Figure 1: Diagram of the designed tri-reflector CR.
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3. FILTERINGSTRATEGYAPPLIED ON CR

This filter strategy is a supplementary solution for sophisticated measurement facility and requires
prior information of the AUT, such as electrical size, geometry, location, etc.. The clutter noise
can be filtered out since the prior information confines the electric field that the main reflector can
generate.
The filer strategy is implemented by applying a filtering algorithm to a reduced fieldmultiplying the measured field by a proper phase factor can get the reduced field. And due to Bucci’s
research [2, 3], the reduced field can be precisely represented by a band-limited function whose
bandwidth depends on AUT’s electrical size, geometry, and location. Figure 2 gives a brief demonstration of this filtering problem.

Figure 2: Geometry of filtering problem.

Figure 3: Geometry relevant to CR filter strategy.

Assuming S is the signal source contained in the D domain within a surface Σ, and NS is the
clutter noise contained in D0 domain within a surface Σ0 , ξ is the curvilinear abscissa along C. Since
bandwidth W is proportional to dimension, by projecting the reduced field on the band-limited
function of the main reflector, clutter noise can be filtered out with a simple low-pass filter.
In the case of CR, the AUT is the main spherical reflector, and the field is simulated on a
scanning plane. Figure 3 shows the geometry of the scanning system and Figure 4 gives the flow
chart of the filtering algorithm in the case of CR.
Load the data on
observed line

Multiply phase
parameter e j ψ (ξ)

FFT
Filter out harmonics
higher than
bandwidth

Filtered data of
the quiet zone

Multiply phase
parameter e - j ψ (ξ)

IFFT

Figure 4: The flowchart of the filtering algorithm in case of CR.

Firstly, phase function is constructed as [4]
ψ = βαυ − βα

(1)

where υ = R1 + R2 , α is the actual aperture of the reflector and β is the propagation constant.
Thus, the reduced field can be represented by
F (ξ) = E(ξ) exp[jψ(ξ)]

(2)

The reduced field is an analytical function and can be approximated by a band-limited function
whose bandwidth is
W = βα/2π
(3)
To control the representation error of the field in quiet zone the enlargement bandwidth factor x1 is
introduced. The band-limited error decreased fast with x1 and can be neglected when x1 is a little
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larger than one. Besides this, to get an optimal result, the oversampling factor x2 is also required
to be selected to prevent aliasing caused by sample deficiency. With x1 and x2 , effective bandwidth
w = x1 ∗ x2 ∗ W is constructed. The next step is to get the corresponding azimuth spectrum with
an FFT algorithm and set harmonics higher than the effective bandwidth to zero with a simple
sharp-window filter. Finally an IFFT algorithm is used to recover the quiet zone field.
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS

To evaluate the process, the filtering strategy is applied to the quiet zone. The aperture of the main
reflector is 1 m, and the diameter of the quiet zone is 0.7 m. The clutter caused by the reflector
support can be simulated by a Gaussian beam horn placed 0.7 m away from the main reflector
center, shown in Figure 3. The whole CR system works at 340 GHz. Commercial simulation
software GRASP-10.0 is used to obtain the required field in quiet zone.
First, the quiet zone field without the clutter noise is simulated at a half wave-length interval.
Then the field data is collected again with the clutter noise. Enlargement bandwidth factor x1 and
oversampling factor x2 are chosen as 1.65 and 1.2 respectively. After the collection of the required
data, an FFT algorithm is used to get the corresponding spectrum, shown in Figure 5.
The dotted vertical line represents the effective bandwidth w. It can be seen in Figure 5 that a
large part of the clutter noise energy falls outside the radiation field bandwidth of the main reflector
which is (−w, w). The performance of quiet zone with and without the effect of clutter is shown
from Figure 6 to Figure 9. And the performance of the amplitude ripple, cross-polar isolation, and
phase ripple with and without the proposed filtering strategy on the entire cut are shown in the
Table 1.

Figure 5: Amplitude of spectrum of reduced field.

Figure 6: Amplitude of the quiet zone field in the
offset plane.

Figure 7: CO-amplitude of the quiet zone in the
offset plane.
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Figure 8: Phase of the quiet zone in the offset plane.
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Figure 9: CX-amplitude of the quiet zone field in
the offset plane.

Table 1: CR performance in different situation.
performance evaluation
Without clutter
With clutter
Filtered data

amplitude ripple (dB)
0.8435
15.0974
0.8529

cross-polar isolation (dB)
33.0218
−5.5150
33.0114

phase ripple (degree)
5.1096
89.8523
5.8712

5. CONCLUSION

The problem of diminishing the effect of clutter noise in the CR system has been investigated and
solved. A clutter filtering strategy is presented to evaluate the performance of the quiet zone of a
tri-reflector compact range with the clutter. The method is based on the band limitation properties
of the scattered fields. By exploiting a simple low-pass filter, the noise in the quiet zone can be
filtered. This filtering strategy can partially filter out the environmental clutter. Numerical results
are presented to confirm the effectiveness of the method.
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Abstract— This paper developed a 3-dimensional Diffractive Gaussian Beam Analysis (DGBA)
method for the analysis of electrically large reflector antennas. Unlike a symmetrical 2-D structure, it adopts the approach of full plane expansion, where the illuminating field over the whole
input plane is decomposed into a set of elementary Gaussian beams. These Gaussian beams
are propagated to the reflector. Reflected beams are treated with Geometric Optics, while edge
diffraction is modeled using the canonical problem of a 3D Gaussian beam incident upon an
opaque Kirchhoff half-screen. The output beam is a superposition of all reflected and diffracted
elementary beams. The proposed analysis method is verified against a GRASP Physical Optics.
1. INTRODUCTION

In millimeter wave and sub-millimeter wave radiometry and radio astronomy applications, analysis
technology for quasi-optical (QO) system is the research focus for the analysis of electrically large
systems [1, 2]. Many numerical calculation methods can be employed to predict the diffracted fields
of reflector antennas such as Physical Optics (PO) and Geometrical Optics (GO). Unfortunately,
GO does not account for the effects of boundary diffraction. PO is accurate but expensive in terms
of computation time and storage for electrically large system. In this connection, a faster method,
namely diffracted Gaussian beam analysis, combines the numerical efficiency of GO and the rigor of
PO, has been developed The current 2-Dimensional DGBA requires the incident wave and reflector
to be symmetrical about a certain plane. To overcome this limitation, this paper introduces the
approach of full plane expansion, where the field over the whole input plane is decomposed to
a series of GBs. This proposed method can be applied to stereoscopic system in some practical
applications.
2. THEORY
2.1. The Theory of DGBA

The process of DGBA method follows fours steps [3]: (1) The incident fields that could be either
the near field of a feed or the radiated field from a previous reflector are first expanded to Gaussian
beams by windowed Fourier transform on the input plane; (2) These Gaussian beams will be
propagated to the reflector to be analyzed according to Gaussian beam propagation theory; (3)
The reflected Gaussian beams can be processed by Geometric Optic, and the diffraction coefficients
of Gaussian beams can be modeled by an equivalent Kirchhoff half plane; (4) The reflected and
diffracted Gaussian beams will be superposed on an output plane, which forms the input plane to
the next reflector or other Quasi-Optical components. If this reflector is the last one in the system,
far fields can be calculated by superposing the far field of each Gaussian beam.
2.2. Gaussian Beam Diffraction
2.2.1. Field Representation in the Forward-scattering Region

Diffraction of a Gaussian beam with a circular spot size normally incident upon an opaque Kirchhoff
half-screen was investigated based on the boundary-diffraction wave (BDW) theory [4, 5]. The
incident beam is assumed to propagate in z-direction and can be written as
Ui (x, y, z) =

q(−z0 )
exp(ik0 φ(x, y, z))
q(z)

(1)

P (x, y, z) is the observation point and Q(x0 , y0 , z0 ) is a source point of boundary-diffraction located
on the boundary of the half-screen. Following the BDW theory, we can represent the total diffracted
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field UK (P ) in the forward scattering region (z > 0) at the observation point P as
X
Fj (P ) + UB (P )
Uk (P ) =

(2)

j

In the formula, UB (P ) and

P
j

Fj (P ). Separately represent Geometrical Optics incident field and

diffraction part.
Z

Z
~ (P, Q)d~l =
W

UB (P ) =
Γ
X
Fj (P ) = E(xs − x)Ui (P )

Γ

Ui (Q)

exp(jk0 s) ŝ × ∇Q φ ~
dl
4π s 1 + ŝ · ∇Q φ

(3)
(4)

j

The total diffracted field can be written as a superposition in terms of complementary error
functions:
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2.2.2. Field Representation in the Backward-scattering Region

We can find an equivalent geometry, as valid in the forward-scattering, to describe the diffracted in
the backward-scattering region. A new coordinate system with the transformed (x, y, z) pointing
in (−x, y, −z) as shown in Fig. 2. The equivalent half-screen must be complementary to the true
half-screen to generate a shadow region in the lower half space. The BDW does only depend on
the location of the edge and not on the orientation of the half screen.
2.2.3. Generalization to Oblique Incidence

The transmitted beam-related co-ordinate system (xt , yt , zt ), the reflected beam related co-ordinate
system (xr , yr , zr ), the half-screen based co-ordinate system (x, y, z) and the observation point is
being described in the half-screen based (ρ, φ, y). The co-ordinate systems are expressed in terms
of the half-screen co-ordinate system by simple translation and rotation around the y-axis:
µ
¶
µ
¶ µ
¶
zt
cos(ϕ − (π + ϕ0 ))
ze cos(ϕ)
= ρ
+
(6)
xt
sin(ϕ − (π + ϕ0 ))
0
µ
¶
µ
¶ µ
¶
zr
cos(ϕ − (π − ϕ0 ))
ze cos(ϕ0 )
= ρ
+
(7)
xr
sin(ϕ − (π − ϕ0 ))
0
Since the BDW is obtained as a line integral along the edge and does not depend on the orientation
of the half-screen, we are now in a position to apply the formulas for normal incidence. The
half screen
^s

Gaussian beam z=-z
0
amplitude (+1)

a

P(x r,yr ,z r)
^s
s

s

x
w0

P(x,y,z)

zr

Q(x0 ,y0,z0 )

y

-a

Q(x0,y0,z 0 )

yr

z

w0

z r = -z 0 Gaussian beam
amplitude (-1)

xr
half screen

Figure 1: Geometry of the problem (forwardscattering region).

Figure 2: Mirror-symmetric geometry for determining
the backward- scattered field.
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Figure 3: Equivalent geometry for determining the backward-scattered field at oblique incidence.
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offset distance a from the edge is related to the axial position ze of the edge in the half-screen by
a = ze sin(φ0 ).
We consider the case of azimuthally normal incidence, but oblique incidence with respect to
the polar angle. For incidence angles close to 90, the formulas (5) can still be applied. The
beam direction of the transmitted and reflected beam changes, however according to GO and the
transmitted and reflected related co-ordinate system are rotated by (π/2 − θ) around the x-axis
compared to the case with normal incidence.
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2.2.4. Simulation and Numerical Verification

To check the accuracy of the asymptotic method, the problem of an incident Gaussian beam upon
a Kirchhoff half-screen has been analyzed with the commercial reflector analysis tool GRASP [6],
using Physical Optics.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The Gaussian beams normally incident upon the the paraboloidal reflector operate at 30 GHz.
There are the following geometrical characteristics: the beam waist is 0.25 m, reflector diameter
is 0.5 m, reflector focal length is 4 m, the distance from the feed to the reflector edge is 0.1 m and
the output expansion plane is at zt = 1.5 m. The results to be shown is of comparative field plots
between GRASP and the DGBA.
4. CONCLUSION

The proposed 3-Dimensional DGBA procedure with the approach of full plane expansion has been
presented. This method can be applied to 3D system, where the optical centers of the feed and
all of the reflectors can lie on the different planes. The field in the result section demonstrates the
effectiveness of the DGBA in comparison to GRASP.
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Abstract— Quasi-optical systems and techniques have been the topic of research in the past
decades. The field of feed is expanded into a set of sub-GBs based on Gabor frame expansion
method and field tracing is through astigmatic Gaussian beam (GB) techniques. Single astigmatic
GB reflection under arbitrary curved surface is successfully analyzed. Near-field scanning result
of quasi-optical systems having two parabolic mirrors matching up to −50 dB below peak value
has been verified. Numerical and experimental comparison reveal a good trade-off between the
accuracy and the computational effort.
1. INTRODUCTION

With the increase of frequency, GB analysis method is more accurate and practical especially in
analyzing unsymmetrical and large electrically reflector antenna, with respect to Physical Optics
(PO) [1] or Geometrical Optics (GO). Uniform geometrical theory of diffraction (UTD) is suitable
to study curved edges illuminated by electromagnetic. In engineering applications, there is an
urgent hope that quickly analyzing and obtaining emergent field of reflection mirror of millimeter
wave on the premise of guaranteeing certain accuracy requirement.
The conventional modeling approaches in multi-reflector quasi-optical system analysis [2] are
constituted by two aspects: expansion techniques and tracking techniques [3–5]. In that theory,
electromagnetic field is first expanded into Gaussian beams (GBs), with different direction and
energy, then they are traced into a reflector where reflection or diffraction occur and emergent
beam field can be obtained via superimposing all GBs [6]. However, there is no doubt that GBs are
often considered as paraxial transmission wave equation, which can be regarded as focused pure
GB, and the energy of electromagnetic emergent from the feed is mainly up to the number of GBs
in the center of optical axis, which also means that around the mirror the number and energy of
GBs are very small.
Based on this conclusion, a fast quasi-optical analysis method is proposed on the assumption
that the diffraction on the reflector edge is rare thus can be neglected if the reflector size is four times
larger than the beam width on the surface. In this method, the field pattern of feed is expanded into
sets of sub-GBs using Gabor frame expansion method [7–9], and near area of specular reflection
point is approximated as parabolic model. Furthermore, introducing the astigmatic GB [10] as
elementary beam wave equation to find out every emergent beam field so multi-reflection mirrors
system can be continuous analyzed.
Feed is expanded into a series of sub-GBs based on Gabor frame expansion technique and the
characters of astigmatic GB are viewed in Section 2. A quasi-optical system having two parabolic
mirrors is discussed in Section 3, and in Section 3, we summarize all of the work.
2. METHOD
2.1. Gabor Frame Expansion Technique

In digital signal processing, according to the sampling theorem, the sampling values can restore the
original signal. The field that incident upon the input plane in quasi-optical system may not possess
an exact GB profile, which mean that decomposing into a sum of GBs. Gabor frame expansion is
based on the fact that any form of field distribution can be expanded into a set of GBs, which have
own direction and coefficients that are frequency-dependent. Field incident from feed are expanded
into sub-GBs are showed in Fig. 1(a) and the expansion formula is as follow
X
X
f (t) =
Amn ωmn (t) =
Amn ω(t − mL0 ) exp(jnΩ0 t)
(1)
m,n

m,n
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Figure 1: (a) Incident field is decomposed into a set of sub-GBs in the expansion plane. (b) Gabor frame
window function. (c) The actual feed is expanded into sub-GBs projection in the xoz plane.

where Amn is to be solved out coefficient of the GBs, ω(t) = π −1/4 exp(−t2 /2) is the Gabor frame
window function, which usually is the function of Gaussian shape and showed in Fig. 1(b). L0 and
Ω0 is space spectrum and angle spectrum sampling interval respectively. The coefficient of formula
is
ZZ
Amnµv =
f (x, y) exp [−jK0 (nx + vy)]ω̃(x − mL0 )ω̃(y − µL0 )dxdy
(2)
where |m|, |µ| ≤ M/2, |n|, |ν| ≤ N/2, M and N is the number of space spectrum and angle
spectrum sampling respectively.
2.2. Astigmatic GB Tracking Technique

Feed is expanded into a set of sub-GBs. It is necessary to find out the characters of a single
astigmatic GB reflection under arbitrary curved surface. An astigmatic GB equation is as follows:
s
¡
¢
¡* i * i ¢ det(Qi (zi ))
*
exp −jkS i
(3)
H i (xi , yi , zi ) = xi H1 + y i H2
i
det(Q (0))
#
"
1
0
i
0
z
+ρ
1
where S i = zi + 2 [xi yi ] Qi (zi ) [xi yi ] , Qi (zi ) = i 1
, ρi1 and ρi2 have relationship with
1
0
zi +ρi2
distance from the position of beam waist in xi and yi directions respectively to reflection point of
mirror and the waist size of the input beam. Q matrix is wavefront curvature matrix and represents
the actual propagation process of light path by function [Qi (zi )]−1 = [Qi (0)]−1 + zi · I. Emergent
field of astigmatic GB equation has
s
¡* r * r ¢ det(Qr (zr ))
*
H r (xr , yr , zr ) = xr H1 + y r H2
exp (−jkS r )
(4)
det(Qr (0))
where
Qr (zr ) =

· r r r
¸
1
1
ρ1 ρ2 Q11 + zr
ρr1 ρr2 Qr12
ρr1 ρr2 Qr21
ρr1 ρr2 Qr22 + zr
zr + ρr1 zr + ρr2

(5)

Tracking techniques need to solve out elementary GB intersection location in mirror on the
basis of expansion start location and propagation direction. On the specular reflection points,
three coordinate system, which are input, principal axes and output coordinate system as showed
in Fig. 2(a), are established so that to obtain GB reflection field formula. A single GB reflection
model of obliquely incidence and its reflection result comparing with PO having same surface are
showed in Fig. 2(b).
3. DOUBLE REFLECTORS QUASI-OPTICAL SYSTEM
3.1. System Design

We set up a set of quasi-optical reflector system made up of two parabolic surfaces, working at the
frequency of 30 GHz. The geometry model of the double reflectors system is showed in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: (a) The model of GB reflection from a curved surface, which will decide Q matrix. (b) A single
astigmatic GB obliquely incident angle equal to 10 degree on the reflector point, and reflected field is scanned
comparing between PO and astigmatic GB method.

The feed is placed on the focus of the first reflection mirror. The size of two parabolic mirrors is
equal to 2 times of surface parameters Rim1 and Rim2 respectively. The field from feed is defined
through the near-field pattern and is expanded at a plane with the distance D from phase center
of feed. Two origins of output-field observation coordinate system are placed at specular reflection
point where center beam intersects with the mirror respectively. In this coordinate system, the
positive z-direction is created along the propagation direction of the reflected beam and the nearfield scanning distance of two surfaces is N D1 and N D2 respectively.
Surface 2
Near Field

Rim1
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Near Field

ND1

ND
2

z
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z
Surface 2
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Expand Plane
z_feed
D

x_feed

(a)
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Figure 3: (a) Geometry of the double quasi-optical reflectors system. (b) 3D view of geometric model of
double quasi-optical reflectors system is set up in the GRASP simulation software.
3.2. Simulation Validation

The Gaussian feed is radiating from the focus of first parabolic mirror, which is same of two being
quite equal to 1 meters, working at 30 GHz along the feed positive z-axis. The expanded GB field
consecutively goes through two parabolic mirrors. Location and mirror parameters are as follows:
A. The rotation angle of feed around the y axis of global coordinate system is 150 degree and the
distance from expand plane to phase center of feed is D = 0.29 m. Near-field pattern of feed
being expanded into sets of sub-GBs using Gabor frame expansion method and its recovered
field pattern after propagation distance 0.5 m are showed in Fig. 4(a). There are 3897 GBs in
total counted in expanded plane.
B. The radius of reflector surface 1 is Rim1 = 4 ∗ ω = 0.338 m and near-field scanning distance
N D1 = 0.5 m. This ω is waist size of center beam on the mirror reflection point of surface 1,
and the initial GB waist size is ω0 = 0.05 m. The near-field scanning result of surface 1 is
showed in Fig. 4(b). There are 1137 GBs counted on reflector 1.
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Figure 4: (a) Near-field pattern of feed (solid line) and its recovered field pattern (dotted line) after propagation distance 0.5 m. (b) Near-field scanning reflected after surface 1. (c) Near-field scanning reflected after
surface 2.

C. The radius of reflector surface 2 is Rim2 = 0.338 m and near-field scanning distance N D2 =
1.5 m. The distance from center of surface 1 to surface 2 is 1.874 m. The near-field scanning
result of surface 2 is showed in Fig. 4(c). There are 839 GBs counted on reflector 2.
4. CONCLUSION

A fast GB tracing method for quasi-optical system of two parabolic surfaces based on Gabor frame
expansion technique at the frequency of 30 GHz has been presented.
Two reflection mirrors having different number of GBs respectively, meanwhile contrasting nearfield scanning, reveal that GBs are paraxial transmission wave equation and energy of emergent is
mainly up to the number of GBs in the center of optical axis. Gabor frame expansion coefficients are
time-dependent, which result in calculating separately for each frequency. Astigmatic GB equation
can characterize the transformation of the GB reflection, and obtaining reflection field formula only
calculates Q matrix according to the incident field.
Near-field scanning results of main polarization and cross polarization in phi = 0 degree and phi
= 90 degree are also matched up to −50 dB below peak value, which demonstrate the correctness
of the algorithm, including Gabor frame expansion and tracking by astigmatic GB techniques.
The accuracy of the method is connected with the distance of expanded plane and the number of
GBs. Selecting parameters reasonably can achieve good trade-off between the accuracy and the
computational effort.
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Abstract— In the reconstruction of dielectric objects by integral equation approach (IEA), the
forward scattering integral equation (FSIE) and the inverse scattering integral equation (ISIE)
are alternatively solved in the frame of distorted Born iterative method (DBIM) or its variations.
In this work, we consider the reconstruction under a limited observation which is more practical.
We use a DBIM-like Gauss-Newton minimization approach (GNMA) incorporated with a multiplicative regularization method (MRM) and a line search method (LSM) to solve the ISIE and the
inversion quality of scattering data can be enhanced. The numerical example for reconstructing
a two-dimensional (2D) dielectric object is presented to illustrate the inversion approach.
1. INTRODUCTION

Solving inverse scattering problems is challenging because the involved governing equations are
nonlinear and the solutions are inherently nonunique [1]. This is particularly true when measuring
conditions are unfavorable and diverse scattering data are not available. Usually, the inverse problems are solved by linearizing governing equations and gradually minimizing the mismatch between
calculated data and measured data in an iterative scheme. In the integral equation approach (IEA)
for reconstructing dielectric objects, there are forward scattering integral equation (FSIE) and inverse scattering integral equation (ISIE) and we need to alternatively solve them in the context
of Born iterative method (BIM) [2] or distorted Born iterative method (DBIM) [3] although other
methods can also be used [4]. The solution of permittivity from the ISIE can reveal the profile of
unknown object in the imaging domain.
The ISIE is insolvable by direct inversion because the matrix equation is inherently ill-posed and
the diversity of measured data with noise contamination is usually limited. One has to transform
the inversion of measured data into an optimization problem and the best solution is chosen by minimizing a cost functional. The optimization problem can be solved by different approaches and we
apply the DBIM-like Gauss-Newton minimization approach (GNMA) in this work [5] since it can be
conveniently incorporated with the multiplicative regularization method (MRM) [6] and line search
method (LSM) [7] to enhance the inversion quality. The MRM was proposed for gradient-type algorithms and was used for the inversion by the finite difference time domain (FDTD) approach [8],
but we use it for the IEA in this work. The MRM can adaptively vary the regularization parameter
as the iteration proceeds so it is unnecessary to perform a large number of numerical experiments
for choosing the regularization parameter. We also incorporate the LSM which can optimize the
search of step size in each iteration and accelerate the convergence of inversion process. The use of
MRM and LSM is essential when we consider the reconstruction with a poor measurement condition which may be encountered in many applications [9]. A numerical example for reconstructing a
two-dimensional (2D) dielectric object with a limited view is presented to illustrate the approach.
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

In the IEA, reconstructing an unknown dielectric object is to determine its profile and material
property by solving the ISIE and FSIE alternatively in the context of the DBIM or its variations.
We only consider the simplified 2D cases in this work and the generalized 3D cases will be addressed
in our future work. The ISIE and FSIE in the 2D case with a TMz incident wave can be written
as [1]
Z
sca
Ez (ρ) =
g(ρ, ρ0 ; kb ) · ∆k(ρ0 )Ez (ρ0 ) dS 0
(1)
S
Z
Ez (ρ) = Ezinc (ρ) +
g(ρ, ρ0 ; kb ) · ∆k(ρ0 )Ez (ρ0 ) dS 0
(2)
S

respectively. In the above, ρ is the position vector of an observation point, ρ0 is the position vector
of a source point, Ezinc is the incident electric field, Ezsca is the scattered electric field obtained by
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measurement, and Ez is the total electric field inside the imaging domain S. The imaging domain
enclosing the unknown object is in the xy plane. Also,
∆k(ρ0 ) = k 2 (ρ0 ) − kb2 = kb2 [εr (ρ0 ) − 1]

(3)

is the contrast or difference between the squared wavenumber k 2 of the imaging domain and the
squared wavenumber kb2 of the background. The contrast can determine the distribution of permittivity inside the imaging domain when its material is assumed to be nonmagnetic. In addition,
i (1)
g(ρ, ρ0 ; kb ) = H0 (kb |ρ − ρ0 |)
4

(4)

(1)

is the 2D Green’s function in which H0 is the first kind of Hankel function with the zeroth order.
The above FSIE can be easily solved and we do not address it here.
3. GAUSS-NEWTON MINIMIZATION APPROACH FOR SOLVING THE ISIE

To solve the ISIE by the GNMA, we transform the inversion of model parameters into an optimization problem in which the following cost functional F (x) is minimized [5]
i ¯¯
¯¯2
¯¯2 o
1 n h¯¯¯¯
F (x) =
γ Vd · e(x)¯¯ − δ 2 + ¯¯Vm · (x − xq )¯¯
(5)
2
where x is a vector describing the model parameters such as the distribution of permittivity in
the imaging domain and e(x) is the error vector reflecting the mismatch between the predicted or
calculated data (scattered electric field) and the measured data. Also, γ is a Lagrange multiplier
whose inverse is the regularization parameter, δ is a priori estimate of noise in the measured data,
T
Vm · Vm is the inverse of the model covariance matrix representing the degree of confidence in
T
the prescribed model parameters xq , and Vd · Vd is the inverse of the data covariance matrix
describing the estimated uncertainty due to the noise contamination in the measured data. The
above cost functional can be minimized with the GNMA whose details can be found in [5]. In the
GNMA, we have employed the MRM to select the regularization parameter which is the inverse of
Lagrange multiplier γ. The MRM can adaptively vary γ as the iteration proceeds so that a large
number of numerical experiments for selecting the parameter can be avoided. The MRM treats
the regularization as a multiplicative factor in the cost functional and therefore the regularization
parameter is set to be proportional to the original or non-regularized cost functional, i.e.,
¯¯2
1
1 ¯¯
= 2 ¯¯Vd · e(x)¯¯
γ
2η

(6)

where η is a constant parameter determined by numerical experiments. Note that the reconstructed
results are much more insensitive to η than to γ and η can be fixed in all simulations for one type
of measured data [5]. To accelerate the reconstruction, we can use a line search method (LSM) [7]
to optimize the step size. The LSM searches a real positive factor ζk along the search direction bk
so that the new step is changed into xk+1 = xk + ζk bk which can result in a sufficient reduction
for the cost functional.
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

To validate the inversion approach, we consider the reconstruction for two 2D dielectric circular
cylinders which are contacting and identical in a 1.4λ × 1.4λ imaging domain where λ is the wavelength in free space. Each cylinder has a radius a = 0.3λ and a homogeneous relative permittivity
εr = 4.5. Unlike the widely-adopted experimental setup of Institut Fresnel which allows a full view
to the reconstructed object [10], we consider a limited view with less diverse measurement data in
this work. We use 10 TMz incident waves from the transmitter located along the line on a plane
above the imaging domain to illuminate the object and the frequency is f = 3.0 GHz. The vertical
distance between the line and the center of imaging domain is 20λ and the spacing between two
neighboring transmitting positions is 0.5λ. We take 50 observation positions which are equally distributed along the same line to measure the scattered electric field (the measured data is replaced
with the calculated data in simulations). Due to the lack of a priori information, we choose δ = 0
and Vd = Vm = I. Figure 1(a) shows the reconstructed permittivity by the Born iterative method
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(BIM) at the 40th step while Figure 1(b) and Figure 1(c) show the results by the GNMA at the
30th step and the 40th step, respectively. It can be seen that the GNMA images resemble the
original distribution as shown in Figure 1(d) whereas the BIM cannot give a convergent result.
Note that the discontinuity of the original distribution can only be reconstructed by using certain
edge-preserving technique [5].
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Figure 1: Reconstruction of permittivity for two 2D dielectric circular cylinders which are contacting and
identical. Each cylinder has a radius a = 0.3λ and a relative permittivity εr = 4.5. (a) BIM at the 40th
step. (b) GNMA at the 30th step. (c) GNMA at the 40th step. (d) Original distribution.
5. CONCLUSION

Obtaining diverse scattering data could be difficult due to unfavorable measurement conditions in
practice. In this work, we consider the inversion of scattering data under a limited observation
and employ the GNMA to minimize the cost functional by the IEA. The scheme incorporates the
MRM to adaptively select the regularization parameter and the LSM to optimize the step size or
search direction. The MRM can avoid a large number of numerical experiments in the selection
of regularization parameter while the LSM can accelerate the convergence of inversion process. A
numerical example for reconstructing 2D dielectric objects has been presented to demonstrate the
inversion approach and good result can be observed.
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Abstract— Orthogonality between signal subspace and noise subspace is employed to time
reversal (TR) imaging. Part of the noise subspaces are used to get a projection with the signal
subspace to estimating the location of targets. The proposed method is similar to the minimum
norm method in form. Several numerical simulations show that the proposed method can get
the exact locations of the targets with less computing resources than the conventional multiple
signal classification (MUSIC) method.
1. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonality between the signal subspace and noise subspace is the foundation of the time reversal operator (TRO) based imaging techniques. The decomposition of time reversal operator
(DORT) method [1] and time reversal multiple signal classification (TR-MUSIC) method [2] are
the well-known two types of TRO-based imaging algorithm which are widely used in optics and
electromagnetics. The TRO-based methods have better performance than the traditional time
reversal wave back propagation method, which benefits from the spatial and temporal focusing
properties of the time reversal waves. Time reversal imaging techniques have many applications,
such as detection for buried objects, ultrasonic nondestructive testing, medical imaging [3–6], etc..
In the direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation, the whole noise subspaces are used in the well-known
MUSIC method [7], while in the minimum norm method, only one vector is used to save the computing resource [8, 9]. By analyzing the mean square error of MUSIC method and minimum norm
method, the results show that the relative performance of MUSIC method and the minimum norm
method depends on the ratio of their parameter sensitivities [10].
In this paper, a minimum norm iterative type partial noise subspace imaging method is proposed
to estimate the locations of targets in free space. Compared with the TR-MUSIC method by using
all noise subspace vectors, the imaging precision of the minimum norm method has declined in a
certain degree. To solve this problem, an iterative process is introduced. The proposed method
avoids the difficulty of distinguishing the signal subspace with noise subspace while providing stable
imaging of the targets. In multiple scattering case, the singular value decomposition of the MSR
matrix is employed to generate the signal subspace vectors (signal vectors) and noise subspace
vectors (noise vectors). Actually, the tow subspaces do not need to be divided. Finally, similar to
the minimum norm type method, the single noise vector in noise-well case and the partial noise
subspace (bottom noise vectors) in high-level noise case are used to compute the imaging pseudospectrum, respectively.
2. PARTIAL NOISE SUBSPACE METHOD

Assume an analytical imaging model consist of N acoustic or electromagnetic wave transceivers
(located at αn , n = 1, 2,. . . , N ) and M point-like scatters (located at xm , m = 1, 2,. . . , M ) in free
space. While r represents an arbitrary point in space, the total field Ψk , composed of the incident
sca
field Ψin
k and scatter field Ψk , generated by the kth (k ≤ N ) transmitters at r and xm can be
expressed as follows:
ψk (r, ω) = ψk (r, ω)in + ψk (r, ω)sca
in

ψk (xm , ω) = ψk (xm , ω)

+ ψk (xm , ω)

(1)
sca

(2)

Under the assumption of point scatters and receivers, the MSR matrix K under multiple scattering case can be given as:

where

K = G0 (αj , xm )τm H −1 G0 (xm , αk )

(3)

Hm,m0 = δm,m0 − (1 − δm,m0 )G0 (xm , x0m )

(4)
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G0 (r,r’,ω) is the free space Green function and δ is the Kronecker delta function. Considering the
singular value decomposition (SVD) of K, the following equations can be gotten:
K · vj = σj uj

(5a)

H

(5b)

K · uj = σj vj ,

where σ j is the jth singular value, uj and vj denote the jth column singular vectors of the unitary
matrices U and V, respectively. The detailed process of above is shown in [11]. In the processes
of traditional TR-MUSIC method, the matrices U and V will be divided into signal subspace and
noise subspace, which are spanned by the singular vectors corresponding to the nonzero and zero
singular values. In the proposed method, the difficult dividing operation is omitted benefitting
from the orthogonality between signal and noise subspaces. Obviously, the matrices U and V span
the same space in echo-mode. For simplicity, echo-mode with matrix V is illustrated in the rest of
this paper.
For homogeneous and isotropic media, the signal subspace also spanned by the conjugation of
Green function g∗0 (x) vector, where
g0 (x) = [G0 (x, α1 , ω), G0 (x, α2 , ω), . . . , G0 (x, αN , ω)]T

(6)

is the background Green’s function vector. Because of the existed orthogonality between signal
subspace and noise subspace, the inner product of noise and signal vectors is zero in theory. The
locations of the scatters can be determined by the pseudo-spectrum computed by any singular
vector. In other words, the signal and noise subspaces do not need to be distinguished actually.
The imaging pseudo-spectrum can be written as:
P1 (r) =

1
,
|< vN −p+1 , g0∗ (r) >|2

(7)

where p denotes the last pth singular vector. For more stable imaging in high-noise case, more
bottom singular vectors can be used by an iterative strategy written as:
P2 (r) =

1
N
P
i=N −q+1

|<

vi , g0∗ (r)

,

(8)

2

>|

where q denotes the bottom qth singular vectors. In the subsequent simulations, the proposed
method is simulated in different level noise cases.
3. NUMERICAL VALIDATION AND EVALUATIONS

In this section, simulations of two targets (M =2) embedded in the free space in different SNRs are
presented to show the performance of proposed method. The configuration of simulation model is set
as Fig. 1(a). The targets are placed at (1.5λ, 4.5λ, −6λ) and (4.5λ, 1.5λ, −9λ) in the “6λ×6λ×6λ”
3D cubic imaging domain. The operation frequency is set as 300 MHz and the imaging resolution is
set as λ/4. All the imaging pseudo-spectrums are normalized as dB. The transmitters and receivers
use the same array with the number N = 32 in echo-mode. The transceivers are distributed as
a planar array located at the plane z = 0, the space between two adjacent transceivers is set as
1λ. The simulations are carried out on a PC with quad-core 3.5 GHz CPU and 4GB RAM, the
programs are compiled by MATLAB 2012b.
When SN R = 60 dB, Fig. 1(b) shows the normalized singular values of the MSR matrix.
Fig. 1(c) shows the imaging result in Eq. (13) with p = 1, which means that the last vector can
get a good imaging of the targets. The proposed method employs only one noise vector while
the conventional TR-MUSIC method employs N noise vectors (whole noise subspace). Thus, our
method needs much less computing time and memory than TR-MUSIC method.
Figures 2(a)–(c) present the imaging results of Eq. (13) with SN R = 35 dB for p = 1, 2, 3,
respectively. All the three vectors can get the accurate locations of the targets independently.
Figs. 2(d)–(f) is the results with SN R = 25 dB while the vectors is the same as (a)–(c). In the
high-level noise cases, a single noise vector is not enough to get a clear imaging. While the noise
is getting high, the imaging performance is getting worse. Then Eq. (14) is employed to get a
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(c)

Figure 1: Three-Dimension imaging results with SN R = 60 dB. (a) Configuration of 3D imaging. (b)
Normalized singular values of the MSR matrix K. (c) The imaging pseudo-spectrum of the proposed method
with p = 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(h)

(i)

(g)

Figure 2: Images obtained using single vector method and partial noise subspace method. (a) The last noise
vector (p = 1) with SN R = 35 dB. (b) The penultimate noise vector (p = 2) with SN R = 35 dB. (c) The
3rd last noise vector (p = 3) with SN R = 35 dB. (d) The last noise vector (p = 1) with SN R = 25 dB.
(e) The penultimate noise vector (p = 2) with SN R = 25 dB. (f) The 3rd last noise vector (p = 3) with
SN R = 25 dB. (g) The bottom two noise vector (q = 2) with SN R = 25 dB. (h) The bottom three noise
vector (q = 3) with SN R = 25 dB. (i) The bottom four noise vector (q = 4) with SN R = 25 dB.

better imaging in such cases. Figs. 2 (g)–(i) show the results with SN R = 25 dB while q = 2, 3,
4, respectively. It is shown that while q is getting larger, the imaging performance is becoming
better. Thus, in the noise-well case, Eq. (13) can be used as the imaging pseudo-spectrum to save
computing resources. Whereas, in the high-level noise case, Eq. (14) can be an alternative method
to get better imaging while costing relatively more computing resources than Eq. (13). Obviously,
all these two methods employ less singular vectors than the TR-MUSIC method, so the proposed
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method is suited for the fast target imaging and detection.
4. CONCLUSION

In multiple scattering case, the minimum norm iterative type partial noise subspace method is
developed for target imaging. The proposed method provides stable imaging and reduces the
computing resources than the TR-MUSIC method, while avoiding the cutoff between signal and
noise subspaces without the loss of imaging precision. The partial noise subspace method can
replace the TR-MUSIC method in many cases without any loss. It is a good method for fast
detection and imaging of targets.
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A Microwave Radiation Interferometry Method Based on Adaptive
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Abstract— The Interferometry Synthetic Aperture Imaging Radiometers (SAIRs) is to sample visibility function based on the Nyquist theory of space interferometry measurement, which
do not need the mechanical scanning and can directly image. Due to the complex structure
of the imaging system and low imaging resolution, the SAIRs practical application is limited
seriously. According to the characteristic of the image is sparse or can be sparse representation
in transform domain, the Compressed Sensing (CS) can project the high-dimensional signal to
low-dimensional space, so the quantity of the projection measurement data is far less than that
by the Nyquist sampling method. Also the microwave radiation interferometry conducted in
the frequency domain, which has the characteristics of low frequency information less and high
frequency information richer, and the distribution of them is centralized; at the same time, the
microwave radiation image itself have the specialty of the gradient sparsity and the local smoothness, it can be sparse representation in differential domain. On the basis of the priori information
about the observation and the sparse domain, we establish the incoherent optimization model between the observation matrix and the sparse matrix according to the principle of the two matrixes
satisfying the irrelevant in the CS. Using the incoherent optimization model, we can adaptively
obtain the spatial measurement with different probability, to realize super sparse interferometry.
The adaptive super-sparse sampling method can overcome the disadvantage of equal probability
of the Fourier random sampling methods. In order to reconstruct the microwave radiation image,
we establish the imaging model based on total variation regularization constraint, and use the
alternating iterative algorithm to realize the reconstruction. The simulation and experiment results show that it is fast to reconstruct microwave radiation image with the adaptive super-sparse
sampling method, and it can greatly improve the quality of the microwave radiation image in the
case of the same sampling rate.
1. INTRODUCTION

Synthetic Aperture Imaging Radiometers (SAIRs) [1] was suggested in the 1980s as an alternative
to real aperture radiometry for the observation at low microwave frequencies with high spatial
resolution. Instead of the traditional radiometer to directly measure in the spatial domain, SAIRs
measurement does not need mechanical scanning, and can imaging by inverted the interference
measurements. However, the practical application of microwave radiometric imaging system will be
limited by the complexity and low resolution of the structure. The key to solve these disadvantages
is reducing the data quantity of the measurement.
According to the principle of microwave radiation and synthetic aperture interferometry [2], the
visibility function V and the modified brightness temperature T is related by a Fourier transform
for an ideal interferometer:
µ
¶
ZZ
uξ + vη
T (ξ, η)
∗
p
Fk (ξ, η)Fj (ξ, η)R −
e−j2π(uξ+vη) dξdη
(1)
V (u, v) ∝
f0
1 − ξ 2 − η2
ξ 2 +η 2 <1

where Fk,j is the normalized voltage antenna pattern, f0 is the center frequency, R is the eliminated
stripe function, (ξ, η) represents the direction cosine, and (u, v) is the baseline coordinates of the
wavelength normalized. The space frequency can be discretization on the basis of (1), and then the
microwave radiation interferometry model is represented by the following form:
V = F∧ T + e

(2)

Let T ∈ RN ×N is 2-D image, and V ∈ RM ×1 is the measurement vector. Where F∧ ∈ RM ×N
is the sparse interferometry operator and e is the noise of receiver. In the ideal measurement
condition, F∧ is the random sampling of Fourier frequency component. However in most cases, the
number of salient features hidden in brightness temperature T is much fewer than its resolution
according to the Compressed Sensing (CS) theory [3–5], so M ¿ N . That means that the brightness
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temperature distribution T is sparse or compressible under a suitable basis. Let Ψ ∈ C N ×N be an
orthonormal basis, and then T can be represented by the following form:
T = Ψx

(3)

The vector x contains k nonzero and T is K-sparse under Ψ. Due to the fact that the T possess
the sparsity in wavelet domain and horizontal and vertical difference domain, so Ψ can be represent
the wavelet basis, the vertical difference basis, or the horizontal difference basis. Then the (2) can
be written as:
V = F∧ Ψx + e
(4)
Let F ∈ RN ×N represent the 2-D discrete Fourier transform matrix and F∧ is the part Fourier
transform matrix which select M rows from F . In most situations, the selection is simply random;
it is rarely consider the structure information of measurement.
In order to reduce the data quantity, the variable density compressed image sampling method
has been proposed [6, 7]. This approach is rely on the mutual coherence between sparse basis and
sensing basis, the smaller the mutual coherence the less the required number of measurements for
exact recovery. However this method is just for the theoretical analysis, it is suitable for the 1-D
signal. Michael Lustig [8] pointed that the energy of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) signals is
usually concentrated at low spatial frequencies, thus they propose to select Fourier basis vectors
according to a variable density sampling profile selecting more low frequencies than high frequencies.
However in [8], the variable density sampling approach is only empirical.
On the basis of previous studies, and combined with the specialty of the distribution that low
frequency and high frequency is centralized, we propose an adaptive super-sparse sampling (ASSp)
method. It is based on the variable density sampling principle of 1-D signal, and transforms the
2-D image into two 1-D signal processing to realize the 2-D image sampling. According to this
method, we give a optimal sampling profile based on the importance of the frequency for the whole
image, that means that the sampling probability for the important information is larger than that
for inconsequential information, and the data quantity for the reconstruction is much less than
uniformly random sampling (URSp). Our method also gives a mathematical model which for the
theoretical analysis.
2. THE ADAPTIVE SUPER-SPARSE SAMPLING

We know that if one want to sample more important frequency spectrums at the condition that the
total sampling ratio is very low, the sampling probability of the vital spectrum needs to be high.
The ASSp method will provide an optimal sampling profile according to the sampling probability
of each spectrum, so as to realize adaptive sampling. In the following sections, we will focus on the
introduction of ASSp.
Let A = F Ψ ∈ RN ×N , and the 1-D signal T ∈ RN is S sparse on the basis Ψ. According to the
(2), we need to select the sampling indices ∧ = {l1, l2 , . . . , lM } randomly and independently according to a discrete probability measure P defined on {1, 2, . . . , N }. The incoherent optimization
model can be defined as:
|hFi , ψj i|
1
µ(P ) = 1/2 max
(5)
1≤i,j≤N P 1/2 (i)
N
where M needs to satisfy the following condition:
M ≥ CN µ2 (P )s log2 (6N/ε)

(6)

In the (5), µ(P ) is a function about P and stands for the mutual coherence between the measurement basis F and the sparse basis Ψ. The value depends on the probability measure P and satisfies
µ(P ) ≥ N −1/2 . Due to the fact that this model is just suitable for 1-D signal, we should transform
the 2-D image into the form of 1-D signal in the setting of 2-D image sampling. Fortunately there
is the following mathematical formula can achieve this transformation:
F (T ) = W T W

(7)

where F is a 2-D discrete Fourier transform matrix, T is the original image and W is 1-D discrete
Fourier transform matrix. So based on the mathematical formula, it is realizable to transform the
2-D Fourier transform into two 1-D Fourier transform, which are the horizontal direction transform
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and the vertical direction transform. Then the image is sparse in these two directions respectively.
For the wavelet basis, it is the same for these two direction sparsity. While for the difference basis,
it is not in that case. Let ΨA be the vertical difference basis, and ΨB is the horizontal difference
basis, the relationship of them is ΨA = Ψ0B .
So for the 2-D image, the whole sampling can be seen as two sampling procedure, and it is need
two functions about P based on (5), which one is µ(P1 ), and the other is µ(P2 ). Let µ(P1 ) denote
the vertical direction function about the vertical discrete probability measure P1 , and µ(P2 ) denote
the horizontal direction function about the horizontal discrete probability measure P2 . They can
be denoted by the following form:
µ(P1 ) =
µ(P2 ) =

1

max

N 1/2 1≤i,j≤N
1
N 1/2

max

1≤i,j≤N

|hWi , ψAj i|

(8)

1/2

P2 (i)
|hWi , ψBj i|

(9)

1/2

P2 (i)

In practice, the choice of the optimized sampling profile P1 and P2 is difficult and should be
adapted with the number of measurements M in order to obtain the best reconstruction qualities.
In this paper, we try to solve this problem by convex optimization algorithms according to [7].
However, some frequencies are repeated sampled in the procedure. So in the final sampling profile,
we need to modify the information and guarantee that every frequency is sampled once.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: The spectrum analysis of the moon image. (a) The original image. (b) The frequency spectrum.
(c) The sampling of ASSp. (d) The sampling of URSp.

For the ASSp, it can sample more important low frequencies than URSp effectively. An example
of a moon image is shown in Figure 1(a). Figure 1(b) is the frequency spectrum of the moon. In
order to exactly illustrate the comparison of these two sampling approaches, Figure 1 gives the
sampling location in frequency domain at the sampling data is 512, and Figure 1(c) is the sampling
of ASSp, Figure 1(d) is the sampling of URSp. We use the red point to denote the sampling
location. Figure 1(c) shows that the ASSp can really sample more low information which located
in the central position than URSp, and almost all the low frequencies could be got with the increase
of sampling data. So in the ASSp, the sampling probability for low frequency is larger than that
for high information, and our sampling method realize the adaptive sampling.
For the image reconstruction, considering the situations of microwave image itself is not only can
be sparse in a wavelet base but also has the specialties of gradient sparsity and local smoothness,
the use of difference base and wavelet base in regularization to exploit image sparsity and preserve
edges. This paper refers the algorithm of RecPF in the [9], and adopts the Alternating Direction
Algorithm (ADM) to achieve the correct result. By utilizing the separable structure of the variables,
we gain the minimum value of the unknown parameters alternately at the each iteration, and then
obtain the optimal reconstructed image after numerous iterations.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To test our proposed ASSp algorithm and compared it with URSp, a 256 × 256 moon temperature
image is adopted, which is shown in the Figure 1(a). All experiments were performed under
Windows XP and MATLAB R2008a running on a Acer laptop with an Intel Core i3 CPU at
2.4 GHz and 2 GB of memory. In the experiment, we simply set the maximum number of iterations
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is 100, and the sampling rates (SR) are 10%, 20%, 40%, 50%, 60% and 80%. The specific parameters
refer the [9]. All the results are the mean value of the code running 5 times.
The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and the running time t are used to judge the quality of
the reconstructed image. In our test, we adopt the Db1 wavelet basis and obtain the optimized
sampling profile according to (8) and (9). The reconstructed images of two different sampling
methods have been shown in the Figure 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: The reconstructed image of the two sampling method. (a) URSp SR = 20%. (b) ASSp SR = 20%.
(d) URSp SR = 60%. (e) ASSp SR = 60%.

From the Figure 2, we can see from the visual perspective that the ASSp method could have
better results than URSp at the same SR, whether it is 20% or 60%. That indicates the proposed
ASSp method for the microwave radiation interferometry is effective. The superiority compared
with URSp is obvious, and the reconstruction result become better and better with the SR increasing. In order to further illustrate the effectiveness, we analyze the comparison from the
reconstructed parameter, and the reconstruction result of different radio is given in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison between the two sampling methods.
SR(%)
10
20
40

PSNR/dB
URSp ASSp
26.65 28.74
27.20 36.23
28.28 42.98

t/s
URSp ASSp
2.4
22.8
2.4
19.3
2.3
15.4

SR(%)
50
60
80

PSNR/dB
URSp ASSp
28.94 47.31
37.44 50.85
42.97 53.30

t/s
URSp ASSp
2.3
14.7
2.3
14.0
1.4
13.1

As illustration, Table 1 shows that compared with the URSp, the ASSp can greatly improve the
quality of reconstructed image. When the SR is very low, the superiority of ASSp is inconspicuous.
However with the increase of SR, the advantage of ASSp become noticeable, the PSNR improves
13.41 dB when the SR is 60%. Simulation results illustrate that the ASSp is robust and effective
for the microwave interferometry. While in the Table 1, we can see that the spending time of ASSp
is much more than URSp. Therefore it is the focus of the next research and we will pay attention
to the optimization problem in the future.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new sampling method on the basis of URSp. Compared with the
traditional variable density sampling algorithm, the ASSp not only consider the prior information
of the microwave image, but also introduce the theory of 1-D signal sampling into 2-D image. By
computing the coherence between the sparsity and sensing bases, we can get the optimal sampling
profile. The simulation results show that our sampling method can greatly reduce the sampling
data and have good effect on the microwave image reconstruction.
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Abstract— In this paper, we give an introduction to some of the research activities on radar for
both the hardware development and signal processing algorithms conducted in recent years in the
key lab of microwave remote sensing (MIRSL), Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS). The works
focus on the following aspects: (1) interferometric and wide-band radar system development; (2)
radar signals and processing; (3) radar image registration; (4) polarimetric radar remote sensing;
(5) radar compressive sensing. Some typical results are presented.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Key lab of microwave remote sensing (MIRSL), Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) is one of
the major laboratories in china focusing on microwave remote sensing, especially on the development
of both active and passive microwave sensors for both spaceborne and airborne applications, e.g., the
scatterometers, altimeters and all kinds of radiometers. In recent ten years, we also put much efforts
on the development of interferometric and wide-band radar systems, radar signal and radar image
processing, polarimetric radar remote sensing, super-resolution algorithms and radar compressive
sensing.
In the radar system development, we have developed Ku-band and Ka-band interferometric radar
systems/subsystems with bandwidth up to 4 GHz, ground based and airborne experiments were carried out with these systems [1–9]. In signal model research, we designed high-performance chaotic
radar signal, stepped-frequency chirp signal (SFCS), and stepped-frequency noise signal (SFNS),
as well as high efficiency processing algorithms [10–12]. In signal and image processing [13–39],
we proposed high efficiency compression algorithms for SFCS and SFNS [13, 14], developed algorithms for high-resolution imaging and super-resolution imaging [28–31], fast image registration [23],
space-time adaptive processing (STAP) [15–18], ground moving target indication/imaging [19–21],
circular-SAR imaging, etc.. In polarimetric SAR, we put our efforts on extending the Huynen
dichotomy to the Huynen canonical dichotomy and further to the generalized Huynen dichotomy
based on the wave dichotomy and N-target invariance, which can be applied to the scattering scenarios of irregularity and non-symmetry for unsupervised terrain classification [40–42]. In radar
compressive sensing, we developed the 2D-double CS (chirp scaling and compressive sensing) algorithm for SAR imaging, as well as the Maximum a Posteriori Estimation (MAPE) algorithm
based on multiplicative speckle model for SAR imaging of complex scenarios, we also developed
compressive sensing based pulse compression algorithms for SFCS and SFNS [43–45].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the radar system development mainly on interferometric and wide-band radars; Section 3 introduces the developed high
performance wide-band chaotic radar signals; Section 4 introduces the conducted works on signal
and imaging processing; Section 5 introduces the work on extending Huynen’s decomposition for
polarimetric SAR; Section 6 introduces the works on radar compressive sensing. Section 7 finally
concludes the paper.
2. RADAR SYSTEMS/SUBSYSTEMS
2.1. Interferometric Radar Systems [1–5]

We have developed the first airborne interferometric radar experiment system (Figure 1(a)) in china
and obtained the first single-pass airborne interferometric phase image (Figures 1(b), (c), (d)) in
china in 2002 [1, 2]. In 2012, we conducted an airborne experiment for a newly developed interferometric radar altimeter and obtained interferometric echo waveforms over both lake and land [4, 5].
The altimeter system can work at multiple carrier frequencies. In this airborne experiment we also
show that the interferometric phase of nadir echoes over smooth water can be used to infer the
status information of the platform. This altimeter can work at SAR mode for high resolution imaging. We also conducted ground based interferometric imaging experiments during 2009–2012 [3].
Figure 2 and Figure 3 present the 2D and 3D imaging results, respectively.
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(c)

Figure 1: The airborne interferometric radar experiment system and airborne results. (a) The radar system,
(b) amplitude image, (c) interferometric phase image.

Figure 2: The SAR image obtained by a newly developed multi-carrier-frequency radar system.

Figure 4 shows the obtained echo waveforms over lake for three carrier frequencies with both
single channel waveforms and interferometric waveforms are presented, from which one can see that
the interferometric waveforms are better for obtaining stable tracking center.
2.2. Wide-band Radar Systems [6, 7]

We have developed Ka and Ku wide-band radar systems with 2 GHz and 4 GHz bandwidth, respectively, and conducted ground moving target imaging experiment. In these radar systems,
stepped-frequency technology is used for achieving the wide band. Figure 5 presents the imaging
results by both Ku-band and Ka-band high-resolution radar systems. Figure 5(b) is the image by
Ku-band system with 4 GHz bandwidth, Figure 5(c) is the image also by the same Ku-band system
but with 2 GHz bandwidth, Figure 5(d) is the image by Ka-band system with 2 GHz bandwidth.
It is clear that the Ka-band image reflects the ventilator structures very well. Along with the development of hardware, we also developed both software and hardware radar echo simulators used
for testing signal processing algorithms [8, 9].
3. SIGNAL MODELS [10–12]

Wide-band chaotic noise signal model was proposed and practically realized by combining the
stepped-frequency and the chaotic baseband signal. High performance chaotic radar signal has
been designed and practically realized by combination of two chaotic maps, the realized chaotic
signal has infinite repetition period as well as good randomness even with limited discretization
length. The Modulating Group Delay Method was proposed to design ultra-low-sidelobe chaotic
radar signal, which has been validated by experiment. Figure 6 presents the generated chaotic
signals.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: The DEM obtained by a newly developed multi-carrier-frequency interferometric radar system at
Ku band. (a) Interferometric phase image, (b) interferometric phase image with flat earth effect removed,
(c) the obtained DEM coated with scattering coefficient.
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Figure 4: The echo waveforms obtained by a newly developed multi-carrier-frequency interferometric altimeter over a lake.
4. SIGNAL/IMAGE PROCESSING
4.1. Compression of SFCS/SFNS [13, 14]

High efficiency compressing algorithms for stepped-frequency chirp signal (SFCS) and steppedfrequency noise signal have been developed fitting for both matched-filtering and dechirping hardwares. Super-SVA and compressive sensing techniques have been applied to deal with the situation
with some subpulses missed or the frequency step is larger than the bandwidth of subpulse.
4.2. Space-time Adaptive Processing [15–18]

We conducted researches on STAP algorithms based on sparse array as well as regular array. We
developed a simulator for airborne STAP application. Multi-Carrier-Frequency STAP has been
investigated. The STAP algorithm has been improved by applying APES [38]. Radial velocity
ambiguity mitigation of moving target by dual-subband ATI approach with a Two-Channel SAR
has been proposed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: High-resolution radar images of a train by Ku and Ka radar systems. (a) Ku-band, bandwidth:
4 GHz. (b) Ku-band, bandwidth: 2 GHz. (c) Ka-band, bandwidth: 2 GHz.
4.3. Ground Moving Target Indication/Imaging [19–21]

A novel keystone-transform based algorithm with radon transform and fractional Fourier transform
involved and a novel compressive sensing based dechirp-keystone algorithm have been investigated
for ground moving target imaging.
4.4. InSAR and Image Registration [22–27]

Processing algorithms for InSAR, e.g., image pair registration, interferogram filtering, phase unwrapping, etc., were investigated. A fast registration algorithm has been proposed based on analytical formulae [23]. A rigorous SAR epipolar geometrical model was developed for accurate 3D
target reconstruction [25].
4.5. Image Registration/Fusion [26, 27]

A novel approach for the registration of weak affine images has been proposed [26], some appropriate parameter retrieval algorithms for feature-based SAR image registration and the appropriate
features for general SAR image registration have been investigated [27].
4.6. Super-resolution Algorithms [28–31]

Multiple Slgnal Classification (MUSIC), Estimation of Signal Parameters Via Rotational Invariance
Techniques (ESPRIT), Auto Regressive (AR) and Super-SVA algorithms have been investigated.
The effects of amplitude and phase errors on 2-D MUSIC and 2-D ESPRIT algorithms in ISAR
imaging have been studied and the resolution threshold of MUSIC algorithm in radar range imaging
was analyzed. Super-SVA has been used to fill the two-dimensional band gaps and satisfied results
are obtained.
4.7. Other Algorithms [32–39]

We put a lot of efforts on developing algorithms for circular-SAR imaging [32, 33]. We derived concise formulae for ground-range-resolution improvement by InSAR and showed how the resolutions
in both azimuthal and range directions can be improved with repeat-pass spaceborne SAR based
on SFCS model [34]. Fractional Fourier Transform (FrFT), Time-Frequency analysis and Phase
Gradient Autofocus (PGA) were applied to improve the imaging [36–38]. We recently proposed
algorithms for estimating the motion parameters of high-speed target based on SFCS [39].
5. POLARIMETRIC SAR [40, 41]

We focuses on extending the application of Huynen decomposition. Huynen decomposition was
generalized to a unified Huynen dichotomy to cover full preferences for scattering symmetry and
regularity, irregularity, non-symmetry, as well as their couplings. Scattering preference is identified
as a key characteristic of target dichotomy and a novel description of which was developed to directly relate each dichotomy to a certain canonical scattering. Two representations of mixed radar
target scattering were developed from the unified dichotomy in terms of scattering preference and
statistical modeling, which then enable two classification schemes, i.e., the scattering preferencebased classification and the Huynen scattering degree of preference (SDoP)/alpha classification.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: Consistency comparison of (a) Cloude-Pottier entropy/alpha classification plane and (c) Huynen
SDoP/alpha plane on San Francisco scene. (b) is the equivalent presentation of (a) in SDoP/alpha space
and (d) is the equivalent presentation of (c) in entropy/alpha space.

Fast PolSAR data visualization and classification based on Huynen canonical decomposition was
also proposed. Figure 7 shows the Consistency comparison of Cloude-Pottier entropy/alpha classification plane and Huynen SDoP/alpha plane.
6. RADAR COMPRESSIVE SENSING (CS) [43–45]

We developed the 2D-double CS (chirp scaling and compressive sensing) algorithm for SAR imaging [86], as well as the Maximum a Posteriori Estimation (MAPE) algorithm based on multiplicative
speckle model for SAR imaging of complex scenarios [87]. We applied CS to compress both SFCS
and SFNS with much less data used. CS was also applied to GMTI by developing a novel compressive sensing based dechirping-Keystone algorithm [42].
7. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces the selected works on radar conducted in MIRSL/CAS over the past decades,
which mainly focus on interferometric and wide-band radar system development, radar signals and
processing algorithms, radar image registration/fusion, polarimetric radar remote sensing and radar
compressive sensing. What we want to mention is that the introduced works in this paper cover
just some but not the total activities on radar conducted in MIRSL.
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Comparison of the Time-reversal MUSIC and BP Algorithms in
Multi-target Detection
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Abstract— Multi-target detection based on the time-reversal imaging with multiple signal
classification (TR-MUSIC) and back-projection (BP) algorithms is presented in this paper. In
the TR-MUSIC, firstly, the backscatter of a signal transmitted into a scattering environment
is recorded. Secondly, the time reversal operator is obtained with the use of transfer matrix.
Finally, the targets can be located through back-propagation of the eigenvectors of time reversal
operator. In the BP, the imaging map is reconstructed by using the power of the electromagnetic
wave corresponding to the travelling time from the transceivers to each pixel in imaging region.
The imaging basic theories of TR-MUSIC and BP algorithms are outlined. In order to illustrate
the performance of these two algorithms in detail, numerical simulations for three ideal point-like
targets are conducted and analyzed. Here, we consider two versions of the simulation: targets
detection with enough detection elements or not. Results show that the TR-MUSIC approach
has a better performance than BP approach.
1. INTRODUCTION

Time-reversal imaging with multiple signal classification (TR-MUSIC) and back-projection (BP)
algorithms are two well-developed imaging approaches dedicated to many applications, such as
military, civil and biomedical imaging applications [1–5].
There are two stages in the time reversal process (TRP), namely, the time reversal forward
propagation (TRFP) stage and the time reversal backward propagation (TRBP) stage. In the
TRFP stage, the sources generate a signal, or the scatterers reflect a signal. A set of receivers record
the signal. In the TRBP stage, these recorded signals are time reversed and rebroadcasted into
the same scattering environment from the transmitters. The TRP is strictly within the framework
of the wave equation [6]. In the contrast to the TR approach, the BP algorithm is a geometrical
technique [7]. As a result, the imaging formulas adopted by these two algorithms are generally
different. In this paper, these two algorithms are compared in multi-target detection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the imaging methodologies and basic
theories of TR-MUSIC and BP algorithms are introduced. Section 3 compares the two methods in
multi-target detection by using the numerical experiment. The conclusion of this paper is presented
in Section 4.
2. BASIC THEORY

We consider an array of N transceiver elements whose nth element is located at rn (1 ≤ n ≤ N ) and
the backscattered signals are measured by all elements. Assume that the transceiver elements are
all ideal that is the nonlinear of the transceivers can be neglected and targets are taken to be ideal
point-like scatterers whose scattering only happens in first order, the receivers in the TRFP stage
act as transmitters in the TRBP stage. The number of targets is L and the lth target is located at
rl (1 ≤ l ≤ L). The incident field at r excited by the emission signal of the nth transmitter denoted
by ϕn (r, ω) is
ϕn (r, ω) = G(r, rn , ω)Sn (ω)
(1)
And receiving signal at the mth receiver located at rm (1 ≤ m ≤ N ) is
ψmn (r, ω) = ϕn (r, ω)Ar (ω)G(rm , r, ω) = G(r, rn , ω)G(rm , r, ω)Ar (ω)Sn (ω)

(2)

where Sn (ω) is the transmission signal of nth transmitter, Ar (ω) is the scattering factor at r,
G(rk , rq , ω) is background Green function that satisfies the reduced wave equation [6], representing
the propagator from location rq to rk , because of the reciprocity of background Green function,
that is G(rk , rq , ω) = G(rq , rk , ω), the expression (2) can be presented as
ψmn (r, ω) = G(rn , r, ω)G(rm , r, ω)Ar (ω)Sn (ω)

(3)
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2.1. TR-MUSIC

Assume each transmitter individually is excited. So after scattered by L targets, the receiving
signal of mth receiver is
ψm (r, ω) =

N X
L
X

G(rn , rl , ω)G(rm , rl , ω)τl (ω)Sn (ω)

(4)

n=1 l=1

where τl (ω) is the scattering coefficient of lth scatterer.
The time reversal operator Ū can be formed with the multi-static response transfer matrix K̄
that incorporates the scattering property of each target and the attenuation in the medium, Ū is
given by
Ū = K̄ ∗ K̄
(5)
where the “∗” denotes the conjugation of a matrix or vector, the multi-static response transfer
matrix K̄ is
L
X
K̄ =
Ḡl (ω)ḠTl (ω)τl (ω)
(6)
l=1

where the superscript “T ” denotes the transpose of a vector or matrix, and Ḡl (ω) is a N -dimensional
column vector of Greens function, and can be represented as
Ḡl (ω) = [G(r1 , rl , ω), G(r2 , rl , ω), . . . , G(rN , rl , ω)]T

(7)

We can obtain the signal and noise sub-spaces by applying eigen decomposition on Ū given by (5).
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Ū are denoted by {λl , µl } (l = 1, 2, . . . , N ). The nonzero
eigenvalues correspond to the signal sub-spaces, while the zero eigenvalues correspond to the noise
sub-spaces which we use to construct the imaging function. The locations of the targets and their
images can be determined by constructing the MUSIC pseudo spectrum from
1

I(rp ) =

N
P
l0 =L+1

(8)

|hµ∗l0 , Ḡp (ω)i|2

where µ∗l0 is the conjugation of eigenvectors with zero eigenvalues and the inner product hµ∗l0 , Ḡp (ω)i
is equal to zero whenever rp corresponds to the location of one of the targets.
2.2. BP

To implement the numerical studies, supposing that the imaging region is divided into Q grids. If
the nth transmitter is excited and the scatter signal is received by the mth receiver, the scatter
field can be represented as
Q
X
scatter
E
(rm , rn , ω) =
ψmn (rq , ω)
(9)
q=1

If all transmitters are excited at the same time, the scattered field is given by
E scatter (rm , ω) =

N
X

E scatter (rm , rn , ω) =

n=1

Q
N X
X

ψmn (rq , ω)

(10)

n=1 q=1

The imaging function of the BP method is
I

BP

(rp ) =

N
X

E scatter (rm , tmp )

(11)

m=1

where tmp = dmp /c, c is the light velocity in the free space, dmp is the distance between the mth
receiver and the pth grid in the imaging region. E scatter (rm , t) is the inverse Fourier transform
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of (10), that is
E

scatter

1
(rm , t) =
2π
=

1
2π

Z

+∞

E

scatter

−∞

N Z
1 X +∞ scatter
dω =
E
(rm , rn , ω)ejωt dω
2π
−∞
n=1

Q Z +∞
N X
X
n=1 q=1

(rm , ω)e

jωt

−∞

ψmn (rq , ω)ejωt dω

N Q Z
1 X X +∞
=
[G(rn , rq , ω)G(rm , rq , ω)Arq (ω)Sn (ω)]ejωt dω
2π
−∞

(12)

n=1 q=1

The discretized version of (12) gives


Q
K X
N X

X
∆ω
E scatter (rm , t) =
[G(rn , rq , ωk )G(rm , rq , ωk )Arq (ωk )Sn (ωk )]ejωk t


2π
k=1

(13)

n=1 q=1

Then, (11) can be written as
I BP (rp ) =

N
X

E scatter (rm , tmp )

m=1



Q
N X
N X
K X

X
£
¤
∆ω
G(rn , rq , ωk )G(rm , rq , ωk )Arq (ωk )Sn (ωk ) ejωk tmp
=


2π
k=1

(14)

m=1 n=1 q=1

Which can be formed as

BP · Z̄
I BP = IQ×K

(15)

T
th column of matrix I BP
where Z̄ = ( 4ω
Q×K is
2π )[1, 1, . . . , 1]1×K . The k

IωBP
= Ge(ωk )GA(ωk )S̄(ωk )
k
where

® 
®
 
ē1 (ωk ), Ḡ1 (ωk )
ē1 (ωk ), Ḡ2 (ωk )

® 
®
 ē2 (ωk ), Ḡ1 (ωk )
ē2 (ωk ), Ḡ2 (ωk )

Ḡe(ωk ) = 
..

.
...

® 
®
ēQ (ωk ), Ḡ1 (ωk )
ēQ (ωk ), Ḡ2 (ωk )


®
ē1 (ωk ), ḠQ (ωk )

®
ē2 (ωk ), ḠQ (ωk )
..
... 
.
®
. . . ēQ (ωk ), ḠQ (ωk )
...
...

Ḡq (ωk ) = [G(r1 , rq , ωk ), G(r2 , rq , ωk ), . . . , G(rN , rq , ωk )]T ,
£
¤T
ēq (ωk ) = ejωk t1q , ejωk t2q , . . . , ejωk tN q , (1 ≤ q ≤ Q)

G(r1 , r1 , ωk )Ar1 (ωk ) G(r2 , r1 , ωk )Ar1 (ωk )
 G(r1 , r2 , ωk )Ar2 (ωk ) G(r2 , r2 , ωk )Ar2 (ωk )
¯

GA(ω
..
k) = 
.
...
G(r1 , rQ , ωk )ArQ (ωk ) G(r2 , rQ , ωk )ArQ (ωk )
S̄(ωk ) = [S1 (ωk ), S2 (ωk ), . . . , SN (ωk )]T

(16)






(17)

(1 ≤ q ≤ Q)
...
...

(18)


(19)

G(rN , r1 , ωk )Ar1 (ωk )
G(rN , r2 , ωk )Ar2 (ωk ) 
 (20)
..

...
.
. . . G(rN , rQ , ωk )ArQ (ωk )
(21)

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In order to illustrate the performance of these two algorithms in detail, the numerical experiment
for three ideal point-like targets is constructed, and two situations are analyzed, that is, target detection with enough transceiver elements called situation I and target detection with few transceiver
elements named situation II.
The setup of situation I is conducted as shown in Figure 1, and the setup of situation II is
the same as that of situation I except the number of transceiver elements which are shown in the
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bottom of imaging region in Figure 1. The “4” represents the transceiver element and the “◦”
represents the target. The positions of these three targets are (1.5 m, 4 m) marked as S1 , (3.75 m,
1.3 m) marked as S2 and (2.9 m, 2.5 m) marked as S3 . Fifteen transceiver elements are used to
construct situation I which provide enough echo signals, for contrast, four transceiver elements are
employed to achieve situation II.
The imaging results of TR-MUSIC and BP algorithms are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3,
respectively. In situation I, the targets based on both algorithms can be located accurately, while
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Figure 1: Setup of the numerical experiment.
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Figure 2: Imaging results based on TR-MUSIC algorithm: (a) 15 transceiver elements; and (b) 4 transceiver
elements.
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Figure 3: Imaging results based on BP algorithm: (a) 15 transceiver elements; and (b) 4 transceiver elements.
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the imaging resolution based on TR-MUSIC algorithm is better than that based on BP algorithm
in situation II. Thus, the TR-MUSIC approach outperforms BP approach in multi-target detection.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Two imaging methods, namely, TR-MUSIC and BP methods have been compared with numerical
experiment in multi-target detection. From the analysis, in terms of imaging quality, the TRMUSIC is superior to the BP method. In our future work, the limitations by using TR-MUSIC
will be studied based on some current literature [8], the impact of noise and other impact factors
of imaging resolution will be also investigated.
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Abstract— A novel parallel double helix loop resonator for magnetic coupled resonance wireless
power transfer (WPT) is proposed in this paper. The various characteristics are investigated by
using simulation and experiment. Compare to a same geometry size traditional structure helix
loop resonator, the proposed resonator could reduce the resistance loss about 48% and improve
the maximum power transfer efficiency about 8% within the strong coupled region. On the other
hand, the coupling efficiency of proposed resonator used WPT system is also increased. Finally,
for increase the power transfer efficiency at the region of outside of the strong coupled, a pair of
matching loops are used to match the transmitting and receiving resonator to the optimal port
impedance at varying distance and the measurement results shows the maximum power transfer
efficiency that the system could achievable by using traditional structure helix loop resonator
and parallel double helix loop resonator are 34% and 57% at the distance of 20 cm, respectively.
1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic coupled resonance WPT technology is expected to the next generation wireless power
charging system, because of its advantage of mid-range power transfer distance and high efficiency [1]. There are two most important performances of this technology always be focus on which
are: long power transfer distance and high power transfer efficiency. To achieve this, it is necessary
to improve the resonator quality factor and the coupling efficiency. The quality factor of resonator
is proportional to the resonance frequency and self-inductance of the resonator and inversely proportional to the resonator resistance loss. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the resistance loss in
order to improve the resonator quality factor.
2. RESONATOR DESIGN

A traditional structure helix loop resonator is widely used and researched for magnetic resonance
WPT system as shown in Fig. 1. It can be represented in terms of a simplified LCR equivalent
lumped circuit element [2]. The L and C are the resonator self-inductance and self-capacitance
which could make it resonant at the operation frequency of ω0 . R is the resistance loss including
both radiation and conductivity loss.
From the fundamentals of an RLC circuit, when two inductors are connected so that the magnetic field of one affects the other which will occurs a mutual inductance Lm between them, and
the mutual inductance increases or decreases the total inductance of circuit. When two inductors
are connected in parallel with an aiding, the total inductance LT becomes to (1). The mutual
inductance can be calculated by using Equation (2) where k is the coupling efficiency between two
inductors. From Equations (1) and (2), when the coupling efficiency between two parallel connected
inductors is closely coupled where k = 1 and the inductance value of two inductors is the same

Figure 1: Traditional structure helix loop resonator configuration.
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L1 = L2 = L, not only the mutual inductance between two inductors but also the circuit total
inductance will equals to the value of inductor self-inductance. It means the circuit self-inductance
will be not changed LT = L. On the other hand, the total resistance loss of the circuit is reduced
by a parallel connected resistance and it can be calculated by using Equation (3).
LT = (L1 + Lm )(L2 + Lm )/(L1 + Lm ) + (L2 + Lm )
(1/2)

Lm = k(L1 L2 )
RT = (R1 R2 )/(R1 + R2 )

(1)
(2)
(3)

Depend on this characteristic, a parallel double helix loop resonator is proposed as shown in
Fig. 2, which has the same geometry size with the traditional structure helix loop that be proposed
in this paper as shown in Fig. 1. Both of them are made by a 0.55 mm diameter copper wire.
To maintain the resonator self-inductance, the currents on both helix loops of the parallel double
helix resonator should be equal in magnitude. In this study, various structures have been analyzed
and it is found out that when two same structure helix loops are coaxially parallel connected with
180 degree phase displacement in the same plane, the equal magnitude currents will be induced on
each helix loop and occurs a highest mutual inductance between them.
At first, the input impedance of each resonator is calculated by using method of moment (MoM)
and measured by a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) under the condition that only one resonator
exists. For the purpose of making the simulation and experiment results could have a great agreement with each other, the conductor conductivity loss should be considered in calculation, and it is
assumed to 4e6 S/m in this study Figs. 3(a) and (b) show the each resonator input impedance characteristic as a function of frequency, respectively. In the traditional structure helix loop resonator,
the self-resonance frequency occurs at 44.24 MHz with 5.86 Ω resistance loos and the parallel double
helix loop is resonated at the frequency of 39.25 MHz with 3.07 Ω resistance loss. It could confirm
that, compare to the traditional structure the parallel double helix loop resonator decreases the
resistance loss about 48%.
Table 1 lists the lumped parameters of traditional and parallel double helix loop structure

Figure 2: Parallel double helix loop resonator configuration.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Resonator input impedance. (a) Traditional helix loop resonator. (b) Parallel double helix loop
resonator.
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Table 1: Lumped parameter of two resonators.
Simulation

Experiment

Parameter

Traditional
helix loop

Parallel double
helix loop

Traditional
helix loop

Parallel double
helix loop

Self-inductance [uH]

3.93

3.86

3.95

3.83

Self-capacitance [pF]

3.29

4.23

3.28

4.29

Resistance loss [Ω]

5.7

2.99

5.86

3.07

Resonance
frequency [MHz]

44.26

39.39

44.24

39.25

Q

191

319.8

187.4

307.9

resonator, respectively. From experiment results, the proposed type resonator could maintain the
self-inductance well. On the other hand, it should be noted that the resonator self-capacitance of
parallel double helix loop also be increased and the reason can be assumed by the parallel connected
self-capacitance of two helix loops. Nevertheless, because of the reduced resistance loss, compare
to the traditional structure helix loop resonator the Q factor of proposed type resonator has been
increased about 64.3%.
3. POWER TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS

To analysis the power transfer characteristics of the system, the transmitting and receiving resonator
are placed facing each other along their common axis as shown in Fig. 4 where a λ/4 sleeve balun
is used for the network measurement and the port impedance is 50 Ω. Fig. 5 shows the coupling
efficiency calculation results comparison of traditional and parallel double helix loop used WPT
system. From the result, the coupling efficiency of proposed resonator used condition is higher than
the traditional type resonator used system at varying distance about 12% is confirmed. The reason
can be considered by the stronger near magnetic field of parallel double helix loop resonator due
to the alignment field by two helix loops and lower resistance loss.
The critical coupling kcritical point is a very important factor for magnetic coupled resonance
WPT system, which represents the maximum power transfer efficiency that the system could achievable at the furthest possible operation distance [2]. When the coupling efficiency k between transmitting and receiving resonator is greater than critical coupling point k > kcritical , the system is at
the strong coupled region and the maximum power transfer efficiency resonance frequency is split
at two points, the even mode ωe and odd mode ωo . Conversely, when k < kcritical , the system is
sad to be under-coupled, the split two maximum efficiency resonance frequencies will converge to
the resonator operation frequency point ω0 and amount of power will dramatically fall off with the
distance. Hence, if a frequency tracing system is used, which could automatically adjust to provide
the maximum power transfer efficiency at varying distance, the power transfer efficiency characteristic as a function of distance will be shown in Fig. 6. The experimentally demonstrates that the
maximum power transfer efficiency of parallel double helix loop resonator is 87% and traditional

Figure 4: The wireless power transfer efficiency measurement setup.

Figure 5: The coupling efficiency comparison of two
type resonators used WPT system.
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Figure 6: The power transfer efficiency comparison of two type resonators used WPT system when the
system could automatically tuning the highest power transfer efficiency resonance frequency.

structure helix loop resonator is 79% within the strong coupled region, respectively.
4. IMPEDANCE MATCHING

In the magnetic coupled resonance WPT system, the optimal port impedance of resonator vary
dramatically with the power transfer distance between transmitting and receiving resonator, because it is a function of the mutual inductance and is given by Equation (4) [3]. The Lm is the
mutual inductance between transmitting and receiving resonator, R is the resistance loss of single
resonator. From this equation, it is found out as the mutual inductance decreases, the optimal port
impedance is closed to the resonator resistance loss. Equation (5) represents the maximum power
transfer efficiency that the system could achievable when the resonator is matched to the optimal
port impedance at varying power transfer distance.
n
o(1/2)
Zopt = R2 + (ω0 Lm )2
(4)
ηopt (ω) = (ω0 Lm )2 / (Zopt + R)2

(5)

Thus for improve the power transfer efficiency at the region of under-coupled, match the resonator to optimal port impedance is a very efficiency method. Direct match the port impedance
is very difficult to realize. Hence, a inductive coupling by using matching loop is chosen to match
both of the transmitting and receiving resonator as shown in Fig. 7 [4]. The matching loop radius
is 45 [mm] and the 50 Ohms feed port is directly connected to it.
After the matching loop size is fixed, the port impedance at the matching loop can be converted
into the optimal impedance of the resonator by adjusting the separation between matching loop and
resonator at different power transfer distance. Fig. 8 shows the power transfer efficiency comparison
of two type resonators used WPT system after the resonator is matched by the matching loop.

Figure 7: Power transfer efficiency measurement
setup by using matching loop.

Figure 8: The power transfer efficiency comparison
of two type resonators used system by using matching loop.
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From the measurement result, the traditional structure helix loop resonator used system could only
achieve to 34% but the parallel helix loop resonator could achieve to 57% at the transfer distance
of 20 cm.
5. CONCLUSION

A novel parallel double helix loop resonator for magnetic coupled resonance WPT is proposed and
investigated by using simulation and experiment in this paper. The experimentally demonstrates
that the quality factor of proposed resonator is greater than a same geometry size traditional
structure helix loop resonator about 64.3% and the maximum power transfer efficiency at the
strong coupled region of parallel double helix loop resonator and traditional structure helix loop
resonator used WPT system are 87% and 79%, respectively. On the other hand, due to the stronger
near magnetic field and lower resistance loss, the coupling efficiency of parallel double helix loop
resonator used WPT system is also increased. After a pair of matching loops are used to match
the resonator to the optimal port impedance, the measurement results shows that the maximum
power transfer efficiency of parallel double helix loop resonator used WPT system could achieve to
57% at the distance of 20 cm and compare to the traditional structure helix loop resonator used
WPT system, the efficiency has been improved about 23% is confirmed.
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Abstract— We present a proposal of a new telescope type using a rotating parabolic strip as
the primary mirror. It is a principal modification of the design of telescopes from the times of
Galileo and Newton. In order to demonstrate the basic idea, the image of an artificial constellation
observed by this kind of telescope was reconstructed using the techniques described in this article.
We present a working model of this new telescope, we have used an assembly of the primary mirror
— a strip of acrylic glass parabolic mirror 30 cm long and 10 cm wide shaped as a parabolic
cylinder of a focal length of 1 m — and an artificial constellation, a set of LED diodes in a
distance of 15 m. In order to reconstruct the image, we made a series of snaps, each taken after the
constellation had been rotated by 5 degrees. Using three different algorithms, we reconstructed
the image of this artificial constellation. This contribution is based on [1] with new telescope
designs and new experimental tests.
1. INTRODUCTION

The current telescopic systems are based on two basic principles: the Galileo-Kepler system uses
optical lenses as the primary optic element (refractors) and the Newton-Cassegrain system has
primary refracting surfaces shaped like a circle or n-gon. Their angular resolution is therefore
identical in all directions. Images are acquired by means of photographic cameras, astronomic
cameras or light-emission spectrometers. Images from CCDs and spectrometers are stored in a
computer for further processing. In all the cases, images are taken in the same plane. The primary
optical elements contained in both the reflectors and the refractors concentrate parallel light beams
to a focal point. The other optical elements make use of different geometric configurations. For
more details go to [2].
As a rule, the telescope is mounted on a support frame allowing to exactly adjust the position of
the telescope and to carry out fine rectification of its movement. For this purpose, the azimuthal,
parallactic or four-axis assemblies are used. In the case of azimuthal assembly, one axis is horizontal
and the other vertical. A telescope rotates along the vertical axis in relation to the cardinal points;
the height above the horizon is set in the horizontal axis. When observing celestial bodies, the
positioning of a telescope around both axes must be changed smoothly; it is better-known as
so called Dobson platform. The parallactic assembly has one axis parallel with the earth’s axis
pointing to the pole. The other axis is perpendicular to the first axis. When one object is tracked,
a telescope rotates around the polar axis in a steady speed of 15 arc degrees per hour. The four-axis
assembly is intended especially for the tracking of man-made satellites orbiting the Earth. Three
of the axes are adjusted so that a telescope could track an object only by rotating around one axis.
An important parameter of the telescope is its angular resolution. It is determined by the
smallest angle that enables us to distinguish two points. The smaller the angle, the better the
angular resolution. If the diameter of an objective is D, then its plan area P is given by the
following relation
D2
λ
P =π
, δ ≈ 1.22
4
D
for the monochromatic light of a wavelength of λ [3].
The main reason for the construction of telescopes of large diameters is that astronomers require
a better angular resolution. As it follows from what was specified above, the disadvantage of these
known solutions is that to achieve a better angular resolution, especially a large size of the primary
optical element is required. The weight of these massive objectives is heavy, they are demanding
in terms of their construction, and the technology and poduction is expensive.
1.1. Teleskop with a Rotating Objective Element

The principle of our new system was inspired by the fact that the angular resolution is inversely
proportional to the length of an antenna, and by the technology of X-ray computer tomography
(CT). An X-ray source is located on one side and an X-ray camera on the opposite side of an
x-rayed sample. The integral absorptions of X-rays in different angles are measured step by step
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during the rotation of the sample. The total absorption of all photons coming along different lines
perpendicular to the camera are registered as points of a one-dimensional picture. Finally, the
inverse Radon transform is used to reconstruct the image of absorption of X-rays in different points
of the media.
Modern mathematical methods and software developed for CT involve the gathering of projection data from multiple directions and the feeding of the data into a tomographic reconstruction
software algorithm processed by a computer [5]. Mathematical filters are used to improve the reconstructed image [6]. The idea and the image processing as performed by means of the technology
of Single-Photon Emission Computer Tomography [7] is the same as in the case of our parabolic
strip telescope. This technology is used in nuclear medicine where a patient is injected with a
radiopharmaceutical which emits gamma rays. The emitted gamma rays are collected by a gamma
camera and the emitted image is reconstructed [8].
The same approach can be used when a parabolic strip is the primary mirror [9, 10] of a telescope,
following the scheme shown in Figure 2. The images of tracked objects are comprised of lines. Each
line represents the integral intensity of light incoming from an object or objects perpendicular to
the strip (parallel to the focal line) located inside the field of view, which is guaranteed by the
geometry. When making a series of photos while rotating the telescope around its optical axis,
the inverse Radon transformation can be used to reconstruct the image with the above mentioned
angular resolution. It is also possible to use other tools, for example Matlab [8]. Secondary optical
elements can be used to focus the lines from the focal plane into points.
The technological construction of the parabolic strip is simpler than the planar or paraboloid
surface, because the stress of material helps to maintain the geometry. A precise parabolic bracket
is required to support the parabolic strip made of elastic mirrors. It is also simpler to use adaptive
optics for the correction of optical defects. One can control the surface by a laser pointer located
on one side of the strip. By the detection of its reflected light on the other side of the strip during
the scan, the whole surface can be controlled and corrected by corrective elements. Of course,
secondary mirrors can be added, then we have a Newton — like or Cassegrain — like telescope.
The area and the angular resolution of a parabolic strip telescope are
λ
,
L
where λ is the wavelength of light, L is the length of the projection of the strip on the tangent
plane at the vertex line — in Figure 2 it is the length of the x-axis projection of the strip — and
W is the width of the strip.
The proposed telescopic system involves preferably parallactic mounting and an instrument for
image digitalization connected to a computer.
The mounting, however, has to perform one more rotation than the usual mounting: rotation
of the primary element or of the whole system around the optical axis is necessary in order to
reconstruct details of an object. The instrument for the digitalization of images has to be located
in the image plane of a telescope.
P = LW,

δL =

2. PROCESSING IMAGES FROM A PARABOLIC STRIP TELESCOP

The basic mode of tracking by means of a rotational telescope will display various intensities for
the parallel line segment corresponding to various tracked points. Line segments may correspond
to more than one observed points on straight lines.
It is apparent that all the points correspond to the given line segments. On the edge, one line
segment corresponds to five points while the middle three line segments correspond to two points.
Changes in the intensities on the line segments correspond to the number of LEDs in the image.
For the studied methods, it is necessary to pre-process every image and to use the set of images
originating during the rotation of a telescope around the optical axis. For this processing, images
of objects (line segments of various thickness values and various intensities) must be the same
everywhere because they pertain to the same objects. Every image of an object will be displayed
as a system of parallel line segments. The scanning device can be oriented so that all line segments
would be parallel with one axis of an image.
To measure objects from the field of vision of a telescope, which is determined by the angle
between the centre of an image and the edge of the parabolic strip, it is necessary to “trim” the line
segments so that they would be reduced to the surroundings of the centre and then expand to the
whole image. First, a number of images is scanned. Each of them is turned by an angle of θ. Then
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the values from every image matrix are added up by columns, symmetrically around the centre ±n
(multiplication of a matrix by vector ~e) so that vector ~xk originates. Tensor multiplication of this
vector by the all-ones matrix is executed so that we would obtain the final image Yk in the m × m
form, where we have already achieved the desired shape. Image Q results from the turning by an
angle corresponding to the angle by which a telescope was turned. It is assigned a number and
stored. The algorithm continues in this way until it reaches θ/360 number of images, i.e., we have
the images evenly spread.
2.1. Simulation Algorithm

To check the function, we first simulated images from a telescope corresponding to real pictures.
We proceeded as follows: first, we produced a series of pictures of an object turned by multiples of
angle θ and then we added up the intensities of the points of the images that are perpendicularly
projected to the same point on individual straight lines turned by the angles passing through the
centre. Thus, we obtained the vectors and by means of the tensor product of the vectors and
all-ones matrix we will obtain a number of pictures corresponding to the simulated observations
where points are displayed as segment lines. The model is first turned by the required angle of θ by
means of interpolation in the MATLAB software. Then the image matrix is added up by columns
so that vector ~xk results. Tensor multiplication of this vector by the all-ones matrix is executed.
In this way, we obtain the final image Q in the m × m form. The image is assigned a number and
stored. The algorithm continues in this way until it reaches θ/360 number of images.
Xk ∈ Rm×m
θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θN ∈ h0, 2πi
Yk = rot(Xk , θk )
~xk = ~eYk , ~e = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Rm
Q = Yk

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

2.2. Summation Algorithm

The summation algorithm is based on the principle of the reciprocal adding up of resulting projections. Intensities of the points that are covered by segment lines of individual images are accentuated
by the summation of multiple images. The other points in lines can be removed by subtracting
the matrix with constants in all the places. The value of the constants can be changed so that an
image would become apparent.
Xk ∈ Rm×m
θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θN ∈ h0, 2πi
~xk = ~eXk , ~e = (0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Rm
Yk = f~xk , f = (1, . . . , 1)T ∈ Rm
Zk = rot(Yk , θk )
Q=

N
X

Zk

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

k=1

2.3. Radon Inverse Transform

The basic principle of a telescope is based on the Radon transform, however it is not possible to
use the Radon inverse transform directly, especially because this algorithm does not always have a
solution. Therefore its approximations are used. The process of reconstruction is hence based on
the filtered back projection. This algorithm was originally designed for the reconstruction of an
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image obtained from computed tomography
Xk ∈ Rm×m
θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θN ∈ h0, 2πi
~xk = ~eXk , ~e = (0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Rm

(12)
(13)
(14)

Yk = f~xk , f = (1, . . . , 1)T ∈ Rm
Sk = RamplfilterYk
Zk = rot(Sk , θk )

(15)
(16)
(17)

Q=

N
X

Zk

(18)

k=1

2.4. Multiplication Algorithm

The multiplication algorithm is an enhanced analogy to the summation algorithm. It is based on
reciprocal multiplication of individual pre-processed matrices. The advantage is that if we have a
zero (i.e., a dark point) in one matrix, the zero will remain in the resulting matrix when we execute
the multiplication. High values in matrices and more complicated weighting of an image during
the multiplication.
Xk ∈ Rm×m
θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θN ∈ h0, 2πi
~xk = ~eXk , ~e = (0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Rm

(19)
(20)
(21)

Yk = f~xk , f = (1, . . . , 1)T ∈ Rm
Zk = rot(Yk , θk )

(22)
(23)

Q=

N
Y

Zk

(24)

k=1

2.5. Iteration Algorithm

The iteration algorithm is based on mutual multiplication of the final projections that proceeds in
multiple steps. Images are decomposed to subsets. The subsets are multiplied and extracted until
one image remains.
Xk ∈ Rm×m
θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θN ∈< 0, 2π >
~xk = ~eXk , ~e = (0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Rm

(25)
(26)
(27)

Yk = f~xk , f = (1, . . . , 1)T ∈ Rm
Zk = rot(Yk , θk )

(28)
(29)

Q=

N
Y

Zk

(30)

k=1

2.6. Non Standard Observation Method

The telescope can be successfully used for the tracking that requires a good resolving ability in one
direction. In this case it is not necessary to rotate the mirror around an axis and it is possible to
use a standard parallactic assembly with the adjusting of an angle so that it would be possible to
set the directions of the required resolving abilities. This type of tracking can be successfully used
for example for some special observations executed to give accuracy to the movement of objects
in one direction. The method is based on one of the properties of a mirror, i.e., that every point
of light in the field of vision displays as a line segment the length of which equals to the width
of a parabolic mirror. The centre of the line segment is shifted against the centre of an image by
an angle which is the same as the angle by which a tracked object is shifted against the axis of
a telescope. The line segments are perpendicular to the reflector plane. Ideally, each of the line
segments has the same intensity in any point. If line segments of multiple points partially overlap
or connect one to another, the position and luminance of individual points can be identified on the
basis of an analysis of proportion of intensities of lines.
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F
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Figure 2: The paraxial beams 5 are reflected by strip
on the focus line F , where V is the vertex line of the
strip.

The intensities of the point sources along a line will jump grow at the beginning of a line
segment and jump decrease at its end. Thanks to this, it is possible to reconstruct an image
from the measurements of intensities. The ideal angular resolving ability in a point is lower in the
direction of a line than in the direction perpendicular to it.
3. THE PROOF-OF-PRINCIPLE EXPERIMENT

In order to show that the principle works we have prepared a very basic experiment.
For the sake of simplification, the telescope was stationary. Figure 3 shows a parabolic strip
telescope of a length of 30 cm. The artificial constellation was represented by means of a series of

Figure 3: The parabolic strips of length 30 cm, for
the proof-of-principle experiment was used.

Figure 4: Two artificial constellations were used to
demonstrate the principle.

Figure 5: One of series of images from a camera.

Figure 6: The image reconstructed from a series of
pictures made with angular step of 5 degrees.
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LED diodes. The artificial constellations used are shown in Figure 4.
The constellation was then rotated in steps by 5 degrees and the images were photographed by
an ordinary digital camera. Figure 5 shows one of the photos. The reconstructed image is shown
in Figure 6. For the image processing, Matlab was used.
The principle of the telescope was successfully tested. The resulting image can be compared
with the reconstructed images in [8]. With higher quality components and more measurements at
finer angle steps, the reconstructed image would be of better quality.
4. ADVANTAGES

• high mounting not being necessary,
• low wind influence,
• low gravitational influence.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The rotational telescope is a promising technology. It has a potential to supplement the existing
types of telescopes used to observe the Universe. Although rotational telescopes are more complex
in terms of their assembly and the processing of a final image, but contrary to standard reflectors,
the mirror of this type of a telescope is much lighter and cheaper. This enables to construct
telescopes with the primary optical element of a size of tens of meters, while the construction
remains to be simple and production costs low. The ideal deployment of the telescope will be on
an orbit where the size of mirrors could run to hundreds of meters and their resolving abilities will
be sufficient for direct tracking of extra solar objects.
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Frequency Tunable Antenna with Zeroth Order Resonator for UHF
Near-field RFID Systems
Xiao-Dong Wei, Hong-Lin Zhang, and Bin-Jie Hu
School of Electronic and Information Engineering
South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, China

Abstract— This paper presents a frequency tunable antenna with epsilon negative (ENG)
zeroth order resonator (ZOR) for ultra-high frequency (UHF) near-field radio frequency identification (RFID) systems. The ENG ZOR unit cell is composed of a toroidal inductor, a metal
pin, a variable capacitor and an additional ground plane. The additional ground and the variable
capacitor affect the shunt right-handed capacitance of the ENG ZOR unit cell. The measured
resonant frequency of the antenna can be swept from 846 MHz to 1039 MHz by changing the
capacitance of the variable capacitor. The measured maximum reading distance is 85 mm at
30 dBm input power. And the minimum input power for successful detecting of the near-field tag
is −12 dBm, which is much lower than the conventional UHF near-field RFID reader antennas.
The proposed antenna is suitable for UHF near-field RFID systems.
1. INTRODUCTION

The radio frequency identification (RFID) systems are widely used in tracking and detection objects
in the past decades. Recently, ultra-high frequency (UHF) near-field RFID systems have gained
much attention since they exhibit a better read rate for detecting objects surrounded by metals
and/or liquids in their vicinity, such as drugs, bottles of water, clothes, and retail goods. The
challenge to design a UHF near-field RFID antenna is to generate strong and uniform magnetic
field in its interrogation zone.
Some UHF near-field loop antennas have been reported to generate strong and uniform magnetic field. A segmented loop antenna with lumped capacitor has been presented in [1] in order
to generate strong and uniform magnetic field distribution. Some other techniques, such as distributed capacitor [2, 3], dash-line [4–6], dual-printed dipoles [7] and grid array antenna [8], are
used to configure a UHF near-field loop antenna, the currents along the loop antennas are kept inphase. Left-handed metamaterials (LHM) can be applied to designing UHF near-field RFID reader
antenna [9]. Recently, zeroth order resonator (ZOR) antenna applications using artificial epsilon
negative (ENG), mu negative (MNG), and double negative (DNG) composite right/left-handed
transmission line (CRLH-TL) have been reported in [10–12]. But the impedance band width of
those antennas are very narrow. So that the band width of the antenna designed using conventional
ZOR technoloty cannot cover the entire UHF RFID frequency band.
In this letter, we present a frequency tunable UHF near-field RFID reader antenna using ENG
ZOR for handheld devices. The ENG ZOR unit cell is composed of a toroidal inductor, a metal pin,
a variable capacitor and an additional ground plane. By changing the capacitance of the variable
capacitor, the shunt capacitance of the ENG ZOR unit cell can be changed, thus the resonant
frequency of the antenna changed. The measured resonant frequency of the antenna can be swept
from 846 MHz to 1039 MHz. And the maximum reading distance is 85 mm at 30 dBm input power.
What’s more, the maximum reading distance can still achieve 9 mm at −9 dBm input power. The
antenna shows good performance in UHF near-field RFID systems.
2. ANTENNA STRUCTURE AND DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the configuration of the proposed antenna. The antenna is composed of a interdigital
capacitor and an ENG ZOR unit cell. The ENG ZOR unit cell consists of a toroidal inductor, a
metal pin, a variable capacitor and an additional ground plane. The additional ground plane is
connected to the ground plane of the antenna through the variable capacitor. The antenna was
fabricated on an FR4 substrate (εr = 4.7, tan δ = 0.2, h = 1 mm). Figure 1(c) shows the equivalent
circuit of the antenna. The capacitive effect between the top plane and the ground plane is modeled
as CG . The toroidal inductor provides the inductances of LL . The interdigital capacitor is marked as
C0 . The capacitive effect between the toroidal inductor and the additional ground plane is marked
as CA . The capacitance of the variable capacitor is marked as C. The interdigital capacitor C0 is
used to match the antenna to 50 Ω [12]. The parameters of the proposed antenna are as follows:
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Figure 1: Configuraton of the proposed antenna: (a) top view; (b) side view; and (c) equivalent circuit
model.

L = 20 mm, W = 20 mm, L1 = 4.5 mm, W1 = 1.5 mm, L2 = 5 mm, W2 = 2 mm, L3 = 11.7 mm,
W3 = 0.4 mm, L4 = 11 mm, W4 = 2 mm, L5 = 11.3 mm, L6 = 7 mm, g1 = 0.3 mm, g2 = 1 mm,
C = 1 pF.
In order to better understand the performance of the proposed antenna and the effect of the
parameters on the antenna performance, parametric studies are conducted. Only one parameter is
varied at a time while the others are kept unchanged unless indicated.
Figure 2 plots the reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna at different values of L5 . As
can be seen, the resonant frequency of the antenna decreases from 0.98 GHz to 0.86 GHz while the
value of L5 increases from 9.7 mm to 12.7 mm. With the increasing of L5 , the inductance of the
toroidal inductor LL increases, thus the resonant frequency decreases.
The capacitance of the variable capacitor (C) affects the shunt right-handed capacitance of the
ENG ZOR unit cell. The shunt right-handed capacitance increases as C increases, thus the resonant
frequency of the antenna decreases as can be seen from Figure 3. The simulated center frequency
of the antenna can be tuned between 834 MHz to 1046 MHz.
Surface current distribution in the antenna plane is important for near-field analysis. Figure 4
shows the simulated current distribution of the proposed antenna at 904 MHz. It is observed that
the current is in-phase along the toroidal inductor of the antenna. Such current distribution results
in uniform and strong magnetic field distribution. Figure 5 shows a superposition of the simulated
magnetic field distribution at the center frequency for different values of C. The input power is
30 dBm in the simulation. As can be observed, the magnetic field shape and strength are kept
nearly constant over the tuning range. This means that the near-field performance of the antenna

Figure 2: Simulated reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna for different values of L5 .

Figure 3: Simulated reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna for different values of C.
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Figure 4: Simulated current distribution of the proposed antenna at 904 MHz.

Figure 5: Simulated vertical magnetic field distribution of the proposed antenna along Y -axis.

is stable. The magnitude of the magnetic field in the center of the antenna is 35 dBA/m which is
much stronger than the antennas in [5–8].
3. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

The proposed antenna was fabricated and measured with the same dimensions as the simulated
ones. The reflection coefficient (|S11 |) of the fabricated antenna was measured using Agilent E5071C
network analyzer as shown in Figure 6. The measured resonant frequency can be varied from
846 MHz to 1039 MHz, which covers the entire UHF RFID frequency band. The measured results
agree well with the simulated ones. The slight shift of |S11 | is believed to be caused by the fabrication
error and the accuracy error of the variable capacitor.
To further verify the near-field performance of the proposed antenna, the antenna was used as
the reader antenna in a UHF near-field RFID system to detect near-field tags. The measurement
configuration is shown in Figure 7. The antenna prototype was connected to the Impinj Speedway
Revolution reader R220, with 30 dBm output power, to detect 25 Impinj button type tags (J41,
11 mm in diameter). The tags were positioned on an 80 mm × 80 mm squar foam plate.
Figure 8 shows the measured reading rate of the antenna at different heights. As can be seen,
the maximum reading distance is 85 mm which is about 48 mm higher than the antenna in [7]. And
a 100% reading rate is achieved within the distance of 13 mm. The readable area is about 4 times
larger than the area of the antenna.
Figure 9 shows the maximum reading distance at different input power for successful detecting
of the tag. Because of the minimum out power of the reader is 10 dBm, an attenuator was used in
the measurement. It is observed that the tag can be successfully detected while the input power
is larger than −12 dBm. And the maximum reading distance can still achieve 9 mm at −9 dBm
(0.126 mW) input power, which is very low input power. The antenna can be used in low-power

Impinj
Software

Antenna

J41 tag
Foam
R220
reader

Figure 6: Simulated and measured reflection coefficient
of the proposed antenna.

Figure 7: Near-field RFID measurement setup
for the reading rang performance.
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Figure 8: Measured reading rate of the proposed
antenna at different heights.

Figure 9: Maximum reading distance of the antenna
at different input power.

consumption devices.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel frequency tunable antenna with ENG ZOR for UHF near-field RFID systems
is presented. The ENG ZOR unit cell is composed of a toroidal inductor, a metal pin, a variable
capacitor and an additional ground plane. The variable capacitor is used to change the capacitance
of the shunt capacitor of the ENG ZOR unit cell. The proposed antenna was fabricated and
measured. By changing the capacitance of the variable capacitor, the measured resonant frequency
of the antenna can be swept from 846 MHz to 1039 MHz. The measured results show that the
maximum reading distance is 85 mm at 30 dBm input power. And the tag can still be successfully
detected at very low input power. The antenna is suitable for UHF near-field RFID systems.
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Electrical Lumped Model for Implemented RF-MEMS Capacitive
Switch on Semi-suspended Coplanar-waveguide
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Abstract— A novel electrical lumped model for an RF MEMS capacitive switch which is implemented on a semi-suspended coplanar-waveguide is proposed and studied. The quality factor is
mathematically studied taking the effects of air-gaps and substrate resistance into consideration.
Results indicate that increasing the equivalent resistance of transmitting line and the switch,
series resistance, in down-state has negative effect and can considerably decrease the quality
factor. Increasing the capacitance of the switch also has a negative effect on the quality factor.
Increasing the substrate resistance improves the quality factor. Lower capacitance can allow the
switch to operate with a wider bandwidth of high quality factors and larger capacitance can make
the bandwidth narrower.
1. INTRODUCTION

Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) are growing rapidly in the integrated and packaging device area especially for interfaces working with motion, light, thermic radiation, etc.. Furthermore,
it offers incredible performance, high signal linearity, and low insertion loss for switches. Although
they suffer from some minor drawbacks such as complexity, reliability issues, they operate with
high quality factor with relatively small size [1]. PIN diodes, FETs switches cannot fulfil the expected performance for today’s communication systems while MEMS switches can operate with
great performance even with frequency above 100 GHz [2].
2. BACKGROUND REVIEW

In a MEMS switch an external effort is sometimes needed to stabilize the switch in “on” or “off”
state. They can be used for many applications [3, 4]. Capacitive shunt switches are very suitable
for wireless equipment since their power consumption and fabrication process are low and simple
respectively. A capacitive shunt switch consists of a metal bridge (membrane) connected to RF
ground moving in vertical direction. Without the electrical effort, the signal line is isolated from
the metal bridge and it can pass through the switch. When the electrical effort is imposed, the
metal bridge grounds the signal line. Figs. 1(a), (b), (c) depict the structure of a capacitive switch
on a normal coplanar waveguide (CPW).

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 1: Structure of an RF-MEMS capacitive switch on normal CPW. (a) Up-state. (b) Down state.
(c) Top plan view of the capacitive switch. (d) Structure of an implemented RF-MEMS capacitive switch
on semi-suspended CPW [6].
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MODELING AND METHODOLOGY

Normally, passive components degrade the efficiency but MEMS technology offers higher quality
factor with less degradation. An electrical model is needed to for simulation with acceptable
approximation. In [5] an electrical model was proposed and the study focused on quality factor
including parasitic effects. A modified structure for RF-MEMS capacitive switch on semi-suspended
CPW has been proposed in [6] (Fig. 1(d)). The switch had two air holes on two sides of the
signal line. The study lacked proposing any electrical model for this structure. In this paper, the
methodology of [5] is used to propose a novel electrical lumped model for the structure in [6].
According to the basic theory, the quality factor can be defined as [1]:
Q=ω

Aes
Lss

(1)

where Aes is the average energy stored, Lss is energy loss/second and ω is the operating frequency.
A physical discrete capacitor can be modeled with 3 basic electrical elements as Ls , C, Rs in
series and Ls , C, Rp in parallel configuration which are depicted in Fig. 2. The impedance of the
discrete capacitor is:
µ
¶
µ
¶
1
1
1
Z = Rs + j ωLs −
for series Z = 2 2
+ j ωLs −
for parallel
(2)
ωC
ω C RP
ωC
and the capacitor quality factor is (1/ωCRs ) and ωCRP for series and parallel model respectively
when ωLs ¿ 1/ωC.
√
The self-resonant f0 occurs when Im(Z) = 0 and f0 = 1/(2π LC). Series inductance (Ls ) has
great effect on the capacitor impedance for higher frequency than f0 [5].
An electrical model for a normal capacitive shunt switch is depicted in Fig. 2(c). This model
is usually referred to as the T-model [1]. C, L, and Rs denote the effective variable capacitor,
inductance of the switch, and series parasitic resistance of the suspended membrane respectively.
The horizontal section of the T-model represents the 50 Ω impedance matched of CPW (Z-line).
The impedance of the line can be modelled by Rsl and Lsl [5]. Although this model is acceptable
for predicting the quality factor, it fails to determine the quality factor for the frequencies lower
than 10 GHz since the substrate effect of switch is not included.
Based on the T-model, the quality factor can be obtained [1]:
Q=−

Im(Zs )
Re (Zs )

(3)

where Zs = Rsl + jωL + (1/jωC) + Rs . C can be in “up” or “down” state but in this paper
down-state is studied. The resistance of the line and bridge are the culprits for the device loss [5]
and the quality factor is a function of frequency causing the quality factor to rise to its peak and
then drops to 0 [7].
Figure 3(a) shows an electrical lump model for the substrate of a normal capacitive shunt
switch [5] but the physical description of the implemented switch on the semi-suspended CPW in
Fig. 1(d) is slightly different. Fig. 3(b) is proposed to modify the electrical model for this switch
since the effect of substrate and air-holes are included.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Electrical model for discrete capacitor in (a) parallel and (b) series configurations, (c) T-model for
normal capacitive shunt switch [1].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Electrical model for substrate ofanimplemented capacitive shunt switch on (a) normal CPW,
(b) semi-suspended CPW.

A comparison between the normal structure and the new structure proposed in [6] shows that
the only difference is the air gaps in the CPW which can be model as resistors (Rair ) and capacitors
(Cair ) in parallel configuration. Therefore, the substrate has resistive and capacitive characteristics,
and they are given by:
2CgCsgn
(4)
CC =
2Cg + Csgn
where CC is the equivalent capacitance of CPW. Csub is 2Csi and represents the equivalent capacitance of substrate. Rsa is (Rair + Rsi )/2 and denotes the equivalent of both air and substrate
resistances. Therefore, a complete lumped electrical model can be proposed and shown in Fig. 4.
The highlighted section is equivalent circuit of the substrate effect. The two Rair are added to the
circuit to model the two holes in the substrate while (Cair ) is negligible.

Figure 4: Proposed lumped electrical model for an RF-MEMS capacitive switch on semi-suspended CPW.

Characteristics of the added parallel section can be determined by fzero = 1/(2π(CC + Csub )Rsa )
and fpole = 1/(2πCC Rsa ).
In the frequency range fzero < f < fpole the equivalent resistance of substrate (Rsa ) shunts
the MEMS capacitor. In this condition, the joint effect of series and shunt resistors cause the
overall device losse.g. the quality factor is determined by shunt losses at low frequency but higher
than fzero while at higher frequency, it is determined by the effect of series parasitic resistance
(Rseries = Rsl + RS ). The inductive parasitic and the capacitive effects of substrate are negligible.
The two sub-quality factors are Qseries (ω) = 1/(ωCRseries ) and Qshunt (ω) = ωCRsa . Hence,the
total device quality factor is:
QSW (ω) = Qshunt (ω) || Qseries (ω) ⇒ QSW (ω) =

ωCRsa
1 + ω 2 C 2 Rsa Rseries

and the maximum of quality factor in down-state happens when ω = ωP :
µ ¶3 s
1 2 (Rsi + Rair )
QP = QSW (ωP ) =
2
Rseries
4.

(5)

(6)

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5 represents the performance of the switch over 1–50 GHz by assuming the physical parameters in [5] as C = 1.8 pF, L = 170 pH, RS = Rsl = 275 mΩ and Rsa = 1.4 kΩ.
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Figure 5: Fluctuation of the quality factor over frequency.

Rseries is the main cause of power loss in the line [8]. Fig. 6 shows the effect of Rseries on the
quality factor. The effect is noticeable in the range of 0.2–0.8 Ω. It also indicates that Rseries is
expected to be as small as possible for operating in high frequency region.
The equivalent resistance of substrate is Rsa = (Rair + Rsi )/2 where Rsi is resistance of the
high resistive silicon. Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of Rsa on the quality factor. Increasing the Rsa
improves the quality factor especially in the lower operating frequency region. Rsa also determine
the value of maximum quality factor but the frequency of maximum quality factor is independent
of Rsa .
The value of the switch capacitance in the down-state plays a great role in the switch performance
since it is one the influential factors in the isolation [9]. Fig. 8 shows the effect of down-state
capacitance. Increasing the C can improve the quality factor in the lower frequency region. The
value of the maximum quality factor is independent of C. In addition, the bandwidth of the switch
is wider for smaller capacitance comparing to larger capacitance.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Effect of Rseries on the quality factor over frequency.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Effect of Rsa on the quality factor over frequency.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Effect of C on the quality factor over frequency.
5. CONCLUSION

A new lumped electrical model for RF-MEMS capacitive switch is presented for implemented switch
on semi-suspended CPW. An equation for calculating the quality factor is derived. The resistance of
T-line and bridge has negative effect on the quality factor while increasing the substrate resistance
can improve the quality factor. The capacitance of the switch in down-state does not have any effect
on the maximum quality factor amplitude while it has a great role in determining the maximum
quality factor frequency. It also has noticeable effecton the bandwidth the switch.
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Abstract— In this work the focus is on the impact of edge effects in the equilateral triangular
lattice of a strongly coupled dipole antenna array. A novel wideband strongly coupled, single
polarized, dipole element is designed and studied in a triangular grid. The antenna element
operates in 6 : 1 bandwidth ratio. Our analysis for the edge effects is based the finite × infinite
approach with multiple rows taken into account in order to capture the effects on the different
edges that appear in triangular grids. The effects at the E-edge are studied as it is the plane
where the currents are truncated. At the E-edge the variation on the behavior is mainly due to
lack of closely coupling fields. Using the finite × infinite approach the variations along the Eedge of the array are studied for both rectangular and triangular grid. Finally, periodic resistive
loading was used on the dipoles to dissipate the waves produced from the edges and smooth the
impedance behavior along the array row.
1. INTRODUCTION

Wideband antenna arrays for wireless communications is a topic that has attracted a lot of interest
over the last few decades. Future wireless base stations are envisioned to support all commercially
available bands. Furthermore, it is expected to offer advanced coverage characteristics, like dedicated user beams. It is the path towards implementing a multi-user multiple input multiple output
(MU-MIMO) system for commercial applications. This generates the need for a wideband and
wide-scan antenna array suitable for base station applications.
Over the last decade, a new class of wideband antenna array systems has been developed that is
able to utilize strong inter-element coupling. Their ability to operate in such large bandwidth comes
from the fact that the array allows almost continuous currents that results in greater operational
bandwidths. It is the implementation of the Wheeler’s concept of current sheet array [1], and
it has developed into two major wideband antenna array technologies: The capacitively coupled
dipoles [2], and connected dipoles/slots [3]. It was shown [2], that these elements are able to provide
wideband (5 : 1) performance while keeping a relatively low profile (d ≈ λhigh freq /2.5−λhigh freq /3, d
is the distance from the ground plane to the radiating structure). It is an attractive approach with
the possibility for communication applications. In the case of base station application this type
of array can be an ideal candidate and due to the limited space at the base station the mid-sized
array is in need to be investigated.
An important factor that appears during the finite array design procedure is the performance
variations of the elements with respect to their position in the array. These variations are mainly
caused by the “edge effects” in the finite array. Thus it is expected that the outer elements in
the finite array will have degraded performance when compared with the central array elements.
Another important factor that impacts the scanning performance of the array is the array lattice
selection. An eigen current approach was used in [4] to capture the edge effects on a finite array. A
study for edge element evaluation at tapered slot antennas placed in triangular grid was conducted
in [5]. Here, it is worth mentioning that tapered slot antennas also rely on strong interelement
coupling to eliminate undesired structural resonances and achieve wideband performance. The size
of the array needed in order to behave close to the unit cell analysis was the outcome of the study
in [6].
In our previous studies, we have investigated the inter-element coupling [7], to enhance bandwidth performance and edge elements optimization [8], in order to compensate truncation effects
at the edge elements. Recently, a general measure of the performance of planar arrays backed by a
metallic reflector was derived: The array figure of merit [9]. It provides the possibility to connect
physical and electrical characteristics that result in a measure of the arrays performance. In its
simple form contains the distance (d) from the ground plane as the main physical characteristic
which is the limiting factor of unidirectional planar arrays.
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In the present work the edge effects at the E-edge of strongly coupled dipole with capacitive
loading array will be studied. A comparison between the behavior in rectangular and triangular
grids is made for low and high impedance loading on each element. The impedance loading is used
to dissipate the waves from the edges and create a smooth active input impedance variation.
2. UNIT CELL DESIGN AND ARRAY CONFIGURATION

The geometry of the unit cell design of closely spaced dipoles is depicted in Fig. 1. The dipole has
been capacitively loaded with a small inter-element gap 2 · δ, where δ = 0.6 mm, and an additional
parasitic patch in the back of the dipole between the arms as can be seen in Fig. 1(c). The small
gap in between the elements significantly increases the inter-element coupling between the adjacent
dipole arms. The capacitive loading of the dipole is depicted as schematic in Fig. 1(d). The
latter is required to counteract the inductive behavior of the ground plane as is indicated in [2, 7].
Furthermore the height between the dipoles and the ground plane is chosen to be λhigh freq /2.5 in
order to avoid a zero in the broadside direction at the high end of the frequency band. Also, in order
to increase the bandwidth towards the lower end of the frequency band we have loaded the dipole
arms with a T-slot increasing the current path. The dipole is fed by a balanced co-planar strip line
(s = 0.3 mm Cl = 2 mm) which is tapered to a wide microstrip line (w = 11 mm, l = 9.52 mm). For
the T-slot the dimensions are: wT 1 = 2 mm, wT 2 = 2 mm and Tl = 8 mm. The unit cell dimensions
are chosen λhigh freq /2 in order to be below at the grading lobe limit for the fundamental Floquet
mode. The dipole is designed in Rogers RO4003 (²r = 3.55, tan δ = 0.0027 & h = 1.52 mm) printed
circuit board (PCB). Finally, the dipole is loaded with a WAIM (Wide Angle Impedance Matching)
layer (²r = 2) that improves bandwidth and scanning performance. The feeding of the array element
will be completed with a commercial BalUn/4 : 1 impedance transformer from an unbalanced CPW
(Co-Planar Waveguide) to a balanced CPS (Co-Planar Strips) line. The behavior of the VSWR of
the array’s unit cell is depicted in Fig. 2(a) where we can observe that the operational bandwidth
of the array is 6 : 1 ratio. In Fig. 2(b) is depicted the computational domain used to evaluate the
E-edge effects. We have applied periodic boundary conditions on two rows of the array to capture
the E-edge effects. The analysis have been carried out on CST Microwave Studio [10].
The active reflection coefficient Γ(ψx , ψy ) of the unit cell takes into account all coupling phenomena that occur in the array. For a given planar rectangular lattice under Floquet excitation is
given as in [11]:
¶¸
· µ
∞
X
dx (m, n)ψx dy (m, n)ψx
+
(1)
Γ(ψx , ψy ) =
Smn exp −j
a
b
n=−∞
where all scattering parameters Smn contribute to the final active reflection coefficient. In detail,
ψx and ψy are the phase differences between the adjacent elements, in our case α = b = d and
dx (m, n), dy (m, n) are the relative distances along the x and y direction between the mth and nth
element. From the active reflection coefficient of each element in the array the active impedance
can be extracted. This is used to evaluate the impedance variations along the E-edge.

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(a)

Figure 1: (a) Array unit cell with T-slot loaded dipole and WAIM. (b) Top layer. (c) Bottom Layer.
(d) Capacitive dipole loading. (e) Element with corresponding dimensional variables.
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3. ANALYSIS OF TRUNCATION AND PERIODIC RESISTIVE LOADING

The final current at each element on the finite array is the current from the unit cell analysis with
a perturbation current that will be generated from the diffraction of the field at the edges. The
edge effects have also been described with a heuristic Gibbsian model [12]. This perturbation on
the current at each element will have an impact at the active input impedance of each element.
Using the finite × infinite approach it is possible to isolate the behavior of each edge separately. In
this analysis we are focused on the E-edge behavior and the analysis is based on a 12 element linear
array, electrical length of 6 · λhigh freq , that is placed on a rectangular and equilateral triangular
lattice. In the case of the triangular grid two rows have been used of the linear array as the
computational space (Fig. 2(b)). In order for the finite array to operate as the unit cell we must
have as less impedance variations as possible. As part of the analysis two different load impedances
have been used, one at 150 Ohms and one at 377 Ohms. The first load impedance offers maximum
usable bandwidth on the array element and the second is chosen according to [13] which states that
periodic high impedance loading of the array the waves that are produced from the edge effects can
be dissipated. This concept is applied here for the first time in a triangular lattice and compared
with the behavior of the rectangular lattice.
In Fig. 3(a), the results for the active input impedance with the 150 Ohm load are depicted
for the frequency of 3 GHz, whereas at Fig. 3(b) are depicted the for the 377 Ohm active input
impedance at the same frequency. It is observed that the there is small difference between the
two grids when the load is 150 Ohm but the triangular grid has smoother variation when the load

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Active VSWR for different scan angles of the array unit cell placed in a triangular lattice.
(b) E-edge computational domain with finite × infinite approach.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Active impedance of the elements at 3 GHz with finite × infinite approach comparison of equilateral
and rectangular lattice (a) with 150 Ohm loading and (b) 377 Ohm loading for periodic dissipation of edge
effects.
Table 1: Root mean square error.
150 Ohm loading
Real
Imaginary
Rect.
Triang.
Rect.
Triang.
28.02% 26.28% 18.29% 16.55%

377 Ohm loading
Real
Imaginary
Rect.
Triang.
Rect.
Triang.
13.90% 18.11% 23.99% 23.71%
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impedance changes to 377 Ohm. Also, if one compares the behavior of the two load impedances,
it is clear that the high load impedance has better — more smooth behavior, especially at the 8
central dipoles. A summary with the root mean square error of the two configurations can be found
on Table 1. The dissipation of edge generated waves with high impedance comes at the cost of the
operational bandwidth shrinkage. This happens, as the matching impedance that is used is the the
peak of the real part of the strongly coupled dipole and not close to the mid point of 150 Ohms.
4. CONCLUSION

This work is focused on the impact of edge effects in the equilateral triangular lattice of a strongly
coupled antenna array. A novel wideband strongly coupled, single polarized, dipole element is
designed and studied in a triangular grid. The antenna element operates in 6 : 1 bandwidth ratio.
Our analysis for the edge effects is based the finite × infinite approach with multiple rows taken
into account in order to capture the effects on the different edges that appear in triangular grids.
The effects at the E-edge are studied for both rectangular and triangular grid and compared. A
periodic resistive loading on the dipoles was used to dissipate the waves produced from the edges
and smooth the impedance behavior along the array row. These results are compared with the case
without resistive loading. This final approach produced improved results for the triangular grid
but with the penalty of operational bandwidth shrinkage.
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Abstract— In this paper, the generalized analysis and novel application of the multiple periodic (MP) structure are proposed. Both transmission and radiation performances of one dimensional MP structures are studied. The dispersion relations are analyzed from both layered
media (distributive) and lumped circuits aspects. Regarding each aspect, both non-dispersive
(conventional) and dispersive (composite right/left-handed (CRLH)) materials are discussed. It
is found that with the increase of the periodicity, multiple stopbands are open up due to the reflections. Meanwhile the space harmonic modes’ separation distance is reduced in the dispersion
diagrams. It leads to simultaneously dualistic (right- and left-handed) radiation performance
and multi-beam property, and more abundant radiation modes are excited at relatively lower
frequencies comparing with conventional periodic structures. A general dispersion relation formula and a general Bragg condition for MP structures are derived. The dispersion relation is
simply described by the former, and the latter helps to indicate the stopbands locations and
engineer the dispersion relation consequently. Applications of MP structures to phase reversal
(PR) antennas are also presented in this paper. They experimentally verifies both transmission
and radiation characteristics of MP structures. In each analysis, single (SP), double (DP) and
triple periodic (TP) structures are presented and compared. This work would also contribute to
designs of multi-band devices.
1. INTRODUCTION

In past decades, periodic structures were widely applied in both optics and microwave areas. In
optics, the characteristics of dielectric layered media are studied [1]. While, in microwave fields, a
large number of studies are conducted on both dispersive (composite right/left-handed (CRLH))
and non-dispersive (conventional) materials. Their leaky-wave radiation properties are also investigated [2–4]. However, most research works are focused on the conventional single periodic
structures.
In this paper, we generalize the multiple periodically (MP) loaded structure analysis. Unified
characterization of both transmission and radiation performances for both non-dispersive (conventional) and dispersive (CRLH) MP structures are presented. This work aims to explore the general
property variations due to increasing periodicities that could be arbitrary (multiple). MP phase
reversal (PR) antennas are presented in this paper as one application of the proposed concept. The
transmission and radiation properties are examined. It is found that MP PR antennas support
simultaneous forward and backward radiations and multiple radiation beams. We know that the
indoor wireless link has some intrinsic effects would affect the link quality, such as multipath and
mutual interference effect. One effective solution from physical layer perspective for it is to adopt
multi-beam directional antenna. Therefore, the MP PR antenna can be a candidate for indoor
wireless system or other multi-beam required applications. On the other hand, this work reveals
the increasing number of stopbands and passbands. Therefore it also gives a strong support for
various multi-band component designs.
2. THEORY

Figure 1(a) is an illustration of a typical MP structure, where each supercell consists of several
different unit cells (UCs). The supercell periodically repeats along one dimension. All UCs and
supercells are connected in series. The physical length of each UC is p.
2.1. Non-dispersive and Dispersive Media

For non-dispersive layered media, each UC has different refractive indices, n1 , n2 , . . . , nm . Based
on the matrix theory, the transmission matrix can be written by the product of individual UCs’
transmission matrices.
·

A B
C D

¸

¸
·
M
M ·
Y
Y
1
Am Bm
(nm+1 + nm )e−jϕm
=
=
∗
Cm Dm
(nm+1 − nm )e−jϕm
2nm+1
m=1

m=1

(nm+1 − nm )ejϕm
(nm+1 + nm )ejϕm

¸
(1)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) MP structure illustration and (b) equivalent circuit model for CRLH (dispersive) layered media.

where M is the total number of UCs in each supercell, and the phase change in one UC is ϕm =
nm k0 p. m denotes UC index. k0 is the wave vector of free space. According to the Bloch-Floquet
theorem, we can obtain the dispersion relation
cos φ =

A+D
2

(2)

where φ = βM p is the phase change in one supercell. β is the phase constant of the supercell.
Using derivations shown above, we derive the dispersion relation for an arbitrary MP structure in
a general format,




2M  Y
M
M

X
Y
1




S
(j)
(n
S
(j)
+
n
S
(j
+
1))
cos(
ϕ̄
·
S̄
)
(3)
cos φ =
i
j i
j+1 i
i
M


Y
i=1
j=1
j=1
2(M +1) ni
i=1

where


nj+1 = nj+1−M , if j + 1 > M



 1×M
S̄i
= [±1, ±1, ±1, . . . , ±1]

Si (j + 1) = Si (j + 1 − M ), if j + 1 > M



ϕ̄ = [ϕ1 , ϕ2 , ϕ3 , . . . , ϕM ]

(4)

S̄i is a signs’ vector with length of 1 × M . It has 2M permutation types. For a given i, it stands for
a kind of signs’ permutation. According to the small reflection theorem, discontinuities on the MP
structures cause multiple reflections and further lead to occurrence of stopbands. When reflected
waves from UCs add in phase, the reflection will be the strongest, and the stopbands will be open
up. As the Figure 1 shown, the round-trip phase in each UC is 2ϕ1 , 2ϕ2 , . . . , 2ϕm . The strongest
reflection condition is
2ϕ1 + 2ϕ2 + 2ϕ3 + 2ϕ4 + . . . . + 2ϕm = 2πq
(5)
where q is integer. Thus, we can obtain a general Bragg condition for MP structure,
m
X

ϕi = qπ

(6)

i=1

According to the derived general dispersion formula, the dispersion relations of SP, DP and TP
non-dispersive media are presented in Figures 2(a)–(c). We can see that the SP structure does
not have stopband in the given frequency range, and the DP and TP structures have one and two
stopbands, respectively. We can easily find out the quantity relation between the periodicity M
and the maximum number of stopbands Ns , Ns = M − 1. Besides, since we keep the UCs’ lengthes
same, the space harmonic modes’ separation distance is correspondingly reduced. For SP, DP and
TP structures, the separation distances are 2π/p, 2π/2p = π/p, 2π/3p,
respectively. In this figure,
P
the general Bragg condition is also verified. The dash lines are ( m
ϕ
i=1 i )/(mp). It is very obvious
that the frequency points which satisfy general Bragg condition all fall into stopbands.
For the dispersive material, Figure 1(b) gives an illustration to the MP CRLH structure. The
0 , L0 and C 0 are per-unit-length components. The
equivalent circuit model is shown. L0R , CR
L
L
refractive index of the CRLH structure can be represented by [4],
µ
¶
ωL0
1
1
1
0
0
(7)
n(ω) = c
− 2 , and ωL = √L0L CL0 , ωR = √L0R CR0
0
ωR
ω
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Figure 2: Dispersion Relations for (a)–(c) non-dispersive and (d)–(f) dispersive SP, DP and TP layered
media. The solid lines are the dispersion curves. The dash lines stand for the general Bragg condition
curves. The shadow regions refer to stopbands.

Here c is the light speed. w is the angular frequency. Substituting Equation (7) into (3), the
dispersion relation for CRLH media can be obtained. Figures 2(d)–(f) present dispersion relations
for SP, DP and TP CRLH structures. Similarly, the relation between the periodicity M and the
maximum number of stopbands Ns can be summarized as Ns = 2M − 1. The space harmonic’s
period is also reduced correspondingly. The general Bragg condition is also verified in this figure.
It shows that the general Bragg condition is also suitable for dispersive materials.
2.2. Non-dispersive and Dispersive Lumped Circuits

For the non-dispersive circuits, the transmission matrix can be represented as
·
¸ ·
¸
Am Bm
cos βpjZ0m sin βp
=
Cm Dm
jY0m sin βp cos βp

(8)

where Z0m is the mth UC’s characteristic impedance. Following the same derivation shown in
Section 2.1, the dispersion relation can be obtained. Figures 3(a)–(c) show dispersion relations of
SP, DP and TP transmission lines (TLs). The results are consistent with previous analysis. In this
analysis, the frequency interval from 0 GHz to 8 GHz covers two harmonic frequency ranges. Hence,
we see two and four stopbands for DP and TP cases, respectively. Within one harmonic frequency
range (0 GHz to 4 GHz), the number of stopbands also obeys the periodicity-stopbands number
relation showed in Section 2.1. MP structures have more abundant radiation modes, simultaneously
dualistic radiations and multi-beam properties. For instance, DP structure simultaneously has one
right-handed (parallel phase and group velocities) and one left-handed (antiparallel phase and group
velocities) radiation modes in the leaky-wave region at 6.5 GHz. Since two values of β are different,
based on the leaky-wave theory, it also has two separated radiation beams. Similarly, for the TP
case, it has more right/left-handed radiation modes at a specified frequency. In summary, MP
structures can realize multi-beam performance.
For the dispersive (CRLH) TLs, the transmission matrix is [4]
·
¸ ·
¸
Am Bm
1 + Zm Ym /2 Zm (1 + Zm Ym /4)
=
(9)
Cm Dm
Ym
1 + Zm Ym /2
where

µ
= j ωLRm −

¶
µ
¶
1
1
Zm
, Ym = j ωCRm −
(10)
ωCLm
ωLLm
Here LRm , LLm , CRm , and CLm are lumped inductances and capacitances, respectively. The
equivalent circuit model is same with Figure 1(b). To examine the theory, we simulate Metal-
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Insulation-Metal (MIM) CRLH structures in HFSS. Comparisons of theoretical and simulation
results are presented in Figures 3(d)–(f). Conclusions are same with those of MP CRLH media.
However, through our implementation, MP CRLH TLs’ impedance matching is very challenging.
3. MULTIPLE PERIODIC PHASE REVERSAL ANTENNA

In this part, MP PR antennas are proposed. PR antenna is a periodically loaded antenna. It is
introduced in [5]. The PR UC is presented in Figure 4(a). To realize the MP configuration, different
UCs are set up by changing the characteristic impedances. Figure 4(b) shows the prototypes of SP,
DP and TP PR antennas. We varied the dimensions of W from 30 to 70 mil (step is 20 mil) for SP,
DP and TP cases. The PR antenna is a TEM type TL. We can characterize the dispersion relation

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3: Dispersion relations for (a)–(c) non-dispersive and (d)–(f) dispersive SP, DP and TP circuits. The
solid lines are the dispersion curves. The black and colored dash lines are the wave vectors in the free space
(air lines) and full wave simulated CRLH dispersion curves. The shadow regions refer to stopbands.
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Figure 4: (a) UC of PR antenna and (b) prototypes of SP, DP and TP PR antennas.
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Figure 5: Simulated and measured S-parameters of (a) SP, (b) DP and (c) TP PR antennas.
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Figure 6: Simulated (red lines) and measured (blue lines) radiation patterns in y-z plane for (a) SP, (b) DP
and (c) TP PR antennas.

of PR antennas based on the strip line TL model. But there is a difference, an extra frequencyindependent π phase shift is generated per UC due to phase reversal. The dispersion relations of
SP, DP, TP PR antennas can be obtained by simply shifting each space harmonic modes with π
rad in dispersion diagrams of strip lines, as shown in Figures 3(a)–(c). Figures 5(d)–(f) present
the simulated and measured S-parameters of SP, DP and TP PR antennas. Figure 6 shows the
normalized simulated and measured radiation patterns of three antennas in y-z plane. It is very
obvious that DP antenna at {6.5, 7.2} GHz and TP antenna at {5, 5.7} GHz all have two radiation
modes. At these frequencies, both right- and left-handed radiations are excited. These beams scan
with the frequency change. At 7.2 GHz, TP antenna has three radiation modes, and three beams
are generated in each half plane. The radiation patterns show very good agreements with dispersion
relations.
4. CONCLUSION

The dispersion relations of the general MP structure are analyzed theoretically for layered media
and lumped circuits. Both non-dispersive and dispersive materials are discussed for each case. A
unified dispersion relation formula and a general Bragg condition are presented. The transmission
and radiation performances of MP structures are examined by MP PR antennas. The measurement
results present very good agreements with the theories.
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A Dual-band Circularly Polarized Antenna with Novel Feeding
Method for BDS, GPS and GLONASS Application
J. Zhang, X. Q. Lin, L. Y. Nie, F. Cheng, Z. Y. Kang, Y. Jiang, and J. W. Yu
EHF Key Lab of Fundamental Science, School of Electronic Engineering
University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu 611731, China

Abstract— In this paper, a dual-band circularly polarized antenna is proposed. This antenna
constructs with two layers, which provides two working frequency bands. One of the bands
operates at the BDS B3 (1268.52 ± 10 MHz). The other band concludes the GPS L1 (1575.42 ±
10 MHz) and GLONASS L1 (1602 ± 8 MHz). By changing the length and width of four slots on
each patch, its circular polarization performance and working bandwidth can be adjusted. The
multistacked patches fed through two coaxial probes which provide two different input signal.
To the probe feed on the lower patchit do not connect direct to the lower patch but solder to a
small disc on the upper patch. By adjusting these parameters, we will obtain better impedance
matching performance.
1. INTRODUCTION

Dual-band or tri-band circularly polarized antennas has been widely used in a compatible navigation
systems. It has been reported that a multiband antenna can be realized by patches stacked [1]
and cutting slots on the patch will achieve circularly polarization under the condition of single
feed [2]. In [3], a S-shaped slotted patch antenna is proposed for dual-band operation of circularly
polarization. The frequency ratio of this antenna is controlled by adjusting the S-shaped slot arm
lengths. For other methods, [4] designed a circularly polarized cavity-backed annular slot antenna
for GPS L1 and L2 bands. And [5] describes a multi-band circularly polarized printed slot antenna
which covers 1.5 GHz for GPS, 2.4 GHz for Bluetooth, and 3.75 GHz for WiMAX. In this paper,
we design a dual-band circularly polarized antenna using stacked patches. At the same time, we
improve the method of feeding to the lower patch which avoids the problems of soldering and make
very small impact on upper patch.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

The proposed stacked patch antenna structure is shown in Fig. 1. This antenna is constructed of
two round patches stacked on one another. Each layer fed by an individual coaxial probe. Both of
the patches are etched on the FR4 substrate with relative permittivity εr = 4.6 and tan δ = 0.02.
The lower and upper patch has a thickness of 2.3 mm and 4 mm respectively. The ground plane size
is 72 mm × 72 mm. The radius is 29 mm for the lower patch and 23.1 mm for the upper patch. The
antenna type in [7] is adopted in this paper. The common method for a single-fed patch antenna
to activate circular polarization wave is to disturb the path of the current [6]. So the four slots
etched on the patches are used to excite orthogonal resonant modes. The width of the slots is
1 mm. For the lower patch, the lengths of the slotted pair alone the x- and y-direction are l1 and l2
respectively. For the upper patch, they are u1 and u2 alone the x- and y-direction. A 50 Ω coaxial
probe connected to the upper patch through the lower patch via a hole. The position of this feed
point is as shown in Fig. 1. To the lower patch, the probe do not connect to it directly but solder
to a small disc on the upper patch. The radius of the small disc is 1.5 mm. The width of the slot
between the disc and upper patch is d = 1 mm. The location of the small disc is shown in Fig. 1.
The radius of each patch has been discussed in [7]. By changing the length and width of four
slots on each patch, its circular polarization performance and working bandwidth can be adjusted.
If the patch center is defined as the origin of the coordinate, feed at line y = x will excite left
hand circular polarization and y = −x will excite right hand polarization. Actually, despite the
structure of patch is symmetric, the two feed probes and small disc on the upper patch breaks the
symmetry. So the best impedance matching point will deviate from the y = x and y = −x line.
Fig. 2(a) shows the impedance when changing a only. The feed to lower patch is connected with
the lower patch and the small disc. Because the dimension of the small disc is far less than the
patch, this port can be considered as open and parallel with a capacitor (the slot between disc and
upper patch). Therefore, the small disc dimension has little impact to lower patch, but the width
of slot has a big impact to the upper patch as shown in Fig. 2(b).
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(d)

Figure 1. Structure of the proposed antenna. (l1 = 10.75 mm, l2 = 6.5 mm, u1 = 11 mm, u2 = 5.85 mm,
a = 13.2 mm, b = 11.7 mm, a1 = 7.8 mm, b1 = 7.7 mm). (a) Perspective view. (b) Side view. (c) Lower
patch. (d) Upper patch.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. The influence of some parameters on the simulated return loss. (a) Simulated S11 for different
feed position. (b) Simulated S22 for different gap width.
3. RESULTS AND DISGUSSION

In this paper, The radius of the disc and the gap width has small impact on the input impedance
of two frequency band. By adjusting these parameters, we will obtain better impedance matching
performance. The proposed antenna is optimized by the electromagnetic simulation package of
computer simulation technology (CST) microwave studio. Fig. 3 shows the photograph of top and
bottom view of this antenna. The simulation shows good agreement with the experimental results
of the return loss for the proposed antenna in Fig. 4(a). The 10 dB impedance bandwidth of the
measured return loss is from 1.227 GHz to 1.303 GHz and from 1.53 GHz to 1.654 GHz. Fig. 4(b)
shows the simulated axial ratio for the two operating bands. The AR for 1.268 GHz (DBS B3),
1.575 GHz (GPS L1 ) and 1.602 GHz (GLONASS L1 ) is 1.86 dB, 1.67 dB and 3.25 dB respectively.
Fig. 4(c) shows the radiation pattern for the three frequency. The comparisons are listed in Table 1.
Compared to other multiband circularly polarized antenna, we can easily observe that the fabricated
antenna exhibits better performances in bandwidth and size.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. The photograph of the proposed antenna. (a) Top view. (b) Bottom view.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. The simulated and measured results for the proposed antenna. (a) Simulated and measured return
loss. (b) Simulated AR for the proposed antenna. (c) Simulated radiation pattern for the proposed antenna.
Table 1.
References
[1]
[3]
[4]
this work

Center Frequency (GHz)
1.176, 1.227, 1.575
1.2, 1.54
1.2, 1.575
1.268, 1.585

10 dB Return Loss BW (%)
1.7, 2, 2.5
16, 12.5
3.7, 1.2
6.54, 8.7

3 dB AR BW (%)
3.4, 0.81, 0.83
6.9, 0.6
0.9, 0.6
1.34, 2.02

Size (mm)
80 × 80 × 4.724
115 × 115 × 21.5
100 × 100 × 20
72 × 72 × 6.3

4. CONCLUSSIONS

A dual-band circularly polarized antenna with a new feeding method is proposed in this paper.
The stacked patches has been used to obtain dual-band operation. The thickness of the upper
substrate is increased to broaden the bandwidth. A new feeding method is used in the lower patch,
which make the assembly of the multistacked substrates easier and is conducive to error reduction.
The simulated and measured results show that, this antenna can meet the requirements of using
in DBS, GPS and GLONASS navigation system.
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Broadband Circularly Polarized Loop Antenna Based on High-pass
and Low-pass Filters for Handheld RFID Reader Applications
Bo Xu, Qi Liu, and Yusha Liu
Centre for Optical and Electromagnetic Research
Zhejiang University, China

Abstract— Recent researches on portable circularly polarized (CP) Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) reader antennas have 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth (ARBW) lower than 80 MHz.
In order to cover all the Ultrahigh Frequency (UHF) RFID bands simultaneously, this paper
present a novel broadband handheld RFID CP reader antenna. The proposed antenna consists
of a square-loop radiating element with 2 feed ports and a broadband feeding network in the
same plane, measuring 95 mm × 95 mm × 1.6 mm. The feeding network, which realizes broadband
ARBW, is composed of a Wilkinson power divider, a high-pass filter (HPF) and a low-pass filter
(LPF), connected to the radiating element, producing broadband right-hand circular polarization
(RHCP) in z direction and left-hand circular polarization (LHCP) in −z direction. The measured
broad impedance bandwidth (S11 < −10 dB) is from 710 MHz to 1150 MHz. The measured 3-dB
ARBW of the proposed antenna is from 800 MHz to 940 MHz. The peak gain in the maximum
radiation direction is 1.3 dBic at 910 MHz.
1. INTRODUCTION

UHF RFID systems have been widely deployed in various areas including cold-chain, logistics,
Electrical Toll Collection (ETC) and security systems. RFID systems are typically composed of
two parts: tags and readers. RFID tags carrying information can be read or writtenby RFID readers
through backscattering modulation in UHF band. Several UHF RFID band standards have been
adopted, such as the band standards of U.S. (902–928 MHz), Europe (866–869 MHz) and China
(840–844.5 MHz and 920.5–924.5 MHz).
Most tags in commercial applications are designed as dipole or patch antennas [1–4] with linear
polarization (LP) because of low manufacturing cost and compact size. Therefore, reader antennas
with circular polarization (CP) are preferred in order to avoid polarization mismatch between reader
antennas and tag antennas. A lot of work has been done on handheld RFID CP reader antennas [5–
8]. [5] proposed a single-layer, dual-fed CP square-ring via a Wilkinson power divider with 80 MHz
ARBW. [6] proposed a compact X-shaped slotted square-patch antenna for CP application with
18 MHz ARBW. [7] presented a fractal-based coplanar waveguide CP antenna with 26 MHz ARBW.
[8] proposed a dual-band CP antenna based on 4 dipoles with 90-degree difference, whose ARBW
is about 20 MHz in UHF band. However, few works focused on broadening the ARBW of RFID
CP reader antennas, for the purpose of covering all the mainstream band standards including the
band standards of U.S., Europe and China (840–928 MHz).
In this paper, a UHF RFID reader antenna based on a feeding network, which consist of a HPF,
LPF, and a Wilkinson power divider, is well designed and fabricated for handheld RFID reader
applications. The proposed feeding network, based on [9], contributes to a broadband ARBW. The
3-dB ARBW of the proposed antenna is 140 MHz covering UHF RFID bands including the band
standards of U.S., Europe and China.
The design of the proposed antenna is presented, followed by the simulated and measured results,
discussions and conclusions.
2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION AND DESIGN

For convenience, the geometry of the proposed antenna, which is depicted in Fig. 1, is similar to the
one in [8]. It can be seen that in Fig. 1(a) the antenna consists of a 95 mm×95 mm square-ring loop,
which works as a radiating element, and a feeding network based on a Wilkinson power divider. The
left output of the Wilkinson power divider is connected to a pi-topology HPF, and the right output
is connected to a T-topology LPF. The feed port of the power divider is connected to a 50 Ω SMA
port. Lumped resistance R = 100 Ω is used for isolation in Wilkinson Power divider. Impedance
match can be acquired by selecting W1 = 3 mm and W2 = 1.6 mm. By selecting appropriate values
of lumped inductors and capacitors, and adjusting the resonant frequency of two filters to 910 MHz,
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the HPF and the LPF working together as a broadband 90-degree phase shifter as [9, 10]:
Z0
2πf sin(φ1 )
Z0 sin(−φ2 )
L2 =
2πf
L1 =

(1)
(2)

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1: Geometry of the proposed RFID antenna. (a) Top view. (b) Bottom view. (c) Side view.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Fabricated antenna. (a) Top view. (b) Bottom view.

Figure 3: Simulated phase difference between two outputs corresponding to HPF and LPF.
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1
2πf Z0 tan(φ1 /2)
tan(−φ2 /2)
C2 =
2πf Z0
C1 =

(3)
(4)

In this work, f = 910 MHz, φ1 = 45◦ , φ2 = −45◦ , Z0 = 50 Ω, thus, L1 = 6.2 nH, L2 = 12 nH,
C1 = 1.4 pF, and C2 = 8.5 pF. The phase difference is ∆φ = φ1 − φ2 = 90◦ . The length of
the two microstrip lines connected to the Wilkinson power divider is equal, thus the microstrip
lines contribute nothing to the phase shift. The HFSS simulated phase difference between the two
outputs corresponding to the HPF and the LPF is 90◦ ± 3◦ from 615 MHz to 952 MHz, as shown
in Fig. 3.
The bottom view of the proposed antenna is shown in Fig. 1(b). By adjusting the size of
ground plane, a good impedance match is achieved since the loop is inductive and the ground
plane provide capacitive coupling. The proposed antenna is manufactured on a FR4 substrate with
thickness H = 1.6 mm and relative permittivity εr = 4.4. Fig. 2 shows the fabricated antenna.
3. RESULTES AND DISCUSSIONS

The antenna is designed to operate at the frequency of 910 MHz. The simulated and measured
return loss is plotted in Fig. 4. It is shown that the proposed CP antenna has broad impedance
bandwidth. The measured 10-dB return loss ranging from 710 MHz to 1150 MHz, agrees well with
HFSS simulated results ranging from 645 MHz to 1050 MHz. The measured AR in the boresight
direction is plotted in Fig. 5. The measured 3-dB ARBW is 800–940 MHz, covering UHF RFID
bands including bands of U.S., Europe and China. Although the measured AR is 3.04 dB and
3.07 dB at 840 MHz and 850 MHz, respectively, we believe by adjusting the values of lumped inductors and capacitors, the AR at these frequencies can also be lower than 3 dB. Despite the flaws

Figure 4: Simulated and measured return loss of the
proposed antenna.

Figure 5: Measured axial ratio of the proposed antenna.

Figure 6: Measured LHCP radiation patterns at
910 MHz in x-z plane.

Figure 7: Measured RHCP radiation patterns at
910 MHz in x-z plane.
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around 840 MHz, the measured 3-dB ARBW is much wider than [5–8]. Fig. 6 presents the measured
left-hand circular polarization (LHCP) radiation patterns at 910 MHz. The measured 3-dB LHCP
beamwidth is about 55◦ in x-z plane. The obtained peak gain is 1.3 dBic in −z direction. Fig. 7
presents the measured right-hand circular polarization (RHCP) radiation patterns at 910 MHz. The
measured 3-dB RHCP beamwidth is about 82◦ . The obtained peak gain is −2.21 dBic. Compared
LHCP patterns with RHCP patterns, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show that the proposed antenna has better
CP gain in −z direction since the feeding network on the top severely affects the RHCP patterns.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a RFID reader CP antenna has been proposed using a feeding network based on a
Wilkinson power divider, a HPF, and a LPF The proposed antenna can obtain 140 MHz ARBW
with 1.3 dBic peak LHCP gain Compared to other reader CP antennas [5–8] in similar size, it has
a broader ARBW, which makes it a good choice for handheld RFID applications.
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Electromagnetic Heat-induced of Nanowire in Liquid: Computation
of the Bubble Shape
A. Chaari, T. Grosges, L. Giraud-Moreau, and D. Barchiesi
Project Group for Automatic Mesh Generation and Advanced Methods
Gamma3 Project (UTT-INRIA), University of Technology of Troyes, France

Abstract— The computation of the temperature with accuracy is essential to determine the
shape of a bubble around a nanowire immersed in a liquid. The study of the physical phenomenon
consists in solving a coupled photo-thermic system between light and nanowire. The numerical
multiphysic model is developped to study and simulate the variations of the temperature and the
shape of the induced bubble after the illumination of the nanowire. An optimized finite element
method, including adaptive remeshing scheme, is developped and used to solve the problem.
The evolution of the bubble is achieved by taking into account the physical and geometrical
parameters of the nanowire. The feedback relation between the sizes and shapes of the bubble
and nanowire is deduced.
1. INTRODUCTION

Many researchers are interested by the use of nanomaterials. Usually used materials in the chemical
industry and in manufactures of nanotubes and nanowires are TiO2 and ZnO [1–3]. The use of such
nanomaterials (natural or artificial) increases and these are dispersed in air or in water [4]. The
investigation on their impacts on the environment and health becomes a necessity (e.g., toxicity
analysis) [5] and the detection of the presence of such nanomaterials in the environment becomes
crucial. These detections of such a nanowire/nanotube can be achieved through two modes. The
first mode consists in a direct detection of the nanowire by the measurement of the scattering of light
emitted by the nanomaterial through optical microscopy. Such a detection mode must be difficult
due to a weak signal/noise ratio. A second mode consists in an indirect method by studying the
bubble created by the photo-thermal response of the illuminated nanowire immersed in the liquid.
In that approach, the nanowire absorbs the electromagnetic radiation (energy), heats and induces
the creation of a nanobubble [6, 7] for temperature exceeding the vaporization threshold of the
liquid. The detection is achieved after the grow of the created bubble and the morphology of the
nanowire is studied from the analysis of the shape and size of the bubble. Therefore, the problem
consists in solving a photo-thermic coupled system (light, nanowire and heat) taking into account
the physical parameters of the system (i.e., permittivity and conductivity of materials, wavelength
and power of the laser).
In that context, a numerical multiphysic model is developped in order to analyse the behavior of
the nanowires under illumination by a incident laser. The formation of the bubble, associated to the
nanowire of TiO2 immersed in water and illuminated by a laser pulse, is studied. An optimization
process, including adaptive remeshing scheme, is used to detect the variations of the temperature,
the bubble shape evolution and ensuring the convergence of the solution to the physical solution [8–
10]. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the model and the numerical resolution
method. In Section 3, the results of numerical simulations are presented before concluding.
2. MODEL AND FEM FORMULATION

Finite Element Method (FEM) has proved to be an efficient method for the computation of electromagnetic field around nanostructures [11]. The main advantages of the FEM are first its ability
to treat any type of geometry and material inhomogeneity (with complex permittivity) [11], second
the control of the accuracy of computation to evaluate accuracy of solutions, by using a non regular
mesh of the domain of computation and remeshing process.
The PDE system is formed of the Helmholtz’ for non-magnetic material with harmonic time
dependence, and the Poisson’s equations (the stationary heat equation, coupled by a source term
in the second one [12]:
¶
¸
·
µ
ω2
1
∇ + 2 Hz (x, y) = 0
∇·
(1)
²r (x, y)
c
ω²0 Im(²r (x, y))
|E(x, y)|2 = 0,
[∇ · (κ(x, y)∇)] T (x, y) +
(2)
2
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where ∇ is the differential vector operator, in cartesian coordinates, · is the scalar product, c is the
speed of light in vacuum, ω the angular frequency of the monochromatic wave, κ(x, y) the thermal
conductivity, ²r (x, y) the relative permittivity of media and ²0 , the permittivity of vacuum. The
shape of the nanowire is defined in the (x, y) plane, as the electric field E(x, y) which is deduced
from the magnetic field H(x, y) along z direction, through the Maxwell-Ampere’s equation. The
boundary conditions result from the integration of the PDE and from the flux continuity [13]:
¶ µ
¶¸
·µ
1
1
∇H2 −
∇H1
= 0 and n12 · [(κ2 ∇T2 ) − (κ1 ∇T1 )] = 0
(3)
n12 ·
²2
²1
where n12 is the normal to the boundary vector, ²l (l = 1, 2, 3) are the complex permittivity and κl
the thermal conductivity of the nanowire, vapor and water medium respectively. The electromagnetic boundary condition (Equation (3)) in 2D geometries, is formally equivalent to the continuity
of the tangential component of the electric field. The boundary conditions on the fictitious external boundary of the domain of computation (water), corresponding to the free propagation of the
diffracted field H3 − Hi [13] and the incoming illumination Hi , are defined by:
~ i +  ω (H3 − Hi ) and T3 = T0 ,
n23 · [(∇H3 )] =  [k · n] H
(4)
c
where Hi is the illuminating monochromatic, lying along y, magnetic field: Hi = Hi0 exp(jωt−k·r),
with k = (0, ω/c, 0), the wave vector, and j the square root of −1. The solution of this FEM
formulation, including a improved remeshing procedure, has been checked and compared with
rigorous Mie theory [10, 14, 15].
The resolution of the coupled electromagnetic and heat problems allows to extract the spatial
distribution of the temperature in the computational domain. From the map of temperature and
for a fixed threshold of vaporization α, the identification of the shape and size of the bubble around
the nanowire can be achieved. Such informations on shape and size of the bubble would be used
to construct a relation between the geometric characteristics of the bubble and the nanowire.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We consider a TiO2 elliptical nanowire of semi-axes (a = 45 nm, b = 10 nm), with thermal conductivity κ(TiO2 ) = 11.7 Wm−1 K−1 immersed in water (²r (water) = 1.79, κ(water) = 0.6 Wm−1 K−1 )
at temperature T0 = 25◦ C (298.15 K). The nanowire is illuminated by a TM-polarized laser pulse
at wavelength λ = 1050 nm of complex permittivity ²r (TiO2 )1050 = 5.4600 + j0.00148 with a power
density per area units PS = 1.75 × 1012 W/m2 [16, 17]. The materials of the system are considered
isotropic and homogeneous.
The results of the adaptive process on mesh and on the temperature maps are illustrated on
Figure 1. Figures 1(a), (d) show the initial mesh M0 and the associated temperature. The adaptive process on the temperature field T produces the mesh MT and the temperature map (see
Figures 1(b), (e), respectively). The mesh is adapted on the outline of the nanowire that presents
strong variations of the temperature. For a water vaporization threshold α = 100◦ C (373.15 K), the
detection of the new material (water vapor) is obtained from the temperature map computed on the
mesh MT . The Figure 1(c) presents the areas of the three materials: TiO2 (red), vapor (green) and
water (blue). The computation of the temperature on the domain that contains the water vapor
requires to include the physical parameters of the vapor (permittivity ²r (vap) = 1.79 and thermal
conductivity κ(vap) = 0.05 Wm−1 K−1 ). The spatial distribution of the temperature field T on the
mesh MV0 after detection of the bubble produced around the nanowire is shown on Figure 1(e).
The final mesh MF is obtained, after eight iterations, by applying the adaptive process on the field
T taking into account the bubble. That mesh is adapted in the bubble especially on its outline
where variations in the temperature occur and relaxed inside the nanowire where the temperature
is almost constant (Figure 1(c)). The remeshing process takes into account the shape and size of
the bubble. The Figure 1(f) shows the temperature map T on the mesh MF after convergence
to a stable solution. The level curves are smooth where a strong variation of the temperature is
shown (in the vicinity of the boundary of the bubble and the nanowire). The map also shows an
increase of the temperature in the nanowire due to the creation of the bubble. This increase is due
to the diffusion of the temperature, produced by the nanowire after detection of the bubble (i.e.,
the water vapor has a smaller thermal conductivity than water).
To study the evolution of the shape and size of the bubble, we also consider the nanowire illuminated for various wavelengths (λ = 950 nm, λ = 1000 nm and λ = 1050 nm) with adapeted physical
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 1: Meshes and temperature fields for nanowire illuminated at λ = 1050 nm: (a) Initial mesh M0 ,
(c) adaptive mesh MV0 , (e) MF and the associated temperature maps on (b) M0 , (d) MV0 and (f) MF .

parameters (²r (TiO2 )950 = 5.500 + j0.00164, ²r (TiO2 )1000 = 5.475 + j0.00154 and ²r (TiO2 )1050 =
5.460 + j0.00148). For λ increasing, the imaginary part of the complex permittivity of the TiO2 decreases, leading to a decrease of the energy absorbed by the nanowire. Therefore, the temperature
also decreases and the shape and size of bubble are changing. The Figure 2(a) shows the evolution
of the aspect ratio of the bubble Rbubble = A/B (A and B being the semi-axes of the bubble) as
function of the aspect ratio of the nanowire Rnanowire for the three wavelengths. From the computed
data, a function F , satisfying Rbubble = F (Rnanowire ), can be obtained through a nonlinear leastsquares fit method (LLS) by the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm [18, 19]. The method is used to
find a set of the best parameters fitting the data. It is based on the sum of the squared differences
or residuals (SSR) between the input data and the function evaluated at the data. The applied
algorithm consists in minimizing the residual variance σ̂ 2 = SSR/NDF with NDF the number of
degrees of freedom (number of the data points (NDP) minus number of the estimated parameters)
after a finite number of iterations (FNI). Therefore, the function can be written as follows:
Rbubble = F (Rnanowire ) = c0 +

c1
(Rnanowire − c2 )2

,

(5)

with c0 , c1 and c2 are set of parameters varying as function of the wavelength. The parameter c0
concerns the asymptote value which is related to the maximum ratio for a circular bubble, c1 is
the inverse of the decay rate of the function F which is related to the speed tending to the circular
shape and c2 is the initial ratio from which the bubble begins to form. Table 1 shows the fit
parameters for each wavelength. The F function is continuous and strictly decreasing for Rnanowire
in the interval ]c2 , +∞[, therefore the inverse function F −1 exists. The measurement of the aspect
ratio of the bubble Rbubble allows to predict the aspect ratio of the nanowire Rnanowire through
the relation: Rnanowire = F −1 (Rbubble ). Figure 2(b) presents the evolution of the bubble volume
(in 2D: Vbubble = πAB) as function of the volume of the nanowire (i.e., Vnanowire = πab) for each
wavelength. From the computed data (vapor bubble for each nanowire and for each wavelength)
and by using the same method and the same algorithm a function G can be obtained through a fit.
That function G allows to obtain the relation between the volumes (ln(Vbubble ) = G(ln(Vnanowire )).
The G function is continuous and strictly increasing, therefore the inverse function G−1 also exists.
The measurement of the bubble volume Vbubble can be used to determine the volume of the nanowire
Vnanowire through the relation ln(Vnanowire ) = G−1 (ln(Vbubble )). With the two functions F −1 and
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Figure 2: Evolution of (a) the aspect ratio of the bubble Rbubble as function of the aspect ratio of the nanowire
Rnanowire for the three wavelengths and (b) evolution of the volume of the bubble Vbubble as function of the
volume of the nanowire Vnanowire .
Table 1: Fit parameters of the F function.
λ

NDP

NDF

σ̂ 2

950
1000
1050

42
38
31

39
35
28

1.8111e-5
5.5850e-5
1.1106e-4

Set of parameters
c0
c1
c2
1.0036 0.2418 2.2334
1.0082 0.3659 2.6394
1.0124 0.6529 3.2416

FNI
32
15
23

G−1 the size and shape of the nanowire can be obtained from the information on the bubble:
¡
¢
ln(Vnanowire ) = ln πb2 F −1 (Rbubble ) = G−1 (ln(Vbubble )) ,
(6)
consequently,
·

exp(G−1 (ln(Vbubble )))
b=
πF −1 (Rbubble )

¸1/2

"

¡
¢ #1/2
F −1 (Rbubble ) exp G−1 (ln(Vbubble ))
and a =
.
π

(7)

Therefore the measurement of the size and shape of the bubble can be used to obtain information
on the geometry of the nanowire and to reconstruct the size and shape of the nanowire.
4. CONCLUSION

The paper focus on the forming and the evolution of the shape and size of the bubble through
a photo-thermal process between a nanowire of TiO2 immersed in water and an electromagnetic
wave. The increase of temperature is related to the geometry of the nanowire which leads to an
increase in the shape and size of the bubble. That solution is computed by developing an adaptive
remeshing method to computed with accuracy the temperature and by adapting the mesh to the
evolution of the bubble. The coupled problem light-matter and heat is solved through an adaptive
loop process allowing to converge to a stable solution and to decrease the number of nodes. The
influence of the laser source and the geometrical parameters (wavelength, size and shape of the
nanowire) related to the size and shape of the bubble are presented and analyzed. The aspect ratio
and the volume of the bubble can be expressed as function of the aspect ratio and the volume of
the nanowire. By solving the inverse problem two functions are obtained enabling to find the size
and shape of the nanowire from the size and shape of bubble.
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Abstract— The accurate calculation of the electromagnetic field enhancement around nanoparticles that exhibit facets with small angles is of interest to characterize their efficiency, given the
experimental reproducibility of such structures. The finite element method is efficient to compute the enhancement of the field intensity at the surface of nanoparticles although the numerical
results strongly depends on the mesh of the domain. An adaptive remeshing method is shown
to be robust where the classical refinement method fails. The adaptive refinement method uses
a posteriori error estimator with interpolation method of the physical field of interest, based on
the residual method. The strategy of this method is to remesh the domain of calculation on the
basis of the map of the physical and geometrical size that will ensure compliance with the initial
geometry and the accuracy of the physical solution. The numerical application shows that the
intensity enhancement computed near the vertex between facets with small angles (5◦ ) can reach
23%.
1. INTRODUCTION

The outstanding optical properties of metal nanoparticles are used extensively in nanoscience [1].
As a matter of fact a huge local electric field is generated under excitation by an electromagnetic
field (laser source). This field enhancement due to plasmon resonance in metallic nanoparticles
produces a light source of nanometric size that is of interest among all in biology and nanotechnology
applications, such as cancer therapy, drug delivery, fluorescence or spectroscopy enhancement.
The optical response depends strongly on the size and on the shape of the nanoparticle [1, 2].
Therefore intense research activities occur on the synthesis of nanoparticles with control of their
size and shape, and on related simulations of the field enhancement for their optimization. In
some experimental cases, the shape of gold nanoparticles exhibits facets that are related to their
mode of elaboration [3, 4]. Consequently an accurate method of calculation of the field around such
nanostructures could help to their optimization.
The finite element method is suitable for the calculation of the electromagnetic field around
complex geometries. It allows the control of the accuracy while ensuring the convergence of calculation through the adaptation of mesh. The adaptation of mesh can use various types of methods.
These different techniques of adaptation lead to the refinement (or coarsening) of the mesh to meet
the accuracy target deduced from a physical or geometrical estimator of error [5–7]. However the
efficiency of the remeshing loop for the FEM depends on the error estimator and the adaptation
strategy. In this study the remeshing process uses the interpolation of the physical solution of the
problem obtained from the Finite Element Method at step t to calculate an approximation of the
solution on the new mesh (step t + 1). An a posteriori error estimate enables the generation of a
size map associated to the mesh elements. Then the construction of an adapted mesh conforming
to this size map and the interpolation of the solution between the new and old meshes is repeated
until the desired accuracy is obtained [8–11]. The application of this technique for electromagnetic modeling was shown to be efficient [8–11] but the calculation of the field enhancement near
facets with small angles has never been investigated despite the fact that experimental shapes of
cristalline structures exhibit such pattern. The purpose of this study is to evaluate accurately the
field enhancement produced by the apex of the triangle constituted by two adjacent facets. The
problem is hard, the angle between the considered facets being 5◦ . Indeed this problem cannot be
solved with Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD), Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA) nor
Green’s tensor methods that are not able to give the field enhancement exactly on the surface of
nanoparticles with accuracy and therefore to describe such small changes of slope in the shape of
the nanoparticle.
The Section 2 is devoted to the description of the electromagnetic model used and its formulation
for Finite Element Method. In Section 3 the refinement and the remeshing adaptive methods
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are compared. The numerical simulation of the field intensity enhancement is proposed before
concluding.
2. FORMULATION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETISM PROBLEM FOR FINITE
ELEMENT METHOD

We consider a nanoparticle with an overall spherical but polygonal shape and center O. The
metallic gold nanoparticle has complex relative permittivity ²1 and is immersed in a dielectric
medium with a relative permittivity ²2 . Both media are linear, homogeneous and isotropic. This
nanoparticle is illuminated by a monochromatic polarized plane wave Ei = E0 exp(ık0 ct) with E0
the amplitude vector of the incident electric field, k0 = 2π
λ0 the modulus of the wave vector of
the illumination (λ0 being the wavelength in vacuum), and c the speed of light in vacuum. The
problem consists in solving the 3D vectorial Helmholtz equation (Partial Differential Equation of
elliptic type, corresponding to time harmonic wave equation) in each non magnetic material, using
the curl operator ∇× [12]:
∇ × (∇ × E) − k02 ²i E = 0
(1)
At the interface between two materials (n12 being the outgoing normal vector), the boundary
conditions corresponds to the continuity of the tangential component of the electric field and at
the external border of the domain of calculation Ω, the radiation condition corresponds to the free
propagation of the scattered field and plane wave illumination [12]:
n12 × (E2 − E1 ) = 0

and ∇ × E2 = ı[k0 n12 × (E2 − Ei ) + k0 × Ei ]

(2)

The field intensity enhancement is the maximum of the square of the intensity (Ir = kEk2 ) over
the domain Ω.
Numerical data: we consider a metallic gold nanoparticle with complex relative permittivity
²1 = −11 + 1.33ı (λ0 = 632.8) as in a previously published 2D study [14]. The amplitude of the
illuminating field is E0 = 8.106 (1, 0, 0) V/m along the x axis. The mean radius of the spherical
polygon shape particle is r = 20 nm. The radius of the domain of calculation is RΩ = 1400 nm.
3. ADAPTATION METHODOLOGIES AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

The accuracy of the FEM solutions depends on the quality of the mesh of domain [5–11]. The first
step (#0) of any resmeshing method is the meshing of the geometry of the domain. Nodes are put
on surfaces between materials and in the volume Ω with respect to a geometrical map using quality
of elements. The result of computation on this mesh is shown in Fig. 1. The small angle between
facets is not “seen” by the numerical simulation: no field enhancement is observed near the vertex
between two adjacent facets.
Therefore mesh adaption is necessary. Amongst the various methods, the r-method moves the
nodes from the initial mesh. The hp-method is a combination of h- and p-methods that can change
both the size of elements on the mesh (h-method) and the dimension of space of functions describing
their shape (p-method) [5–7]. The refinement of mesh consists in adding nodes to the initial one
that is based on geometry properties of objects. Therefore the adaption leads to an increase of the
number of elements and then requires more memory and computational time to obtain the solution

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Cut in the median plane y = 0 of the mesh at step #0 without remeshing, (b) zoom on the
mesh around the nanoparticle) and (c) the distribution of the intensity field.
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at each step of the refinement loop. On the contrary, advanced methods of remeshing allow to
improve the quality of the solutions by minimizing the overall error in the solutions obtained on
the new mesh, with the possibility to increase or decrease locally the density of nodes. To reach this
goal the error estimator indicates if the mesh density is too fine or too coarse. An efficient estimator
of error must not be expensive in memory and CPU time. In this study we compare the refinement
S1 and the remeshing S2 whose adaptation strategies are following. The first geometrical meshing
(#0) is about the same for both methods. Then two methods S1 (refinement) and S2 (remeshing)
are applied. The same solver for the finite element calculation of the electric field is used in both
case.
• Refinement S1 uses adaptation on the residual of the physical solution with h-adaptive mesh
refinement (part of the software Comsol Multiphysics). The basic steps are:
– Solve the problem on the mesh;
– Evaluate the residual of the PDE on all mesh elements;
– Refine a subset of the elements based on their size or of the local error indicators (the
minimum and maximum element size are set automatically);
– Repeat these steps until the requested number of refinements or the maximum number
of elements are reached.
• Remeshing S2 uses adaptation on the residual of the geometry and of the interpolation of the
physical solution with h-adaptive mesh refinement and coarsening (OPTIFORM software).
The basic steps are:
– Solve the problem on the mesh;
– Calculation of the interpolation error estimator to generate a unit metric on the physical
map. It is based on the interpolation error depending on the Hessian of the finite element
solution that is approximated by a local calculation of the solution.
– Generation of an adapted meshing that meets the requirements of the metric physical
card and the metric geometry for respecting the initial geometry (hmin and hmax are the
minimum and maximum sizes of the elements respectively, ε is the maximum interpolation
error that is tolerated in the solution);
– Repeat these steps until the interpolation error is greater than ².
The generation of an adapted meshing can be considered as an optimization problem which
consists in minimizing a norm function (L2-norm or H1-norm) related to the distance between
the new and the previous solutions.
The criteria of comparison between S1 and S2 are the accuracy of the solution, the memory
(RAM) and the CPU time. Tables 1 and 2 gives the results of both methods S1 and S2 : for each
refinement or remeshing steps: the number of nodes and elements, the parameters of the method
and the maximum of the computed intensity (max kEk2 ) that corresponds to the field intensity
enhancement.
Table 1: Number of nodes, tetrahedra, max kEk2 , RAM, and computation time for the refinement strategy
S1 .
Refinement step
Nodes
Tetrahedra
max kEk2 [V/m]2
RAM [GB]
Time [s]

0
49 285
289 609
9.3.1014
10.48
213

1
208 934
1 148 123
9.28.1014
71
7 381

S1 is efficient in the 2D case but we met difficulties when applied to 3D problem because of
the calculation cost. In the investigated case of wide domain with small object (the ratio of the
mean radius of particle to that of the whole domain of calculation is 1, 4%) only one refinement is
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Table 2: Number of nodes, elements (tetrahedra), hmin , ε, max kEk2 , RAM, and computation time for the
remeshing strategy S2 .
Remeshing step
Nodes
Tetrahedra
hmin
²
max kEk2 [V/m]2
RAM [GB]
Time [s]

0
48 781
289 605

9.88.1014
8.72
214

1
51 851
308 333
0.35
0.1
1.06.1015
9.57
208

2
76 796
459 179
0.35
0.05
1.14.1015
12.89
292

3
317 642
1 922 512
0.35
0.01
1.22.1015
54.53
1 568

4
377 681
2 277 531
0.35
0.01
1.22.1015
65.95
1 942

5
404 107
2 432 568
0.35
0.01
1.22.1015
66.14
1 932

COMSOL 4.4.0.195

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) Cut in the median plane y = 0 of the mesh at step 1 for the strategy S1 , (b) zoom on the mesh
around the nanoparticle, and (c) the distribution of the intensity field.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) Cut in median the plane y = 0 of the mesh at step 5 before remeshing for the strategy S2 ,
(b) zoom on the mesh around the nanoparticle and (c) the distribution of the intensity field.

possible before divergence of calculation due to the huge increase of elements. The computational
time at step #1 of S1 is about four times that of each step of S2 .
S2 produces five new meshes to reach convergence toward the maximal error ε to 1%. The first
iteration was performed to reach hmin . The computational time remains around half an hour and
the number of nodes obtained from refinement (step #1 by S1 ) is reached after two remeshing
steps with S2 . The value of the field intensity enhancement is stable from mesh #3 to #5. The
corresponding increase of the number of elements is about 10%. The refinement S1 guided by
the physical error estimator of residual type increases the number of elements in the regions far
from the particle where the field variation is smoother than in the vicinity of the particle (Fig. 2(a)
compared to Fig. 1(a)). This explains the huge increase of nodes in the refinement method that
prevent to reveal the field enhancement around the vertex. The performance of S2 is illustrated in
Fig. 3. The field enhancement appears in Fig. 3(c) using S2 . Near vertex the size corresponding
to the minimum element size hmin , it is about 0.35 nm and the error of the solution interpolated in
each element is below the threshold of 0.01. The mesh is coarser far from the particle (Fig. 3(a))
and therefore the calculation requires less computational time and memory, the method giving
a new mesh at each step, with optimized positions of nodes. Consequently, S2 reveals that the
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small angle at the junctions between two facets produces an increase in the value of the intensity
enhancement around 23% for an angle of tilt between the two facets of 5◦ (Fig. 3).
4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a remeshing method allowing to detect the effects of the small angles in the
junction between two facets in nanostructures. A comparison between refinement and remeshing
methods shows that remeshing gives accurate solution unlike the refinement that fails: angles of
5◦ between two adjacent facets can increase the value of the intensity of the electric field of 23%
near the vertex. The adaptive remeshing allows to increase the accuracy and the convergence
toward a solution having physically meaning. This method can be applied to any other shapes of
nanostructures, which present facets with any angle and also roughnesses.
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Abstract— Aperture field integration method (AFIM) is proposed and utilized to efficiently
compute the field distributions of infrared (IR)/millimeter wave (MMW) beam splitter including
the MMW near field distribution and IR far field distribution. A single dielectric layer beam
splitter is analyzed by AFIM. Compared to the multilevel fast multipole method (MLFMM),
the memory requirement and CPU time consumption are reduced drastically from 4.6 GB and
2141 seconds to 1.2 MB and 58 seconds, respectively, when the MMW near field distribution is
computed. In order to meet the far field condition a scale factor is proposed to transform the focal
plane into a far field plane, when the IR far field in a focal plane is computed. The IR far field
calculation accuracy is better than 97% compared to the analytical solutions. The simulation
results show that the AFIM as a unified method can be applied to both beam splitters’ MMW
near field and IR far field engineering estimation.
1. INTRODUCTION

An IR/MMW dual-mode compound guidance system has both high-precision infrared imaging and
all-weather-working millimeter wave imaging advantages at the same time. IR/MMW beam splitter
is a key component of dual-mode compound guidance system. The beam splitter is tilted by 45◦
along the main axis and it transmits MMW signals and reflects IR signals at the same time as
shown in Fig. 1. Its role is to spatially split the IR and MMW compound signal into a reflected IR
signal received by an IR sensor in the vertical direction and a transmitted MMW signal received
by a MMW sensor in the horizontal direction respectively [1].
Many types of beam splitters have been proposed, such as dielectric coated with an array of small
conducting patches [2], holographic optical elements [3], frequency selective surface [4], conducting
inductive meshes with periodic rectangle units [1] micro-mirror array [5], multilayered dielectric
plate [6] and so forth.
No matter which kind of beam splitter is inserted in the dual-mode compound guidance system,
the insertion of a beam splitter will affect the uniformity of the MMW field. Simultaneously, the
insertion also affects the IR imaging quality. Moreover, the detecting and tracking precision will
be limited by the distortion of the filed received by MMW and IR sensors [5–7]. Therefore, it is
necessary to build a theoretical model to analyze the MMW and IR field distribution. Generally,
the calculation of electrical field in a MMW sensor aperture is a near field diffraction problem.
However the calculation of optical field focused on an IR focal plane array through an IR lens is
a far field diffraction problem. Nevertheless, both IR and MMW are electromagnetic wave and
they can be described by Maxwell-Equations. So the MMW near field and IR far field problem
can be solved by a unified method derived from integral formulation of Maxwell-Equations. Thus,
Beam splitter
Compound
signal

x0

MMW signal
y0

z0

Electrical
axis

Main axis
MMW sensor
IR signal
IR sensor
Optical axis

Figure 1: Working principle of beam splitter.
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aperture field integration method (AFIM) is proposed to analyze both MMW near field and IR far
field of beam splitters in this paper.
In Section 2 the basic theory and formulations about AFIM are introduced. In Section 3,
the method is investigated through the calculation of a circular single layer beam splitter. The
calculation results of MMW field are described and compared with MLFMM. The calculation
results of IR field are also described and compared with the analytical solution. In the last section
a brief conclusion is made.
2. METHODS AND FORMULATIONS

In order to obtain the diffracted field, the beam splitter is simplified to a 2D aperture as shown
in Fig. 2. According to the equivalence principle, the field produced by the beam splitter current
could be obtained by computing the field of the aperture equivalent source [8, 9]. In this way, the
analysis of the beam splitter can be converted to the analysis of the aperture.

Figure 2: Principle of AFIM.

Assume that the aperture is tilted by an angle of θ along the main axis as shown in Fig. 2. The
incident wave can be assumed as plane wave. The aperture field can be expressed as [1]
*

*

E A (x1 , y0 ) = E 0 exp[−j(k0 x0 tan θ)]

(1)

*

where, k0 is the wave number, E 0 is the amplitude vector of polarized electrical field. According
to the equivalence principle, the equivalent magnetic current is expressed as [9]
*

_

*

J m = −z × EA

(2)

The electrical vector potential is
*

Am

ε
=
4π

ZZ
Ω

*

J m e−jk0 R
dx1 dy0
R

The field at an arbitrary observation point P is [9]
ZZ h
³
´i
*
*
*
1
1
e−jk0 R
_
E(x, y) = − ∇ × Am = −
R × z × E A · (1 + jk0 R)
dx1 dy0
ε
4π
R3
Ω

(3)

(4)

where R is the distance between the source point Q and field point P, which can be expressed as [1]
p
R = (x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2 + (z0 − x0 tan θ)2
(5)
where, z0 is the distance between the aperture and the observation plane. The integration is over
the aperture region Ω.
The near field and far field can be obtained by computing the Eq. (4). However, the far field
distribution in a focal plane can’t be obtained by directly solving the Eq. (4) because of the phase
transformation by a lens with focal length of f . In order to calculate the far field distribution in a
focal plane, a scale factor η is introduced to transform the focal plane to a far field plane. η should
meet the far field condition [10]:
2r2
η≤
(6)
λf
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where, r is the circumcircle radius of the aperture region Ω.
So the far field in a focal plane can be expressed as
1
E f ar (x , y ) = −
4π
*

0

0

ZZ h
³
´i ¡
¢ −jk0 R0
*
_
0 e
0
R × z × E A · 1 + jk0 R
dx1 dy0
R03
Ω

(7)

where, R0 = ηf , x0 = ηx, y 0 = ηy.
3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND VALIDATION
3.1. Beam Splitter Example

In order to validate our computation method, a single layer circular beam splitter with IR film is
analyzed. It is made of lossless material with relative dielectric constant of 3.8. Its thickness is
2 mm. The radius r of the beam splitter is 50 mm. The surface is coated with IR film proposed
in [6]. The beam splitter is 45◦ tilted angles placed relative to the electrical axis of the MMW
sensor. The distance between the MMW sensor and the beam splitter is 50 mm. It is designed
for the MMW with 35 GHz frequency. The observation plane of the MMW sensor is assumed to
be a square region with an edge length of 70 mm. The working center wavelength of IR is 4 µm.
The focal length of IR sensor objective lens is 120 mm. The observation plane of the IR sensor is
assumed to be a square region with an edge length of 100 µm.
3.2. MMW Near Field Validation

In order to validate the MMW near field computation ability of AFIM, the calculation results
are compared with the results obtained by MLFMM, because MLFMM is considered to be a high
precision computation [5, 7]. The computations made by AFIM and MLFMM are carried out on
the same computer equipped with two 2.50 GHz Intel® Xeon® CPUs (12 cores) and 128 GB
memories. Both of the MLFMM and AFIM codes support parallel computation.
In both of the computations the observation plane is discretized equally to 81 divisions along
x-axis and y-axis. In MLFMM computation the edge of the triangle mesh is λ/8. So the mesh
number and mesh edges are up to 43232 and 64848, respectively. As comparison, the edge of the
mesh is λ/22 in AFIM computation, which brought to a mesh number of 65536. The computational
efficiency comparison with two methods is shown in Table 1. MLFMM consumes 4.6 GB memories
and more than 30 minutes. However, AFIM uses only several MB memories and less than 1 minute,
even though the mesh size in AFIM is less than that in MLFMM. The comparison indicates that
AFIM is much more efficient than MLFMM.
Table 1: Comparison of computational efficiency.
Method
MLFMM
AFIM

Mesh size
λ/8
λ/22

Unknown field point
81 × 81
81 × 81

Memory
4.6 GB
1.2 MB

Time
2141s
58s

In order to comparison, the amplitude and phase in observation plane are normalized by the
value at (x = 0 mm, y = 0 mm). Figs. 3(a) and (b) are the amplitude distribution of MMW near
field computed by AFIM and MLFMM, respectively. The maximum and minimum amplitudes
computed by AFIM are 4.06 dB and −14.68 dB respectively as shown in Fig. 3(a). The maximum
and minimum amplitudes computed by MLFMM are 2.94 dB and −12.56 dB respectively as shown
in Fig. 3(b). However, the distributions of the amplitude obtained by the two methods match
well. The maximum and minimum phases computed by AFIM are 43.68◦ and −61.87◦ as shown
in Fig. 4(a). The maximum and minimum phases computed by MLFMM are 29◦ and −98.5◦ as
shown in Fig. 4(b). Similarly, the patterns of the phase obtained by the two methods also match
well. Compared with MLFMM, errors are introduced. One of reasons is that the beam splitter
is equivalent to an aperture, and the detailed structure of the beam splitter is not considered in
AFIM. However, compared to the commonly used MLFMM the memory requirement and CPU
time consumption are reduced drastically. So AFIM can be used as an efficiency engineering
approximation method.
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Figure 3: Amplitude distribution of MMW near field in observation plane computed by (a) AFIM; (b)
MLFMM.
43.68o

29.00o

-61.87o

-98.50o

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Phase distribution of MMW near field in observation plane computed by (a) AFIM; (b) MLFMM.
3.3. IR Far Field Validation

In order to validate the computation ability of IR far field by using AFIM, the calculation results
are compared with the results obtained by analytical solution [10]. The analytical solution (AS)
can be expressed as
*
2J1 (α)
(8)
E f ar (x, y) = Cr2 cos θ
α
where α, C can be expressed as
p
2πr (β1 cos θ)2 + y 2
α =
(9)
λR0
*

E 0 jk0 e−jk0 R0
C =
4π
R0

(10)

where, β1 and R0 can be expressed as
q
β1 = x + tan θ R02 − x2 − y 2 − R0 tan θ
q
R0 = x2 + y 2 + z02

(11)
(12)

The focal plane is a square region with edge length of 100 µm. It is 512 × 512 meshed. The
aperture is 128 × 128 meshed for AFIM. In order to meet the far field condition, η should be larger
than 1 × 104 , and let η = 1 × 106 in this paper. In order to quantitatively compare the results, the
relative error of far field intensity IAF IM computed by AFIM is calculated according to [11]
kIAFIM − IAS k
kIAS k

(13)
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where k k is the 2-norm and IAS is the reference solution computed by AS with mesh number of
512 × 512.
The normalized intensities of the IR far field computed by AFIM and AS are compared in Fig. 5.
The error is only 0.14% as shown in Table 2. The relationship between the error, consumed time
and mesh number of aperture is also listed in Table 2. The CPU time decreases drastically with
the decrease of the mesh number. And the error increases with the decrease of mesh number. The
right results can’t be obtained when the mesh number of aperture is 8 × 8. To keep an error lower
than 3%, the mesh number more than 16 × 16 is required by AFIM.
Table 2: Error and CPU time versus mesh number of aperture.
Mesh number
128 × 128
64 × 64
32 × 32
16 × 16
8×8

(a)

Error
0.14%
0.51%
1.35%
2.30%
288.92%

CPU time
612.00 s
162.08 s
74.44 s
21.56 s
8.34 s

(b)

Figure 5: Normalized intensity distribution at focal plane computed by (a) AFIM; (b) AS.

The zero-order diffraction primary maximum widths along x-axis and y-axis acquired by AFIM
are 16.56 µm and 11.86 µm, respectively. If θ = 0◦ , the zero-order diffraction primary maximum
diameter can be computed by 0.61λf /r = 11.71 µm. The simulation results show that the zeroorder diffraction primary maximum width is stretched along x-axis while it remains unchanged
along y-axis. The tilted angle will lead to increase the diffraction limit. Thus the resolution of the
IR sensor will be decreased. It must be noted that the AFIM can also be used to analyze beam
splitters with complex aperture shapes without analytical solution of far field.
4. CONCLUSIONS

According to equivalent principle, a unified method AFIM is proposed to compute field distribution
of IR/MMW beam splitter including the MMW near field distribution and IR far field distribution
For a single layer beam combiner, the patterns of the MMW amplitude and phase obtained by the
MLFMM and AFIM match well. An appreciable speedup on the order of 40 is achieved. In order
to meet the far field condition, the scale factor is proposed and it should be larger than 1 × 104 in
the numerical example. The calculation accuracy is better than 97% for IR far field computation
when the mesh number of the equivalent aperture is more than 16 × 16. The simulation results
show that the AFIM can be used as an efficiency engineering approximation method in the design,
analysis, and optimization of beam splitter.
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Abstract— The electromagnetic (EM) problems with conductive objects can be solved by surface integral equations (SIEs) with the method of moments (MoM) discretization in the integral
equation approach. However, the solutions may not be valid for a wide range of frequency and
conductivity. In this work, we use the volume integral equations (VIEs) to exactly formulate the
problem and propose a point-matching scheme to solve it. The VIEs are usually well-conditioned
because they are the second-kind of integral equation. The point-matching scheme can select
current densities as unknowns so that the integral kernels are free of material parameters and
the solutions can bear a significant change of frequency and conductivity. A numerical example
for EM scattering by a conductive sphere with different parameters is presented to demonstrate
the approach.
1. INTRODUCTION

Accurate solution of electromagnetic (EM) problems with lossy conductors requires to consider
the finite conductivity of the conductors. The loss of the conductors may not be ignored when the
frequency is low or the conductivity is small since the skin depth is large [1]. In the integral equation
approach for solving the problem, one usually uses surface integral equation (SIE) approach with
an approximate surface impedance when the skin depth is small [2]. For large skin depth caused
by low frequency or small conductivity, one treats the conductors as dielectric-like objects and uses
a two-region scheme to formulate the SIEs [3, 4]. The SIEs are solved by the method of moments
(MoM) with the Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) basis function [5]. However, the solutions may not
be valid for a wide range of frequency and conductivity because the integral kernels include those
parameters and the conditioning of SIEs is susceptible to the frequency [6].
In this work, we also treat the conductors as dielectric-like objects but use volume integral equations (VIEs) to exactly formulate the problem. The VIEs are the second-kind of integral equation,
so they are well-conditioned in general [1]. Also, the VIEs only have one unknown function (electric
current density) for dielectric (nonmagnetic) objects while two unknown functions appear in the
SIEs. To solve the VIEs, we do not use the traditional MoM with the Schaubert-Wilton-Glisson
(SWG) basis function [7] but propose a point-matching scheme which does not use any basis and
testing functions and allows a geometric discretization of nonconforming meshes, resulting in much
convenience in implementation [8]. Moreover, the scheme can choose current densities as unknowns
so that the integral kernels are free of material parameters and the solutions can endure a wide
change of frequency and conductivity. The scheme requires an accurate evaluation of hypersingular
integrals resulting from the double gradient operation in the dyadic Green’s function but we have
developed a robust technique to handle them [9, 10]. We present a numerical example for EM
scattering by a conductive sphere to illustrate the approach and good results can be observed.
2. VOLUME INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

Consider the EM scattering by a three-dimensional (3D) penetrable object in the free space with a
permittivity ²0 and a permeability µ0 , the VIEs can be written as [1]
Z
Z
¡ 0¢
¡
¢
¡ 0¢ 0
¡ ¢
inc
~
~
~
~
~ ~r, ~r0 · M
~ V ~r0 d~r0 , ~r ∈ V
E (~r) = E (~r) + iωµ0
G ~r, ~r · JV ~r d~r − ∇ ×
G
(1)
V
V
Z
Z
¡
¢
¡ ¢
¡
¢
¡ ¢
~ ~r, ~r0 · M
~ V ~r0 d~r0 + ∇ ×
~ ~r, ~r0 · J~V ~r0 d~r0 , ~r ∈ V
~ (~r) = H
~ inc (~r) + iω²0
G
G
(2)
H
V

V

~ inc (~r) and H
~ inc (~r) are the incident electric field and magnetic field, respectively, while E(~
~ r)
where E
~ r) are the total electric field and magnetic field inside the object, respectively. The integral
and H(~
kernel is the dyadic Green’s function given by
¶
µ
¡
¢
¡ 0¢
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~
~
(3)
G ~r, ~r = I + 2 g ~r, ~r0
k0
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where I~ is the identity dyad, k0 is the free-space wavenumber, and g(~r, ~r0 ) = eik0 R /(4πR) is the
scalar Green’s function in which R = |~r − ~r0 | is the distance between an observation point ~r and
a source point ~r0 . The unknown functions to be solved are the volumetric electric current density
and magnetic current density inside the object, which are related to the total electric field and
magnetic field by
¡ ¢
~ r0 )
J~V ~r0 = iω[²0 − ²(~r0 )]E(~
(4)
¡ 0¢
0
0
~ V ~r = iω[µ0 − µ(~r )]H(~
~ r)
M
(5)
where ²(~r0 ) and µ(~r0 ) are the permittivity and permeability of the object, respectively. When the
conductive objects are treated as dielectric-like objects, the above VIEs are also applicable. If we
choose the current densities as the unknown functions to be solved, the above VIEs can be changed
into
Z
Z
¡
¢
¡ ¢
¡
¢
¡ ¢
1
~ V ~r0 dV 0 = E
~ inc (~r) , ~r ∈ V (6)
~ ~r, ~r0 · J~V ~r0 dV 0+ ∇g ~r, ~r0 × M
~V (~r)−iωµ0 G
J
0
iω[²0 −² (~r )]
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−
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×
J
0
V
V
iω[µ0 −µ (~r0 )]
V
V
where ²(~r0 ) = ²0r ²0 + i ωσ = ²c in which ²0r is the real part of relative permittivity and σ is the
conductivity while µ(~r0 ) can be assumed to be a constant µc for conductive media. The conductive
objects with a conductivity σ are usually nonmagnetic or µ(~r0 ) = µ0 , the magnetic current density
vanishes and the VIEs can be reduced to
Z
1
~V (~r) − iωµ0
~ r, ~r0 ) · J~V (~r0 )d~r0 = E
~ inc (~r), ~r ∈ V.
J
G(~
(8)
iω[²0 − ²(~r0 )]
V
3. POINT-MATCHING SCHEME

The above VIE for conductive objects can be solved with a point-matching or collocation scheme.
Since the current density is chosen as the unknown function to be solved and the integral kernel,
i.e., dyadic Green’s function, does not include the material property of the objects, we can greatly
facilitate the implementation. The VIEs are first expressed into a scalar form since we do not
use any vector basis function. When we assume that the current densities are constant in a small
tetrahedral element after discretization, the VIE can be changed into
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c represents the center of the mth tetrahedron (observation element) and r
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where ~rm
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0
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0
center of the nth tetrahedron (source element). Also, {gx (~r, ~r ), gy (~r, ~r ), gz (~r, ~r )} are the three
components of the gradient of scalar Green’s function. The matrix elements in the above can be
obtained by integrating the components of the dyadic Green’s function or the gradient of scalar
Green’s function over each small tetrahedral element ∆Vn (n = 1, 2, . . . , N ) for different observation
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c (m = 1, 2, . . . , N ). The dyadic Green’s function has nine components but only six are
point ~rm
~ V (~r0 ) = 0, then the above
independent due to its symmetry. If the media are nonmagnetic or M
matrix equation can be reduced to
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When m 6= n, the integral kernel is regular and we can use a numerical quadrature rule like the
Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule to evaluate the matrix elements. When m = n, however, the
integral kernel is hypersingular and we need to specially treat it. Since the integrand does not
include the material parameters of the objects, we can use the singularity treatment technique
developed for regular dielectric media to evaluate the relevant matrix elements [9, 10].
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We present two numerical examples to demonstrate the proposed approach. The first example
considers the EM scattering by a conductive sphere which is embedded in a dielectric medium
with a relative permittivity ²r = 3.0. The sphere has a radius a = 5.0 mm, a relative permeability
µr = 20.0, and a conductivity σ = 2.0 × 106 S/m. The incident wave is excited by a z-polarized
magnetic dipole with a unit moment and a frequency f = 1.0 KHz. The dipole is located at the +z
axis and is 50.0 mm away from the center of the sphere. We calculate the scattered electric field
in a near zone, namely, the observation is taken along a line defined by x = [−10, 10] mm, y = 0,
and z = 10 mm. Figure 1 depicts the result when x = [0, 10] mm (the field within x = [−10, 0] mm
is symmetric to the one within x = [0, 10] mm) and we can see that it agrees well with the exact
Mie-series solution.
The second example illustrates the EM scattering by a conductive sphere coated with a dielectric
medium. The conductive sphere has a radius a1 = 0.3 m and a conductivity σ = 1.0 S/m while
the dielectric coating has an outer radius a2 = 0.4 m and the relative permittivity ²r = 4.0. The
incident wave is a plane wave propagating along the +z direction and has a frequency f = 300 MHz.
We calculate the bistatic radar cross section (RCS) observed along the principal cut (φ = 0◦ and
θ = 0◦ –180◦ ) for the scatterer in both vertical polarization (V V ) and horizontal polarization (HH).
Figure 2 plots the solutions and it can be seen that they agree with the exact Mie-series solutions
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Figure 1: Scattered electric field (y-component) by a conductive sphere with a radius a = 5.0 mm and
conductivity σ = 2.0 × 106 S/m. The observation is taken along a line defined by x = [0, 10.0] mm, y = 0,
and z = 10.0 mm.
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Figure 2: Bistatic RCS solutions for EM scattering by a conductive sphere coated with a dielectric medium.
The conductive sphere has a radius a1 = 0.3 m and a conductivity σ = 1.0 S/m while the dielectric coating
has an outer radius a2 = 0.4 m and the relative permittivity ²r = 4.0. The incident wave has a frequency
f = 300 MHz.

very well. Note that the conductivities and frequencies in the two examples are very different,
indicating that the approach can accommodate a wide change of conductivity and frequency. Also,
the second example includes two very different materials, meaning that the object is very inhomogeneous, but the approach can also use the single VIEs to produce good solutions without a special
treatment.
5. CONCLUSION

The EM scattering by conductive objects has been solved by the SIEs with the MoM discretization,
but the solutions are susceptible to the choice of frequency and conductivity. In this work, we use
the VIEs as governing equations and propose a point-matching scheme to solve the problem. The
VIEs are usually well-conditioned and only has one unknown function to be solved for dielectric
(nonmagnetic) objects. The point-matching scheme does not rely on any basis and testing functions
and can use nonconforming meshes. Furthermore, the scheme can choose the current densities as
unknowns and the integral kernels are free of the material parameters of objects so the solutions
can be valid in a wide range of frequency and conductivity. A numerical example is presented to
demonstrate the approach and its robustness has been seen.
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Abstract— In this paper, a new method of motionless person localization in 3-dimensional
space (3D) by ultra wideband (UWB) radar will be introduced. The presented approach is
based on the application of a multistatic UWB radar using one transmitting and four receiving
antennas. The novel localization method is based on the approximation of 3D localization problem
by solution of two 2D localization tasks. A proper lay-out of the radar antenna system will
be introduced for the considered UWB radar applications. The performance properties of the
outlined concept of 3D localization system have been evaluated by the experiments intent on
indoor line-of-sight and through-the wall localization of motionless person.
1. INTRODUCTION

The current research in the field of human target positioning by radio frequency devices or sensor
networks is focused on two types of tasks. The former is to localize persons in order to determine
their position and/or navigate them in a known indoor environment. The solution of this task is
represented by indoor positioning systems with a fixed infrastructure of sensors spread over the
monitored area. Here, two basic approaches have been considered. In the first case, it is assumed
that a person to be tracked (or to be navigated) carries an actively transmitting tag (e.g., [1–4]).
In contrast to this approach, the second one consists in a tag-free localization of persons (e.g.,
[5]) using a sensor network with a fixed allocation of the particular sensors over a monitored area
only. The comparison of the outlined approaches has shown that the method based on the activetag employment can provide the higher accuracy of the target localization than that of tag-free
approach.
The latter of the mentioned tasks is to provide a support for the emergency event solving
by localization of persons of interest. By emergency events we understand either military, law
enforcement and security operations or disasters such as earthquakes, fires or hurricanes. Persons
of interest in such cases are, e.g., criminals, hostages or survivors. The nature of the described
scenarios implies the use of mobile UWB systems. These systems should be able to detect and
localize of human targets without any active tags. Several UWB radars that can potentially be used
in such applications have been developed recently [6–9]. Usually, they provide a capability of shortrange through-wall localization of human beings in 2-dimensional space (2D). A separate category
of system able to localize a person in 3D has been presented by [10]. However, the development of
this system is aimed towards applications such as gaming, remote control of household appliances,
elderly people monitoring and fall detection.
According to security experts, person positioning under emergence events not only in 2D but
also in 3D is needful. Following this demand, this paper is focused on a problem of motionless
human being localization by a handheld UWB radar in 3D space.
The motionless target localization is a challenging task, especially in a realistic environment.
In this paper, a new method of motionless person localization in 3D will be introduced. The
presented approach is based on the application of a multistatic UWB radar using one transmitting
and four properly distributed receiving antennas. The novel localization method is based on the
approximation of 3D localization problem by solution of two 2-dimensional localization tasks. More
precisely, the target localization by a multilateration method is substituted by a double application
of a trilateration method.
The paper is organized as follows. In the Section 2, the problem of target localization in 3D
based based on a multilateration method is set up. The Section 3 introduces a novel method of
target localization in 3D based on time-of-arrival (TOA) estimates and a trilateration method.
The performance of the novel approach for motionless human being localization in 3D by a shortrange UWB radar is illustrated in the Section 4. Here, the results of person localization for indoor
line-of-sight and through-the wall scenarios are presented. Section 5 contains concluding remarks.
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Let us assume a single multistatic UWB radar with 1 transmitting antenna T x and N receiving antennas Rxi (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) with known positions. The coordinates of the transmitting
and receiving antennas will be labeled as T x = [xt , yt , zt ] and Rxi = (xr,i , yr,i , zr,i ). The target
coordinates, labeled as T = [x, y, z], are unknown.
Let us consider the target localization by the multilateration method using TOA estimates. Let
TOAi be the measured propagation time of the UWB signal transmitted by T x, reflected by the
target T and received by Rxi . Then, the distance between T x, unknown target position T and Rxi
can be expressed as
di = c · TOAi i = 1, 2, . . . , N
(1)
where c is the velocity of the propagation of the electromagnetic waves emitted by the radar. In our
consideration, c is set to the electromagnetic wave propagation velocity in air, i.e., c = 3×108 ms−1 .
The Euclidean distance between the points T x, T and Rxi can be expressed as
di = ri + ei = kT x, T k + kT, Rxi k + ei

i = 1, 2, . . . , N

(2)

In this expression, the symbol ei represents the additive noise component expressing the random
errors of the TOA estimation.
The distance di can also be expressed by means of the antenna and target coordinates as follows:
q
p
di = (x − xt )2 + (y − yt )2 + (z − zt )2 + (x − xr,i )2 + (y − yr,i )2 + (z − zr,i )2 i = 1, 2, . . . , N (3)
Then, the target localization problem can be defined as the estimation of the target coordinates,
T = (x, y, z), based on a solution of the set of nonlinear Equation (3). As it follows from this
equation set, N = 3 represents the minimum number of equations and therefore the minimum
number of receiving antennas necessary for target localization in 3D. The target localization based
on the solution of (3) is usually referred to as the multilateration method.
From the mathematical point of view, each of the Equation (3) defines a rotational ellipsoid
with foci placed in T x and Rxi positions. To obtain the target position, it is necessary to find an
intersection at least of 3 ellipsoids. However, considering that distances di are estimated with the
measurement errors ei , such joint intersection does not always exist. Therefore, the TOA based
multilateration method cannot be directly used in most real life scenarios.
3. A NOVEL 3D LOCALIZATION METHOD

The number of radar antennas and their lay-out are limited by the expected radar applications. In
the scenarios described in this paper, we assume that the radar should be implemented as a small,
lightweight device, proper for handheld usage. To be able to operate in real life situations, the
radar should utilize small antenna array while providing reliable data about presence and position
of persons.
Taking into account the mentioned requirements, we have proposed to use the radar antenna
system according to Figs. 1–3. The proposed antenna system consists of one transmitting and four
receiving antennas located in the same plane. The receiving antennas are located in the vertex of
the square (rectangle), whereas the transmitting antenna is put in the intersection of the diagonals
of the same square (rectangle). Such lay-out enables to approximate the 3D localization problem
by two 2D localization tasks. This is achieved by processing the signals received by the pair of
horizontally placed antennas separately (i.e., independently) from the signals received by the pair
of vertically placed antennas. This will produce the estimate of target coordinates [x, y1 ] in the
plane x-y parallel to the ground as well as the estimate of target coordinates [y2 , z] in the plane
y-z perpendicular to the ground.
Summarizing the obtained results, the target coordinates can be estimated as follows:
T (x, y, z) = T (x, (y1 + y2 )/2, z)

(4)

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The performance of the proposed approach for montionless person localization in 3D is demonstrated by processing of signals acquired by measurements with the multistatic UWB radar. The
particular measurements were focused on line-of-sight and through-the-wall localization of tag-free
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motionless persons. As the radar device, the 4-receiving channel M-sequence UWB radar has been
used [7]. The clock frequency of the system is 6.95 GHz, which results in the operational bandwidth
of approximatelly DC-3.5 GHz. The M-sequence order is 12, i.e., the impulse response covers 4095
samples regularly spread over 585 ns. This corresponds to an observation window of 585 ns leading
to an unambiguous range of about 88 m in free space. In both measurements, horn-type antennas
with vertical polarity were used, transmitting antenna placed in the center of “+”-shape.
The radar and target placement and measurement scenario for the line-of-sight measurement
are shown in Fig. 1. Target was sitting motionlessly on the last of the series of stairs, in front of
the transmitting antenna. The distance from the transmitting antenna to the edge of the stair was
3.75 m. The height of the transmitting antenna was 1.1 m above ground level. The height of the
stair on which the target was located was 1.38 m above ground level.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Line-of-sight scenario: (a) front view, (b) side view of a target and the antenna array setup.

Through-the-wall measurement setup shown in Fig. 2 was very similar to line-of-sight measurement. The radar was placed behind 18 cm thick wall of unknown material. Transmitting antenna
was placed 0.77 m above ground level. The target was located in the 4.8 m distance (wall thickness
included), shifted 1.5 m to the left side from the radar point of view.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Through-the-wall scenario: (a) front view, (b) back view of a target and the antenna array setup.

For the TOA estimation corresponding to the particular pairs of T x − Rxi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), the
procedure of raw radar signal processing consisting of the phases such as background subtraction
(exponential averaging method [11]), estimation of the total energy of radar signals with the subtracted background in the frequency band 0.2–0.5 Hz corresponding to human beings breathing
(integration method), target detection (CFAR detector application) and TOA estimation based on
CFAR detector outputs [12] was used. Then, by using the estimated TOAi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, the
target co-ordinates were finally estimated by the method described in the previous section.
The estimated positions of the target obtained for both scenarios are depicted in Fig. 3 as a red
cross. The receiving antennas depicted by the red color were used to obtain the target position
estimate in the x-y plane, which is outlined by the transparent red color. On the other hand, the
antennas depicted by the blue color were used to compute the target position estimate in the y-z
plane, outlined by the transparent blue color. In Fig. 3, the staircase borders and an appropriate
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Experimental results: (a) indoor line-of-sight localization, (b) through-the wall localization.

human body model are also drawn to create a model of measurement environment for the easier
visual evaluation of the obtained results.
For the purpose of the evaluation of the localization error, we have defined the mid-point of
the human thorax to be the true target position. Then, the difference between the estimated and
true target position can be considered to be the target localization error. Taking into account this
assumption, we have found that estimation error for the line-of-sight scenario and through-the-wall
scenario was about 30 cm and 50 cm, respectively. Taking into consideration the true size of the
target and the computational complexity of the novel localization method, it can be concluded that
the new method of the motionless person localization in 3D can provide target position with an
acceptable accuracy at low computational complexity.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a simple method of the person localization by using short-range
UWB radar in 3D, based on the approximation of 3D localization problem by the solution of two
2D localization tasks. The experiments intent on line-of-sight and through-the-wall localization
of motionless persons have proved, that this method provides fairly good estimates of the target
position while being of very low computational complexity. This localization method can be used
as described, or as a part of more complex method (e.g., to calculate initial condition in localization
based on Taylor series).
Although, the theoretical minimum number of receiving antennas for 3D localization is 3, we
believe that using 4 receiving antennas can be of great advantage in harsh real life conditions and
especially in search for motionless living persons. That is mainly because of the fact, that using a
higher number of receiving antennas increases the probability of the true detection of the target.
However, in the situations where radar system fails to detect the person presence in data acquired
by one of the receiving channels, information from other 3 channels is still sufficient to obtain a
rough estimate of the target position by TOA based multilateration method. In the case of failure
of two receiving channels, the target position estimate can be still obtained in 2D space.
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Abstract— Some studies of composite electromagnetic scattering from targets and rough surface are implemented by using the Propagation-Inside-Layer-Expansion (PILE) combined with
the Forward-Backward Method (FBM) hybrid scheme. Multiply targets and rough surface case
is considered. The composite scattering integral equations are bulit. The formation mechanisms of the EPILE+FBM scheme including the self- and multal coupling inductions between
targets and rough surface are analyzed. The accuracy and efficiency of the hybrid algorithm are
verified. The applications of this scheme for the specific type of targets are carried out. The
scattering results under different parameters, such as different target size, different roughness,
etc., are investigated. The important scattering phenomena and characteristics are discussed
and corresponding conclusions are obtained. The presented hybrid scheme will make sense to
the domains of electromagnetics, remote sensing, radar surveillance, target recognition, optics,
material science, etc..
1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic scattering issues under land/sea environment has been concerned over past several years. Usually, the actual land/sea surfaces are not ideally flat, but are rough more or less,
hence, the actual target and land/sea surface electromagnetic scattering are the target and rough
surface electromagnetic scattering problem. For implementing the scattering analysis, significant
contributions have been made and some important analytical, numerical, and hybrid algorithms
have been presented, such as the SPM, the KA, the MOM [1], the FMM [2, 3], the FEM, the
FDTD, the hybrid SPM+MOM technique [4], the hybrid KA+MOM technique. These methods
are of respective advantages, some of them are computationally very fast, some of them are rather
accurate in results, some of them are very efficient for single rough surface scattering, and some
of them are rather suitable for the target and rough surface composite senses, etc., which have
been widely applied and effectively promote the progress in electromagnetics research. Recently,
owing to special academical and engineering demands, developing the numerical algorithms that
are both efficient and accurate, and are compatible with more target and rough surface composite
senses has becoming an important research subject, within which, one important contribution is
the Propagation-Inside-Layer Expansion (PILE) and its hybrid scheme, that was firstly presented
by N. Déchamps et al. [5]. This method, which shows high efficiency and accuracy, is able to handle
problems configured with a huge number of unknowns. In this paper, the EPILE combined with
FBM scheme is attempted to study more complex targets and rough surface composite scattering.
The brief theory and formulations of this scheme are given, the accuracy and efficiency of it is
confirmed, then, typical numerical results are exhibited and corresponding remarks are addressed.
2. BRIEF THEORY AND FORMULATIONS

Generally, electromagnetic scattering analysis should be implementated under the primary premise
of reasonably modelling about the target or rough surface. Series of rough surface and targets
composite senses have been aimed and modelled in our recent study. Taking the multiply targets
both above and below the rough surface composite sense for example, and basing on the EwaldOseen’ extinction theorem and electromagnetic boundary conditions for this composite sense, the
scattering electric field integral equations (EFIE) (for TE case, HH polarization) and magnetic
field integral equations (MFIE) (for TM case, V V polarization) can be obtained. The EFIE and
MFIE can be furhter converted into the matrix equation, according to the inspirtion of the matching technique and basis function schemes [1–3]. Usually, when the number of samples for the target,
and the length of the rough surface increases, the computational cost of solving the matrix equation using the MOM with CGM [6], or the direct LU inversion becomes prohibitive, herein, the
EPILE and FBM combinated scheme is presented to speed up the scattering calculation. When
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implementing the EPILE to study the composite electromagnetic scattering, the inverse matrix of
global impedence matrix Z̄ [5, 6] can be partitioned into four blocks Z̄1, Z̄2, Z̄3, Z̄4 as follows,
h
i−1
h
i−1
¡ ¢−1
¡ ¢−1
¡ ¢−1
¯1 − <
¯2 · <
¯3
¯4
¯1 − <
¯2 · <
¯3
¯4
¯2 · <
¯3
Z̄1 = <
·<
, Z̄2 = − <
·<
·<
h
i−1
¡ ¢−1
¡ ¢−1
¯3
¯4 · <
¯1 − <
¯2 · <
¯3
¯4
Z̄3 = − <
·<
·<
,
h
i−1
¡ ¢−1 ¡ ¢−1
¡ ¢−1
¯3
¯4 · <
¯1 − <
¯2 · <
¯3
¯4
¯ 2 · (<
¯ 3 )−1
¯3
·<
·<
·<
Z̄4 = <
− <
¯ 1 )−1 accounts for the local interactions on the targets, (<
¯ 3 )−1 accounts for the local
in which, the (<
¯
interactions on the rough surface, <2 propagates the resulting field on the rough surface toward
¯ 4 propagates the resulting field on the targets toward
the targets (surface-targets coupling), and <
the rough surface (targets-surface coupling). To decrease the computing cost and speed up the
¯ 3 )−1 ξ3 (ξ3 denotes the induced unknown vector on the rough surface), the
calculation of term (<
fast iterative strategy-FBM [7, 8] can be sequentially applied. Then, the induced unknown vector
¯ 3 can be further decomposed as the following forms,
ξ3 and the impedance matrix <
ξ3 = ξ3f + ξ3b ,

¯3 = <
¯f + <
¯d + <
¯b
<
3
3
3

Detalied description and operation of FBM can refer to [7, 8]. Substituting related reaction terms
into composite scattering fields, the bistatic scattering coefficient (BSC) [1–8] can be obtained.
3. SELECTIVE NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Series of numerical results about the formational algorithm have been obtained. Considering the
space limitation, herein, some selective numerical results are listed and corresponding discussions
are given. The incident frequency is 3 GHz. Algorithm is tested on computer with 4 GB memory
and Microsoft Windows operation system. All listed curves are expresseded in decibel (dB) scale.
Figure 1 shows the comparison of BSC by the EPILE+FBM and MOM (CGM). The cylindrical
targets above/below, and Gaussian spectrum rough surface are chosen. 100 surface realizations
are statistic. The incident angle is set as 0◦ . For simplicity, some other parameters are not listed
here (similarly hereinafter). It is obvious that, the scattering curves match well with each other
for both HH and V V polarization, the Relative Residual Error (RRE) [5, 6] is far less than 10−3 .
The average computational time by EPILE+FBM is about 45 seconds (S), by MOM (CGM) is
320 S. Similar time gap also can be found by other numerical computations, hence, comparing with
the typical accurate numerical algorithm-MOM, the accuracy and efficiency of the EPILE+FBM
is indicated.

Figure 1: The BSC versus the scattering angle (EPILE+FBM and MOM (CGM)).

The BSC versus scattering angle with different radius size Ru of target above is exhibited in
Fig. 2. It is shown that, with the increasing of Ru, the specular coherent scattering changes slightly,
while the incoherent scattering at non-specular region increases evidently, due to the fact that, the
coupling scattering between the ‘target above’ and the ‘rough surface’ is increased simultaneously.
The influence of different rough surface rms height δ on the BSC is investigated in Fig. 3.
Obviously, with increasing of δ, in specular direction, the coherent scattering decreases, while
at non-specular domain, the incoherent scattering increases evidently, especially at the backward
direction. This phenomena can be explained in this way: the bigger rms height leads to the rougher
surface, and results in the stronger coupling scattering intensity between target and rough surface.
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Figure 2: The BSC versus the scattering angle (different Ru).

Figure 3: The BSC versus the scattering angle (different δ).

The influence of other more target and rough surface parameters, such as different height of
target above, different depth of target below, different horizontial distance of target above/below,
different size, correlation length and spectrum of rough surface, etc., have also been numerically
investigated and analysed, considering the space limitation, they are temporarily not listed herein.
4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper discuss the implement of efficient numerical algorithm-the EPILE combined with FBM
hybrid scheme in studying the rough surface and targets composite electromagnetic scattering.
The formation mechanisms of this scheme is briefly introduced. The accuracy and efficiency of
this algorithm is verified. Influence of typical targets and rough surface parameters in BSC is
investigated by using the EPILE+FBM and corresponding scattering characteristics are analyzed.
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Abstract— This paper proposes a design scheme for generating the Combination chaotic
frequency-modulated (CCFM) signal for noise radar in real-time based on FPGA. The CCFM
signal is real-time generated by instant calculation in FPGA, and it keeps good chaotic property
even with short quantization length. The experiment demonstrates that the generated CCFM
signal has very low sidelobe of auto-correlation and excellent orthogonality.
1. INTRODUCTION

Noise radars use random waveforms, which are of thumbtack ambiguity and efficient spectrum
utilization, so they can improve the electronic counter-countermeasure (ECCM) capability and low
probability of detection and intercept (LPD/LPI) characteristics [1–3].
As a kind of pseudo-noise signal, chaotic signal is generated from deterministic system. Compared with general noise signal, chaotic signal is easy to produce and control, also the cost is
small [4]. However, some chaotic signal has high peak sidelobe ratio (PSLR) of auto-correlation
function, which may result in weak targets being masked by surrounding strong scatter targets [5, 6].
Some papers have proposed a few methods to reduce sidelobe [7, 8], but they do not consider the
feasibility of digital realization. The short quantization length will destroy the chaotic property of
chaotic signal. In order to keep good chaotic property with limited quantization length, we propose
to adopt the combination chaotic map for frequency-modulation, so as to obtain the combination
chaotic frequency-modulated (CCFM) signal [9]. In this paper, we further propose a scheme to
generate the CCFM signal in real-time based on FPGA.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the CCFM signal model.
In Section 3, we present the real-time generation of CCFM signal based on FPGA. In Section 4,
we conduct experiment to demonstrate the performance of generated CCFM signal. Finally in
Section 5, we conclude the paper.
2. CCFM SIGNAL MODEL

The maximum period of one-dimensional chaotic map is limited by the quantization length. If the
quantization length is M , then their repetition periods will not exceed 2M . In order to keep the
chaotic characteristic in case of short quantization length, we propose the combination chaotic map
by embedding the Logistic map into Bernoulli map, i.e., the Logistic map is used to produce the
parameters for Bernoulli map, and then Bernoulli maps under diverse parameters are combined to
obtain the combination map sequence [9]. The form of combination map is shown as follows:

xm+1 = u · xm · (1 − xm )
0 < xm < 1





B
=
1.4
+
0.6
·
x
0
≤m≤M
m

 m
(
Bm ym,n + 0.5, ym,n < 0
(1)

ym,n+1 = g(ym,n ) =
0≤n≤N

B
y
−
0.5,
y
≥
0

m m,n
m,n




φ = {{y0,0 , y0,1 , . . . , y0,N } , {y1,0 , y1,1 . . . , y1,N } , . . . , {yM,0 , yM,1 , . . . , yM,N }}
where {xn } is the Logistic sequence and its parameter should satisfy 3.569945 < u ≤ 4. In view
of the fact that the boundary of Logistic sequence is 0 < xn < 1, and the range of Bernoulli map
parameter is 1.4 < B < 2, one can let Bm = 1.4 + 0.6 · xm . Then the combination map is used for
frequency-modulation to finally get the CCFM signal.
(
)
n
X
s(n) = A exp j2π
φi
(2)
i=0
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3. DESIGN OF THE FPGA-BASED REAL-TIME GENERATOR OF CCFM SIGNAL

The hardware is composed of FPGA, digital-to-analog converter (DAC), low-pass filter (LPF) and
intermediate-frequency (IF) modulator. The FPGA generates the digital inphase and quadrature
(I/Q) components of the baseband CCFM signal, the DAC converts the digital signal into analog
signal, and the IF modulator transforms the I/Q components of baseband signal into IF signal.
The FPGA software includes four functional modules: 1) Trigger module produces the trigger
signal, which determines the duration and interval of each pulse. 2) The logistic map module
generates the parameters for Bernoulli map. The Logistic map is realized by multiplexer and adder.
3) The Bernoulli map module generates the combination map sequence by combining Bernoulli map
sequences under diverse parameters. The Bernoulli map is also realized by multiplexer and adder.
4) The chaotic FM module generates the I/Q components of the CCFM signal. In view of the Sine
and Cosine function are complicated in FPGA calculation, we use two lookup tables instead of
direct calculation, one is for Cosine function and the other is for Sine function. The lookup table
is stored in the ROM.
FPGA

Trigger
module

Trigger
signal

Logistic
map module

Parameters

Bernoulli Combination
Chaotic
sequence
map module
FM module

I output

IF
IF output
modulator
Q output

I

LPF

Q

LPF

I

Q

I Q

DAC
DAC

Figure 1: Block diagram of the FPGA-based real-time generator of CCFM signal.

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In the experiment, we generate 20 pulses of CCFM signal corresponding to different initial values,
and the signal parameters are listed in Table 1. Then the I/Q waveforms are sampled and restored
by Tektronix MSO70404 oscilloscope with 8 bit sampling accuracy and 125 MHz sampling rate.
The sampled waveforms are shown in Fig. 2.
Auto-correlation function (ACF) can describe the range resolution of a radar signal [10] and
low sidelobe of ACF is preferred because it helps to avoid weak targets being masked by around
strong targets. The ACF of sampled CCFM signal is shown in Fig. 3, where the peak-sidelobe-ratio
(PSLR) is −22.72 dB.
When two or more radar systems operate at the same frequency band simultaneously, then
mutual inference is usually unavoidable if without taking some specific measure. The orthogonality
of signals is a good measure for anti-mutual inference capability [11], and better orthogonality
means less mutual inference. The orthogonality can be described by the cross-correlation coefficient
Table 1: Parameters of generated CCFM signal.
Duration
10 µs

Interval
5 µs

Bandwidth
62.5 MHz

Quantization length
16 bit

Figure 2: The I/Q components of sampled CCFM signal, where the upper is the inphase component, and
the lower is the quadrature component.
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Figure 3: The ACF of sampled CCFM signal.

Figure 4: The cross-correlation coefficient of sampled CCFM signal.

between signals. The cross-correlation coefficients of sampled CCFM signals are presented in Fig. 4.
The diagonal line is the auto-cross coefficients,which are normalized to 0 dB. The off diagonal line
values are cross-correlation coefficients, and the maximum of them is −20.24 dB. The excellent
orthogonality of the generated CCFM is demonstrated.
5. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a design scheme for real-time generation of the CCFM signal for noise radar
based on FPGA. The realized CCFM signals are of good chaotic property even with short quantization length. The combination map is generated by embedding the Logistic map into Bernoulli
map, i.e., Logistic map produces the parameters for Bernoulli map, and then Bernoulli sequence
under diverse parameters are combined to obtain the combination map sequence.
In the generator, the CCFM signal is generated by instant calculation iteratively in FPGA, so
it does not need large memory space to store the whole waveform, and it is suit for generating long
time signals. The experiment demonstrates that the generated CCFM signal has low sidelobe of
auto-correlation and excellent orthogonality.
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Abstract— The main characteristic of wind vector is circularity in any reference direction,
which creates problems when analyzing the data statistically. Due to this periodicity, standard
statistical techniques cannot be used to analyze circular data. For example, (1) in the regions
including upwind/downwind ambiguity, the STD obtained from the linear statistics approach is
about 60–80◦ . However, we couldn’t deduce that it is upwind/downwind ambiguity from the
STD. (2) The Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) has been widely used as sensitivity estimation. The
precondition of the CRB approach is the possibility distribution is normal one. Since the model
of wind direction reveres is non-linear, the angel distribution is not normal. A problem appeared
for wind-vector sensitivity estimation. The STD obtained from closest solution is lower than the
sensitivity obtained from CRB. In this paper, we introduce the directional statistics approach for
evaluating the uncertainty. The circular STD is always between zero and one inclusive, making
it very different from its linear analog, which can have any positive value. It is indicative of the
spread in a data set. If all samples point into the same direction, the circular STD will be small.
If the samples are spread out evenly, the circular STD will be close to one. Importantly, however,
a circular variance of 1 does not imply a uniform distribution around the circle. If all samples
either point towards 0◦ or 180◦ , the circular variance is 1, yet the data is not distributed uniformly
around the circle. The sensitivity is reassessed based on the directional statistics approach, and
compared with CRB. The sensitivities of CRB are high where the derivatives of the brightness
temperatures changing rapidly. The incorrect results come from the effect of nonlinearity. When
the directional statistics approach is used, the peak disappeared where the derivatives of the
brightness temperatures changing rapidly. In addition, the directional statistics approach can be
used to estimate the characterization of uncertaintys in wind vector retrievals from Scatterometry.
1. INTRODUCTION

The uncertainty of the wind-vector estimator is critical for a variety of applications in Radiometer
design [1], improving the accuracy of wind direction retrieval [2], and demonstration the capacity
to obtain wind-direction over the global oceans from passive microwave measurements. The main
characteristic of wind vector is circularity in any reference direction, which creates problems when
analyzing the data statistically. Physical quantities referring to angles are called angular, directional, or circular data. Due to this periodicity, standard statistical techniques cannot be used to
analyze circular data [3, 4]. For example, the samples mean of a data set on the circle is not the
usual sample mean [5].
2. CIRCULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

The sample mean direction x mean of observations θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θn is given by
n
P
sin θi
i=1
x̄ = arc n
P
cos θi

(1)

i=1

Circular variance is defined as

Ã
!2 Ã n
!2 
n
X
X
S0 = 1 − 
cos θi +
sin θi 
i=1

i=1

(2)
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It is important to note that the circular variance S0 is always between zero and one inclusive,
making it very different from its linear analog, which can have any positive value [3]. The circular
variance S0 thus indicates the dispersion of a sample. It is indicative of the spread in a data set.
If all samples point into the same direction, the circular variance will be small. If the samples are
spread out evenly, the circular variance will be close to maximal. Importantly, however, a circular
variance of 1 does not imply a uniform distribution around the circle. If all samples either point
towards 0◦ or 180◦ , the circular variance is 1, yet the data is not distributed uniformly around the
circle.
3. POLARIMETRIC RADIOMETRY

Research in polarimetric radiometry modeling and measurements has demonstrated that usable
wind direction information can be obtained by combining the vertical and horizontal polarizations
with the cross correlation of those two polarizations [6, 7].
An empirical geophysical model function relating the amplitude of U and V to ocean-surface
wind speed and direction has been derived from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory aircraft wind radiometer (WINDRAD) [8] as well as WindSat measurements. The directional dependence of the
third and fourth Stokes parameters can be described [12] by
Th
Tv
TU
TV

= Th0 + Th1 cos φ + Th2 cos 2φ
= Tv0 + Tv1 cos φ + Tv2 cos 2φ
= TU 1 sin φ + TU 2 sin 2φ
= TV 1 sin φ + TV 2 sin 2φ

(3)

where φ = φ0 − φw is the relative angle between the observation azimuth angle φw and the wind
direction φ0 . The coefficients of the first harmonics account for upwind and downwind asymmetric surface features, while those of the second harmonics account for the upwind and crosswind
asymmetry.
In order to analyze the dependence of ambiguous solutions on the true wind vector, we plot the
errors associated with global cost function minima, along with the Monte Carlo simulation results.
The results of the uncertainty calculation are plotted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Black dots indicate errors associated with global cost function minima observed in Monte Carlo
simulation results.

In the regions including upwind/downwind ambiguity, the STD obtained from the linear statistics approach is about 60–80◦ . It can not correctly indicate the dispersion of the wind vector. We
can see from the Fig. 2(b) that the circular variance can produce the meaningful indication of the
dispersion of the wind vector.
4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The sensitivity was used as an important parameter to character the capacity of wind-direction
reverse. We use the directional statistics approach to calculate the sensitivity in wind vector
inversions. The result was compared with the Cramer-Rao minimum variance bound and the
closest cost function minimum to the true solution [9].
Generally linear statistics can be used with directional data only if the range of observations
is small. Figure 3(a) displays the relationship of the wind direction STD versus the relative wind
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Figure 2: (a) The wind direction error obtained from the linear statistics approach, the solution corresponding
to the global cost function minimum. (b) The wind direction variance obtained from the directional statistics
approach, the solution corresponding to the global cost function minimum.
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Figure 3: (a) The wind direction sensitivity obtained from the linear statistics approach. (b) The wind
direction variance obtained from the directional statistics approach, the closest cost function minimum to
the true solution was used.

direction angle. The regions agree well with each other, where the derivatives of the brightness temperatures changing slowly. The sensitivities of CRB are high where the derivatives of the brightness
temperatures changing rapidly. The incorrect results come from the effect of nonlinearity. Fig. 3(b)
displays the result of the directional statistics approach. The directional statistics approach is suitable to the nonlinear model. Compared to the sensitivities of CRM, the peak disappeared where
the derivatives of the brightness temperatures changing rapidly.
Considering the distribution is not normal, the sensitivity described in this paper is more prefer
than the one obtained from linear statistics approach.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a method for evaluating the uncertainty of Vector Wind Retrievals
from Satellite-Based Polarimetric Microwave Radiometer Measurements based on the Radiative
Transfer Model. The Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) and MLE has been analyzed.
The sensitivity of Vector Wind Retrievals was computed used the new method, and compared
with CRB and the closest solution of maximum-likelihood estimation (CS-MLE). The uncertainty
method presented here can obtain minimum of sensitivity, according with the sensitivity conception,
and can give a preferable explanation to the simulated result.
This paper also computed the different wind-vector ambiguous solutions and corresponding
uncertainty, under the based Model method (BM) and maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE).
A discrete representation for the wind-vector solutions has be obtained, which can predict the
characteristics of errors in wind direction retrievals and their dependence on the true wind direction
relative to the observation azimuth angle. It is anticipated that the techniques and strategies
developed in this study, and prior related studies, to analyze wind direction uncertainty will be
requisite for maximizing the information content of future instruments.
The method commutes over nonlinear operations, is potentially more reliable algorithm to assess
radiometer system, Model Function and Retrieval Algorithm’s performance.
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Abstract— A multi-band metamaterial absorber (MA) with near-unity absorption based on
Mie resonance theory is proposed in the microwave region. It is composed of an array of dielectric cubes with different geometric parameters and a metallic ground plane. The simulated
results show that four absorption peaks at 7.31 GHz, 7.58 GHz, 7.90 GHz and 8.19 GHz with the
corresponding absorption rates of 99.05%, 99.37%, 99.65% and 99.16%, respectively. In addition, the composite MA is polarization-insensitive at the normal incidence and maintains high
absorption rates at wide angles of incidence for both TE and TM wave. The influences of the
permittivity and the side length of the dielectric cubes on its absorption characteristics are also
investigated. This MA would be a promising candidate as absorbing elements in scientific and
technical applications, such as cloaks, perfect lens and filters.
1. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials (MMs) are artifical, effectively homogeneous electromagnetic (EM) structures consisting of dielectrics and highly conducting metals, which are periodically arranged. MMs research
has always been popular because of its superior properties than natural materials. However, the
metamaterials with perfect absorption have attracted plenty of attention from scientists over the
past several years. Periodic dielectric or metallic structures have been a subject of continuing
interest for applications to frequency selective or polarization selective devices in microwaves and
optical waves. In 2008, Landy et al. [1] first demonstrated a perfect MM absorber (MA) in a
narrow-band which was made of a sub-wavelength structure of electric ring resonators and metal
cut wires separated by a dielectric substrate. The idea is that by adjusting the electric and magnetic
resonances independently, it is possible to realize the impedance of the MM matching to the free
space so as to minimize the reflection. Meanwhile, the transmission wave is completely consumed
in the lossy substrate and two metallic layers. As a result, perfect absorption is achieved at the
resonance frequency. Since then, the type of MAs excite a new wave of research such as fishnet
structures [2], square Loops [3] and coplanar Jerusalem crosses [4].
Recently, an isotropic Mie resonance-based metamaterial perfect absorber with near unity absorbance at the microwave frequencies was reported by Liu et al. [5]. The metamaterial is constructed with an array of dielectric cubes and a metallic ground plane. The new type of absorber
was fabricated successfully, which achieved a single band absorption at 9.96 GHz and the absorptivity was 98%. Indeed, Lewin [6] derived an expression based on Mie Resonance Theory [7] for the
effective properties of an array of spherical particles embedded in a background matrix. A medium
composed of periodically placed scatterers generates polarization and magnetization densities. The
densities are related to the distribution of the scatterers and their polarizabilities. As a result, a
wave propagating through an array of these scatterers will see the material as an effective medium.
The problem of effective-medium theory and modeling the electromagnetic response of inclusions
embedded in a host material has a long history going back to Maxwell and Rayleigh [8, 9]. Many
other authors [6, 10] studied the properties and applications of the metamaterials in detail.
In this paper, we propose a four band polarization-insensitive MA based on a structure of
periodic array of dielectric cubes with different geometric parameters and a metallic ground plane.
The permittivity of the dielectric cube is 115 + 0.92i, and the metallic ground plane is made
of copper as reported in [5]. Simulation results show that the proposed MA has four distinct
absorption peaks and their absorptivity is over 99%. Distributions of surface current density on
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the dielectric cubes and back metallic layers are illustrated. The loss contributions of dielectric
cubes and ground plane are also discussed. Moreover, the simulation results exhibit that the MA is
polarization-insensitive and could operate well at different angles of incidence for both transverse
electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) waves, which is potential to be used in devices such
as detection of explosives, stealth technology and bolometer.
2. EFFECTIVE DIELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF A
CUBICAL-PARTICLE COMPOSITE

As mentioned above, in 1947, Lewin [6] derived an expression based on Mie resonance theory for
the effective permittivity and permeability of a composite material which was constituted of an
array of lossless magneto dielectric spherical particles with the permittivity ε2 and permeability
µ2 embedded in a background matrix with the permittivity ε1 and permeability µ1 . The effective
permittivity εre and permeability µre of the composite shown in Fig. 1(a) are given by [6]


3f

εre = ε1 1 + F (θ)+2K
(1)
e
F (θ)−Ke − υf
and





µre = µ1 1 +

3f
F (θ)+2Km
F (θ)−Km



(2)

− υf

In these expressions,

ε1
µ1
Km =
ε2
µ2
The volume fraction υf of the spherical inclusions is given by
Ke =

υf =

(3)

4πr3
3p3

(4)

where r is the particle radius and p is the particle spacing. The function F (θ) is
F (θ) =

2(sin θ − θcos θ)
− 1)sinθ + θcos θ

(5)

(θ2

√
where θ = k0 r ε2 µ2 , and the free-space wavenumber is k0 = 2π
λ , λ is the free-space wavelength.
F (θ) is a resonant function and becomes infinite at some values of θ, which results in the magnetic
and electric resonances. Among all the resonances, the first Mie resonance mode is the most
intense and leads to the magnetic resonance of the spheres. We add a copper ground plane with
the thickness of 0.1 mm under the dielectric particles to form a Mie resonance-based MA. Besides

p

2r

ε1 , µ 1

ε 2 , µ2

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Structure of the composite material in Lewins model. (b) Structure of the Mie resonance-based
MA constituted of cubes and a metallic ground plane
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spherical particles, other geometric shapes of particles have the same property [11]. For simplicity,
we use cubes rather than spheres as the scattering objects shown in Fig. 1(b).
The cubes couple strongly to the incident magnetic field and the metallic ground plane couples to
the incident electric field at the first Mie resonance mode [5]. It is possible to match the impedance
of the MA to free space, thus minimizing the reflectance at the first Mie resonance mode. We design
the MA structure of an array of dielectric cubes with different geometric parameters, which leads
to a four-band MA with near unity absorbance based on the Mie resonance mode. Furthermore,
from Eq. (5) we know that
θc
f=
(6)
√
2πr ε2 µ2
and the lowest order resonant mode frequency, magnetic resonance, of a cubic dielectric resonator
can be given by
c
θ1 c
= √
f=
(7)
√
2πr ε2 µ2
2r ε2
θ1 is a constant which is approximately equal to π and µ is 1 for dielectric particles. Obviously,
the first resonance frequency (f1 ) of these dielectric particles is completely determined by ε2 and r.
As a result, the peak of the Mie resonance-based MA will change when we change the permittivity
or size of the dielectric particles. By simply assembling four dielectric cubes with slightly different
geometric parameters next to each other into a unit cell, a perfect four-band absorption can be
effectively obtained.
3. DESIGN AND SIMULATION

The designed four-band MA is inspired by the narrow-band perfect absorber structure in Ref. [5]
which is composed of an array of dielectric cubes and a continuous copper ground plane. The proposed MA is designed and optimized by CST Microwave Studio, which is based on the commercial
finite difference time domain (FDTD) solver. The periodic boundary condition is set along the
lateral directions of the MA and open boundary condition is set along the wave propagating direction. The unit cell of designed MA structure is displayed in Fig. 2(a). The metallic ground plane
is copper with 0.1 mm in thickness and frequency independent conductivity σ = 5.8 × 107 S/m. In
order to achieve a four-band perfect absorption, four cubes with different geometrical parameters
are positioned on the ground plane in a unit cell. The final optimized geometry of the unit cell is
given by: l = 17.6 mm, a1 = 2.7 mm, a2 = 2.6 mm, a3 = 2.5 mm, a4 = 2.4 mm, and t = 0.1 mm.
The absorption rate is calculated by A(w) = 1 − R(w) = 1 − |S11 |2 in our design because the
transmission of the MA is zero due to the metallic ground plane is thicker than the penetration
depth of light in the microwave range.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) The simulated unit cell. (b) The simulated absorption rate of the proposed MA.
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSES

The simulated absorption rate of the four-band MA is shown in Fig. 2(b). The results exhibit
that there are four absorption peaks at 7.31 GHz, 7.58 GHz, 7.90 GHz and 8.19 GHz with the corresponding absorption rates of 99.05%, 99.37%, 99.65% and 99.16%, respectively. The proposed MA
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is not geometrical symmetry owing to the four dielectric cubes with small differences in geometric parameters. So the polarization-insensitive feature is characterized by setting the polarization
angles at 45◦ and 90◦ , as shown in Fig. 3. The result proves that the Mie resonance-based MA is
polarization-insensitive at the normal incidence. The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of each
absorption peak is 0.14 GHz, 0.15 GHz, 0.15 GHz and 0.13 GHz, respectively.

Figure 3: Simulated absorption rates of the four-band MA at an polarization angles of 45◦ and 90◦ under
the normal incidence.

To get a better understand the intrinsic mechanism of the four bands MA, the surface current
distributions and the power loss density distribution of the four resonances are monitored as shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Surface current distributions of the MA at resonance frequencies corresponding to the four different
geometrical parameters: (a) at 7.31 GHz, a = 2.7 mm; (b) at 7.58 GHz, a = 2.6 mm; (c) at 7.90 GHz,
a = 2.5 mm; (d) at 8.19 GHz, a = 2.4 mm.

According to the previous study [12], the scattered field of dielectric particles can be decomposed
into a multipole series. For the lowest resonant frequency, the cube particle is equivalent to a
magnetic dipole resonance. It is observed from Figs. 4(a) ∼ (d), the current flows on the copper
plane along the incident electric field, which generates the absorption of the MA. It is observed
that near the lowest resonant frequency, the cube is equivalent to a magnetic dipole. In general,
the magnetic dipole response is usually weak. This can be driven into resonance, however, by using
materials with a large permittivity. In addition, the cubes couple strongly to the incident magnetic
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Figure 5: The distribution of the power loss density of the MA at resonance frequencies corresponding to
the four different geometrical parameters: (a) at 7.31 GHz, a = 2.7 mm; (b) at 7.58 GHz, a = 2.6 mm; (c) at
7.90 GHz, a = 2.5 mm; (d) at 8.19 GHz, a = 2.4 mm.

field and the metallic ground plane couples to the incident electric field at the first Mie resonance
mode. As shown in Fig. 5, the power loss densities distributions with the four different resonant
frequencies are explored on the cubes and copper ground plane. It indicates that nearly all of the
EM radiation is absorbed by the dielectric particles. In addition, we concluded that the MA can
concentrate EM waves in some specified locations, where the energy is significantly reinforced and
subsequently converted into thermal energy, leading to strong absorption [13].
The absorptivity of the MA at different angles of incidence for TE and TM waves are displayed
in Fig. 6. For the case of TE wave (see Fig. 6(a)), the absorption peaks are all over 99% at normal
incidence. With the increasing angle of incidence the four peaks monotonically decrease, but the
lowest absorption still has a value of 85.87% at an incident angle of 60◦ . When the incident angle
continues to increase, the peaks decrease quickly, as the x-component of the incident magnetic field
drops rapidly to zero and no longer effectively induces a strong magnetic resonance.
For the TM case (see Fig. 6(b)), the absorption rates still remain more than 70% at the four
resonance frequencies. This is because the direction of the incident magnetic field remains un-

E

H
H

(a)

E

(b)

Figure 6: Simulated absorption rates of the four-band MA at different angles of incidence for (a) TE and
(b) TM waves. The insets indicate the polarization and propagation directions of the incident wave.
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changed at different angles of incidence and it can efficiently drive a strong magnetic resonance. It
should be noted that the absorption peaks appear at the frequency of 7.31 GHz and 7.90 GHz are
increased and the bandwidth are also slightly increased and frequency bands overlap in some degree. These results demonstrate that the Mie resonance-based MA could achieve high absorptivity
at wide angles of incidence for both TE and TM waves.
According to Eq. (7), the absorption peak of the proposed MA will change if we change the
permittivity or size of the dielectric particles. Fig. 7(a) showed that the simulated absorption peak
frequency decreased from 8.60 GHz to 7.31 GHz as the side length (a) increased from 2.3 mm to
2.7 mm(ε = 115), and Fig. 7(b) indicated that the simulated absorption peak frequency decreased
from 8.26 GHz to 7.58 GHz as the permittivity (ε) increased from 105 to 125 (a = 2.5 mm). We
found good agreement between the theoretical and simulated results.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) The simulated absorption of the MA by different a (mm). (b) The simulated absorption of the
MA by different ε.
5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have presented a four-band metamaterial absorber (MA) with near-unity absorption based on Mie resonance theory in the microwave region. The MA is composed of periodic
array of dielectric cubes with different geometric parameters and a metallic ground plane. The
simulated results show that four absorption peaks at 7.31 GHz, 7.58 GHz, 7.90 GHz and 8.19 GHz
with the corresponding absorption rates of 99.05%, 99.37%, 99.65% and 99.16%, respectively. The
four-band MA is polarization-insensitive at the normal incidence. This absorber could operate well
at different angles of incidence for both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM)
waves. Finally, distributions of surface current density on the dielectric cubes and back metallic
layers are illustrated. The loss contributions of dielectric cubes and ground plane are also discussed.
Experiment of the Mie resonance-based MA will be conducted to validate the simulated results in
the next work. The proposed multi-band MA has many potential applications such as the spectroscopic detection and phase imaging of hazardous materials and prohibited drugs which require
distinct absorption features at multiple frequencies.
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Abstract— A compact plasmonic 4-way wavelength splitter with band-stop filters at microwave
frequencies is proposed. The splitter is based on specially designed plasmonic structures and
band-stop filters. The plasmonic structures are placed on the dielectric substrate and consist of
two metal gratings with corrugated grooves in the inner surface, which are suitable for integration
with planar circuits. The band-stop filters are constructed by composite-periodic grating structures with different groove depths, which can improve the isolations between different branches.
The plasmonic 4-way splitter is investigated numerically based on full-wave simulations at microwave frequencies. Electromagnetic (EM) waves at the designed frequencies are confined and
guided along different branches with good isolations.
1. INTRODUCTION

Plasmonics forms a major part of the fascinating field of nanophotonics, which explores how EM
fields can be confined smaller than the wavelength. It is based on interaction processes between EM
radiation and conduction electrons at metallic interfaces or in small metallic nanostructures, leading
to an enhanced optical near field of sub-wavelength dimension [1]. Surface plasmon polaritons
(SPPs) as one of the main ingredient of plasmonics which can propagate along the metal surfaces and
can be tightly confined to sub-wavelength size beyond the diffraction limit at visible frequencies [2].
Recent researches have shown that structured metal surface drilled with arrays of sub-length holes
or grooves at terahertz (THz) or microwave frequency can strongly support a kind of surface EM
modes, whose behave is similar to the SPPs and names as spoof SPPs (SSPPs) [3, 4]. The dispersion
relation of SSPPs is determined by the shape and dimension of the subwavelength holes or grooves,
so it provides an effective way to guide and manipulated EM surface waves.
In recent years, various geometries of structured surfaces have been proposed to guide the
propagation of SSPPs. In Ref. [5], a back-side slit-illumination method that incorporates a periodic
array of grooves carved into the front side of a thick metal film was proposed to generate a unique
propagation direction for SPPs. A THz frequency splitter based on a bidirectional subwavelength
slit resonating was proposed to guide the EM waves with different frequencies propagated along the
opposite directions and then a theoretical discussion of the design of bidirectional wave couplers
based on plasmonic Bragg gratings in the near infrared domain was presented [6, 7]. A surface
wave splitter based on metallic gratings with sub-wavelength aperture can support surface waves
with different frequencies at different sides [8]. Then a metal-film bidirectional surface wave splitter
which can guide light at two visible wavelengths in opposite directions was demonstrated [9]. A
bidirectional surface wave splitter excited by a cylindrical wire in the microwave frequency which
has two grating branches with different depths was proposed [10]. Then a multidirectional surface
wave splitter was presented in Ref. [11], but the isolation at low frequencies is bad. Recently, a
multidirectional frequency splitter with band-stop plasmonic filters was proposed [12], and improved
the problem of bad isolation at low frequencies appeared in Ref. [11].
In this paper, we proposed a novel 4-way wavelength splitter at microwave frequencies fed by
coplanar waveguide (CPW). The 4-way splitter has a compact structure and suitable for planar
circuits integration. The planar band-stop filters are introduced to improve the isolation between
these four branches. The simulation results based on CST Microwave Studio (CST) show good
performance of the special designed 4-way wavelength splitter.
2. DESIGNS AND SIMULATIONS

The 4-way splitter is composed of four branches and each branch consists of two symmetrical metal
grating structures. The structure is shown in Fig. 1(a). Compared with the structures proposed in
Refs. [10–12], the proposed plasmonic structure is placed at the surface of dielectric (FR4) whose
thickness d is 0.5 mm and dielectric constant is 4.9. Obviously, this structure is suitable for planar
integrated circuits. At the front of each branch is band-stop filter except branch 4. The thickness
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t of the metal is 35 µm. The groove period and groove width are p and w, where p = 5 mm,
w = 2 mm and the depths of the grooves of four branches is h1 , h2 , h3 and h4 , where h1 = 3 mm,
h2 = 5 mm, h3 = 8 mm and h4 = 11 mm, respectively. The insulator between two graded metal
grating structures is air and its width w air is 2 mm. It is excited by CPW. The dispersion curves
of such periodic structure can be calculated by using the eigenmode solver of CST. Fig. 1(b) shows
the dispersion curves of the structures whose groove depths are 3 mm, 5 mm, 6 mm and 10 mm,
respectively.
From Fig. 1(b), we can see that the EM waves at 9 GHz, 7 GHz, 5 GHz and 3 GHz can well
propagate on the branches whose groove depths are 3 mm, 5 mm, 7 mm and 11 mm, respectively.
But at low frequencies, the problem of bad isolation will appear as mentioned in Ref. [11]. So
we designed the band-stop filters at the front of branches to apparently improve the isolation at
low frequencies. For the branch 4, there is no need to design a filter, because the EM waves at
other frequencies have been stopped and cannot propagate along this branch. The band-stop filters
consist of double-periodic groove grating as shown in Fig. 2(a), the depths of shallow grooves and
deep grooves is hf 1 and hf 2 , the period of composite structure Pf is 10 mm. The transmission
spectra (S21 ) of the band-stop filters with different hf 1 and hf 2 are given in Fig. 2(b). It shows
that the performance of the band-stop filters can meet our design requirement.
The simulation results of the 4-way splitter are shown in Fig. 3. The two-dimension (2D) electric
field distribution at the planar of z = 1 mm are observed. We can clearly see that the EM waves at

(a)

(b)
(c)

Figure 1: (a) Top view of 4-way wavelength splitter; (b) side view of the structure; (c) the dispersion curves
of the four branches, corresponding to h1 = 3 mm, h2 = 5 mm, h3 = 8 mm and h4 = 11 mm, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) The sketch of band-stop filter, Pf = 10 mm, w air = 2 mm, hf 1 and hf 2 are variable; (b)
transmission spectra (S21 ) of the band-stop filters, black, red and blue lines are corresponding to hf 1 = 7 mm
and hf 2 = 17 mm, hf 1 = 4 mm and hf 2 = 17 mm and hf 1 = 1.5 mm and hf 2 = 11 mm, respectively.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3: 2D E-field distribution of 4-way wavelength splitter; (a), (b), (c) and (d) corresponding to EM
waves with the frequencies of 9 GHz, 7 GHz, 5 GHz and 3 GHz.

the frequencies of 3 GHz, 5 GHz, 7 GHz and 9 GHz are propagating along different branches with
the depths of grooves of 11 mm, 8 mm, 5 mm and 3 mm, respectively. The isolation at low frequency
is very well. It shows that the performance of this compact plasmonic 4-way wavelength splitter
with band-stop filters is good.
3. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a compact plasmonic 4-way wavelength splitter at microwave frequency, which
can make EM waves at different frequencies propagating along different branches. The introduction
of band-stop filters improved the isolation between branches. The simulation results show that
the performance of the designed 4-way frequency splitter is good. The whole structure can be
easily manufactured by existing printed circuits board (PCB) technologies and it is suitable for the
integration with planar circuits.
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Abstract— The influence of structural parameters of photonic crystal fiber (PCF) on the
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) slow light by the finite difference time domain method is
investigated, the time delay and broadening factor of the pulse are studied for different air-hole
filling fractions. The results indicate that time delay increases and broadening factor decreases
with air-hole filling fraction increasing. Air-hole filling fraction has less effect on time delay and
broadening factor for the same core diameter of PCF.
1. INTRODUCTION

Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) [1, 2] is a type of nonlinear optical phenomena in optical
fiber. Because of the electrostrictive effect, it can lead to periodic modulation of refractive index
of medium when the pump’s power is greater than the Brillouin threshold power. The index
grating generated by index modulation scatters the pump light. So Stokes wave is scattered by
index grating and propagates in the opposite direction of the pump. SBS Slow light technology [3]
has some advantages in comparison with the other slow light technologies in optical fibers, such
as electromagnetic induction transparent (EIT), coherent population oscillation (CPO). Such as
operating at room temperature, comparable with existing communication system, easy tailoring
time delay and so on. The SBS slow light has great potential applications in fiber delay line,
optical buffer and fiber optical sensor [4–6].
Photonics crystal fiber (PCF) is a new type of optical fiber with periodic arrangement of air
hole on certain substate materials. Due to the periodic cladding structures of PCF can be changed
flexibly, the cladding-core reflective index difference of PCF is much larger than conventional doped
fiber. It can improve the nonlinear property of PCF and enhance the SBS effect [7]. Dainese et al. [8]
studied SBS in ultra core PCF, the results indicate that the Brillouin gain spectrum has multi-peak
and Brillouin frequency shift is reduced to near 10 GHz as the diameter of PCF core is 70% of the
incident light wavelength. This is due to a variety of acoustic mode couple in the PCF. J. Zhao
et al. [9] observed SBS slow light in a high nonlinear PCF. They found that the high nonlinear PCF
which compared with common fibers can effectively reduce its length and limit of pump power.
Recently W. Wei et al. [10] used single pump and single-stage delay method to study SBS slow light
in PCF which was generated by their own, they recorded the maximum of delay is 76 ns which
is equivalent to 0.76 pulse width in length of 120 m high nonlinear microstructure fiber as pump
power is 126.6 mW.
Based on previous research work [11] of our group, we used the finite difference method, and
theoretically study the SBS process with the different structural parameters of PCF which influence
on the delay time and broaden factor. We get the variation trend of delay time and broaden factor
with the different air-hole filling fractions of PCF. The results shown that time delay increases and
broadening factor decreases as the air-hole filling fraction increasing.
2. THEORETICAL ANALYSES

We stimulated the SBS process via solving the SBS three-wave coupled wave equations, which
includes a foreward pump wave, a backward Stokes wave and a foreward acoustic wave. Under the
slowly varying envelop approximation, the SBS three-wave coupled wave equations [12–14] is as
follows
∂Ap
1 ∂Ap
α
+
= − + ig2 As Q
∂z
vg ∂t
2
∂As
1 ∂As
α
+
= − + ig2 Ap Q∗
∂z
vg ∂t
2
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+
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where Ap is amplitude of pump wave, As is amplitude of Stokes wave, and Q is amplitude of acoustic
wave. α is related to the loss coefficient of PCF. ΓB /2π = 40 MHz is Brillouin gain bandwidth in
silica. It is related to the lifetime of phonon. ∆ω = (ωp − ωs ) − ΩB is angular frequency which
diverge from center of SBS gain spectrum. ωp is angular frequency of pump wave, ωs is angular
frequency of stokes wave, and ΩB is Brillouin frequency shift.
The actual gain is given by
G = log(Pout /Pin )
(4)
where Pin is input stokes power and Pout is output stokes power.
Time delay Td is defined as the time difference of stokes peak powers between in SBS and without
SBS. Broaden factor B is defined as the ratio of FWHM of output stokes wave to FWHM of input
stokes wave.
The cross section of PCF is shown in Fig. 1. The circles in the figure are tiny air hole. d
represents the diameter of air hole, dc is effective core diameter and Λ is pitch between two air
holes. The air-hole filling fraction f related to d and Λ is defined as
f = d/Λ

(5)

The definition of PCF fiber core diameter is:
dc = 2Λ − d

(6)

Figure 1: Cross section of PCF.

The variation of the air-hole filling fraction will affect the modal refractive index and area of
core. These structure changes of PCF can influence on the SBS process. So we first achieve the
results about the modal refractive index of core and calculate the area of the core by using the
finite element method. Then we put the parameters into the Eqs. (1)–(3). The Stokes waveform
can be solved by that set of equations. Finally we adopted the method [15], the required result can
be obtained and be used to calculate the delay time and broaden factor.
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Setting PCF length L is 50 m. A 125 mW-power pump pulse with 1550 nm center wavelength and
a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 100 ns is injected in the fiber. Brillouin gain bandwidth
is about 40 MHz, the gain coefficient is g0 = 5 × 10−11 m/W.
Near the G = 14, the gain reaches saturation. The increase of delay becomes slower gradually as
the gain continues to grown. Finally the time delay stops and slumps with pulse begin to compress.
So we select G = 10, the delay increase steadily, and study the influence of the air-hole filling
fraction on delay time and broaden factor.
3.1. The Diameter of Core Remains Unchanged

The influences of the air-hole filling fraction on delay time and broaden factor with d = 1.7 µm
and G = 10 are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Fig. 2 shows time delay increases with the increase of
air-hole filling fraction. The delay increases slowly under a small air-hole filling fraction. however,
the delay increases quickly as f > 0.5. In Fig. 3, the broaden factor decreases when the air-hole
filling fraction increases. The broaden factor decreases linearly as f from 0.4 to 0.6.
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Figure 2: Variation of time delay and air-hole-fill
fraction under the same air hole diameter.

Figure 3: Variation of broadening factor and airhole-fill fraction under the same air hole diameter.

3.2. The Pitch of the Air Hole Remains Unchanged

The influences of air-hole filling fraction on delay time and broaden factor with Λ = 3 µm and
G = 10 are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. It can be seen that the delay time increases and broaden
factor decreases linearly with the increase of air-hole filling fraction. The curve in Fig. 4 is more
closer to linear than Fig. 2. But the total delay time is smaller. The relation between broaden
factor and the air-hole filling fraction shown in Fig. 5 is more close to linear. But the broaden
factor in Fig. 5 reduce from 1.257 to 1.205.

Figure 4: Variation of time delay and air-hole-fill
fraction under the same air hole pitch.

Figure 5: Variation of broadening factor and airhole-fill fraction under the same air hole pitch.

4. CONCLUSION

The influence of the SBS slow light for the different structural parameters of PCF is theoretically
studied by using the finite difference time domain method. We discuss the influence of the airhole filling fraction on the delay time and broaden factor. The results show that the delay time
increases and the broaden factor decreases with increase of the air-hole filling fraction. They have
linear change as the pitch of PCF is fixed. When the diameter of core is fixed the change of air-hole
filling fraction has little effect on delay time and broaden factor.
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Abstract— Based on the coupled-mode theory and transmission matrix method, the influences
of Gaussian apodization coefficient and linear chirp coefficient on group velocity of photonic
crystal fiber Bragg gratings are demonstrated. The results indicate that the minimum value of
group velocity first decreases and then increases with the increase of apodization coefficient when
the ‘dc’ index change value is big enough, which means that the minimum value of group velocity
can be optimized at a certain apodization coefficient. But when the ‘dc’ index change value
is very small, the minimum value of group velocity increases with the increase of apodization
coefficient. A good linear area of the group velocity can be obtained by linear chirp and the
linear area can be broadened by increasing the absolute value of chirp coefficient.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the researches on controllable slow light and its applications to optical memories,
optical buffers and optical sensors have become the frontier and hot issue in optical field [1–4]. As
fiber grating slow light technology has many advances, such as simple experiment conditions, easy
modularization and distortionless transmission pulse [5], it has an promising future in practical applications. In 2005, a theoretical and experimental analysis of group velocity reduction in periodic
superstructure Bragg gratings was presented by D. Janner [6] et al. Experimental demonstration
of group velocity reduction of sub-nanosecond pulses at the 1.5 µm wavelength of optical communications for the first time was reported using a moiré fiber grating. And in 2012, He Wen [7]
et al. showed theoretically for the first time that an FBG with a large index modulation and an
optimized length and apodization can support light with a much lower group velocity than previously anticipated. But they did not show how does the apodization influence the group velocity of
photonic crystal fiber Bragg gratings (PCFBGs).
Compared with ordinary fiber gratings, PCFGs have many advances [8–11], such as larger design freedom, endless single-mode transmission and adjustable dispersion characteristics. Therefore,
PCFGs have wide potential applications in Optical fiber communication, optical fiber sensing and
optical information processing field. In 2012, Bi Weihong et al. [12] theoretically analyzed the reflection spectrum characteristics of grapefruit-type photonic crystal fiber chirped grating by finite
element method and transfer matrix method. The results indicated that both chirped parameters
and photonic crystal fiber (PCF) parameters had influences on the reflection spectrum characteristics. The emergence of PCFG provides a new research direction for fiber grating slow light
technology.
In this paper, the influences of gaussian apodization coefficient and linear chirp coefficient on slow
light for PCFBGs are numerically simulated by improved full-vectorial effective index method and
transfer matrix method. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we show the convergence of
two theoretical frameworks, the improved full-vectorial effective index method and transfer matrix
method. In Section 3, detailed simulation results are presented; in Section 4, we discuss their merits
and demerits.
2. THEORY MODEL
2.1. Improved Full-vectorial Effective Index Method

Improved full-vectorial effective index method can be used to simply, rapidly and accurately analyze
the mode characteristics of PCF [13–15]. Its fundamental principle is as follows: first, suppose the
cladding region of PCF as hexagon two-dimensional photonic crystal structure with numerous
periodically spaced airholes and without central defects. Next, substitute hexagon unit cells with
circular unit that has the equal area as the former. Then, obtain the effective index of the cladding
fundamental mode by the vector theory of electromagnetic propagation. At last, PCF is equivalent
to conventional step fiber with an effective core radius.
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2.2. Transfer Matrix Method

Gaussian apodization function can be expressed as
∆n(z) = ∆n exp[−G(z/L)2 ]

(1)

where ∆n is the peak value of the ‘dc’ effective index change, G is the apodization coefficient and
L is the length of fiber Bragg grating.
Chirped fiber Bragg grating is a kind of fiber grating with inhomogeneous period that changes
with the position z. The periods of linear chirped fiber gratings can be expressed as
Λ(z) =

Λ0
1 + Cz

(2)

where Λ0 is the period at the centre of fiber Bragg grating and F is is the linear chirp coefficient.
The transfer matrix method to model nonuniform gratings is based on identifying 2 × 2 matrices
for each uniform section of the grating. And then multiplying all of these together to obtain a single
2 × 2 matrix that describes the whole grating [16]. We divide the grating into M uniform sections
and define Ri and Si to be the field amplitudes after traversing the section i. The propagation
through each uniform section i is described by a matrix Fi defined such that
¸
·
¸
·
Ri
Ri−1
= Fi
(3)
Si
Si−1
Fi is the transmission matrix of ith section and can be expressed as
·
¸
cosh(γB ∆z) − i γσB sinh(γB ∆z)
−i γκB sinh(γB ∆z)
Fi =
cosh(γB ∆z) + i γσB sinh(γB ∆z)
i γκB sinh(γB ∆z)

(4)

where ∆z is the length of ith section fiber grating, the ‘ac’ coupling√coefficient κ and ‘dc’ selfcoupling coefficient σ are the local values in the ith sectionand γB = (κ2 − σ 2 ). Once all of the
matrices for the individual sections are known, we find the output amplitudes from
·
¸
·
¸
RM
R0
= FM FM −1 · · · F1
(5)
SM
S0
For Bragg gratings we start with the boundary conditions R0 = R(L/2) = 1 and S0 = S(L/2) =
0, and the amplitude reflection coefficient ρ = SM /RM can be obtained. Then the group delay can
be shown as
dθ
λ2 dθ
=−
(6)
τ=
dω
2πc dλ
where θ = arctan(ρ) is the phase of reflection coefficient ρ.
So we can derive the relationship between the group velocity and the group delay
vg =

c
L
=
ng
τ

(7)

From the above equation we can conclude that adding the group delay can decrease the group
velocity when the length of fiber grating is constant.
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND RESULT DISCUSSION
3.1. Influences of Gaussian Apodization on PCFBG Slow Light

In the simulation, the cladding of PCFG is composed of hexagonal arrangement airholes and germanium is doped in fiber core. We assume that germanium-doped fiber core does not affect the
characteristics of the waveguide and PCF meets the single-mode transmission conditions [9, 13] (air
filling rate d/A < 0.4). The refractive index of air n0 = 1 and the refractive index of silica can be
computed by Sellmeier equation [17].
The parameters are chosen as: diameter of airholes d = 0.616 µm, the pitch of airholes A =
2.2 µm, the length of grating L = 1 cm, the period of grating Λ = 0.5426 µm, the fringe of the
visibility of the index change ν = 1, the ‘dc’ index change ∆n = 0.0006 and the apodization
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coefficient G = 8. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 1. Compared with the group velocity
spectra of the uniform fiber gratings, apodization can efficiently restrain the side lobes in the long
wavelength area, which means that the minimum values of group velocity can only appears in the
short wavelength area. In Fig. 1, V represents the rato of the minimum value of group velocity Vg
and the vacuum speed of light c. In the following simulations, we replace the minimum value of
group velocity with V . To demonstrate the effects of apodization coefficient G on the minimum
value of group velocity.
The influences of gaussian apodization coefficient G on the minimum value of group velocity are
detailedly described in Fig. 2. Parameters for Fig. 2 are same to that for Fig. 1 except apodization
coefficient G. In Fig. 2, the three selected apodization coefficients are all in the are all in the range
that the minimum value of group velocity decreases with the increase of apodization coefficient.
From Fig. 2, the minimum value of group velocity not only decreases but also moves to smaller
wavelength with the increase of apodization coefficient. The wavelength where the minimum value
of group velocity appears becomes smaller with the increase of apodization coefficient G . At the
same time, the full width at half maximum of the minimum group velocity peak increases with the
decrease of minimum value of group velocity.

1
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0.1
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Figure 1: Group velocity spectra for PCF apodized
grating.
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Figure 2: Group velocity spectra for PCF apodized
gratings when G is 1, 1.5 respectively.
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Figure 3: Group velocity spectra for PCF chirped gratings for F = −0.0006 m−1 .
3.2. Influences of Linear Chirp on PCFBG Slow Light

To demonstrate the effects of linear chirp on slow light, Fig. 3 shows the group velocity spectra for
PCFBGs similar to that described in Fig. 1, only here PCFBGs have linear chirp coefficients F as
described by Eq. (2) and have not apodization coefficient G. In Fig. 3, the linear chirp coefficient is
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chosen as F = −0.0006 m−1 . Compared with Fig. 1, the minimum value of group velocity is much
bigger, but the group velocity increases linearly with the increase of wavelength. And there is a
band that has good linear characteristics.
4. CONCLUSION

For PCFBG, parameters of PCF, apodization and chirp have different influences on its characteristics of slow light. Appropriate gaussian apodization can not only decrease the minimum value
of group velocity but also can adjust the full width at half height of the minium group velocity
peak; although chirp can not make the minimum value of group velocity smaller, it generates a
good linear area in the group velocity spectra. On this basis, the influences of different apodization
functions and nonlinear chirp on slow light for PCFBGs can be discussed under this method.
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Abstract— A novel scheme is proposed for frequency octupling mm-wave generation based
on an integrated triple-parallel MZM without filter. Two kinds of redundant sidebands are well
eliminated by adopting 90 degrees of the electric phase-difference about two sub Mach-Zehnder
modulators (sub-MZMs), driven by radio frequency (RF) signal. Then bias of the third sub-MZM
is tailored to get best signal. The results indicate that the radio frequency spurious suppression
ratio (RFSSR) is as high as 38.3315 dB under the condition of conventional extinction ratio
(30 dB). Moreover, optical sideband suppression ratio (OSSR) can reach as high as 61.22878 dB
at ideal extinction ratio (100 dB). Compared with previous schemes, it not only optimizes the
method but get high RFSSR in the conventional condition.
1. INTRODUCTION

With rapid development in information construction all over the world, mm-wave radio-over-fiber
(RoF) has been the general trend in the development of wireless communication, owing to its
portability, wireless, datamation and broadband [1]. The key technology about optical mm-wave
generation is to simplify the base station and reduce system cost [2]. It is mm-wave communication [3–8] that is also one of the academic focuses, which has important application in the future
communication, military and other fields. Schemes for generating mm-wave [9–16], based on the
nonlinear of Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM), have a very wide range of applications and have
been extensively studied. Due to this, several mm-wave solutions have been put forward.
Schemes mainly can be divided into two types according to whether using optical or electrical
filter [13–16], while these without filter [13–15] will become the dominant. However, the filter is
necessary to remove the undesired sidebands which are not well suppressed. Therefore, the high
quality generation of mm-wave signal without filter is of great interest for the frequency octupling
scheme. Recently, it still has the problem of low redundant sideband suppression efficiency [13],
complex system [14, 15], high cost [14] and so on. In [13], optical sideband suppression ratio (OSSR)
decreased seriously under the condition of conventional extinction ratio (ER), while it leads to low
radio frequency spurious suppression ratio (RFSSR) without filter.
In this letter, a novel scheme is proposed for generating frequency octupling mm-wave without
any filter, which can be used in mm-wave RoF system. Two sub Mach-Zehnder modulators (subMZMs) is driven by radio frequency (RF) signal and the third sub-MZM is driven by bias voltage.
It can be integrated into a device and has great application foreground.
2. PRINCIPLE

The schematic diagram of the proposed scheme for frequency octupling is shown in Figure 1. The
light-wave emitted from a continuous wave (CW) laser is modulated by an integrated triple-parallel
MZM. The output of integrated MZM is amplified by erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). Then
the optical signal is converted into electric signal by wide-band photo-detector (PD).
BIAS

Electrical
Optical

RFLO
MZM-a
φ

CW Laser

PS1

EDFA

PD

MZM-b
MZM-c PS2
φ

Figure 1: The scheme for the frequency octupling mm-wave signal.

The integrated MZM is a structure which consists of triple-parallel sub-MZMs and two phase
shifts. MZM-a and MZM-b are driven by the RF signal to operated at the maximum transmission
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point (MATP), while the MZM-c is driven by bias voltage with no RF signal applied. PS1 and
PS2 are electrical and optical phase shift, respectively.
Assume the optical field of input to the integrated MZM is Ein (t) = E0 ejω0 t . Where E0 and ω0
are the amplitude and angular frequency of the optical carrier, respectively.
Since MZM-a and MZM-b are biased at MATP the output optical field can be expressed respectively as
1
Eout-a (t) = E0 ejω0 t cos [m sin(ωRF t+ϕ0 )] ,
3

1
Eout-b (t) = E0 ejω0 t cos [m sin(ωRF t+ϕ0 +∆ϕ)] (1)
3

where m is the modulation-depth, which is defined as πVRF /2Vπ 1 , while Vπ 1 is the half-wave
voltage of MZM-a as well as MZM-b. VRF and ωRF are the amplitude and angular frequency of
the electrical driving signal, respectively. ϕ0 and ϕ0 + ∆ϕ are the phase of MZM-a and MZM-b
respectively.
With no RF driving signal added onto MZM-c, the optical field at output of the MZM-c can be
expressed as
1
Eout-c (t) = E0 ejω0 t cos(ϕc )
(2)
3
bias c
where ϕc = πV
2Vπ 2 , while Vbias c and Vπ 2 are the bias and half-wave voltage of the MZM-c, respectively.
On the arm of MZM-c, the angle of PS2 is ϕ. The output optical field of the integrated MZM
can be expressed as
)
(
+∞
h
i
X
1
jω0 t
jϕ
j(2n)ωRF t
j(2n)ϕ0
j(2n)∆ϕ
(3)
Eout (t) = E0 e
cos(ϕc )e +
J2n (m)e
·e
× 1+e
3
−∞

where J2n (m) is the first kind Bessel function of 2n order.
In order to implement the high quality frequency octupling with high RFSSR, the two fourthorder optical sidebands should be kept and maximized, and other optical sidebands should be
suppressed. Therefore, it is crucial to eliminate the second and sixth-order optical sidebands for
high quality frequency octupling mm-wave signal generation. It can be found from Eq. (3) that the
undesired optical sidebands vanish when the following conditions are satisfied
1 + e2j∆ϕ = 0,

1 + e6j∆ϕ = 0

(4)

From Eq. (4), we can obtain ∆ϕ = π/2. Take m = 3.3379 and ϕ = 0. Because J4 (3.3379)/J8
(3.3379) ≈ 165.0281, the optical sidebands higher than eighth-order can be ignored. By adjusting
Vbias c to remove J0 (m), the optical field can be written as
©
£
¤ª
2
Eout (t) ≈ E0 ejω0 t J4 (m)e4jωRF t · e4jϕ0 × 1 + e4j∆ϕ
3

(5)

Therefore, the undesired optical sidebands are well suppressed. When following detection using
a PD with responsivity of R, the desired frequency octupling signal is produced with its power
being approximately expressed as
P8th ∝ R2 · E04 · J4 (m)4

(6)

3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. The Frequency Octupling mm-wave Signal Generation

The simulation system is set up as shown in Figure 1. The light wave with central wavelength of
1550 nm is emitted from a CW laser and modulated by the integrated MZM. MZM-a and MZM-b
are driven by the RF of 10 GHz. The half-wave voltage of MZM-a and MZM-b is assumed as
Vπ 1 = 4 V. After the integrated MZM, an EDFA with a noise figure of 4 dB is located. The
responsivity of the PD is R = 0.6 A/W.
Figure 2 shows the output optical spectrum from the integrated MZM and the generated RF
spectrum before transmission over fiber at ideal ER (100 dB). It can be seen from Figure 2(a)
that the undesired optical sidebands are well suppressed and the OSSR is 43.9014 dB. For the
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generated RF spectrum, the power of the desired 80 GHz mm-wave signal is obvious higher than
other undesired RF component and the RFSSR is 38.3292 dB, as shown in Figure 2(b).
Figure 3 shows the output optical spectrum from the integrated MZM and the generated RF
spectrum before transmission over fiber under the condition of conventional ER (30 dB). Compared
with the ideal case, while the OSSR is decreased to 23.8873 dB, the RFSSR is still as high as
38.3315 dB.
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Figure 2: The simulated 80 GHz mm-wave signal generation for ER = 100 dB. (a) The output optical
spectrum of the integrated MZM; (b) the generated RF spectrum.
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Figure 3: The simulated 80 GHz mm-wave signal generation for ER = 30 dB. (a) The output optical spectrum
of the integrated MZM; and (b) the generated RF spectrum.
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Figure 4: (a) OSSR against different modulation depths m; (b) RFSSR against different modulation depths
m.
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Figure 5: The best Vbias c of MZM-c versus different modulation depths m.
3.2. Analysis of the Output Signal

The generated 80 GHz mm-wave signal quality is measured by OSSR and RFSSR. Figures 4(a)
and (b) show OSSR and RFSSR against different modulation depths m, respectively. The dynamic
optimum value is introduced to the bias voltage of MZM-c. The OSSR can reach as high as
61.22878 dB at ideal extinction ratio, while it is better than that under conventional case. However,
RFSSR basically coincide in two cases. Therefore, RF spectrum is little affected by variations of
ER.
Best bias voltage of MZM-c versus difference modulation depths m, as shown in Figure 5. The
curve is a parabolic with upward opening.
4. CONCLUSIONS

A novel frequency octupling scheme is proposed for the optical mm-wave signal generation. The
theoretical analysis and stimulation verification are both presented. Simulation results show the
high quality frequency octupling mm-wave signal can be generated without any optical or electrical
filters. Compared with the previous frequency octupling schemes, the proposed scheme can improve
RFSSR to 38.3315 dB without filter and simplify the configuration. Generally speaking, the better
performance is demonstrated. In order to obtain frequency octupling mm-wave signal, adjustment
of RF and bias voltage is particularly critical. At the same time, it shows that the generation is
controllable. In the practical application, the feedback can be taken to adjust RF and bias voltage
dynamically. It is significant for practicability of high frequency mm-wave communication.
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Temperature Dependence of Liquid Filled Photonic Crystal Fibers
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Abstract— The effects of temperature on dispersion, effective area and nonlinearity of an indexguiding hexagon photonic crystal fiber filled by ethanol are described by using the vectorial beam
propagation method, and a nearly zero ultra flattened dispersion fiber is optimized design with
the dispersion coefficients of 0 ± 0.5 ps/(nm · km) at the wavelength of 1.46 µm to 1.65 µm. The
results indicate that increasing temperature could lead to increase dispersion and nonlinearity,
but decrease the dispersion slope so as to flatten the dispersion. The result provides theoretical
base for designing continuously tailoring dispersion optical communication components or optical
sensing devices.
1. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystal fiber (PCF) [1], also called holey fiber (HF), has air holes arranging according
to a certain rule in the cross section, and constant along the length of the fiber. Compared with
the conventional fiber, photonic crystal fiber has many unique characteristics due to flexible design, for example, endless single mode transmission [2], Sensitive structure capable of dispersion
characteristics [3, 4], Nonlinear controllability [5] etc..
Dispersion is one of the key factors affecting optical fiber transmission and transmission distance,
near zero dispersion fiber and broadband ultra flattened dispersion characteristic have potential
applications. The structural parameters and optimization of optical fiber can be tailored to achieve
nearly zero ultra flattened dispersion, such as the ultra flattened dispersion of 0 ± 0.8 ps/(nm · km)
at the wavelength of 1.515 µm to 1.622 µm designed by Chen Ming [6] et al., and 0 ± 0.65 ps/(nm
· km) at the wavelength of 1.36 µm to 1.62 µm designed by Feroza Begum [7] et al.. In addition,
liquid such as water, ethanol, polymer etc. is filled in the air holes to tailor its characteristics.
Krishna Mohan Gundu [8] ever reported the realization of the broadband nearly zero flattened
dispersion fiber by filling liquid in PCF, low dispersion is obtained within 0 ± 0.5 ps/(nm · km) in
the 400 nm bandwidth, but for nonlinear and temperature dependence are not in-depth analysis.
In this letter, we simulate the transmission characteristics of liquid filled photonic crystal fiber by
using the vectorial beam propagation method (VBPM) [9], and analyze the influence of temperature
on the dispersion, effective area and nonlinearity. A nearly zero ultra flattened dispersion fiber is
optimized design, which dispersion coefficients ranges from 0 ± 0.5 ps/(nm · km) at the wavelength
of 1.46 µm to 1.65 µm. The result provides theoretical base for designing continuously tailoring
dispersion optical communication components or optical sensing devices.
2. THEORY

Cross index profile of an index-guiding hexagon photonic crystal is shown in Fig. 1, d1 to d4 present
air hole diameters of one to four layers from the core outward, Λ is hole pitch. Ethanol is filled
into the air holes of all, because of the refractive index of ethanol is smaller than the quartz’s, so
optical fiber is based on total internal reflection. The total dispersion of photonic crystal fiber can
be described as follow [10]
λ d2 neff
+ DM (λ)
(1)
D(λ) = −
c dλ2
where λ is the vacuum wavelength, c is the speed of light in vacuum, neff is the effective refractive
index, and DM (λ) as the material dispersion. The nonlinear coefficient of photonic crystal fiber is
described as
n2 ω0
2πn2
γ=
=
(2)
cAeff
λAeff
here n2 = 2.76×10−20 m2 / W for nonlinear refraction rate of quartz, and ω0 is the angular frequency.
The fiber effective area of fundamental mode is defined as

2 

ZZ
ZZ
Aeff = 
|Et |2 dxdy  /
|Et |4 dxdy 
(3)
s

s
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Figure 1: Cross profile of the ultra-flattened dispersion photonic crystal fiber.

Figure 2: The refractive index of SiO2 and ethanol
at different temperatures.

where Et is the horizontal electric field vector, s is the cross-section of the photonic crystal fiber.
Material temperature coefficient of refractive index is defined as [11]:
α = (n0 − n)/(T − T0 )

(4)

where T is the operating temperature, T0 is 20◦ C, n and n0 are the refractive index at temperature
of T and T0 .
Ethanol is filled in the air holes, it is high temperature coefficient relevant with refractive index,
the temperature coefficient of ethanol is αethanol = 3.94 × 10−4 /K, and the temperature coefficient
of quartz is αsio2 = 8.6 × 10−6 /K, the temperature coefficient of quartz is two orders of magnitude
lower than that of ethanol.
3.

CALCULATED RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Figure 2 is the refractive index curve of quartz and ethanol at different temperatures, compared
with ethanol, the refractive index change of quartz can be ignored. When the temperature is 20◦ C,
the parameters d1 = 0.53Λ, d2 = 0.52Λ, d3 = 0.7Λ, d4 = 0.8Λ, Λ = 2.75 µm, photonic crystal fiber
dispersion curve is shown in Fig. 3, at the wavelength range of 1.46 µm to 1.65 µm the absolute
value of dispersion is less than 0.5 ps/(nm · km). Choosing this kind of fiber parameters can realize
broadband near zero low dispersion transmission. On the basis of this, filling pore air with ethanol,
the temperature effect on the dispersion is shown in Fig. 4, when temperature is 0◦ C, 20◦ C, 40◦ C,
and 60◦ C, there has been a significant change in dispersion. In the short wavelength range, the
higher the temperature, the greater the value of dispersion, and the smaller dispersion slope. At the
1.55 µm wavelength, the dispersion of 0◦ C is 1.9036 ps/(nm · km) lower than 20◦ C, the dispersion

Figure 3: Dispersion curves of designed PCF.

Figure 4: Dispersion curves at different temperatures.
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of 20◦ C is 2.2895 ps/(nm · km) lower than 40◦ C, and the dispersion of 40◦ C is 2.4943 ps/(nm · km)
lower than 60◦ C.
Figures 5 and 6 are the curves of the fiber mode field area and the effective nonlinear coefficient
varies with temperature. The effective area increases with long wavelength, because the long wave
optical field has better penetration ability into the pack layer hole than the short wave; at short
wavelengths, the light energy is concentrated in the core, so the effective area is smaller. With the
increase of temperature, ethanol refractive index is smaller, the effective refractive index of cladding
reduces, so as to enhance the ability of local light, and thus area reduce effectively. At the 1.55 µm
wavelength, the effective area of 0◦ C is 1.6868 µm2 larger than 20◦ C, the effective area of 20◦ C is
1.1734 µm2 larger than 40◦ C, and the effective area of 40◦ C is 0.8007 µm2 larger than 60◦ C. With
the increase of temperature and the temperature interval of the same, the difference of effective area
is more and more small. This is because, with the increase of temperature, the refractive index of
ethanol decreases, the cladding mode’s effective refractive index decreases, the local capacity to light
becomes strong, leading to the effective area is reduced, and the light field is more concentrated to
the core and gradually away from the cladding layer, so the influence of liquid refractive index of the
outer air hole on it is more and more small. In contrast, the nonlinear coefficient decreases with the
increasing of wavelength, increases with the increasing of temperature, at the 1.55 µm wavelength,
the nonlinear coefficient of −20◦ C is 0.2840 W−1 km −1 smaller than 0◦ C, the nonlinear coefficient
of 0◦ C is 0.2339 W−1 km−1 smaller than 20◦ C, the nonlinear coefficient of 20◦ C is 0.1899 W−1 km−1
smaller than 40◦ C, the nonlinear coefficient of 40◦ C is 0.1453 W−1 km−1 smaller than 60◦ C.

Figure 5: Effective area Aeff curves at different temperatures.

Figure 6: The nonlinearity curves at different temperatures.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The vectorial beam propagation method (VBPM) is used to simulate and analysis the characteristics of photonic crystal fiber. A nearly zero ultra flattened dispersion fiber with an index-guiding
hexagon is optimized design, in the wavelength range of 1.46 µm to 1.65 µm, the dispersion coefficients ranges from 0 ± 0.5 ps/(nm · km), we fill the air hole with ethanol and study the temperature
dependence of PCF. The results indicate that increasing temperature could lead to increase dispersion and nonlinearity, but decrease the dispersion slope so as to flatten the dispersion. These provide
a theoretical reference for the use of optical fiber fabrication of continuous adjustable devices in
optical communication and optical sensing transmission performance.
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Abstract— The influence of grating length of uniform fiber Bragg grating on delay is discussed
by using numerical simulation method based on the coupled mode theory and slow light delay
characteristics is studied by parameters optimization. The calculated result shows that grating
length has a remarkable impact on the delay, when L < 42.5008 cm, the delaymax increases with
L increasing, when L tends to 42.5008 cm have a maximum delaymax , the value increased to
3.797 ps, but when L > 42.5008 cm, delaymax decreases with L increasing. This provides basis
references for designing slow light components based on fiber Bragg gratings.
1. INTRODUCTION

Fiber Bragg grating has developed dramatically and performed an important role in fiber communications and optical fiber sensing in recent 30 years [1, 2]. Recently, the introduction of slow light
with a wide range of novel properties results in unique spectral characteristics of fiber Bragg gratings [3], especially slow light delay of fiber Bragg grating is studied emphatically. K. B. Rochford
and S. D. Dyer [4] reported reconstruction of minimum-phase group delay from fiber Bragg grating transmittance or reflectance measurements. The results indicate that phase reconstruction is
compared to exact solutions using the reflectance from a uniform grating. An intermediate windowing process improves the recovery accuracy. J. T. Mok, ect. [5] observed 0.68 ns pulses delayed
by 4.7 pulse widths in a 30 cm silica FBG without pulse broadening. Improved slow-light delay
performance of a broadband SBS system using fiber Bragg grating was reported [6]. Tunable delay
slow-light in an active fiber Bragg grating was also studied [7]. These studies provide a very simple
approach to control the light group delay. However, this approach requires very high power signal,
which limits its practical implications.
In this work, The influence of grating length of uniform fiber Bragg grating on delay is discussed
by using numerical simulation method based on the coupled mode theory and slow light delay
characteristics is studied by parameters optimization. The calculated result shows that grating
length has a remarkable impact on the delay, when L < 42.5008 cm, the delaymax increases with L
increasing, when L tends to 42.5008 cm have a maximum delaymax , the value increased to 3.797 ps,
but when L > 42.5008 cm, delaymax decreases with L increasing. This provides basis references for
designing slow light components based on fiber Bragg gratings.
2. THEORY

Fiber Bragg gratings are produced by exposing an optical fiber to a spatially varying pattern of
ultraviolet intensity. For sake of simplicity, we studied an unchirped uniform fiber Bragg grating
whose refractive index can be described as follows [8]
¶¸
·
µ
2π
z
(1)
δneff (z) = δneff 1 + v cos
Λ
where δneff is the “dc” index change spatially averaged over a grating period, v is the fringe visibility
of the index change, Λ is the grating period and
L
(2)
N
where L is the grating length, N is the total number of the grating periods.
According to coupled mode theory, synchronous approximation and the boundary condition of
the fiber Bragg grating [9–11]. The amplitude reflection coefficient can be expressed as
³√
´
−κ sinh
κ2 − σ̂ 2 L
³√
´
³√
´
ρ=
(3)
√
σ̂ sinh
κ2 − σ 2 L + i κ2 − σ̂ 2 cosh
κ2 − σ̂ 2 L
Λ=
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and the reflectivity
¯ ¯
γ = ¯ρ2 ¯ =

³√
´
sinh2
κ2 − σ̂ 2 L
³√
´
cosh2
κ2 − σ̂ 2 L − σ̂ 2 /κ2

(4)

where κ = πvδneff /λ is the “ac” coupling coefficient, σ = 2πδneff /λ is the “dc” coupling coefficient,
σ̂ is a general “dc” self-coupling coefficient and σ̂ = δ + σ. The detuning δ is defined as
µ
¶
π
1
1
δ = β − = 2πneff
−
(5)
Λ
λ λB
the Bragg wavelength λB is expressed as
λB ≡ 2neff Λ.

(6)

The delay of the reflected light induced by the fiber Bragg grating can be determined from
Eq. (3). If we denote θρ = phase(ρ), then at a local frequency ω0 we may expand θρ in a Taylor
series about ω0 . Since the first derivative dθρ /dω is directly proportional to the frequency ω, this
quantity can be identified as a time delay. Thus, the delay time τρ for reflected light of a grating
is expressed as [12]
dθ
λ2 dθρ
τρ =
=−
(7)
dω
2πc dλ
3. CALCULATED RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
3.1. Influence of Grating Length on Delay

4

4

3

3

Delay max (ps)

Delay max (ps)

Setting n0 = 1.46, ∆ = 0.002, a = 5 µm, N = 20000, L = 42.5008 cm, δneff = 0.0001 and v = 1
in Eq. (3), a delay-wavelength curve of a mode can be obtained, in order to studied the slow light
delay of the uniform fiber Bragg grating, though not shown here. Let us first discuss the effects of
grating length on the delay. When the grating length L is changed, the others were determined,
the delay as functions of the wavelength λ can be obtained, so, the maximum value of delays are
obtained from the various delays as functions of the wavelength λ. The influence of L on delaymax
is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the delaymax increases with L increasing, when L tends
to 42.5008 cm have a maximum delaymax , the value of delaymax increased to 3.797 ps, but when
L > 42.5008 cm, delaymax decreases with L increasing.
In order to further study influence of grating length on delay characteristics in uniform fiber
Bragg grating, we calculated the delaymax as a function of wavelength with L = 42.5008 cm, shown
in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the delaymax curve becomes rectangle wave and the maximum value
of delay is preceded right, which is 3.797 ps. Moreover, the bandwidth is 0.1 nm because of weak
grating is to decide from the length.

2
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Figure 1: Influence of L on delaymax .
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Figure 2: Delaymax as a function of wavelength with
L = 42.5008 cm.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The influence of grating length of uniform fiber Bragg grating on delay is discussed by using
numerical simulation method based on the coupled mode theory and slow light delay characteristics
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is studied by parameters optimization. The calculated result shows that grating length has a
remarkable impact on the delay, when L < 42.5008 cm, the delaymax increases with L increasing,
when L tends to 42.5008 cm have a maximum delaymax , the value increased to 3.797 ps, but when
L > 42.5008 cm, delaymax decreases with L increasing. This provides basis references for designing
slow light components based on fiber Bragg gratings.
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Abstract— A low-cost imaging system is developed for mapping skin venous oxygen saturation.
The system consists of a black-and-white CCD camera and cheap LED light sources working at
660 nm and 800 nm wavelength. With the two wavelength sources alternately illuminating the
skin, the CCD camera collects images carrying signals of diffuse reflectance before and after the
venous occlusion induced by a low cuff pressure. Using the Monte Carlo method, the relationship
between the venous saturation value and the diffuse reflectance is determined. Therefore images
captured can be converted into the venous saturation map. Experiments on human fingers and
palm show that the measured data is in line with previous published data, demonstrating the
effectiveness of the system on monitoring blood oxygenation in local tissues.
1. INTRODUCTION

Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy with multi-wavelength can be used for measuring tissue oxygenation; however it generally works in a tissue-optode contact manner and provides point measurement.
The need for non-contact mapping of skin tissue oxygenation in some clinical environments facilitates the development of a CCD-based imaging system [1–4].
Pulse oximetry measures the arterial oxygen saturation by monitoring the pulsatile alterations
in light transmission of two or more wavelengths due to change in arterial blood volume induced
by cardiac cycles. It provides arterial blood oxygen saturation Sa O2 , a global parameter mainly
reflecting cardiac information and lung function. Similarly, by varying the venous blood volume
and recording changes in light transmission (or reflection), venous oxygen saturation Sv O2 can
also be obtained [5]. In contrast to arterial oxygen saturation, venous oxygen saturation provides
information on local oxygen level after perfusion and tissue uptake, which is closely associated with
the local tissue health. Thus venous oximetry can be applied in clinics to quantitatively monitor
wounds, ulcers and oxygen metabolism in ischemic tissues.
The author reported earlier a CCD-based imaging system for non-contact mapping of venous
oxygen saturation [3, 4]. The model used for converting the diffuse reflectance to Sv O2 is a hybrid
model combining the Beer-Lambert law and the photon diffusion theory. However, the diffusion
approximation is not valid in the case where the optical path length is very short, for example,
emitted light of a pixel coming from very adjacent region around the pixel. This may result in
some unpredictable errors for the calculated Sv O2 . Therefore, in this work, we use Monte Carlo
simulation [6–8] to investigate the relationship between Sv O2 and the diffuse reflectance. In addition
to the theoretical model, hardware improvements are also made for the imaging system to achieve
high quality of images. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the imaging system, time series of
images were taken from fingers and palm of a human subject. The images recorded were converted
into Sv O2 , and two-dimensional (2-D) Sv O2 maps are also presented.
2. METHODS
2.1. Imaging Setup

The system (as shown in Figure 1) is made up of a 14-bit black-and-white CCD camera (Pike F032, Allied Vision Technologies GmbH, Stadtroda, Germany) and two high-power LED sources with
one working at 660 nm and the other at 800 nm wavelength. The illuminating light is transmitted
through a fiber optic ring light guide to insure a uniform illumination on the skin. To suppress
direct surface reflection which carries useless information on tissue oxygenation, cross polarization
detection is used. During image acquisition, the two LED sources illuminate alternately, which is
controlled by a custom electronics and software developed with Labview. The CCD camera is set
to work in a trigger mode, thus the onset of the illuminating light and the shutter of the camera is
synchronized.
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Figure 1: Block diagram for the imaging system.
2.2. Theoretical Model and Monte Carlo Simulation

Based on either the Beer-Lambert law or the hybrid model, there exists a linear relationship between
Sv O2 and the ratio-to-ratio R, R = (∆I/I)λ1 /(∆I/I)λ2 is the ratio of the relative intensity change
for the two wavelengths, a measurable quantity. However, the relationship derived previously, e.g.,
from the hybrid model, may not accurate enough for the back reflection geometry with the planar
wave illumination, thus Monte Carlo simulation is used to investigate the relationship between
Sv O2 and R.
Monte Carlo simulation describes accurately light propagation in a turbid medium without any
prior approximation [6–8]. To use the ratio-to-ratio method to calculate Sv O2 , two questions at
least have to be addressed. First, with a certain Sv O2 , is the R a constant over a range of venous
volume alteration? If the answer is yes, which implies there is a one-to-one relationship between R
and Sv O2 , then the second question need to be answered, what is the exact relationship between
R and Sv O2 . We use Monte Carlo simulation to investigate these issues.
Unlike the photon diffusion model, the Monte Carlo simulation can treat the tissue as a multilayered medium without any restriction on either optical or geometric parameters. In our simulation, we used two skin models, one is a semi-infinite homogeneous model, and the other is a
two-layered model. Assume the refractive index for skin tissue is approximately same for the two
wavelengths, n = 1.43; thickness of epidermis, d epi = 50 µm; volume fraction of melanin in epidermis, f mel = 2.0%; volume fraction of blood in dermis and tissue, f blood = 3%; average tissue
blood oxygen saturation St O2 = 74%. The extinction coefficients of the oxygenated hemoglobin
(HbO) and deoxygenated hemoglobin (Hb) for the two wavelengths are taken from the published
data [9]. With the above data, the optical parameters used for the models can be estimated [10]
and listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Optical parameters used for the Monte Carlo simulation.
Optical Parameters

µa [660 nm] (/cm)
0.718

Epidermis
Dermis

5.668
0.459

µa [800 nm] (/cm)
Semi-infinite model
0.477
Two-layer model
3.084
0.377

µ0s [660 nm] (/cm)

µ0s [800 nm] (/cm)

22.8

16.4

22.8
22.8

16.4
16.4
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Figure 2 gives the simulation result for R with respect to the alteration in venous volume.
Clearly one can see for both models, the R is nearly constant over a wide range of venous volume
alteration, e.g., from 6% to 50% volume change. This means R does not depend on the venous
volume change as long as the venous volume change is within 6%–50%, implying the ratio-to-ratio
method may work in this range for estimating Sv O2 .
The second question was investigated by varying the venous blood volume (e.g., a 30% increase
in volume) for different levels of Sv O2 to induce changes in back reflectance for the two wavelengths.
Therefore for each Sv O2 a R value can be obtained. The simulation result is shown in Figure 3. By
the polynomial fitting, the analytical relationship between the R and Sv O2 can be identified for the
two skin models. For the semi-infinite model, Sv O2 = −0.0304R2 − 0.2031R + 0.9474, while for the
two-layered mode, Sv O2 = −0.0652R2 − 0.1593R + 1.0084. In contrast to the linear relationship
between R and Sv O2 derived from either Beer-Lambert law or the hybrid model, the relationship

Figure 2: Ratio-to-ratio R with respect to changes
on venous blood volume for the two skin models.

Figure 3: Sv O2 with respect to R for the two skin
models.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Relative intensity change over time for fingers (a) and palm (c), and SvO2 map for fingers (b) and
palm (d). Venous occlusion occurs at time t = 20 s.
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identified from the Monte Carlo simulation is no longer linear, especially for the two-layered model
with higher non-linearity.
In comparison between the two skin models, the semi-infinite model gives smaller value as R is
less than 2.1, slightly larger value as R is bigger than 2.1. However, within a wide reasonable range
of Sv O2 , e.g., 30%–85%, the maximum difference in the estimated Sv O2 between these two models
is only 5–6% in amplitude.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A preliminary experiment was performed with the developed imaging system. To induce venous
volume change, a low cuff pressure (∼50 mmHg) was applied on a subject wrist. This pressure is
high enough to occlude the vein with less effect on the arterial flow. Dynamic images were collected
from fingers and palm of the subject before and after the occlusion, separately.
Figure 4 shows the result of measurements on the fingers [Figures 4(a)–(b)] and the palm [Figures 4(c)–(d)]. The curves in Figure 4(a) give the average change in intensity for the red and IR
light over the entire image area. The pressure cuff was quickly inflated to 50 mmHg at time t = 20 s
to induce a rapid venous occlusion. Both 660 nm and 800 nm curves decrease rapidly due to the
increase in light absorption caused by venous blood accumulation after the vein was occluded.
Using the two-layered model, images of diffuse reflectance are converted into the venous saturation map, as shown in Figure 4(b). It is a 2-D color map of Sv O2 overlaid on the grayscale image
of the fingers. The average Sv O2 in the mapping region is 70.6 ± 7.2%. The time window used for
calculating palm Sv O2 is 20–50 s.
Results for the palm are shown in Figures 4(c) and (d), the reflectance of 800 nm does not
reach the saturation within the measurement period, possibly because it could be longer before the
venous blood stops accumulating in the palm than in the fingers. The average Sv O2 in the mapping
region [Figure 4(d)] is 71.4 ± 7.3%. The average values of Sv O2 for the fingers and palm are in line
with the published data [5].
4. CONCLUSION

We develop a low-cost imaging system based on a 14-bit black-and-white CCD camera and high
power LED sources for mapping venous oxygen saturation Sv O2 in skin tissue. Preliminary experiment results show the measured Sv O2 is consistent with the published data, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of the system.
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Abstract— A novel tri-band bandpass filter (BPF) based on multi-mode resonators is presented. The resonant modes of the resonators can be analyzed by the even- and odd-mode
analysis method. The bandwidths of first and second passbands can be independently controlled.
Furthermore, five transmission zeros (TZ) are introduced at the adjacent of the passbands in
a narrow frequency range to improve the selectivity, resulting sharp skirts. Due to the small
multi-mode resonator and tight coupling structure, the overall size of the proposed filter is really compact (0.19λ0 × 0.18λ0 ). λ0 is the wavelength of the center frequency of first passband
in the substrate. Finally, a prototype to demonstrate the performance of the filter is designed
and fabricated. The measured 3-dB fractional bandwidths for the three passbands (2.22, 2.98
and 3.5 GHz) are found to be 8.4%, 2.7% and 6.1%, respectively. The measurement shows good
agreement with the simulation.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the filters, which are an indispensable part of RF front ends, have gained a lot
of attention because of the rapid development of modern communication systems, such as wireless
local area networks (WLAN), global system for mobile communications (GSM), the third generation
(3G), the fourth generation (4G), and worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX),
etc.. Due to the demands on working in multiband, the multiband bandpass filters, especially
tri-band filters [1–13], have becoming a popular research issue.
Among these works, there are several typical design methods. One is to utilize multi-order
of resonators [1–3]. With independent coupling paths, passbands can be easily controlled. However, the circuit sizes and insertion loss are always large. Another method is to use the hybrid
microstrip/defect ground structure (DGS) technology [4, 5]. The dimensions of the device can be
abated as the cost of increased design complexity. Also, it is a popular way to use multi-mode
resonators to design tri-band BPFs by controlling the modes suitably [6–13]. In these reported
works, shorted and open stubs are always connected to the main resonator for more modes and the
circuit sizes are small. However, it is still hard to improve the selectivity of the filters, especially
in a narrow frequency range.
In this paper, novel multi-mode resonators are introduced for designing tri-band filters. The
formation of passbands can be analyzed by even-odd-mode method. Each passband can be controlled by tuning the corresponding parameters. Furthermore, five transmission zeros are generated
to improve the sharp skirts of the BPF. The measured performance of the fabricated filter shows
good agreement with the proposed theory.
2. FILTER DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the layout of the proposed compact tri-band bandpass filter. The tri-band bandpass
filter consists of two multi-mode resonators and the coupling input/output. As the two resonators
are only coupled with the in/out ports, the filter structure can be divided into two independent
parts with the original parameters.
As depicted in Figure 2, the even-odd-mode analysis method can be adopted here since the
Resonators a and b are symmtrical to the centre plane. The resonant conditions of Resonator a
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Figure 1: Layout of the poposed compact tri-band bandpass filter.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Resonator a and its even- and odd-modes. (b) Resonator b and its even- and odd-modes.

and b can be achieved when Im[Yine ] = 0, Im[Yino ] = 0. The resonant modes can be expressed as
Yino a = jY1a ·
Yine a = jY1a ·
Yino b
Yload1

Y1a tan θ1a − Y2a cot θ2a
Y1a + Y2a cot θ2a tan θ1a
2Y2a tan θ2a −Y3a cot θ3a
Y2a · 2Y
+ Y1a tan θ1a
2a +Y3a cot θ3a tan θ2a

2Y2a tan θ2a −Y3a cot θ3a
Y1a − Y2a · 2Y
tan θ1a
2a +Y3a cot θ3a tan θ2a
Yload1 + jY1b tan θ1b
Yload2 + jY1b tan θ1b
,
Yine b = Y1b ·
= Y1b ·
Y1b + jYload1 tan θ1b
Y1b + jYload2 tan θ1b
θ5b
Y2b tan θ3b + Y1b tan θ4b − Y1b cot 2
¡
¢
+ jY2b tan θ2b
= jY1b ·
Y1b − Y2b tan θ3b − Y1b cot θ25b tan θ4b

Yload2 = jY1b ·

Y1b tan θ25b + Y2b tan θ3b + Y1b tan θ4b
¡
¢
+ jY2b tan θ2b
Y1b − Y1b tan θ25b + Y2b tan θ3b tan θ4b

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

It can be seen from formulas (1)–(5) that the resonant modes of Resonator a and b can be tuned
by changing lengths of corresponding sections. The calculated results are shown in Figure 3. As
depicted in Figure 3(a), the first even and odd mode of Resonantor a are selceted to design the
passbands. While increasing the independent even-mode part l3 , the feven a1 decreases and the
fodd a1 keep constant. By the same method, the resonant modes of Resonator b can be confirmed,
as depicted in Figures 3(b) and (c). There are four resonant frequencies during the range 2.7 GHz–
4 GHz. It is notable that all the resonant modes are influenced by lc except for fodd b1 and fodd b1
decrease while increasing ld , meanwhile, feven b2 and fodd b2 almost keep constant.
Based on the modes analysis above, to confirm the generation of passbands ulteriorly, Figure 4
shows the filter coupling scheme. The first passband are independently generated by feven a1
and fodd a1 which are based on Resonator a. Meanwhile, the second and third passbands are
mainly obtained by Resonator b. Resonant modes fodd b1 and feven b1 form the second passband,
simultaneously, the third passband is made up by resonant modes fodd 2 and feven b2 .
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) Resonant-mode frequencies of Resonator a for different values of l3 . Other parameters used in
the calculated results: Y1a = 1/71 s, l1a = 10.8 mm, Y2a = 1/109 s, l2a = 8.9 mm, Y3a = 1/97 s. lna is the
corresponding parameter of θna (n = 1, 2, and 3). (b) Resonant-mode frequencies of Resonator b for different
values of lc . Other parameters used in the calculated results: Y1b = 1/38 S, l1b = 13.6 mm, Y2b = 1/97 S,
l3b = 22.7 mm, l4b = 0.4 mm, l5b = 5.1 mm. lnb is the corresponding parameter of θnb (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5). (c) Resonant-mode frequencies of Resonator b for different values of ld . Other parameters used in the
calculated results: Y1b = 1/38 s, l1b = 13.6 mm, Y2b = 1/97 s, l2b = 15.9 mm, l4b = 0.4 mm, l5b = 5.1 mm. lnb
is the corresponding parameter of θnb (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5).

Figure 4: The coupling scheme of proposed tri-band bandpass filter.
3. VERIFICATION BY SIMULATION

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed filter, a compact tri-band filter is designed, fabricated and tested with an Agilent E5071C vector network analyzer, as shown in Figure 5. The
dimensions for the filter are presented in Table 1 for εr = 2.65, h = 0.5 mm. The overall size
of proposed filter is only 15.8 × 14.7 mm2 (0.12λ0 × 0.11λ0 ). λ0 is the wavelength of the centre
frequency of first passband. The simulation and measurement are also shown in Figure 5. Clearly,
The simulation and measurement show good agreement. The distinction between the simulation
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and the measurement is mainly due to the mismachining tolerance. The measured 3-dB fractional
bandwidths for the three passbands (2.22, 2.98 and 3.5 GHz) are found to be 8.4%, 2.7% and 6.1%,
respectively. The measured minimum insertion losses including the loss from SMA connectors are
1.4, 3.5, and 1.5 dB, while the return losses are greater than 18.7, 27.6 and 40 dB, respectively. Five
transmission zeros are created at 1.95, 2.75, 2.83, 3.14 and 3.66 GHz. These transmission zeros are
generated near the passband edges, resulting in sharp roll-off in a narrow frequency range.

Figure 5: The photograph of fabricated filter and simulated, measured results.

Table 1: The parameters of proposed triple-band BPF (Unit: mm).
l1
10.8

l2
9.2

l3
0.6

la
13.2

lb
12.6

lc
16.5

ld
23.5

lp
18.4

w0
0.4

w1
0.3

w2
0.7

w3
0.4

wp
0.2

s1
0.2

s2
0.2

s3
1.1

s4
0.4

s5
0.4

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a tri-band BPF based on multi-mode resonators is proposed. The passbands can
be controlled according to even-odd-mode analysis, and five transmission zeros are introduced at
the adjacent of passbands, resulting in high selectivity. Due to the tight resonators and coupling
structure, the circuit size is really small. The compactness and high selectivity make the proposed
filter attractive for multiband communication systems.
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Abstract— Dual-band dual-mode bandpass filters with good selectivity and wide upper-stopband performance based on circular ring resonator is presented. The two first-order degenerate
modes are excited and split to form the first passband, while one of the third-order degenerate
modes forms the second passband together with a second-order degenerate mode. After installing
two parallel-coupled-line sections on a ring at the two ports with 90◦ -separation, five transmission
zeroes are produced for the rejections between the two passbands and in the stopband. A dualband filter with the two transmission poles in each passband is designed and measured, the
measured filter shows good agreement with the simulated.
1. INTRODUCTION

As one of the essential microwave components, dual-band bandpass filters are highly desired in
modern dual-band wireless communication systems [1, 2]. Therefore, various design approaches
have been proposed. Microstrip ring resonators have been used to design various microwave circuits such as filters, mixer and oscillators and so on [3, 4]. By using the coexisting of the two
degenerate orthogonal mode, a dual-band passband filter can be achieved [5]. Due to the characteristics of compact size, high-Q factors, and sharp rejection skirt, the ring resonators have been
analyzed deeply and comprehensively in many reports [6–9]. In [6], the dual-band bandpass filter
with adjustable first- and second-order resonator was presented by using stepped-impedance ring
resonator. However, there is only a single transmission pole in the second passband for a single
ring resonator filter. In [7], two dissimilar ring resonators with different resonant frequencies were
utilized to achieve the desired dual-band passband performance, while the solutions need more
design consideration and larger overall size. In [8], dual-band bandpass filter based on a signal
ring resonator were designed. However, these structures need many perturbation elements to be
installed along the ring. In [9], a dual-band bandpass filter was presented using a single rectangular
ring resonator, but the out-of-band rejection and the selectivity are not good enough.
In this paper, a dual-band BPF using a single microstrip circular ring resonator has been presented. The two transmission poles are generated in each passband after installing two coupled-line
sections at two excitation ports. A common two-port excitation angle of 90◦ -separation with the
cooperation of the parallel-coupled feed line, five transmission zeroes are generated and controlled
to provide a good isolation and wide upper stopband. A dual-band filter is designed and measured to demonstrate the good in-band matching and the good rejections outside the desired dual
passbands.
2. FILTER DESIGN
2.1. Characteristic of Proposed Resonator

Figure 1 shows a configuration of the proposed quadruple-mode circular ring resonator. It consists
of a circular ring resonator with two open ended stubs, where R, w and ws are the radius and the
widths of the square ring and open stubs, respectively. Because the resonator is an even symmetrical
structure, its operating mechanism can be discussed by an even- and odd-mode analysis. Its
equivalent circuits are depicted in Figs. 1(b), (c). Zs and θs are the characteristic impedance and
the electrical length of the loaded open-circuited stub on the ring. Zl and Zr respect the two
oppositely oriented input impedances at the same position, the input impedances with superscript
“e” and “o” are the even- and odd-mode impedances, respectively.
According to the Transmission line theory and odd-even mode analysis method, the resonant
frequencies under the even- and odd-mode excitation satisfy [10]
Zle + Zre = 0
Zlo + Zro = 0

(1)
(2)
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w

Ls

ws

Zs
θs

R

Zs
θs

Yr θ2
Port 2

Port 1

EW or MW

Z r θ1

Zle

(a)

Zre

Z r θ2

Z r θ1 Zle Zre Z r θ2

(b)

(c)

Yr θ1

(d)

Figure 1: (a) Layout of proposed circular ring resonator; (b) Even-mode equivalent circuit; (c) Odd-mode
equivalent circuit; (d) Circuit for obtaining transmission zero frequencies.
jZr
tan θ1 tan θs
e
o
e
r
where Zle = −j tan θ1Z+tan
θs , Zr = − tan θ2 , Zl = −jZr ( tan θ1 −tan θs ), Zr = jZr tan θ2 .
Figure 1(d) is used for obtaining these transmission zeroes. The transmission zero frequencies
are obtained when Y21 = Y12 = 0, where the admittance matrices are calculated by adding upper
and lower Y -parameter of the two paths connected in shunt between port 1 and 2, and the calculated
results are expressed by
sin θ1 + sin θ2 = 0
(3)

where θ2 = 3θ1 , so, the transmission zeros appear at θ2 = (2n − 1) × 90◦ , n = 1, 2, 3,. . . .
Figure 2 shows the frequency responses of the circular ring resonator under a weak coupling. It
can be seen that all the resonant frequencies become smaller as θs increase. The first two resonant
frequencies f1 and f2 split from each other as θs increase, while the third and fourth resonances f3
and f4 further move close to each other and thus form a second passband. The fifth resonance f5
becomes the first spurious frequency of this dual-band filter.
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Figure 2: Simulation transmission response of the dual-band filter with weak coupling.
2.2. Characteristics of Parallel-coupled Feed Line

Figure 3(a) shows the layout of circular ring dual-band BPF which fed by the parallel-coupled feed
lines. (L1 , w1 ) and (L2 , w2 ) are the electrical length and the width of the parallel-coupled feed
line connecting with input/output port and the loaded open stub on the circular ring resonator,
respectively.
To examine the characteristics of the parallel-coupled lines, only the parallel-coupled feed lines
shown in Fig. 3(b) with three different length of L1 are simulated. These three kinds of simulated
results are shown in Fig. 4(a) when L1 = L2 , w1 = w2 , the transmission zeroes of the parallelcoupled lines are distributed in the stopband. According to the curves in Fig. 4(b), the transmission
zero fT0 z2 can be changed widely by altering the length of parallel-coupled feed line of L1 while the
length of L2 remain unchanged, and transmission zero fT0 z1 varies slightly. The effect of these
overlaps can be displayed when the circular ring resonator and the parallel-coupled lines are used
together. Fig. 5 shows the simulated results of the circular ring fed by the parallel-coupled lines
shown in Fig. 3(b) with three different length of L1 . The overlap of zeroes shown in Fig. 5 result
in the fifth resonant frequency suppression in Fig. 2, cause sharper rejections at cutoff regions, and
wider stopband.
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Figure 3: (a) Circular ring resonator fed by parallel-coupled lines; (b) Parallel-coupled feed line used in
Fig. 3(a).
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Figure 4: (a) Simulated results for the parallel-coupled feed line using three kinds of L1 in the case of
L1 = L2 ; (b) Variation of the transmission zeroes versus the length of L1 .
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Figure 5: Simulated results of the circular ring resonator fed by the parallel feed line versus the length of
L1 .

3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Based on the circular ring quadruple-mode resonator, a dual-band BPF has been designed and
fabricated on Taconic RF-35 substrate with relative dielectric constant of εr = 3.5 and thickness
of h = 0.508 mm. The geometry of the proposed filter is shown in Fig. 3(a). The dimensions
are obtained as: L1 = 10.41 mm, L2 = 10.55 mm, w1 = 0.13 mm, w2 = 0.16 mm, w = 0.6 mm,
g1 = 0.3 mm, g2 = 0.44 mm, s = 0.21 mm, R = 6.5 mm.
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The photograph of the fabricated filter is presented in Fig. 6(a). The simulated and measured
frequency responses are compared in Fig. 6(b). Dotted lines and solid lines indicate the simulated
and measured results, respectively. A good agreement is achieved between the simulated and the
measured results. The measured minimum insertion loss achieves 1.0 dB in the first passband and
1.6 dB in the second passband. The 3-dB fractional bandwidth of the proposed filter is 18% and
8%, respectively. Its passband return loss is larger than 15.6 dB. Three transmission zeroes are
generated at 1.01, 4.62, 4.85, 9.85 and 10.32 GHz, respectively. With the help of an additional
transmission zero provided by the coupled-line section, the fifth resonance which located in the
upper stopband can be fully suppressed. In the measured upper-stopband responses, a 20 dB
rejection in the frequency range of 6.78 to 12.25 GHz is obtained.
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Figure 6: (a) Photograph of the fabricated dual-band bandpass filter; (b) Simulated and measured results
of dual-band BPF.
4. CONCLUSION

A dual-band BPF using a single circular ring resonator has been presented. The two transmission poles are generated in each passband after installing two parallel-coupled-line sections at two
excitation ports. Meanwhile, two transmission zeroes are placed between the two passbands and
three transmission zeroes are created in the stopband which resulted in a good selectivity and wide
upper stopband. The spurious frequency caused by the fifth resonance of the resonator has been
suppressed by an additional zero brought by the parallel-coupled-line section, thus widening the
upper stopband.
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Abstract— A new low cost and easy tuning compact GPS microstrip antenna structure has
been proposed. RHCP (right-hand circular polarized) radiation is realized with corner truncated
on a square patch as the radiating element. The size of the antenna is reduced by cutting the
central slot and marginal slits, which force the current to follow extra paths. Coaxial singleprobe center feed loaded with microstrip stub is used to achieve impedance matching. The best
operating frequency tuning can be achieved by varying the marginal slits. The design and tuning
method is given. The final optimized antenna dimension has been obtained after a large of
electromagnetic simulations. The simulated results show that the antenna has a good matching
and CP radiation performance.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been an increase in demand for circularly polarized microwave antenna
designs for civilian Global Positioning System (GPS) from small applications like in smart phones
to complex applications found in marine operations. Microstrip antennas have several advantages
compared to conventional microwave antennas such as low profile, small volume, light weight, low
cost, compatibility with integrated circuit, ease of fabrication. Therefore, they are very useful for
satellite and mobile communication applications [1].
The circular polarisation (CP) microstrip antennas are classified into single-feed type and dualfeed type. Single feed truncated corner square patch is the radiator largely used as a GPS receiver
antenna because single-probe feeding makes the antenna a cost effective choice for mass production.
The technique of truncating the patch corners of a square microstrip patch to obtain single-feed
CP operation is well-known [2] and has been widely used in practical designs [3–8]. Characteristics
of a novel design of single-feed, reduced-size CP square microstrip antenna with square-ring shaped
patch [3] and slits cut in the patch [4] have been studied. Experimental results show that the
proposed design has reduced antenna size as compared to the conventional CP square microstrip
antenna with truncated corners at a given operating frequency. A feed method of placing the
microstrip line at the inner patch boundary was demonstrated in [5]. It is possible to manufacture
microstrip antennas with substrates having high loss tangent (like FR4) without severe degradation
of their electrical performance was reported in [6]. Recently, a single-feed CP microstrip patch
antenna with multi-frequency operation has been developed for GPS applications [7, 8].
In this paper, a new single probe feed CP microstrip antenna with low-cost FR4 as substrate for
GPS applications has been designed. Variations in FR4 electrical permittivity can shift the operating frequency. So one microstrip stub is used to achieve impedance matching and two marginal slits
are introduced for the best operating frequency tuning. The purpose is to get the best axial-ratio
and the return loss at the fixed frequency. Design concepts and procedures are introduced, followed
by simulations and discussions.
2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION AND DESIGN

The configuration of the proposed antenna element is shown in Fig. 1. The square microstrip patch
with a central slot, having an outer side length of L, and an inner side length of S, is printed on a
substrate of thickness h and relative permittivity εr . The truncated corners are of equal side length
∆L. The feed position is located at the patch centre with a microstrip matching stub of width W3
and length L3 . Two narrow marginal slits are cut at two adjacent edges in the patch with the size
of width W1 , W2 and length L1 , L2 . This antenna has a ground plane size of G × G.
The main consideration is the cost of the substrate, when a low-cost radiator is required in
antenna design for civilian GPS applications. FR4-epoxy substrate is a good choice. FR4-epoxy
with h = 2 mm thick was selected because it is easily available in the market. The use of low-cost
FR4 as substrate introduces some additional complexity on the antenna design. This additional
complexity is due to the inaccuracy of the FR4 relative permittivity and its high loss tangent.
Variations in FR4 electrical permittivity can shift the operating frequency.
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Figure 1: Configuration of the proposed antenna.

In order to minimize this effect, modifications are introduced in the antenna design. One microstrip open stub is used to achieve impedance matching and two marginal slits are introduced
for the best operating frequency tuning. It should be mentioned that the side length ∆L of truncated corners dominates the axial ratio of CP and the microstrip matching stub determines the
impedance matching of the antenna.
Throughout the studies, it is found that the real part of the antenna input impedance can be
controlled by changing W3 and L3 , while the imaginary part of the antenna input impedance can
be adjusted mainly by changing L3 , which can be seen in Fig. 2. So we can first change L3 to get
a real input impedance (zero imaginary part), and then change W3 to get the input resistance that
we need. The impedance matching can be achieved without major modification of the radiator and
the CP characteristic is also not so sensitive to the changing of the matching stub.

(a) Impedance curve as a function of L 3

(b) Impedance curve as a function of W 3

Figure 2: Input impedance as a function of matching stub length and width.

As mentioned before, the use of low-cost FR4 as substrate causes the frequency deviations due
to the inaccuracy of its relative permittivity. The proposed antenna configuration to compensate
this effect has two narrow slits, as shown in Fig. 1. Cutting properly the slits length, frequency
deviations can be compensated. It is shown in Fig. 3 that by adjusting the inserted slit length L1
(the slit width fixed to be W1 = 1 mm), the CP axial ratio can be tuned. Meanwhile, the input
reflection coefficient can be tuned by adjusting the inserted slit length L2 (the slit width fixed to
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(b) Reflection coefficient curve as a function of L 2

Figure 3: The operating frequency deviations by varying the slit length.

be W2 = 1 mm). It gives a convenient tuning option for the best operating frequency by varying
the slit length.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The proposed antenna has been optimized for operation in the L1 band with the centre frequency
of 1575.42 MHz. The commercial simulation tool HFSS has been used in this study. After extensive
simulations, the following values are selected: L = 37 mm, ∆L = 4.4 mm, S = 15 mm, L1 = 7 mm,
W1 = 1 mm, L2 = 7 mm, W2 = 1 mm, L3 = 2.5 mm, W3 = 3 mm, h = 2 mm, εr = 4.4, G = 70 mm.
The simulation results show that the final antenna displays good input impedance matching and
excellent circular polarization radiation pattern.
Figure 4 shows the simulated input impedance match characteristics of the antenna. It is seen
that the simulated |S11 | < −15 dB in the range from 1550 MHz to 1590 MHz, which is about 40 MHz
bandwidth. Fig. 5 shows the simulated axial ratio and the power gain in the bore-sight direction.
As can be seen from the figure, the simulated 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth is found to be from
1565 MHz to 1580 MHz and the lowest axial ratio is found to be 0.8 dB at 1576 MHz. In the 3-dB
axial ratio bandwidth, the power gain is about 1 dB due to FR4 high loss tangent. The radiation
patterns in two orthogonal planes of both right-hand circular-polarization (RHCP) and left-hand
circular-polarization (LHCP) at the center frequency are shown in Fig. 6. It is clearly seen that this
antenna can provide RHCP and very pure circular polarization radiation can be produced within
a broad angular range.

Figure 4: Simulated reflection characteristics versus
frequency.

Figure 5: Gain and axial ratio characteristics of the
antenna.
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Figure 6: Simulated radiation pattern of antenna in two orthogonal planes at the center frequency.
4. CONCLUSION

A new compact GPS microstrip antenna with low-cost FR4 as substrate has been proposed. The
size of the antenna is reduced by cutting the central slot and marginal slits. Coaxial single-probe
center feed loaded with microstrip stub is used to achieve impedance matching. The best operating
frequency tuning can be achieved by varying the marginal slits. Good antenna characteristics are
achieved with a 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth of 15 MHz, and a |S11 | < −15 dB impedance bandwidth
of 40 MHz. The results obtained for the proposed antenna meet the performance specifications for
civilian GPS applications.
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Solitary Wave Induced in a Water Surface Wave Field
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Abstract— A problem on solitary wave induced in a water surface wave field, is introduced
for obtaining an analytical solution in a manner of mathematics. By this time, it was recorded
offshore at the case of the tsunamis generated by the earthquake in 2011 March 11 in the northwest
Pacific. Adding to the above, a hydraulic experiment had been confirmed a couple of solitary
waves induced in a field of water surface wave field artificially generated in a basin. Then, a
problem is raised to solve in a manner of analytical mathematics for the solitary wave in a water
surface wave field under the given conditions.
1. INTRODUCTION

This work concerns a certain problem on solitary wave in the water surface wave induced in a
water field. This problem could be raised to solve in a manner of applied mathematics for physical
science.
By this time, it was recorded offshore at the case of the tsunamis generated by the earthquake
on 2011 March 11 in the northwest Pacific by a ocean wave recorder settled on the sea floor for
monitoring the ocean water in order to realize the specific property of the ocean water surface waves
which have been destructive for the super-tankers’ navigation by chance. One of the professors had
shown strongly interested in the record of a strange water surface wave at the earthquake under sea.
Seismologists had pay a little attention to tsunamis energy in relation to any seismic mechanism.
Adding to the above, a hydraulic experiment had been confirmed a couple of solitary waves
induced in a field of water surface wave field artificially generated in a basin.
Now, the problem should be raised to solve in a manner of analytical mathematics for the
solitary waves in a water surface wave field under the given condition.
Some part of mechanism for inducing the solitary waves noted above could be realized after
obtaining a solution reduced in a mathematical manner in brief.
2. SOLITARY WAVE

As for “solitary wave”, it can be seen what is the basic for seeing “solitary wave”, for example, in
the publication by Lamb [1].
In the first edition of “Hydro-Dynamics” written by Lamb [1] must had included the papers
presented by McCowan in 1894 [2] and by Korteweg and de-Vries in 1895 [3].
In the waves noted just above in this section, almost all of what are the essential and specific
properties of the interested waves named as “solitary waves.”
This solitary wave advancing on a straight line in a canal apriori assumed.
The water in the canal is assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous.
Lamb [1] in 1879 started his publication to describe about the water as an idealized fluid for a
linearized water motions.
A sinusoidal water surface wave was considered to be a small-amplitude wave first so that the
problem was a linear problem.
Nevertheless, the wave discussed by McCowan [2] and Korteweg de-Vries [3] was not any one of
the linear waves.
In this case, it was considered only “solitary wave” under a water depth was constant and a
width of the canal was uniform.
Lamb [1] had noted about a decay of “solitary wave” though the viscosity was out of his consideration, though he noted about viscosity of fluid in the other chapter later separately.
3. TSUNAMI WAVE OBSERVED IN OCEAN

The author has to note that a strange case of the water surface variations observed offshore at the
earthquake undersea on 2011 March 11 in the northwest Pacific.
In fact, the strange wave was surely generated and propagating in the ocean. The body force
to the water at the earthquake must force to be in motion of the water column rom the surface to
the bottom.
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The leading wave of tsunamis generated by the earthquake had a sharp spike.
The observed data of the tsunami waves was obtained at only one station settled offshore at
that time so that no information was seen about any three-dimensional motion of the water surface
patterns.
The sharp spike at the head of the leading tsunami waves forced the seismological scientists’
wondering at its dynamical understanding because they had not any bit of proper understanding
of water motions at the earthquake even after the seismic event was happened offshore. Then,
seismologists had tended to adjust the seismic parameters for finding any reasonable understanding
of the processes on the water surface undulations.
4. SOLITARY WAVE IN HYDRAULIC EXPERIMENT

Nakamura [4] had ever found “solitary wave” induced in the cyclic water surface wave field.
4.1. Monitoring Water Surface Waves

He used a water basin in an arbitrary scaling to see long water wave transform process in the basin
after generating a forced cyclic water surface waves.
What was point to see was box-shape block with a slits.
A barrier with a centered slit was arranged to block the incident water waves, so that his
intension was to see the wave crest line should be orthogonally cross the barrier.
The barrier width was limited by the wall on both sides of the barrier ends to form a couple of
rectangular corners.
The expected incident water wave with a cyclic period was sinusoidal just in front of the wave
generator, nevertheless the water wave passed a centered slit for propagating the wave to the barrier
just a waves affected to show a Fresnel diffraction at the first slit just in front of the wave generator.
Then, a couple of solitary waves was induced and established at the two corners.
The couple of the solitary waves at the corners moves to maintain each wave form.
Each one of the solitary waves moves between the corner in front of the barrier.
The two solitary waves meet at the center to pass without any wave form change.
Nakamura [4] had tried to confirm whether the couple of the induced waves could be taken as
a kind of “solitary wave”. Then, he had confirmed the two waves were under some conditions for
fitting to McCowan’s limit for the solitary wave (refer to [4]).
These two waves moving simply in a cyclic motion along the barrier.
Then, the barrier acted a part of the canal for the solitary wave (for example, [3]).
The energy loss of the couple of the solitary waves was supported by the part of the incident
wave energy, even though the decay must be mainly caused energy dissipation after the viscous
effect of the water and by the friction on the boundaries as the floor and as the barrier face. Height
of the solitary waves decayed out when the incident wave was cut.
The solitary wave in the cyclic waves generated in the water basin was quite similar to the wave
form observed at the earthquake noted above section.
It is pity that there was no information to the conditions around the wave gauge settled on the
sea floor at the earthquake. Hence, it is hard here to take the observed leading wave with a spike
as a solitary wave in a water surface wave field though its wave form pattern is quite similar to
that of the couple of the solitary waves induced in a hydraulic base for water surface waves in the
field of hydraulics.
4.2. Instrumentation

The above solitary wave in the water surface waves in the basin was monitored by an electric
and electronic signal transfer system with a mechanical actuator which transfer a designed input
function of the signal for generating a water wave in the basin through a metallic pipe in a form of
a corresponding oil-pressure signal to force and drive a plunger.
4.3. Plunger

The plunger is designed to float in the water basin. Any size and shape could be for a designer’s
choice, though Nakamura [4] had designed a box-type float made by steel members. It was 7 meters
wide, 2 meters long and 0.5 meter high. In order to a stable response to the actuator’s forcing
oil-pressure under the actuator fixed a cantilever frame work system in a truss structure following
the manner in structural engineering standard.
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4.4. Actuator

The actuator’s forcing along its vertical axis transfer its designed forcing to the floating plunger
tied to the actuator.
The final target of this system was to generate the expected design water wave in the basin
after a transferred output forcing of the oil-pressure controlled by the actuator as they had done
for their operations in the field of mechanical engineering.
What was important to drive the system successfully at a water wave generation in the basin,
was the expected response of the plunger to be well following to the signal of the output function
in a stable manner in motion.
4.5. Input Function

The most important part for designing this system was to design the input function for transfer
the signal to the actuator generate the expected water waves in the basin.
4.6. Feedback

It is usual to control any output signal when an input function is designed. Nevertheless, in
Nakamura’s case [4], the time lag of the signal was very long so that its delay caused an disagreeable
response of water motion in the basin in the early stage of his experiment. Then, the writer had to
adjustment of the input function design at first on the bases of the mathematical and dynamical
consideration in the fields of engineering technologies. The properly adjusted output function was
completed in a finalized form on a disc of the transparent plate made by plastic after his skilled
minor adjustment technique.
As for the input function, it was determined with consideration of a lubrication effect of the oil
for the actuator and of a viscous effect of a water for experiment in the basin after some minor
adjustments for energy balance maintaining during the experiment.
5. SOLITARY WAVE IN A WATER WAVE FIELD

Now, it is necessary to clearly describe what problem should be raised.
The spike in the leading wave of the tsunamis in the ocean and a couple of the solitary waves
induced in a water surface wave field in a water basin are governed by the equation of motion for
the theory in hydrodynamics.
Then, a problem to be raised could be described as that a solitary wave or a couple of the
solitary waves should have a solution in a form of an applied mathematics under a certain boundary
condition.
When the solution is obtained, it is clarified what mechanism is contributive for the induced
solitary wave or waves.
6. CONCLUSIONS

A problem is raised for realizing a solitary wave or a couple of the solitary waves could be obtained
in a form of a solution in a manner of applied mathematics.
Then, what is mechanism of inducing the solitary wave or a couple of the solitary waves in the
water surface wave field.
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Abstract— Noise radar has low probability of intercept and high resistance to electronic countermeasures, and has the ability of non-ambiguous measurement of range and velocity. Circular SAR (CSAR) has high two-dimensional (2D) ground range resolution and a certain threedimensional (3D) imaging capability. The combination between noise radar and CSAR can
achieve the complementary strengths, which has significance for target detection and high resolution imaging. In this paper, Ulam mapping chaotic frequency modulation (FM) signal is used
as the transmitted signals for 2D and 3D CSAR imaging. All imaging results are compared with
other imaging results when the transmitted signals are chirp and Ulam mapping chaotic amplitude modulation (AM) signals respectively. Simulation results of point-target show that when
the transmitted signal is Ulam mapping chaotic FM signal, 2D and 3D resolution are higher
and side-lobes except integral sidelobe ratio in height are lower than results of other two kinds
of transmitted signals, because the effective bandwidth of Ulam mapping chaotic FM signal is
wider than chirp and Ulam mapping chaotic AM signals. In addition, Ulam mapping chaotic
AM and FM signals for CSAR imaging have stronger anti-interference ability than chirp signal.
1. INTRODUCTION

Noise radar has low probability of intercept and high resistance to electronic countermeasures, which
improves the ability of radar to survive in a complex environment. The ambiguity function of ideal
noise signal has an approximate thumbtack shape, which makes noise radar with the ability of nonambiguous measurement of range and velocity. Because of these excellent features, noise radar has
broad application prospects in the military and civilian areas. In circular synthetic aperture radar
(CSAR) mode, both two-dimensional (2D) high resolution image and three-dimensional (3D) image
of targets can be obtained because of the complete 360 degree synthetic aperture. The combination
between noise radar and CSAR can achieve the complementary strengths, which has significance
for target detection and high resolution imaging.
In this paper, Ulam mapping chaotic frequency modulation (FM) signal is used as the transmitted signals for CSAR imaging. All these 2D and 3D imaging results and anti-interference ability
are compared with other results when the transmitted signals are chirp and Ulam mapping chaotic
amplitude modulation (AM) signals respectively. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the model of Ulam mapping chaotic FM signal is introduced. In Section 3, the echo model
of CSAR is illustrated. In Section 4, analysis of anti-noise performance is introduced. Simulation
results are shown in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. THE MODEL OF ULAM MAPPING CHAOTIC FM SIGNAL

The commonly used chaotic mappings are Bernoulli mapping, Tent mapping, Logistic mapping,
and so on. Here, a special case of Logistic mapping, Ulam mapping, is considered. It can be
expressed by,
xn+1 = 1 − 2x2n , xn ∈ (−1, 1)
(1)
Ulam mapping signal is called modulating signal, and the expression of frequency modulation is,
µ
¶
Z t
s(t) = exp j2π∆f
ξ(τ )dτ
(2)
−∞

where ∆f is frequency offset, and ξ(t) is Ulam mapping chaotic AM signal, which can be written
as,
N
−1
X
ξ(t) =
xn g(t − nT )
(3)
n=0
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where xn is the nth of Ulam mapping sequences of length N , and g(t) is pulse signal of time width
T . So, the time width of ξ(t) is TN = N T . When t ∈ [nT, (n + 1)T ], the expression of Ulam
mapping chaotic FM signal is,
"
Ã n−1
!#
X
s(t) = exp j2π∆f T
xi + xn (t − nT )
(4)
i=0

The discrete model of (4) is,
"
s(nT ) = exp j2π∆f T

Ã n
X

!#
xi

(5)

i=0

From (5), the instantaneous frequency is f (n) = xn ·∆f . Because xn ∈ (−1, 1), the instantaneous
frequency range is −∆f ≤ f ≤ ∆f . According to Nyquist sampling theorem, 1/T ≥ 2∆f is
obtained. Suppose 1/T = 2∆f , then Equation (5) is simplified as,
!#
" Ã n
X
s(n) = exp jπ
xi
(6)
i=0

3. THE ECHO MODEL OF CSAR

In CSAR mode, radar platform travels around targets in a circular trajectory, which is different
from the traditional linear SAR mode. The CSAR system model for data acquisition is shown in
Fig. 1(a). Its top view and side view are shown in Figs. 1(b) and (c), respectively.
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Figure 1: (a) Geometry of CSAR system. (b) Top view. (c) Side view.

From Fig. 1, the radar height is Zc, and the flight radius is Rg. Denote radar azimuthal angle
as φ ∈ [ 0, 2π) , and denote the transmitted radar signal as p(t). The reflectivity function of 3D
target is defined as f (x, y, z). Then the received echo signal can be given by,
·
¸
Z Z Z
q
2
2
2
s(t, φ) =
f (x, y, z)p t − 2 (x − Rg cos φ) + (y − Rg sin φ) + (z − Zc ) /c dxdydz (7)
z

y

x

where t is fast-time, and c is light speed. For 2D target, we only need to set z = 0 in Equation (7).
4. ANALYSIS OF ANTI-NOISE PERFORMANCE

In order to describe noise intensity, the input signal to noise ratio is defined as SNRin = 10 log10 (PSin
/PNin ), where PSin is the power of echo signal, and PNin is the power of noise. Noise interference
belongs to barrage jamming. The equivalent number of looks (ENL) and correlation coefficient of
SAR image are adopted in order to evaluate barrage jamming.
(1) ENL
µ
(8)
ENL =
σ
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where µ is the statistical average value of a gray image, and σ is the standard deviation. ENL
reflects contrast of a gray image, and large ENL means small image contrast and ambiguous image.
(2) Correlation coefficient
Denote a gray image without noise as f (m, n), where m and n are respectively the numbers of
row and column of the image. If it is interrupted by noise, then the image with noise is denoted as
g(m, n). The correlation coefficient ρ of these two images is,
PP
f (m, n)g(m, n)
m n
ρ= ·
(9)
¸1/2
PP 2
PP 2
f (m, n) ∗
g (m, n)
m n

m n

The correlation coefficient reflects the degree of deterioration of the image before and after
interference. The large ρ means small noise interference. The value range of ρ is 0 ∼ 1.
5. SIMULATION

(1) 2D point target imaging
The CSAR system parameters are listed in Table 1. A 2D point target is located in the center of
the scene. The back projection algorithm is used in imaging. When three kinds of signals including
chirp, Ulam mapping chaotic AM, and Ulam mapping chaotic FM signals are transmitted, 2D
imaging results are respectively shown in Figs. 2(a)–(c), and the x and y profiles of 2D imaging
results are respectively shown in Figs. 3(a)–(b).
From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we can know that 2D imaging results are regular when the transmitted
signal is chirp, while 2D imaging results are stochastic when the transmitted signal are Ulam mapping chaotic AM and FM. However, experiments can be repeated many times to obtain statistical
values of resolution and sidelobes for Ulam mapping chaotic AM and FM signals. Imaging results
show that when the transmitted signal is Ulam mapping chaotic FM, higher resolution and lower
peak to sidelobe ratio (PSLR) and integrated sidelobe ratio (ISLR) in x and y profiles can be
obtained than other two cases. The main reason is that the bandwidth of Ulam mapping chaotic
FM signal is wider than other two kinds of signals.
Table 1: The CSAR system parameters.
Carrier frequency
Bandwidth of Chirp and chaos AM signal
Radius of the flight track
Height of the radar
Radius of imaging area

(a)

(b)

10 GHz
4 GHz
200 m
200 m
1m

(c)

Figure 2: 2D imaging results of three kinds of transmitted signals. (a) Chirp. (b) Ulam mapping chaotic
AM. (c) Ulam mapping chaotic FM.
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(b)

Figure 3: The x and y profiles of 2D imaging results of three kinds of transmitted signals. (a) x profile. (b)
y profile.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: 3D imaging results of three kinds of transmitted signals. (a) Chirp. (b) Ulam mapping chaotic
AM. (c) Ulam mapping chaotic FM.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: The x, y and z profiles of 3D imaging results of three kinds of transmitted signals. (a) x profile.
(b) y profile. (c) z profile.

(2) 3D point target imaging
The CSAR system parameters are listed in Table 1. A 3D point target is located in the center of
the scene. The back projection algorithm is used in imaging. When three kinds of signals including
chirp, Ulam mapping chaotic AM, and Ulam mapping chaotic FM signals are transmitted, 3D
imaging results are respectively shown in Figs. 4(a)–(c). The x, y and z profiles of 3D imaging
results are respectively shown in Figs. 5(a)–(c).
The same as the 2D imaging, experiments are repeated many times to obtain statistical values
of resolution and sidelobes for Ulam mapping chaotic AM and FM signals. Imaging results show
that when the transmitted signal is Ulam mapping chaotic FM, higher resolution and lower PSLR
and ISLR in x and y profiles can be obtained than other two cases. Higher resolution and lower
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PSLR can also be obtained except higher ISLR than other two cases. The main reason is also the
wide bandwidth of Ulam mapping chaotic FM signal.
(3) Analysis of anti-noise performance
Based on 2D point target imaging, Figs. 2(a)–(c) are changed into gray images, and the corresponding results are noiseless. If Gauss white noise is added to three kinds of echo signals, and
the input signal to noise ratio SNR in is equal to −40 dB, then 2D imaging results with this noise
interference are obtained.
Repeat experiments 50 times. The statistical values of ENL and correlation coefficients for three
kinds of echo signals without and with noise jamming are listed in Table 2. It is obvious that when
the transmitted signals are Ulam mapping chaotic AM and FM, the change of ENL is smaller than
the case of chirp signal. On the other side, when the transmitted signals are Ulam mapping chaotic
AM and FM, the correlation coefficients are larger than the case of chirp signal. Small change of
ENL and large correlation coefficients mean that when the transmitted signals are Ulam mapping
chaotic AM and FM, the corresponding 2D imaging results are not sensitive to noise. It proves
that noise radar has high resistance to noise jamming.
Table 2: The statistical values of ENL and correlation coefficients.

ENL

Without noise
With noise
ρ

Chirp
0.201
1.889
0.247

Ulam mapping chaotic AM
0.538
1.903
0.457

Ulam mapping chaotic FM
0.615
1.908
0.491

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, Ulam mapping chaotic FM signal is presented for CSAR imaging. In order to
illustrate the performance of this transmitted signal, Ulam mapping chaotic AM signal and chirp
signal are used for comparison. Simulation results of point-target show that when the transmitted
signal is Ulam mapping chaotic FM signal, 2D and 3D resolution are higher and side-lobes except
integral sidelobe ratio in height are lower than results of other two kinds of transmitted signals,
because of the wider effective bandwidth. In addition, Ulam mapping chaotic AM and FM signals
for CSAR imaging have stronger anti-interference ability than the case of chirp signal.
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Abstract— A novel compact microstrip diplexer for 4G wireless communication system is
proposed. The diplexer is composed of two stub-loaded dual-mode resonators (SLDMRs). The
main advantage of stub-loaded dual-mode resonator is that a compact narrowband bandpass filter
is easily realized and a transmission zero can be realized in the stopband of each channel, which
improves the isolation between two channels. Two SLDMRs are then connected to a common port
by the feed lines with two long fingers. Coupling scheme of the diplexer is given and analyzed.
The diplexer is in final designed at 2.35 and 2.59 GHz for 4G wireless communication. The circuit
is compact and occupies about 0.33λg ×0.25λg .
1. INTRODUCTION

Diplexer is an essential component in the RF front ends of communication system, which is used to
transmit and receive signals by a single antenna in communication system. As a newly commercialized mobile communication system, 4G wireless mobile communication is a new emerge technique
that can provide high-speed data service for subscribers. Researchers show great interests in developing high performance components for 4G wireless mobile communication systems, such as
antennas, filters, and diplexers. A diplexer can be designed by combining two different bandpass
filters with a matching network. In [1], a hairpin line diplexer is realized by using stepped-impedance
coupled-line resonators. In [2], a diplexer for ultra-wideband systems is proposed using hairpin line
wideband bandpass filters. An extra tapped open-stub is added to suppress the spurious responses
of the first bandpass filter in the operating range of second filter. In [3] and [4], hybrid resonators
and composite right/left-handed (CRLH) quarter-wave type resonators are used to design diplexers. However, the resonators require short-circuit through-holes that results in higher fabrication
costs and errors. T-junction is usually used as matching network in a diplexer [3, 5]. Despite of
the convenience of design, but the size of the diplexer is large. In [6] a diplexer for UMTS system
using dual-mode stripline ring resonators is proposed.
In this paper, a novel diplexer for 4G communication systems is proposed based on two stubloaded dual-mode resonators (SLDMR) with different sizes. Owing to the quarter-wavelength
resonance of the loaded stub, each SLDMR will produce a transmission zero near the passband.
Another transmission zero is produced by introducing the coupling between source and load, aiming to improve the isolation of the diplexer. Finally, a diplexer with a compact size operating
in the 2.35/2.59 GHz band for 4G communication system is designed. The circuit size is about
0.33λg × 0.25λg . Simulated results show the isolation between two passband is −29 dB and −38 dB,
respectively.
2. ANALYSIS OF THE STUB-LOADED DUAL-MODE RESONATOR

Figure 1 shows schematic of the proposed diplexer. The diplexer consists of two stub-loaded dualmode resonators and three microstrip feed lines. SLDMR are folded to achieve a compact size.
Two DMRs are interconnected by an appropriately designed microstrip junction with characteristic
impedance of 50 Ω, thus avoiding the conventional matching circuit of T-junction [2].
The basic configuration of a SLDMR in show in Fig. 2, where Y1 , L1 , Y2 and L2 denote the
characteristic admittances and lengths of the microstrip line and open stub, respectively. Odd- and
even-mode theory is used to analysis its resonant characteristics [7].
When the structure is excited by odd-modes, the symmetrical plane can be seen as short-circuited
and the resonant frequencies can be expressed as
fodd =

(2n − 1)c
√
2L1 εeff

(1)

where n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , c is the speed of light in the free space, and εeff is the effective dielectric
constant of the microstrip line. Obviously, the odd-mode resonant frequencies are determined only
by the open ring resonator.
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Figure 1: The schematic of the proposed diplexer.

Figure 2: (a) Structure of the stub-loaded DMR,
(b) odd-mode equivalent circuit, and (c) even-mode
equivalent circuit.

When the structure is excited by even-modes, the symmetrical plane can be seen as opencircuited and the resonant frequencies can are determined by
feven =

nc
√
(L1 + 2L2 ) εeff

(2)

where n = 1, 2, 3, . . .. It is clearly observed that once L1 is determined, the even-mode will vary
with the length of the open stub.
Figure 3 shows transmission characteristics of the dual-mode resonators. A transmission zero
can be achieved owing to quarter-wavelength resonance of the loaded stub. As to the resonator
works at the lower passband, the transmission zero is set in the upper stopband, obtaining to
decrease the interference with the upper passband. On the contrary, as to the dual-mode resonator
works at upper passband, the transmission is set in the lower stopband, aiming to minimize the
interference from the lower passband. Obviously, the position of the transmission zero can be tuned
by changing the length of the loaded stub and the bandwidth of the circuit also change with the
shift of the transmission zero.
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(a)

(b)

3.0

Figure 3: Simulated responses of (a) SLDMR 1 versus Lt3 when Lr3 = 8.9 mm and (B) SLDMR 2 versus
Lr3 when Lt3 = 7.9 mm.
3. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED DIPLEXER

Figure 4 shows the coupling scheme of the proposed diplexer, where the solid lines indicate the main
coupling and the dashed lines indicate the cross coupling, black dot and white dot represent resonant
modes and soure/load, respectively. Both modes of SLDMR are directly coupled to both source and
load. Coupling between source and load is introduced in each channel by increasing the length of the
feed lines. By use of source-load coupling, transmission zeroes can be introduced in the stopband,
which improves the stopband characteristics while keep the transmission characteristics stable in
the passband [8, 9]. The length of the feed lines Lt4 between port1 and port2, and Lr4 between
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port1 and port3 are extended, aiming to introduce direct source-load coupling. Meanwhile, isolation
between the two channels of the diplexer is improved. Fig. 5 shows comparisons of transmission
characteristics between the diplexer with and without source-load coupling. It is obviously seen that
the attenuation of S21 improved about 8 dB in the stopband and the attenuation of S31 improved
about 20 dB in the stopband when the coupling between source and load is introduced.
DMR1

DMR2

M1

M3
S

L

L

M2

M4

Figure 4: Coupling scheme of the proposed diplexer.
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Figure 5: The frequency response of the proposed diplexer compared with the diplexer without source-load
coupling.
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Figure 6: The frequency response of the proposed diplexer.

The simulated results of the proposed diplexer are shown in Fig. 6. A substrate with a dielectric
constant of 3.5 and a thickness of 0.8 mm is used in the design. Associated dimensions are: Wt1 =
Wr1 = 0.4 mm, Lt1 = 19.5 mm, Lr1 = 21.3 mm, Lt2 = 9.85 mm, Lr2 = 10 mm, Lt3 = 9 mm, Lr3 =
8.2 mm, Lt4 = 5.1 mm, Lr4 = 6.9 mm, gt1 = gt2 = 0.4 mm, gr1 = gr2 = 0.35 mm, gt3 = 1.7 mm and
gr3 = 1.75 mm. The diplexer designed for 4G co mmunication system operates in 2.35/2.59 GHz
and the simulated 3-dB bandwidths of the two channels are 6.89% and 6.56%, respectively. The
simulated isolations between port2 and port3 are below −30 dB. The circuit is very compact and
it occupies about 23.5 mm × 13.5 mm.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

A compact microstrip diplexer using stub-loaded dual-mode resonators is proposed in this paper.
The main advantage of the DMR is that a compact bandpass filter with an asymmetric frequency
response is easily realized. The bandpass isolation is improved by introducing the source-load
coupling. This property is utilized to design a compact high selectivity diplexer, for a system with
two extremely close frequency bands. The proposed design offers a simple structure, which allows
design flexibility and ease of fabrication.
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Abstract— Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs) have been attracting the interest of microwave
technology researchers recently because of the the property of near-field enhancement. In this
paper, firstly, we discuss the existence of SPPs in the surface of metal in microwave regime.
We also analysis the motivation of SPPs. Secondly, we introduce a high gain slot antenna
with single-layer director briefly. Thirdly, a four-layered slot antenna with compact size and
high gain is proposed. This antenna is based on the previous antenna. The difference between
them is that a dielectric grid structure is added to the last one. The dielectric grid structure
makes the incident electromagnetic wave scattered, which makes the wave vector of the incident
electromagnetic matched with the surface plasmon polaritons in horizontal direction, so that the
incident electromagnetic wave can couple with SPPs. The simulated gain of the previous antenna
is 12.0 dBi at 5.6 GHz and measured gain is 10.4 dBi at 5.57 GHz. The simulated gain of the last
antenna is 13.5 dBi at 5.6 GHz and measured gain is 11.4 dBi at 5.57 GHz. The 2 dBi dropped for
the measured and simulated gain can be caused by the loss of dielectric. By motivating SPPs,
the simulated and measured gain of the antenna enhances nearly 1.5 dBi and 1 dBi separately.
The overall size of both the antenna is 100 × 100 × 19 mm3 .
1. INTRODUCTION

Antennas for wireless communications are required to exhibit characteristics such as high gain,
compact size, high efficiency, low cost, wide bandwidth and so on. In the design processing, many
methods can be used to improve the antenna gain. Among them, the typical high gain antenna
is the traditional Yagi antenna and novel microstrip Yagi antenna. However, in order to realize
a gain of 12 dBi, 10 directors are required in [1]. Several microstrip-Yagi or quasi-Yagi antenna
structures have been reported in [2–5], which have high gain and high front-to-back (F/B) ratio.
However, these antennas have narrow bandwidth and large size. Recently, the multilayer-stacked
Yagi antenna is becoming hot research in the miniaturization and high gain antenna. A multilayerstacked microstrip Yagi antenna is presented in [6], High gain of 11 dBi and 10.28 dBi can be achieved
respectively with adopted four layers of directors for dipole and dual polarization applications.
Obviously there is an increased demand of antennas with compact size, broad bandwidth and
high gain. In this paper, firstly, a miniaturized high gain slot antenna with single-layer director
is presented, which has the properties of wide bandwidth, high gain and compact size. Secondly,
referred to the first one, a novel high gain slot antenna based on the SPPs theories and features is
proposed.
The proposed antennas are designed at 5.6 GHz and detailed discussion is given in the following
sections.
2. THE THEORY OF SPPS

The surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are transverse magnetic surface waves propagating along
the interface between two materials whose dielectric constants are opposite, generally a metal and
dielectric [7]. SPPs are attenuating exponentially in the direction perpendicular to the surface.
This is the electromagnetic mode of SPPs. The dispersion relation can be obtained by Maxwell’s
Equation and boundary condition [8].
E = E0± exp (i (kx x ± kz z − wt))

(1)

with “+” for z > 0, “−” for z ≤ 0 and with imaginary kz which causes the field Ez damping
exponentially. Suppose electromagnetic wave has wave number k and it is incident to an interface
between dielectric (permittivity ε1 ) and metal (permittivity ε2 ). The wave number k is
k = 2π/λ

(2)

where λ is the wavelength of electromagnetic wave. According to Maxwell’s Equation and the
boundary condition at the surface, the normal component of the wave vectors satisfy the following
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relations,
kz1 kz2
+
=0
ε1
ε2
³ ω ´2
2
εi
= kx2 + kzi
c

(3)
i = 1, 2

(4)

The wave vector kx of surface plasmon is continuous through the interface. The dispersion relation
can be written as
µ
µ
¶1/2
¶1/2
ω
ε1 ε2
ε1 ε2
kx = kspp =
= k0
(5)
c ε1 + ε2
ε1 + ε2
In the microwave regime, the permittivity of metal ε2 < 0, |ε2 | À 1, |ε1 + ε2 | < |ε2 |, thus,
kspp > k0 . Because of kspp > k0 , the wave vector of the electromagnetic is not matched with the
surface plasmons in horizontal direction, so that SPPs can’t be excited. To excite surface plasmons,
the wave vector of the electromagnetic must be matched with the surface plasmons in horizontal
direction. In the visible and infrared frequency ranges, the typical method of realizing the coupling
is using the diffraction of the metal or dielectric grid structures [9]. Comparing metal grid structures
with dielectric grid structures, it is found that dielectric grid structures have better performance in
enhancing the electromagnetic field and is more readily produced for industrial applications [10, 11].
In the microwave regime, SPPs do not exist in smooth metal surface. However, when there are
periodic slits on the conductor, its Permittivity function is identified with SPPs in form by the
equivalent medium processing [12].
3. PROPOSED SLOT ANTENNA WITH SINGLE LAYER DIRECTOR

The preliminary structure of the slot antenna with single-layer director as shown in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2, is named design 1, which contains a radiated slot on the metal plane called driver, a ground
called reflector and a slot array in a metal plane called director. As noted in [6], three to four layers
of directors are required to achieve high gain. Only one director layer is required to achieve a gain
as high as shown in [6]. Dimensions of this structure are given in Table 1. The driver is designed
on a 1.5 mm-thick FR4 substrate with dielectric constant (εr1 ) of 4.4 and the director is designed
on the substrate with εr2 of 2.55 and loss tangent of δ = 0.001. The optimized distance between
two slots is 13.75 mm, which is close to λ/4. The size of the director layer is 60(L) × 60(L) mm2
and the distance from the director to the driver is D2 . All the parameters are listed in Table 1,
where D1 = 11.5 mm (0.205λ), D2 = 6 mm (0.121λ), L2 = 38 mm (0.709λ), L3 = 55 mm (1.026λ)
and L4 = 13.75 mm (0.257λ). The overall height of the proposed antenna is 19 mm.

Front view of driver

Figure 1: Structure of the proposed antenna (design
1).

Backview of driver

Director

Figure 2: Structures of the proposed single layer
director.

Performance of the proposed slot antenna with single-layer director is given in Fig. 3, Fig. 4
and Fig. 5. Photograph of the fabricated preliminary structure and the proposed slot antenna
with single layer director is given in Fig. 3. Comparison between simulated and measured results
is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed slot antenna with five slots in
the single-layer director has a simulated bandwidth of 21.1% and measured bandwidth of 19.6%,
which exhibit wide band characteristics. Fig. 5 presents the simulated and measured xoy plane
and yoz plane radiation patterns of design 1. The main lobe focuses on the orthogonal direction
of the director layer (theta = 0◦ . Good agreement between the measured and simulated radiation
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Table 1: Parameters of antenna.
Symbol
H
L
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
W
D1
D2
εr1
εr2

Value
1.5
60
36
38
55
13.75
100
3
11.5
6.5
4.4
2.5

Unity
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
/
/
0

S 11 (dB)

-10

-20

-30

Simulated
Measured

-40
4.0

Figure 3: Photograph of the proposed slot antenna
with single-layer director.
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Figure 4: Simulated and measured S11 design 1.
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Figure 5: (a) Measured and simulated radiation patterns of design 1 in xoz plane. (b) Measured and
simulated radiation patterns of design 1 in yoz plane.

patterns has been achieved. The maximum simulated and measured gains are 12 dBi at 5.6 GHz
and 10.4 dBi at 5.57 GHz respectively.
4. THE NOVEL SLOT ANTENNA WITH GRID STRUCTURE

In this part, a novel antenna is designed, which is named design 2. The total size of design 2 is
the same as design 1, while, the gain of design 2 is enhanced. In design 2, a special structure
based on SPPs is added to the preliminary antenna. The structure between the driver and director
is noted as dielectric grid structure, which is shown in Fig. 6. The permittivity of this dielectric
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Figure 6: Structures of the proposed grid structure.

Figure 7: Photograph of design 2.
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Figure 8: Simulated and measured S11 design 2.
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Figure 9: (a) Measured and simulated radiation patterns of design 2 in xoz plane. (b) Measured and
simulated radiation patterns of design 2 in xoz plane.

is εr2 . According to the surface plasmons diffraction theory, the field of electromagnetic can be
enhanced [11]. Therefore, the gain of antenna can be improved. Dimensions of this grid structure
are as follows: L6 = 20.15 mm, L7 = 50 mm, L8 = 40.3 mm, H2 = 3 mm. The optimized distance
between the two close slots is W 1 = 1.7 mm and the width of the slots in the grid structure is
W 2 = 3.6 mm. In design 2, some parameters are different from design 1, such as D2 = 6 mm,
H = 3 mm. Other parameters are listed in Table 1.
The fabricated prototype of design 2 is shown in Fig. 7. Comparison about S11 between simulated
and measured is shown in Fig. 8. The simulated bandwidth is 6.1% and measured bandwidth is
8.0%, which shows good agreement generally. Fig. 9 presents the simulated and measured xoy plane
and yoz plane radiation patterns of design 2. The maximum simulated and measured gains are
13.5 dBi and 11.4 dBi respectively. The 2.1 dBi drop in measured gain may be caused by precision
of production.
The comparison of simulated about design 1 and design 2 are discussed as following:
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(a) As shown in Fig. 10, the bandwidth of design 1 and design 2 both cover frequencies from
5.49 GHz to 5.92 GHz.
(b) As shown in Fig. 11, the measured gain of design 2 is improved about 1 dBi than design 1,
which is slightly lower than simulated. The measured gains of design 1 and design 2 have about
2 dBi dropped than simulated.
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Figure 10: Measured S11 for design 1 and design 2.
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Figure 11: Measured gain for design 1 and design 2.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a slot antenna with single-layer director and a novel high gain slot antenna with SPPs
are proposed. By adding a substrate layer with grids structure between the driver and director
of the design 1, the measured gain of the antenna is enhanced by 1 dBi. Good performance with
gain of 11.4 dBi is achieved at 5.57 GHz. The overall optimum size of the proposed antenna is only
100 × 100 × 19 mm3 . Good agreement between simulated and measured results is achieved.
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A Compact Circular Polarized Tag Antenna in UHF Band for
Metallic Object Application
Yusha Liu, Qi Liu, Bo Xu, and Jun Hu
Centre for Opt. & EM Research, Zhejiang Provincial Key Lab for Sensing Technologies
Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China

Abstract— In this article, a compact RFID tag antenna operated on UHF band with circular
polarization is proposed. The antenna is comprised of a radiating square with two pairs of
unequal crossed slots to produce a circularly polarized (CP) radiation and a simple quarter-wave
microstrip line to feed the patch. A tag chip is embedded between the microstrip line and a shortcircuited stub line. The simulated result for −3-dB power reflection coefficient (PRC) is about
27 MHz (904–931 MHz) that covers the RFID bands of North and South America and Taiwan
(920–928 MHz) and its corresponding simulated 3-dB axial-ratio (AR) bandwidth is about 7 MHz
(910–917 MHz). The overall antenna size is 75 mm × 75 mm × 1.6 mm at 915 MHz. The results
show a perfect circularly polarized radiation.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, applications for radio frequency identification (RFID) systems in the ultra-high
frequency (UHF) band has been received much interest in several service industries, such as, purchasing, distribution logistics, and animal tracking applications [1]. For a commercial RFID system,
it usually consists of a reader and many tags. The reader antenna generally has a circular polarization radiation pattern to increase the orientation diversity. However, most of RFID tags are linear
polarization (LP) in the UHF frequency band. Therefore, the polarization mismatch between them
would result in that only half of the transmission power is received by tags. But, if the tag antenna
is also circularly polarized, the power received by the CP tag antenna can be improved by 3 dB,
and the maximum reading range can thus be increased by 41%, theoretically [2].
Currentlya few antennas for RFID tag in UHF band with CP radiation are presented [3–5]. A
compact circularly polarized tag antenna with a dimension of 80 mm × 80 mm × 1.6 mm at 915 MHz
and a 3-dB AR bandwidth of 6 MHz is proposed in [3]. In [4], a circular microstrip RFID tag antenna
for CP radiation has been presented. The antenna has a dimension of 74 mm × 74 mm × 1.6 mm at
915 MHz and a 3-dB AR bandwidth of 6 MHz. In [5], a circular polarization tag antenna with two
diagonal dipoles is presented. The antenna has a dimension of 68 mm × 68 mm × 1 mm at 915 MHz
and a wide 3-dB AR bandwidth of 31 MHz. But it is not used for metallic objects.
In this paper, a square-shaped CP tag antenna fed by a microstrip line is proposed in the UHF
band. The proposed antenna exhibits a surface area of 75 mm × 75 mm × 1.6 mm at 915 MHz. And
the antenna has a 3-dB AR bandwidth of 7 MHz, and its corresponding simulated −3-dB power
reflection coefficient is 27 MHz (904–931 MHz). The antenna presents a good performance when it
mounts on a ground plane.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN PROCESS

The final structure and dimensions of the proposed compact circularly polarized tag antenna is
shown in Fig. 1. The antenna is fabricated on a FR4 substrate (εr =4.4, tan δ = 0.02) and has a
thickness of H (H = 1.6 mm). The ground plane has a size of 75 mm × 75 mm. While the radiating
patch has a length of L (L = 58 mm), and the radiating patch is loaded with two pairs of crossed
slots which have unequal lengths, and equal width W (W = 4 mm). The crossed slots embedded
to the patch at corners along the direction of φ = ±45◦ is used to produce a CP radiating pattern.
The antenna is fed by a microstrip line at point of A. An IC chip is attached between the microstrip
line and the short-circuited stub line, which is the red area as shown in Fig. 1.
In the proposed antenna, first, the radiating patch is loaded with four slits at the corners along
the direction of φ = ±45◦ . In order to reduce the size of the antenna, other slits are added to
lengthen the resonant length. Then the antenna with four cross-shaped slits is presented, and
a better circular polarization radiation is achieved. Here, an Alien Higgs chip with an input
impedance of 13 − j111Ω and a threshold power sensitivity of −18.5 dBm at 915 MHz is provided.
The conjugate impedance of the antenna is achieved by turning the parameters L1 , L2 , t1 , and t2 .
The parameters S1 , S2 , b and d are used as variables to optimize the circular polarization.
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Figure 1: Geometry of the circularly polarized antenna.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Note that the commercially available simulation software, Ansoft High Frequency Simulator Structure (HFSS) 14 is used for the simulated results. The simulated input impedance When L1 =
56 mm, L2 = 38 mm, t1 = 3.6 mm and t2 = 2 mm is presented in Fig. 2. The simulated input
impedance is 13.2 + j112.4Ω at approximately the center frequency 915 MHz. It is conjugately
matched to the chip. The simulated power reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna is given in
Fig. 3. The simulated −3-dB PRC bandwidth of the tag antenna is about 27 MHz (904–931 MHz).
It completely covers the North and South American UHF RFID band which ranges from 902 to
928 MHz. When S1 = 56 mm, S2 = 38 mm, b = 24 mm and d = 16 mm, the simulated CP bandwidth determined by the 3-dB axial ratio, is 7 MHz (910–917 MHz) and best at 913 MHz with
AR = 0.9 dB. The maximum simulated gain for the proposed antenna is about −15 dB. The gain
will be better when the antenna is mounted on a bigger metal plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Simulated input impedance. (a) Input resistance. (b) Input reactance.

Here, a theoretical prediction for the reading range by considering the Friis transmission equation
is presented as follow [6]:
v
³
´
u
u Pt Gt Gr ρ 1 − |Γ|2
λ0 t
rmax =
(1)
4π
Pth
where λ0 is the wavelength, Pt is the transmit power of the reader, Gt is the gain of reader antenna,
Pth is the minimum threshold power required by the tag chip to respond, Gr is the gain of tag
antenna, ρ is the polarization factor, and Γ is the reflection coefficient of tag antenna. In this case,
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both the reader antenna and the proposed antenna are circularly polarized, thus ρ = 1. The total
transmitted power is 4.0 W effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP). The calculated reading range
of the proposed tag antenna is about 2.4 m at 915 MHz.

Figure 3: The simulated PRC of the proposed tag
antenna.

Figure 4: The simulated axial ratio.

4. CONCLUSION

A compact square-shaped tag antenna with excellent circular polarization has been designed. The
circularly polarized bandwidth (910–917 MHz) obtained in this paper is determined by unequal
crossed slots embed to the radiation patch. The complex impedance matching of the proposed
tag antenna can be achieved by properly selecting the dimensions of the microstrip line and the
short-circuited stub line. The power reflection coefficient is 27 MHz (904–931 MHz). The overall
antenna size is 75 mm × 75 mm × 1.6 mm at 915 MHz. The simulated results verified a good CP
radiation when it mounts on a metal plane. With smaller size, lower weight, and lower cost, the
proposed tag antenna is a good candidate for metallic object application in the UHF band.
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A Miniaturized Unidirectional Moxon Antenna for UHF RFID Tags
Q. Liu, S. Zhang, and B. Xu
Center for Optical and Electromagnetic Research, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou 310027, China

Abstract— A unidirectional moxon antenna for UHF RFID tags is proposed. Meander lines
are applied in this structure for the size reduction. An inductively coupled feeding loop is used to
match the impedance between the antenna and the chip. A gain of 4.48 dBi and an outstanding
front-to-back ratio of 17.7 dB are achieved with a very broad frontal lobe (half power beamwidth
is 70 degrees in the x-y plane and 150 degrees in y-z plane).
1. INTRODUCTION

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) technology is a remote automatic identification technology,
which enables target recognition and relevant data acquisition through radio frequency signals. The
tag antenna is a vital part of the RFID system, and its performance greatly affects the performance
of the RFID system. Most tag antennas have omnidirectional radiation patterns or quasi-isotropic
radiation patterns. However, in some specific situations a unidirectional tag antenna is much more
desired, as it gives a much longer reading range in the required direction than in other directions.
Two kinds of high gain Yagi-Uda UHF RFID tag antennas have been proposed in [1]. The first
5-element Yagi-Uda type UHF tag antenna has an overall size of 180 mm×140 mm, a maximum gain
of 6.6 dB, and a front-to-back ratio of 10 dB. In the second design, the overall size of the 5-element
Yagi-Uda type UHF tag antenna has been reduced to 140 mm × 80 mm with a maximum gain of
4.6 dB and a front-to-back ratio of 10.6 dB. The tag antenna size is reduced through a T-matching
method.
In this letter, we propose a miniaturized unidirectional moxon antenna for UHF RFID tags.
The moxon antenna is a parasitic dual-element array with the ends of each element folded back
towards each other for additional coupling. The ends are separated to create a gap, which is mostly
responsible for the unidirectional pattern [2]. Meander lines [3] and an inductively coupled feeding
loop [4] are applied in this structure for the size reduction and the impedance match between the
antenna and the chip, respectively. Our proposed antenna has an overall size of 80 mm × 60 mm,
much smaller than the antennas in [1], while the maximum gain is 4.48 dB and the front-to-back ratio
is 17.7 dB at 915 MHz. The measured maximum reading range is 18.5 m with a total transmitted
power of 4.0 W EIRP at 915 MHz. In addition, the front-to-back ratios are all above 15 dB in FCC
band.

Figure 1: Geometry of the proposed RFID antenna.
2. ANTENNA STRUCTURE AND DESIGN

The configuration of the proposed antenna is illustrated in Figure 1. The antenna consists of a
meander driven element and a meander reflector. Both of them are made of 0.01 mm aluminium and
printed on a Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) substrate with a thickness of 0.05 mm and relative
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permittivity of 3.2. The ends of the driven element and reflector are bent inward. The front-to-back
ratio of this antenna is highly affected by the lengths of inwardly bent lines (Lr Ldr ,) as well as
the spacing between the driven element and the reflector (g). An inductively coupled feeding loop,
inserted in the middle of the driven element, is used instead of directly feeding into this structure.
By adjusting the size of the feeding loop and the spacing between the loop and the radiating body
of the driven element, the input impedance of the antenna can be conjugate-matched easily to the
chip.
The actual overall size of the tag is Ls × Ws = 80 × 60 mm2 . The optimal design parameters
are as follows: lw = 20 mm, l = 14.4 mm, w = 2 mm, gr = 2.9 mm, gdr = 3.2 mm, lr = 19.2 mm,
g = 22.4 mm, ldr = 16 mm, a = 7 mm, b = 24 mm, and d = 2 mm.
3. SIMULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The prototype antenna is designed and optimised for the FCC band (902–928 MHz). The proposed
tag antenna is fabricated in a roll to roll (R2R) process. A Monza 4 chip with an input impedance of
(11 − j143) Ω and a threshold power sensitivity of −17.4 dBm at 915 MHz is used in the experiment.
A prototype of the proposed antenna is measured with Agilent E8358A VNA and NI-VISN-100
RFID tester. The tester has an EIRP (effective isotropic radiated power) of 4 W and consists of
the RFID reader with a radiation power of 30 dBm and a reader antenna with a gain of 6 dBi.
Figure 2 gives the simulated and measured results of the input impedance, which agree well with
each other. The simulated and measured results for the Power Reflection Coefficient (PRC) [5] are
plotted in Figure 3. The −3 dB bandwidth is very wide because of the combined effect of the
adjacent resonances of the feeding loop, the driven element and the reflector. The small deviation
in frequency may be due to fabrication and chip bonding error.
The simulated gain pattern and measured reading range pattern are shown in Figure 4 for
comparison. The outlines of the simulated and measured results are generally similar to each
other, which indicates the agreement of the simulated and measured results.
The front-to-back ratio is obtained by:
FBR (dB) = 10 log10

Gf
Rf
= 20 log10
Gb
Rb

(1)

where Gf and Gb are gains in the front and back directions, respectively, and Rf and Rb are reading
ranges in the front and back directions, respectively.
With a simulated gain of 4.48 dB in the front direction and −15.6 dB in the back direction, the
simulated front-to-back ratio is 20 dB at 915 MHz. The measured front-to-back ratio is 17.7 dB,
and the measured reading range is 18.5 m in the front direction and 2.4 m in the back direction at
915 MHz. The measured half power beamwidth is 70◦ in the x-y plane and 150◦ in the y-z plane
while the half power beamwidth of the dipole antenna is about 70◦ in usage plane.
The reading ranges in the front and back directions as a function of the frequency are shown in
Figure 5. As in the grey zone, the front-to-back ratios in the FCC band are all above 15 dB. Good
directivity can be achieved in the FCC band.

Figure 2:
Simulated and measured
impedances of the proposed RFID antenna.

input

Figure 3: Simulated and measured results of PRC
of the proposed RFID antenna.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Simulated gain (dB) pattern and measured reading range (m) pattern at 915 MHz of the proposed
RFID antenna. (a) Patterns in the x-y plane. (b) Patterns in the y-z plane

Figure 5: Measured reading ranges in front and back directions.

4. CONCLUSION

A unidirectional moxon RFID tag antenna has been proposed. The proposed antenna is very
unidirectional with a long reading range, an outstanding front-to-back ratio, and a very broad
frontal lobe in the FCC band. Meander lines and an inductively coupled feeding loop have been
applied to make the antenna more compact and to match the impedance between the antenna and
the chip.
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Optimization of Machine Learning Parameters for Spectrum Survey
Analysis
R. Urban and M. Steinbauer
Department of Theoretical and Experimental Electrical Engineering
Brno University of Technology, Technicka 12, Brno 612 00, Czech Republic

Abstract— This paper shows preliminary results of the optimization of machine learning parameters for cognitive radio application by brutal force calculations. We were analyzing frequency
occupancy data of the huge measurement campaign of the spectrum background. For these date
there are two possible states. Firstly, limited frequency band is occupied (detected signal level
is above the threshold) by the other frequency signal — there will be an interference for our
system for this frequency band. Secondly, the frequency band is free of any other wireless radiation. These true/false data are analyzed in a context of the cognitive radio by the reinforcement
learning and simple learning. Each channel received a score from the learning algorithm given
by weighting function. The quality of the output scores is discussed in this paper according to
the learning algorithm parameters and optional learning time.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the modern wireless communication there is nearly no idle frequency spectrum capacity. The
most suitable frequency bands are already allocated or sold out. The newly incoming wireless
system has to be moved to higher frequency bands or to share spectrum with existing system.
Nowadays two main approaches of spectrums sharing [1, 2] are discussed. The first one is called
the underlay spectrum sharing which is using the limited radiation power to minimize interference
with existing systems like UWB technology. The second one is called overlay spectrum which
is sharing technique using utilization of the unused spectrum parts of the particular frequency
band. All of these techniques are applied in cognitive radio system for spectrum allocation [2]. In
this paper we are focusing mainly on the frequency spectrum data evaluation based on the real
measurement [3], which is used predominantly for overlay spectrum sharing. Firstly, the occupied
parts of the frequency spectrum need to be detected and the threshold level needs to be set up [4].
Afterwards, the measured frequency points are mapped into the channels of the particular examined
service. This paper targets the machine learning algorithms for channel assignment in cognitive
radio.

Figure 1: Cognitive cycle.
2. REASONS FOR MACHINE LEARNING

Generally, machine learning is the science how to get computers acting without being programmed.
Machine learning influences our lives by many ways. It has given us by self-driving cars, effective
web search and many other applications. Machine learning is so pervasive today that you probably
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use it dozens of times a day without knowing it. For wireless communication learning starts to be
popular to solve cognitive system problems, such as dynamic spectrum sharing. Cognitive radio
systems are sensing its own surroundings and aware it. It needs to adapt to the environment with its
system (modulation) and transmission (radiation frequency, radiation power) to the environment
as it is given by cognitive cycle Fig. 1 [5, 6].
Machine learning is an innovative tool how to apply learning mechanism to cognitive radio [7, 8].
In our case, we are trying to learn, which channel is the best for transmission [4] based on real data.
We passed huge measurement campaign to collect spectrum information from various scenarios
(indoor and outdoor) and various time tom cover the differences in different wireless traffic over
the day.
2.1. Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is type of the machine learning to maximize a numerical reward output.
The agent is not told which actions to take, as in most forms of machine learning, but instead must
discover which of his actions yield the most reward. In the most interesting and challenging cases,
actions may affect not only the immediate reward but also the next situation and, through that,
all subsequent rewards. These two characteristics Ctest and trial- search and delayed reward are
the two most important distinguishing features of reinforcement learning. In our case, we will be
evaluating the scores of the wireless channel of the particular system. The weighting function (1)
is given by:
WR ch = Wch,t−1 + RP,

(1)

where WR ch stands for weight value of particular channel ch. Wch,t−1 stands for the weight value
for particular in previous learning step and RP symbolizes reward/punishment value for this step.
It is clear that RP function need to be carefully selected. The general form is presented as (2).
´
XSW
XSW ³Xni
Xmi
m
RP =
Pi + Ri =
CPn −
CR
,
(2)
i=1

i=1

yi

zi

where SW is size of the sliding window in data processing (SW = 1 when no sliding window used).
CP is constant values used as PUISHMENT and CR stands for constant value for REWARD. All
these values are discussed in results part of this paper. It is obvious that due to negative value of
the reward WR can reach negative values. Indexes mi , m, ni , n will be discussed later.
For our purposes for cognitive radio we use negative logic — so we are counting punishment of
each channel. The lowest score is the best channel from the frequency data perspective.
2.2. Simple Learning

On the one hand, reinforcement learning bring huge dynamic in the results, but on the other hand,
there is also inconclusive results. From this reason we tried more basic learning mechanism. The
most basic one is the counting the spectrum events occurrences (detected level over the threshold)
for particular channel. As it is proved, this algorithm bring us simplification and surprisingly
shortened learning times comparing to reinforcement learning. The weighting function is given
by (3).
W Ich = Wch,t−1 + P
P = 1,
P = 0,

when interference detected,
eslewhere

(3)

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

To compare results we firstly need to define comparable parameters. Firstly, we are focused on
credibility of the simulations. The credibility it the comparison between the order of the channels
based on the scores from the learning after the 5 minutes learning time (the lowest score the best
channel) and the order of the channels by the scores given by the simple learning (interference
count) over the whole data set. The same procedure was repeated 100 with the random starts of
the learning sequence over the whole data set. The sufficient credibility performance is more than
80%. Getting significantly higher agreement is nearly impossible, because the difference between
channel’s scores should be very low. Secondly, the learning time is very important. The duration
of the agent’s successfully training is crucial for future application. The minimal learning time was
found by changing the learning duration and comparing the channels order with total interference
count channels order.
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The simulations were performed for LTE system parameters, which is a modern cellular communication standard. Channel bandwidth we choose 3 MHz in LTE band #3, uplink (1710 MHz–
1785 MHz).
The first set of results presented in Table 1 describing the average credibility for 100 random
5 minutes long parts of the measurement data (48 hours samples). The upper index N in last 3 rows
in Table 1 presented the situation when are indexes m and n from (3). These indexes takes into
account consecutive frequency samples in the same state (used frequency, free frequency point).
We are counting the number of the same consecutive samples (yi , zi ) resulting to the value m and
n respectively. We assume that increasing number of the consecutive is representing quality of the
channel. Single sparking interference is not such dangerous as continuous interference in particular
channel. On the other hand, the frequency band without interference for long time is perspective
Table 1: The credibility results for different settings.
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Figure 2: The output from the reinforcement learning (RL) and simple learning (SL) for 5 minutes learning
tim.
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Figure 3: Learning time investigation for simple learning (SL) and reinforcement learning (RL).
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for radio transmission — gain higher reward.
The last row in Table 1 is output from simple learning. It is obvious that it provides very high
credibility with very low costs.
Finally, the learning time investigation is presented in Fig. 3. It is obvious that simple learning needed the shortest time to reach sufficient credibility (average of the 100 random starts for
investigated time over the whole data file).
4. CONCLUSIONS

Recently, machine learning was proved as useful tool for representing learning part of the cognitive
radio. It was presented, that reinforcement learning providing high dynamic results. The system
using reinforcement learning needed longer learning times to provide credible results than simple
learning. Simple learning provides sufficient result after 1 minute (6 time samples). Reinforcement
learning provided results with same credibility after 2 minutes, but it is better for long-term channel
sensing because of the reward feature — healing the channel. The wireless channel should improve
its score after short-term interference. The optimal reward and punishment constants for presented
learning algorithm were 5 for punishment and 2 for reward respectively. The further research
should be divided into two groups. The best channel searching — based on the selected learning
parameters we are able to find the best channel for transmission. Due to continuous spectrum
sensing, we are able to update the channel scores. Secondly, rapid channel assignment should find
its application for emergency networks. Our radio comes to the unknown environment and we need
to choose interference less frequency band for communications.
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Novel Miniaturized Satellite Navigation Antennas Based on
Substrate Integrated Waveguide
Shunyu Fang, Tailei Wang, and Shouzheng Zhu
Department of Communications Engineering, East China Normal University, Shanghai, China

Abstract— In this paper, two novel miniaturized satellite navigation antennas based on substrate integrated waveguide are proposed in this paper. A single-layer SIW annular slot antenna
is studied and designed at first. Then through overlay a patch on top layer, a multi-layer SIW
antenna is designed. The first antenna covers the Beidou satellite navigation system (BDS) B1I
band with circular polarization (CP) and the second one covers the BDS B1I and B2I band with
dual circular polarization. Performance has been proved to be better than microstrip navigation
antennas in gain and front-to-back ratio (FBR) with the similar size. Both simulation and test
results are given respectively.
1. INTRODUCTION

Antenna is one of the most important components in satellite navigation receiver. Patch antenna,
which is small in size, easy to machining, and convenient to realize CP, is widely used in the
navigation antenna. Patch navigation antenna using dual feed with multi-layers or slotting in
single layer are given in [1] and [2]. These entire patch antennas have their shortcoming of big loss,
and big back lobe, which is difficult to overcome.
Recently, the substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) causes a wide attention. Its application on
antenna, has partly replaced patch antenna in millimeter wave. Etching quadrature slot on SIW
cavity is the most popular method to realize CP and dual-band, which has a detailed application
in [3]. However, because of its miniaturization is hard, related applications in satellite navigation
antennas are rare.
In this paper, two novel miniaturized satellite navigation antennas based on SIW are proposed
in this paper. By loading annular slot on the SIW cavity, the antenna can realize the radiation
principle similar with patch antenna. Due the contribution of the SIW backed cavity, its gain and
FBR is higher than patch antenna.
2. ANTENNA I: SINGLE LAYER STRUCTURE

This section gives the research on single layer structure at first, by loading annular slot on the top
layer of SIW cavity and using the coupler to realize dual feed.
2.1. Antenna Configuration

The antenna configuration is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Because the antenna has three layers
structure, both configuration of each layer and 3-Dimension are given.
The principle of the proposed antenna is similar with patch antenna. In patch antenna, electromagnetic wave is driven through the slot between the patch and the ground then radiate power.
The annular slot in the antenna uses field discontinuity on both sides of the slot to radiate, which is
equivalent to move the slot onto the top layer of the SIW cavity. Consequently, circularly polarized
radiation is produced when the radiations from the orthogonal slot pairs combine in the far field.

Figure 1: Configuration of Antenna I on each layer.
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Figure 2: 3-D configuration of Antenna I and the coupler in details.

The resonant frequency is mainly determined by the length of the slot:
f=

c
√
2 × Lslot × εr

(1)

where Lslot is the length of the slot, and εr is the relative permittivity. Wslot is the width of the
annular slot, which affects the impedance match and the radiation efficiency.
The coupler on the bottom layer is a wideband device which is studied in [4]. It is composed
of the main line and three branch lines, whose impedance are Z1, Z2 and Z3 respectively. Rogers
5880 with a thickness of 1.508 mm, a relative permittivity of 2.2 is used as the dielectric substrate.
The dimensions of Antenna I are listed in Table 1 with Ansoft HFSS simulation and optimization.
Table 1: Geometrical parameters of Antenna I (Units: mm).
Wsiw
44.00

Lslot
41.50

Wslot
1.10

l1
51.25

w1
2.26

l2
27.40

w2
0.24

l3
26.40

w3
1.15

2.2. Simulation Results and Analysis

Figure 3 shows the S parameter and axial ratio (AR) of the antenna with the 3-branch coupler
in simulation. A resonant point of S11 can be viewed in BDS B2I band (1206 MHz), which also
appears in S21 . That means the antenna is in radiation condition in this frequency, rather than
straight-through from port 1 to port 2. This can also been proved by the following radiation
pattern. A good axial ratio is shown in operation bandwidth, which is lower than 3 dB.
The simulated radiation patterns of the proposed antenna are shown in Figure 4. It is seen
that the proposed antenna is a right hand circularly polarized (RHCP) antenna which can rightly
receive the navigation signal. The antenna has a good RHCP gain in BDS B2I band which achieves
4.24 dB and a good FBR larger than 7 dB. The FBR is better than traditional patch navigation
antennas due to the contribution of SIW backed cavity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: S-parameters and AR of Antenna I with 3-branch coupler. (a) S-parameters, (b) AR.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Radiation pattern of Antenna I at 1206 MHz. (a) X-Z plane, (b) Y -Z plane.
3. ANTENNA II: MULTILAYER STRUCTURE

From December, 2013, BDS has started to offer civilian dual-band service in B1I and B2I band,
which demands antennas to have a capability of dual band operation. This section gives the design
of a multilayer structure which can realize dual band radiation.
3.1. Antenna Configuration

The antenna configuration of 3-D veiw and top view is shown in Figure 5. The antenna has four
metal layers in total. Because the same coupler on bottom layer serves as the feeder, detailed
configuration on each layer is not given.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Configuration of Antenna II. (a) 3-D view, (b) top view.

In Antenna II, radiation on higher frequency is realized by the patch on top layer. The coupler
feed the patch via the probe and coupling to the cavity through the aperture outside the probe.
Antenna radiates power in lower frequency through the annular slot on SIW cavity, while through
the top patch in higher frequency. The resonant frequency can be tuned by tuning the size of the
patch and the annular slot, respectively. By using the same substrate in Antenna I, the dimensions
of the Antenna II are listed in Table 2 with Ansoft HFSS simulation and optimization.
Table 2: Geometrical parameters of Antenna II (Units: mm).
Wsiw
44.00

Lslot
41.50

Wslot
37.25

Wpatch
9.70

ls
4.80

l1
51.25

w1
2.26

l2
27.40

w2
0.24

l3
26.40

w3
1.15
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3.2. Simulation and Measurement Results with Analysis

The proposed antenna (Antenna II) has been fabricated on a multilayer PCB substrate and their
photographs are shown in Figure 6, which has its top view and bottom view.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Antenna II. (a) Fabricated photo, (b) simulated and measured S-parameter.

The measured and simulated reflection coefficient is shown in Figure 7. From 1.1 GHz to 1.8 GHz,
the S11 of the proposed antenna is blow −10 dB. Furthermore, resonant frequency of S21 can be
viewed in BDS B1I and B2I band (simulated in 1206 MHz and 1561 MHz). That means the antenna
is in radiation condition in these two frequencies, rather than straight-through from port 1 to port
2. The center frequency shift between the measured and simulated results is only about 5 MHz in
lower frequency and 7 MHz in higher frequency.
Table 3 shows the performance comparison for the simulated and measured results of Antenna
II. The peak gain in both frequencies has all exceed 3.5 dB, with the AR below 3 dB. Due to the
contribution of SIW backed cavity, the lower frequency gain has remarkably increase, which is
higher than traditional dual-mode satellite navigation antenna designed.
Table 3: Performance comparison for simulated and measured results of Antenna II.
Frequency (MHz)
Sim. Peak Gain (dB)
Meas. Peak Gain (dB)
Sim. Axial Ratio (dB)
Meas. Axial Ratio (dB)

1206
3.92
3.25
1.71
2.33

1561
4.54
4.03
1.87
2.41

4. CONCLUSION

Two novel miniaturized satellite navigation antennas based on SIW are proposed in this paper. The
antennas have the advantages of small size, high gain and FBR, which is better than patch satellite
navigation antenna. The measured results are satisfied at each operating band, and demonstrate
good agreements with simulated results.
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A Novel Phase Measurement System Based on Six Port
Reflectometer and LabVIEW
Tyler Wang, Jiajun Bian, and Shouzheng Zhu
School of Information Science and Technology, East China Normal University, 200241, China

Abstract— A novel six port reflectometer (SPR) measurement system based on LabVIEW
and a simple calibration method used to reducing the drastic complication of the calibration
algorithms is proposed in this paper. The efficiency of manual device measuring is improved
by this novel measurement system. This new system can be operated easily. The amplitude
and phase’s experimental and theory results are provided to demonstrate the performance of the
developed SPR.
1. INTRODUCTION

Six port technology was first used to microwave and millimeter wave measurement and network
analyzer. During the 1970s, Engen and Hoer began to investigate the six-port technique as the
heart of a simpler and less expensive network analyzer [1–3]. Since then, there has been considerable work in the analysis, design, and testing of six-port systems [4–7]. Generally speaking, the
six-port reflectometer (SPR) is a passive linear circuit with one port connected to the signal source,
one port to a device under test (DUT) and the remaining four ports connected to power detectors.
DUT’s signal amplitude and phase information can be computed by measuring the four power
detectors ports’ voltage amplitude or power [8]. Using the amplitude replace phase measuring,
its measurement process was simple and hardware’s imperfection would be made up by appropriate calibration procedure which reduced the cost of automatic network analyzer and microwave
component’s machining precision [9].
Six port measurement system’s calibration was the core of six port technology. Among the
calibration methods proposed, the Engen’s six port to four-port reduction is the most popular.
However, the iterations required by the W-plane calibration algorithm tend to be lengthy and may
fail. To achieve an accurate calibration task, many ingenious techniques based on Engen’s method
have been proposed in the literature [10–15]. It has to be mentioned that most of these works
result often in a drastic complication of the calibration algorithms. Furthermore, all the previous
methods assume a linear response at the four arms of the SPR, while most of the power detection
circuits are built with nonlinear diodes that require an additional calibration step to linearize the
diodes over the dynamic range of interest.
With the development of computer communication and measurement and control technology,
LabVIEW has been turned into main tool in automatic measurement development system. In this
paper, a novel six port measurement system based on LabVIEW and a simple calibration methodology used to reducing the drastic complication of the calibration algorithms and is proposed. This
novel measurement system will improve the efficiency of manual device measuring. In Section 2, we
first highlight the SPR working theory, then we present our novel calibration method. In Section 3,
the provided amplitude and phase’s experimental results are corresponded to the theory results
which demonstrate the performance of the developed SPR.
2. SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATING PRINCIPLE
2.1. Review of the SPR Theory

The architecture comprises a source S, a passive six-port network and four power detectors at Pi
(i = 3, 4, 5, 6). Incident and emergent waves have been identified at the six ports and labeled ai
(i = 1, . . . , 6) and bi (i = 1, . . . , 6), respectively. Γ is the complex reflection, and Pi (i = 3, 4, 5,
6) is the reading of the power meter. The incident and emergent waves are coupled through the
parameters of the six-port network by the following forms:
bi =

6
X

Sij aj ,

i = 1, . . . , 6

(1)

j=1

ai = bi Γi ,

i = 3, . . . , 6

(2)
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Consequently, there are only two degrees of freedom between these waves. Then, it is convenient
to relate he emerging waves on the detectors as a linear superposition of the incident wave a2 and
the reflected wave b2 .
One of the four detectors is usually taken as reference to normalize the other detected powers
and should ideally depend only on the source power.
Before doing any measurement, the SPR has to be calibrated to obtain the 12 real calibration
constants (four real terms Ci (i = 3, . . . , 6) and four complex terms qi (i = 3, . . . , 6)). If a reference
detector is used, then the number of calibration parameters is reduced to 11 [6].
2.2. Simple Calibration Method and Optimization

The calibration need one matched load and sliding short circuiter. The previous method had three
steps, first step was using the matched load to calibrate qi ; the second step was calibrating C3
by using the sliding short circuiter; the third step was getting the other Ci value by calibrating
9 equations, this process was very complex owing to the equations’ solving. In order to simplify
equations’ solving, three more equations are added to the calibration process by adding one more
short position. So the twelve equations are paired and can easily be solved utilizing their symmetry.
3. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

We manufactured a kind of waveguide six port reflectometer, this novel device is given in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The system’s hardware parts where part 1 is the power supply, part 2 is the 9375 MHz source, part
3 is the under test load, part 4 is the five port junction, part 5 is the directional coupler, part 6 is the DAQ
board and part 7 is a computer that connected to the DAQ board by a USB line.

Figure 2 shows the LabVIEW working interface, it clearly indicates every step to get the reflection coefficient.

Figure 2: The LabVIEW working interface, the operating method is listed in detail.

To validate the proposed method and measurement system , the experimental and theory’s
amplitude and phase results in different sliding short circuiter position are compared in Table 1
and Table 2.
From these two tables, we can clearly say that experimental results are corresponded to the
theory results both in amplitude and phase which means that the developed SPR owns a good
precision.
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Table 1: Amplitude results comparison.
Theory and experimental’s amplitude results in different
sliding short circuiter position (wavelength = 3.2 cm)
Position (cm)
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
Theory
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
Experimental 1.03 1.05 1.07 1.02
1.09
Position (cm) 1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
Theory
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
Experimental 1.03 1.02 1.08 1.01
Table 2: Phase results comparison.
Theory and experimental’s phase results in different
sliding short circuiter position (wavelength = 3.2 cm)
Position (cm)
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
Theory
0
45
90
135
180
Experimental
0
45.1
89.8 134.9
180.3
Position (cm)
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
Theory
225
270
315
360
Experimental 224.8 269.7 315.2 359.9
4. CONCLUSION

With the development of computer communication and measurement and control technology, LabVIEW has been turned into main tool in automatic measurement development system. In this
paper, a novel six port reflectometer (SPR) measurement system based on LabVIEW is proposed
and a simple calibration method is used to reducing the drastic complication of the calibration
algorithms. This novel measurement system improves the efficiency of manual device measuring
and it is handled easily. Experimental results are provided to demonstrate the performance of the
developed SPR both in amplitude and phase.
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Abstract— This paper integrated the antenna array analysis with differential evolution algorithm to optimize weights of antenna ports efficiently based on the customers’ expected pattern,
which could form the special broadcast beam to cover weak coverage cell. The broadcast beams
were optimized by this method coincide with expected pattern through antenna anechoic chamber test. The LTE network experiment shows that the RSRP (Reference Signal Receiving Power)
of communication network are improved 5% averagely after optimized by this method.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Long Term Evolution (LTE) system has been specified by the Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) on the way towards fourth-generation (4G) mobile to ensure 3GPP keeping the
dominance of the cellular communication technologies. Through the design and optimization of
new radio access techniques and a further evolution of the LTE systems, the 3GPP is developing
the future LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) wireless networks as the 4G standard of the 3GPP. With the
increase of mobile users, communication network environment is more complex, especially in some
special scenes broadcast coverage requires some special beams.
Smart antenna could realized the beamforming by each antenna array element excitation (also
known as weights, including amplitude and phase), to make the antenna beam. The TD-SCDMA
and TD-LTE systems include broadcast model and business model. The broadcast beam is 65
degree in general. For the special broadcast coverage, the current method is provided the table for
some special beam weights, such as 90 degrees, 120 degrees and saddle shape beam.
At present the main achievement is the business beamforming, however the broadcast beamforming study is lack, and the existing broadcasting beamforming simulation software is mainly
according to the manufacturers to provide the weights data to generate waveform simulation. These
methods are lack of flexibility and accuracy. In addition, the system of TD-LTE, in the TM7 mode,
using a single beamforming can also encounter this similar situation [1–3].
Based on the expected pattern, integrated the antenna array analysis with modern optimization
algorithm, the weights of antenna ports can be optimized in the paper [4]. TDD antenna broadcast
beam weights adaptive design is realized by this method and the optimized broadcast patterns
coincide with expected pattern. Smart antenna broadcast shaped beam weights adaptive design
technology is applied to improve the wireless network coverage. The antenna array weights can be
deduced through the broadcasting beam. The simulated beam patterns match with cell’s actual
coverage. This technique can greatly reduce the workload of network optimization, and improve
the coverage of the wireless network rate, success rate and handover success rate.
2. CONFIGURATION AND DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the antenna array, which is composed of uniform linear N unit antenna component,
called the uniform linear array.
The pattern of uniform linear antenna array is [5]
X
f (u) =
Wn exp [jkd (n − 1) sin θ] fn0 (θ)
(1)
where fn0 (θ) is the nth element pattern, and Wn is the nth element excitation. From the formula,
the antenna pattern can be control through the weight Wn . The special patterns can achieve
through the weights optimization.
2.1. Processing Analysis

Not only the beam width would change (usually become wider), but also maybe presents. When the
beam of antenna array scans. The pattern mainly relates to mechanical parameters and frequency,
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Uniform linear antenna array.

Figure 2: Grating lobe of antenna array.

Relationship of angle of antenna array with scanned angle is shown below [6]
n
d
=
λ
sin θ0 − sin θGL

(2)

When the space of array element is less than or equal to λ/2, the beam would scan at [−90◦ , 90◦ ].
During the scanning, array antenna pattern would not have grating lobes. The beam will have
grating lobe pointing at 0 degree, given space d equal to λ.
Notably, the grating lobe cannot be cancelled by optimizing the array weight, therefore,
µ
¶
λ
θG = arcsin
−1
(3)
d
According to the formula 3, we can get the 3 dB beam during scanning. So
¶
µ
¶
µ
λ
λ
− arcsin sin θ0 − 0.4429
θ3 dB = arcsin sin θ0 + 0.4429
Nd
Nd

(4)

As a special case, the outer edge of the 3 dB beam reach ±90◦ degrees. For the directional
antenna, such beams may no practical value in engineering application. Therefore in the process
we give a angle (θ90 ). θ90 satisfies with
¶
µ
λ
(5)
θ90 = arcsin 1 − 0.4429
Nd
2.2. Optimized Algorithm for Smart Coverage

The optimization design of antenna array beamforming is looking for the best feed weight to obtain
the desired pattern. From the mathematical view, it is a multi-variable, multiple targets, multi
modal optimization problems.
The modern global optimization design methods for antenna array pattern include genetic algorithm (GA), the particle swarm is (PSO), differential evolution algorithm (Differential, Evolution,
DE). Differential evolution algorithm has the advantages of simple operation, strong robustness,
so the project using differential evolution algorithm as the main optimization method. Standard
differential evolution algorithm flow diagram is shown in Figure 4, including the population initialization, mutation, crossover process, the selection process, the treatment of boundary conditions
and termination conditions.
2.2.1. The Population Initialization

Differential evolution algorithm use real vector with a dimension D as each generation of the
population, each individual is expressed as
Xj = (xj1 , xj2 , . . . , xjD ) ,

1 ≤ j ≤ NP

(6)

where j is a sequence number for the individual in the population. Np is the population size.
The population size remains constant in the course of evolution. Before the optimized searching,
population must be initialized. Usually the initialization of population was given in random within
U
a boundary constraint. Give parameter variable boundaries xL
i ≤ xi ≤ xi , there is
¡
¢
L
L
xji = rand[0, 1] × xU
i = 1, 2, . . . , D j = 1, 2, . . . , NP
(7)
i − xi + xi
where rand[0, 1] is random number from 0 to 1.
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2.2.2. Mutation Operation

Mutation refers to the parent between two random individual. Difference vector and the addition
of a random vector superposition produce a variation vector, expression is as follows
¡ G
¢
G
vjG+1 = xG
r3 + F × xr1 − xr2

(8)

2.2.3. The Crossover Operation

In order to increase the diversity of individuals, the crossover operation implement between the
G+1
target vector individual xG
. The test individual uG+1
is generated. The
j and variable vector vj
j
specific expression is shown below:
(
vjG+1 rand[0, 1] ≤ CR or i = randn[i]
G+1
uj
=
(9)
xG
rand[0, 1] > CR and i 6= rand[i]
j
where rand[i] ∈ (1, 2, . . . , D), the i expresses the ith variable. CR is crossover probability constant.
Its value range is [0, 1]. Control of CR size could achieve a balance between global search and
convergence speed.
2.2.4. Selection Operation

Differential evolution algorithm with “greedy” search strategy, the mutation and crossover operation
is generated after the test individual and the current population of the target vector to compete.
It will fit better vector selected for generation. To minimize the optimization selection operation,
the equation is:
³
´
³ ´

G+1
 uG+1
f
u
<
f
xG
j
j
j
G+1
³
´
³
´
xj
(10)
=
G+1
 xG
G
f
u
≥
f
x
j
j
j
2.2.5. Objective Function

Considering with the simple operation, good versatility and higher computational efficiency, the
objective function is constructed below
(

N
1 X
E = min α
[f (i) − fE (i)]2 + β {f (θ0 ) − max [f (j)]}4 + γE 0 + τ E 00
N

)

1

where
E0 =

M ½
1 X [f (j) − 0.056]2 f (j) > 0.056
0
f (j) < 0.056
M
j=1

In formula (11), the first part is used to emphasize the main lobe area; the second part is used
to constrain the maximum direction of the pattern. The third part is used to calculate the rear
area of the pattern. The fourth part is used to constrain weight efficiency. α, β and γ are weighting
factor for each part.
3. ANALYSIS AND TEST

The smart broadcast beamforming module structure is shown in Figure 5, including the input file,
antenna element pattern, antenna optimization target pattern, optimized weight, actual optimized
pattern and input file library.
The following example illustrates the process of simulation. Firstly, the element pattern and
array pattern are shown in Figure 3. Input file is mainly pattern and target pattern, including the
element number, frequency, amplitude, phase array spacing, and half power beam width.
Optimizing time is about a minute, and the optimized result is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 5 shows the target pattern and optimized pattern. The target pattern was constrained
by 9 points. The optimized pattern coincides with the target pattern from the Figure 5.
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Figure 3: Optimized design of beamforming module structure.

Figure 4: Simulation of interface of smart cover software.

Figure 5: Optimized pattern with the target pattern.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the smart coverage optimized algorithm for broadcast beam of smart antenna,
based on the beamforming and global optimization algorithm. This method can implement adaptive
broadcast beamforming weights adaptive signal processing of the TD-SCDMA or TD-LTE antenna.
The application of this technology will greatly improve the network planning and optimization
efficiency, and improve the quality of the coverage network.
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Abstract— In this paper, electromagnetic (EM) scattering from one-dimensional dielectric soil
rough surface with a perfect electric conductor (PEC) embedded in it is investigated by method
of moments (MoM) for HH polarization. The soil rough surfaces are modeled as realizations
of a Gaussian random process with the exponential spectrum, while the tapered incident wave
is chosen to reduce the truncation error. Several numerical results are presented to investigate
the impact of rough surface parameters of rms height and correlation length on the bistatic
scattering coefficient (BSC), while the influence of the size and position of the object on the BSC
is discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past several decades, a significant amount of research efforts has been spent toward
developing viable buried object detection techniques, which is of great value in the detection of
buried landmines, pipes and other buried objects of interest. The problem of detecting and imaging
underground objects with electromagnetic sensors relies on accurate computational modeling which
is challenging because of the complexity of the realistic ground surface. There are many difficulties
associated with detecting objects beneath the ground due to the existence of clutter and low
electromagnetic wave penetration into moist soil. The analytical algorithm has been applied to solve
the problem of EM scattering from 2-D dielectric circular cylinder under beneath a slightly rough
surface [1]. Although the analytical method is the computational simplicity and high efficiency, the
disadvantage of the analytical method limited its applicability to canonical geometries, and to a
small roughness rough surface. Consequently, one has to resort to numerical methods to deal with
electromagnetic scattering from targets located below a dielectric rough surface [2–4].
Consequently, this paper is devoted to an investigation of EM scattering from soil rough surface
with a perfect electric conductor (PEC) embedded in it.
2. THEORETICAL MODEL
2.1. Soil Surface Model

A rough surface is sampled at N points with spacing ∆x over a simulated length L = (N − 1)∆X.
The altitude of each point xm = (m − 1)∆x (m = 1, . . . , N ) can be generated by (1)
1
f (xm ) =
L
For n ≥ 0

p
F (kn ) = 2πLW (kn ) ·

N/2
X

F (kn ) exp(ikn xm )

(1)

n=−N /2+1

½

√
[N (0, 1) + iN (0, 1)]/ 2 n 6= 0, N/2
N (0, 1)
n = 0, N/2

(2)

For n < 0, F (kn ) = F ∗ (k−n ), where the asterisk represents a complex conjugate. N (0, 1) is a
random variant with a Gaussian distribution of zero mean and unit variance. kn = 2πn
L .
Because land surfaces, including soil surfaces, have large slopes and fine-scale features and the
exponential correlation surfaces have fine-scale features as depicted in Figure 1(b), it is reasonable
to adopt exponential correlation spectrum in modeling randomly rough surface [6]. Furthermore,
extensive soil rough surface profiles have been measured and the correlation functions were extracted
from such profiles. It was concluded that the correlation functions were close to exponential correlation functions. Meanwhile, the results from exponential correlation functions are in much better
agreement with radar measurements [6]. In this paper, randomly rough surfaces are modeled as
realizations of a Gaussian random process with the exponential spectrum, and it can easily be
generated by employing the spectrum method which has been widely used in the calculation of
wave scattering.
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Figure 1: Comparison between surfaces with the Gaussian correlation function and exponential correlation
function. (a) Normalized autocorrelation function; (b) 1-D rough surface profiles.
2.2. Composite Scattering Model

The basic geometry considered in this paper is that a PEC object is located below the dielectric
rough surface with rms heights h and correlation length l. The height profile functions satisfy
hf1 (x)i = 0. The space is separated into two regions filled with different media by the rough
interface: the upper medium denoted by Ω0 (µ0 , ε0 ) assumed to be free space, and the lower media
represented by Ω1 (µ1 , ε1 ). The media involved in this study is supposed to be nonmagnetic, that
is, µ1 = µ0 . The time dependence of exp(−iωt) is assumed and omitted throughout this paper,
where i denotes unit imaginary number. k̄i and k̄s are the incident and scattering wave vector,
respectively. θi and θs are the incident and scattering angle, respectively. H represents the height of
the object. Let ψ0 and ψ1 denote the fields in region 0 and region 1, respectively. Let r̄0 = x0 x̂ + z 0 ẑ
and r̄ = xx̂ + z ẑ represent source and field points, respectively.
Applying the Green’s theorem to Ω0 , and Ω1 , respectively, one can obtain the surface integral
equations for calculating EM scattering from the one-dimensional soil rough surfaces with a PEC
object embedded in the lower media.
Z
¡ ¢¤
¡
¢
¡
¢
£ ¡ ¢
1
ψ0 (r̄) − P V
ds0 n̂0 · ψ0 r̄0 ∇0 G0 r̄, r̄0 − G0 r̄, r̄0 ∇0 ψ0 r̄0 = ψinc (r̄) r̄ ∈ Sr (3)
2
ZSr
¡ ¢¤
¡
¢
¡
¢
£ ¡ ¢
1
ψ1 (r̄) + P V
ds0 n̂0 · ψ1 r̄0 ∇0 G1 r̄, r̄0 − G1 r̄, r̄0 ∇0 ψ1 r̄0
2
Sr
Z
¡ ¢¤
¡
¢
¡
¢
¡ ¢
£
−
ds0 n̂0 · ψ1 r̄0 ∇0 G1 r̄, r̄0 − G1 r̄, r̄0 ∇0 ψ1 r̄0 = 0 r̄ ∈ Sr
(4)
So
Z
¡ ¢¤
¡
¢
¡
¢
£ ¡ ¢
1
ψ1 (r̄) +
ds0 n̂0 · ψ1 r̄0 ∇0 G1 r̄, r̄0 − G1 r̄, r̄0 ∇0 ψ1 r̄0
2
Sr
Z
¡
¢
¡ ¢¤
¡
¢
£ ¡ ¢
−P V
ds0 n̂0 · ψ1 r̄0 ∇0 G1 r̄, r̄0 − G1 r̄, r̄0 ∇0 ψ1 r̄0 = 0 r̄ ∈ S0
(5)
So

(1)

Note that in (3)–(5), the P V refers to the Cauchy principal value integral and G0 (r̄, r̄0 ) = (i/4)H0
(1)
(k0 |r̄ − r̄0 |), G1 (r̄, r̄0 ) = (i/4)H0 (k1 |r̄ − r̄0 |) are the Green’s function in region Ω0 and Ω1 , respectively. H01 (·) is the zeroth-order Hankel function of the first kind. It should be pointed that the
surface integral Equations (3)–(5), are applied to both TE and TM polarizations. The only differences between them is the integral term corresponding to object in surface integral Equation (5),
and the surface integral (5) can readily be reduced to TE or TM case in terms of the boundary
conditions.
In this paper, to avoid artificial edge diffraction resulting from the finite length of the simulated
rough surface, the following Thorsos’s tapered plane wave [7] rather than the generally used plane
wave is chosen as the incident field.
³
´
ψinc (r̄) = exp [ik0 (x sin θi − z cos θi ) (1 + w(r̄))] · exp − (x + z tan θi )2 /g 2
(6)
where g is the tapering parameter controlling the tapering length of the incident wave. The additional factor in the phase term of the Thorsos’s tapered plane wave is w(r̄) = [2(x + z tan θi )2 /g 2 −
1]/(k0 g cos θi )2 .
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One applies the MoM with point matching and pulse basis functions. From boundary conditions
of continuity of tangential electric and magnetic field the set of integral Equations (3)–(5), one
obtain linear system corresponding to the scattering problem.
Upon solving the matrix equation by utilizing MoM algorithm, the surface fields and their
normal derivatives can be obtained. When the point r̄ is located in the far field, the scattered field
ψs (r̄) in space Ω0 is (7)
r
³ π´
i
2
ψs (r̄) =
exp −i
exp (ik0 r) ψs(N ) (θs )
(7)
4 πk0 r
4
where

Z
ψsN (θs )

=
S

£
¡
¢
¤
¡
¢
ds ψ (r̄) −in̂ · k̄s − n̂ · ψ (r̄) exp −ik̄s · r̄

(8)

The normalized far-field bistatic scattering coefficient (BSC) with the Thorsos tapered plane
wave incidence is defined as (9)
¯ N
¯
¯ψs (θs , θi )¯2
³
´
σ(θs ) = p
(9)
1+2 tan2 θi
g π2 cos θi 1 − 2k
2 2
2
g cos θi
0

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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In this paper, the numerical simulations are conducted at a frequency f = 1.2 GHz. At f = 1.2 GHz,
the relative permittivity of soil rough surface is taken as εr = 9.77+0.48i. Unless specified otherwise,
the parameters of the rough surfaces are taken as h = 0.1λ, l = 1.0λ, respectively. The length of
the soil rough surface is L = 51.2λ with sampling step ∆x = λ/10. Unless specified otherwise, the
radius of the cylinder is r = 1.0λ. The results are presented here over 50 Monte Carlo realizations
of rough surface for HH polarization.
Figure 2 presents the bistatic scattering coefficient (BSC) versus the scattering angle with different rough surface parameters of rms height and correlation length, respectively. One can observe
that there exists an obvious peak in the specular direction for smaller rms height, which is attributed to the fact that a smaller rms height leads to a smaller roughness of the rough surface,
giving rise to an obvious peak in the specular direction. The backscattering enhancement is also
observed with rms height increasing, which is due to the fact that the roughness of the rough surface increases with rms height increasing. The influence of correlation length is also investigated
in Figure 2. One can readily find backscattering enhancement with correlation length decreasing,
which is attributed to the fact that roughness of the rough surface increases with correlation length
decrasing.
In Figure 3, the dependency of the BSC on the size and the location of the cylinder are investigated. One can observe that, with the radius of the cylinder increasing, the BSC increases at
non-specular region. It is readily found that the BSC almost unchanged in the specular direction,
which is attributed to the fact that the total scattering strength depends mainly on the soil rough
surface rather than the object due to the fact that the size of the object is really small compared to
the soil rough surface. One can also observe that, the impact of the height of the cylinder is small
with the height of the cylinder increasing due to the absorption of the lossy dielectric surface.
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Figure 2: BSC versus the scattering angle with different rough surface parameters.
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Figure 3: BSC versus the scattering angle with different object parameters.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the influence of the rough surface parameters and the parameters of the size and the
positon of the cylinder on bistatic scattering coefficient is investigated by utilizing MoM. Numerical
results have showed that the rms height and correlation length of the rough surface have significant
influence on the angular distribution the BSC while the impact of the size and the position of the
cylinder is relatively small under certain condition considered in this paper due to the fact that
total scattering strength depends mainly on the soil rough surface rather than the object.
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Abstract— Long-wave radiation which escapes from Earth-atmosphere system often obviously
changes before the occurrence of major natural hazards, therefore the research of OLR is necessary
for the short-term forecast and early warning of disasters. This paper analyzed the long-wave
radiation background field of Chinese mainland by using outgoing long-wave radiation (OIR) data
from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), USA. The results showed that:
the OLR value changed more obviously with the variation of latitude than that with longitude,
and there are strongly seasonal and regional variations in outgoing long-wave radiation.
1. INTRODUCE

Long-wave radiation emitting from the earth-atmosphere system is observed from space by the
Infrared channel of radiometer on Meteorological Satellite. It reflects convection strength of tropical
regions and latent heat released by cloud cover, atmospheric vertical motion, divergence wind and
convective condensation. Meanwhile, OLR contains information about sea surface temperature and
air-sea interactions, which has a close relationship with rainfall of Tropical Ocean and continental
monsoon. Before the outbreak of earthquakes, floods, volcanoes and other natural disasters, the
radiation rises of OLR tend to be more obvious than that in the surrounding area, therefore, the
research on OLR is becoming increasingly important. In the 1970s, people began to obtain OLR by
satellite observations and apply it to atmospheric circulation, climate analysis and prediction [1–6].
Dongliang Li found the changes of OLR in El Niño years are quite different with those in Anti-El
Niño years in mainland China, and investigated the connection between the OLR anomalies and
the El Nino events [7]. Li Sun and others compared and analyzed the space-time distribution and
the propagation characteristics of low-frequency oscillations of OLR field during the drought years
in the Northeast, and the results showed that the drought of Northeast is closely related to the
distribution and variation of OLR at low-latitude [8]. Since the significant meaning of studying
OLR, the paper adopted global OLR data to investigate the spatial distribution and seasonal
fluctuation characteristics of OLR.
2. DATA AND PROCESSING
2.1. Investigation Area

Higher west when compared to the East is one of the characteristics of China’s terrain, and the
mountains, plateaus are located in the west of Daxinganling — Taihang Mountains — Wushan —
Xuefengshan line, while hills and plains are mainly in the east of the line. Yellow River, Yangtze
River, Pearl River and other major rivers originate in the western highlands and mountains, tilting along terrain and flowing into the sea. Chinese climate has three characteristics: significant
monsoon characteristics, distinct continental climate and various climate types.
2.2. Data

US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) provides 2.5◦ ×2.5◦ and 1◦ ×1◦ grid
types of long-wave radiation data, where the data of 2.5◦ ×2.5◦ grid type owns a long duration (from
1974 to date), which provides us with the data base to get more accurate spatial field characteristics
of long-wave radiation. The study selected monthly average long-wave radiation data of 2.5◦ × 2.5◦
grid type from January 1991 to December 2010 (20 years) as the original data of background field
to analyze characteristics of OLR related to latitude and longitude, space and time.
2.3. Data Processing

First we combined monthly data from each year into quarterly data, and then synthesized the
quarterly data into annual data; then we combined the 20 years’ quarterly data into quarterly
average data, and combined the 20 years’ annual data into annual average data. Finally, based on
the latitude, longitude, region and time, we analyzed the data.
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Figure 3: Characteristics of Chinese long-wave radiation data.
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3. STUDY RESULTS
3.1. Characteristics of OLR along Latitude

The Figure 1 showed the variation of long-wave radiation data from 400 points in and around China
where we could see that the OLR values with the variation of latitude had obvious seasonality. In
spring, autumn and winter the long-wave radiation values had a decreasing trend with the increase
of latitude, while the values had an increasing trend with the increase of latitude in summer.
Generally speaking, the 35◦ N was feature latitude, where long-wave radiation changed obviously.
3.2. Characteristics of OLR along Longitude

Figure 2 showed the characteristics of long-wave radiation along longitude. Generally speaking, the
changes of OLR along longitude were relatively gentle which were less obvious than those along
latitude, and therefore it could be considered that the OLR values were mainly controlled by the
latitude.
3.3. Spatial Distribution Characteristics of OLR

The Figure 4 showed that the OLR values were low in Northeast China and the Tibetan Plateau,
and were high in Taiwan, Hainan, southern Yunnan province and northern Xinjiang province. The
OLR values were higher relatively in Northwest China and East China than those in Tibetan
plateau. The eastern of Xinjiang and the western of Inner Mongolia were two high value areas in
Northwest China, especially in summer and autumn the values were abnormally obviously high.
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Figure 4: Characteristics of Chinese long-wave radiation data.
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Similar to the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau blocks, the changes of OLR in the two high value areas were
dramatic in spring and autumn and relatively slow in the summer and winter.
3.4. Time Distribution Characteristics of OLR

As could be seen from Figure 3, the OLR values had a overall increasing trend and were generally
low in Northeast China and Northwest China, and were highest in Central China.
4. CONCLUSIONS

1. Long-wave radiation values changed significantly along latitude, and 35◦ N was feature latitude,
where the long-wave radiation values changed significantly along latitude, but did not change
significantly along longitude in the Chinese region.
2. The changes of long-wave radiation had seasonal and regional pattern. Being affected by topography, long-wave radiation of China’s Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, Northwest, Southeast coastal
region, Northeast and other had different characteristics. The regional characteristics were
manifested as the low value of OLR in area of Qinghai-Tibet Plateau and northeast at all
seasons, the relatively high value of OLR in Taiwan, Hainan, southern Yunnan and north
Xinjiang in spring and winter, and the relatively high value of OLR in eastern Xinjiang and
western part of Inner Mongolia in summer and autumn.
3. The time characteristics showed that in most parts of Chinese region the value of OLR advanced while in other regions, the value of OLR unchanged.
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Abstract— Traditional matching images method is required that remote sensing images must
be obtained from same sensor in different times. If the region can’t be covered by field view from
one satellite sensor, images stereopair can’t be acquired. It is necessary to match images from
different satellites for getting the same overlap region. This method is called the generalized
matching stereo pair. In this article, two images were selected for studying the generalized
stereopair matching method, one was a QuickBird image, and other was a Spot image. Twenty
six control points in same area in two images were selected for verifying the experimental results.
The rate of success matching points was 88.5%. The result showed the generalized stereopair
matching method was feasible and reliable.
1. INTRODUCE

The corresponding relationship between two or more points in the images is called image matching.
The points set can be obtained from digitized images, maps, or GIS data et al.. Image matching
method is widely used in the many fields, including navigation, aerial survey, satellite remote
sensing, generation of DEM, three dimensional reconstruction, and military field et al. [1, 2].
The traditional method of images matching in the remote sensing field is researched for remote
sensing images of the same sensor in different times. Although satellites can provide a lot of images
on its flight path, the images in the region that sensor view angle can’t be covered cannot be got.
The images in some areas can’t be got from satellite operator because of secrecy reasons. However
the area without images may be interested, which is closely related national defense, economy,
science and government major decisions and so on.
It is necessary to match images from different satellites for getting the same overlap region. This
method is called the generalized matching stereo pair. This method has many advantages, such as
enlarging the selection range of stereopair images, making full use of the existing data resources,
saving costs, saving human and material resources.
2. CONSTRUCTION AND PROCESSING OF GENERALIZED STEREOPAIR

In photogrammetry and remote sensing, the stereopair is a pair of overlapping images taken from
different stations. The stereo image points, lines and polygons constructed from any two images
with overlapping areas is called generalized stereopair.
In this paper generalized stereopair was constructed from the multi-source images covering in
the same area. The left and right images came from different sensors that their mechanisms were
different. Therefore the spatial resolutions, colors and sizes of images were different. The left and
right images should be normalized to facilitate automatic algorithm for matching the points with
same position.
2.1. The Normalization of Spatial Resolutions

Before image automatic matching, left and right images spatial resolutions must be normalized.
According to the spatial resolutions of the left and right images, the image resolution of high spatial
resolution was lowered to low spatial resolution.
2.2. The Normalization of Colors

In this article, left image was a panchromatic image and right image was a color image, so left and
right images should be unified into the same color space for matching images. The color image
was transformed into gray image. The process of color image to gray image was calculated by each
pixel by using the following formula:
Y = 0.3 ∗ Red + 0.59 ∗ Green + 0.11 ∗ Blue

(1)

The standardized processing of image size was the last process. According to the small image size,
the large image was subseted, the left and right images are coincident in size. Figure 1 was the
standard image after processing.
*Corresponding author: Yuntao Ma (mayuntao7@163.com).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Generalized stereopair. (a) Left image. (b) Right Image.
3. MATCHING METHOD
3.1. Gray Scale Match

The correlation coefficient and the least squares matching algorithms are most often used. The
least squares algorithm can make full use of information within the image window for adjustment
calculation. Its image matching can achieve high accuracy in theory and practice. Correlation
coefficient can reach one pixel precision, and even reach sub pixel level after simulation of correlation
coefficient.
3.2. Determining Layers of Pyramid

Top image matching can be carried out smoothly if the levels of pyramid are reasonable. The
number of pyramid levels should be small and image distortion is small. Pyramid levels were
determined according to the image size, the change in disparity, the size of matching window and
other factors [3–5]. In this article pyramid levels were determined by the priori parallax. Several
points were measured by artificial, then the parallaxes of these points were calculated and the
maximum parallax Pmax was estimated. If S pixels were searched on the top level matching, the
pyramid levels N can be determined according to next formula:
pmax /LN −1 = S ∗ ∆

(2)

Remark: The ∆ in the formula is the size of pixel.
3.3. Theories of Correlation Coefficient and Least Squares Matching Algorithm

The commonly matching algorithms basing on gray scale are correlation function, covariance function, correlation coefficient, the absolute value sum and the mean variance of gray scale and so on.
Among them correlation coefficient is the highest reliability, so this article adopted the correlation
coefficient.
The correlation coefficient is defined as:
ρ(r, c) =

σ(x, y)
= max ≥ T
σ(x, x)σ(y, y)

(3)

In the formula, σ(x, y) represents the covariance function of the target pixel gray and search area
pixel gray, σ(x, x) represents variance of pixel gray in the target area, ρ represents correlation
coefficient. When ρ gets the maximum and (r, c) is the location of the same name point or the
offset numerical, the threshold T is generally in the range of 0.6 to 0.8.
The correlation coefficient has good properties and can effectively eliminate the adverse effects
of radiation on the matching results.
The geometric transformation parameters and radiation transformation parameters are introduced in the least Squares matching scheme. Geometric transformation parameters are used to
compensate for the geometric difference between the two windows, and radiant transformation
parameters are used to compensate radiate difference of pixel gray scale between the two windows.
Let the left and right images as f1 , f2 , g1 , g2 is respectively corresponding to the matching
window. For the size of the image matching window is very small, so higher distortion is ignored
and linear distortion is left, the formula is followed:
½
x2 = a0 + a1 x1 + a2 y1
(4)
y2 = b0 + b1 x1 + b2 y1
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When taking the linear gray scale distortion into account between the right of the image and on
the left image, the general model is followed:
g1 (x, y) + n1 (x, y) = h0 + h1 g2 (a0 + a1 x + a2 y, b0 + b1 x + b2 y) + n2 (x, y)

(5)

The error equation individually is established, its matrix is followed:
V = AX − L

(6)

X = (AT A)−1 AL

(7)

Method of least squares:
The purpose of matching is to get the homonymy points, and the central of the window is usually
taken as the point to be matched. However, in the relevant high precision image, the center of
the window must be taken into account whether it is the best matching point. The accuracy of
matching theory LS shows that matching accuracy depends on the window gray gradient gx02 , gy02 .
The square of the gradient can be taken as weight, and the sum of weighted average coordinates
can be got in the left window:
½
P
P
xt = P xgx02 / P gx02
(8)
yt = ygy02 / gy02
Taking it as the target point coordinates, coordinates of its homonymy point can be obtained by
the geometric deformation parameters, which can be got from the least squares image matching
algorithm:
½
xs = a0 + a1 xt + a2 yt
(9)
ys = b0 + b1 xt + b2 yt
4. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In this article, the experimental data were a QuickBird image and a Spot image from same region.
After standard processing, the spatial resolution of QuickBird image was transformed into 2.5 meters and the size was 800 × 716 pixels, and the spot image spatial resolution was transformed into
2.5 meters and the size was 907 × 789 pixels.
The technical route of this article was followed. First, left and right images in the selected
experimental area were unified into the same standard. Then the image of the pyramid was built,
the reasonable initial matching points of the top pyramid image were selected.
The least squares method was adopted in the bottom pyramid, and the correlation coefficient
method was adopted in the others. Matching flowchart was showed in Figure 2.
Generalized stereopair
Image normalization
Create image Pyramid

The correlation coefficient matching

Bottom of the
pyramid

Success or
Not

Least Squares Matching

Figure 2: Matching flowchart.

The blundere limination
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Raw image. (b) Top of the pyramid image.

Figure 4: Matching points of verifying.

Pyramid image was created by using the Haar wavelet. It is shown in Figure 3, Figure 3(a) is
a raw image, Figure 3(b) is the top of the image pyramid.
In this article, 1386 points were selected for image matching, matching window size is 5 × 5,
the search window size is 9 × 9, the correlation coefficient threshold is 0.6, and the minimum is
0.4. In order to check up the accuracy of correlation matching hierarchical pyramid, 26 pairs
of corresponding points were selected by artificial in the experiment; the points were shown in
Figure 4. In normal circumstances, the parallex of matching points should be within 2 pixels. The
result of the experiment showed that 23 matching points were correct; the correct rate was 88.5%.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, the least squares and the generalized correlation coefficient methods were used in
generalized stereopair. Haar wavelet was used in pyramid hierarchical. Twenty six control points
with same places in two images were selected for verifying the experimental results. The success
rate of matching points was 88.5%. The experiment has achieved better results. The experiment
result showed the technical process of the generalized stereopair matching in this article was feasible
and reliable.
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Abstract— Using MODIS image, we analyzed the relationship between surface albedo and
underlying surface in Liaoning Province. In this paper, we not only compared the magnitude
of albedos of different surface coverage types in Liaoning, we also analyzed the relation between
MODIS Surface Albedo of various surface coverage types and NDVI. It worked out that the
sequence of surface albedos in different kinds of areas are shown in the following: grassland >
urban area > cropland > wetlands > water. The surface albedos of water, wetland, unban
area and cropland are linearly correlation with NDVI, and the surface albedos of grassland and
woodland are negatively linearly correlation with NDVI.
1. INTRODUCE

The temperature of Earth has raised 0.7 degrees centigrade in the past 100 years. The changes of
global warming already play a profound effect on the ecosystem and human society, as a result, the
global warming problem is becoming one of the most hot issues in recent researches on earth science.
We commonly believe that the main reason of the global warming is the so called ‘greenhouse
effect’ which result from the high concentration of greenhouse gases in the air. However, with
more researches on global climate changes, researchers gradually know that the surface albedo
also affects the global climate significantly. In the last 100 years (1906–2005), the linear trend of
global warming is an advance of 0.74 degrees centigrade (0.56–0.92), the temperature rises in high
latitude area of the Northern Hemisphere is relatively more obvious. It is given that the areas with
higher surface albedo can reflect more solar radiation into outer space, and as a result can relief
temperature rise. With this reason, researchers care more about the influences and responses of
climate changes which surface albedo result in. It is important to precisely obtain the parameters of
surface albedo and to study its change and distribution characteristics since its significant meaning
in study of regional climate change and its improvement and validation in land surface process.
We know that the surface albedo is mainly affected by underlying surface regime, solar altitude,
meteorological condition and other factors, and the underlying surface regime which includes land
cover types and NDVI is the key factor that influences the surface albedo.
2. DATA AND PROCESSING
2.1. Research Area

In order to analyze the relationship between surface albedo from MODIS and underlying surface regime in Liaoning Province, in this paper, we choose 6 kinds of typical surface features which
are water, wet land, urban area, glass land, farmland and forest land to process study. In each
kind, we select 4 research regions to do the statistical analysis, the district distribution are shown
in Table 1.
The Liaoning Province is located in east coast of Eurasia, belonging to temperate continental
monsoon climate zone. It is showed that the area is characterized by nonuniform rainfall, abundant
sunshine, rainy season which coincided with high temperature, high accumulated temperature,
longer winter when compared to summer, wetter east when compared to west and shorter spring
and autumn. The amount of precipitation in east hilly area is more than 1100 millimeters per year;
and the amount of precipitation in west hilly area that connected with Inner Mongolia plateau is
around 400 millimeters per year, which is the least precipitation area in the whole province; in its
central plains, the amount of precipitation is relatively moderate, which is around 600 millimeters
per year.
*Corresponding author: Yuntao Ma (mayuntao7@163.com).
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Table 1: District distribution.
Plot name
Baishi
reservoir

Longitude

Ecotype

N 41 42 02

E 120 59 17

water

N 41 49 30

E 124 08 25

water

N 40 58 04

E 122 08 47

water

N 41 53 03

E 124 10 48

water

N 41 16 12

E 122 13 48 wetland

N 39 27 36

E 121 24 36 wetland

N 40 53 24

E 121 58 12 wetland

N 43 06 36

E 124 52 12 wetland

Shenyang

N 41 48 18

E 123 27 23

Liaoyang

N 41 15 40

E 123 11 17

Dalian

N 38 54 43

E 121 38 29

Huludao

N 40 45 00

E 120 50 58

Hun River
Gedalou
reservoir
Dahuofang
reservoir
Shenyang
wetland
Dalian
wetland
Panjin
wetland
Tieling
wetland

Latitude (

◦ 0 00

)

Plot name
Dalian
grassland
Fuxin
grassland
Chaoyang
grassland
Huludao
grassland
Beisijiazi
village
Beiwanzi
village
Houliu
village
Zhaojiawobao
area
Qingshangou
area
Toudaogou
area
Daheishan
area
Bingyugou
area

urban
area
urban
area
urban
area
urban
area

119 o E 120 o 121 o 122 o 123 o 124 o 125 o126

o

0 00

)

Longitude

o

Ecotype

N 39 37 48

E 122 33 00 grassland

N 41 15 00

E 121 40 48 grassland

N 41 30 00

E 119 38 24 grassland

N 40 48 00

E 119 50 24 grassland

N 42 39 03

E 122 06 26 cropland

N 41 26 25

E 119 49 26 cropland

N 40 46 50

E 122 21 54 cropland

N 42 57 27

E 123 55 07 cropland

N 42 10 38

E 124 07 52 woodland

N 42 10 38

E 124 51 27 woodland

N 40 52 07

E 123 33 45 woodland

N 40 02 55

E 122 56 41 woodland

119 o E 120 o 121 o 122 o 123 o 124 o 125 o126

o

o

43 N

43 W

42 o

Water

42

Wetland

41 o

41

Urban
40 o
39

Latitude (◦

o

-0.20

o

0.00
o

0.20
0.40

Grassland 40o

0.60

Cropland

0.80

39

o

Woodland

119 o E 120 o 121 o 122 o 123 o 124 o 125 o126

1.00
NDVI

Surface Coverage Type
o

43oW
42 o
41

o

0.000 0.012 0.033 0.048 0.064 0.078 0.093 0.109 0.122
40 o
0.122 0.130 0.137 0.145 0.152 0.159 0.166 0.173 0.181 0.225

39 o

Surface Albedo

Figure 1: Maps of surface coverage type, NDVI and surface albedo.
2.2. Data Sources

In this paper, we adopted MOD43B3, MOD13A2, MOD12Q1 from MODIS data on August 12,
2012. The surface albedo image of Liaoning Province, NDVI image and the image of surface
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coverage type which are after processing are shown in Figure 1.
2.3. Data Processing

In this paper, we overlaid the surface albedo image, NDVI image and the image of surface coverage
type, all of which are after processing, and with the help of ENVI, we output its outcome to
EXCEL to figure out the average value of surface albedo of different surface coverage type and the
relationship of each surface coverage type and NDVI.
3. RESEARCH RESULTS

The relationships of different surface coverage types and statistics of surface albedo are shown in
Table 2, and the relation of surface albedos and NDVI in different areas of Liaoning with different
surface coverage are studied and only one of each kind (water, wetland, urban, grassland, cropland,
woodland) is shown in Figure 2, in which y represents surface albedo WSA and x represents NDVI.
3.1. Comparison of Different Surface Coverage’s Albedo

According to Table 2, we can figure out the sequence of features based on their values of NDVI
was the following: woodland > cropland > grassland > urban area > wetlands > water, and
the sequence of features based on their values of surface albedo was the following: urban area >
grassland > cropland > woodland > wetlands > water. From this sequence, we can find that with
0.20

0.12

0.18

0.09

0.16
0.06
0.14
0.03

0.12
0.10
-0.20

-0.10

0.00

0.10

0.20

0.00
0.60

0.70

0.80

0.90

Shenyang Wetland (wetland)

Baishi Reservoir (water)
0.175
0.18
0.171
0.16

0.167
0.163

0.14
0.159
0.12
0.30

0.50

0.70
0.90
Shenyan (urban)

1.10

0.155
0.50

0.70

0.80

0.90

Dalian grassland (grassland)

0.55

0.166
0.164

0.50

0.162

0.45

0.160

0.40

0.158
0.66

0.60

0.71

0.76

0.81

Beisijiazi village (cropland)

0.86

0.35
0.75

0.78

0.81

0.84

0.87

0.90

Qingshangouarea (woodland)

Figure 2: Relationship of MODIS Surface Albedo and NDVI in different Surface Coverage Types of Liaoning.
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Table 2: The relationship between statistical value of surface coverage type and albedo.
surface coverage type
Water
Wetland
Urban area
Grassland
Cropland
Woodland

Mean of NDVI
0.0384
0.5757
0.6211
0.6999
0.7964
0.8583

Mean of albedo
0.0484
0.1047
0.1503
0.1581
0.1482
0.1384

Median of albedo
0.0440
0.1070
0.1525
0.1590
0.1490
0.1390

Mode of albedo
0.0400
0.1050
0.1510
0.1610
0.1490
0.1390

the increase of surface albedo, surface coverage type is gradually changed from woodland which is
covered best (Since the specular reflection of water, the albedo of water and wetland are very low)
to grassland which is covered worst (we speculate that the reason of higher albedo in urban area
compared to albedo of grassland is that the specular reflection of building surface material).
3.2. Relationship of WSA and NDVI
3.2.1. Water

The WSA is linearly correlation with NDVI, and value of their correlation index is quite low, the
value of R2 is only around 0.2 (except the Gadalou reservoir which is 0.7956), the values of WSA
mostly converge on 0.3 to 0.6, and the values of NDVI mainly concentrate on −0.2 to 0.2, they are
relevant most when the value of NDVI is between −0.2 to 0.
3.2.2. Wetland

The WSA is linearly correlation with NDVI, and value of their correlation index is quite high, the
value of R2 is around 0.8 and even reaches 0.9625, the values of WSA mostly converge on 0.06 to
0.13, and the values of NDVI mainly concentrate on 0.6 to 0.8.
3.2.3. Urban Area

The WSA is linearly correlation with NDVI, and value of their correlation index is quite high, the
value of R2 is around 0.8 and even reaches 0.8923, the values of WSA mostly converge on 0.13 to
0.16, and the values of NDVI mainly concentrate on 0.5 to 0.8.
3.2.4. Grassland

The WSA is negatively linearly correlation with NDVI, and value of their correlation index is quite
high, the value of R2 is around 0.9 and even reaches 0.9071 the values of WSA mostly converge on
0.12 to 0.17, and the values of NDVI mainly concentrate on 0.6 to 0.8.
3.2.5. Cropland

The WSA is linearly correlation with NDVI, and value of their correlation index is not too high,
the value of R2 is around 0.5 (except the Houliu village which is 0.7956), the values of WSA mostly
converge on 0.15 to 0.18, and the values of NDVI mainly concentrate on 0.7 to 0.8.
3.2.6. Woodland

The WSA is negatively linearly correlation with NDVI, and value of their correlation index is quite
high, the value of R2 is around 0.7 and even reaches 0.8137 the values of WSA mostly converge on
0.13 to 0.17, and the values of NDVI mainly concentrate on 0.7 to 0.9.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Above researches show that in Liaoning area the sequence of features based on their values of
NDVI was the following: woodland > cropland > grassland > urban area > wetlands > water,
the sequence of features based on their values of surface albedo was the following: urban area >
grassland > cropland > woodland > wetlands > water. NDVI and surface albedo of the different
land cover types (except wetlands and water bodies) showed a significant negative correlation.
In the same land cover types, the surface albedo and surface coverage type are obviously related
(except water). NDVI and surface albedo of water, wetlands, urban and cropland were a positive
linear correlation, NDVI and surface albedo of grassland and woodland were a negative linear
correlation. This study provided a reference for feature extraction and regional climate change
monitoring in Liaoning Province.
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Abstract— The distribution characteristics and interannual variation of vegetation in Shenyang
city from 2001 to 2011 were analyzed according to vegetation index products MOD13A3 from
MODIS. The results showed that the vegetation density increased gradually from the city center
to the periphery, the overall trend of vegetation variation in whole city was degraded from 2001
to 2011, the vegetation around the outskirt of town were degraded slightly or seriously in different
regions and at different periods, the vegetation in the town and in the periphery areas of Shenyang
were gradually ameliorated more or less. The natural factors had certain influence on vegetation
variation, but the main effect was still the influence of artificial factors including urban expansion
and urban greening.
1. INTRODUCE

Vegetation is a natural bond which links soil and atmospheric and one of the important indicators
for regional ecosystem environmental changes [1]. It is of great significance that the information
and variation of vegetation be obtained accurately for analyzing the influence of human activities
on the natural ecological environment. At present, vegetation index has played a very important
role in many research fields such as the classification of vegetation, crop yield estimation, global
and regional land using, land cover variation, and so on. Meanwhile, vegetation index has provided
timely and effective information service for the environmental monitoring, agricultural, forestry,
and other relevant departments. Foreign scholars has studied the vegetation information through
the vegetation indices earlier and made many achievements [2–4]. Vegetations were classified by
Nemani [5] according to seasonal variation characteristics of vegetation indices and the temperature
of plant surfaces based on NOAA/AVHRR data [5]. Stow et al. found the trend of vegetation green
in northern Alaska area by extracting SINDVI using AVHRR LAC data at a resolution of 1 km in
1990 and 1999 [6].
Civil Sheng Yongwei et al. used dynamic method to classify the vegetation in our country
according to the characteristics of NDVI in time series, by using the NDVI data at 6 km spatial
resolution from meteorological satellite [7]. The characteristics of vegetation distribution and vegetation interannual variation in Shenyang from 2001 to 2011 were studied by using MODIS-NDVI
data in this paper.
2. DATA AND PROCESSING
2.1. Investigation Area

Shenyang city locates in the middle of Liaohe plain in Liaoning province, it is divided into five
districts, Heping, Shenhe, Huanggu, Dadong, Tiexi, and five outskirts, Dongling, Hunnan, Yuhong,
Sujiatun, Shenbei. Shenyang region is temperate continental monsoon climate with four distinct
seasons. It’s cold and dry in winter, wet and rainy in summer, rapidly changing temperature in
spring and autumn, windy in spring, sunny in autumn.
Shenyang’s midsummer is around the middle of August. In this time, vegetation grows the
most densely, vegetation index achieves year-round maximum and is the most representative for
vegetation growth information. So the maximum of NDVI in August was chosen to study the
characteristics of vegetation distribution and variation in Shenyang from 2001 to 2011.
2.2. Data

The terrestrial vegetation index products (MOD13A3) come from NASA Earth Observation System
(EOS) which contain two kinds of vegetation index: NDVI and EVI at a time resolution of the
month and a space resolution of 1 km. According to the characteristics of NDVI which shows
more sensitive in middle and lower vegetation coverage area and the relatively smaller vegetation
*Corresponding author: Jingli Wang (13898803180@163.com).
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coverage [8], MODIS-NDVI was used to describe the information of vegetation in Shenyang in this
study.
2.3. Data Processing

Through image projection conversion, subsetting, mosaicing, stacking and other steps, NDVI data
in Shenyang were acquired. The vegetation coverage variations from 2002 to 2011 were acquired by
NDVI data in August in 2001 respectively subtracting from the data in August from 2002 to 2011.
3. VARIATIONS AND DISTRIBUTION OF VEGETATION
3.1. Distribution Characteristics of Vegetation

NDVI data in 2002, 2005, 2008 and 2011 were chosen to analyze the distribution of the vegetation in
Shenyang. Figure 1 showed the vegetation coverage increased from the vegetation density increased
gradually from the city center to the periphery. The high vegetation density mainly distributed
in farmland and woodland surrounding the town. The denser vegetation coverage area made up
bigger proportion of city. Low vegetation coverage area, moderate vegetation coverage area and
dense vegetation coverage area had smaller proportions. Low vegetation coverage area mainly
distributed in the town.
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41o 30’E
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Figure 1: Maps of NDVI distribution in Shenyang from 2001 to 2011.
3.2. Statistics Characteristics of Vegetation Variation

Figure 2 was the line chart about the average of NDVI in August from 2001 to 2011 in Shenyang,
it reflected the mean vegetation coverage and showed that vegetation coverage reduced gradually.
The vegetation coverage maintained at a high level in 2001 ∼ 2004, the values of NDVI were
between 0.73 and 0.74. The vegetation coverage obviously reduced in 2005 ∼ 2007 (the values of
NDVI were between 0.7 and 0.715) and reached the minimum in 2006. The vegetation coverage
restored to the level before 2004 in 2008. The values of NDVI reached the minimum again as 2006
in 2009. The vegetation had a slight improvement in 2010 ∼ 2011, the mean of NDVI maintained
between 0.72 and 0.75.
The classification standard of vegetation coverage variation was shown in Table 1 [9]. According
to the standard, vegetation coverage variation from 2001 to 2011 was classified into eight levels.
The percentage of each classification was also counted in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Average of NDVI in Shenyang in august from 2001 to 2011.
Table 1: Classification standards of vegetation variation.
NDVI variation range (X)
X<−0.3

description

[legend] NDVI variation range (X)

significant degradation [ ]
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[legend]

slight improvement
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Figure 3: Percentage in column of vegetation variation relative to 2001 from 2002 to 2011 (legend in Table 1).

3.3. Regional Distribution Characteristics of Vegetation Variation

The classification maps of vegetation variation from 2002 to 2011 were made. For convenience,
only the maps of vegetation variation in 2002, 2005, 2008 and 2011 were listed to explain the
characteristics of the vegetation variation in Shenyang (Figure 4). The maps showed that: in 2002,
the vegetation varied slightly, mainly concentrated in the outskirt of town in a mild and moderate
degradation; in 2005, the vegetation variation around the outskirt of town was obvious in a moderate
and obvious degradation. the vegetation degradation area in the west was larger and was in an
obvious degradation; in 2008, the vegetation degeneration area around the outskirt of town and the
vegetation degeneration area in the west continued to increase, the degradation was more serious;
in 2011, the vegetation degradation in the west stopped, but the vegetation degradation developed
fast in the north, the east and the south, and was in an obvious degradation; the vegetation in the
town and in the south of the city had been improving from 2001 to 2011, and the improvement of
the vegetation in 2011 was in an obvious improvement.
3.4. Causes of Vegetation Variation
3.4.1. Natural Factors

Vegetation growth is affected by natural conditions such as precipitation, temperature and so on.
Only the effect of precipitation on vegetation was analyzed. The precipitation in Shenyang from
2001 to 2011 was provided by Shenyang Bureau of Meteorology and was shown as Figure 5 with the
average of NDVI. It can be deduced from the line chart of precipitation and NDVI that precipitation
and NDVI had little correlation which showed precipitation slightly impacted on vegetation.
3.4.2. Human Factors

The effects of human factors on vegetation were mainly artificial planting, cultivation, felling,
etc. That the town has been expanding outwards is consistent with which vegetation has kept
in degradation around the outskirt of town. That human habitat of Shenyang gathered to Tiexi
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Figure 4: Maps of vegetation variation relative to 2001 from 2002 to 2011.
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Figure 5: Precipitation and average of NDVI in Shenyang from 2001 to 2011.

District from 2000 and that Tiexi District had become living areas led to a continuous degradation
of vegetation.
In 2008, the infrastructure of Tiexi District was basically finished and the urban construction
developed to Hunnan District and Shenbei District, it was reflected that the vegetation in these
regions began to decline.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The distribution and variation characteristics of vegetation in Shenyang city were analyzed by
using NDVI data of MODIS sensor from Terra satellite. It was concluded that the vegetation
density increased gradually from the city center to periphery; the overall vegetation in Shenyang
showed a trend of deterioration from 2001 to 2011; Natural factors had slightly effect on vegetation
variation, the main influence were human factors, the urban expansion led to the vegetation be
destroyed around the outskirt of town, under the government’s initiative in recent years, vegetation
coverage in town was increasing gradually, but the density was not high yet.
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Abstract— In combination with the wave action balance equation, the damping model for sea
waves covered by oil film of finite thickness is presented. This damping model is not only related
to physical parameters of oil film, but also related to marine environment parameters. Here,
we conduct parametric analyzes to understand the sensitivity of the damping model to these
parameters. Numerical simulations show that kinematic viscosity, surface/interfacial elasticity,
thickness, and the fractional filling factor cause more significant effects on the damping ratio than
the other physical parameters of oil film. On the other hand, the influences induced by wind
speed and wind direction are also remarkable. In present work, fifteen ENVISAT ASAR images,
which were acquired during Gulf of Mexico oil spill accident, are used to confirm the validity of
the damping model.
1. INTRODUCTION

The hydrodynamic theory of wave damping by oil films of negligible thickness (e.g., monomolecular
films) has been well established by Marangoni theory [1–4]. As a matter of fact, the thickness of
mineral oil spill is generally much larger than that of monomolecular film, which results in different
viscoelastic properties and, therefore, in different damping of the ocean surface waves. Thus, water
wave damping by oil films of finite thickness is also of practical importance. However, the influence
of the thickness of oil film on sea waves has not been widely investigated so far.
In present work, combining the wave action balance equation with the Jenkins’ wave viscous
damping function [5], a damping model for sea waves covered by oil films of finite thickness
is proposed. Parametric analyses of the damping model indicate that kinematic viscosity, surface/interfacial elasticity, thickness, and the fractional filling factor cause significant effects on the
damping ratio. Meanwhile, the influences induced by wind speed and wind direction are also
remarkable.
2. THE DAMPING MODEL OF SEA SURFACE WAVES

The thickness of a mineral oil spill is generally much larger than that of monomolecular film,
particularly, in the initial stages of an oil spill accident. Then, radar signal reduction by finitethickness oil film has practical significance. In a system which consists of finite-thickness oil film
covering on a Newtonian fluid of infinite depth, a viscous damping ratio model for gravity-capillary
waves is theoretically derived by Jenkins [5]
y(k) =
with

Re(δ)
2υ

½
1
1
δ = 2υ + υT + jΓ−1/2 [γ(1 − ρ+ ) − γ− ]D + 1/2 1/2 ρ+ DΓ1/4 υT
2
2υ j
¾ ½
¾
1
1
1 1/2
2 3/4
2
1/2
1/4
+ 1/2 j (ρ+ D) Γ (R − 1) / 1 + 1/2 1/4 j υT + 1/2 1/2 ρ+ DΓ
2υ
υ Γ
j υ

(1)

(2)

and the other parameters are related to the film thickness, the kinematic viscosities of the underlying
water and the floating oil film, the surface tension, and so on (for more details, please see Ref. [4]).
However, it should be pointed out that the damping ratio evaluated by Eq. (1) is only available
for very gentle wind regimes because not only the viscous dissipation but also wind speed, nonlinear
wave-wave interaction, and wave breaking dissipation would induce significant influences on the
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damping behavior, too. In order to quantify these considerations, the evolution of surface wave
spectrum can be described by the action balance equation [2, 3]
0=

dN i
i
i
i
i
= Sin
+ Snl
− Svd
− Sbr
dt

(3)

where i ∈ {o; w}, and the superscripts (o) and (w) denote an oil-covered and an oil-free sea surface,
respectively. The spectral action density N i = (ω/k)ψ i , ω and ψ i represent angle frequency and
the full sea roughness spectrum. For oil-free sea surface, ψ w is written as [6]
(
ML (k) k < kLc
w
(4)
ψ = f (k, ϕ) MM (k) kLc ≤ k < kHc
MH (k) k ≥ kHc
where the isotropic part and the angle spread function of the spectrum are
» √
–
!
Ã
( k/k −1)2
5kp2
αg vg Fg exp − 2δ02p
ML (k) =
κ
exp − 2
2k 4 vph
4k
A(k) ³ uf ´a(k)
MH (k) =
k4
c
(kHc − k)
(k − kLc )
MM (k) =
ML (k) +
MH (k)
(kHc − kLc )
(kHc − kLc )
1
f (k, Φ) =
[1 + ∆E cos(2φ)]
2π

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

and the other parameters can be found in Ref. [6].
i , S i , S i , and S i , represent source functions describing the
In the right-hand side of (3), Sin
nl
vd
br
wind input, nonlinear wave-wave interactions, viscous dissipation, and wave breaking dissipation,
respectively. In the present work, only the cases for low to medium wind speeds are in question,
i can be neglected. Here, the wind input term S i can be expressed as [2]
and the impact of Sbr
in
i
Sin
= βiN i

(9)

β i is the wind wave growth rate as
µ
i

β = 0.04 cos φ

ui∗
cp

¶2
ω

(10)

where cp is the phase velocity of the considered wave. The angular frequency ω is defined by the
dispersion relationship
s
τ k3
ω = gk +
(11)
ρw
here, g is the acceleration of gravity, τ and ρw denote the surface tension and the sea water density,
respectively. The frictional velocities ui∗ for oil-free and oil-covered areas are
u◦∗ = ξ uw
p∗
uw
=
C10 U10
∗

(12)
(13)

where, ξ is a coefficient due to the reduction of the friction velocity caused by surface film, and
Gade et al. [7] suggested an average ξ value equal to 0.8. In our work, the experimental expression
proposed by Wu [8] for the drag coefficient C10 is utilized and
C10 = (0.8 + 0.06U10 ) × 10−3

(14)

where, U10 is the wind speed at a height of 10 m.
i and the nonlinear wave-wave interaction terms S i can be
In (3), the viscous dissipation Svd
nl
written as [2]
i
Svd
= 2cg ∆i N i
(15)
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(16)
w
∗

ηω
k 3/2 u
w
i
◦
w
◦
with ∆w = ρw4k
( u∗c )2 . Here, cg and ∆i
g+3τ k2 , α ≈ −1.15β , α = α + δα, δα = 2cg ∆max ( kM )
represent the wave group velocity and the viscous damping coefficient respectively. η and ∆◦max
denotes the dynamic viscosity and the maximal value of ∆◦ . kM is the Marangoni resonance wave
number. u∗c is the critical wind stress at which the nonlinear energy transfer has reached the level
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Figure 1: Damping ratio of sea wave spectrum for different physical parameters of oil film with wind speed
U10 = 5 m/s, fractional filling factor F = 1, and wave spread azimuth angle φ = 0◦ (a) for different oil
density ρ; (b) for different surface tension ST and interfacial tension IT ; (c) for different surface viscosity
SV and interfacial viscosity IV ; (d) for different kinematic viscosity KV ; (e) for different surface elasticity
SE and interfacial elasticity IE; (f) for different film thickness D of the oil film.
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where it just balances the oil damping. And u∗c is generally determined by experiment [2].
Substituting Eqs. (8), (14), and (16) into (6), we can obtain that
β w − 2cg ∆w + αw
ψ ◦ (k, φ)
=
ψ w (k, φ)
β ◦ − 2cg ∆◦ + α◦

(17)

and the surface roughness spectrum for oil contaminated sea waves is
ψ o (k, φ) = ψ w (k, φ)/y 0 (k),

y 0 (k) =

β ◦ − 2cg ∆◦ + α◦
β w − 2cg ∆w + αw

(18)

Generally, the oil film may be partially dispersed by wind and waves, so a fractional filling
factor, F (i.e., the ratio of the area covered by film with respect to the total considered area) is
0 (k) can
introduced to modify the damping ratio. In this case, a modified damping ratio model ym
be written as [9]
1
0
ym
(k) =
(19)
1 − F + F/y 0 (k)
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1 illustrates the damping ratios for different physical parameters of oil film. From Fig. 1,
we can find that the damping ratio would be obviously affected by the kinematic viscosity, surface elasticity and thickness of oil film. As shown in Fig. 1(d), the damping ratio decreased with
the increasing kinematic viscosity, and peaks of damping ratio move to lower spatial wavenumber.
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Figure 2: Theoretical damping ratio of sea wave spectrum evaluated by (19) for different environment
parameters (a) for different fractional filling factors F with U10 = 5 m/s, D = 0.1 mm and φ = 0◦ ; (b) for
different wind speeds U10 with D = 0.1 mm, F = 1 and φ = 0◦ ; (c) for different wave spread azimuth angles
φ with U10 = 5 m/s, D = 0.1 mm and F = 1.
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Fig. 1(e) shows that the damping ratio increases with the increase of the surface/interfacial elasticity, and peaks of the damping move to lower spatial wavenumber too. In Fig. 1(f), the damping
ratio induced by oil film with thickness less than ∼ 0.01 mm are only slightly different from that
of a monomolecular film (a film of almost zero thickness); while the effect of the film thickness
becomes noticeable if it is increased to ∼ 0.01 mm, the damping ratio increases on the whole as
the increasing thickness of the oil film, and peaks of damping ratio move to the higher spatial
wavenumber.
From Fig. 2(a), we can find that the damping ratio is very sensitive to fractional filling factor F .
It is found that the damping ratio for F = 1 is about twice larger than the value of the damping
ratio for F = 0.9. The influences of wind speed and wind direction are illustrated in Figs. 2(b)
and (c), respectively. And the figures show that the damping ratio decreases with increasing wind
speed, and increases with the wave spread azimuth angle. One reason for this phenomenon is that
the higher the wind speed, the higher the wind input energy, hence, the weaker the Marangoni
damping effect. The other reason is that the wave-wave interaction becomes stronger when wave
spread azimuth angle φ is small. And from (10), it is easy to find that the stronger the wave -wave
interaction, the weaker the Marangoni damping effect.
Figure 3 shows the damping ratio versus wind speed. The solid squares correspond to the
damping ratios evaluated by fifteen SAR images which are acquired in Gulf of Mexico during the
2010 BP oil spill accident, and the lines correspond to the theoretical damping ratios calculated
by Eq. (19) with oil film thickness 0.01 mm. In Fig. 3, we can see that the evaluated data by SAR
with lower wind speed agree the theoretical result with higher oil fractional filling factors better,
meanwhile the evaluated data by SAR with higher wind speed agree the theoretical result with
lower oil fractional filling factors better. And it seems reasonable that the fractional filling factor
decreased with the increasing wind speed.
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Figure 3: The damping ratio versus wind speed.
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Microwave Radiation Image Reconstruction Method Based on
Adaptive Multi-structural Dictionary Learning
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Abstract— Due to the complicated structure of microwave radiometric imaging system and the
massive amount of data collection in one snapshot, it is difficult to achieve the high spatial resolution image by conventional microwave radiation imaging method based on the Nyquist sampling.
In this paper, according to the priori information of the compressible multi-structural information of microwave radiation image, we adopt the Fourier random observation matrix to sparsely
project the microwave radiation image, reducing the amount of data collection, and lowering the
complexity of the system. Considering the multi-structural information of microwave radiation
image, such as multi-sparsity in different domains, piecewise smoothness, etc, it is difficult to
sparsely represent microwave radiation image in complex scene by the traditional orthogonal basis, but the piecewise smoothness ingredients of microwave radiation image meet the constraint
condition of total variation, and the mixed orthogonal basis can sparsely represent the sparsity
information of microwave radiation image. We make use of the sparse representation of the
mixed orthogonal basis and the constraint condition of total variation regularization to construct
the reconstruction model of microwave radiation image based on adaptive multi-structural sparsifying dictionary learning. We integrate dictionary learning technique to adaptively learn the
multi-structural sparsifying dictionary, and the sparsifying dictionary is adapted to sparsely represent the microwave radiation image, and solve the convex programming problem of microwave
radiation image reconstruction, and design the reconstruction method. The simulation results
show that reconstructing microwave radiation image by the proposed algorithm achieves better
reconstruction performance than that by the DLMRI algorithm.
1. INTRODUCTION

The characteristics obtained from soil microwave radiation image using microwave radiometers
mainly depend on soil moisture. We can get precise soil moisture data by inverting the obtained
microwave radiation image, and enhance the accuracy of weather forecasts by analyzing the soil
moisture data, and effectively monitor geological disasters, such as drought, flood, etc.. Interferometric synthetic aperture microwave radiometry (ISAMR) [1] integrates the small-aperture array
into large observation aperture, it doesn’t need a mechanical scanning for imaging, and can solves
the disadvantages of real aperture microwave radiometers. However, with the development of refinement and structuralization of the image, ISAMR has evolved into an enormous and complex
system for the demand of high resolution, and it can easily reach tens of millions when collecting
data in one snapshot. Taking example by the principle of the infrared and visible light, microwave
radiation focal plane array imaging system adopts the stared working condition, and it improves
the real-time performance of the system and reduces the complexity of the later image processing.
However, in order to obtain high spatial image, we need to increase the complexity of the system [2].
So it is difficult to achieve the high spatial resolution image based on the conventional sampling
and imaging method.
Compressed Sensing (CS) [3–5] changes the traditional concept of information acquisition. Combined with the sparse prior knowledge of signal for signal reconstruction, it utilizes the random
sparse sampling to compress data, and adopts the nonlinear algorithm to achieve the signal, so
as to effectively reduce the complexity of the sampling system. In the CS method, the sparse
representation of the image is the key aspect for image reconstruction. Generally, the microwave
radiation image contains additional structures, such as piecewise smoothness [6], and sparsity in
transform domain, etc. [7]. Therefore, the single orthogonal basis is difficult to sparsely represent
microwave radiation image in complex scene. Yang et al. [8] develop a reconstruction model of total
variation (TV) l1 -l2 norm, using RecPF algorithm which only consider a single orthogonal basis
to fast reconstruct magnetic resonance image (MRI). Ravishankar et al. [9] use a reconstruction
model based on dictionary learning, adopt DLMRI algorithm and only consider dictionary learning
in the pixel domain to reconstruct MRI. Liu et al. [10] adopt GradDLRec algorithm which just
takes into account learning dictionary on TV domain to reconstruct MRI. On the basis of previous
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studies, we integrate the TV and wavelet transform into the reconstruction model. According to
the multi-structural characteristics of the microwave radiation image, we realize the sparsely sample
by the Fourier random observation matrix, and sparsely represent the image by adaptive learning
multi-structural dictionary, and solve the convex optimization problem of the image reconstruction
to achieve high spatial resolution image.
2. MICROWAVE RADIATION IMAGING SCHEME BASED ON CS
2.1. The Basic Method of CS

CS reconstructs the unknown x ∈ C P from the measurements y ∈ C m , or equivalently solves an
underdetermined system of linear equations Fu x = y by minimizing the quasi norm of the sparsified
image Ψx, where Ψ ∈ C T ×P represents a global, typically orthonormal sparsifying transform for
the image. For example, Ψ may be the wavelet transform, so that Ψx corresponds to the wavelet
coefficients of x, assumed to be sparse (mostly zero). The corresponding optimization problem is
given by
min kΨxk0 s.t. Fu x = y

(1)

x

k · k0 denotes the l0 quasi-norm which counts the number of nonzero coefficients of the vector,
Fu ∈ C m×P represents the undersampled Fourier encoding matrix. This l0 problem is NP-hard,
there are greedy algorithms to solve this problem such as orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP). We
can replace the l0 quasi-norm with the l1 relaxation, it can be solved via linear programming in
this real case, or via second order cone programming in the complex case [9].
min kFu x − yk22 + λ kΨxk1

(2)

x

2.2. Microwave Radiation Imaging Based on CS

According to the characteristics of complex structure and low imaging resolution for microwave
radiometric imaging system, in this paper, we adopt the CS to realize microwave radiation imaging,
and solve the above shortcomings. The specific method is to mine the priori information of the
compressible multi-structural information of microwave radiation image, and adopt the Fourier
random observation matrix to sparsely sample the image, reducing the amount of data collection
and lowering the complexity of the system. We integrate the dictionary learning technique into
adaptively learn the multi-structural sparsifying dictionary which is adopted to sparsely represent
the image, and solve the convex programming problem of the image reconstruction model to achieve
the high spatial resolution image.
3. PROPOSED IMAGE RECONTRUCTION MODEL

Taking example by GradDLRec algorithm, we add the TV and wavelet transform to the reconstruction model which recovers more details, and use the Daubechies wavelet-4, and propose a new
model based on adaptive multi-structural dictionary learning as follows:
(
min

u,D(i) ,Γ(i)

2 X°
³
´°2 v
X
° (i) (i)
°
1
kFp u − f k2
°D αl − Rl λ1 ∇(i) u + λ2 Ψu ° +
2
2
i=1

)

°
°
° (i) °
s.t. °αl ° ≤ T0 , ∀l, i.

l

0

(3)
where (∇x , ∇y ) = (∇(1) , ∇(2) ) denotes the difference operators in horizontal and vertical directions,
Ψ denotes the wavelet transform, The first term in the cost function captures the sparse prior of the
sparsified image patches with respect to dictionaries {D(i) i = 1, 2}, while the second term enforces
data fidelity in k-space. The weight v1 is set as ν1 = (λ/σ) like the DLMRI algorithm does, where
λ is a positive constant, λ1 and λ2 are positive scalars that balance the two sparse domain.
By introducing auxiliary variables w(i) , i = 1, 2, the problem in (3) can be rewritten as follows:
)
( 2
³
´°2
XX°
°
° (i) (i)
2
min
°D αl − Rl ω (i) ° + v1 kFp u − f k
u,ω,D(i) ,Γ(i)

2

i=1

°l
°
° (i) °
s.t. °αl ° ≤ T0 , ∀l, i; ω (i) = λ1 ∇(i) u + λ2 Ψu, ∀i.
0

(4)
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Let ∇ = [(∇(1) )T ,(∇(2) )T ]T , b = [(b(1) )T , (b(2) )T ]T and w = [(w(1) )T , (w(2) )T ]T . Combined with
the Bregman technique, we obtain a sequence of constrained subproblems as follows:
½
³
´k+1 ³
´ ¾
(i) k+1
k+1
k+1
(i)
u ,ω , D
, αl
 2
¡ (i) ¢°
P P°
° (i) (i)
°2

2

°D αl − Rl ω ° + v1 kFp u − f k
2
i=1 l
= arg min
°
°
°
°
u,ω,D,Γ 
(i) °
 +v2 °bk + λ1 ∇u + λ2 Ψu − w°2 s.t. °
α
° l ° ≤ T0 , ∀l, i
2




(5)




0

bk+1 = bk + λ1 ∇uk+1 + λ2 Ψuk+1 − ω k+1

(6)

where v2 denotes the positive penalty parameter. We use the alternating direction method (ADM)
to solve the minimization of Eq. (5) with respect to u, w, D and α. This technique carries out
approximation via alternating minimization with respect to one variable while keeping others fixed.
1) Updating the Solution u: At the k-th iteration, we assume w, D(i) and α(i) to be fixed
with their values denoted as wk , (D(i) )k , and (α(i) )k respectively. After eliminating the constant
variables, the objective function for updating uis given as
½
°
°2 ¾
° k
2
k°
k+1
(7)
u
= arg min v1 kFp u − f k2 + v2 °b + λ1 ∇u + λ2 Ψu − w °
u

2

Considering that Eq. (7) is a simple least squares problem, we can update u with its analytic
solution:
Ã
!
£
¡
¢¡
¢¤
F v1 FpT f + v2 λ1 ∇T + λ2 ΨT ω k − bk
k+1
−1
u
=F
(8)
v1 F FpT Fp F T + v2 F (λ1 ∇T + λ2 ΨT ) F T F (λ1 ∇ + λ2 Ψ) F T
2) Updating the Sparsified Image Variablesw(i) , i = 1, 2: The minimization in Eq. (5) with
respect to w(1) and w(2) is decoupled, and then it can be solved separately. It yields:
(
)
°
°2
°
°2
X
°
°
°
°
(i)
(ω (i) )k+1 = arg min
°(D(i) )k (αl )k −Rl (ω (i) )° +v2 °(b(i) )k +λ1 (∇(i) u)k+1 +λ2 (Ψu)k+1 −w(i) °
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2

(9)

The least squares solution to (9) is written as:

(ω (i) )k+1 =

Á
h¡ ¢k
i P
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(i)

3) Sparse Representation for Sparsified Patches with Respect to Variables D(i) and αl , l=1,
2. . . , L: The minimization (5) with respect to dictionary and coefficient variables of the sparsified
images is also decoupled, and thus can be solved separately. It yields:
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(11)
The strategy to solve (11) is to alternatively update the dictionary
and coefficient matrix
(i)
αl , which is the same as that used in K-SVD [11] The K-SVD algorithm has two steps: sparse
coding and dictionary updating, the sparse coding is solved by the greedy algorithm-OMP algorithm, and the dictionary updating is solved by singular value decomposition (SVD) to minimize
the approximation error.
D(i)
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Algorithm 1: The Proposed Algorithm
1: Initialization:
(Γ(i) )0 = 0, (D(i) )0 , (b(i) )0 = 0, i = 1, 2; u0 = FpT f ;
2: For k = 1, 2,. . . repeat until a stop-criterion is satisfied:
3: (ω (i) )k+1 =

v2 [(b(i) )k +λ1 (∇(i) u)k +λ2 (Ψu)k ]+

P
l

v2 +1

(i)

RlT (D (i) )k (αl )k

ffi
β

, i = 1, 2

4: Updating {(D(i) )k+1 , (G(i) )k+1 } from sparse images (w(i) )k+1 by Eq.(11), i = 1, 2
µ
¶
F [v1 FpT f +v2 (λ1 ∇T +λ2 ΨT )(ω k+1 −bk )]
k+1
−1
5: u
=F
v1 F F T Fp F T +v2 F (λ1 ∇T +λ2 ΨT )F T F (λ1 ∇+λ2 Ψ)F T
p

6: (b(i) )k+1 = (b(i) )k + λ1 (∇(i) u)k+1 + λ2 Ψuk+1 − (ω (i) )k+1 , i = 1, 2
7: END
8: Output uk+1
4. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we use CS to reconstruct the moon microwave radiation image, the size of image is
256 × 256, we adopt the Fourier random observation matrix to sample the image. Our proposed
algorithm is compared with the DLMRI algorithm. The parameters for DLMRI algorithm are set
as the values: patch size n1/2 = 6, dictionary size K = n = 36, the patch overlap r = 1, β = 36,
λ = 140, the learning stage (K-SVD) employed 10 iterations, 200·K patches, and a fixed sparsity
T0 = 5. The proposed algorithm followed the same setup, with additional choices of ν2 = 3, λ1 = 1
and λ2 = 0.1. We reconstructed the moon microwave radiation image using DLMRI algorithm and
the proposed algorithm from reduced k-space data with the undersampling ratios of 30%–70%.
Table 1: The reconstruction PSNR (dB) values with different undersampling ratios.
Algorithm
DLMRI
The proposed algorithm

30%
42.4374
45.6674

Undersampling ratio
40%
50%
60%
42.0343 41.0898 39.5656
44.1393 42.2118 40.1677

70%
37.3270
37.6708

To evaluate the reconstruction performance under different sampling ratios at the same experimental setting, we adopt five undersampling ratios (0.3, 0.4, 0.50, 0.60 and 0.7) to acquire the partial

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Visual comparison of image reconstructions using two methods with 70% undersampling. (a) The
original image, (b) (c) Reconstructions using DLMRI and the proposed algorithm, respectively.
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Fourier measurements respectively The reconstruction PSNRs are given in Table 1. Figures 1(b)
and (c) show the images reconstructed from 70% 2D undersampled measurements by DLMRI and
the proposed algorithm. With the comparison of the PSNR values with different undersampling
ratios, the results show that the proposed algorithm exhibits more accurate reconstruction with
larger PSNR values than DLMRI for specified undersampling ratios.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new CS reconstruction model based on adaptive multi-structural dictionary learning and an efficient algorithm to reconstruct the microwave radiation image. The model
aims to learn multi-structural adaptive dictionary in the sparsified image for better reconstruction.
We use a multi-structural adaptive learning dictionary from the sparsified image to reconstruct
the image. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm achieves better reconstruction performance than the DLMRI algorithm. Further studies will be conducted to improve the
proposed algorithm, such as the parameter setting.
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Abstract— The Smart Grid technology has become a reality day by day due its clean proposal which can provide, for example, the link between wind and solar power with electric cars.
However, the “smart” factor of the technology is obtained through electronic components, which
are in general, the major responsible of unintentional emissions and coupling. Therefore, in this
work, the EMC — Electromagnetic Compatibility of household appliances is deal with the use
of a conducted emission technique. The obtained results are compared to the existing standards.
1. INTRODUCTION

Having as main goal improve the grid reliability, power quality and energy efficiency, the Smart
Grid technology has become a subject of study nowadays [1]. However, the smartness of the grids
is provided by electronics, which are in general the major responsible of unintentional emissions.
Due to the increase of the microelectronic and embedded electronic systems, every electronic
device must be submitted to stricter EMC measurement, and their entries in the market are directly
related to it responses on these test. However, only in the late 70s that the problems related
to EMC — Electromagnetic Compatibility became of public knowledge, in general, due to the
problems presented by TVs, communication devices, audio and video displays, among many other
applications [2].
Basically, as far as the smart grid control is developed with microelectronic components, the
conducted emission levels from the household appliance should be carefully observed, in order to
guarantee the correct operation of the network. Moreover, the grid behavior must also be certified
in order to ensure the correct operation of the devices connected to it in terms of electromagnetic
compatibility. In this work, only the household devices will be investigated. This is extremely
important because with no disturbances the voltage quality is perfect, otherwise not.
In order to analyze the conduct emission phenomena in some household appliance that are
normally connected to the residential grid, the EMC Pre-Compliance Board — EPCB built in [3],
and a LISN — Line Impedance Stabilization Network were employed.
The test setup, was performed in accordance to CISPR and FCC — Federal Communications
Commission, agency in charge of standardization of radio communications and cable in the U.S.
The preliminary results were compared to CISPR 14-1 [4] and CISPR 22 [5], depending on the
class of the household appliance DUT.
In this work, the conducted emission levels from the household appliance are observed in order
to ensure the correct operation of the devices connected to grid in terms of EMC. The obtained
results were compared to the regulatory standard and it can be observed that most of the devices
are out of it, thus compromising the performance of the grid as a whole.
2. SMART GRIDS NETWORK

The electrical power grids were developed using relatively few AC plants (50 or 60 Hz with very
high-power), AC or DC interconnected, with many substations to attend residential or low-power
industrial demands, as can be seen in Fig. 1. The Smart Grids (SG) are an evolution of the electrical power grids and are based on a more efficient employment of the generation, transmission,
and distribution infrastructure. Its use is mandatory in order to manage the relationship between
demand and power supply to avoid contingencies in the electrical system [6]. In this way, it is necessary to develop a whole telecommunications framework for a successful smart grid implementation.
Inherently, its characteristic needs a strong interaction, composed by communication networks,
real-time monitoring, and data management [7]. So, nowadays its integration is transforming the
whole electrical energy scenario.
Therefore, the conducted emission levels from the household appliance are observed in order to
ensure the correct operation of the devices connected to grid in terms of EMC.
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Figure 1: The smart grid network.
3. ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

With the increase of the microelectronic and embedded electronic systems, every electronic device
must be submitted to stricter EMC measurement, and their entries in the market are directly related
to it responses on these test. Although the challenges related to interference during the Second
War, only in the late 70s that the problems related to EMC — Electromagnetic Compatibility
became of public knowledge, in general, due to the problems presented by TVs, communication
devices, audio and video displays, among many other applications [4].
The Electromagnetic Interference — EMI is the process in which electromagnetic energy is
transmitted from one electronic device to another via radiated or conducted emission, or both. On
the other hand, the electromagnetic susceptibility — EMS deals with devices that are sensitive
to interference from other devices. Thus, the EMC tests usually comprise both EMI and EMS
measurement of the same electronic device.
The EMC setup tests, at the level of electronic systems are defined by the standards CISPR 25
/2002 for spurious emissions, and ISO-11452 for interference and susceptibility measurements.
Thus, two major standards have been defined, with a first one for radiated and conducted emission
and the second one for immunity RF test.
In general terms, the conducted interference is that in which occurs undesirable transfer of
electromagnetic energy along a conductor through disturbances between the phase line and the
ground power supply, and is governed by the standard IEC 61967-4. There are several tools and
methodologies to perform conducted tests, and the frequency range normally used is 150 kHz–
30 MHz, except in military applications that eventually require the extension band.
The most common method used for this type of analysis is the LISN, also known by AMN —
Artificial Mains Network, which works through the AC power supply of the device to be analyzed.
Another method widely used in performing conducted interferences measurements is the 1/150 Ω,
where is possible to measure the noise current in each driven pin of the DUT — device under test.
4. MEASUREMENTS

In order to analyze the conduct emission phenomena in some household appliance that are normally
connected to the residential grid, the EMC Pre-Compliance Board — EPCB built in [3], and a LISN
— Line Impedance Stabilization Network were employed.
The test setup, as shown in Fig. 2, was performed in accordance to CISPR and FCC — Federal
Communications Commission, agency in charge of standardization of radio communications and
cable in the US. The preliminary results were compared to CISPR 14-1 [4] and CISPR 22 [5],
depending on the class of the household appliance DUT.
The obtained results for the electric heater, vacuum cleaner, blu-ray, sattelite TV decoder,
blender and hairdryer were compared to the CISPR 14-1 standard, Figs. 3 and 4(a), which refers
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Figure 2: Conducted emission test setup using an EPCB.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Measurement results of some household appliance. (a) Vacuum cleaner, heater. (b) Blu-ray and
satellite TV decoder.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Measurement results of some household appliance. (a) Blender and hair dryer. (b) Router and
wireless telephone.

to the conducted emissions allowed level, for household appliance devices. In the other hand, the
router, wireless telephone, LED and tube TV, personal laptop and the printer were compared to
the CISPR 22 standard, Figs. 4(b) and 5.
Basically, as far as the smart grid control is developed with microelectronic components, the
conducted emission levels from the household appliance should be carefully observed, in order to
guarantee the correct operation of the network.
It can be easily observed from the obtained results, most of the analyzed appliances are out
of the standards. Therefore, without any solution to prevent the undesirable emissions, the grid
performance will certainly be compromised.
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Figure 5: Measurement results of some household appliance: tube TV and LED TV.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the conducted emission levels from the household appliance are observed in order to
ensure the correct operation of the devices connected to grid in terms of electromagnetic compatibility. In general terms, the conducted interference is that in which occurs undesirable transfer
of electromagnetic energy along a conductor through disturbances between the phase line and the
ground power supply. The obtained results were compared to the regulatory standard and it can
be observed that most of the devices are out of it, thus compromising the performance of the grid
as a whole.
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Abstract— The solvation of ions in aqueous media is a fundamental process in biology and
chemistry, and the characterization of dielectric constant of aqueous electrolyte solutions at microwave frequencies composes a powerful way to understand the dynamical process in aqueous
media. In this work, we have combined the classical Debye and Drude models to determine
the microwave conductivity of the salt (NaCl) solution by measuring its dielectric constant. We
assume the permittivity of the electrolyte solution has a compound dielectric constant model
which is the sum of the Debye model contributed by the water background and the Drude model
accounting for the conductive ions in the solution. As a justification of the Drude model, the
damping coefficient, γ, for the conductive ions need be far greater than the angular frequency,
ω. From the DC conductivity measurement, we derive the damping coefficient of the conductive
ions and prove the applicability of the Drude model in our experimental microwave regime from
0.1–20 GHz.
1. INTRODUCTION

The solvation of ions in aqueous media is a fundamental process in biology and chemistry [1]. The
characterization of dielectric constant of aqueous electrolyte solutions at microwave frequencies
composes a powerful way to understand the dynamical process in aqueous media [2–4]. In addition, it plays an important role in investigating the interaction between electromagnetic waves and
the biological tissues that have high water content and a significant concentration of ions [5, 6].
Usually, conductivity and permittivity are the most fundamental parameters in the research of
electromagnetic properties of the solutions. Compared with the direct current (DC) conductivity,
it is interesting to ask if the microwave conductivity of the solutions could be measured and display
some difference from the DC value.
In this work, we have combined the classical Debye and Drude models to determine the microwave conductivity of the salt (NaCl) solution by measuring its dielectric constant, i.e., permittivity, in the frequency range 0.1–20 GHz. As a typical example of Debye model, the relative
permittivity of pure water obeys the dispersion relationship as following:
εwater
(ω) = εwater’
+ jεwater”
= ε∞ +
r
r
r

(εs − ε∞ )
(εs − ε∞ ) ωτ
+j
,
1 + ω2 τ 2
1 + ω2τ 2

(1)

where εs is the static (DC) value of the dielectric constant, ε∞ is the optical (infinite frequency)
value of the dielectric constant, and τ is relaxation time which is the inverse of water molecules’
collision frequency.
The Drude model of the relative permittivity for a metallic conductor could be written as
Ã
!
2
ω
ωp2
00
0
γ
p
Drude
Drude
=
1
−
+
jε
εDrude
=
ε
+
j
,
(2)
r
r
r
2
2
2
ω +γ
ω ω + γ2
ωp2 =

N e2
,
ε0 m

(3)

where ωp is the plasma oscillation frequency, N is the particle number per unit volume, e is the
electronic charge, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, m is the mass of the conductive particle, and γ
is the damping coefficient, representing the loss of the system. Within the approximation of ω ¿ γ,
≈ jσ/ε0 ω where σ = N e2 /mγ is the conductivity [7].
Eq. (2) can be simplified to be εDrude
r
Very similar to the free electrons in metals, the ions in the electrolyte solutions are considered
as free carriers,responsible for the conductivity. The big difference is the background where the
free carriers are moving is water for the electrolyte solutions and is atomic lattice for the metallic
conductors. In order to exclude the influence of the background, we assume that the permittivity
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of the electrolyte solution has a compound dielectric constant model which is the sum of the Debye
model contributed by the water background and the Drude model accounting for the conductive
ions in the solution.
2. EXPERIMENTS

The salt (NaCl) solutions of several mass concentrations are used in our experiments underambient
temperature. The measurement of the permittivity of the salt solution is performed by using a
network analyzer (Agilent N5230C) which transmits and receives the microwave signals from 0.1 to
20 GHz and a coaxial probe (Agilent 85070E) which is a good choice to measure the permittivity
for liquids. Figure 1 shows the real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity for the pure
water and the NaCl electrolyte of mass concentration 6.93%.
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Figure 1: The measured relative permittivities of the pure water and the 6.93% salt solution. The permittivity
values of the water are associated with the left axis, and those of the solution with the right axis.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The contribution of Drude model from the conductive ions is calculated to be:
εDrude
= εelectrolyte
− εwater
r
r
r

(4)
00

From the simplified Drude model, we obtain the microwave conductivity σ = ωε0 (εelectrolyte
−
r
00
εwater
).
By
this
approach,
we
determine
the
microwave
conductivity
spectrum
for
various
conr
centrated NaCl solutions, as depicted in Fig. 2. It is seen that the microwave conductivity is flat
in the regime of lower frequencies and approaches to near zero at 20 GHz. This is not difficult
to understand, taking into account that the conductiveanions and cations in the electrolyte are
much heavier than free electrons in the metal. At lower frequencies, the movement or relaxation of
the ions can respond to the microwave electric field without obvious retard, resulting in a nearly
constant conductivity. However, with the increase of frequency, the relaxation of the ion could not
follow the oscillating external electric field, giving rise to the obvious decrease of the conductivity.
It is also interesting to compare the conductivity at lower frequencies with the DC value which
is measured by using a conductivity meter (Mettler Toledo FE30). It should note the microwave
conductivity with the lowest concentration at lower frequencies matches the DC value, but there
is an increasing difference between these two values as increasing the salt concentration, which is
attributed to the Debye-Falkenhagen effect [8].
In the above simplified Drude model, we require the damping coefficient, γ, is far greater than
the angular frequency, ω. The DC conductivity can be utilized to evaluate γ, according to the
following formula
µ
¶
1
1
1
2
σDC = N e
+
,
(5)
mCl−
mNa+ γ
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Figure 2: The microwave conductivities (solid lines)
and the corresponding DC values (dots) for the five
different mass concentrations of salt solution.

Figure 3: The N -σDC curve where the blue triangles
denote the measurements and the red line is the linear fitting.

where the mass of Cl− and Na+ are 5.887 × 10−23 g and 3.818 × 10−23 g, respectively. Through the
slope of the curve which describes the DC conductivity versus the particle number density N , we
can calculate the value of damping coefficient. In Table 1, we list the unit volume particle number
of ions in the solutions of different mass concentration.
Table 1: The number density of ions and the value of conductivity in the salt solutions with different mass
concentration.
Sample number
1
2
3
4
5

Mass concentration
2.96%
6.93%
9.60%
11.05%
15.21%

N/1026 (number/m3 )
3.09
6.93
10.31
12.18
16.77

DC Conductivity (S/m)
4.55
9.80
12.16
14.27
18.23

As shown in Fig. 3, we have plotted the N -σDC curve, and done the linear fitting to obtain the
slope and derived the damping coefficient γ = 1.1 × 1014 Hz. Compared with the angular frequency
at microwave regime, the damping coefficient γ is seen to be much greater than ω, and it proves
the applicability of the simplified Drude model in our experimental microwave regime.
4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have regarded the compound dielectric constant of the salt (NaCl) solution as
the sum of the free ions contribution (Drude model) and the water background (Debye model). In
this way, the microwave conductivity can be determined from measuring the permittivities of the
electrolyte and the water. We have obtained the microwave conductivity at different concentrations
in the frequency range 0.1–20 GHz. Compared with the DC measurement, we observe the increasing
difference between both at lower frequency with increasing the concentration. We also calculate the
damping coefficient for the conductive ions and prove that in our experimental regime the damping
coefficient, γ, is far greater than the angular frequency, ω, which means our assumption is valid.
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Abstract— In this work, planar probes for EMC — Electromagnetic Compatibility measurements are designed with metamaterials structures in order to improve its gain, bandwidth and
resonance. Basically, three topologies are used (Jerusalem cross pair-JCP, fractal array and
CSRR — complementary split ring resonator), in the square topology.
1. INTRODUCTION

The electrical circuit of any electronic device generates some kind of noise, which can reach levels
of power that interfere in undesired ways on the operation of the equipment around and the environment as a whole. Each device generates a characteristic noise, due to its electrical circuit [1].
Depending on the electromagnetic emission of these noises, other electronic devices can then receive
the interference by a path of radiation or, much less frequently a direct electrical connection.
The necessity to control the electromagnetic emissions and interference between circuits and electronic devices becomes a crucial point to assure its correct operation inside an electromagnetic environment. Some approaches were designed to support the pre-compliance tests (EMC/EMI/EMS)
setups. In this work, is shown the design of low cost planar probes with metamaterial patterns for
EMC measurements.
Actually, metamaterial is a macroscopic composite of periodic or non-periodic structure, whose
function is due to both the cellular architecture and the chemical composition [2]. Therefore, the
behavior of a material, in the presence of an electric field, is determined by the macroscopic parameters, permittivity ε and permeability µ. Several metamaterial structures have been investigated
along the last years. In particular, ones those are capable to provide artificial magnetic responses
and electric walls. The artificial magnetic conductors can be obtained when a plane wave focus on
the capacitive gap, while the artificial electric conductor is obtained through the opposite way.
In fact, the metamaterial pattern is applied to physical devices aiming to obtain specific responses. In [3] a CSRR structure is employed to a UWB antenna in order to provide a rejection
characteristic in a desired frequency. On the other hand, in [4] metamaterial structures are applied
to an UHF antenna and a better gain is obtained, while in [5] the periodic is structures are applied
to the septum of a GTEM — Gigahertz Transverse Electromagnetic chamber, expecting a shift on
the resonance frequencies.
In this context, to improve the performance in terms of gain, bandwidth, resonance, and provide
a rejected band, three different topologies are employed in planar probes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Square planar probe with fractal cells and 2 cm of diameter: (a) top; (b) bottom.
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2. PLANAR PROBES

Generally, probes are designed in order to obtain low levels of disturbance in a wide range of
applications. Thus, their shapes, balls or monopole and the variation of its diameter, are as a
function of a frequency range, and if the field in question is electric or magnetic.
In this work, planar probes in square format are designed and improved in terms of bandwidth
and gain with metamaterial technology. To minimize its impedance, a 50 Ω SMD resistor is used
and the base of the probe has 6 cm of length. The diameter of the structures and the track width
were varied in order to obtain the best response. The best combination consists of 5 mm of track
width with 35 µm of thickness on the o ROGERS R3003 substrate with 1.5 mm of thickness with
a full ground plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Square planar probe with JCP cells and 2 cm of diameter: (a) top view; (b) bottom view.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3: Comparison of S11 parameter between planar probe with and without JCP cells: (a) 2 cm of
diameter; (b) 3 cm of diameter; (c) 4 cm of diameter; (d) 5 cm of diameter.
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Therefore, metamaterial technology were applied to the planar probes as the Fractal and
Jerusalem Cross Pair patterns. In the next section, they are carefully shown.
3. METAMATERIAL PATTERN APPLIED TO THE PROBES

Several metamaterial structures have been developed along the last years. In particular, it provides
artificial magnetic responses, electric walls and barriers. The CLL -Capacitivelly Load Loop, allows
the creation of artificial magnetic and electric conductor, AMC and AEC respectively.
On the other hand, the Fractal pattern allows the increasing of the electrical length of the
structure, keeping the physical length. The versatility of applications and the effects of the subwavelength, are the two main advantages of the fractal model in H-shaped.
Through the sub-wavelength properties, the overall system is capable to present a size smaller
than the wavelength along of all resonance directions, so the structure can operate as a compact
reflector. Its similarity with FSS — Frequency Selective Surfaces structures and also its simple
modeling, amplifies the use of H-shape fractal structures.
Therefore, several planar probes were design with the fractal pattern. Basically, the metamaterial structures were placed on the top and on the bottom of the probes. In Fig. 1 is shown a square
size planar probe with fractals H-shape structures on the bottom. Besides the Fractal pattern show
good responses in several applications, no significant variation was obtained when it was associated
to the planar probe. Thereby, the JCP pattern were applied.
In Fig. 2, the proposed structure is the planar probe with JCP cells, which provide an isotropic
response to any polarized incident wave. In fact, in any orientation, its perpendicular components
are responsible to provide a loop current near to the displacement current on the external arms of
the unitary cell.
In Fig. 3 is shown the S11 parameter of the planar probes with JCP cells as a function of its
diameter. As expected, the efficiency of the metamaterial patterns are accentuated on the higher
frequencies. Moreover, each configuration show a best resonance as a function of the diameter of
the planar probe.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, planar probes for EMC measurements were designed with metamaterials structures in
order to improve its gain, bandwidth and resonance. Although it have been applied three different
topologies in different strategic places on the planar probes, just the JCP cells showed efficiency,
enhancing the resonance response in the high frequencies. Therefore, EMC measurements can be
performed with this low cost planar probe.
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Abstract— In this paper, a base station antenna changing the backward radiation energy into
the renewable RF energy is proposed. The antenna is composed of the array radiator and RF
harvesters using slots on the ground plane. The main radiator having a planar dipole type and
several RF harvesters on the ground plane are used to renew the RF energy from the main
radiators. The several harvesting ports are connected with the RF combiner by coaxial cables
and the harvested energy is changed into the DC voltage through the rectifier circuit. Because the
surface current on the ground plane flows into the RF harvesting port in the slot, the performance
of the main radiator is little disturbed.
As a result, the amount of the harvested energy from this base station antenna is approximately
0.16% of the originally radiated power. The simulated radiation performances of the proposed
antenna are almost same with that of the antenna without the harvester.
1. INTRODUCTION

Energy harvesting is the process of accumulating and storing ambient energy from various sources
in surroundings to energy storage components. One of the energy harvesting is to use ambient RF
energy. However, the RF harvested energy from the mobile communications is about from a 1,000
to 10,000 of other ambient energy sources [1]. Therefore more reasonable solution to harvest RF
energy should be needed and developed.
Generally the base stations or repeaters are transmitted with very high power. However, some
of the transmitted power is radiated backward and dissipated [2]. In this paper, a base station
antenna changing the backward radiation energy into the renewable RF energy is proposed. The
antenna is composed of the array radiator and RF harvesters using slots on the ground plane. From
the surface currents on the slot, the coaxial ports connected with the rectifier circuit could harvest
the RF energy.
2. THE DESIGN CONCEPT OF THE RF ENERGY HARVESTER

Figure 1 shows an element of the base station antenna with the rectangular ground plane and
reflector. As shown in Figure 1, the antenna is composed of a dipole type patch and capacitive
feeding to enhance the bandwidth characteristics [3]. The dipole antenna has a compact size of
79.2 mm × 70 mm × 34 mm (W a × L a × H a) to cover Korean LTE band (1.84∼1.87 GHz).
Figure 2 shows the simulated comparison of the radiation patterns between the proposed
rectenna and the antenna element shown in Figure 1. The reflector of the ground plane was a height
of 12.5 mm (H g) and used to reduce the back-lobe and increase the gain of antenna [4, 5]. The
gain and FBR (Front Back Ratio) of antenna without harvesters are about 10.0 dBi and 23.0 dB,
respectively. Even though the reflector such as the vertically side walls on the ground plane to
reduce the back-lobe were already presented, the previous side reflector except our research [4] had

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: General dipole antenna above a rectangular ground plane. (a) Top view. (b) Side view.
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no the harvesting function. To harvest the RF energy and compensate for the gain-loss of antenna,
the height of reflector was increased from 12.5 mm to 25 mm.
As shown in Figure 2, the side reflector with slots and harvesting ports are able to suppress
and harvest the back-lobe of antenna which has little effect on the forward radiation performance.
The gain and lobe-suppression of the proposed model is much improved by 0.3 dBi and 10 dB,

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Comparison of the radiation patterns of the proposed array antenna on 1.87 GHz. (a) E-plane.
(b) H-plane.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3: The array antenna with RF energy harvesters. (a) Top view. (b) Side view.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Comparison results of the radiation patterns of the proposed array antenna. (a) E-plane. (b) Hplane.
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respectively. However, the height of the reflection should be increased. The coupling between the
main radiator and the metallic wall can be controlled by the locations of the slot and walls.
3. THE DESIGN OF ARRAY ANTENNA WITH RF ENERGY HARVESTER

Figure 3 shows the proposed array antenna with RF energy harvesters. The main radiator is composed of five elements and has high gain with vertical polarized radiation performances. And several
harvesting ports are arranged with the edge of ground plane shown in Figure 3(b). The coupling
factor between the antenna element and the harvesting ports is about 30 dB in the operating band.
From Figure 4, the back-lobe suppression on E and H-plane were 4.9 dB and 2.3 dB, respectively,
for the absence of the harvesters As a result, the amount of the harvested energy from this base
station antenna is approximately 0.16% of the originally radiated power.
4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the array antenna with RF energy harvesters. The slotted ground plane and
harvesting ports were used to harvest the non-intentional radiation of the origin antenna. These
results show that this proposed rectenna is useful for RF energy harvest applications. In addition,
it would be very useful in practical and efficient antenna design.
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Abstract— The communication quality between an RFID tag and a reader in a RFID network, especially the parameters of the passive tag antenna such as reading range, directivity and
return loss, is affected by several factors from the environment. For practical RFID application,
since the environment is complex and volatile, these factors include metallic surface of products,
absorptions and impacts from neighbor tag antennas like scattering and mutual coupling. In this
paper, it consists of the analysis of impacts caused by these factors and the design of passive
tag antennas with resonant frequency 915 MHz able to be used in practical RFID applications
against those impacts. Comparing with former ones, the proposed antenna reduces the size of
the tag antenna to approximately commercial standard (18 mm×48 mm ×3 mm) by using certain
structures applied in the unit cell of metamaterial or HIS, while the properties including directivity, return loss and input impedance are still appropriate for RFID applications. Simulation
results from HFSS indicates that at 915 MHz, the return loss can be about −21 dB, as most of
the power can be radiated into the space towards the receiver. Meanwhile, the input impedance
Z0 = 9.4738 + j143.9189 Ω, perfectly matching the impedance of the RFID chip placed on the
top surface of the antenna. The above improved parameters play an important role in prolonging
the reading range.
1. INTRODUCTION

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a flourishing technology used for automatic object identification method for the efficient tracking, attracting more and more attention recently. In the last
decade, with the development of the Internet of thellongs, a considerable number of studies have
been conducted on the design of RFID tag antenna for practical applications. When operated at
higher frequency such as UHF band, RFID antenna has longer reading range, faster reading speed
and lower collision [1]. However, as RFID tag is always directly attached to objects like metal containers or engineering plastics (ABS) boxes, parameters of tag antenna can be seriously deteriorate
such as input impedance, radiation pattern, bandwidth, and return loss. These changes lead to
bad performance as a result, especially for dipole antenna widely used in RFID applications [2].
Several solutions have been proposed to design UHF antennas operating at the surface of certain
object. Since metallic objects are very common in transportation, and metallic surface has the
most severe impact on UHF antenna, designing an anti-metallic UHF RFID tag antenna is the
most crucial work to antenna engineers. Methods like planar inverted F antennas (PIFA) using a
shorting plate [3] and printed inductor [4] have been proposed to improve the antenna performance
against metallic boundary effect, while using the structure of HIS cell to design RFID antenna has
been proved to be quite useful and efficient [5].
In this letter, a compact RFID passive tag antenna is proposed for metabolic object application.
And the impacts from the size of metallic object and the material of metalloid object are also
analyzed. The antenna configuration will be explained in Section 2 while Sections 3, 4 demonstrate
simulations and solutions to surface effect by metalloid material.
2. UHF ANTI-METALLIC PASSIVE RFID ANTENNA DESIGN

The proposed metallic RFID tag is comprised of two patches and several structures used for
impedance match. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the antenna. The material used in substrate is FR4, whose relative permittivity is 4.4. And the RFIC chip is Impinj Monza 4, whose
input impedance is (11 − j143) Ω at 915 MHz (the operating frequency in North America).
The mechanism of the antenna can be approximately represented by an equivalent transmission
line circuit. The simplified equivalent circuit model of assembled RFID tag antenna is shown in
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Figure 1: Configuration of the proposed RFID tag
antenna.
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Figure 2: Simplified equivalent circuit model of tag
antenna.

Figure 2. The Vs is the equivalent power source, Za = Ra + jXa is the impedance of the antenna,
and Zc = Rc + jXc is the impedance of the RFIC chip (here is Monza 4). From the transmission
theory [6], for the maximum power transfer, the impedance of antenna and chip must meet condition
of conjugating match
½
Ra = Rc
(1)
Xa = −X c
So the maximum power the chip can obtain from the antenna is
Pmax =

|Vs |2
4Ra

(2)

From the equivalent circuit, another important parameter is S11 which is defined as
Γ=

Zc − Za
4 × RC × Ra
=1−
Zc + Za
(RC + Ra )2 + (XC + Xa )2

(3)

Thus the return loss (RL) is defined as
RL = −S11

¯
¯
¯ Zc − Za ¯
¯
¯
= 20 log |Γ| = 20 log ¯
Zc + Za ¯

(4)

Return loss represents how much power has been scattered back to the antenna instead of being
absorbed by the chip.
When the radiated power delivered to the RFIC chip is larger than its threshold energy Pth , it
will be activated, and the maximum reading range for a RFID tag antenna will be
r
λ Pt Gt Gr τ
rmax =
(5)
4π
Pth
where Pt is the power delivered from the RFID reader, Gt and Gr are the gain of reader and
antenna. And τ is the power transmission coefficient, defined as 1 − Γ, plays the most crucial role
in prolonging the reading range.
To obtain a workable reading range, the most important work is impedance match. The
impedance of the antenna can be influenced by the size and shape of the structures on the substrate. And some certain structures like T-match network are designed to adjust the impedance of
the antenna, especially for reactance conjugating match.
3. RESULTS FROM MODELING AND SIMULATION

The antenna design is modeled and simulated using Ansoft high-frequency simulation software
(HFSS). The metal sheet under the substrate is 0.5λ × 0.5λ [5], as the surface of the metal to which
tag antenna attaches. Figure 3 shows the impedance of the proposed antenna by HFSS simulation.
The impedance of the antenna operated at 915 MHz is (9.4738+j143.9189) Ω, and the impedance
of the chip is (11−j143) Ω, respectively. From formula (4), the Return loss (in dB) can be calculated,
and Figure 4 shows the curve of return loss with frequency 860–960 MHz.
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Figure 3: Impedance curve of the tag antenna.

Figure 4: Return loss of the tag antenna.

Figure 5: Radiation pattern of XOZ plane and Y OZ plane.

The simulated resonant frequency is f = 915 MHz, at which the return loss is −21.2 dB, and
the −3 dB bandwidth is about 900–928 MHz (3.11%).
Furthermore, the radiation pattern of the proposed antenna are shown in Figure 5. The directivity of XOZ and Y OZ plane is larger than 30 dBm, while the return loss at 915 MHz is −21.2 dB,
there is enough energy to activate the chip.
4. IMPACT FROM THE GROUND PLANE ON TAG ANTENNA

For better use in practical RFID application, more researches about the performance of the proposed
antenna in different conditions are conducted.
Firstly, the antenna is attached to metal objects of different surface size. Table 1 shows the
sizes of the metallic objects and parameters such as impedance and return loss of the antenna at
915 MHz. And Figure 6 shows the impedance, return loss and radiation pattern of the antenna.
When the size of the object be-comes larger from 0.5λ to 2λ, the impedance and return loss change
slightly. However, when the size is too much large (1000 mm × 1000 mm), the resonant frequency
shifts to 925 MHz, at which the return loss is almost equal to previous cases. This is from the
fringing effect. So, for the best optimize, the size of the object surface should not be larger than
3λ × 3λ.
To verify the impact from attached object of different materials, the proposed antenna is put on
the surfaces of objects made of ABS, Acrylic Slab, Cardboard and Pine Plywood. Table 2 indicates
the properties of these materials. Figure 7 shows the impedance, return loss and radiation pattern
by simulation.
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Table 1: Impedance and return loss of the antenna in each cases at 915 MHz.
Size of the metallic object
200 mm × 200 mm × 15 mm
500 mm × 500 mm × 15 mm
1000 mm × 1000 mm × 15 mm

Impedance/Ω
9.16 + j142.10
9.33 + j141.69
8.11 + j133.11

Return loss/dB
−19.87
−19.68
−6.36

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: (a) Impedance of the antenna in three cases. (b) Return loss of the antenna in 3 cases. (c)
Radiation pattern of XOZ plane and Y OZ plane.
Table 2: Properties of the materials.
material
ABS
Acrylic Slab
Cardboard
Pine Plywood

Relative Permittivity
2.8
2.6
1
1.7

Dielectric Loss Tangent
0.01
0.0061
0.036

Size of the object/mm3
150 × 150 × 15
150 × 150 × 15
150 × 150 × 15
150 × 150 × 15

The simulation results show that metalloid material has a negative impact on the proposed
antenna, as the resonant frequency shifts to higher than 1.15 GHz. It is because as there is no
metallic layer on the bottom of antenna, the effect capacity C became much smaller, which resulted
in higher resonant frequency. It is not so difficult to optimize the frequency shift. One possible
solution is adhering the proposed antenna to an optimized metal sheet, then put the sheet on the
surface of these metalloid materials. Figure 8 shows the simulation result of the solution (taking
ABS for example). At 915 MHz, the impedance is (9.630 + j144543) Ω, and return loss is −20.0 dB,
accordingly.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: (a) Impedance of the antenna in these cases. (b) Return loss of the antenna in these cases. (c)
Radiation pattern of XOZ plane and Y OZ plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Impedance of the antenna with metallic sheet. (b) Return loss of the antenna with metallic
sheet.
5. CONCLUSION

In this letter, a compact and slim passive anti-metallic RFID tag antenna operated at 915 MHz
is presented and implemented, and the impact caused by attached object has been investigated
by simulation. Although the size of metal sheet and metalloid material will shift the resonant
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frequency to a higher one, it can be solved by adding a metallic sheet with optimized size at the
bottom of the antenna. All in all the proposed antenna can be used in practical RFID application.
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Abstract— This paper presents the multiple antennas dynamic body-to-body channel in an indoor environment by utilizing quarter-wave planar textile monopole (TM) antennas at 2.45 GHz.
The single input and multiple output (SIMO) measurement system uses a signal generator and
two spectrum analyzers, to generate (transmit) continuous wave and measure (receive) the S21
parameters. During each measurement, two users are positioned at a 1 m distance where several
body movements are performed, such as walking, sitting, running, jumping, bending and rotation of arms. The measured body-to-body path loss is evaluated and characterized by fitting
to five well-known statistical distributions. The results exhibit that the Lognormal distribution
provided the best fit for most of multiple antenna body-to-body dynamic link path loss in most
of body movements performed in the experiment.
1. INTRODUCTION

Body-centric wireless communication systems (BCWC) are key components of future wireless communication systems, e.g., fourth generation (4G). A BCWC connects various devices around human
bodies, such as body sensors, body monitors and wearable electronic devices. With respect to communication range, the BWCS are categorized as “off-body”, e.g., links between a person and a
local access point (AP) or between two persons, and “on-body” systems, e.g., connections between
devices mounted/worn on the same person [1, 2]. Body-to-body radio channel differs from the bodyto-AP channels in antenna heights and types, communication range, device types and the device
on-body locations which are not limited to belts or pockets. Knowledge on the body-to-body radio
propagation channel is limited in the open literature, e.g., [1–3]. Thus, the aim of this study is to
investigate the channel characteristics of dynamic body-to-body communications, highlighting on
human body’s movement effects for SIMO system.
2. MEASUREMENT SETUP

The experiment is carried out in a strictly controlled indoor environment at Embedded, Computing
Research Cluster, Universiti Malaysia Perlis to investigate effects of multipath propagation environment on body-to-body radio propagation channel. The dimension of the room is 7 m × 5 m.
No other people are presented when the measurement is performed except two subjects and data
collectors. Two light weight and simple structures of planar quarter wavelength textile monopole
(TM) antenna (total dimension: 40 × 60 mm2 ) are utilized in the measurement (see Figure 2) [4].
A TM is placed on right upper arm and two TM receivers are spaced, ` at ` À λ/2 in order
to avoid mutual coupling. SIMO measurement system uses a Rohde & Schwarz signal generator
(model SMBV100A) and two spectrum analyzers, Rohde & Schwarz (model FHS4 Handheld) and
AdvanTest (model R1313A). Signal generator (SG) works in Continuous Wave at carrier frequency
fo = 2.45 GHz. The spectrum analyzers are set at span = 20 MHz, sweep time = 20 s, reference
level = 10 dBm and attenuation = 40 dB. The average height and weight of a pair of gender subjects is 172 cm and 55 kg. The placement of transmitter (Tx) is fixed at the right side of upper
arm on the Body 1 (SA) and the placement of receivers (Rx) are fixed on four pairs of second
human body (SB); right chest-left upper arm (RC-LU), right chest-left waist (RC-LW), right chestankle (RC-A) and left upper arm-back (LU-B) (see Figure 1). Tx is connected to SG and the
two Rxs are connected to the each port of Spectrum Analyzers. During each measurement, two
users are positioned at a 1 m distance. The SA is static and SB is in dynamic movement where
several body movements are performed, including walking, sitting, running, jumping bending and
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rotation of arms. An antenna-body separation of 10 mm is applied by putting foam with er ≈ 1.
A 10 meter low loss semi-rigid and two 4 meter flexible (Multiflex-141) coaxial cables are used in
the measurement campaign, manufactured by Huber-Suhner. Cables are wrapped with Eccosorb
Flexible Broadband Urethane Absorber model: FGM-U-20-SA microwave absorbing foams. The
SG is calibrated before the measurements to ensure that the RF input power supplied to textile
monopole (TM) is 0 dBm by setting frequency offset = −7.8 dB. Both of the spectrum analyzers are
also calibrated by measuring standing still position (static movement) and in walking movement.
The S21 parameter is captured simultaneously using these two spectrum analyzers. The difference
of S21 value (from both spectrum analyzers) is subtracted from S21 value of AdvanTest spectrum
analyzer.

Figure 1: Body-to-body measurement setup in the laboratory environment.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Structure of planar TM and its fabrication prototype in front and back views. (b) Reflection
coefficient of simulated and measured in free space (FS).
3. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

To select the best model among several models of fading, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is
used [8, 11]. The second order AIC, normally expressed as AIC c , written as
2K(K + 1)
(1)
n−K −1
where L is the maximized log likelihood, model K is the number approximation parameters in the
selected model and n is the sample size. The log likelihood is available in the Maximum Likelihood
(ML) estimator and thus (1) can be directly computed. Meanwhile, the second part of (1) restricts
additional parameters so as to guarantee that best fits the data with the least of parameters. In
determining the models rank from the best to worst and to show strong proof that one model is
better than another, the relative values of AIC c is utilized. The expression for relative values of
AIC c is
∆i = AICc,i − min(AICc )
(2)
AICc = −2 loge (L) + 2K +
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where AIC c is the AIC value for model index i. From (2), the best model among the set of models
is determined when ∆i = 0. In general, ∆i < 2 refers to significant evidence for model and if values
are between 3–7, it implies that the model has less satisfactory level. However, if values are greater
than 10, it suggests that the model is impossible to happen.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 presents the mean received power at Branch 1 (B1) and Branch 2 (B2) and power difference
between two branches for four body-to-body channels at 2.45 GHz. The result shows that the
maximum power difference between two branches is RC-A link for arm circulation movement. It is
evident that the RC-A, with longer communication link, provides the maximum path loss variation
between two branches of antennas. Meanwhile, the least power difference between two branches
is seen on LU-B link for bending left motion. Although LU-B link is a non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
scenario, it is observed that LU-B link obtains the minimum path loss variation of body-to-body
channel in dynamic movement. This is due to the fact that bending left motion reduces the distance,
and thus, more electromagnetic (EM) wave propagates in a direct path from Tx on SA to Rx(s)
on SB. The measured data is statistically analyzed by applying the second-order AIC to determine
the best fit model for all cases. The estimated parameters are computed based on 95% confidence
interval utilizing dfittool in the Matlab statistical toolbox.
Table 1: Mean power difference for all body-to-body channels at 2.45 GHz.
LU-B

RC-A

RC-A

RC-LW

Mean Power

Power

Mean Power

Power

Mean Power

Power

Mean Power

Power

(dB)

Difference

(dB)

Difference

(dB)

Difference

(dB)

Difference

Movement
B1

B2

(dB)

B1

B2

(dB)

B1

B2

(dB)

B1

B2

(dB)

Walking

62.29

61.46

0.83

62.0

58.64

3.36

62.17

61.09

1.08

63.34

57.67

5.67

Sitting

63.54

61.58

1.96

62.61

62.06

0.55

60.45

62.03

1.58

62.54

59.93

2.61

Running

57.92

61.63

3.71

61.24

61.69

0.45

60.70

59.61

1.09

61.58

59.75

1.83

Jumping

62.38

60.81

1.57

61.76

60.29

1.47

61.05

59.01

2.04

59.37

58.6

0.77

60.86

61.07

0.21

55.64

60.63

4.99

60.97

60.83

0.14

61.7

61.04

0.66

61.21

59.72

1.49

56.64

64.04

7.40

60.65

61.24

0.59

59.07

60.76

1.69

61.45

60.78

0.97

60.29

62.91

2.62

60.89

59.37

1.52

61.78

60.04

1.74

Bending
Left
Arm
Circulation
Bending
Backward

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: CDF for body-to-body channel (a) LU-B link and (b) RC-LW link.
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Table 2 summarizes the best fit model for all body-to-body channels in different movements.
In LU-B link case, Gamma provides the best fit for walking, sitting, running and bending left
movements (see Figure 3(a)). Since B1 and B2 are located on the opposite side of each other, this
introduces NLOS scenario. From this result, it is shown that Gamma distribution is best described
for NLOS case in dynamic movement. For RC-A and RC-LW links, the channel fading follows
Lognormal distribution for all movements, except for sitting and arm circulation (RC-A case) and
running and arm circulation (RC-LW case) respectively. As Lognormal distribution usually models
the shadowing effect [1], the reflection and diffraction of signal from the surrounding and arms (reflection and shadowing) affects the path loss of RC-A and RC-LW links (see Figure 3(b)). Although
both Rxs are mounted on the front side of body, the shadowing from arms dominates the EM propagation, and thereby resulting in Lognormal fitting. However, for RC-LU link, Rician dominates
the best fit for most of the movements (walking, sitting, bending left, and arm circulation).
Table 2: Best fit model for all body-to-body channels.
Rxs Location

LU-B

RC-A

RC-LU

RC-LW

Movement
Walking
Sitting
Running
Jumping
Bending Left
Arm Circulation
Bending Backward
Walking
Sitting
Running
Jumping
Bending Left
Arm Circulation
Bending Backward
Walking
Sitting
Running
Jumping
Bending Left
Arm Circulation
Bending Backward
Walking
Sitting
Running
Jumping
Bending Left
Arm Circulation
Bending Backward

Best Fit Model
Gamma
Gamma
Gamma
Rician
Gamma
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Gamma
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Rician
Lognormal
Rician
Rician
Gamma
Lognormal
Rician
Rician
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Gamma
Lognormal
Lognormal
Rician
Lognormal

Estimated Parameter
a = 743.56
b = 0.08
a = 620.02
b = 0.10
a = 348.65
b = 0.17
v = 0.29
σ = 0.14
a = 615.77
b = 0.10
µ = 4.10
σ = 0.04
µ = 4.11
σ = 0.03
µ = 4.10
σ = 0.05
a = 899.71
b = 0.07
µ = 4.12
σ = 0.03
µ = 4.11
σ = 0.04
µ = 4.06
σ = 0.06
v = 0.80
σ = 0.40
µ = 4.12
σ = 0.04
v = 0.19
σ = 0.10
v = 0.33
σ = 0.16
a = 852.97
b = 0.07
µ = 4.09
σ = 0.04
v = 0.38
σ = 0.19
v = 0.41
σ = 0.21
µ = 4.11
σ = 0.05
µ = 4.10
σ = 0.06
µ = 4.11
σ = 0.04
a = 580.73
b = 0.10
µ = 4.08
σ = 0.04
µ = 4.12
σ = 0.04
v = 0.14
σ = 0.07
µ = 4.11
σ = 0.04

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we investigate the multiple antennas dynamic body-to-body channel modeling of radio
propagation channel in an indoor environment at 2.45 GHz. Quarter-wave planar TM antennas are
used in the measurement. The mean power difference between two Rxs for all pair locations is
presented and analyzed. Besides, a statistical analysis is also performed to mean path loss of body-
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to-body by fitting to well-known statistical distribution. The results show that most of dynamic
body-to-body channel in most of body movements can be best described by Lognormal distribution
due to reflection, diffraction and shadowing effects. Our analysis clearly shows that body movements
and positioning between two receive
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Abstract— This paper presents a novel idea of evaluating the non-ionizing 2.45 GHz Wireless
Body Area Network (WBAN) radio frequency electromagnetic fields exposure effect on human
cognitive performance. The study aims at determining whether exposure of non-ionizing 2.45 GHz
WBAN radio electromagnetic fields (EMF) may affect the cognitive performance of human being.
Twenty healthy and right-handed volunteers (10 males and 10 females) are involved in the test
and exposed to 2.45 GHz WBAN, emitted by a pair of planar textile monopole antennas in 1-hr
per-session, with two separate sessions; EMF exposure and sham exposure (no exposure). Paired
Associates Learning (PAL) and Spatial Span Length (SSP) tasks using CANTAB eclipse version
4.0 cognitive software, are performed by each subject to assess the visual memory and working
memory capacity during the exposure of on-body textile monopole (TM) antennas positioned on
right-upper-arm-to-left-chest link. A total of two outcome measures are presented in measuring
PAL which are PAL Total errors (adjusted) and PAL Mean errors to adjusted, measuring mean
number of errors made before the stage is successfully completed. The result showed that both
PAL outcome measures and SSP give no significant difference between exposure conditions (EMF
and sham exposures), p0 s > 0.05. Thus, PAL and SSP performance (cognitive) is not affected by
non-ionizing 2.45 GHz WBAN EMF exposure.
1. INTRODUCTION

A great concern has risen from public on the effects of radiation emitted by the communication
devices due to numerous exposure of electromagnetic fields (EMF) in our daily life. It is debatable
whether low-intensity EMF radiation can cause adverse health effects to human. In the open
literature, many studies have been reported to examine whether radio frequency (RF) exposure
emitted by mobile phone or base station may affect well-being, physiological parameters and other
related human body parameters [1–6]. However, to date, the effect of non-ionizing 2.45 GHz WBAN
emitted by wearable antennas on human cognitive performance has not been carried out. Thus, the
main objective of the study is to investigate whether 2.45 GHz WBAN of non-ionizing exposure by
wearable textile antennas in the vacinity of human body can affect human cognitive performance
in terms of visual memory and working memory capacity. The study is conducted under high
standard of experimental procedure, ensuring validity and important contribution to EMF effects
on people’s health.
2. MEASUREMENT SETUP

Twenty volunteers are involved in the study (ten are female and ten are male). Subjects are between
23 and 31 years of age (mean ± standard deviation (SD), 25 ± 2.4), and have normal body weight
(BMI 19–26 kg/m2 ). The volunteers are interviewed prior to the study. This is to identify whether
they are healthy and free from neurological/psychiatric history problems. The participants receive
small incentives at the end of experiment sessions.
The study is conducted in an RF shielded room, Electromagnetic Hyper Sensitivity (EHS) Laboratory, Jabatan Kejuruteraan Elektrik, Politeknik Tuanku Syed Sirajuddin, Arau, Perlis, Malaysia,
between May and July 2013. The dimension of the RF-shielded room is 4 × 3 × 2.5 m3 . The room
is furnished with one PC table with PC desktop, one sofa and a plastic armed chair. Subjects
are seated on a comfortable armchair, with a distance of 40 cm from the subject’s head to the PC
desktop. The aim of the study is to investigate the effects of 2.45 GHz WBAN RF exposure on
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human cognitive performance. The experiment consists of two sessions; RF and sham (no exposure) at 1-week intervals in a single-blinded, counterbalanced and crossover condition. CANTAB
eclipse version 4.0 cognitive software by Cambridge Cognition Ltd, United Kingdom is utilized to
perform the cognitve tests on subjects. Subjects spend 45–60 minutes to complete the cognitive
tests (4 tasks) in each exposure session. Constant ambient light and room temperature conditions
(average: 28.26 ± 0.32) are ensured throughout the whole campaign.
Two quarter-wave, omni-directional planar textile monopole antenna operating at 2.45 GHz are
used as a source and receiving port, positioned parallel to the body surface (along z-direction). The
total dimension of TM is 40 mm × 60 mm with a substrate thickness of 1.7 mm. A patch length,
LM = 0.25λ = 30.6 mm. The quarter-wavelength monopole has an excellent impedance matching
and radiation performance in narrowband frequency [7]. A 2-port Vector Network Analyzer (VNA)
(Agilent model number 5071C ENA) is used to transmit the continuous wave and receive the signal
of on-body locations. RF input power supplied to TM is set to 0 dBm. Tx is fixed at the right side
of upper arm while Rx is mounted on the left chest, mimicking the position of ECG sensor. Two
low-loss semi-flexible Huber+Suhner coaxial cables, wrapped with microwave absorbing foam, are
utilized to connect Tx with port 1 and Rx with port 2 (see Fig. 1). Antenna to body separation is
10 mm.

Figure 1: Measurement setup in the RF shielded room.
3. COGNITIVE TASK

We investigate the effects of wearable TM antenna RF radiation on visual memory PAL and SSP
tasks using CANTAB eclipse version 4.0 cognitive software, performed by each subject to assess
the visual memory and working memory capacity during the exposure of on-body textile monopole
(TM). The CANTAB is a computerized neuropsychological battery that comprises 22 tests for
accessing memory, attention test and excecutive function. A touchscreen computerized system
that provides an accurate neuropsychological assesment and latency recording is used to test each
subject. Subjects are required to memorize specific pattern locations with random assignment
in the allocated boxes. If the subject makes an error, the pattern is re-presented to remind the
subject of their locations. Three trials are allowable if error is made. In the clinical mode of battery
test, the number of patterns increases from 1 to 8. 14 outcome measures for PAL are split into 4
groups; errors, trials, memory scores, stage completed. In this paper, two outcome measures are
presented in measuring PAL in the study which are PAL Total errors (adjusted), measuring the
total number of errors across all assessed problem and all stages, with an adjustment for each stage
not attempted due to previous failure) and PAL Mean errors to adjusted, measuring mean number
of errors made before the stage is successfully completed. Meanwhile, Spatial span (SSP) evaluates
working memory capacity and the task is a visuaospatial analogue of the Digit Span test. Nine
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white squares are shown in the task where some of the squares abruptly changes colour in random
sequence. Subjects have to touch the white boxes on PC screen according to same order after the
sequenced colour boxes disappear (clinical mode). The number of boxes varies from 2 to 9.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We use paired sample t-test (software: SPSS version 18.0) to analyze the human cognitive performance in terms of visual memory and working memory capacity (condition: RF and Sham). The
paired sample t-test reveals that there is no significant difference between mean PAL total errors
(adjusted) of subjects in both conditions on 2.45 GHz ISM band field exposures [t(19) = 0.37,
p > 0.05]. In the PAL mean errors to success, error increases from Sham to RF exposure condition
with no significant difference [t(19) = 0.90, p > 0.05]. In contrast, there is a decrease in SSP
performance between Sham and RF exposure (p = 0.353; Table 1]. Both conditions does not reach
the maximum score 9 as the mean length, M < 7 in SSP. Thus, it can be concluded that PAL and
SSP performances (Cognitive) are not affected by 2.45 GHz WBAN RF exposure.
Table 1: Results of cognitive performance.
Cognitive Test
PAL Total errors (adjusted)
PAL Mean errors to success
SSP Span length

Sham
Mean (SE)
5.75 (1.50)
1.65 (0.44)
6.80 (0.47)

RF
Mean (SE)
6.40 (1.43)
2.05 (0.51)
6.65 (0.40)

Sham vs RF
p-value
0.36
0.19
0.35

PAL: Paired Associated Learning, SSP: Spatial Span, SE: Standard Error.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents a novel idea of evaluating the non-ionizing 2.45 GHz Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) radio frequency electromagnetic fields exposure effect on human cognitive performance. In the study, it is found that brain physiology is not affected by RF radiation, particularly
on visual memory and working memory capacity. Further work will be conducted to thoroughly analyze the effect of 2.45 GHz WBAN RF exposure on human cognitive performance in double-blinded
condition.
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Fractal Etched Bow-tie Antenna Loading Zero-index Metamaterials
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Abstract— Characterized by its wide impedance bandwidth and relatively stable radiation
pattern, the bow-tie antenna has been widely utilized in the microwave as a suitable radiator.
However, the comparatively limited radiation gain will constrain this type of antenna from more
extensive applications when higher gain is required. In this paper, a bow-tie antenna etched
with modified Sierpinski fractal patterns is proposed, which can enlarge the current path for
radiation thus minimize the overall dimensions of the radiator to further increase its impedance
bandwidth. Moreover, for the sake of gain-enhancement, an artificial structure consisting of zeroindex metamaterials (ZIM) unit is carefully designed and adopted in the fractal pattern etched
antenna.
1. INTRODUCTION

Bow-tie antenna is featured by its wide impedance bandwidth in the microwave band, thus can
be versatile for various needs as an ideal radiator. Such type of antenna, which has been extensively used in the UWB system, is the planarization of bi-conical antenna. In consideration of the
commercial aspects, the antenna should be compact, low-cost and easy to fabricate.
Miniature of antenna is always a hot-spot issue in modern antenna design. So as to further minimize the antenna dimension, Sierpinski fractal pattern has been adopted in bow-tie antenna [6, 7].
However, such fractal pattern will give rise to the current discontinuity thus inevitably narrow the
impedance bandwidth.
Metamaterials are artificial composite materials that exhibit exotic electromagnetic properties,
which will not be found in natural materials. With the development of metamaterials, a novel
method is suitable for gain enhancement with the use of zero-index metamaterials (ZIM) [1]. Zeroindex metamaterials are such unique artificial structure that one component of its permittivity or
permeability tensor approaches to zero, which leads to a near zero refraction index [2, 3].
In this paper, a modified Sierpinski fractal pattern etched on the surface of bow-tie antenna
structure is proposed. Our design will improve the current continuity to enlarge the electric current
path floating across the two wings of the antenna compared with the previous work. Thus this
pattern will have a wider working frequency band with a lower end. Furthermore, a ZIM structure
is carefully designed and implemented with the antenna. The simulated results show that the use
of ZIM will achieve a higher gain performance.
2. DESIGN OF BOW-TIE ANTENNA AND FRACTAL PATTERN

The bow-tie antenna is fed by a microstrip line, which transforms from a coaxial cable via a coaxial
connector. The bow-tie antenna is a double-sided balanced antenna, so a balum [4, 5] is introduced
as a transition between the balanced antenna and the unbalanced microstrip line.
The dielectric substrate is chosen as FR-4 with the permittivity of 4.3 and the loss tangent is
0.025. The length of the antenna (Lb ) is 53 mm, and the angle of the wing of the antenna is 60◦ ,
as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The balum structure shown in Fig. 1(b) provides a smooth transition
from the microstrip line and the coplanar stripline (CPS).
Fractal pattern is a self-similarity pattern, which means the part of the structure is similar to
the whole body. The fractal pattern usually used in the bow-tie antenna is the 3rd Sierpinski
pattern [6, 7], which is easy to fabricate. The 2nd Sierpinski pattern is shown in Fig. 2(a).
The fractal pattern etched antenna is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). As can be seen, the fractal pattern
slightly differs from the 2nd Sierpinski pattern, which is more similar to the picture exhibited in
Fig. 2(b), with a little yellow triangle in the center of 2nd Sierpinski pattern. The current path
is enlarged by the insertion of the triangle patch. Furthermore, we have modified the size of the
1st and 22nd triangles cutting from the original big triangle to form the fractal pattern shown in
Fig. 3(b), which exhibits more continuity with respect to the pattern shown in Fig. 2(b).
From Fig. 4, the −10 dB return loss bandwidth ranges from 5.7 to 7.3 GHz for the original
bow-tie antenna and from 4.5 GHz to 6.8 GHz for the fractal etched antenna, respectively. As can
be seen, with the modified Sierpinski fractal pattern, the whole working frequency band extends
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towards the lower frequency end. Thus a wider frequency band is obtained (from 24% of the original
model to 41% of the model with fractal pattern).

(b)
(a)

(a)

Figure 1: The original bow-tie antenna fed by a microstrip line with a balum as a transition.

(b)

Figure 2: (a) The 2nd Sierpinski fractal pattern.
(b) The 2nd Sierpinski fractal pattern with a 2nd
triangle in center.

(b)
(a)

Figure 3: (a) The 2nd Sierpinski fractal etched bowtie antenna. (b) The 2nd Sierpinski fractal pattern
with a 2nd triangle in center.

Figure 4: The S parameter of the original antenna
and the fractal antenna around their working frequency.

Figure 5: The designed ZIM unit cell structure is made of two meander lines which are on the front and
back surface of the dielectric substrate. The parameters of the structure are: Lg = 7 mm, L = 6.5 mm,
w = 0.2 mm, d = 0.8 mm, h = 0.6 mm, g = 0.2 mm. The substrate is chosen as Rogers RO4003 with the
permittivity of 3.55 and the loss tangent is 0.0027.
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3. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF ZIM STRUCTURE

The zero-index metamaterials (ZIM) are such kinds of metamaterials whose value of permittivity
or permeability approximates to zero. With such a unique property, ZIM can be used for gain
enhancement of antennas [8, 9]. As illustrated in the Fig. 5, the ZIM unit cell is a two-layer
structure with meander lines etched on both sides of the dielectric substrate. Each tail of the two
meander lines is connected by a metallic stick through the substrate, which enlarges the current
loop thus minimizes the overall dimension of the unit cell.
The ZIM structure is carefully designed at the frequency of 5 gigahertz, with the unit length
(denoted by Lg ) of about 7 mm. The unit cell is designed and simulated via the commercial
microwave software CST MICROWAVE STUDIO.
As exhibited in the Fig. 6, the refractive index around 5 GHz is about 0.15 and enough for ZIM
design [10]. We arrange the ZIM structure in front of the fractal etched antenna, as illustrated in

Figure 6: The real and imaginary part of refractive index of the ZIM structure, ranging from 2 to 8 GHz.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) The fractal etched antenna with ZIM structure. (b) The S parameter of the fractal antenna
with ZIM.

Figure 8: The gain versus frequency of the model with and without ZIM.
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the Fig. 7(a).
The ZIM is a narrow band structure, as we can see from Fig. 6. The real part of refractive index
increases as the frequency surpasses 5 GHz, which results to deterioration of the ZIM performance.
While the frequency reaches to below 5 GHz, the imaginary part of refractive index increases, thus
the loss will also degrade the performance. As Fig. 7(b) shows, when the antenna is implemented
with the ZIM structure, the −10 dB return loss frequency band splits into two as can be seen from
Fig. 4 and Fig. 7. Since the ZIM structure is designed at 5 GHz, the interested radiation gain versus
frequency is plotted in Fig. 8. At 5 GHz, the gain of the model with ZIM is 1 dB higher than the
model without ZIM.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a bow-tie antenna etched with the modified Sierpinski fractal pattern.
With this pattern, the working frequency bandwidth expands from 24% (5.7∼7.3 GHz) to 41%
(4.5∼6.8 GHz) compared with the original model. To improve gain performance, a ZIM structure
is implemented with the antenna, and the gain increases by about 1 dB at the interested frequency.
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Abstract— We proposed and demonstrated an ultra-dense optical comb based DWDM-OFDMPON scheme. At the optical line terminal (OLT), a cost-effective optical frequency comb generator (OFCG) is proposed and achieved as the multi-wavelength optical source. The OFCG
is capable to provide multiple channels with reconfigurable wavelength spacing for ultra-dense
WDM-PON based access network. In our scheme, OFDM signal with multi-level modulation will
be encoded into the OFCG lines for the downstream transmission to enhance the spectral efficiency while the OFDM signal will be remodulated by OOK data for the upstream transmission
due to its ease of implementation in optical network unit (ONU) side. In experiments, we demonstrated that 10 optical lines with 25 GHz channel spacing are generated and they were modulated
by 2.5-GB/s QPSK-OFDM for the downlink signal transmission. We also demonstrated that the
multiple wavelengths from the OFCG.

The demand bandwidth for end-to-end connectivity of broadband access services is expected to
grow tremendous in the coming decades. Dense wavelength multiplexing-passive optical network
(DWDM-PON) has been widely investigated for high data rate services [1–3]. In these paper,
individual single wavelength laser was employed as continuous wave source providing carrier. The
laser array in actual DWDM-PON is costly and unstable in maintaining coherence among multiple
optical carriers. Optical frequency comb (OFC) [4–6] provides a alternative for the DWDM system
lightwave source. Compared to the individual laser array, OFC generator based DWDM system
simplifies the complexity of the system, lower the operation cost and promote the stability [7, 8].
OFC generated by cascading modulators is suitable for communication systems. Although in
principle we can anticipate that more modulators can be used together to bring more comb lines,
the complexity of the system, high operation cost and large power consumption will hinder the real
applications of OFC in communication systems. On the other hand, orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (OFDM) is considered as a strong candidate for future access network due to its
contribution in high spectrum efficiency and resistance to dispersion effects and crosstalk, including
inter-channel interference (ICI) and inter-symbol interference (ISI). It is also well known that of
the OFDM technology is being widely applied in the fourth generation (4G) and the upcoming
fifth generation (5G) mobile communication system thus it will be beneficial to investigate PON
system employing OFDM infrastructure for the future seamless integration of wire-and-wireless
communication system.
In this paper, we proposed an ultra-dense OFC based DWDM-OFDM-PON architecture, as
illustrated in Figure 1. At the optical line terminal (OLT), an optical frequency comb generator
(OFCG) is employed as the multi-wavelength optical source followed by a wavelength MUX where
COMB lines can be divided into individual DWDM channels. Each channel is modulated by an
intensity modulator (IM) respectively. In the downstream, quadrature phase shift keying OFDM
(QPSK-OFDM) signal is converted to optical domain. An optical multiplexer (MUX) is employed
to combine the DWDM channels with signal sent into the 25.6 km single mode fiber (SMF) for
downstream transmission. At the optical network unit (ONU) side, direct detection (DD) receiver
is adopted taking into account the cost of ONU. For upstream link transmission, the OFDM
downstream signal is re-modulated by another intensity modulator at 2.5-Gbit/s OOK format at
the ONU and transmitted back to the OLT.
In this paper, we proposed an ultra-dense OFC based DWDM-OFDM-PON architecture, as
illustrated in Figure 1. At the optical line terminal (OLT), an optical frequency comb generator
(OFCG) is employed as the multi-wavelength optical source followed by a wavelength MUX where
COMB lines can be divided into individual DWDM channels. Each channel is modulated by an
intensity modulator (IM) respectively. In the downstream, quadrature phase shift keying OFDM
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Figure 1: Illustration of the ultra-dense OFC based DWDM-OFDM-PON system. OLT: optical line termination, EDFA: Erbium-doped fiber amplifier, IM: intensity modulator, DD: direct detection, RX: receiver.

(QPSK-OFDM) signal is converted to optical domain. An optical multiplexer (MUX) is employed
to combine the DWDM channels with signal sent into the 25.6 km single mode fiber (SMF) for
downstream transmission. At the optical network unit (ONU) side, direct detection (DD) receiver
is adopted taking into account the cost of ONU. For upstream link transmission, the OFDM
downstream signal is re-modulated by another intensity modulator at 2.5-Gbit/s OOK format at
the ONU and transmitted back to the OLT.
In our experiment, a comb generator using one IM and a DPMZM with only two microwave
driving sources is firstly realized. This scheme is a relatively simple and low-power consumption
solution for OFC generation in which high power RF signal sources and specially tailored waveforms are not used. The OFCG scheme is shown as Figure 2. A narrow linewidth continuous wave
(CW) operated laser source is employed as the input signal. A dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator (DPMZM) is used as the first stage OFC operated in Push-Pull configuration. 2 first order
sidebands are generated by the upper arm biasing at null transmission point and the other three
lines are excited by the lower arm operating at maximum point of the transmission curve. With
the superposition of optical field of both arms, 5 comb lines are generated at point a in Figure 2.
The DPMZM is followed by another MZM working as the second stage. The bias voltage of the
second stage IM is adjusted at the point which leads to an equation of amplitude of carrier and first
order sidebands. In that condition, the second order sidebands can be effectively suppressed. For
any one wavelength from those 5 comb lines, the modulated output through IM can be expressed
as:
£
¡
¢
Eout3 (t) = Ein3 (t) cos ΦDC J0 (m3 ) cos (ω0 t) + sin ΦDC J1 (m3 ) sin ω0 + ω 0 t
¡
¢¤
− sin ΦDC J−1 (m3 ) sin ω0 − ω 0 t
(1)

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Experimental setup for the OFCG composed of one DPMZM and an MZM and the spectrum
generated at point (a) and (b). (CW: continuous wave laser, RF: radio frequency, PS: 50 : 50 power splitter).
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If we set ω 0 = ω/3 and let
cos ΦDC J0 (m3 ) = − sin ΦDC J1 (m3 )

(2)

A single line will evolve into three with equivalent amplitude. Therefore, a spectrum of 15 comb
lines with equal power can be generated with the spectral spacing as one-third frequency of the
first stage comb.
With the proposed OFCG, 10 channels with 25 GHz spacing is provided at the transmitter. 10Gb/s baseband QPSK signal is generated off-line with 64 subcarriers and a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) size of 256 and a cyclic prefix (CP) of 0.1. The off-line signal was uploaded into arbitrary
waveform generator (AWG, Tektronix AWG 7122), and a Mach-Zehnder modulator was employed
to convert the OFDM signal to DSB optical signal. All the channels are modulated simultaneously. Optical distribution network was emulated with 25.6 km single mode fiber (SMF) and a
variable optical attenuator. The downstream signal was photodetected using a PD, and sampled
by a 50 GS/s Tektronix real-time scope. Demodulation and Bit Error Rate (BER) counting were
implemented offline. Instantaneous multi-wavelength loading OFDM-QPSK signal is performed
through direct modulation on the generated OFC. The constellation map shown in Figure 3(c) is
acceptable in the case of simulating the PON transmission environment. And simultaneously multiwavelength OOK modulation and transmission was also verified, the eye-diagram of the upstream
with 2.5-Gb/s OOK after 25.6 km is displayed in Figure 3(d).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Experimental setup of the proposed DWDM-OFDM-PON system. The optical spectrum is measured at the corresponding point (a) and (b). Constellation map of downstream QPSK-OFDM signal in
PON transmission environment (c) and eye-diagram of the 25.6 km transmitted upstream 2.5-Gb/s OOK
signal with multi-carrier simultaneously modulation is displayed as (d). AWG: arbitrary waveform generator;
A/D: analog to digital; PD: photo diode.

We proposed and demonstrated an ultra-dense optical comb based DWDM-OFDM-PON system.
A simple and cost-effective OFCG consists of a DPMZM and an IM is posed for providing multiple
channels with reconfigurable wavelength spacing for ultra-dense WDM-PON based access network.
For the downstream, OFDM signal with multi-level modulation was encoded into OFC lines to
enhance the spectral efficiency. And the OFDM signal would be remodulated by OOK data for
uplink transmission for its ease implementation in ONU. We experimentally demonstrated the
OFCG. 10 optical carriers with 25 GHz spacing were modulated by 2.5-GB/s QPSK-OFDM for the
downlink signal transmission. It is beneficial to investigate the OFDM-PON system for seamless
integration of wired-and-wireless communication system.
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